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Chapter 1 Introduction
This research is grounded in two main claims about refugees. The first is that while
all identities are challenged, refugees’ identities are challenged in a unique
combination of ways, and that refugees therefore may have unique insights into
how people construct and perform identities. This expertise is, however, often
under-recognised in research (Kirkwood, Goodman, McVittie, & McKinlay, 2016)
that frames refugees through the lens of policy relevance which can prioritise the
world view of policy makers over that of individuals (Bakewell, 2008). The second
claim is that refugees are increasingly defined by their lack of agency (Wroe, 2018)
and that while refugees are victimised, only seeing them as helpless victims is
reductive. It fails to capture the complexity of refugees’ identities and is ultimately
damaging to refugees and the societies in which they come to live (Crawley,
McMahon, & Jones, 2016). This reductive view is also contradicted by the
performance of agency by refugees in this research who, despite the many
challenges they face, prefer to be seen as agentic survivors than passive victims.
The first of these claims was the underlying premise for the rationale and
methodology of the research which explicitly positioned participants as experts and
sought to place their own words, narratives and perceptions at the centre of the
research. It did this by using picture-elicitation (Harper, 2002) to empower
participants in interviews and draw out the narratives they want to tell, and by
using Constructionist Grounded Theory (CGT) (Charmaz, 2014) to analyze data
without, as far as possible, prejudging it. The second claim emerged from this
choice of methodology and the linguistic analysis and line-by-line coding, constant
comparison and reflexivity that is typical of CGT. It was noticed that while
participants did discuss the many challenges they faced, they often did so in a way
that emphasized their capacity to evaluate, assign relevance and responsibility for
their actions, to redefine the roles, or “subjectivities”, assigned to them by taking
up agentic narrative positions (Davies & Harré, 1999), even in situations in which
their freedom of action was limited. These performances could be inconsistent and
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contradictory and the use of a broadly poststructuralist perspective on identity,
with its embrace of multiplicity and rejection of a cohesive “core” self (Antaki &
Widdicombe, 1998), facilitated the incorporation of this contradiction and
inconsistency, and led to the adoption of the term agentic identity as a heuristic
tool with which to investigate these performances. This research goes on to discuss
the implications of this, arguing that this agentic identity needs to be validated in
asylum and resettlement policy, both in the UK and elsewhere, in research with,
media coverage of, and advocacy work for, refugees and in English for Speakers of
Other Languages (ESOL) pedagogy and policy, both for refugees and in general.
The experiences of learning English was chosen as the context of this research due
to the importance of language in the performance of identities (Pennycook, 2003)
and the central role of learning English in the debate around integration and
settlement (Ager & Strang, 2008; Kirkwood, Goodman, McVittie, & McKinlay, 2015).
English classes have the potential to empower refugees by facilitating access to
employment, support services and education (Pulinx & van Avermaet, 2017) and
enable greater participation in the societies in which it is the dominant language.
However, these classes can, through prioritizing assimilation over integration,
challenge or work to limit the identities refugees wish to take up. They can also
underestimate the linguistic and cultural diversity in the host societies, present
English learning as a panacea which underestimates the many structural issues that
refugees face (Houghton & Morrice, 2008) and are often informed by, and
reinforce, deficit-focused discourses that focus on refugees’ lack of English rather
than the many other skills they may have (McPherson, 2010). The participants in
this study had mixed experiences of English classes: while many were positive about
their experiences and teachers, these classes often failed to validate these agentic
identities leading to disengagement and a preference, among some, for selfdirected informal out-of-class learning. Overall, however, the experiences of
language learning were not as central to participants’ experiences as initially
expected and they therefore take a less important role in this research, which came
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to focus more on language use – how participants perform agentic identities with
the English they are learning

1.1

The Study – a brief overview

This study presents analysis of interviews with eleven refugees living in Edinburgh
between 2017 and 2019. Initial interviews used an Active Interview (Holstein &
Gubrium, 1995) approach to ask participants about their identities and experiences
of learning English and, in a novel methodological move, showed participants
pictures that showed my identities and experiences of learning another language
(Appendix 6). This served both to establish trust and to model the task that I wished
participants to carry out in the second interviews, in which they brought and
discussed their own pictures. I transcribed and analysed data simultaneously using
an approach inspired by Constructivist Grounded Theory (CGT). I then wrote
profiles of each participant which we discussed in a third round of interviews, which
were not transcribed but served as member-checking (Lincoln & Guba, 1985)
exercise to guard against the subjectivity of my analysis.

1.2

Research Questions

The initial research questions were informed by the first claim above, that the
experiences of refugees may provide unique insights into the performance of
identity:
1.

How do refugees perform identities in relation to building new lives in

Edinburgh?
2.

What is the role of language learning and acquisition in this process?

As explained above, as research progressed the second question became less
relevant, and a third question, related to the second claim regarding refugees’
agency, emerged.
3.

How do participants perform an agentic identity, particularly in situations in

which they lack freedom of action?
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Background, Aims and Rationale
2.1 Identity
2.1.1 Poststructuralist Perspectives on Identity
A broadly poststructuralist perspective on identity, drawing on Bourdieu (1977),
Hall (1996) and Weedon (1997) was chosen for this research, not only because it
has come to dominate research into the relation between identity and second
language learning among migrants (Block, 2007), but also because the
poststructuralist perspective foregrounds the role of power and agency in
negotiating identities and this is appropriate for the often inequitably power-laden
context in which refugees negotiate identities. As the research progressed, the
value of this perspective became even more apparent as its embrace of
inconsistent, sometimes contradictory, and “fragmented” identities facilitated the
emergence of the inconsistent, sometimes contradictory, concept of agentic
identity in the analysis. Another advantage that came apparent as research
progressed was the poststructuralist perspectives’ prioritization of the conditions
under which language is learnt, and identity performed, over the mental processes
involved. This focus on language use over the cognitive aspects of language
learning, combined with the preference of participants to discuss their experiences
outside the classroom, led to a shift in focus in the study from the relation between
identity and language learning to how participants used language to perform
identities, and agentic identity in particular. The following section will explain these
concepts and the rationales for these choices in more depth.
Although identity is an increasingly popular topic of academic research (A. Elliott,
2012; Preece, 2016) the debate has suffered from confusion and disagreement with
multiple definitions of identity used, often referring to different phenomena (Hall,
1996; Morrice, 2011). Despite this, there has been a general acceptance of a move
away from the enlightenment concept of an essentialised unitary self, to an
appreciation that identities are multiple, fluid and socially constructed (Baxter,
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2016; Benwell & Stokoe, 2011; Block, 2007). There is still, however, particularly in
what is broadly defined as the psychological perspective (Zembylas, 2003), an
attachment to the idea of an essential core self (Baxter, 2016) in which these
multiple, socially constructed identities are contained (Ryan & Deci, 2011) or which,
as Mercer & Williams (2014, p. 163/164) argue, serve as a “coherent, dynamic,
organised system encompassing all the beliefs, cognitions, emotions, motives and
processes related to and concerning oneself”, and which unite experience with the
mind and body. The poststructuralist perspective taken in this work, however,
rejects this idea of a core self, or what Hall (1992) criticises as the comforting
fantasy of a “real me” inside us to which the outside world is “sutured”, as clinging
to a modernist, positivist view of reality. While Hall concedes that many people feel
they have a unified identity, this is only because we construct a “narrative of self”
(1992, p. 277) in order to cope with the sometimes bewildering complexity that
multiple, contradictory identities induce. This contradiction can be seen in the way
refugees in this study attempt to reconcile identities forged in pre-refugee lives,
such as professional identities, with their present struggles to have these identities
validated when building new lives. This is not to imply that participants are
mistaken in perceiving these “real me” identities, as respecting the expertise of
participants on the subject of identity is, as mentioned above, central to this work.
Nor does it suggest that that these perceived identities are fantasies: they are not,
as Hall stresses, mere tricks of the imagination but are based on experiences, and
have real “material and symbolic effects” (Hall, 1994, p. 409). However, this work
seeks to place these perceptions within a poststructuralist framework that respects
them while accounting for them in a way that is consistent with analysis that
suggests inherent contradictions and inconsistencies within them. In contrast to the
psychological perspective which tends to focus on the internal mental processes
involved in this identity construction, the poststructuralist perspective not only
accepts the importance of socio-cultural factors, but interrogates them further by
focusing on the power-laden nature of these social interactions and contexts in
which identities are negotiated (Baxter, 2016; Block, 2013; Hall, 1996). As discussed
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below, these contexts are particularly inequitable for refugees as they are often
politically and economically marginalised and dependent on officialdom to be
recognised, not only as refugees, but as who they say they are. Joseph (2016)
summarises the difference between perspectives as the psychological perspective
seeing identity as something a person possesses, while the poststructuralist
perspective sees it as something a person does, or as roles they perform and these
roles vary according to the situation and what Weedon (2004) refers to as the
“subject positions” available to them. Bauman (Bauman & Vecchi, 2004, p. 20),
though preferring the term postmodernism to poststructuralism, makes a similar
point, referring to identity as “something to be invented, rather than discovered”,
built or chose from alternatives and then struggled for and “forever” incomplete.
Abandoning the attachment to the idea of a reified “real me” means it is less
important to rationalise how this “real me” connects to the roles performed, or as
Hall (1992, p. 276) puts it, to explain “the gap between the “inside” and the
“outside” and the mental processes involved in ensuring this connection is
coherent. Identity becomes, in Bauman’s terms, a “palimpsest identity”, a
continually renewed “collection of snapshots each having to its own meaning”
often without coherence or reference to each other (1998, p. 24). This shift in focus
from coherence allows an embrace of multiplicity, inconsistency and contradiction
which become seen as inherent features of identity performance rather than flaws
that need reconciled in a coherent system. It also, as mentioned above, involves a
shift in focus from mental processes to language, which is seen as the primary
medium through which these roles are performed, and the power-laden contexts in
which it is used.
This focus on language use, and the importance of power, in the poststructuralist
perspective, draws on the insights of Saussure (1986), Bakhtin (1981), Foucault
(1972, 1986) and Bourdieu (1991) to argue that the connections between words
and their meanings are not absolute but contextual, constructed within
“discourses”, or “ways of constituting knowledge” (Weedon, 1997, p. 108).
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Bourdieu (1977, 1991) argues that the power to construct these meanings, and the
value given to speech, is determined by the value, or legitimacy, given to the
speakers (their symbolic capital) in that particular situation. Symbolic capital, or
“prestige”, is the form taken by economic, social and cultural capital (or power)
when “they are perceived and recognized as legitimate” (Bourdieu, 1991, p. 230)
which is, in turn, determined by the habitus, “embodied dispositions” which are
expressed through discursive practices or “ways of speaking, gesturing, standing,
thinking and feeling” (Morrice, 2011, p. 4). These are dependent on the social
context, or what Bourdieu refers to as the “field” and are often obscured within
“common sense” discourses which privilege dominant groups and disempower
others. Symbolic capital in turn determines the power individuals or groups have in
negotiating which identities, or “subject positions”, they can take up in different
interactions (Pavlenko, 2002). Those with more symbolic capital have more
negotiating power to take up different identities, and to determine how those
identities are defined. Thus Hall (1996, p. 5) describes identities as “points of
temporary attachments to the subject positions which discursive practices
construct for us”, or roles we play within the rules of the game. The extent to which
these can be challenged, or the extent of agency, is a key point of contestation in
poststructuralist perspectives on identity (Baxter, 2016). Davies and Harré (1999)
characterise this interaction as a constant struggle, as participants both position
others, and position themselves by collaborating or resisting their positioning by
others. Pennycook (2003, p. 528) sums up the relation of identity to language by
saying, "it is not that people use language varieties because of who they are, but
rather that we perform who we are by (among other things) using varieties of
language", or as Bauman (Bauman & Vecchi, 2004, p. 89) says, “identities are for
wearing and showing, not for storing and keeping”.
In terms of language learning (the context and early focus of this research), the
poststructuralist perception’s connection to language and the conditions in which it
is learnt (Firth & Wagner, 1997) is one reason the poststructuralist perspective has
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come to dominate research into second language learning and acquisition (Block,
2003, 2013; Kramsch, 2013). Norton’s (2000) seminal work on the role of identity in
why migrants succeed or fail to learn English is highly influential in this. She argued
that the psychological perspective fails to recognise the importance of the language
learning context and assumes that learners can choose the conditions under which
they learn. Instead, she draws on Bourdieu and Weedon to argue that inequitable
power relations limit learners’ access to resources and opportunities to practise,
and the range of identities learners can adopt. As discussed above, those without
the required symbolic capital lack the capacity to “impose reception” (Bourdieu,
1977, p. 75), to have their desired identities accepted and valued by others. This led
her to reconceptualised motivation as “investment”. The migrant learners in her
study, she argues, were not motivated or unmotivated (psychological concepts that
assume a coherent self) but instead they ‘invest’ differently in the target language
in different situations and times to gain social and material resources. Therefore,
any consideration of a language learning situation must attend to the power
structures within it and be analysed in terms of the symbolic power relations
between participants as well as the linguistic competence of the learners. Also
important was Firth and Wagner’s (1997) call to focus on the conditions in which
learners use language, rather than what they saw as the psychological perspective’s
focus on the cognitive processes involved in acquiring a second language which, it is
argued, separates learners from their contexts and searches for universal “rules” of
acquisition that transcend different contexts (Larsen-Freeman, 2007). Gass (1998)
argues that while both approaches are valid, this focus on the mental processes and
universal rules of language acquisition in terms of improved performance means it
focuses on how languages are learnt, while the poststructuralist perspective
focuses more on how language is used.
This work does not claim the supremacy of either the psychological or
poststructuralist perspectives, and agrees with Larsen Freeman (2007) that both
can be seen as equally valid depending on the ontological position taken. If one
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accepts realist conceptions of an independent reality, then the idea of a “real me”
that can be discovered is consistent with this. If one takes a more idealist or
sceptical position, as in this work, then the denial of this “real me”, and focus on
multiple, equally “true” identities, is consistent. Despite the often-vituperative
disagreements between proponents of these different perspectives, they share
more than they differ in that both conceive identities as multiple, fluid, situated and
negotiated. While this work takes a poststructuralist perspective, it relies on
concepts such as positioning that has a base in social psychology. However, it
argues that identities are constructed through discourse and negotiation rather
than related to a reified self and goes on to view agency as such an identity, thus
subject to the same contradictions and inconsistency inherent in the
poststructuralist perspective.
In summary, while this work accepts both perspectives on identity as valid, the
poststructuralist perspective focus on the contestation of power, and its effect on
the contexts in which language is used and in which identity is performed was
particularly appropriate to meet the aims and rationale based on the unique nature
of the challenges to identity faced by refugees. Its embrace of inconsistency and
contradiction was also appropriate to investigate an inherently contradictory
concept – the performance of agency in situations in which participants lacked
agency. To explain this, it is necessary to discuss the unique way in which refugee
identities are negotiated.

2.1.2 Refugees and Identity
All identities are, from a poststructuralist perspective, contested and performed
through negotiation in conditions of unequal power. Those with less symbolic
capital in the fields, or contexts, in which these negotiations take place, have less
capacity to “impose reception” (Bourdieu, 1977) and thus to choose preferred
“subject positions” or identities, or the way these identities are defined (Butler,
2006). As Bauman (2004, p. 80) argues, this applies to many members of groups
who are discriminated against or under-represented in these discourses of power,
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but has special significance for refugees, a group he calls “the outsiders incarnate ..
outsiders everywhere and out of place everywhere except in places that are
themselves out of place”. The challenges faced by these “outsiders” include their
delegitimization and enforced exile from their home community, the uncertainty of
statelessness, the process of applying for refugee or protected status, and the
struggle to rebuild lives in new communities. These are detailed below, not to
engender pity or to emphasise the suffering refugees experience (though many do
suffer and deserve compassion) but to argue for the need to study these insights
because of refugees’ potential expertise. Migration can also offer positive
opportunities for identity re-negotiation, particularly as people move from
countries with oppressive discourses regarding, for example, race, gender or
sexuality. Block (2009, p. 91) argues that these challenges and opportunities mean
that “it is in the adult migrant experience that identity and one’s sense of self are
most put on the line” and thus that study of this has the “greatest potential” to
reveal insights into this process. I would argue that this is particularly true of
refugees.
These particular challenges begin before, and can directly lead to, exile from
refugees’ home country and community. Refugees are defined as people who
cannot return to their country of origin due to a “well-founded fear of being
persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular
social group or political opinion” (UNHCR, 1951, 1967). For many, this means that
there is something indelibly about their identities that means they have been
judged illegitimate members of their national/cultural community and deserving of
persecution. While postmodern perspectives on national and cultural identities
have moved away from essentialist one-language/culture/religion views of societies
towards an acceptance that all cultures are made up of a variety of cultures with
individuals constructing identity from multiple groups (Kramsch, 2011; Risager,
2007), many national authorities, and much public opinion, remain wedded to the
idea that cultural/linguistic/religious homogeneity is required to maintain control
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and social cohesion. National identity is often drawn, or redrawn, along ethnic or
religious lines, excluding certain ethnic or religious groups from being able to claim
national identity (Hoellerer, 2017; Malkki, 1999). Kurdish participants in this study,
for example, report facing discrimination because they were not recognised as full
Syrian citizens by government authorities. Political activists opposed to the
dominant ideology or authority are often portrayed as being “outside” the national
identity. Cultural and religious homophobia work to exclude people from cultural
and religious identities and gender discrimination challenges access to social and
professional identities. While this “othering” can lead to contestation of identity for
anyone who does not fit these narrow conceptions of national or cultural identities,
for refugees, this goes beyond contestation to become a “well-founded” fear of
persecution, giving refugees unique experiences of contestation in situations of
inequitable power. In terms of the discussion of agency below, it is important to
note that while some are persecuted for things they cannot hide, such as ethnicity,
others play a more agentic role by refusing to accept narrow conceptions of
national and cultural identity, to hide their political views or sexuality, and that
leaving their country of origin can be an agentic refusal to play by these rules.
Moving to another country can give opportunities to both renegotiate persecuted
identities and claim new ones. The lack of recognition, or suppression, of the
plurality and multiplicity of national and cultural identities does not mean that
individuals do not feel belonging to, and construct their identities from, these
historical, linguistic, cultural and social communities (Block, 2009). The way
participants in this study draw on these (often-conflicted) national, cultural,
linguistic and professional identities to perform an agentic identity was an
important aspect of this research and these findings are discussed in depth in later
chapters. Recognising this agentic capacity of refugees to negotiate identity is a
vital element of viewing them as more than victims, and participants’ experiences
of this is a key reason why their expertise in this process is valued.
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Once beyond the borders of their country, refugees face unique challenges to their
identity, due to the way that rights are granted through membership of a nation
state. This means that while refugees, or as Bauman writes, ““non territorials in a
world of territorially grounded sovereignty”, face similar challenges to other
marginalised people, they are:
“on top of all the other deprivations, denied the right to a physical presence
within the territory under sovereign rule except in specially designed “nonspaces”, labelled as refugee or asylum seeker camps to distinguish them
from the rest of space where the rest, the “normal”, the “complete” people
live and move” (Bauman & Vecchi, 2004, p. 40)
Within such camps, or while in transit to new countries, refugees lose the right to
self-definition of identities, becoming perceived solely through their “refugeeness”
(Bauman, 2004). In terms of agency, Bauman is perhaps overly pessimistic in
arguing that refugees are “the waste of globalisation” (Bauman, 2004, p. 58). He
quotes Agier (2002, p. 94) in describing refugees in camps as “stateless, placeless
and functionless”, but Agier himself argues in later works for the need to recognise
the agency of refugees in camps who organise political activism and trade for
supplies (Agier, 2011). It remains true, however, that their loss of “the media on
which social existence rests” such as “land, houses, village, parents, possessions,
jobs and other daily landmarks” (Agier, 2002, p. 56) means that while their
identities are not uniquely contested, they are contested in unique ways.
Even when granted asylum in a new country, loss of this “media”, the support
network of historical, linguistic, and social communities and access to many
resources on which their symbolic capital is based, such as academic credentials, or
status as professionals or property owners leads to further contestation. In
Bourdieusian terms, refugees lose the ability to “impose reception” of these
identities in a new field, with different habitus or unwritten rules. If we accept that
identity is primarily negotiated through language, moving to a country in which one
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does not speak the dominant language presents obvious challenges in terms of
identity negotiation (Vitanova, 2005). Although participants in this study
demonstrate agency in their attempts to negotiate identities based on their
professional and cultural identities, they struggle with this and can be unsuccessful
due, in part, to institutional and societal processes and discourses that work against
them.
While the struggle to claim identities, and the loss of support networks is common
to many migrants, unique to refugees who do apply for asylum in the UK (and other
receiving countries) is the level of contestation of identity by authorities. Those
arriving in the UK are classed as “asylum seekers1” until their refugee identity is
“verified” by asylum interviews which may also question their age, name,
nationality, history or sexuality. While Home Office (U.K. Government, 2021 5.1)
instructions for asylum interviews stress that interviewers “must not prejudge the
claim or approach the interview with scepticism”, and ensure their own beliefs do
not prejudice decisions and that likelihood of persecution should be assessed with a
“relatively low standard of proof”, several studies have suggested that this advice is
not always followed. For example, Jubany’s (2011, 2017) ethnographic research
with Home Office caseworkers found that their training focused on techniques to
“identify the lies” of asylum seekers rather than on their rights and options, as well
as evidence of stereotypical and discriminatory views influencing decisions
regarding credibility, and that “the interpretation of the criteria is nearly always
slanted towards the disbelief of the narrative and the discrediting of the applicant”
(Jubany, 2011, p. 84). Jacquemet (2015, p. 80) also found what he refers to as a
“culture of suspicion” in which a single wrong name, date or place in their story, or
even using a word in the wrong dialect of their “home country” can lead to
rejection (see also Blommaert, 2009; Eades, 2009). This is not to argue that such
screening interviews are not a necessary part of an assessment of asylum claims,
1

In keeping with the ontology of this research, it accepts the self-definition of asylum seekers as
refugees. As such, the term “refugee” is generally preferred except when asylum status is specifically
relevant.
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and it accepts that many of those carrying out assessments are well-intentioned
and trying their best in a difficult job (Jubany, 2017). It does argue, however, that
the process involves a contestation of identity not experienced by many others,
although the Windrush scandal, in which British citizens of Caribbean decent were
denied citizenship because of a perceived failure to “prove” their British national
identity, shows that refugees are not the only victims of this “hostile environment”
and the role of institutional racism within it (Quille, 2018; Williams, 2020). Perhaps
unique to some refugees, however, are the stakes involved in this contestation of
identity, as in combination with the above mentioned “well-founded fear of
persecution”, rejection of a claimed identity can lead not only to discrimination and
deportation but also active persecution and threat to life.
In addition to having identities contested through persecution, exile and the asylum
process, refugees’ identities are further contested in the struggle to rebuild lives in
new communities. As mentioned above, and like many migrants, they are, trying to
“impose reception” of their identities in an unfamiliar field with unfamiliar habitus –
a linguistic and cultural context in which they may not know the language or the
unwritten rules by which it operates. However, refugees in the UK are also faced by
a generally hostile media which often conflates the labels “migrant”, “refugee”,
“asylum seeker” with “illegal immigrant” (S. Goodman, Sirriyeh, & McMahon, 2017;
Philo, Briant, & Donald, 2013), a process supported by exclusionary political
discourse (McFadyen, 2016; Zetter, 2007). Local communities can also challenge
the identities claimed by refugees. For example, a 2016 Ipso Mori poll found 47% of
Scots thought refugees were “really” economic migrants (Ipsos Mori, 2016), and M.
Lewis (2006) found high levels of prejudice towards refugees in Glasgow, with the
term asylum seeker often used as a general term of racial abuse. This can be
exacerbated by the UK Government policy of housing asylum seekers in a limited
number of “dispersal centres”, often in areas with significant levels of deprivation
and unemployment, leading to resentment and suspicion from those with whom
they must compete for scarce resources (Phillimore, 2021; Phillimore & Goodson,
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2006) . Rising Islamophobia and anti-immigration sentiment has compounded this
contestation (McFadyen, 2016). Unemployment, underemployment (e.g. engineers
working as waiters) and welfare dependency threaten what Arendt (1996, p. 110)
refers to as “the confidence that we are of some use in this world”, or identities as
capable, agentive professionals (e.g. Bloch, 2008; Strang, Baliot, & Mignard, 2016).
These all, backed up by a hostile media, contributes to public perceptions of
refugees as “scroungers” (M. Lewis, 2006). McPherson (2010) argues host
populations see “refugee identity” as particularly threatening, fearing “they” might
bring “their” problems “here”. Thus, the traumatic experiences that may define
refugee identities become seen as the very reason to fear it. Bauman (2004, p. 66)
describes refugees as bringing “home the distant noises of war”, reminding “the
settled” off their own vulnerability. He argues that for those struggling with the
flux, uncertainty and powerlessness induced by globalisation; reduced national
sovereignty, labour rights, economic security and homogenous national identities,
migrants (and refugees in particular) symbolise these threats (Bauman, 1998, 2004).
Denied the ability to challenge the global elite and forces of globalisation,
resentment instead focuses on refugees as the most visible representation of these
forces as a “safer” outlet, for “the inarticulate yet hurtful and painful presentiment
of their own disposability.”(Bauman, 2004, p. 56)
In addition to this unique level of contestation, refugees face a power imbalance
that pits individuals against the apparatus of state. Yeo’s (2022) analysis of the UK
immigration system details how the loss of state support (in the form of Legal Aid)
for those challenging asylum decisions, as well as efforts to restrict the right of legal
appeals, all combined with the Home Office’s determination to fight cases even
when there is little chance of success, makes this struggle one-sided. The UK
Government’s Nationality and Borders Act (House of Commons, 2021) changes an
essential element of how refugee status is determined, from being based on
experiences and risk of persecution to include considerations of how applicants
travel to the UK. The UN Convention on Refugees (UNHCR, 2011), in contrast,
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makes clear that refugee status is declarative (in that it recognises something that is
already the case, rather than making something the case) and should be
determined by objective criteria (Gibney, 2004; Shacknove, 1985). This change in
how status is determined, however, demonstrates the power imbalance in the
capacity to define, or impose reception, of refugee identity, suggesting it can be
changed at the whim of governments of receiving countries and based on their
political priorities rather than the experiences or facts of a refugee’s claim.

2.1.3 Summary: Refugees, Poststructuralism, and identity
This section has focused on the rationale for this study – why refugees may have
unique expertise and insights into identity construction and why the
poststructuralist perspective on identity is appropriate for this investigation. It has
detailed the challenges that refugees face in the construction of identity and the
power imbalance that many face in doing so. The aim of this was not only to
engender sympathy, distressing as many of these challenges are, but to argue that
the experiences of struggling with these gives refugees an expertise that should be
respected and researched. In the face of these many official, economic, and societal
denials of identity, the question becomes how refugees in general, and the
participants in this study in particular, challenge these discourses, gain symbolic
capital and maintain “previous” identities, claim new ones, or resist essentialist,
exclusionary or discriminatory identities ascribed to them. Key to this is the concept
of agency – the capacity to maintain, resist and claim identities and to negotiate
how those identities are constituted. This research argues that while participants
may not be able to successfully challenge these in terms of physical freedom of
action to, for example, take up their preferred profession, they do use aspects of
their previous professional and cultural identities, and those based on practical
problem-solving skills, to perform an identity as someone with the capacity to do
so. To explain this further it is necessary to turn to the concept of agency, why it
has special significance for refugees, how it is theorised from poststructuralist
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perspectives on identity, particularly regarding language learning, and then how it is
defined in this work.
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2.2 Agency
The previous chapter detailed the many barriers and the limited opportunities
refugees face in negotiating their preferred identities in their new societies. Agency
is clearly important in these negotiations, particularly in a poststructuralist
perspective that emphasises the role of inequitable power in them and thus, as
Pennycook (2010, p. 120) argues, anyone taking this perspective needs to “theorize
human agency within structures of power”. Agency is also important to the context
of this research, the learning and use of English, because success in this often
depends on the extent to which learners engage with, or resist, different learning
practices (Duff, 2012; Mercer, 2011; Van Lier, 2008). However, just as the previous
chapter argued that the experiences of refugees may lead to particular insights into
identity, this chapter will begin by arguing that agency has special resonance for
refugees. It is not only important to the extent to which they can negotiate
identities and learn languages, but vital because to be a refugee is to be increasingly
defined as a person lacking agency and failure to meet this expectation can lead to
denial of refugee status, deportation and increased risk of persecution. This
chapter argues that this essentialist view of refugees as lacking agency is damaging
both refugees and the “host” societies in which they live. It then turns to the place
of agency in poststructuralist perspectives, particularly in the context of language
learning and use. Finally, it discusses commonly used definitions of agency,
particularly those drawn from linguistic anthropology, in order to arrive at the
definition of agentic identity used in this work.

2.2.1 Refugees and Agency
Agency is, as Bakewell (2010, p. 1689) argues “particularly important” in refugee
studies because, by many conventional definitions, refugees have very little. Many
of the challenges to their agency in terms of identity are detailed above, but these
challenges extend beyond questions of identity to practical everyday restrictions
not faced by other migrants. In addition to the fundamental lack of ability to return
to their home country, the majority of refugees experience highly restrictive
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conditions and high levels of enforced dependency either when applying for asylum
or after this is granted (J. Allsopp, Sigona, & Phillimore, 2014). This can include time
spent in refugee camps, or legal prohibitions on employment and housing. In the
UK, asylum seekers are not allowed to work, have no choice where to live and are
nearly entirely dependent on the state while awaiting a decision on refugee status
(Mulvey, 2015). This process is referred to “waiting in the dark” by Refugee Action
(2018) due to the lack of information provided about the process or how long it
might take. Several studies have shown that this period of enforced dependency
can lead to long term psychological effects on self-efficacy and confidence (J.
Allsopp et al., 2014; Mayblin, 2014; Muecke, 1992; Stewart & Mulvey, 2014). Even
when refugee status is granted and they are allowed to work or live where they
choose, refugees face many of the structural barriers, such as unrecognised
professional qualifications, language barriers, racial discrimination and poverty
shared by the people of other marginalised groups to which they may belong, all of
which may challenge any feeling of having control of one’s life (J. Allsopp et al.,
2014; Stewart & Mulvey, 2014). In contrast, refugees may also experience greater
freedom to practice religion, express political opinions, to avoid military service,
less gender or sexuality-based discrimination, and more opportunity to pursue
educational and personal aims, despite these barriers and challenges As will be
seen, several participants perform their agentic identity through discussing their
plans to take up these opportunities, although these are not always realised, partly
because of the above-mentioned barriers.
However, beyond these practical issues of what refugees can or cannot do, agency
is important to research with refugees because of its relation to how the label, and
thus the identity, “refugee” is perceived – as refugees are simultaneously (and
contradictorily) defined as people with agency and as people without agency. From
one perspective, refugees are defined by having the agency to resist persecution, or
to take a political or conscientious stand. Zolberg (1989) refers to this as the activist
view of refugees traces it back to the original use of the term in English to describe
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Protestant Huguenots who left France rather than convert to Catholicism, and
continued through the Cold War to apply to, for example, anti-communists activists
who sought asylum in the capitalist West. As argued above, it may be the desire to
express political and social agency that drives a refugee to leave their country of
origin, a desire to contest, not merely avoid, oppression. For some, the act of
leaving can itself be an expression of agency – such as for the men in this study who
left their country to avoid being conscripted into the Syrian army, an act that makes
them liable for criminal prosecution. Migration can also lead to greater agency as
not only do these men not have to fight for an oppressive regime, but they can also
pursue educational and professional opportunities instead. This idea of refugees as
agentic apply to some participants in this study who arrived in the UK after perilous
journeys involving walking long distances, crossing seas in small boats or smuggling
themselves on lorries - showing determination, initiative and, overall, agency.
This perspective of refugees as agentic is, however, becoming less common in
public and political discourse as refugees become increasingly defined as people
lacking agency (Crawley et al., 2016; Safouane, Jünemann, & Göttsche, 2020). The
concept of being a forced migrant, of having no choice but to leave one’s country
for fear of persecution, is central to public perceptions of what makes a refugee
(Essed, 2004), and to many governments’ determination of who qualifies for
refugee status, meaning that, as Bakewell (2010, p. 1690) writes, “ascribing any
agency to such people may undermine their case”, and risks them being judged as
“bogus asylum seekers” or “illegal immigrants” (Fiddian-Qasmiyeh et al., 2014;
Kirkwood, Goodman, et al., 2015). Charities, agencies, and researchers advocating
for refugees often focus on refugees’ victimhood in order to provoke public
sympathy and funding, often in response to hostile public discourses of refugees as
a threat or danger (Wroe, 2018). The UK Government’s 2022 Nationality and
Borders Act (House of Commons, 2021) denies refugee status to people who make
the above mentioned agentic, often dangerous journey to Britain, part of an
increasing trend in Europe to criminalise the act of seeking asylum by crossing
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borders (M. Bhatia, 2015; Mainwaring, 2016). Instead, the UK Governments’ policy
explicitly prioritises those in refugee camps abroad over those who have made
these journeys, portraying those who passively wait their “turn” to be rescued as
“good” refugees (Wilson & Mavelli, 2016) and granting them greater benefits and
support than those who make the journey themselves.
Refugees, or any other group, can be both agentic and non-agentic; agency is not
binary and depends on context. Avoiding military conscription, for example, may be
an agentic action, but the fact that the only way to express this agency is to become
a refugee indicates a fundamental lack of agency. Few other groups, however, are
defined in such binary terms by their lack of agency and few others risk persecution
if they fail to meet these expectations. As such, refugees face a dilemma in their
performance of identity, a dilemma particularly apparent in asylum interviews
(discussed above) in which refugee status is determined. Hajdukowski-Ahmed
(2009) argues that the victim perspective is especially applied to female refugees,
who are portrayed as uniquely vulnerable and often infantized by being grouped as
“women and children”. Johnston’s (2011) analysis of images used by UNHCR to
represent refugees shows that these have changed from cold war images of young
activist opposed to political oppression to voiceless, vulnerable women often from
the global South. While women are often vulnerable to gender-based
discrimination and persecution, Hajdukowski-Ahmed (2009) argues that this
restricted focus silences the stories of resilience and strength often shown by
female refugees. Hajdukowski-Ahmed highlights the role of family identities, the
need to look after children and keep families together, in giving women this
strength and resilience, as is demonstrated by the performance of Nazya in this
research. Both the asylum process and accommodating to societal expectations of
refugees, however, require downplaying this agency in favour of a victim identity.
As Mertus (2003, p. 68) writes, “because asylum officials assume that female
asylum applicants are poor, uneducated, and incapable of confronting their
oppression, women who do not fit this mould (that is most of the women who
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actually make it across borders) are viewed with suspicion”. Similarly,
Hajdukowski-Ahmed (2009, p. 49) argues that “in the process of their identity
reconstruction”, writes, “refugee women are engaged in a constant dialogical
struggle between victimization and resistance, between being the helpless victim
and the empowered survivor”. In respect to male refugees, Palillo (2018)
investigates how this need to present themselves as “feminised, passive victims”
conflicts with masculinised narratives of endurance, self-reliance and strength.
In these asylum interviews, refugees may be faced with a choice of either
authentically representing their complex multidimensional identities (risking
rejection), or pursuing a course of what Spivak (1988) calls “strategic essentialism”,
defined as “a conscious and purposeful verbal replication of an essentialist
discourse on identity, which for example replicates cultural, racial or gendered
stereotypes” (Hajdukowski-Ahmed, 2009, p. 49) – or “playing up” to stereotypes,
telling interviewers what they want to hear, in order to achieve a certain aim. This
strategic choice is, in itself, a form of agency – a contradictory agentic performance
of non-agency. While this may have short term (and vital) gains, it perpetuates and
legitimises these damaging, essentialist stereotypes (Crawley et al., 2016; Wroe,
2018). Kirkwood et al. (2016) found that this strategic essentialism persists in
community relations. Because of the need to rebuild identities, adapt to new
situations, and “fit” into sometimes hostile environments, they found refugees
were often sensitive to what others want to hear, and to prevailing discourses
regarding refugees, and used language accordingly. For example, they found that
refugees were aware of contradictory discourses surrounding them as both
“scroungers” living on benefits and as immigrants taking jobs from locals. As such,
the participants in their study skilfully used the language of both discourses to
portray themselves as keen to find work (agentic) while at the same time not
wanting to “steal jobs” (passive) – a dichotomy familiar to some of the participants
in this study. This contradiction, the strategic, and therefore agentic performance of
non-agency, highlights the extent to which agency is more than a question of
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actions, but also involves what Mercer (2011) calls a sense of agency – the ability to
mentally evaluate one’s actions and resist and subvert powerful discourses.
This work seeks to challenge this reductive view of refugees, or other marginalised
people, only as victims, what Crawley et al. (2013) refer to as the “victim frame”,
both through the methodological and ontological choices detailed in chapter 4, and
by focusing on the performance of agentic identity in the analysis chapters. This is
vital because such discourses can serve to silence the voices of refugees (Wroe,
2018), disempower, essentialise and present refugees as only as potential burdens
on host societies (Hajdukowski-Ahmed, 2009; Kea & Roberts-Holmes, 2013) which
can lead to resentment from the host population. In terms of asylum interviews,
the use of a reductive victim frame encourages applicants to suppress their
performance of agency in favour of strategic essentialism – playing a role the
interviewer wants. This is both dangerous for refugees, as any hint of “playing a
role” could lead to their claims being rejected, and detrimental to a system of
asylum assessment supposedly designed to encourage authenticity. As mentioned
above, enforced lack of agency also has consequences for the mental health of
refugees, as well as chances of long-term employment.
Research that challenges this essentialised view of refugees as victims is not only
beneficial for refugees but also for the wider societies that host them. The victim
frame is detrimental to refugees’ attempts to play their full role in host societies
and the two-way integration required for success in this. This two way integration
process, which depends not only on efforts of migrants “but also on the structure
and openness of the receiving society” (Klarenbeek, 2019), the stated aim of the
Scottish Government (2018), requires mutual respect (Ager & Strang, 2008) a
mutual respect that can be undermined by the victim frame . Several writers
(e.g.Gibney, 2004; M. E. Price, 2009; Shacknove, 1985) warn of the danger of seeing
refugees only as victims and relying solely on a humanitarian response, instead
arguing for the importance of viewing of refugees as rights-holders and asylum as
an entitlement rather than a gift. Rights-holders, they argue, are worthy of respect,
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while the later entails a responsibility to be grateful. Similarly, Durieux (2013, p.
173) refers to this as the “rescue paradigm” and sites Arendt’s distinction between
pity, which involves a keeping a distance and a feeling of superiority, and
compassion, which involves identification and empathy, and cites this distancing as
a cause of public hostility to refugees. McFadyen (2016) attempts to explain this
hostility by invoking the Derridean (2000) concept of hostipality, the fear of the
“parasitic” guest that Derrida argues always exists within hospitality – a hospitality
driven by the humanitarian urge to help victims. This leads to the fear of hospitality
being exploited by “undeserving”, a fear echoed in the distinction between
“genuine” and “bogus” asylum seekers that dominates much of UK public discourse
concerning refugees (Bauman, 2004; S. Goodman et al., 2017). Understanding how
refugees perform agency is important not only to challenge reductive stereotypes
and counter hostile exclusionary discourses that harm refugees, but also aids the
societies they join. Respecting refugees’ and their agentic identities (as the
rationale and methodology of this research attempts to), improves two-way
integration, thereby promotes social cohesion and ensures refugees can increase
their agency and contribute to the full extent of their talents and experiences.

Summary: Refugees and Agency
Agency, therefore, is central to what it means to be a refugee, both in terms of
structural forces that affect refugees’ agency, and in the related aspect of how
refugees are positioned and how they use their own agency to position themselves.
Better understanding this has potential to both help refugees and host societies.
The next two sections further explore the theoretical underpinning of this. The first
discusses how the struggle between structure and agency is viewed in
poststructuralist thinking on identity. The next discusses how agency has been
theorised, particularly in regard to adult immigrants and refugees and the need to
consider agency as a performance, enacted and perceived through language.
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2.2.2 Agency and structure: Identity and Poststructuralism
Agency is a key issue and point of contestation in poststructuralist perspectives on
identity (Baxter, 2016) with Bakewell (2010, p. 1869) calling it “one of the most
deep seated problems in social science”. Baxter’s (2016) overview of the
relationship between structure and agency outlines different perspectives within
poststructuralism and places them in a continuum. At one end she places Butler’s
(2006) concept of performativity in which identities (and particularly gender
identities) are the result of “a set of repeated acts within a rigid regulatory frame
which congeal over time to produce the appearance of substance, of a natural kind
of being’ (Butler, 2006, p. 33). Invoking Speech Act theory (Austin, 1975; Searle,
1979), Butler argues that by using certain ways of speaking or acting associated
with certain identities, and by continually repeating these, people both enact and
perpetuate these identities. She uses the example of drag performers to argue
people can show agency by transgressing, subverting and resisting these, but only
within the confines of this regulatory frame, or everyone “acts precisely to the
extent that he or she is constituted as an actor and hence operating within a
linguistic field of enabling constraints” (Butler, 2006, p. 13) – people can play
different roles, and privileged groups have greater choice of which roles to play, but
all lack power to determine what constitutes these roles.
Positioning theory (Davies & Harré, 1999), the next stage on Baxter’s spectrum,
argues that individuals have greater power to “actively constitute the discourses of
which they are part” (Baxter, 2016, p. 41). Therefore “who I am” must always be:
“an open question with a shifting answer depending upon the

positions made available within one’s own and others’ discursive
practices and within those practices, the stories through which we
make sense of our own and other people’s lives.” (Davies & Harré,
1990, p. 46)
It is through this reflexive self, how people tell the narratives of their lives (to
themselves and others), that people gain agency. Each person’s particular
experiences of “being in multiple subject positions and engaged in different forms
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of discourse” (Baxter, 2016, p. 41), or multiple identity negotiations, gives rise to
the limited ability to resist or take up different identities, and to affect how these
are constituted. Baxter terms the third aspect of this continuum the Feminist
Poststructuralist perspective. It is based on Weedon (1997) who argues that
different powerful discourses are continuously struggling to permanently fix the
meaning of different identities (or “subjectivities”), and that individuals, although
always working within these powerful discourses, participate in this struggle as they
take up or contest these identities. While some people have more agency than
others to do so, and this power largely comes from dominant discourses, it is also
highly contextual and situational.
These different perspectives overlap more than they diverge in that they share a
view of identities (or subject positions or subjectivities) as shaped largely by
discourses and as multiple, fluid and negotiated, at least partly, through language in
situations of unequal power, meaning that some people and groups may have more
identities available to them than others. Butler is clearly both a feminist and a
poststructuralist, and both her and the “Feminist Poststructuralist” writers refer
extensively to, and use the language of, positioning. This work would situate itself in
this overlap, particularly between the Feminist Poststructural perspective and
Positioning Theory. As the work of Norton is influential on this study, the Feminist
Poststructural perspective used by her, and the many other studies following her, is
clearly relevant, especially considering the context of language learning in which
this study is based. The study does not explicitly focus on gender (although it is a
factor), but studies informed by Feminist poststructuralist theory do not require
such explicitness (Block, 2013; Norton, 2013). An important aspect of the analysis is
a focus on positioning, particularly in the narratives participants tell, thus this
perspective, particularly as outlined by Bamberg (2012; 2008) is also relevant.
Block (2015b), however, argues that research in this field has given too much
attention to agency and not enough to structure and that too much discussion
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focuses on how individuals can resist, or perpetuate, these structures, a process he
refers to as “individualization”. He links this with the liberal-humanist tradition of
the unencumbered self and then to neoliberal philosophies that promote
individualism over collectivism, and often associated with neoliberalism. He reviews
some of his own analysis of identity construction by migrants and gives examples of
when, he says, his analysis failed to take account of changing ideologies
surrounding the participant. Bakewell (2010, p. 1700), makes a similar point about
the dangers of focusing on the individual, again focusing on his own previous work,
in which, he says, he tried “to place the agency of the refugees at the centre of the
study, despite their very limited room for manoeuvre”. While he agrees with the
need to do this, in his case he was “open to the charge of overplaying their room
for manoeuvre and suggesting they had more autonomy than they really had: the
‘hyperactivity of agency’” (Bakewell, 2010, p. 1700).
Much like Bakewell, the participant’s agency takes a central place in this study, but
it focuses on how these individuals construct and perform agency, something Block
admits “is fine as far as it goes” (2015b, p. 23). Though the structures which enable
or constrain these, such as asylum policy or the provision of ESOL which enable,
inform the rational of the research, and are addressed in its implications, they are
not analysed per se. However, Block does raise an important point, and this works’
decision not to address this, and its lack of focus on structural restraints on
refugees does not imply their non-existence or irrelevance. While this work argues
that refugees’ sense of agency needs to be respected this does not entail that
refugees do not need and deserve help to overcome these structural barriers and,
as Safouane et al. (2020) argue, should not be used as an excuse for inaction.
A related complicating factor is the influence of individualistic ideologies that
construct agency as a personal virtue or, in those who might be considered a threat,
a vice. Discourses of personal struggle, people who “stand up for themselves” or
refuse to “follow the crowd” are seen as positive, while women or racial minorities
who challenge marginalising discourses are “pushy” or “aggressive”. Such
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assumptions can influence participant and researcher. For example, Miller (2014),
in her analysis of her own role as an interviewer, noticed that she complimented
participants when they talked about their agentic behaviour. This is not to say that
agency cannot be a virtue, but the association should be examined, and the
influence of the ideology included in the analysis. Agency is, as Norton & Toohey
write, like motivation or intelligence, a socially constructed hypothetical construct,
not something one is naturally imbued with. It is a “relationship that is constantly
co-constructed and renegotiated with those around the individual and with society
at large” and not a property of individuals (Lantolf & Pavlenko, 2001, p. 148). It is,
however, often discussed or perceived as a personal quality and while this research
distances itself from this view, it remains aware of its existence and effects.

2.2.3 Definitions of Agency
The most commonly used definition of agency in studies on language and identity is
Ahearn’s (2001, p. 112) “provisional” definition of agency as “the socioculturally
mediated capacity to act”, a definition which accepts that meaning, and social
reality, are socially constructed, and language both reflects and constructs that
reality. Ahearn accepts that this “bare bones” (p. 112) definition leaves many
questions unanswered, such as what she means by “act” and how intentional,
conscious or effective these actions have to be. She also stresses that “act” cannot
be restricted to physical actions and argues that agency cannot be equated with
free will, encumbered as this concept is with the enlightenment idea of the
individual unconstrained by societal forces. This fails to appreciate how agency can
be manifested without people being able to do what they want, which is often
impossible due to “the pervasive influence of culture on human intentions, beliefs
and actions” (Ahearn, 2001, p. 114). In such cases, individuals can show agency by
resisting, ignoring, subverting or strategically accommodating to dominant forces
and agency may exist in the attitudes, perceptions (what Ahearn refers to as the
“mental processes”) and descriptions of the actions, rather than the act itself.
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Agency includes, as Lantolf and Thorne (2006, p. 143) write, “'the ability to assign
relevance and significance to things and events”.
This aspect is central to another well-cited definition of agency, that of Duranti
(1997) whose definition includes not only control over one’s own behaviour and the
production of actions that affect others and oneself, but also the idea of agentive
actions being the object of evaluation, or:
“the notion of freedom understood as the possibility of having
acted otherwise. This possibility must be maintained as a feature
of agency in spite of the fact that there are situations in which
human actors might feel (or be judged) unable to act otherwise.”
(p454)
This seems to catch an important aspect of agency as performed by the refugees in
this study, who often imply that alternative actions are possible while stressing
their own role in evaluating that they are not practical. Duranti also makes the
important point that for interviewees, participating in the interview itself may be a
form of agency as they are taking the decision to assert their view of reality, to try
and affect the world through their words and actions.
A third definition often used is that of van Lier (2008), who references both Ahearn
and Duranti, saying that Ahearn’s definition needs more development (as she
concedes) and that Duranti does not adequately explain how agency is socioculturally mediated. Van Lier’s attempts to do both of these through discussing
agency specifically in relation to language classes. He discusses six examples from
real life classrooms and ranks them in terms of agency, from a student answering
“yes” (low levels of agency) to a lively class discussion initiated by the learners.
Based on this, he proposed three “core features of agency”: that it “involves
initiative or self-regulation”, that it “mediates and is mediated by the social
context”, and that it “includes an awareness of the responsibility for one's own
actions vis-à-vis the environment, including affected others” (Van Lier, 2008, p.
172). The second of these relates to Ahearn’s “socio-culturally mediated”
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requirement, while the “awareness of responsibility” relates to Duranti’s emphasis
on evaluative capacity. The use of classroom examples, focusing on what learners
do in the class, emphasises the point that agency is tied to situational contexts and
is “something learners do, rather than something learners possess” (Van Lier, 2008,
p. 171). He relates this to Ahearn by arguing that “the ability to act” can be
understood, not as competence, but as “action potential mediated by social,
interactional, cultural, institutional and other contextual factors” (ibid). He then
links it to the different ways this can be expressed in the classroom, such as
initiative, autonomy, participation or motivation, while also cautioning that lack of
these things does not necessarily mean a lack of agency as learners can perform
agency by choosing not to participate, as, for example Canagarajah’s (1999) work
on resistance in Sri Lankan classrooms effectively demonstrates. This makes
identifying agency through observation alone problematic. Knowing if someone is
either unable, or choosing not, to participate, or how they evaluate the effect of
their actions, or how different socio-cultural forces affect their participation,
whether that be in the classroom or in society at large, can only be revealed by
asking that person.
Van Lier effectively incorporates both Ahearn’s concern with the socio-cultural
mediation of agency with Duranti’s concern with evaluation. He does this while
linking agency to what learners actually do, or do not do, in classrooms. However,
by doing so he also demonstrates how classroom observation in itself is not enough
as it cannot capture the complexities of agency as “action potential” as “there is
more to agency than overt behaviour” (Van Lier, 2008, p. 172). This concept of
agency as “action potential” that involves evaluation and incorporates an
awareness of the consequences of acting otherwise, is particularly relevant to
discussions of the agency of marginalised people and as such is an important aspect
of agency as theorised in this work. As discussed above, refugees face many unique
structural barriers to agency that prevent overt demonstrations of agency both in
practical terms such as legal restrictions or discrimination, and in terms being
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positioned, or being forced to position themselves, as victims. Therefore,
understanding how refugees none the less preserve action potential, what Jackson
(2008, p. 35) refers to as the feeling “that we actively participate in” the world and
have “some say in the way our lives unfold”, has the potential to provide useful
insights.
Mercer (2012, p. 42) defines this feeling, or “sense of agency” as “how agentic an
individual feels both generally and in respect to particular contexts” and
differentiates it from what she calls “agentic behaviour” which describes how
people behave, either through “participation and action, or indeed through
deliberate non-participation or non-action”. This distinction between internal and
external worlds does not fit the poststructural perspective taken in this work, as the
linguistic choices through which people perform identity could be considered both
behaviour and “feeling”. Mercer concedes that these cannot be “meaningfully
separated” (2012, p. 42) and that doing so is useful only for coding and analysis,
and it is with this caveat that the term “sense of agency” is used in this work – not
as different from how identity is performed (or as behaviour), but (sometimes)
different from freedom of action in practical terms outside the interview context.
Finally, another commonly cited definition is that of Vitanova (2005, 2010) who
bases hers on the Bakhtian (1981) concept of “speaking oneself into being”. This
framework argues that nothing is said in a vacuum but is spoken in a response to
what someone else says and expects a response in turn. Bakhtin (1981, p. 424)
distinguishes between “authoritative discourse” (which he likens to “holy writ” and
describes as “privileged”, external language which we recite but have no control
over), and “internally-persuasive discourse”, defined as “retelling a story in one’s
own words with one’s own accents, gestures, modifications”. He argues that
speaking oneself into being involves a constant struggle between these as one
attempts to “assimilate more into one’s own system and the simultaneous freeing
of one’s own discourse from the authoritative word”, though one can never fully
escape the authoritative source of these words (1981, p. 424). Vitanova locates
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agency in this struggle, the capacity of speakers to “take the words of others and
accent them in one’s unique ways” (2005, p. 144) and thus take up identities and
resist others. She argues that this includes the capacity to mimic, exaggerate or reuse the words of others thus resist “monologic, oppressive discourses of others by
challenging them in these others’ own language” (2005, p. 156). While the
definition of agentic identity used in this work is not as reliant on Bakhtin’s
framework as Vitanova’s, this appreciation of how participants re-accent, express
evaluation and attempt to subvert powerful discourses is often key to how
participants in this study perform an agentic identity.
This work therefore defines agency as a socio-culturally mediated capacity, or
perceived potential capacity, to act, which involves some degree initiative or selfregulation, and includes a sense of evaluation or responsibility for the action. This
draws on, and combines, definitions used by Ahearn, Duranti and van Lier discussed
above. While it encompasses action, it can also include strategic inaction. It includes
both expressions of free-will, and silent, non-cooperative resistance; both disputing
stereotypes and expectations, and strategic exploitation of them. However, while
this definition draws on the works above, it did so abductively – by examining the
data and seeking a definition that seemed to best fit the performance of agency by
participants in the study and the theoretical underpinnings of the research. As this
definition emerged, I then returned to the data and the definition underwent
further revisions and evolution. The result is somewhat eclectic, combining
definitions from different strands of poststructuralist thought but this eclecticism is
justified by this abductive approach, and the process through which it emerged is
described in the Findings and Discussions of this work, including a reflexive
description of the analytical “journey” the definition underwent. As such it does not
claim to be a universal definition, but one that best fits the performances of these
participants in this study.
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2.3 Summary: aims and rationale.
The above sections discuss the theoretical underpinnings of this research: the
choice of a poststructural perspective on identity, the claim that the topics of
identity and agency have special relevance to refugees and thus that their
performance of both is an important area for research, and how both identities and
agency are defined in this context. This research, therefore, aims to investigate this
performance in order to better understand it, and suggest how this increased
understanding could benefit refugees by informing asylum determination and
resettlement policy, media and advocacy representation of refugees, research and
ESOL policy and practice.
However, important though these aims are, this work seeks to go beyond this in
two ways. Firstly, by challenging discourses and research paradigms that position
refugees only as victims or a problem that needs solving, by positioning refugees as
experts with valuable experience of identity construction under particularly difficult
conditions. Secondly, by arguing that these insights are not only valuable for
ensuring refugees get the support and respect they deserve, but also to society as a
whole. The above-mentioned model of “two-way integration” has been criticised
for assuming there are only two cultural groups – immigrants and “natives” (Cantle,
2012; Rutter, 2013) and failing to recognise the multiplicity, dynamism and variety
of peoples’ identities and the evolution from monolithic conceptions of cultures to
a growing recognition that societies are multicultural and pluralistic, not merely in
terms of being ethnically diverse, but also in terms of complex collections of what
Holliday (1999) terms “small cultures”, multiple social groups to which an individual
may belong and draw identity from (Kramsch, 2011; Meer, Modood, & ZapataBarrero, 2016). This “splintering” into “superdiverse” societies (Vertovec, 2007) has
led to an appreciation of the need of everyone in society for the skills to connect
across these small cultures, for intercultural communication which involves
negotiation of identity and respect for the agency of individuals (Block, 2009;
Risager, 2007). Part of the rationale for this research is that refugees may have
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valuable and expert insights into this process, and as such this embodies the idea of
research that goes beyond the victim frame (Bakewell, 2008), seeing refugees not
as a problem to be solved but as a source of inspiration, as people possibly able to
use experience of identity contestation under extreme circumstances to teach
societies better ways to overcome the divisions within their own communities
struggling with identity confusion and rapid change.
This is not to romanticize the expertise of refugees, nor an excuse to appropriate
and exploit their suffering, nor use their experiences to benefit societies already
benefiting from the economic system and colonial heritage that can be long-term
causes of many of the problems refugees are fleeing from. Nor is it to imply
obligation - refugees have enough to contend with without being expected to “fix”
their host societies. However, research that seeks to help refugees and research
that seeks to learn from refugees for the benefit of “host” societies need not be
exclusive and this research aims to do both
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Chapter 3 Literature Review
Identity is, as Leary and Tagney (2011) write, a topic that has long fascinated
academics, and studies taking a poststructuralist perspective on identity have
become central to studies on language learning and use (Block, 2007; Norton,
2019). Studies on refugees and migrants are similarly numerous, and as language
learning is seen as a vital issue in terms of refugee settlement (whether this be as a
barrier, an enabler or as a tool to enforce assimilation) the experiences and
challenges, both in terms of individual learners and in terms of policy, is also well
researched. As such, this review starts with a selective, rather than comprehensive,
summary of the studies on refugees in Scotland, and refugees and identity in
general. It argues that little of this research centres solely on the opinions and
language of refugees themselves and discusses a study that does (Kirkwood,
Goodman, et al., 2015). It then seeks to validate the use of a poststructural
perspective in this research to examine identity in the context of language learning
by discussing influential and relevant studies, particularly those with an explicit
focus on refugee and migrants, and those based in the UK. Though agency is often
not a main concern of these studies, their relation to agency is discussed. The
review then turns to studies that are specifically aimed at investigating agency and
refugees or migrants, both in educational and non-educational settings. It finally,
discusses studies using similar methodologies with adult refugees in the context of
language learning. In contrast to language and identity, these are less common, and
none combine them in the way they are in this research or use the researcher’s
own pictures as a way of building rapport and establishing guidelines for
participants.

3.1

Studies concerning refugees in Scotland.

There is considerable literature concerning the experiences of refugees (and asylum
seekers) in Scotland and their relation to policy. These include looking at citizenship
and integration (Ager & Strang, 2004, 2008; Bowes, Ferguson, & Sim, 2009;
Kirkwood, McKinlay, & McVittie, 2015; Mulvey, 2015, 2018; Stewart & Mulvey,
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2011, 2014; Strang & Ager, 2010; Strang, Baillot, & Mignard, 2018; Strang et al.,
2016), as well as housing (Duke, 1996; Netto, 2011; Wren, 2007), social networks
(Deuchar, 2011; Strang & Quinn, 2019), health (Ager, Malcolm, Sadollah, & O'May,
2002; Bernardes et al., 2011) and general welfare (Sim, 2012) and public attitudes
towards refugees (M. Lewis, 2006). To summarise them, Scotland has devolved
powers in terms of housing, education and welfare which allow it to create a more
welcoming “atmosphere” for refugees, has a dedicated ESOL strategy (Education
Scotland, 2015) and, in official policy, embraces a two-way model of integration
which values the skills, languages and identities refugees bring with them to
Scotland (Education Scotland, 2015; Phipps, 2018). However, UK-wide policies of
enforced housing of refugees in deprived areas and denying asylum seekers the
right to work while providing below subsistence payments, cuts to local
government funding, and ongoing racism and prejudice in Scottish society mean
that refugees in Scotland face many challenges in all the areas mentioned above.
Without meaning to minimise these challenges, this review focuses on literature on
refugees, identity and language use, and one study of particular relevance because
of its use of discursive linguistic analysis and focus on participant voice is that of
Kirkwood et al. (2015), which analysed interviews with refugees in which
participants describe issues of integration and settlement. The authors argue that,
because of the culture of suspicion of UK authorities and locals and prevailing
media portrayals of “bogus asylum seekers”, refugees develop a constant need to
prove themselves as “genuine” refugees. They do this by using, resisting, adapting
(or re-authoring) the “the language that permeates the broader social backdrop of
asylum, whether in the media, in political discourse or elsewhere.” (p 190). For
example, they react to being perceived as scroungers by positioning themselves as
wanting to work. However, demonstrating a desire to work lays them open to
charges of “really” being economic migrants, and they respond to this by
emphasising the dangers in their country of origin in comparison to the safety of
the UK (see also S. Goodman, Burke, Liebling, & Zasada, 2015). Doing this, however,
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can ignite prejudices that suggest refugees somehow import these dangers with
them and are a threat to UK society. It provides a fascinating account of how
refugees must keep a delicate balance between praising the UK and the support
they receive (lest they be seen as ungrateful) and minimising the benefits in case
these are seen as the “real” reason they have come. Though there is little reference
to agency in the study, maintaining this balance through complex positioning
requires agentic re-authoring and co-opting of dominant discourses, as discussed in
more depth below. Kirkwood et al. (2015, p. 3) also report that although there have
been many studies into the experiences of refugee, fewer “have done so through
detailed analysis of the descriptions that those involved actually provide and how
they make sense of what they are engaged in” and call for further study. This study
hopes to do just that.

3.2

Identity and Language from a poststructuralist perspective

In terms of poststructuralist perspectives on identity, Norton’s (2000) investigation
of five migrant women’s experiences in Canada is foundational. She argues that as
identities are multiple, dynamic, situational and constructed through unequal
negotiations, learners should not be regarded as motivated or unmotivated,
psychological concepts that assume a static, coherent self. Instead she argues that
learners ‘invest’ differently in the target language in “particular times and particular
situations” to gain social and material resources, and in teaching practices that
validate preferred identities (Norton & Toohey, 2011, p. 420). Following Bourdieu
(1977), she argues the value of those resources varies depending on the situation
and give rise to symbolic capital, which is inseparable from the social position of the
speaker. Any consideration of a language learning situation, therefore, must pay
attention to the power structures within it and be analysed in terms of the symbolic
power relations between participants as well as the linguistic competence of the
learners. She used interviews, diaries and participant essays to show how
participants’ multiple identities led them to invest, or not, in different language
learning practices as determined by the “dynamic negotiation of power in different
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fields” (Darvin & Norton, 2015, p. 37). For example, one participant’s limited English
restricted her access to social networks at work, and this lack of power meant she
was often allocated the most undesirable jobs. This, in turn, meant she was not
respected by co-workers and did not feel comfortable trying to speak English with
them. This did not mean she was unmotivated, but that her identity as a capable
member of staff was not validated. However, as she found opportunities to gain
the respect of her workmates, such as demonstrating her knowledge of Europe and
multiple languages, she was able to invest more and began to take on more
prestigious roles, gain respect and greater investment in English.
Despite her role in establishing the dominant position of poststructuralist
perspectives on identity, Norton has been criticised for over-emphasising the role
of discourses of power when explaining how these prevent language learning, while
under-explaining how these enable construction of identities that challenge these
discourses (S. Price, 1996). When, for example, one participant takes up the
empowering identity of “mother”, this “mother” identity seems to be pre-existing,
almost reified and “remarkably unitary” (S. Price, 1996, p. 332) rather than
emerging in the social interaction (see also Steffensen & Kramsch, 2017). Norton
addresses this by arguing that being multiple and emergent does not mean
identities cannot also be consistent over time (Peirce, 1996). There remains,
however, an issue with the mechanism of constructing identities which exist
outside, or are at least minimised in, the everyday discourses to which immigrants
are subject. If all identities are constructed in interaction, it is unclear how one
constructs an identity, for example based on a former profession, if there is no
opportunity for this identity to emerge in these interactions. Although Norton goes
on to address this further in later works, particularly using the concept of imagined
identities to theorise this (Darvin & Norton, 2015; Toohey & Norton, 2010) there
seems to be an issue of agency involved in this – the extent to which, and how,
individuals “choose” which identities they can perform, or influence the nature of
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those identities, or the extent to which they can subvert, resist dominant
discourses. It is these issues that this research seeks to better understand.
Despite these criticisms, Norton’s work has provided a “pathbreaking ... platform to
talk about language and identity in new ways” (Kramsch, 2013, p. 193) and led to
“an explosion of interest” in identity and language learning (Norton & Toohey,
2011, p. 413). Block (2007, p. 864) writes that the poststructuralist perspective has
become “the approach of choice among those who seek to explore links between
identity and L2 learning” and this profound influence seems to continue today
(Norton, 2019). Of particular significance for this work, however, is how Norton’s
work, combined with that of Firth & Wenger (1997), played an important role in the
“social turn” in Second Language Acquisition (Block, 2003), as researches answered
her call to focus on the extent to, and contexts within, which migrants could use the
languages of the societies in which they came to live, rather than the cognitive
processes and pedagogies and classroom activities used to teach them.
This approach, and the poststructuralist perspective it takes, have been validated
and used in multiple settings, some focusing on specific identity categories
including race (Ibrahim, 1999; Kubota & Lin, 2009; Shuck, 2006), gender (Higgins,
2010; Pavlenko, 2001; Sunderland, 2004) or race and gender together (L. K. Taylor,
2004) and sexual orientation (King, 2008; Nelson, 2009). These studies, though
varying in methodology, context and focus, share an appreciation of the complex
dance students perform as they respond to the positioning of others, and society,
by utilising the different identity resources available to them with varying levels of
success, both in terms of language learning and in terms of meeting personal aims
and life goals. Although not directly addressed in these studies, the question of
agency is central to success in this - the extent to which learners can or cannot take
on different identities or invest in language learning practices.
While Norton’s work focused on language learning and use, both inside and outside
the classroom setting, the majority of studies that look at the success or failure of
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teaching methods that attempt to engage students’ different identities have been
conducted within a classroom setting. Classrooms have their own set of identity
expectations and agency restrictions and the reasons why this study chose not to
do this are explained in the methodology. However, many of the participants (often
prompted by me) discussed their classroom experiences, particularly how they
negotiated identity in relation to language learning and investigating this was an
initial aim of the study. These studies include Duff’s (2002) ethnographic study of
two ethnically diverse Canadian Social studies classes, in which the teachers
attempted to validate students’ cultural identities by including them in class
content. However, these were not successful as they essentialised identities that
could either perceived as “othering” or were not what students wished to invest in.
Karam’s (2018) classroom observation and interview study of an adolescent Iraqi
refugee in an American middle school English class, revealed how his participant
resisted activities designed to appeal to his refugee identity as he felt this identity
was in his past, and instead embraced an identity as digitally literate “coder”. In
more positive terms, Wallace (2008, p. 61), using interviews and observations,
found that four bilingual schoolchildren in London were able use their diverse
cultural identities to bridge between their “diverse personal histories and the texts
and practices validated by school”. Although, again, agency is not a focus of these
studies, they serve to demonstrate how migrants agentically resist, subvert or
adapt to teaching practices and contexts.
This restriction to the classroom is also present in several studies focused on adult
education that also demonstrate the pitfalls of simplistic focus on learner agency in
terms of pedagogy. Menard-Warrick (2009; 2007) conducted interviews and
observed classes of Latin American immigrants in San Francisco, critically analysing
how classroom talk positioned students in different ways. She found that teachers
explicitly attempted to increase learners’ agency by encouraging them to be more
than “homemakers”. However, positioning of the women as homemakers in need
of emancipation, along with powerful gendered societal discourses, limited the
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identity roles they could claim. Skilton-Sylvester (2002) explored the shifting
identities of four Cambodian refugees in Philadelphia, and to what extent the
validation of these affected their participation in classes. She found that the
construction of identities as “mothers” motivated them to learn so they could
communicate with their children and help with homework. However, because the
class was aimed at welfare recipients, the students who were employed found little
scope to learn the language they needed to effectively communicate in their
workplaces. Finally, Cooke’s (2006) study of ESOL learners in London draws on 76
interviews with adult migrants in UK, carried out in the students’ dominant
languages, focusing specifically on four case studies. Cooke uses Norton’s concepts
of investment and power imbalances to detail the complex identities of learners
and their lack of opportunity to use English outside the classroom except in unequal
bureaucratic encounters. She argues that although teachers offered opportunities
to maximise agency, and despite the agency shown by individual learners, powerful
outside factors, such as one learners’ status as an asylum seeker and legal
restrictions on his ability to obtain paid work, meant that this agency rarely
manifested itself in control over their lives. These studies suggest that a better
understanding of the nature of agency and how it can be validated is required if
steps to promote it are to be successful.
Other influential studies in terms of further education include Kanno &
Varghese’s(2010) use of interviews to research the challenges faced by 33 migrant
and refugee students, who spoke English as a second language, in accessing four
year higher education programmes. They concluded that although lack of English
was a significant challenge, as important a barrier were institutional practices that
positioned students as “remedial”, which led to them feeling isolated and unable to
identify as part of the main student body. Marshall’s (2009) in-depth interviews
with 18 multilingual students at a Canadian university found similar issues with
students being “remedialised”, by being forced to take academic literacy classes,
with their multilingual repertoires and competence seen as a problem needing fixed
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rather than a valuable resource. For these students, academic literacy courses
signified “poor English, embarrassment, deficit, and a sense of being inadequate
compared to peers” and led to them feeling they were not “accepted as legitimate
university students” (2009, p. 53). Although both studies recognise the need for
specialised classes for students with lower English levels, they argue the
implementation involved the institutions failing to recognise the varied, multiple
and dynamic identities of students. Instead, they positioned them only as deficient
English users, leading not only to disillusionment and resentment but also to the
loss of the many benefits that these multilingual and multiculturally competent
students could have brought to the class and the institutions.
Consideration of power lies at the heart of Warriner’s (2004, 2007) two-year study
of Sudanese refugee women studying in an upper-level ESOL class in the US. Using a
feminist poststructuralist lens and a mixture of observation, interviews and
narrative analysis, she argues that their ESOL classes reproduced hegemonic
ideologies concerning English, and the need for immigrants to learn it, which
problematized learners’ language and cultural identities and positioned the women
with certain gendered work identities. Although participants showed agency in their
narratives and resisted this positioning, the ESOL classes, far from being “key” to
success or “membership” of society, failed to provide them with the skills they
needed for genuine employment, education and social mobility. She defines these
work identities as gendered in that they seem to revolve around supporting the
husbands’ work, are seen as an extension of the need to look after the family and
are restricted by problems securing adequate childcare. The ideologies include the
necessity for immigrants to learn English, their speaking of other languages as a
problem that needs solved, and the perception that those who fail to do so and get
adequate employment are unmotivated or deficient in some way, ignoring the
many other issues preventing success such as the lack of affordable ESOL classes,
childcare, public transport, few jobs and anti-immigrant sentiment. Much like many
of the courses the participants in this study experienced, the courses focused
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explicitly on moving students into entry level employment, restricting the range of
professional identities open to the women (several of whom were experienced
professionals) and this was compounded by their lack of social networks and sociocultural knowledge of the job markets. Although the women in her study all
achieved competence in English, they were unable to get what they define as “good
jobs” which pay enough to be financially independent. However, Warriner explicitly
warns against seeing these women as “helpless victims of unfortunate
circumstances, anti-immigration attitudes, or English-only policies” and argues the
women showed “creative and strategic use of available resources” to position
themselves and construct “particular identities for themselves as working mothers,
committed students, and people with goals and dreams” (Warriner, 2004, p. 293).
However, this recognition of agency (a word she does not use) seems less
prominent in her later writings (Warriner, 2007) with more focus on the deficiency
of the institutions and the ideologies responsible for these, than on the strategies
and construction of identities performed by the participants. This leads to the
agency of these women, and the way they portray themselves as agentic, being lost
in wider discussion of policy and pedagogy.
McPherson’s (2010) study of nine long-settled refugee women in Australia is
informed by a similar focus on how dominant discourses of language and
immigration act to disempower refugees’ identities. Like Warriner, she argues that
dominant integrationist discourses see refugees, and cultural and linguistic
differences in general, as problems that need to be fixed through English and
citizenship education – to make “them” more like “us”. Like Warriner, she discusses
these ideologies at length. However, while Warriner focuses on how these limit the
women’s capacities to gain meaningful employment, McPherson focuses on how
these women contest, and are not constrained by, these ideologies, and instead see
education as a way of gaining self-knowledge and personal development. She
argues participants stressed “the importance of recognizing individuals as subjects
with potential” (p. 560) and that “agency figured significantly in the women’s
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accounts” (p559). Although she does not relate this study to identity, let alone
poststructuralist perspectives on it, this concern with how refugees exercise agency
and resist dominant discourses makes it particularly relevant to this study.
Another aspect of the relevance of McPherson’s study is that, like this study, it
seeks to follow Bakewell (2008) in avoiding the lens of policy focused research,
seen, for example, in Warriner’s work in which the participants’ stories, arguably,
are used as a tool to assess policy rather than represent the women themselves.
For McPherson, this concern leads her to ask open questions about education,
rather than specifically about English education for resettlement, in order to focus
on what is important to the participants rather than what is important for policy.
She argues that focusing on marginalised voices that disrupt dominant discourses,
such as seeing refugees as a problem in need of solving or essentialising women
refugees as victims in need of help, is the only way to effectively challenge such
discourses. Such concerns relate closely to the aim of my research to position
participants as experts, to centralise their perceptions and experiences and only
then ask the relevance to policy.

3.3

Agency focused studies

Overall, the above studies demonstrate how a poststructuralist approach to identity
in language classroom research allows an appreciation of how societal discourses
can limit the ability of learners to take up preferred identities, the mixed results of
pedagogical attempts to address this and, at times, learners’ ways of subverting
these discourses – all of which involve agency. Agency is not a central concern of
these studies, but as agency is central to language learning, poststructuralist
perspectives on identity and to the struggles faced by refugees, it could be said that
all studies on these topics involve, to an extent, a study of agency. This can be seen
in the studies influenced by Norton’s (2000) concept of investment, for example,
which look at how learners invest in different identities positions, a discussion that
inevitably leads to a consideration of the extent to which learners have the agency
to decide which to invest in and to take action to enact this investment (Duff,
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2012). Van Lier (2008) points out that second language learning, unless one
subscribes to the theory that languages can be learnt in one’s sleep, requires some
form of agency on behalf of the learner, and studies investigating varied areas such
as motivation, autonomy, initiative, and resistance all involve discussing agency to
some extent.
A collection of studies by edited by Deters, Gao, Miller and Vitanova (2015)
demonstrate this centrality of agency to second language learning. The studies
(including Kayi-Aydar (2015) discussed below) from varied perspectives and
theoretical frameworks in a range of learning contexts, demonstrates how
conceptions of agency, and research into it, has grown and developed. Duff (2012),
in her review chapter on Identity, Agency and SLA (Second Language Acquisition),
discusses theoretical perspectives on these while also providing an overview of
such studies from sociological, anthropological and psychological perspectives.
One of these agency-focused studies (discussed by Duff (2012)) which is often cited
is McKay and Wong’s (1996) use of a poststructuralist perspective to examine the
identity constructions of four recently-arrived, Mandarin speaking, high school
students studying ESOL in the United States. Using classroom observation and
interviews with teachers and the students, they document how students took up
different identity positions to counter discourses that positioned them as marginal,
particularly racialised portrayals of immigrants and stereotypes of Chinese students
as “model minorities” who were diligent but also overly conformist and reluctant to
participate orally in class. They describe how the students embraced Chinese
nationalist identities involving expert knowledge that was available only to them
“to define their identities in precisely calibrated, highly elaborate ways during a
period of sudden, often traumatic, transition from one society to another” (1996, p.
588). For example, one student included Chinese cultural references in a writing
project which he knew his teacher, and many classmates, would not understand,
but that his fellow Mandarin speaking classmates would. Another used his sporting
prowess to tap into institutional (school) discourses of masculinity to counter
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stereotypes of Chinese students as academic “nerds”, while also demonstrating a
sceptical awareness of both the discourses and stereotypes and his role in
perpetuating, and countering, them. Interestingly, while Norton saw identity
enhancement as the primary driver of investment – learners invest in learning
practices to enhance different identities - Mackay and Wong argue that agency
enhancement was the priority of these students. They invested in identities to gain
agency in a situation in which it was often denied to them, rather than in learning
practices to enhance those identities. They argue that, in general, teachers did not
respect student agency, and while conceding that a small-scale contextualist
perspective cannot “provide instant, localized recipes for pedagogical change”, they
argue that effective teaching of marginalised students requires awareness of the
intricate and delicate social negotiations students go through in order to create a
sense of agency for themselves.
As will be seen, an important theme in this work was the performance of expert
identities which afforded agentic identities (see Chapter 6). One study that
addresses this in the context of migrants, though in a classroom context, is
Seppälä’s (2018) study of how positioning students as experts in writing tasks led to
more use of agentic language in their writing, but only when accompanied by less
prescriptive instructions and more autonomous tasks. Another, by Kayi-Aydar
(2015) discussed how a particular student claimed agency in classroom interaction
by positioning himself as an expert. This involved such overt tactics as claiming
expert status such as “I am a scientist” or “I’m from Africa and I know that …”
(p141) or using advanced vocabulary, which, as will be seen, are similar to the ways
participants in this study perform expert identities. Although such tactics allowed
the student to gain the agency to dominate conversations, they alienated
classmates who perceived him as arrogant, ignored his contributions and could be
reluctant to partner with him, marginalising him and lessening his ability to affect
the proceedings of the class.
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Finally, a prominent study that focuses on refugees in the specific ESOL
environment of the UK is Baynham’s (2006a) analysis of classroom discourse in
Adult Refugee ESOL in Leeds, as part of the National Research and Development
Centre for Adult Literacy and Numeracy (NDRC) Skills for Life Programme. He shows
how learners demonstrate agency by “bringing the outside in” to classroom
discourse (2006a, p. 25), interrupting the flow of the lesson by discussing out-ofclass experiences and problems, and forcing the teacher to show contingency, or
the ability to interrupt lesson plans and improvise, to respond to these issues and
incorporate them in teaching points. For example, a student’s complaint about
trying to make a doctor’s appointment leads to a discussion on how to do this, with
both students and teacher taking active roles. This challenges conventional views
that see official discourses and teachers as being dominant and instead presents
the classroom as “a site of dynamic pushes and pulls, with teacher and student
agendas robustly shaping interaction” (2006a, p. 38). This agency involved in
bringing these issues into the class, he stresses, was often a result of terrible
conditions faced by students, the urgency and severity of which forced them to be
brought in, which raises interesting questions as to the extent to which free-will is
involved. He also points out the irony that syllabi are often explicitly designed to
incorporate “real” life situations, such as doctors’ appointments, but the rigid
nature of syllabi mean these topics are introduced when they best suit the
hierarchical structure of curriculum, rather than the needs of learners. While
Baynham’s study focuses on how learner agency affects teacher behaviour, rather
than learner identity itself, it challenges this top-down perspective which ostensibly
aims to empower refugees, while denying them the agency to determine their own
learning, thus contesting the dominance of the “victim frame” regarding refugees in
the same way that this research seeks to do. It is also a useful reminder that
refugee learners have greater priorities than teachers’ lesson plans.
While these studies focus on classroom practice, rather than the more general
concerns of how individuals perform identities in relation to language that came to
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dominate this research, they also effectively demonstrate how learning viewed
through the perspective of “outcomes”, passing tests and obtaining funding can
clash with learners’ own investment and identity formation. As Baynham reminds
us, this is not to argue that there is not a role for testing, levels and outcomes in
adult ESOL classes, or scope for preparing learners for employment, but that these
should not dominate to the extent that individual agency is restricted, and the
complex dance of identities is overlooked. Many of these issues are addressed in
later works on the importance of participatory ESOL as a way of respecting the
different identities that students bring to the classroom. For example, the Whose
Integration? project (Cooke, Winstanley, & Bryers, 2015) examine how learners
viewed integration and the implications for classroom practice, stresses the
importance of not valuing the myriad of identities learners take up, rather than
viewing students only as language learners or representing their national or cultural
identities.
In summary, these studies describe the multiple ways students take up, or are
denied, identities in classroom situations and the implications for pedagogy. Using a
variety of methods and different theoretical frameworks, they contain inspiring
examples of teachers striving to recognise the dynamism and variety of learner
identities as well as valid criticism of pedagogy, institutions and policy that fail to do
so. They show how refugee learners respond to having their identity options limited
by institutional and societal discourses and ideologies, often showing
resourcefulness and agency in constructing identities that afford the agency to
resist this. However, they also demonstrate how this struggle is often unrewarded
in terms of educational outcomes of getting “good” jobs which meet their
professional skills or economic needs. To demonstrate this, researchers often rely
not only on interviews with learners but also on classroom observations, interviews
with teachers and staff and document analysis to examine what happens in
classrooms through multiple lenses and reveal fascinating insights, practical
suggestions for improvements and often moving personal stories. Many have a
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strong focus on how policy affects learners, teachers and educational outcomes,
although several, such as Norton’s (2000) original study and that of McKay and
Wong (1996), do not.
The present study does not focus on classes or policy in this way. Although
participants were asked about classes, and some chose to talk about them, this
study focuses on how participants perceive their classes, how they react to them
and how they construct identities in relation to them rather than establishing the
“truth” about what happens in the classes, and this was one reason it does not use
classroom observation or interviews with teachers to validate these perceptions.
Though it seeks implications for policy, it does not foreground this in the way many
of the studies above do. Bakewell (2008) refers to the importance of “policy
irrelevant” research as he argues reliance on policy categories, often required to
get funding for research, can obscure certain population groups and casual
relationships, puts limits on the questions asked, methods and analysis used and
“the extent to which research can offer a radical analysis of the situation of forced
migrants that may bring substantive change to their lives”(p. 437). He also argues
that it can essentialise refugees, ascribing problems or behaviour to their refugee
identity rather than other identities, with the effect of failing to recognise the active
role refugees take in rebuilding their lives. I would disagree with much of this and
would argue that the above studies demonstrate a variety of methods and analysis,
a real concern with the agency and resilience of refugees and an awareness of their
multiple identities of refugee, and important insights into how refugees construct
identity and agency, alongside their concern for policy and what happens in the
classroom. However, there is a certain uniformity in these studies that presents
policy or pedagogy, or problems faced, and then discusses how the experiences of
learners relates to this and possible solutions. There is scope for a different
approach which starts with the experience and perspectives of participants and, if
relevant, moves onto to policy and what happens in the classroom.
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3.4

Studies on refugees and agency

This tendency of research to focus on refugee’s lack of agency, and the challenges
to agency faced, and the dominance of media discourses and public that
emphasises their passive victimhood means that studies focusing specifically on the
agency of refugees and migrants are relatively rare. Malkki’s (1995) influential
ethnographic study of Hutu refugees living in Burundi in the 1980s was not focused
on agency, but its findings have helped focus on the role of imagination and
narrative in preserving a sense of agency even when people lack freedom of action.
She argued that while “self-settled” refugees (not living in camps or subject to
humanitarian intervention) tended to minimise their refugee and Hutu identities,
those living in settlements reconstructed a rich “mythical historic” conception of
Hutu ethnicity, rooted in being a refugee and morally superior to those groups
(particularly Tutsi) that had caused them to leave Burundi. This exercise in
reclaiming ethnic identity was an act of agency – a reaction not only to having
physical agency taken away, but also to perceptions of victimhood.
Other studies on a smaller scale have shown that refugees and migrants
demonstrate agency even in situations in which they lack freedom of action. For
example, Agier (2011) demonstrates how refugees in camps reclaim agency by
trading food and supplies, organising demonstrations and electing representatives.
Godin and Doná (2016, p. 60) investigate the use of social media which allows
young Congolese refugees to “exercise agency in managing the creation,
production, and dissemination of their voices and to engage in hybrid (on- and
offline) activism” a finding replicated by Zaki and Hozan in this research. In terms of
gender based research Hadjukowski-Ahmed (2009, p. 49) addresses what she calls
refugee women’s “constant dialogical struggle between victimization and
resistance, between being the helpless victim and the empowered survivor” and
details the way some use strategic essentialism to create a space within which they
can “reclaim their sense of self and agency, as only they know that they are using
essentialism as a strategy”, especially in asylum interviews in which they conform to
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the stereotypes of agentless victim in order to gain refugee status. She argues that
this is ultimately damaging as it serves to perpetuate “stereotypes, silences
narratives of strength” and “legitimizes misrepresentations and prejudice” (2009, p.
40). In terms of male refugees, Palillo (2018) investigates how male refugees
portray victimhood and agency in their migration narratives, arguing they perform
“heroic” masculine identities in response to public stereotypes of passive
“feminised” subjects. As discussed in the previous sections, these findings were
influential in developing the rationale for this work and desire to counter these
stereotypes of passivity.
Another study that emphasises the agency of refugees is Safouane, Jünemann, &
Göttsche’s (2020) use of interviews with refugees entering Germany between 2014
and 2017. They found that participants resisted the “refugee-victim label” and
wanted their agency recognised but, like those mentioned in Kirkwood et al. (2015),
struggled with public perceptions which divide migrants into deserving victims or
undeserving agentic migrants within which “survivor’s agency becomes a
disqualifier from being worthy of assistance and protection” (Safouane et al., 2020,
p. 208). They also analyse how some participants position themselves within an “in
group” by using exclusionary and rhetoric about the need to “filter out” certain
categories of asylum seekers, categories they contrasted with their own value to
German society and compatibility with its culture. This is not only a form of
strategic essentialism, but they argue, a “performance of agency in its own right” –
a performance of someone with the capacity to work hard and be accepted
because of this agentic capacity, rather than because of their passive victimhood.
This is reflected in the results of this work – both in terms of a desire to be seen as
agentic survivors rather than passive victims, but also how some participants
contrast their willingness to learn English and integrate with the unwillingness of
other refugees.
These studies on refugees and agency demonstrate the importance, and complexity
of agency, its role in resisting stereotypes and feelings of helplessness, and the
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problems that can be caused when these stereotypes are replicated and go
unchallenged, and as such, were influential in the aims of this research and the way
agency was theorised, although none use the concept of identity, or focus on its
linguistic performance in the way this research does. The review now turns studies
that focus on agency and language in a similar way to this research.

3.5

Linguistic Studies of Migrants and Agency

Miller’s (2010, 2014) study of the agency and language learning of 18 adult migrant
small business owners in the U.S.A takes a broadly poststructuralist approach with
particular reference to Butler’s theory of agency and performativity, although much
of the discussion relates to how participants position themselves as agentic through
language use. Like this study, she uses Ahearn’s (2001) definition of agency as the
“socio-culturally mediated capacity to act” while also incorporating Duranti (1997)
and van Lier’s (2008) concerns with evaluation and the need to look beyond overt
actions of learners.
To investigate this she uses a mixture of qualitative and what she calls an “eclectic
mix”(Miller, 2014) of quantitative discourse analysis in that she uses numerical and
pattern analysis to examine the recurrent linguistic structures used by participants
in constructing their narratives, as well as more in-depth turn-by-turn analysis of
interactions between her and the participants and a wider discussion of the
ideologies that enable and constrain the identity positions the participants can take
up. She looks at three linguistic constructs: evaluative stance (particularly through
modals of obligation), evaluation as encoded in reported speech, and subject-verb
predicate structures (how participants place themselves in the agentic role of
clausal predicate structures, particularly through use of pronouns (e.g., I learn
English) as opposed to object positions (e.g. She teaches me)). Her interactive data
includes considering how participants either recycle or resists the verb choices of
the interviewer in questions about language learning, such as changing the verb
teach to pick up. She details examples of participants describing situations in which
they are obligated to act in certain ways but convey a sense of agency by stressing
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their capacity to evaluate alternative courses of action and relating these to other
priorities in their lives. This relates to Duranti’s description of agency as including
“the notion of freedom understood as the possibility of having acted otherwise”
(1997, p. 454). She also discusses their (self-reported) capacity for action in their
context as business owners and the extent to which this is socio-culturally
mediated.
She concludes that dominant ideologies on immigrants and English language
learning often “constrained interviewees to speaking from positions of language
learner or immigrant or small business owner” but they were also able to use
positioning to mobilize identities which allowed them “to act in interpretable and
meaningful ways” (2010, p. 465). With reference to Butler, she argues that
participants could position themselves in different ways, but these were limited to
“normally recognizable actions for immigrants in the United States” (p. 465), or to
quote Butler (2006, p. 16)., “everyone acts exactly to the extent that he or she is
constituted as an actor”.
Miller’s work is relevant due to her recognition of the multiplexity of agency, and
the different ways it can both manifest and be researched. Her use of positioning
theory and combination of micro-analysis and “contextualised understanding” –
what is said and how it is said - allows a nuanced approach that demonstrates how
participants take up identities and show agency even when they cannot affect the
world around them. Her quantitative work is perhaps less convincing than the
contextual analysis. For example, one finding is that in 23% of the participants’
utterances of the word learn, they placed themselves in the agent position.
However, she concedes that the connection between this use and agency is
ambiguous as this structure is often used in contexts which indicate a lack of agency
and gives the example of one utterance, “the only I learn is uh speaking” Another
issue with this kind of analysis, which this utterance highlights, is the limited English
of the participants. Miller concedes this and while her method of counting
incidences of language attempts to takes this ambiguity into account she also
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concedes that agency is constructed differently in participants’ first language and
this may affect how they express it in English (Miller, 2014). However, these issues
matter less in the qualitative analysis that allows contextual and co-textual
information to inform the analysis in a way that the quantitative does not. In this
she examines how these linguistic constructs are used in context – the possible
reasons participants use this form of words at this time, in this context, in response
to this question and this allows a deep and nuanced analysis.

Although Miller’s study was read after the collection of data and much of the
analysis for this research was completed, it has proved particularly influential. The
use of both micro-analysis of particular word choice, such as the use of the word
just to diminish agency or the use of reported speech to position oneself within a
narrative, are all techniques that were found to be revealing in the analysis in this
study. Her inclusion of herself in the data, recognising that the positioning was
ongoing in the interviews is also used in this study. Her choice of participants is also
relevant in that, although she focuses on a group which might be assumed to lack
agency (immigrants), her group - those who have started, and made a success of,
their own businesses – could be considered as people within the group of
immigrants who show the most agency. This contrasts with the refugees in this
study, sometimes assumed to have the least agency amongst migrants and many of
whom were dependent on welfare at the time of interview.
Another influential and commonly quoted work is that of Vitanova (2005, 2010)
who uses interviews with migrants from Eastern Europe to the US to argue for a
view of agency and subjectivity based on Bakhtin’s (1981) theories of dialogism, as
discussed in chapter 2. She focuses on reported speech in narrative, with reference
to positioning in “small stories” (Bamberg & Georgakopoulou, 2008), short
dialogical interactions, to show how participants re-establish their voices by taking
up identities (subjectivities) and resisting others. Key to this reinvention is not the
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learning of particular grammatical structures or vocabulary, but the use of these
through establishing relations with others in new situations. She argues that
participants re-accent discourse through mimicking or relating the voices of others
in amusing or satirical ways, allowing participants to resist oppressive discourses
and subvert “power relations in carnivalesque ways.” (Vitanova, 2005, p. 156).
While Vitanova’s reliance on Bakhtian frameworks is not echoed in this research,
her close attention to how agency is performed through participants expressing
evaluative stances when telling stories and reporting speech reflects many of the
findings of this work. What is perhaps most interesting is its focus on learners
whose English language has fossilized in terms of grammar and vocabulary but
nevertheless make progress in reinventing agentic identities, although this is often
a struggle. This allows a focus on how participants perform, or express, agency,
rather than on the amount of power they have in any particular situation, their
success in overcoming institutional barriers, or on pedagogy or engagement with
particular learning activities.
Despite not using a poststructuralist perspective, Mercer’s (2011, 2012) two-year
longitudinal study of agency in a university student learning both English and Italian
was also influential, not only because she used an approach “in line with” grounded
theory. Her study is valuable both in what it reveals about the complexity of agency
and language learning, and because of its focus on how personal beliefs mediate
agency. In her coding she highlights that agency can both be represented as how
agentic learners feel in certain contexts, their sense of agency, and their observable
agentic actions, what they actually do (or refuse to do). It is within the relationship
between these aspects that the research focuses, particularly on the affordances,
or “the interaction between contextual factors and the learners’ perception of
them” (Mercer, 2012, p. 43). This relates to van Lier’s (2008) “action potential
mediated” by contextual factors– the “space” between the will to act, and the
ability to act. She argues that agency is situated in four main ways (contextually,
interpersonally, temporally and intrapersonally) and these overlap in a complex
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dynamic system. This last aspect (intrapersonally) refers to how agency is
interconnected with the learner’s “whole life, psychology and range of personal
‘capacities to act’” including “emotions, beliefs about language learning, selfbeliefs, personality, and motivation” (Mercer, 2012, p. 51). Much of her analysis
focuses on how these situational factors overlap in the learner’s personal account
of the successes and struggles in learning the two languages, and particularly how
these are mediated by the learner’s personal beliefs. This last aspect is especially
interesting as it is reflected in the way some participants in the present study
construct agency through the expression and (sometimes) validation of their
personal beliefs in the form of an “expert identity”, often related to language
learning (though Mercer, as psycholinguist, does not use the term “expert” or even
“identity” in this paper, preferring “self” or “self-concept”). This performance of an
expert identity allows the construction of, in Mercer’s terms “a sense of agency”, in
situations in which it might seem they have none. As discussed in Chapter 2,
Mercer’s separation between “behaviour” and “feeling” reflects a psychological
perspective on identity that separates internal and external identities in a way
incompatible with the poststructuralist perspective taken in this work. However, I
would argue that Mercer’s Grounded Theory methodology and the way this allows
the emergence and study of the distinction and interconnection between a
participant’s performance of agentic identity and freedom of action, and the varied
situational factors that affect this, has clear relevance to this study.
Outside the language learning context, linguistic research concerning refugees’
identities in general is well researched. Many of these focus on young people (e.g.,
Chao, 2019; Kumsa, 2006; L. K. Moran, 2020), while Morrice’s (2011) longitudinal
study focuses on how refugees studying at university in the UK rebuild their lives
and identities over time. Change over time is also a focus of Fiddian-Qasmiyeh and
Qasmiyeh’s (2010) semi-structured interviews with Muslim asylum seekers and
refugees in the UK which trace changes in their identities during the asylum
process. They revealed participants’ complex relation with their religious identities
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as they responded to, and were positioned by, stereotypical perceptions of
Muslims, while also being excluded from established Muslim communities in the
UK, many of which were dominated by people of South Asian heritage. They also
comment on the role of parental identities, particularly the way male participants
inability to work threatened their gendered and cultural identities as
“breadwinners” for the family. Also, of interest in the light of feelings of invisibility
stated by some Kurdish participants in this study, she also found that Kurdish
refugees were often “invisible” in Home Office statistics which record country of
origin but not ethnicity. This complex relationship with religious identity can be
seen in some of the participants in this study.
Although related to migration rather than refugees, Baynham’s (2006b) use of
positioning theory was influential on the choice to use positioning in this study. He
analysed narratives of migration which involve “intricate shifts between
presentations of self, family and community (and indeed of religious and national
identities) with correspondingly interesting shifts in narrative speaking positions”
(2006b, p. 377), much as demonstrated by participants in this research. This
includes an analysis of narrative positioning of a Moroccan migrant in which
Baynham focuses on how the speaker uses reported speech, bringing in voices of
others to either bolster, or throw into relief, his own identity positions. For
example, he voices the approving words of a border guard to perform an identity as
a calm, reasonable adult, and those of his mother to perform an identity as a
responsible husband. Baynham refers to this as constructing a “speaking position”
and claims these speaking positions link identities and discourse in a way that can
capture both how people take up particular roles and “are placed in particular sites
by society” (2006b, p. 381) and thus how speaker agency is “both shaped by and
shaping the communicative agenda” (2006b, p. 382). This seems to go to the heart
of the issue mentioned in reference to Norton (above) concerning how
marginalised people can construct identities that are under-recognised in
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interaction – by using narratives and reported speech to “bring” these identities
into the interaction.

3.6

Studies using similar methodologies.

Despite the multitude of studies into refugees and language, many of which focus
on agency and use a variety of methodologies, none follow the methodologies of
picture-elicitation and Grounded Theory used in this research. This seems surprising
as both these methodologies are designed to provide an agentic space for
participants, which I would argue make them appropriate for research with
refugees. Studies following these methodologies are discussed separately here to
lay the groundwork for making this argument in the following methodology
chapter.

3.6.1 Photo-elicitation
The term photo-elicitation was coined by the anthropologist John Collier (1957,
1967) in his investigation into mental health in changing communities in Canada. He
used both photo and non-photo interviews and compared the interviews that
resulted. He found that the description in photo-elicitation interviews (PEI) were
more precise, structured and less “rambling” than in the non-photo interviews as
well as “eliciting longer and more comprehensive interviews” (1957, p. 858) . He
also reported that pictures worked to “prod latent memory” and “stimulate and
release emotional statements about the informant’s life”(1957, p. 858).
Despite this success, Harper (2002) in his review of the field, reports that there was
relatively little research using photo-elicitation over the next 30 years, with only 53
academic studies which explicitly use photo-elicitation up to 2002. This may be
because its subjectivity, the idea that photos mean what participants think they
mean, is seen as a post-positivist methodology and this was less popular in these
years. Torre & Murphy (2015), in their systematic literature review, record a rapid
increase in studies using photo-elicitation or similar methodology, finding over 114
studies between 2001 and 2015. While there is not space for an in-depth discussion
of all of these, the more influential and relevant ones are included below.
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Of the studies discussed by Harper, the most significant include his own study of a
rural machine worker which used photographs which “broke the frame” or were
taken from unusual angles or extreme close-ups, which encouraged his participants
to see his life from “new and interesting” perspectives. It this potential for photoelicitation to bring out unexpected insights that became highly influential. Harper
also discusses a series of studies carried out in educational contexts. These include
Dempsey & Tucker’s (1994) use of photo-elicitation in two studies assessing a
higher education media studies course and the use of learning matrices in a high
school class, both involving researchers taking photographs of the classes and
asking learners to discuss them. This, they report, led to “richer” data although it is
not clear how they define this or how they establish the contrast. Smith and
Woodward (1999) describe a project in which students in a photo-journalism
showed a book of photos on a disturbing topic, such as domestic abuse or drug
addiction, to participants who had direct experience of these. They reported that
this helped overcome communication and cultural barriers and argue that it helped
the journalism students see issues from the participants’ point of view. Harrington
& Lindy (1999) gave cameras to first year university students to record their
impressions of university life and found that many aspects of life thought trivial by
institutions, such as mail delivery, were seen as very important to students. In adult
education, E. W. Taylor (2002) used photo-elicitation with trainee teachers to elicit
what he refers to as “hidden beliefs about teaching”(p. 126) and claims that using
photos made the study more participatory, with the subjects taking a “shared role
in meaning making” (p129). As with Harper’s study, the emphasis in these papers
seems to be photo-elicitations’ ability to bring new perspectives and involve the
participants in shared construction of truth.
Another influential study is Clark-Ibáñez’s (2012) investigation of two elementary
schools in California, which involved giving 55 students disposable cameras and
discussing the photographs in interviews. Particularly interesting is how seemingly
mundane photos could reveal intimate details of a participant’s life through
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sympathetic interviewing. In one example, a participant took 38 photos of her new
kitten. In discussion, she revealed that this kitten was a present from her parents to
help overcome the loss of friends after a recent move to a new, more affluent
neighbourhood, as well as a symbol of that affluence that meant they could afford
pets. The images also triggered memories of her life in Mexico, which led to a
discussion about her migrant journey to the US. Another participant showed a
picture of a tree across the road from her house. In interview, she revealed she
could not climb this tree as she was rarely allowed out of her house because her
father was afraid she would be picked up by immigration police. This led to an indepth discussion of the participant’s previously undisclosed undocumented
immigration status. As this study demonstrated, Clark-Ibáñez makes clear that what
is important is not the images themselves, but what the participants say about the
images and the discussions they lead to. Though she lists the many benefits of
photo-elicitation interviews (PEI), she also discusses the challenges in terms of
confidentiality and practicality, discussed in more detail in the methodology
chapter.
These challenges are also addressed in Croghan, Griffin, Hunter and Phoenix’s
(2008) study of consumerism and young people, particularly the way that ceding
control of the interviews to participants by allowing them to choose the pictures,
and hence what to talk about, can have unexpected, although insightful, results. In
their study, 28 English high school students were asked to take photos of consumer
goods that were important to them. However, the majority of photos taken were
not of things but of people, meaning the participants “re‐appropriated” the task set
to them and this retained “control over how they were presented and what they
presented” (p. 350). Instead of consumerism, the study became about identity: how
these young people performed identity through these pictures and related
interviews. They found PEI particularly effective for doing this. Comparing the
photo interviews with group discussions they had conducted with the participants,
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they found identity issues of race, culture, drug use and (for boys) stereotypical
feminine behaviour were raised more often and discussed in more depth.
Croghan et al. (2008) also discuss the contextual nature of the research and the
issues this raises. They stress that images used were “photos of opportunity”, taken
at times and places of convenience to the participants, rather than planned, deeplythought-out images representing their identity. Giving students the cameras during
the school holidays, for example, might have produced very different photographs,
suggesting caution is required when assigning significance or intention to the choice
of photographs. They also discuss the cultural conventions of visual representation,
the need to consider how these may differ between (and within) cultures and how
this may affect the research. How people pose, or frame photos, may not be
universal. For example, many of the images taken by these UK based teenagers
were social “snapshot” photos of friends, usually in groups, smiling or performing
ironically for the camera, the closeness to the camera suggesting a level of intimacy.
Overall, the study shows both the effectiveness of photo-elicitation in revealing
unexpected aspects of identity, but also the need for effective interviewing and the
danger of making assumptions based on the content of the photo, rather than what
is said about them.
This ability of participants to re-appropriate the direction of the study, and the need
to listen to participants’ reflections on photographs, directly addresses the issue of
power and the potential of photo-elicitation to lessen the power imbalance
between researcher and researched, and thus to give “voice” to marginalised
groups. For this reason, study on such groups is a major focus of the literature. An
influential study that addresses this power redistribution, and the issue of the
framing of photographs (discussed above) is Packard’s (2008) study of how
homeless participants in Tennessee constructed their identity. In terms of framing
photographs, he found that many of his participants seemed unaware of dominant
“conventions” of photography. For example, many pictures were of “empty” scenes
without people or noticeable landscape features. Those of people were usually
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taken at a distance but participants denied that this represented a distant
relationship, as is often the case in “conventional” photographs. He argues that an
aspect of the power in photo-elicitation is the knowledge of how to take
photographs that have a powerful effect on the viewer. The participants’ lack of
knowledge of “how to produce accurate or descriptive photographs impaired their
ability to communicate their stories” (p. 74) rendered them less powerful. Contrary
to other studies that found photos led participants to be more communicative,
Packard also reports that some participants were “noticeably restrained and
hesitant, speaking in a manner which indicated a lack of confidence” when
discussing the pictures (p73). In some cases, this was because they were
embarrassed because they had made mistakes taking the photos, such as having
their finger in them, or not using the flash. However, in other cases he argues that
this is because the participants were not accustomed to having their voices heard
and that communicating complex feelings is a skill, the lack of which cannot be
undone even by a methodology that seeks to cede power to participants. He
concludes that:
“asking chronically homeless men to play the role of co-collaborator
in the research process was highly problematic, as they had neither
the knowledge nor the power to fulfil this role. Although important
insights into identity were still made, it was done in a way that
ultimately reinforced traditional power relationships.” (Packard, 2008,
p. 75)
Some of the issues of image selection can be addressed by giving training to
participants. However, this risks determining what counts as a “legitimate” image
to be used, and thus reducing the power of the participant to make this judgement.
It is also possible that Packard fails to appreciate how participants unfamiliarity
with conventions can allow them to “break the frame” and interrupt dominant
discourses by seeing things from new perspectives. He presents photographic
conventions as universal without speculating on their constructed nature in the way
that, for example, Croghan et al. (2008) do. This may mean he had expectations of
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the kind of pictures his participants would produce, and that participants, despite
his efforts, perhaps perceived his disappointment when these were not met.
However, the study serves as an example of the dangers of assuming that photoelicitation inherently overcomes power disparities, particularly with extremely
marginalised individuals.

3.6.2 Photo-elicitation studies specifically with refugees and migrants.
Despite this limitation, several studies report that photo-elicitation is particularly
suitable for research with refugees and migrants. These includes Gold (1991) who
used photo-elicitation to investigate relations between two groups of Vietnamese
refugees, though he used photographs he chose himself, rather than participantproduced images. Finney and Risbeth (2006) used photographs to investigate how
refugees in Berlin, London and Sheffield experienced green spaces in urban areas.
In Australia, Lenette (2013) found that talking about photographs led some (but not
all) single, female refugees in her study to have feelings of accomplishment through
increased agency. In London, Wells (2011) used PEI to examine young
unaccompanied refugees’ social networks and the importance of these in providing
emotional and material support. Fassetta (2016) study of the expectations and
experience young migrants from Ghana to Italy found that photo-elicitation
improved participation in the project, but also reported issues with what, and who,
participants felt comfortable taking pictures of, suggesting that forces beyond the
power of participants still influenced what images could be considered.

This consideration of power was central to Ortega-Alcázar and Dyck’s (2011) study
of Nigerian and Indian migrants in London and how they constructed narratives of
health and wellbeing. They argue that giving participants digital cameras and telling
them to take photos of anything they felt important to their “health and wellbeing”
allowed participants to define what was meant by these terms. These include issues
of traditional medicine or the importance of certain cultural roles or ties, concerns
which are often either not considered in western health and well-being research or
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seen as “backwards” and thus serve to position these migrants themselves as
“backwards”. They found that having control over the photos taken and used gave
participants more control over the tone, structure and pace of the interviews and
allowed them to raise the above issues, resist stereotyping and could lead to
dialogically informed health policies and practices that better understood the needs
of migrant communities.

3.6.3 Photo-elicitation studies: Summary
Photo-elicitation is growing in popularity as a research method, particularly as a
way of carrying out participatory research with refugees. Despite the limitations
discussed above, its potential to reduce power imbalances, to give voice to
participants and thus disrupt dominant perceptions and encourage agency all make
it appropriate for this. However, the majority of these are with children or
adolescents and there seems to be a dearth of PEI studies looking at adult refugees
learning the dominant language of the country they have fled to, despite the
importance attached, rightly or wrongly, to this process in improving refugee
welfare and encouraging social cohesion. Although PEI has limitations as a research
method, and these need careful consideration when implementing it, these do not
seem to explain this dearth. This research hopes to redress this.

3.6.4 Grounded Theory studies involving Identity and Refugees.
Perhaps because of its origin in nursing, GT studies seem to focus on public health
and take a psychological or cognitive perspective on identity, which tend to see
identity as representations of a unitary core “self” and as a cognitive process, as
opposed to the external, socially constructed view of the poststructuralist
perspective. For example, Charmaz’s (1995) research on which she bases her
development of Constructivist Grounded Theory (2014) concerns the effect of
chronic illness on patients’ identities. She takes a symbolic interactionalist (Blumer,
1986) perspective and refers to “preferred identities” which people strive towards
and are realized (or not) as people “interpret their experience and interact with the
world” (1995, p. 659). This has clear connections to imagined identities (Anderson,
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1991; Pavlenko & Norton, 2007), but the emphasis is on the personal (how
individual’s cognitively construct identities – or how they “see” themselves), not on
the interactional (how people perform those identities). Other studies discuss
resilience, which is similar to agency but again is a psychological construct, referring
to how people react to trauma (Southwick, Bonanno, Masten, Panter-Brick, &
Yehuda, 2014) rather than socioculturally mediated aspect of agency. Though there
are studies that combine GT and poststructuralist perspectives on identity
(Hutchinson & Wilson, 1994; Licqurish & Seibold, 2011; Sonnenberg, 2008) none
are particularly relevant to this study. This review will therefore only focus on
Grounded Theory studies concerning refugees and their relevance to this study,
including those from the cognitive perspectives.
Burchett & Matheson (2010) investigate the impact of not being allowed to work
and on being granted refugee status on a single asylum seeker in the UK. Although
it uses the language of psychological perspectives on identity, it refers to social
constructivist theories and its consideration of different identities (or “roles” as
they describe them) taken on by the participant is relevant. The subject of the study
had come to the UK as a student to gain a professional qualification to further her
career as a respected journalist but later had had to apply for asylum while there.
This led to a rapid change both in how she was regarded by institutions and society
and what she was allowed to do. The subsequent feelings of frustration and lack of
agency, of being essentialised as “asylum seeker” and feelings of stigma at being
seen as a “scrounger” (even though the denial of the right to work enforced this on
her) reflect the experiences of participants in the present study.
There are several studies focused on the above mentioned concept of resilience.
These include Sherwood and Liebling-Kalifani (2012) investigation of effect of
violence on the mental health of seven Somali and Zimbabwean female refugees in
UK, and Newbold, Chung and Hong’s (2013) study of the support received by single
women refugees in Ontario Canada. Others focus more on self-sufficiency, such as
Davenport’s (2017) investigation of the resettlement of 29 Iraqi refugees to the
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U.S.A. She reports that government support for refugees is largely withdrawn after
six to eight months, and this is combined with policies aimed to ensure refugees are
self-sufficient within this time. However, discrimination, language and cultural
barriers and a lack of employment opportunities mean that many refugees did not
achieve this. While focused on the mental health stresses engendered by this, the
in-depth interviews with people struggling with agency while trying to learn English
and build new lives were echoed in the findings of this research. Similar reports of
feelings of powerlessness and lack of opportunities for participation are contained
in Ingvarsson, Egilson, & Skaptadottir’s (2016) investigation of the everyday lives of
nine participants in Iceland, six of whom were asylum seekers.
A GT study that relates to refugees, identity and agency is Siddiquee and Kagan’s
(2006) work with six refugee women in the final session of a Community Internet
Project, in which women learnt how to use email and access websites. They argue
that the course helped the women build and maintain links and social networks,
facilitated integration and resettlement and “fostered psychological
empowerment” and agency. While the women clearly enjoy the course, found it
useful and empowering, the study lacks the depth of consideration of what is
meant by integration, resettlement and identity that is seen in many of the studies
discussed above. Identity is not really defined, and while different identities are
mentioned (social identities, refugee identity, past and present) how these “fit”
together is not explained. For example, they refer to one participants’
communication with her family in Ethiopia as “connecting to her past identity of a
daughter and sister (in her new context she is devoid of immediate contact)” (p.
200), which suggests they view the identity status, in terms of past or present, as
dependent on immediacy of contact, but this is not explained. They also report that
participants were more empowered on the grounds that they felt the internet
could help them gain employment, but with little discussion of the abovementioned structural barriers to employment. Like identity, the conception of
empowerment is very different from the conception of agency used in this study. It
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is also worth noting that this study was carried out just before the social media
explosion of the late 2000s. However, the capacity for the internet to allow
refugees to realise, and invest in, identities and to engender agency reflects findings
of other studies such as Simpson and Gresswell (2012)
Less positive, however, were the findings of Hoffman (2011) who interviewed 8
Iraqi refugees living in Indonesia enroute to Australia and spoke at length with 30
others. He reports high levels of fear and anxiety in this group and, as with Burchett
& Matheson (2010), found that the denial of right to work led to feelings of
frustration. However, they do report evidence of agency among the participants, as,
for example, refugees started classes to share professional and language skills,
although these were not sustained due to lack of resources. He concluded that that
despite this agency and efforts, participants were “largely powerless and at the
mercy of those in positions of power” (Hoffman, 2011, p. 22). Like other studies in
this section, the focus on mental health rather than identity and the lack of
discussion of language learning limits the relevance of this to the present study, but
it is a moving account of agentic, motivated people being rendered passive by
institutional power.
In summary, these studies concerning, if not combining, identity, refugees and
language learning demonstrate the capacity of GT to allow the concerns and voices
of participants to take centre stage and shows how, as in this study, the theme of
agency emerges from the data in these situations. While these studies are not
limited by their use of cognitive perspectives on identity – they have different
concerns and aims which they achieve - taking a poststructuralist perspective allows
greater focus on the sociocultural, power related aspects of identity construction
that are particularly related to language learning and refugees. Several of the
studies above, such as Burchett & Matheson’s (2010), Davenport (2017) and
Siddiquee and Kagan’s (2006) discuss structural barriers to employment and the
effect of being positioned in certain ways have on agency, and these are themes
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that are particularly suited to the poststructuralist approach with its concen with
structure and power.

3.7 Conclusion
The above studies demonstrate some of the depth and range of the literature on
the topic of refugees, identity, language and agency, although none of them are
directly comparable to this one. Some are foundational, such as Norton (2000)
which started the domination of this field by the poststructuralist perspective, or
helped maintain this dominance. Others reveal the complexity of trying to establish
links between identity, and agency, focused teaching and pedagogy, suggesting that
better understanding of how identity, agency and language learning are related is
required. Literature reviews in studies informed by Grounded Theory such as this
one are always problematic: studies relevant at the beginning of the study are not
always the ones most relevant to the sometimes-unexpected themes and theories
that emerge. This review has attempted to combine both the studies that informed
the original research, and those that informed or reflected the ongoing analysis.
The studies on agency fall into this latter category. The comparative lack of studies
focusing on refugee’s agency suggest scope for more research in this area. The
linguistic techniques noticed by Miller (2010, 2014) are used by participants in this
study to perform agency and her nuanced appreciation of the different ways
agency can be realised is particularly useful. Vitanova’s (2005) focus on reported
speech in narrative allows an appreciation of how learners construct agency in
regards to language learning even though the students themselves do not make
much progress in improving their grammar or vocabulary. Mercer’s (2011)
distinction between “sense of agency” and observable actions, and focus on the
affordances that mediate between them is also influential and her focus on the role
of personal beliefs is key to construction of “expert” identities by participants in this
study, and Seppälä (2018) shows how this expert identity can be validated in
classroom exercises. The work of Baynham (2006b) and Kayi-Aydar (2015)
demonstrate the extent to which positioning theory and descriptions of how a
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particular student positions performs agency in the classroom in both direct and
subtle ways is also reflective of the practices of participants in this study.
However, perhaps the largest “gap” that this research seeks to fill is the lack of
photo-elicitation or CGT studies in this area, despite their suitability as research
methods for this topic and these participants. While this research does not claim
earth-shattering developments or challenges to the theories and findings above, it
does validate some and challenge others, but most importantly, it shows how
combining these research methods demonstrates this suitability and leads to the
use of agentic identity as a tool for greater understanding of how the refugees in
this study maintain a sense of being “of some use in this world” (Arendt, 1996, p.
110) despite the many challenges they face.
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Chapter 4: Methodology
This section starts by explaining and justifying the ontological and epistemological
strategy of this research, briefly introducing the participants and then discussing
the research strategies which led to the choice of CGT as a research framework and
picture-elicitation and Active Interviewing to collect the data. It discusses why
certain other options were not taken, and then focuses on practical issues such as
location, recruitment, access, and ethical considerations. It then turns to data
analysis and explains some the principles behind the techniques used.

4.1

Research Strategy: Ontology, Epistemology, and Logic.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the rationale of this research is to better understand the
performance of identity by refugees by positioning refugees as experts and learning
from their experiences. It seeks to explore participants’ perspectives on identity
rather than impose definitions and follows a poststructuralist perspective on
identities that accepts that they are performances, produced through interaction
with specific people in specific circumstances, often for specific purposes (Norton,
2000; Pavlenko & Norton, 2007), often performed through language (Pennycook,
2003). It also accepts that refugees are not a homogenous group and that this
variety means it is meaningless to talk of a single refugee identity (Sigona, 2014).
As such, it follows an ontology and epistemology that recognizes the subjectivity of
social reality and values the lived experiences and perceptions of participants over
“objective” truth. It therefore uses an idealist ontology, described by Blaikie (2009,
p 94) as seeing social reality as consisting of the “shared interpretations” produced
and reproduced by social actors in their everyday lives. It recognises that these can
be restricted by “external realities” such as, for example, that immigration laws and
oppressive regimes exist, but how these realities enter our consciousness is
determined by “discourse, language and rhetorical practice” (Jasinski, 2001, p. 223).
In this sense there is no single social reality, but multiple realities based on an
individual’s interpretation (J. K. Smith, 1983) based on their experiences, context
and perspective. A glass can be both half-full and half-empty. This can be
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contrasted with realism (Blaikie, 2009), which claims the social reality exists, and
can be objectively measured if researchers control their biases (Ramey & Grubb,
2009) or Critical Realism (Bhaskar, 1975), which claims that reality exists but cannot
be objectively measured or observed. While this critical realist stance may be
appropriate for some qualitative social research (e.g. Fletcher, 2017), the focus of
this research is on how the identity is socially constructed, how this affects, and is
effected by, experience and not on finding “a” truth, or a “real identity” behind
these constructions. The poststructuralist perspective on identity as multiple and
dynamic rejects this idea of a true “core” self (J. Elliott, 2005) and so focusing on it
would run counter to this. An idealist ontology sees social reality as continuously
recreated by its participants based on their intersubjective understanding of it
(Hellström, 2008) much as this research seeks to understand the “reality” of
participants performance of identity through their experiences of living in a new
society and how they use language to perform it. For example, in this research
when participants narrate an event, the focus is not on whether this is a factual
account of what happened, but on how the participant experienced the event, how
he/she narrates it, and what this reveals about how he/she performs identities in
this context.
Taking participants’ perceptions as reality also fits with the aim of positioning
participants as experts (Harré, 2013), going beyond the view of refugees only as
victims, and part of this involves distancing itself from the summative asylum
interview refugees face before they are officially recognised as such. This is not only
because of the role of these interviews in contesting refugees identities (as
discussed in Chapter 2) and desire to not contest them further, but because of the
epistemology underlying the asylum interviews – their focus on what Jacquemet
refers to as denotational accuracy (2015) as they aim to establish “the” objective
truth of a refugees account by questioning every detail in order to identify possible
inconsistencies that can then be used to deny refugee status. This search for
internal and external consistency has been criticised for misunderstanding the way
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memories, particularly of traumatic experiences, are presented (Herlihy & Turner,
2007) but also for failing to take account of the way indexicality, the “meanings”
words refer to, can shift and vary in cross-cultural encounters with different
referential contexts (Jacquemet, 2015). The word “uncle”, for example, can have a
wider meaning in some cultures than others, referring to family friends as well as
blood relatives. In addition, one factor often used to inform assessments are
Language Analysis for Determination of Origin tests (LADO) which attempt to
determine if the way the asylum seeker speaks is consistent with his/her claimed
place of origin. These tests have been criticized not only for using assessors without
sufficient linguistic training, but also for relying on essentialist and prescriptive
judgements on how languages “should” be spoken which do not account for the
complexity and variety of language used in multilingual communities (Eades, 2009).
Finally, in order to qualify as someone with a “well-founded fear of persecution”,
asylum seekers must present themselves as victims, and these accounts must meet
the interviewers’ culturally and public policy mediated perceptions of what
constitutes “persecution” (Kea & Roberts-Holmes, 2013; Shuman & Bohmer, 2012).
This is not to say that such official gatekeeping processes are not valid or a
necessary part of an immigration system that requires some way of assessing the
claims of asylum seekers, but this is not the role of this research which seeks to
understand how participants perform their identities, not to determine how “true”
those identities, are and it is for this reason that an idealist ontology is appropriate.
This idealist ontology is combined, as Blaikie (2009, p. 95) advises, with a
constructionist epistemology which fits with the idealist perspective of social reality
as socially constructed and also accepts that researchers are inevitably
“encumbered by concepts, theories and, background knowledge and past
experiences” when observing an external world. This reflects my inability, as an
“outsider”, to judge the objective “reality” of refugees’ claims (even if theoretically
possible), or that my perceived reality is the same as the participants’. It also
reflects a desire to distance this research from concern about “genuine/bogus”
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refugees and its negative domination of media and public discourse (McFadyen,
2016). In addition, it stresses the researcher’s role in the construction of truth:
however much I wish to accurately present the knowledge and experience of
participants, the fact remains that their words will be relayed in discussions with
me, in a situation I have initiated, have substantive control over, and will finally
present and write up. Such concerns are incorporated, Blaikie argues, by taking an
abductive research logic that accepts these inevitable and seeks to incorporate
them into the research design.
An abductive strategy, which tries to find ways that data does not fit pre-conceived
theoretical frames, is used as the primary purpose of the interviews is to listen to,
and learn from, participants’ own perceptions of their experience and identity
performance. From this it seeks to build theory or to define emerging concepts in
ways that best fit the data. It is combined with a retroductive strategy, which works
backwards to identify mechanisms that explain observed phenomena (Meyer &
Lunnay, 2013) in order to then re-examine how participants perform an agentic
identity in terms of their linguistic choices. Blaikie (2009, p. 105) argues that
“understanding is the exclusive preserve” of these strategies which take
participants’ own everyday language, understandings and theories as a starting
point, and attempts to encourage participants to reflect and construct meaning and
interpretations themselves. By doing this, Blaikie writes, it seeks an insider’s rather
than an outsider’s view and sees the researcher’s role as interpreting these views
while trying, as much as possible, to understand and reflect “the social actors’ point
of view” rather than their own (Blaikie, 2009, p. 91). It thus argues that social reality
is that as perceived by the social actors and seeks “understanding rather an
explanation” and “reasons rather than causes” (Blaikie, 2009, p. 90). In contrast to
deductive strategies that seek to prove or disprove hypotheses, Habermas (1972)
argues that abductive strategies explicitly seek to go beyond the theoretical frame,
and to generate new theories and explanations and to “broaden knowledge and
stimulate the research process” (Meyer & Lunnay, 2013, p. 2). Once these
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explanations have been established, a retroductive strategy can then be used to
work back from the data to understand the factors that may affect this process
(Blaikie, 2009) and thus provoke insights, and connections and new ideas about
things that may be “previously known but can be identified or understood in a
different context” (Meyer & Lunnay, 2013, p. 9).
These choices in turn lead to a choice of how the data was obtained and analysed,
in particular the choice of Constructivist Grounded Theory (Charmaz, 2014) as an
overall framework and semi-structured interviews using picture-elicitation and
active interviewing to obtain data. The following section will give an overview of the
research process, before discussing the theoretical rationale for these choices and
how they were applied. It then looks at practical issues, such as sampling,
recruitment, ethics and practical considerations, in more depth.

4.2

The Study Design

The study interviewed eleven participants, all refugees living in Edinburgh between
January and May 2018, with several months between each individual participant’s
first and second interviews. These interviews were carried out in English (though an
interpreter was offered), voice-recorded and transcribed by me. As mentioned in
Chapter 1, the first interviews gathered data and served to brief participants on
aims of the project and the kinds of pictures they might provide for the second
round of interviews. I did this by showing and discussing pictures representing my
own identity and experiences of learning languages. In the second round, the
participant showed, and told me about, their pictures leading to further discussion
on these as well as issues arising from the first interviews. Transcription, coding and
analysis (see below) started after each interview and continued throughout the
interview process, allowing emergent themes and areas of interest to be included in
later interviews as these themes occurred. Transcribing, coding and analysis
continued after the second round of interviews, and this analysis was used to write
profiles of each participant (Appendix 2). These contained the main points of
analysis and discussed how each constructed their identities, particularly in
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reference to the emergent themes of agentic identities. The profiles were sent to
participants and a third round of member checking interviews (Lincoln & Guba,
1985) were carried out after analysis to obtain participants’ reactions and opinions
regarding my analysis and to explore possible changes or revised opinions. There
were two exceptions to this. Mehdi did not attend a second interview but the
amount and relevance of data he provided in the first interview, which lasted over
90 minutes, meant that he was included. Zaki left Edinburgh and did not attend a
third interview. Both were provided with profiles, but chose not to attend third
interviews, though we did communicate informally concerning the analysis.

4.2.1 Participant Introductions
The following brief introductions are included so participants become more than
words on a page, with full profiles in Appendix 2. The names used are those agreed
with participants and some details are omitted to preserve anonymity.

Eminem
Eminem is an Iranian man in his twenties who moved to Edinburgh in 2018. He had
various jobs in Iran, including running a food stall and an internet café, but sees
himself as a personal trainer, masseuse and martial arts practitioner. He enjoys
karate, watching TV dramas, cooking, walking around town and listening to music.
At time of the first interview (February 2018), he studied English at intermediate
level. He became a refugee because of his beliefs but chose not to share what these
were. He is unmarried and without children. Eminem contacted me about my
research after attending a class I taught. Interviews were carried out in a coffee
shop convenient to his house.

Jacob
Jacob is a Syrian lawyer in his mid-thirties. He worked in Dubai until being expelled
and travelling to the UK in 2015. He lived in different areas of the UK, experiencing
homelessness and protracted battles with officialdom before coming to Edinburgh
in 2017. He sees his current profession as learning English, in which he has reached
Upper-intermediate level. He has also done several volunteering jobs and provides
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pro-bono legal advice to friends, and is applying to study for a Master’s in Law. He is
unmarried and without children. Jacob contacted me to take part in the research
after it was recommended by another participant. We met in a study room of a
university library.

Hozan
Hozan is a Kurdish writer, activist and journalist in his forties who lived in Edinburgh
from 2015 to 2018. Targeted for his activism, Hozan travelled from Syria to the UK,
leaving his wife and young children in Turkey until they were able to join him after
his refugee status was recognised. Despite knowing little English on arrival, he was
an upper-intermediate user by the time of the third interview, although he still
struggles to express himself in written English. He has maintained his profession
while in the UK, publishing free-lance articles and literary critiques and completing
a novel on the topic of identity, while helping to raise his two daughters. He is
married to Nazya, another participant. Hozan’s interviews took place at my house,
the first in the presence of our mutual friend, Ahmed (below). We became friends
when Hozan was a student in my class, and early discussions with him were an
inspiration for much of this research.

Nazya
Nazya is a Kurdish woman in her thirties from North Syria. She left Syria in 2012
after her house was destroyed and lived in Turkey with her older daughter while
her husband journeyed to UK, claimed asylum and then applied for her to join him.
Their second daughter was born during this time of separation. Nazya studied
education at Damascus University and worked as a teacher in Syria. At time of
interview, she was studying English part-time at pre-intermediate level, attending a
“chat café” at the local community centre and raising her daughters. Nazya’s first
two interviews took place in her home in the presence of Hozan, who helped
translate occasional words and joined the discussion at times. The third interview
took place in my home without Hozan present.
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Ahmed
Ahmed is a Syrian man in his twenties. He studied civil engineering in Damascus but
was unable to complete the final year of his studies. Facing the choice of being
conscripted into the regime forces, imprisonment or fighting for the insurgency, he
undertook a ten-month journey to the UK and faced a lengthy asylum process
before moving to Edinburgh upon having his refugee status acknowledged. While
studying English part-time, he worked in various jobs, including in a bakery, as a
delivery driver, attempted to start his own food business and presently works as an
interpreter. He is unmarried without children. We became friends when I taught
Ahmed English, and interviews took place at my home.

Kobe
Kobe is a Syrian man in his mid-thirties. He is married with three children. Kobe
worked as a sales manager in both Syria and Dubai and remained in Dubai when
war broke out in Syria, from whence he travelled internationally for work. Upon
expulsion from Dubai, he went to Lebanon, and then to the UK in 2017 with the
Syrian Resettlement Programme. He was studying English at pre-intermediate level
at time of interview. He is a keen basketball player and volunteers as a coach,
although at time of interview he was unable to play due to health issues. We met in
his house with his wife present who occasionally helped him with English
vocabulary and joined in the conversation. Kobe chose not to use pictures for his
interview, explaining that what he felt could not be captured in images. Kobe
contacted me after seeing an invitation to participate.

Zaki
Zaki is a Somali man in his late teens. After leaving school, Zaki travelled through
Iran, Turkey and Europe to claim asylum in the UK. He studies pre-intermediate
English part-time while working in a factory. He wishes to go to university to study
Media and Politics and is keen to promote Somalia and its culture, partly to counter
what he sees as negative perceptions of his homeland, among both non-Somalis
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and other members of the Somali diaspora. Zaki contacted me after seeing an
invitation to participate.

Mehdi
Mehdi is a Syrian man in his 20s living in Edinburgh. He studied Business
Administration and Marketing at university but left after two years when faced with
the choice of fighting for or against the Assad regime. He travelled to the UK in
2015, arriving with little English. He studied part-time but left his class after a clash
with his teacher and now studies independently. He works as an administrator in
the third sector and is involved in several refugee-focused charitable institutions.
We met in his flat which he bought derelict from the City Council and renovated
himself, something he is clearly proud of. He was single and lived alone at the time
of interview. We met, and became friends, in an earlier English class.

Ted
Ted is a male Kurdish refugee from Syria, in his late thirties, living in Edinburgh. He
is a documentary filmmaker and photographer. He is married to Ferah, another
participant, and they hope to have children in the future. Ted left Syria for Irbil, in
Kurdish controlled Iraq, in 2010 after being falsely imprisoned. There he graduated
from university, where he met (and married) Ferah. He has studied English parttime since he came to the UK in 2016 through a UN resettlement programme,
reaching upper-intermediate level at time of interview which took place at his
home. He has worked in several jobs and has continued making documentaries in
his free time.

Ferah
Ferah is a Kurdish woman from Syria, in her mid-twenties, living in Edinburgh. She
was born in Damascus and left for Kurdistan in 2012, where she studied sociology
for one year and worked as an accountant. She came to the UK as a refugee
through the UN in 2015. At time of interview, she studied English at upperIntermediate level and worked as a volunteer teaching assistant in a primary school
in Edinburgh. She is married to Ted (above) and they were interviewed together in
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their home. Both Ferah and Ted were recommended to me through another
participant.

Hani
Hani is a Syrian man in his late twenties who came to the UK in 2016 and settled
with his wife and two children in a small town near Edinburgh. Hani was an
engineering student in Syria when he was arrested and held for several months,
after which he left for Jordan where he had family. In Jordan, he worked in his
family’s construction firm as a site manager, and got married, before moving to
Lebanon and then coming to the UK. At time of interview, he was studying English
part-time at pre-intermediate level, volunteering in a charity shop and studying for
a qualification to allow him to work in construction. Hani was referred through his
ESOL provider and interviews took place at his home.

4.2.2 My Motivation and Positionality
A constructionist epistemology, and an Active Interview and CGT approach (as
detailed below) sees co-construction of data, and subjectivity in analysis, as
inevitable and incorporates it in the processes. Doing so requires a reflexive
examination of my motivation for carrying out this research and my positionality, or
my social and research perspectives shaped by my identities and experiences
(Parsons, 2019), particularly because of the power imbalances involved in this
research and my privileged “outsider” (Merton, 1972) status as a white, middle
class, male, cisgender, heterosexual native English-speaking academic with no
experience of being a refugee.
While I am a privileged outsider, my geographically peripatetic life means I have a
limited awareness of growing up, and living between, different cultures. I spent my
formative years in Jordan, Indonesia and Yemen with brief intervening spells in
Scotland, a country I considered “home”, though I rarely lived there. As such, I am a
Third Culture Kid (TCK) (Pollock, Van Reken, & Pollock, 2010) or a child who has
spent much of their developing years in a country and culture different from their
parents’, although I spent much of my time in a separate “expat culture” of
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privileged, “white” spaces such as schools and embassy clubs. Most of my adult life
was spent teaching English abroad, again spending much of my time in a privileged
expat culture, although with more engagement with local people, cultures and
languages. Constantly moving countries has meant making new friends,
renegotiating identities and has given me a cosmopolitan perspective on the world.
Growing up in the Middle East meant I shared some cultural experiences with some
of the participants, and this affected how they interacted with me.
My motivation for studying identity sprung from this sense of displacement, an
awareness that while I claim to be Scottish, my accent and distance from Scotland
in my formative years means I lack many of the cultural experiences that constitute
“Scottishness”. I realised from an early age that identity was not “a given”, but
something that I performed differently in different interactions. My motivation to
study the relationship between identity and language learning in refugees came
from teaching ESOL in Edinburgh in 2015/2016 on a programme associated with
government welfare provision. It aimed at equipping unemployed migrants, many
of whom were refugees, with the language skills to get jobs. Learners’ participation
was punitively enforced, with missed classes incurring financial penalties, and,
though not explicit, classes prepared learners for “realistic” employment aims,
often low-skilled manual work. While uncomfortable with the punitive nature of
this programme and its constraints on learners’ professional identities, I was
interested in how this affected their motivation, and the role of their identities in
this. As I became friends with my refugee students, I was both inspired by their
resilience and determination and moved by their suffering. As such, I began my
research to improve my own teaching, and ESOL provision in general and as a way
of publicising their stories.

My initial motivation could therefore be seen as emancipatory (Parsons, 2019), to
improve the lives of refugees in the UK by critically challenging assumptions, policy
and practice, and incorporating participants’ voices in doing so. This led to many of
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the methodological choices, described in this chapter, designed to reduce, though
not eliminate, power imbalances in the research and to centralise participants’
voices. However, the analysis remains the interpretations of a privileged outsider
and lacks the level of equal participation demanded by critical emancipatory
research with marginalised groups (Parsons, 2019). The analysis, and the language
in which it is expressed, remain mine. While I want to improve the teaching and
lives of refugees, my motivation is less to emancipate refugees from oppressive
discourses than to recognise and validate the agentic identities they already have.

4.3

Research Framework: Constructivist Grounded Theory (CGT)

A form of Constructivist Grounded Theory (Charmaz, 2014) formed the overall
framework for data collection and analysis, in that it sought to keep an open mind
in terms of thematic categories, to build explanations from the data by
simultaneous data collection and analysis, and used constant comparison and
continual reflexive memo-taking to recognise and incorporate inevitable researcher
subjectivity into the research. It prioritized theoretical plausibility and the lived
experiences of participants over objective “truth” and sought to build explanations
from the data itself rather than forcing data into a priori thematic categories. CGT
builds on Grounded Theory (GT), developed by Glaser & Strauss (1967) in that it
requires simultaneous data collection and analysis, using data (not preconceived
ideas) to construct code and categories, constantly comparison of categories at
each stage of the analysis, and continual reflexive note-taking to explain categories
and the relationships between. However, CGT rejects “empiricist tendencies”
(Blaikie, 2009, p. 144) of Grounded Theory and its failure to acknowledge what
Charmaz calls “the subjectivity and the researcher’s involvement in the
construction and interpretation of data” (Charmaz 2014, p. 14). CGT places this
subjectivity firmly at the centre of analysis by prioritising the role of reflexive
memo-making, in which the researcher continually records decisions taken such as
how to categorise emerging themes, to both reveal and incorporate researcher
subjectivity in the process of identifying explanations for the data that represent an
“interpretive portrayal of the studied world, not an exact picture of it” (Charmaz,
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2002, p. 678). It also differs from conventional Grounded Theory in that while early
versions of GT stressed approaching analysis with an open mind to the extent that
conducting a literature review would prejudice this, Charmaz argues that accepting
the role of the researcher as subjective co-constructor of “truth” means accepting
that such some prejudice is to some extent inevitable, and that approaching data
with an “open mind” does not mean approaching it with an “empty” mind
(Charmaz, 2014). CGT therefor accepts the need for sensitizing concepts (Blumer,
1986) or “clues and suggestions for what to look for” (Blaikie, 2009, p. 118) or what
Charmaz (2014, p 117) refers to as “points of departure” in order to form questions
and direct data collection. These concepts can then form the basis for initial codes
that are “provisional, comparative and grounded in the data” (Charmaz, 2014, p.
117) to interrogate, sort and synthesise data as well as In Vivo codes, special terms
used by participants, to focus on how participants understand their own actions.
This is followed by focused coding to identify the most frequent and significant
initial codes, to make comparisons between them and “synthesize, analyse and
conceptualise data” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 139).
It should be stressed that this research is informed by CGT as a framework rather
than following all its prescriptions. An important point of departure is its use of
purposive sampling of refugees studying English in Edinburgh, who are then
returned to for second and third interviews, rather than the theoretical sampling
method stressed by Charmaz. In theoretical sampling, as envisaged by CGT,
patterns and categories are identified in early data and then new participants are
chosen in order to further elucidate or test these categories (Charmaz, 2014, p.
195). This then leads to other participants until saturation point is reached when it
is considered that no further insights can be learned. This study, however, identifies
a study population at the beginning and then returns to them to gain further
insights. It starts with assumptions – for example, that refugees have useful insights
about language learning and identity, that identity and language learning are
intimately connected as suggested by the poststructuralist perspective - that might
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be construed as countering the “open mind” required by Grounded Theory. As
Charmaz (2014, p. 224) contends that theoretical sampling forms a “crucial”
element of CGT, there are valid questions as to whether this research meets its
criteria.
I would argue that because the research questions focus on a particular group it
requires purposive sampling and returning to the same participants is more likely to
obtain the kind of in-depth personal revelations that is required, and the two
rounds of interviews allowed the building of rapport and for the first interview to
help participants prepare for the second, and while Glaser (2002) argues that
member checking is inappropriate for GT, Charmaz (2014) accepts its usefulness.
Charmaz (2014, p. 208) also concedes that theoretical sampling seldom takes “into
account interactional reciprocities and situational demands of the empirical world”,
and that adaptations can be necessary to reflect these. She also stresses the
flexibility of CGT, describing it as a “constellation of methods” that can be adapted
to solve different problems, but to “mind how you go and be aware of what you are
doing” (2014, p. 14). This research hopes to be mindful, but in deference to these
differences, describes itself as following a CGT framework rather than CGT research
in its strictest sense.
Although the sampling differed, there were other ways in which the data collection,
while not matching strict definition of GCT, did follow its framework. The interview
process did not follow the strict iterative process as envisaged by CGT, in which one
participant is interviewed, data analysed, and themes identified then used when
the next participant is then interviewed. This was not possible due to practical
concerns such as recruitment and the time required to transcribe and analyse data.
However, it also did not follow a strict series of round of interviews, with all first
interviews being completed, transcribed and analysed before the second round
started. It took time to recruit participants, but because it was necessary for the
participants’ second interviews to be carried out within a few months of initial
interviews and transcription, coding and analysis was continuous as the recruitment
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of participants proceeded. This meant that some participants’ schedules
overlapped, with some participants’ second interviews carried out before other
participants’ first interviews and some coding and analyse was completed before
others’ interviews took place. For example, the second interview of Eminem was
coded in March before the first interview of Hani took place in April. This allowed
some of the themes identified in, for example, Eminem’s data to inform questions
in Hani’s in an iterative process as envisaged by CGT.
The analysis also followed an iterative process, particularly in the writing of
participant profiles. While analysis is discussed in more depth below, a brief
description is included here to support the claim of using CGT as an overall
framework. These profiles were written after all first and second interviews were
transcribed and coded, and the process of writing a profile for one participant
brought insights which could then be applied to the writing a profile of the next as
common themes emerged, helped by constant memo-taking. This practice was also
retroactive in that themes that emerged when writing later profiles led to
previously written profiles being re-examined and rewritten in light of these new
themes.
When all profiles were completed, the analysis shifted from an individual to a
thematic frame, or what Charmaz (2014) refers to as “focused coding”. This
concentrated on emergent themes, or especially frequent or significant codes, and,
following Charmaz’s advice, examples of these were compared across participants.
The idea of writing profiles in this way, followed by focusing on particular themes
across participants comes from Norton’s (2000; 1995) influential study into migrant
women in Canada. She found that similar system allowed her to “do justice to the
individual histories and changing identities” of her participants while also allowing
“interesting comparisons within and across the sets of data” (Norton, 2013, p 73).
The third round of member checking (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) interviews also allowed
me to return to participants so they could say more, or “elaborate” certain
categories as Charmaz (2014, p. 210) puts it, a strategy she describes as helpful.
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Therefore, I would argue that although much of the data collection did not follow
an iterative process, the analysis of the data did, and as such the work falls within
Charmaz’s “constellation of methods” while its flexibility allowed the generation of
insights that the method aspires to.
This section has discussed both data collection and analysis as it concerns the
overall framework of the research. It now focuses specifically on the collection of
data, presenting the use of picture-elicitation and active interviewing before
considering the practical steps taken to recruit and interview participants and
ensure the ethical protections that these methods required.
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4.4

Picture-Elicitation

Picture-elicitation in this project involves participants choosing images or taking
photographs that show something about their identity or language learning which
are then discussed in the interviews. It differs from the more commonly used
“photo-elicitation” as it includes images taken from the internet as well as photos,
as many refugees have lost their personal photos or cannot visit places that may be
important to them in their “home” countries. However, as all of the literature refers
to photo-elicitation and the rationale behind the two is the same and the effects
broadly similar, the terms will be used interchangeably in this section although the
consequences of using internet-sourced pictures is briefly discussed later.
Picture-elicitation, in combination with the Active interviewing process discussed
later, has potential to meet the aims of this research in terms of positioning
participants by placing participants’ own perceptions at the centre of the research,
and reducing the power imbalance inherent in research interviews. It also has the
potential to revealing longer and deeper insights although it also has limitations and
specific ethical issues, and these are addressed below.
As discussed in chapter 3, picture-elicitation’s potential to elicit longer and deeper
insights is suggested by an early proponent, Collier (1967), who claimed that photos
“elicited longer and more comprehensive interviews”. Harper (2002) argues that
photos help produce longer answers by triggering memories and providing context
for discussion, which is particularly useful when interviewing people using an
acquired language or lacking linguistic resources to express themselves (Bagnoli,
2009; Ortega-Alcázar & Dyck, 2011) relevant to participants who may have less
proficiency in English. Harper (2002, p. 20) also argues pictures can overcome
cultural barriers to communication as the conversation is “anchored in an image
that is understood, at least in part, by both parties” and can also help to reduce
tensions between interviewer and interviewee. Croghan et al. (2008) support this
arguing that in the young people in their photo-elicitation study raised matters of
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ethnicity, race and religion more than they did in non-picture interviews, although
they concede that it needs to be supported by effective interviewing.
The process of choosing or making images can also lead to deeper answers, partly
because this allows participants to look at themselves, and everyday things and
aspects of their lives, and see them in new ways (Rose, 2016). Harper (2002) argues
that images can give a different perspective, highlighting unnoticed personal
aspects – to see oneself from without - and this prompts reflection and analysis,
particularly when it has to be communicated to a second person. Unexamined ways
of expressing identity – choice of clothing, pictures on a bedroom wall, a preferred
shop, can be revealed and discussed. Photographs are both objective
representations of reality (Collier, 1967) and subjective, culturally encoded
metaphors of significance, which can mean many different things to one person,
and different things to other. A photo-elicitation interview is therefore a
collaboration, as participant and researcher together discuss the meaning of
images, a discussion in which the participant is the expert, or as Harper argues, it
allows the participants to “educate the interviewer with his wisdom” (Harper, 2002,
p. 48). In addition, the processes of choosing and discussing images are in
themselves acts of identity construction and performance. Rose (2016, p. 313)
discusses how images act as “objects put to work to perform social identities”, or
we perform who we are through our choice of images, and identifies the photoelicitation interview as the site of this performance.
Finally, images, like language, can be a response to dominant social discourses, both
in the sense that they can represent compliance or resistance to them, or in the
sense that interpretation of images can be culturally or socially constructed – we
see, to some extent, what we are conditioned to see. As participants’ personal
relations to these social discourses change, as their identities evolve, so might their
interpretations of the images and the objects or experiences the images signify.
This fits the poststructuralist perspective of identity that is taken in the research as
well as its idealist ontology and constructivist epistemology.
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However, the most potent advantage of photo-elicitation in relation to the aims of
this project lies in its potential to reduce the power imbalance inherent in the
interview process and increase the sense of participation of the interviewees.
Although this research aims to prioritise participants’ perceptions of reality, I
initiated, transcribed and analysed the interviews. The academic interview itself is,
in Briggs’ (2001) words “saturated” with asymmetric power imbalances, usually in
the favour of the interviewer (see also Anyan, 2013; Kvale, 2006; Vähäsantanen &
Saarinen, 2013) and these are particularly problematic in cross-cultural interviews
(Clifford & Marcus, 1986; Veroff & Distefano, 2002) and vulnerable participants
such as refugees (Mackenzie, McDowell, & Pittaway, 2007). Picture-elicitation,
however, seeks to mitigate this as the participants choose the images and therefore
raise and focus on aspects and topics that may not have occurred to the researcher
(Harper, 2002; Rose, 2016) and may have been marginalised or not considered by
previous research (Pink, 2009). Several writers (Croghan et al., 2008; OrtegaAlcázar & Dyck, 2011) attest that this makes photo-elicitation particularly
appropriate for use with marginalised groups, such as refugees. As mentioned
above, it also positions the participants as experts who explain images to the
researcher, making it especially apposite. In addition, as Torre and Murphy (2015)
argue, because participants reflect on the pictures chosen before the interview and
explain their significance to the interviewer, the data is, to an extent, pre-analysed
meaning the task of analysis is partially shared between researcher and interviewer,
further affecting this balance of power.
In addition, using pictures in this way counters a common issue with interview
research with people who may have suffered trauma: that asking them to talk
about these issues risks causing distress by reliving what they have gone through (R.
Moran & Temple, 2006; Newman, Risch, & Kassam-Adams, 2006) but not asking
about these topics risks silencing refugees on a topic they may feel important. By
choosing what images they wish to use, participants decide if they want to discuss
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these experiences, and as will be seen, some of the participants in this study chose
to do so while others did not.
This power to choose images, and thus topics for discussion, also goes some way to
meet Bakewell’s (2008) call for research to go “beyond the categories”, in which he
argues that policy focused research on refugees tends to replicate the priorities of
policy makers rather than those of refugees and focus on topics important to the
former. A process in which participants choose which topics to discuss increases the
likelihood of discussing topics of more relevance to them.
Despite these advantages, as Croghan et al. (2008) argue, there is a limit to which
participants have control of the interview, as the researcher chooses the overall
topic (in this case identity and language learning) and, to some extent, which
images are included in the final write up. Picture-elicitation as (Packard, 2008, p.
68) points out, does not inherently reduce power imbalance “between researcher
and the researched”. The majority of analysis is still carried out by the researcher
and the above-mentioned social factors remain. Nor does it ensure participant
perspectives are preserved as data can be chosen and interpreted in a way that fits
the preconceptions of the analyst, although this can be partly countered by
reflexivity and checking analysis with participants. The process does, however, bring
more balance to the interaction and gives the participant more control than in a
traditional question/answer interview. Following the poststructuralist perspective
of this research, power imbalances are inevitable in any form of interaction. What is
important is that this is recognised in the analysis and steps are taken to counter it,
and while it does not eliminate asymmetrical power, it goes some way to mitigate
it.
Another limitation of picture-elicitation is that participants may lack the
understanding and skills to collaborate effectively (Packard, 2008). In terms of this
research, it meant following the instruction to “choose pictures that show your
identity and language learning”. This assumed that participants understood the
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concept of identity (a highly contested term in itself), the process of their own
language learning, and were capable of finding pictures that represented these,
either in terms of image making (taking photographs) or by using the internet
effectively to find images. A further issue is that participants might not produce
images that provoke useful discussions and balance must be struck between
participants having full freedom to choose images and ensuring the images can
produce useful and useable data. Issues of confidentiality and anonymity make
images showing people particularly problematic, and participants may lack
experience taking photographs (Bagnoli, 2009) leading to blurred or unusable
images, or feel uncomfortably pressured by the task (Torre & Murphy, 2015) to the
extent that the images chosen are superficial and represent stock answers rather
than new insights. In addition, the instruction to “choose photographs that
represent your identity and language learning” can be hard to interpret, but making
it more specific by giving instructions about what to choose risks compromising the
freedom of participants to choose pictures they want.
In an attempt to counter these issues, I took the methodologically unusual step of
sharing my own photographs with the participants in the initial interview in order
to clarify the task, provide examples of images that avoid showing people and
establish trust and rapport by sharing personal information. This latter point was
suggested to me by a refugee acquaintance who told me that if I wanted refugees
to be open with me, I had to be open with them. The pictures showed my
experience of identity and language learning and provided examples of the kind of
images that participants might use. They were a mixture of personal photographs
and internet images that demonstrated my
parental, professional, academic, and national
identities and my experience of learning
Chinese (see Appendix 6). One, for example,
showed a picture of children’s car seats (figure
Figure 1: (not) showing my children
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1), which showed my identity as a father without showing the children themselves,
suggesting how participants could choose pictures
that represented people without breaching ethical
considerations of confidentiality. Another was a
close-up of me wearing a kilt (figure 2) cut from a
larger image, which represented my cultural

Figure 2: My kilt

identity while showing how pictures of people
could be adapted to preserve anonymity.
I also stressed that pictures taken from the internet could stand as proxy for
pictures which could no longer be accessed. For example, I explained that a picture
of a Chinese restaurant taken from the internet stood in for one of a restaurant in
Taiwan where I used to practice Chinese, but of which I did not have a picture. I
stressed that the content and provenance of the picture could be less important
than its metaphorical significance - the memories, experience and emotions it
represented. This was particularly relevant to refugees, many of whom, as
mentioned above, had lost photographs along with their other possessions and
could no longer visit places in their home countries to take photographs of places
that might have special significance. Using representative pictures from the internet
also helped maintain anonymity – a generic picture of a classroom, for example,
could allow the participant to discuss his/her classroom without identifying the
specific class or location.
There was, however, a danger that these pictures could influence participants’
choices to the extent that they mimicked my choice, rather than expressed their
own identities and experiences, thus challenging the participant-centred aim of the
research. This was countered by stressing that these were just examples and
encouraging participants to choose what they wanted. However, it was expected
that there would be some “washback”, and this was factored into the analysis
through reflexive memo writing. As discussed in the following chapters, the
evidence suggests that this washback was minimal.
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My pictures, and my description of them, also provided a chance for participants to
ask me further questions about my identity, which in turn led to further discussions
about how I struggle to define my own cultural and national identity, and this also
provoked revelations from the participants. My pictures also provided an
opportunity to stress my experience of growing up and living in various countries,
including the Middle East, and the effect of this on my identity, allowing me to
perform an identity as a migrant at times in my life and position myself, while not
as an “insider”, not entirely an outsider.
However, as mentioned above, use of pictures themselves do not always lead to
longer narratives or deeper insights, but these often need to be draw out and
supported by intensive interviewing (Croghan et al., 2008; Harper, 2002). This
requires an approach to interviewing that allows exploration of issues while also
recognising the co-constructed nature of the discourse, in this case by combining
picture-elicitation with Active Interviewing (Holstein & Gubrium, 1995).

4.5

Active Interviewing

This study combined picture-elicitation and Active interviewing, so called because it
accepts that truth is not “discovered” but actively co-constructed in the interview,
by both interviewer and interviewed. As stated before, this research accepts that
identities are performed in specific situations, to meet specific needs, to specific
audiences, and that the researcher’s behaviour in the interview will affect this
performance leading to data that is, to an extent co-constructed. Holstein &
Gubrium (1995, p. 5) contrast Active Interviewing with the idea of viewing the
interviewee as a passive “empty vessel” of objective facts that can only be accessed
by a neutral interviewer who suppresses his/her own bias, asks non-leading
questions and refrains from behaviour that may “spoil” the empirical validity of
answers. Instead, they accept that interviews are always “theoretically saturated”
(Blaikie, 2009, p. 144), researchers are always subjective, and interviews are
“dynamic, meaning making interaction” in which “truth” is co-constructed
interactionally in partnership between participants (Holstein & Gubrium, 1995, p.
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5). “Meaning is not” they write, “merely elicited by apt questioning, nor simply
transported through respondent replies; it is actively and communicatively
assembled in the interview encounter.” (Holstein & Gubrium, 1995, p. 4)
All questions are, to some extent, leading questions and denying this results not in
unbiased objectivity, but in unacknowledged bias. This does not imply an
unquestioning acceptance of bias but suggests that unavoidable bias in data
collection can be acknowledged and factored into reflexive, objective data analysis
in such a way as advocated by CGT. Advocates of Active Interviewing argue that in
an effort to maintain neutrality, interviewers often fail to explore deeper, often inarticulated emotional issues, and that these can be drawn out by questions that
prompt and encourage learners to focus on certain topics, by empathising with
participants rather than maintaining a detached neutrality. Rather than try and
“dictate interpretation”, Holstein & Gubrium (1995, p. 17) argue, such prompting
and empathising creates an “environment conducive to the production of the range
and complexity of meanings that address relevant issues” unconstrained by
“predetermined agendas”.
In the first round of interviews, this approach included asking participants questions
about themselves, their experiences of living in Scotland, their relations and use of
English with neighbours and in their community, learning English, and their
identities, as well as discussing my pictures. I tried to avoid leading questions and I
coded and analysed my questions after each interview to help improve my
questioning in subsequent interviews. For example, the opening question was the
neutral “Tell me about yourself”, but the question “What do you enjoy doing in
your English class” was revised to “What activities do you enjoy, or not enjoy, in
your class?”

In other places, however, I used leading questions that probed specific aspects,
such as racism. For example, when Mehdi discusses a problem his sister had with
her teacher, I asked “Do you think there is any prejudice in this?” (Mehdi Interview
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1 0:24:37) or when Hozan discusses a problematic neighbour I asked, “Do you think
it's also racism?” (Hozan Interview 1 0:20:50) It could be argued that asking such
questions made accusations of racism more likely. However, Kirkwood et al. (2015)
found there was a reluctance among refugees to make accusations of racism,
especially when talking with a member of the “host” ethnic group, and opening a
conversational space in which to make such accusations countered this. A similar
tactic of using a closed question to open up conversational space to talk about a
difficult issue, followed by a probing question to establish more details was also
used. Similar techniques were used in second and third rounds of interviews,
including following up issues raised in previous interviews. However, in these I
avoided asking issues that were not raised by the participants. For example, several
participants did not choose to talk about, or choose pictures relating to, the
circumstances that led to them to become refugees, or their journey to the UK and
so this was not discussed even though it may have been relevant to the research
question. This is discussed in more detail in the ethics section, but general areas I
did not ask about unless the participant brought them up included sexuality, health
(including mental health), political activism, as well as questions that could
unnecessarily compromise participants’ anonymity.

4.6

Alternative Considerations

While planning this research, other methods were considered and ultimately
rejected. Many of these related to the initial focus on language learning and the
change of focus away from this was partly because of the impracticality of the
efforts to research this. For example, I initially wanted to focus on how participants’
identities changed as their English learning progressed. One possibility explored
was focusing on a single ESOL class of refugees and seeing how their performance
of identity changed and relating this to the specific activities in the class, while also
including teachers and class materials in the research. However, this was rejected
for practical and theoretical reasons. Firstly, Scottish Government policy is to
integrate refugees into existing local ESOL provision, meaning that refugees are
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spread through the classes and there are very few refugee-only classes, and these
are already over-researched and therefore difficult to access. I also concluded that
examining a single class might limit the context to, for example, a single teacher
with a particular methodological focus. This would be interesting in itself but
recruiting participants from a variety of learning contexts could provide a broader
picture. There were also issues with confidentiality if all the participants knew each
other from the same class. While pseudonyms could be used, were a student to
recount an incident in the class, other participants’ knowledge and experience
would mean they would be likely to be able to identify the participant from the
details of the narrative. Similar issues with confidentiality argued against the use of
focus groups: I thought that individual, rather than group, interviews would make
participants more comfortable to talk about personal issues (Ritchie, Lewis, Etham,
Tennant, & Rahim, 2014). Another approach considered was to investigate change
by analysing how participants’ identities changed over a series of three interviews
several months apart. This was questioned on the grounds that the time involved
(3-9 months) was not considered sufficient to produce reliable insights. In addition,
this idea that identities would change over time increasingly clashed with the
poststructural perspective taken in the research. If identity is seen as multiple,
context-dependent and dynamic, and as a performance rather than an essentialised
“core”, then trying to measure this change at fixed temporal points makes little
sense. While changes in how identities are performed remain interesting, and they
remained a topic of discussion, they may reflect a wide range of factors rather than
English proficiency and change constantly rather than in a lineal fashion as
envisaged in the concept of measuring change between interviews that happen to
occur on certain dates. In terms of relating changes in identity to language change
in the way discussed above, it meant measuring language progress, which is (to
some extent) lineal and progressive, against something that is not.
Another strategy considered was asking participants to keep diaries of their
learning and use of English. This is a well-used and respected technique in identity
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and language learning research (Duff, 2008; Gu, 2010; Kramsch, 2009; Norton,
2013; Pavlenko & Norton, 2007), and, like picture-elicitation, can prompt
participants to reflect on their identity and language learning when writing the
diaries (Bailey, 1991). In combination with in-depth interviewing, they also have the
potential to reveal unexpected insights and increase the “voice” of the participant
in the research. However, it was decided that asking participants to keep diaries, as
well as choosing pictures and attend interviews, was unrealistic and would demand
too much linguistic and time commitment on behalf of the participants. This
followed consulting two prospective participants (Hozan and Ahmed) who both
thought it would make recruiting enough participants difficult. It also reflected
concerns it would restrict an already small population (refugees in Edinburgh who
wanted to talk to me) even further if it required them to take on this task. In
addition, Kriukow’s (2017) study into migrants’ identity and language learning in
Edinburgh found that participants struggled to understand the purpose of diaries,
and questioned the value of these to his study. Norton’s (1995) study relied heavily
on diary studies, but she struggled to find participants who could commit the time,
and of the five she did find, only two wrote extensively in their diaries. While the
success of her work suggests that diary studies with few participants can produce
significant results, this low participation rate, combined with the warnings from
refugee friends, suggested a significant risk of not getting any participants if diary
studies were used. As picture-elicitation, achieved many of the same advantages in
terms of encouraging participants to reflect, it was felt to be a more effective
method.

4.7

Practicalities

This research accepted the self-definition of anyone in the Edinburgh area who said
they were a refugee. Although all the participants did, in fact, have official refugee
status, this was not a condition of recruitment. These distinctions are important as
asylum seekers receive less support, have considerably fewer rights, and often face
many more challenges than those granted refugee status (Mulvey, 2015) and, as
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Baynham (2006a) found, the stress and uncertainty concerning the future has
detrimental effects on peoples’ capacity to learn English. In addition, the labels
refugee, “genuine” and “bogus” asylum seeker and migrant all play a role in how
refugees have their identities challenged and are positioned in media, political and
social discourses, usually negatively (Zetter, 2007). They also play a role in how they
construct their own identities in relation to these discourses (Kirkwood, Goodman,
et al., 2015). The immigration status of participants was therefore a relevant issue
when exploring how participants constructed their identity.
It was not, however, an issue when choosing participants, as for a study that seeks
to explore refugees’ own perceptions of their identities, using an a priori judgement
of who is or is not a refugee would not only contradict the aim of this study, as well
as its ontological and epistemological foundations, but potentially exclude those
with useful insights into the effect of these labels on identity construction. It should
be noted that, as the UN Convention on Refugees (UNHCR, 1951, 1967 Article 1 (A)
2) states, official recognition of refugee status, is “declarative”, which means
“recognition of refugee status does not make you a refugee, it merely recognises an
already existing situation.” In addition, an important practical consideration of
working with refugees is gaining their trust (Kabranian-Melkonian, 2015; R. Moran
& Temple, 2006) and accepting their self-definition is an important step in doing so.
This meant a risk that participants may not have been officially recognised as such,
and that objectively qualified refugees who do not identify as such may be missed.

4.7.1 Study Location
Scotland, and particularly Edinburgh and its surrounding area including Midlothian,
was chosen as the location for this research for several reasons. Because of the
original focus on ESOL and the desire to not distinguish between refugees and
asylum seekers, Scotland’s policy of not distinguishing between these groups in
ESOL provision made it attractive. The refugee population in Edinburgh is
comparatively understudied in comparison to Glasgow, perhaps because it has
fewer refugees. While this is not a reason not to study Glasgow further, the refugee
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population of Edinburgh, with the exception of one study focusing on mental health
(Ager et al., 2002) remains relatively unexamined, although many of the experience
and issues faced by refugees in the two cities may be the same.
However, the dominant reasons for choosing Edinburgh were practical. KabranianMelkonian (2015) and Moran & Temple (2006) argue that refugees are often
reluctant to trust outsiders, and researchers need to establish trust and confidence
with participants to obtain useful data. I have friends and connections in the
Edinburgh refugee and ESOL community, having taught refugees there and
attended social events, allowing me to build trust in ways I could not elsewhere. As
much of the sampling was convenience, this was an advantage. In addition, Ritchie
et al. (2014) identify retaining participants as one challenge of longitudinal studies,
and maintaining regular contact as important, which was easier as participants and
researcher lived in the same city. Using Edinburgh also allowed me greater
flexibility in holding interviews at a time and place of participants’ choosing, which
both increased participation and gave participants more sense of empowerment
over the interviews (R. Moran & Temple, 2006). It was also difficult for me to travel
outside Edinburgh for long periods due to family and caring commitments.
There were drawbacks to using Edinburgh, as the smaller number of refugees
meant a less diverse population, restricting the ability to use purposeful sampling to
get a cross-range of nationalities, ages and language abilities. The UK Government
disperses asylum seekers to be accommodated in certain local authorities around
the UK, including Glasgow, but not Edinburgh. Asylum seekers are generally not
allowed to work, and if they leave these designated areas, they may lose their state
support. This means there are very few asylum seekers in Edinburgh, making it
more likely that participant recruited there had been granted refugee status. As
qualitative research, the aim of this study is to provide answers that are
theoretically, or analytically (Yin, 2014), generalisable, rather than
representationally, in that its relevance to other contexts and other refugees relies
on the rigour of the analysis and its ability to explore the issues in depth, rather
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than the representativeness of the sample (J. Lewis, Ritchie, Ormstom, & Morrel,
2014). My personal connections in Edinburgh, the flexibility allowed by researcher
and participants being in the same small city, facilitated building relationships
which in turn led to greater depth.

4.7.2 Recruitment
Thirteen participants were recruited, with sampling following a mix of purposeful
and convenience methods in that it sought a range of participants meeting certain
criteria as mentioned above but was restricted to Edinburgh and many of the
participants were recruited through my personal contacts. Possibly because of this
reliance on personal contacts, most participants (nine) were Syrian, half of whom
were Kurdish and only two participants were female. Two other female participants
also gave interviews but are not included in the data. In both cases this was
because they could not be reached for interviews – a second interview in one case,
and a third interview in the other. Unlike Zaki and Mehdi (whose data is used),
there are aspects of their data that risk compromising anonymity but cannot be
obscured without fundamentally altering its validity. As both women had expressed
concerns about confidentiality in their interviews, and both are vulnerable in ways
that other participants are not, I decided not to use their data without confirming
their consent. Three other participants expressed an interest in participating but
were unable to do so for reasons that were not explained. I also used purposeful
sampling in that I contacted organisations working in Edinburgh with refugees and
asylum seekers, particularly in the field of ESOL, including Edinburgh College,
Edinburgh Council Community Learning and Development Programme, East Lothian
Council ESOL programme and The Welcoming (a charity providing support for
migrants as well as ESOL classes in Edinburgh). The Welcoming allowed a
recruitment poster to be placed in the classroom, included links to the research in
their twitter feed and helped contact individuals they felt might be interested in
joining the research. Five participants were recruited through them, and East
Lothian Council helped gain access to two participants. Unfortunately, though both
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the Scottish Refugee Council and Edinburgh Council Community Learning were
sympathetic, and provided advice, they were unable to help with recruitment.
Participant recruitment posters (Appendix 4) were written in English, Arabic and
Farsi and stressed that both asylum seekers and refugees were invited to
participate and described the intended aims and impacts of the research, how data
would be used and what the participants would be expected to do. Other languages
were planned, but the financial cost of translation meant further translations of the
recruitment poster were delayed and sufficient participants were recruited before
this was needed. The language in these was simplified, while retaining accuracy, in
an attempt to make it accessible to those learning English or with low levels of
literacy in Arabic or Farsi.
In exchange for participants agreeing to share their time, experience and expertise,
I offered my time, knowledge and expertise as an experienced and qualified English
teacher in the form of private English classes for either participants or their family
members. The commonly used, and often valid (Webster, Lewis, & Brown, 2014),
offer of vouchers or financial rewards was rejected following advice from refugee
friends that this might be perceived by some as “buying” participants’ personal,
perhaps painful, experience, and of exploiting many refugees’ difficult financial
situation. In addition, the idea of a knowledge exchange fits the ethos of this
research. Lessons were offered on a basis of one lesson for one interview. This
offer, however, was only occasionally taken up and the participants generally took
part because they were interested in the research aims or in making their voices
heard. This had implications for consent and power-relations between me and
participants, as is discussed in the Ethics section.
During the recruitment process, I attempted to address the gender and disabled
balance of the population by purposeful “snowballing” (Ritchie, Lewis, Etham, et al.,
2014) – asking participants and contacts if they knew of women or people with
disabilities who might like to take part, although this was unsuccessful. I did not
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broach the subject of sexual orientation due to cultural sensitivities towards this
issue and none of the participants chose to reveal if they were LGBTQ+ to me.

4.7.3 English Level
English level was not an intentional factor in recruitment and an interpreter was
offered to all participants (discussed below), although this was not taken up.
However, practical considerations may have inadvertently prevented people with
lower levels of English taking part. For example, one participant who seemed keen
to take part failed to turn up to three different scheduled interviews and problems
with communication may have caused this. Such factors may have resulted in all
participants quoted in the study having a CEF B1 level, or Intermediate level of
spoken English, with the exception of Zaki. As can be seen from the data, all were
able to express themselves effectively in English, although there were times when
participants expressed frustration at not being able to fully explain what they
meant. The methodological implications of this were considered in the analysis. My
lack of ability to speak the languages my participants were fluent in was a limitation
of this study (as discussed in the Limitations – Chapter 9), but not seen as a reason
for excluding those with lower levels of English from it.

4.7.4 Use of Interpreters and Interviewing Couples
All participants were offered an interpreter for the interviewers, but none chose to
use one, although Kobe, Nazya, Ferah and Ted chose to be interviewed in their
homes in the presence of their spouses who served as a language resource –
offering translations of words or short phrases when asked by the participants.
Hozan’s interview was carried out in the presence of his friend Ahmed, who
performed a similar role. This other presence, and audience, in the room may have
affected how they performed identity, and they may have felt constrained from
expressing certain opinions as the presence of a spouse, as Zarhin (2018), argues,
can lead to one partner silencing the other. The original design was to interview
participants individually, both to avoid such silencing but also to ensure
confidentiality. However, as Zahin concedes, there are advantages to interviewing
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couples together, including the capacity of partners to elaborate or corroborate
each other’s narratives (Bjørnholt & Farstad, 2012), provide emotional support
(Sohier, 1995) and it may allow an insight into their “world of shared experiences
and meanings” (B. Taylor & de Vocht, 2011, p. 1584). I would also reject the idea
that individual interviews, without the presence of a partner are automatically
more “authentic”, that without an third person participants would present more of
their “true selves”, as inconsistent with poststructuralist perspectives on identity
(Reczek, 2014) and Active Interviewing’s acceptance of the inevitability of the
interviews being subjective exercises. In addition, the third round of interviews
were conducted individually, meaning that participants had the opportunity to
mention issues previously not discussed. However, the main reason for interviewing
couples together was because they asked to, and I felt I should respect their wishes
and the potential influence of partners was factored into analysis.

4.7.5 Interview Locations and Practicalities
All interviews were held, as much as was practical, at a time and place of the
participants choosing, in order to maximise participants’ feelings of control over the
process (Hydén, 2013). This also distances them from asylum interviews, the time
and location of which applicants have no control over. While many participants
invited me to their homes for the interviews, others took place in café’s and two at
my home. No time limit was set on interviews and most initial interviews were
between 45 minutes and one hour long, with second interviews normally lasting
longer – between one and two hours. An exception was Ferah, who had to leave
after twenty minutes of the second interview. Interviews were recorded on an mp3
audio recorder, to ensure accurate data and allow me to concentrate on asking
questions and responding (Arthur, Mitchell, Lewis, & McNaughton Nicholls, 2014),
with the recordings transferred to an encrypted university server as soon after the
interview as possible. Though video recordings might have provided valuable data
on non-verbal language, videoing may have been overly inhibiting for participants.
It also makes gaining ethical approval and consent from gatekeepers and
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participants more complicated (Webster et al., 2014) and therefore was not used in
this research. Consent forms were signed at each interview.

4.7.6 Maintaining Contact
Strategies suggested by J. Lewis & McNaughton Nicholls’ (2014) to maintain contact
with participants in order to increase the likelihood of their return for later
interviews were followed. These include establishing varied contact details (email,
phone, address, Facebook), and establishing ways to contact them if their details
change suddenly, such as obtaining consent to contact “significant others” in
participants’ lives. They also recommend maintaining low-level contact in order to
get advance warning of any changes and I sought consent to do so, as well as
continuing my teaching and working with refugees and attending social events. We
also met for private English classes during this time, which provided an opportunity
to check on the progress of the image selection.

4.7.7 Interview Procedure
As discussed above, initial interviews consisted of questions about identity and
language learning and the showing and discussion of my pictures. In the second
interview, participants chose the order in which to discuss their pictures. I
encouraged participants to send me their pictures so I could print them so they
could be manipulated during the interview, a step which Frith & Hardcourt (2007)
suggests aids communication and reduces tensions. Zaki, however, chose to use
pictures on his phone which he then sent me. During the interview, participants
discussed individual images, and drew comparisons and contrasts between them,
as I prompted, clarified and asked further questions. We also discussed the process
of choosing images, as well as things participants could not take (or find) images of.
I also asked about themes emerging from previous interviews, in the iterative
process envisioned by CGT, though I generally waited for the topic to arise. I also
asked about the future - their hopes and expectations in terms of language learning
and language use, employment and residence. The number of images provided by
participants varied, meaning that in some interviews with few images I relied on
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more traditional question/answer format to investigate matters of language
learning and identity.
As mentioned in the participant introductions, Kobe made a conscious choice not to
use any pictures in his interview but was still interviewed. When asked about this in
the third interview, he said he felt that his identity was too complex to be
represented by a picture and that pictures for him represented the past and he was
focused on the future. However, he had many issues that he wanted to discuss on
which I let him lead. As this was one of the last second interviews conducted, I also
had several emerging themes which I could ask him about.
Before the third interviews, participants were sent their profiles along with a series
of questions relating to them (Appendix 2). These questions focused on
participants’ opinions of the analysis, advice they might give to teachers and policy
makers in the light of this analysis, questions on any changes that occurred in their
lives, identities and English level, and giving them the opportunity to withdraw
anything they had said. Interviews were recorded but not transcribed as they were
intended as opportunity for participants to express opinions and judgements on the
analysis rather than as data in need of analysis. Details of the transcription of the
first and second interviews are contained in the analysis section below.

4.8

Ethical Considerations

As the research concerns a vulnerable group, British Educational Research
Association Guidelines were followed (BERA, 2011) as were the guidelines of Oxford
University’s Refugee Studies Centre (Refugee Studies Centre, 2007). These included
being open and transparent in explaining intentions and aims and ensuring the
purpose is of benefit to the researched. These benefits, in terms of informing policy
and pedagogy were outlined in the invitations to participate and discussed in the
first interview. Informed consent was obtained at all stages of the data collection
and interviews did not proceed until permission was granted through the Edinburgh
University Ethics procedure.
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Invitations to participate (Appendix 4) explained the intentions and use of the
research as well as my personal details. Consent forms (Appendix 5) stressed
participants’ right to withdraw, or not answer certain questions, and these were reemphasised at each meeting (Refugee Studies Centre, 2007; Webster et al., 2014).
Participants were also advised that research data is subject to legal subpoena
(Refugee Studies Centre, 2007) and were asked in second and third interviews if
they wished to remove, or change, any data from previous interviews ensuring
consent was ongoing and repeated (Refugee Studies Centre, 2007). Consent form
included contact information of the University for participants to contact if they had
any issues or questions they did not feel comfortable discussing with me.
Permission was obtained to use research in future academic publications and
presentations.
Invitations to participate and consent forms were translated into Arabic and Farsi
for those who required. I planned to translate them into Kurdish but was advised by
a Kurdish friend that this would be counter-productive, as Syrian Kurds often
cannot read Kurdish well, and asking them to read a Kurdish document may be seen
as a challenge to their Kurdish identity. Zaki, from Somalia, can read Arabic but
asked for the forms in English.
Data was anonymised, with personal data stored separately from research data
(Webster et al., 2014), and all data saved only on encrypted devices and secure
University servers, with recordings deleted from recording devices in accordance
with the Edinburgh University Data Protection Policy. Personal data, such as the
names of particular places or names of spouses or children were changed or left out
from transcripts (BERA, 2011)
As the refugee population in Edinburgh is quite small, there remains the risk that
participants may be still identifiable from their data, and participants were advised
of this. In addition, particular incidences that ran the risk of identifying participants
were flagged in the analysis and their inclusion in the research discussed with
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participants (Refugee Studies Centre, 2007). For example, Hozan is a writer with a
public profile and he could be identified by a discussion of this aspect of his
identities. However, as this is a vital part of his identities, it was included in the
research with his permission. In another, Ahmed relates a discussion he had with a
particular teacher and this teacher may remember the incident. I discussed this
with Ahmed and included it with his permission. Raw data, such as audio files and
transcripts containing identifiable information about the participants, was stored
separately from “written up” data from which such information had been removed
and participants were offered access to the final research if they so want (BERA,
2011, p. 8).
There were ethical issues with participants who did not attend a third interview and
therefore did not give final consent for their data to be used. In Zaki and Mehdi’s
cases, I judged the data was sufficiently anonymised that using it would not
compromise them and they have given informal verbal consent. With two other
participants, however, the nature of their revelations, and particular vulnerabilities
(which to even describe would risk identifying them) meant I was not happy to use
their data without their express ongoing, informed, formal consent.
As interviews discussed personal, possibly traumatic, experiences it was important
not to force participants to relive these through description in the interviews
(Kabranian-Melkonian, 2015) particularly due to the potential of pictures to trigger
emotion (Copes, Tchoula, Brookman, & Ragland, 2018). However, as Clark & Walker
(2011) argue, it is also important that efforts to protect vulnerable participants do
not lead to their voices being absent in research and this risk has to be balanced
against the potential benefits of the research. As discussed above, this meant I
avoided these topics unless participants raised them through their choice of
pictures. When participants did speak of these issues and showed signs of emotion,
I asked if they wished to continue and made clear that they could stop at any point.
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As gatekeepers were used in the recruitment process, participants were assured
that participation, or non-participation, would not affect their relationship with the
gatekeepers, and the same message was conveyed directly to the gatekeepers
(BERA, 2011). In addition, some of the participants were my former students and
there remained the risk that they might participate out a sense of obligation, to
teacher or organisation, rather than a genuine desire to take part, although we
discussed this before the interviews. The offer of English classes in exchange for
participation could be considered exploitation of the participants need to learn
English but was minimal as all the participants had independent access to ESOL
provision. In the end, few participants took me up on this offer, also minimising its
significance.
As discussed above, the use of personal pictures in research presents particular
ethical challenges (Copes et al., 2018). There was risk of triggering traumatic
memories (see above) and issues of confidentiality and anonymity and informed
consent of anyone appearing in the photographs. I took steps to counter this
(described above) such as using my pictures to show how to show someone
without identifying them. However, problems with this were demonstrated when I
gave a presentation on my research to Syrian academics who were refugees in
Turkey. I showed one of Nazya’s pictures showing the countryside near her
hometown but changed the name of the town in an attempt to preserve her
anonymity. One of the Syrians in the audience, however, immediately recognised
the countryside and spoke up, prompting a lively and (worryingly) accurate
discussion among the audience of where the image was taken. In addition, many of
the pictures taken from the internet have copyright issues. Out of an abundance of
caution, therefore, only a few of the photographs, mostly those taken by
participants, are reproduced in this work. Though pictures added power to the
participant’ words and illuminate their descriptions, and I found them very moving
at times, verbal descriptions were often sufficient to describe participants’
performances of identity. The primary role of pictures in this research is not as data,
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but as a tool to trigger memory and reflection, provoke discussion and give
participants more control over the topics discussed. I felt they could often do this
without being reproduced.

4.9

Summary of Data Collection

This section has described the research design and why this is appropriate for a
study which takes a poststructuralist perspective on identity and seeks to position
refugee participants as experts. It describes the novel approach it took to pictureelicitation and why this was chosen to meet the research aims and discusses some
of the methodological challenges it faced and how it attempted to meet these and
the reasoning behind decisions made. Much as I aim to emphasise participants’
expert status and agency, refugees remain a vulnerable group and therefore strict
adherence to ethical standards were followed. The result was many hours of
recorded conversation in which participants discussed their identities, professions,
family life, experiences and opinions in great detail. I found their accounts at times
inspiring, and upsetting, always interesting but at times overwhelming. The
following section describes how I analysed it to try to turn moving and interesting
personal revelations into useful lessons about the performance of identity.

4.10

Transcription and Data Analysis

This section begins by describing and justifying using different levels of transcription
in different stages, and how this leads to a flexible approach that allows focus both
on what was said and how it was said, though this flexibility means accepting a
certain amount of subjectivity and inconsistency. This prioritisation of flexibility
over consistency, and acceptance of subjectivity, also extend to how the data was
coded and segmented, as described in the next section, and this reflects how this
research combines a Constructivist Grounded Theory (CGT) framework with
Discourse Analysis.

4.10.1 Transcription
I recorded and transcribed all initial and second interviews and followed Mondada
(2007) in adapting transcriptions systems for different stages in the research. For
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analysis, I used a more “natural” transcription (Oliver, Serovich, & Mason, 2005),
including features of oral language such as false starts, repetition and pauses. This
helped analysis focus on nuances of meaning that may be conveyed by these
features. However, when presenting analysis in the write up, I used a more
“naturalized” (Bucholtz, 2000) transcription, which removes some of these features
judged unnecessary, and adds some written conventions such as punctuation, as
this is clearer and easier to read. Making such judgements about necessity is
controversial with some discourse analysists (e.g. Schegloff, 1997) arguing this adds
an unacceptable level of subjectivity to the presentation of the data. I would,
however, agree with Mishler (1991) and Ochs (1979) that all transcription is an
interpretive, political act in that the transcriber always has to decide what to
include, particularly when, as Mishler (1991) points out, writing down audio media
into written, and this involves some form of subjective decision, decisions inevitably
influenced by research aims, prejudices and theoretical and analytical assumptions,
what Bucholtz (2000) refers to as “scholarly dispositions”. What is required it to
critically reflect on these judgements and make clear how they may affect analysis.
Bucholtz (2000) describes the advantages and disadvantages of both
“denaturalized” (containing pauses, restarts and vocalisations such as sniffs and
sighs) and “naturalized” (adapted to the conventions of written language)
transcription. To an extent, denaturalized (as spoken) focuses on how something
was said while naturalized (as written) focuses on the meaning of what was said.
Naturalized (as written) has the advantage of being easy to read and understand, as
well as faster to transcribe. Reproducing every responsive token, and repetition and
restart and timing every pause is time-consuming, and many may have little
significance to the message participants are trying to communicate, or the identity
they are performing, taking up valuable analysis time that can be spent on more
important aspects. However, missing out these features could lead to important
aspects of meaning and speakers intentions being overlooked. A pause may
indicate a reluctance to comment, a laugh an attempt to soften criticism and
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missing out an interviewer’s complementary “yeah” can ignore the role of the
interviewer in co-constructing meaning.
The level of participants’ English also added a complicating factor as naturalisation
can remove evidence of participants non-standard English. Although this raises
concerns of “whitewashing”, or presenting the words of marginalised groups
through the interpretation of the dominant language group, it can be an advantage.
Due to subconscious prejudices of the researcher and/or reader, the inclusion of
“non-standard” features might lead to biased views of the participants, particularly
relating to race or class (Bucholtz, 2000). For example, in this work, participants
made grammatical and vocabulary errors as well as hesitations, false starts and
repairs associated with language learners. Reproducing all of these might detract
from the rhetorical power of what is said. As one of the aims of the research is to
position the participants as experts, reproducing all these “mistakes” can
undermine expert status in the minds of readers who, however subconsciously,
associate validity of insight with articulative competence. This desire to counter
such prejudice is perhaps why one participant specifically asked me, in the third
interview, to “correct” all her language errors in the final write up.
Most researchers, Duranti (2006) argues, use a hybrid system that fits the necessity
of the research. Oliver et al. (2005) argue that different levels of “naturalism”
reflect different views of the extent to which language reflects how representative
language is of reality. If language represents “reality” it is necessary to reproduce it
in as detailed a way as possible. If, however, reality is found within the meaning and
perceptions within speech, it is these meanings and perceptions that need to be
foregrounded and therefore changing what was said to emphasise these is
acceptable. As a result, they argue, certain disciplines favour different approaches.
Conversation Analysis (Antaki & Widdicombe, 1998) for example, tends to favour
as-spoken transcription, whereas Critical Discourse Analysis (Fairclough, 2013) and
Grounded Theory studies (Charmaz, 2014), both of which focus not so much on
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what was said, but on what that reveals about the wider world, or about how that
participant perceives reality, tends to favour as-written transcription.
As this research makes use of Grounded Theory, this would suggest using more aswritten form of transcription. However, the concern to place participants’ words at
the centre of the research suggests the need to represent these as faithfully as
possible. Another factor considered was the amount of data to transcribe and the
time available to do so. I therefore followed Lapadat & Lindsay’s (1999) advice to
listen critically when transcribing and include the level of detail that was judged to
be required to make the meaning clear, or was relevant to the analysis. This meant
that lexical items, including grammatical “errors” and repetition were included, but
non-lexical fillers such as um and er, and responsive tokens, such as my annoyingly
frequent “uh huhs” were only included if judged relevant. Laughter was generally
regarded as relevant. Pauses under a second long were indicated using dots in
brackets (..) with longer pauses only timed when felt to be relevant. Unintelligible
sections were written in italics and followed by a question mark in brackets (?).
Question marks were added to indicate when intonation suggested a question was
being asked, and exclamation marks or bold text were used to indicate emphasis.
When in doubt, I included extra details and added comments to the transcript. In
early stages of the research, I included some non-verbal signals, such as body
language, that were judged important (such as when Hozan crosses his arms to
indicate being tied up), in annotations. However, as transcription progressed and
there was a longer time delay between interviews and their transcription, the lack
of video record and my unreliable memory led to this approach being abandoned.
I used a more naturalized approach when writing profiles by adding punctuation
such as commas, full stops and capital letters, as profiles needed to be understood
by non-academics, some with limited English, and needed to be as clear as possible.
I generally did not correct grammar errors unless I felt they obscured the meaning.
Some repeated words were removed, others were retained if felt this repetition
reflected a desire to add emphasis to a point. I retained this system for the write-
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up, though adding more features when I thought it necessary. Transcribing was
therefore itself a form of analysis as interpretive decisions were made throughout.
To counter the subjectivity of this I returned to the audio recordings when
particular segments were used in the write up to critically assess if anything had
been left out of the transcript that might have affected the analysis. Original
transcripts (with identifying data redacted) are included in the appendices for
reference.
Overall, the transcription tried to balance a focus on the meaning of what was
communicated with how it was communicated. It aims to explore how participants
perform identity, and this sometimes requires looking at the exact words they use
and how they are said, but at other times at the meaning these words are trying to
communicate. It accepts that this judgement is subjective, but would argue that all
transcription involves subjective judgement, and I have tried to critically analyse the
judgements made. I also accept that such subjectivity can lead to a lack of
consistency but would instead characterise this as flexibility that allows naturalized
transcription when necessary and rhetorical power when appropriate. The attempt
to combine focusing on what was said and how it was said reflects the attempt to
balance a CGT framework with discourse analysis, to which the next section turns.

4.10.2 Data Analysis
Interviews were and coded in flexible, overlapping and multi-dimensional segments
and analysed using NVivo 12 software. As mentioned, these coded data were then
used to write profiles of each participant, providing an opportunity for further
theoretical coding, and these were sent to them for comment, and responses were
explored in third interviews. This section explains these terms in more depth and
justifies them with reference to brief examples. It builds on the discussion of CGT
(Charmaz, 2014) above by describing how it follows, and differs from, procedures
advocated by CGT. A full list of the codes, their definitions and frequency are in the
codebook in Appendix 3.
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4.10.3 Coding in Constructivist Grounded Theory
Charmaz (2014, p. 113) describes coding, or applying short labels to segments of
data, as the way researchers “define what is happening in the data and begin to
grapple with what it means”, by considering “what is going on in the data” and thus
provides a “pivotal link” between collecting and explaining data. She describes
codes as “transitional objects” that may vary in length and are flexibly applied,
being adapted to “connect fragments of data with analytical abstractions” (2014, p.
13). CGT has at least two main stages: initial, open coding in which the researcher
seeks to allow these explanations to emerge from the data, and focused coding that
works with the initial codes that seem most significant or appear frequently. It may
then apply a third stage of theoretical coding in which the researcher established
how focused codes relate to each other and, in some interpretations of CGT, to how
these relate to established analytical schemes. For example, initial open coding
noticed that some participants used physical imagery and language relating to their
body, leading to the creation of a “talking about your body” code. Later, in more
focused coding, this was included in a more comprehensive “hands-on practicality”
because of its connotations of physicality and problem solving. Later, as discussed
in detail in Chapter 8, this was related to theories of agency. However, the driving
precept, as discussed above, is to try to keep an open mind while coding so that the
codes, theories, and explanations emerge primarily from the data rather than from
a priori theories.
However, some element of a priori theory is seen as inevitable. As discussed in
Chapter 2, CGT accepts that eliminating preconceived concepts from one’s mind is
not possible and instead argues that they should be acknowledged, criticised and
the role they play in the construction of theory reflexively considered, with some
forming sensitizing concepts, serving as useful starting points for analysis without
determining its content. Many of these sensitising concepts are discussed in earlier
sections of this work, such as the poststructuralist perspective on identity, and
general alignment with theories of Bourdieu (1977, 1991) concerning social and
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symbolic capital and the pervasiveness of power in social interaction. It also refers
to Bakhtin’s (1981) theories of reauthoring the self, Norton’s (2000) work on
identity and language learning, and methods of narrative and discourse analysis
discussed below. However, it seeks to avoid being constrained by particular
theorists, such as taking a position on whether identities are best described as
“identities”, “identifications” (Butler, 2006; Hall, 1996), “subjectivities” or “subject
positions” (Weedon, 2004).
Initial Coding followed Charmaz instructions to analyse the data in terms of “what is
going on here”, but in terms of asking three overarching questions:
1. What identity, or identities, are being performed here?
2. How and why are they being performed?
3. How am I, or the context, affecting this performance?
These were not categories themselves, but questions that led to how the data were
interrogated. They led to a large number of initial identity category codes which
were expected due to their prevalence in other studies on identity, such as
performing gender, parent, national, linguistic, professional, class and refugee
identities, and more active codes such as “resisting positioning by others” or
“associating moral values with certain identities”. Others were not expected, such
as “speaking about the body” mentioned above, or “recreational identities” which
was used to mark enjoyment of certain free-time activities.
I also used a variety of practical codes that reflected methodological, rather than
analytical aims. For example, I coded all the questions I asked and categorised them
by topic (such as “language learning” or “relations with neighbours”) and type (such
as “clarifying” or “prompting”) in order to better understand my role in influencing
the data and improving my interviewing technique for later interviews. I used other
codes to help me navigate the data more quickly, such as marking what I saw as
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significant narratives, or important biographical information which might need
obscuring before publication.
Some initial, sensitizing concept-based codes were less fruitful and were gradually
abandoned. For example, social class (which is an important factor in, for example,
Block’s (2015a) findings) seemed relevant to Mehdi and Nazya, but only in terms of
relative prosperity in their lives before becoming refugees. Others were relevant
but required reconceptualising. For example, because most participants were not
able to find work in their chosen professions, “professional identity” was separated
into “previous professional”, “imagined professional” and “professional student”
identities to reflect the way some participants saw learning English as a job and
used this to reject positioning as unemployed or living off social support.
Many segments were difficult to distinguish, categorise or identify. For example,
Hozan referring to speaking Kurdish to his children could be performing a linguistic,
ethnic or parent identity, or all three. Initial attempts to separate segments of texts
so that each segment related to only one code proved difficult and I decided to
code such segments multidimensionally – in the above case as linguistic, ethnic and
parental identity. Other cases were ambiguous. For example, Ted identified himself
as a fan of Chelsea football club. This was initially coded as “recreational identity”,
as in something someone does in his/her free time. However, this did not
adequately capture the sense of belonging to a group that he was suggesting, and
this group identity seemed to be more important to him than the actual playing or
watching of football. Kobe later referred to playing basketball, also a recreational
activity, but this seemed a performance of physicality and professional skills rather
than group membership. This recreational identity was abandoned, and Ted’s love
of Chelsea was coded as an example of this “rebel” identity (he was the only one of
his friends who supported Chelsea), whereas Kobe’s references were coded as
relating to professional identity and hands on practicality. Such decisions were
recorded in memos (see below).
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The codes used were therefore, as advised by Charmaz (2014) “provisional”, in that
they changed in response to the data, “comparative” in that different examples
involving different speakers were compared and contrasted, and “grounded in the
data” in that codes were abandoned if not found helpful and new codes emerged.
For example, Jacob’s performance of “expert identity”, as “a knower of privileged
information” soon became clear. As he initially revealed this when talking about
being a lawyer, it was categorised as being “professional identity” without
reference to the “expert” aspect. However, he also demonstrated this “knower of
privileged information” when talking about other contexts not relating to his
profession, such as learning English. Comparing these incidences, it appeared that
there was a commonality between them, leading to the temptation to merge the
two codes, professional and student, into each other. However, there were enough
instances of expert identity that did not involve profession or being a student, and
professional identity and student identity that did not involve being an expert, that
the two initial codes were kept and a new “expert identity” created that was
related to, and often (but not always) co-occurred with, performances of
professional and student identities. Coded as such, the co-occurrence of this with
performances of expert identity soon became clear. The way that particular
segments could overlap, co-occur or be coded in more than one way (multidimensionality) is returned to below
Language use and learning were another aspect of coding. In terms of learning, this
led to codes such as formal and informal language learning, positive and negative
classroom activities and language progression. In terms of language use, these were
categorised as setting and context, such as talking to neighbours, authority figures
or other refugees, and examples of communication breakdown. These languagefocused codes were then analysed in relation to identities performed in these
contexts. For example, Hozan discussed how he felt more comfortable using English
with other “non-native” English speakers because he did not feel judged, while
Jacob prioritised interaction with “native” speakers because he felt he could learn
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from being corrected. For Hozan, this was connected to his professional identity as
a writer and therefore a competent user of language, whereas for Jacob it was
related to his professional student identity.
While identity focused codes followed Charmaz’s (2014) instruction to use “active
codes”, characterised by the use of gerunds (e.g., “speaking with neighbours” or
“contesting identity”), the language codes usually referred to topics. Charmaz
argues that using gerunds allows improved focus on what the participants are doing
with the language, rather than focusing on what they are talking about, and thus
helps to conceptualise the data from their point of view. This worked for identity,
but for language these active codes quickly began to resemble topics with “talking
about” written before them (e.g., “talking about language progression”). Therefore,
most language codes were topical although some, such as “using English online”
remained active. This mix was generally effective as it allowed me to examine both
the performative and topical aspects of the participants’ speech and segments
could be coded for both, for example performing a particular identity while talking
about useful classroom activities.
Using two types of codes, topical for language and performative for identity also
allowed me to code data when I struggled to define which identity participants
were performing. For example, when participants spoke about where they lived,
these could be positive, negative or neutral terms and I could not assign an identity
without feeling I was forcing the data. Leaving such segments as topically coded as
“talking about where they live” meant I did not have to force this while allowing
data to be compared and analysed later. These segments could be compared across
participants to see how different people talked about where they lived, and if there
were any commonalities. In some cases, these examples came to be coded as
performing “local cultural identities”, in others “contesting racism”.
Using four systems of coding, identity, language and meta-codes (such as
interviewer questions) was confusing, leading to a great number of codes which
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were difficult to keep in mind while coding. This risked miscoding, but errors were
picked up in the process of continually revising, merging and abandoning nonproductive codes. As coding became more focused, the lesser-used codes (which
were vulnerable to being misused) were either abandoned or merged into others.

4.10.4 How Data was Segmented.
This research used line-by-line coding, in which data was broken up into meaningful
segments of varying size, which often had multiple, sometimes overlapping codes in
order to fully engage interactively with the data and produce nuanced analysis
(Bazeley & Jackson, 2013). Line-by-line coding is, as the name suggests, the process
of examining each line of the data for meaning. However, this does not mean that
each line itself is a separate segment. Grounded Theory is quite vague concerning
how long a segment should be. Corbin & Strauss (2008, p. 159) identify breaking
data into “manageable pieces” as the first step of analysis, “natural breaks in the
manuscript as cutting off points” which usually, but not always, relate to a change
of topic (2008, p. 159). However, they give no explicit instruction as to how to
divide the data, instead encouraging the analyst to “relax and let your mind and
intuition work for you”, which is comforting but not particularly helpful. Despite the
name, the reason line-by-line coding is important is not because each line forms a
separate segment, but because doing so forces analysts to pay close attention to all
the data and not just to what they are looking for. It works against cherry-picking,
preventing the dismissal of chunks of data that do not meet analysts’ expectations
or prejudices. Charmaz describes it as “a heuristic device to bring the researcher
into the data, to interact with them, and study each fragment of them” (2014, p.
120 italics in original). A line will rarely correspond to a single meaningful segment,
which instead may, as Saldaña (2015, p. 3) writes, vary in size from “from a single
word to a full sentence to an entire page of text”. In this research, the length of the
line varied as in some sections having short lines helped analysis, while in others it
longer lines were more effective. It was not always clear why this was the case, but
generally the most effective method was followed.
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As well as varying in length, segments also often overlapped and small units could
be contained within larger ones. This process of segmentation may therefore, as
Guest, MacQueen & Namey (2012, p. 3) point out, be fairly arbitrary but done
effectively has potential for highly nuanced analysis of text as it allows the
examination of both “the context and the multidimensionality of text”. This
multidimensionality, or the capacity for the same piece of data to illuminate various
aspects of the speakers’ identities, means that just as an expression can have many
layers of meaning, and be used to accomplish several tasks, “multiple codes” can be
“used simultaneously to capture what is happening in a single passage of text”
(Bazeley & Jackson, 2013, p. 75). Often it was this co-occurrence of codes that gave
insight into how participant performed their identities, or how participants would
combine different identities, such as parent and expert, to perform a third, agentic.
Flexibility was required because these segments were often lifted from the text and
considered separately, and therefore needed to contain enough co-text for them to
make sense when analysed. For example, often the question which drew a
particular answer needed to be included in the segment, as without it the answer
made little sense.
An example of this overlapping, multidimensional aspect of the data can be seen in
the following extract from Jacob’s second interview and is included here, rather
than in the Findings and Discussion chapters, to illustrate the coding process. The
extract occurs five minutes into the interview and follows a narrative in which Jacob
strikes up a conversation with a “Scottish man2” wearing a kilt on a bus. It is part of
one of several “where are you from” narratives, in which participants discuss their
reaction to this question from a stranger. In this case, Jacob responded to this
question by challenging the man to guess where he was from, and the man had
correctly guessed Jacob was from “Syria or Jordan”. It is therefore already part of a
larger narrative segment coded as “contested identity”. The extract contains

2

In general, when utterances of participants’ are used, they are written in italics in order to
distinguish these from scare quotes or references to the literature.
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several overlapping segments of meaning, and several are coded in several ways.
The identities mentioned are explained in greater detail in the Findings and
Discussion chapters.

Expert Identity

The question asked (lines 1 & 2) is included because it is required to understand the
answer. Line 3 does actually correspond to one unit and is coded as ethnic or racial
identity (though it is debateable what “character” means here) but also contains
the word “actually” which could also be coded as “expert identity” as it an example
of expert footing (Matoesian, 1999). The next unit “and also my language, my
pronunciation” is coded as linguistic identity. They are judged to make up one
meaningful unit as “my pronunciation” is a self-correction, or clarification of, “my
language”, both making the claim that the man identified him from the way he
spoke. However, following Glaser’s (1978) advice to look at individual words and
ask why they, rather than others, are used, I asked why the word “pronunciation”
was used instead of the more common “accent”. I suggest that this is because
“pronunciation” is linked to language teaching and learning and is thus linked with
Jacob’s professional student identity, rooted in his in-depth knowledge of how to
learn languages based on his experience of learning English and thus related to his
expert identity. This is supported by comparison with other examples in Jacob’s
interviews. The performance of this identity continues in the next lines as he
explains the different stress patterns in English and Arabic. The segments overlap as
the words “my pronunciation” are contained in both the segment coded as
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“linguistic identity” (in dark blue above) and the segment coded as “expert identity”
(in italics above). They are multidimensional in that the section can be coded as
“linguistic” “professional student”, and “expert” identities. In Jacob’s case,
instances of performance of professional identity often co-occur with performances
of expert identity and with positive incidents of language learning, suggesting his
professional identity is closely tied to his being an expert, and that both play an
important role in his language learning. It is this kind of analytical insight that this
form of coding allows to emerge.

4.10.5 Linguistic Analysis
As can be seen from the above references to “footing”, analysis of language played
an important role in interrogating the data. The concern with flexibility this
research demonstrates in the coding is replicated in the pragmatic analytical
approach, and follows Miller (2014) in taking what Kerbrat-Orecchioni (2010) calls
an “eclectic” approach to linguistic analysis, drawing on different discourse analysis
strands to find the best explanation of how participants are performing different
identities. Although Kerbrat-Orecchioni concedes that eclecticism is often frowned
upon in a field that favours rigorous application of systematic frameworks, she
argues that it is justified because discourse, particularly that produced in
interaction, often functions on many different levels. Much as the above mentioned
codes overlap and co-occur, a participant can be carrying out a Speech Act (Austin,
1975) of hypothesising, while positioning themselves within a certain group (Davies
& Harré, 1999) and also flouting a conversational maxim (Grice, 1975). Fully
understanding the segment might need paying attention to a pause or interruption,
reflecting the concerns of Conversation Analysis (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson,
1978), the larger narrative of which the segment is a part (Bruner, 1991; Labov &
Waletzky, 2003), or a Critical Analysis of the power discourses at play within the
interaction (Fairclough, 2013; Wodak, 1996). It should be stressed that this study is
not a systematic analysis of language per se. Instead, the various elements are used
to investigate the above-mentioned overarching questions of what identity is the
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participant performing and how are they doing it using an abductive logic that seeks
the best fit to the observable data (Blaikie, 2009). As Kerbrat-Orecchioni contends,
the priority should be to follow Schegloff’s “golden rule” of respecting the data, and
observing it “carefully, closely, seriously, open-mindedly” (Billig & Schegloff, 1999,
p. 581) and that to do “means that we can make use of all available analytical
resources, as long as they are compatible and adapted to both the object and the
objective of the description” (Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2010, p. 216). This research
attempts to do this. As the approaches used are specific to the data described, it is
better demonstrated with reference to this data in the Finding and Discussion
section.

4.10.6 The Role of Memos
Charmaz (2014, p. 162) describes memos as a “interactive space for conversing with
yourself about your data, codes, ideas and hunches” and describes them as vital to
keep research grounded in the data while also allowing more abstract theorisation
as they document the journey from description to theory. As coding progressed, I
wrote continuous memos concerning my thought processes including coding
choices, the emergence of new codes or the merging, or division, of others, as well
as interpretive speculations on why participants said certain things and connections
with things other participants had said. I also noted where I suspected my phrasing
of questions may have affected the answer, or where my own prejudices might
affect analysis. These memos, combined with coding, then formed the basis of the
profiles
For example, when coding the previous example of Jacob talking to a man on the
bus, I made a memo saying that this reminded me of Hozan’s assertion that he does
not need to tell anyone he is a refugee, as his accent tells people he is Syrian, and
Syrians in Scotland are presumed to be refugees. Jacob makes no reference to this,
but it is possible that this is a subtext to the discussion – the man suspects Jacob is a
refugee, and Jacob knows this, but neither speak of it. In another example, when I
first noticed that Eminem often seemed to use words relating to the body or
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physical metaphors, I created a short memo asking if this was a new code. As I
noticed more examples, I wrote a memo explaining how a definition for this new
“body identity” originated and speculating if it was connected to Eminem’s
professional identity as a masseur. I also speculated that if my knowledge that
Eminem was a masseur meant I was more likely to “see” this pattern, and links to
academic articles on the concept of body identity. Memos then recorded how, after
further use with other participants, this code progressed to include a sense of
physicality linked with an ability to solve problems to become “hand on practicality”
and later linked to the emerging category of agentic identity.

4.10.7 Focused Coding: Writing the Profiles
Initial rounds of codes resulted in a large number of codes, many of which
cooccurred and overlapped, some of which occurred more frequently than others
or seemed to have more importance for particular participants. I then wrote the
profiles of each participant by looking at which identities they seemed to perform
most often, with reference to both coding and memos. This was, in effect, focused
coding as I decided which initial codes had “more significance than others” and, in
Charmaz’s (2014, p. 138) words, used these to “synthesize, analyse and
conceptualise large sections of data”. As discussed above, this prosses was both
iterative and involved constant comparison, in that profiles were written
sequentially but I also went back and forth between profiles and when I noticed a
particular way of performing identity by one participant I would go back and
examine the data of another and adapt the profile accordingly. The dominant
focused code, the performance of agentic identity, was emerging at this stage and
was included in the profiles.

4.10.8 Theoretical Coding
The next stage was to theorise the various codes and combine them into a coherent
whole, as Glaser (1992) writes to “weave the fractured story back together” by
identifying common themes across different participants and conceptualising these.
I chose the theme of agentic identity as common to all participants and went about
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seeing how different participants performed this and what this said about how
humans in general might perform it. This involved returning to the literature to gain
a better understanding of agency and using this improved knowledge to further
interrogate the data.

4.11 Summary and Conclusion: Methodology
This research adopted a flexible methodology that sought to position participants as
experts, reduce the power imbalance inherent in academic interviews and use a
variety of analytical methods to allow in-depth contextual understanding of what
participants said. Its combination of picture-elicitation and CGT was effective in
achieving aims, despite the rarity of its use in research on the topic. It is subjective
but, as well as arguing that a certain amount of subjectivity is inevitable, it
embraces the advantages such subjectivity can bring and tries to mitigate any
negative effects with reflection, constant comparison and by taking the reader on
the analytical journey – rationalising decisions made at important points and
discussing their implications. The following chapters describe this journey.
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Chapter 5: Findings and Discussion, Part 1: Agentic Identity
This thesis, as is common in much qualitative research, combines its findings and
discussions in order to highlight and better explain the main themes, demonstrate
how participants used language to express these themes, and how the themes
emerged from the data. As such, it also contains methodological elements – a
reflexive description of the “analytical journey” through which the themes emerged
which is required to incorporate the subjectivity of analysis (Mruck & Mey, 2019).
This builds on the research methods discussed in the previous chapter, but as the
analysis itself evolved in response to the language used, it is better explained with
close reference to this language, including a level of detail inappropriate in a
methodology section.
While many themes emerged in this research, the performance of agentic identity
by participants came to dominate, both as a theme itself and as a useful heuristic to
examine how participants performed other related identities. This section describes
how agentic identity emerged from the data in terms of coding and the analytical
“spark” that led to it, and how it evolved and changed when used to examine the
data in the constant comparison process characteristic of Constructivist Grounded
Theory (CGT). It then turns to the different ways agentic identities were performed
and the other identities that afforded them. The term “afforded” here is used
slightly differently than the way it is used by Mercer (2012). She describes it in
psychological terms as “the interaction between contextual factors and learner’s
perceptions” (2012, p. 43). In this research it retains this interactive aspect, but
focuses more on how different performances of identities, and the symbolic capital
on which they rest, facilitate and work to support each other, mediated by the
contexts, situations and resources they have available. It focuses on two groups of
identities - expert identities (including professional and cultural identities), and
hands-on practical identities and shows how participants use these to perform an
agentic identity. This allows them to “bring in” an agentic identity that is often not
validated in their discursive experiences – addressing a concern with Norton’s work
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discussed in chapter 3.2. It should be stressed that these are not exhaustive (as
participants perform other identities related to their agentic identities) and though
they are distinguished in this work for the sake of explicatory coherence, nor are
they separate. Instead, as benefitting the poststructural conception of identity used
in this work (Baxter, 2016) they are amorphous, overlapping, co-occurring,
sometimes inconsistent, and interact to form nexus from which agentic identity is
constructed. Throughout these descriptions, there is a focus on how participants
use language to perform these identities. As the main context for this investigation
was the participants’ experiences of learning English, this also discussed although it
does not retain the central role envisaged in the original research.

5.1

Agentic Identity

To repeat the definition discussed in Chapter 2, the term ‘agency’ in this work is
defined as a socio-culturally mediated capacity, or perceived potential capacity, to
act, which involves some degree of initiative or self-regulation, and includes a sense
of evaluation or personal responsibility for the action. This draws on, and combines,
definitions used by Ahearn (2001), Duranti (1997) and van Lier (2008) . While it
encompasses action, it can also include strategic inaction. It includes both
expressions of free-will, and silent, non-cooperative resistance; both disputing
stereotypes and expectations, and strategic exploitation of them through reauthoring and subversion (Vitanova, 2005). In this work, agency is conceived as an
identity, leading to the term “agentic identity” being used to describe the
performance of an identity as someone with agency (as defined above) and
examines how participants communicate this. The use of this concept allows a
particular focus on the performance as someone with control over their lives, even
when they may have little freedom to do as they choose. As such, it includes
situations in which participants were not able to act, but they nevertheless
maintain a performance of a person with the capacity for agency when discussing
them with me.
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Before discussing how agentic identity emerged from coding, three points regarding
the performance of agency should be made. The first is to acknowledge that the
research design facilitated the emergence of an agentic identity. Duranti (1997)
argues that participants are performing agency by participating in the study in the
first place as doing so declares that they have opinions that matter and a voice that
should be listened to. This seems true in this case as many participants contacted
me, all chose pictures (or in Kobe’s case, chose not to) and decided where and
when to meet. Picture-elicitation was specifically chosen to empower participants
by giving them more control over the topics discussed. While I think the strength of
feeling of many participants on this issue is such that agentic identity would have
emerged without these factors, I cannot be sure. The significance of this research
rests on how they did this and the interplay between different identities.
The second point is to acknowledge that although linguistic performance of identity
is the focus of this research, participants did perform agency in other ways. This
includes the above-mentioned act of participation in the research, but also the
choice of location. For example, by inviting me to their homes, of which they were
often proud, participants may have been showing me what they had achieved in
terms of building new lives. In Mehdi’s case, this is supported by his detailed
description of the actions he took to make his flat, which he had bought as a
derelict property, into a habitable property. Jacob’s request to meet me in the
restricted space of a university library demonstrated his agentic capacity to access
this space through use of his student identification card. Zaki was keen to meet on
university premises because he wanted to study at that university in the future,
implying that he has the capacity to do so. While such performances are considered
important, they are not the focus of this research.
Finally, though this research focuses on the performances of agentic identity by
participants, particularly in situations in which they lacked agency, this agency
should not be over-romanticised. Arguing that refugees should not be seen only as
victims should not obscure the fact that these participants have been victimised,
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and the content of their interviews reflects this, nor as Safouane et al. (2020) argue,
should it be used as reason to limit asylum and support offered. The need for depth
in analysis, and clarity of explanation, requires a focus on agentic identity but this is
one aspect of participants’ performances and does not pretend to present the
whole picture.

5.2

The emergence of agentic identity as a focused code.

This section builds on the discussion on coding and analysis in the methodology and
describes the specific emergence of agentic identity. As mentioned above, this is
included in this section rather than in the methodology section because of the
detailed reference to the data. It seeks to explain the research journey, and accepts
that the analysis is subjective, but counters this by detailing the coding choices
made and the thought processes behind these decisions.
“Power and agency” was included as an initial sensitizing concept to initiate and
guide enquiry, and was an code in the first rounds of coding. This was due to the
prominent role of power in the poststructuralist perspective on identity that
informs this research, and because marginalisation and victimisation were, perhaps
stereotypically, expected to be part of the refugee experience. Therefore,
narratives involving power conflicts with authority figures, such as Jacobs’
experience at the job centre (Jacob Interview 1 01:29:06 – 0:31:26) or Mehdi’s clash
with his English teacher (Mehdi Interview 1 0:16:44 – 17:57), were coded under
power and agency, as were statements that expressed agency, such as when Jacob
was asked how he felt about people offering him help and advice. He said this did
not happen often:
“Maybe because I'm doing all that stuff by myself. I didn't ask anybody for
help. Or I go the specific place directly. Because if I got an issue, I go the
Council.I have an issue with the Council, I go to the Council, OK? I don't ask
anybody.And the people on the Council they are supposed and their job
helping me, OK?”
(Jacob Interview 2 1:39:02 – 1:39:35)
Ted makes a similar claim to independence when he says:
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“Actually I don't I never ever ask for interpreter since I arrive here OK? But
because I think I can manage everything OK?” (Ted Interview 2 0:14:150:14:23).
Other example of statements coded as agentic include:
“Then I told him that I will not stay here “Just transfer me to the college
Edinburgh college”” (Ferah, Ted and Ferah Interview 1 0:19:33 – 0:19:41)
“I have choice but it was small choice I prefer to move because it was my
work and my future was there and everything was better for me”
(Hozan Interview 1 0:35:47- 0:36:03)
“I study English in Edinburgh college .. I want to get a better in English and
go to university”
(Hani Interview 1 0:06:21 – 0:06:31)
These contain declarations of a clear goal-driven action linked to their own desires,
reflecting a high degree of initiation and responsibility (Van Lier, 2008) and
evaluative capacity - expressing specific actions that work towards participants’
own explicit aims. The grammar is also agentic in that speakers place themselves in
the active subject position of the predicate structure (I will not stay here, I study
English) (Miller, 2014), as is the narrative structure as they position themselves
(Kayi-Aydar, 2015) as the initiator and challenger (Ferah, above) and evaluator
(Hozan and Hani, above).
Certain passages were coded as agency, although the connection was perhaps less
clear. For example, in the following passage Kobe extols the shopping facilities near
his house, which would not necessarily imply a performance of agency or power.
I have one here in Tesco near me. Maybe 5 minute walk you can go.
And I have in [place] street shopping halal and Lidl.
Aldi near me, and Sainsbury near Welcoming, and Asda here by bus.
So I can take it what .. and buy. Everything is good.
And can buy what you need, I need. I need halal like meat like chicken, I go
to shopping halal. Another option I have Tesco, Lidl, Aldi, Asda, Sainsbury
everything

(Kobe Interview One 0:22:41 -0:23:32)
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This, however, goes beyond a mere description of local shopping facilities to a
description of how easily he can get to them and how they meet his needs, using
listing and repetition (Matoesian, 1999) to stress this. The continued use of the
personal pronoun “I” works to connect these shops to his personal needs and
actions, though this may also be due to his level of English as the subject verb
object structure of “I have Tesco” is usually learnt before the alternative expletive
construction (“there is a Tesco”). There is reference to his religious identity in his
mention of the availability of halal meat, which might be an attempt to counter the
(unspoken) assumption that unavailability of halal food, and thus his religious
identity, might work to restrict his shopping options.
However, this “power and agency” code quickly became unwieldly - power is, as
Foucault (1978, p. 93) argues, “everywhere .. because it comes from everywhere”
meaning that nearly everything said by the participants and interviewer could be
coded as “power and agency”. The category was subdivided into other codes, such
as “contesting identity”, “seeking recognition”, and was also coded as cooccurring
with numerous others but this led to a lack of focus and clear definition. I therefore
decided to focus on incidences in which a participant seemed to be using their
linguistic and identity resources to construct a performance as someone with
control over their lives, often is situations in which this sense of agency might be
threatened. This followed an analytical insight gained when coding Ted’s account
of his traumatic arrest and imprisonment. It is perhaps indicative of the
contradiction inherent in this conception of agentic identity that this insight came
when coding in one of the most traumatic narratives of lack of agency shared by
participants.
This analytical “spark”, the moment when the new appreciation of the data
crystallised in my mind, for this occurred when analysing Ted’s account of being
arrested by the Syrian Mukhabarat, or security police. This is a narrative of extreme
enforced passivity in which he is taken to different prisons, threatened with torture,
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starved, verbally and physically abused without at any point being told the reason
for this, or how long it will last. Despite this, when narrating the experience, he
injects moments of agency – comments, narrative asides, or aspects of the
experience that stress the existence of his agency, even in this situation in which he
palpably has very little. He recounts how the police first asked him to go with them
to help with a case of mistaken identity:
"Could you please come with us?" And I believe it, OK?
I said "Let me just call a person to come".
He said," No, No, No, just 5 minute you will come"
"Let me just call the.."
He said "No, No just come"
They were on motor motorcycle ...motorbike and I told my neighbour,
“Please look after my shop and call my brother”. Because I actually 10% 15%
I thought there is something wrong” (Ted Interview 2 1:23:25 – 1:24:15)
He has no choice but to go with the police yet relates how he (politely) resisted by
twice asking to call someone to look after his shop, and then asking his neighbour
to do so. Rather than just telling me that the police took him to the station on false
pretences, he emphasises how he resisted as much as he feasibly could.
This injection of agency continues when he describes how, upon arriving at the
station he is blindfolded, bundled in the back of a vehicle, and driven through the
streets of Damascus. Although he was not told where he was going, he says that:
“because that time I knew Damascus very, very well So I know
every street. So that times I knew where I am going. There is a
place in the centre, underground, there is a lot of jails” (Ted
Interview 2 1:24:28 – 1:25:05)
This detail is superfluous in terms of narrating the plot of the story (Labov &
Waletzky, 2003). Knowing where he was going had no effect on the process of what
happened to him, nor was the knowledge that he was being taken to an
underground jail likely to offer him emotional support. However, this knowledge,
gleaned from his knowledge of Damascus (features of both expert and cultural
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identities) allows him a feeling of resistance, the ability to subvert and thereby
challenge his oppression. He learns something they do not want him to know.
Though he does nothing, says nothing, and has no control over his situation and no
possibility of self-directed action, this nevertheless allows him a glimmer of agency.
These initial analytical “sparks” were recorded in memos which noted that
throughout this long narrative Ted seemed to alternate between describing himself
as a victim and as agentic. Although coding it as agentic seemed inappropriate due
to Ted’s helplessness in this situation, it clearly contained a performance of agency
and this was actually emphasised by this helplessness, in that it seems all the more
remarkable for it. The memo proposed a new code to capture this sense of a
performance of agency in a situation of victimisation, and particularly these
“moments of agency”. Once aware of this, I noticed that as the narrative continued
through this detailed description of this clearly traumatic experience, Ted would
inject these (often brief) moments of agency.
Another example of an injection of agency is when he describes being called to be
released. In jail he had been forced to share a space for sleeping on the floor with
another prisoner, meaning they had to take 12 hour shifts to lie, or sit, down. In the
12 hours between shifts, he had to stand or crouch, take a shower or go the toilet.
When he was finally called to be released, he had just started his turn to rest, and
he describes it as follows:
After 30 days and beard was like this. They called my number my name and
it was my turn (laugh) to sleep. I said, "Oh guys, please!" (laugh) They .. so
no “they call you”. That time I heard the guard he was swearing because he
said, “Ted!” and after that because I didn't say “Yes”, “Son of bitch!” OK?
and “Why this!”. And I said, “Yes, yes, Sidi, OK, I'm coming” (laugh). (Ted
Interview 2 1:32:50 – 1:33:37)
Due to his relief at finally being able to lie down, Ted initially refused to answer to
his name when called, infuriating the guard who swears at him. He then agreed to
come, replying to the guard’s insult with the Arabic honorific “sidi” ()سيدي, similar
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to the English “sir”. He tells this as a funny story, with the humour coming from this
brief inversion of the power relation between him and the guard. The use of the
politeness markers “sidi” and “please” contrasts with the guards’ insult and
invective and serves to contrast the guards’ anger (suggesting a loss of control of
his emotions) with Ted’s calmness, suggesting maintaining control of his. Ted had
no control concerning his release, nor were there laws that governed how long he
could be detained – he makes clear that his captivity and release were at the whim
of the security services, yet he manages to tell the story of his release as a small,
brief act of resistance, performing agency when he had no freedom of action.
There is, however, a fragility within this performance of agentic identity as it relates
to what was clearly a traumatic event. The narrative ends with Ted being released
and attending a family meal but, due to the trauma of his experience, he was
distant from his family and wanted to be alone. He says his father, from whom
Ted’s captivity had been hidden due to concerns about his health, notices a change
in Ted who had, he says, previously been “a foodie man” with an enthusiastic
appetite. However, after weeks of limited food he found the abundance of food
overwhelming and eat sparingly, and this confused his father.
“The first day what my Mum cooked She cooked a very, very big meal. But I
didn't eat because I used to eat just boiled potato. And my father said, “Why
you didn't?”. And I said, “Oh I'm not hungry”. But my father he knows that
I'm a foody man! I love to eat, I love eating! (laugh). I sometimes after 2, 3
days I just want to be alone OK? Because I can’t forget” (Ted Interview 2
1:35:30- 1:36:22)
A further challenge to his agentic identity is revealed in the way he is haunted by his
failure to help some of his fellow prisoners, who had given him phone numbers so
he could contact their families to tell them where they were. Guards found these
numbers on him and took them away. He suffered constant headaches since this
experience, for which his doctor can find no cure:
“I have a headache every day. My headache with me like my shadow.
Everyday. Why? I don't know, I don't know.” (Ted Interview 2 1:40:33)
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As Bakewell (2010) argues, there is a danger in over-romanticising agency among
refugees, and in this research, as will be seen in the following chapters,
performances of agentic identity were often fragile as participants attempts to
stress their agency clashed with the restrictions on their freedoms of actions.
This sense of agentic identity as a performance that could exist, although perhaps in
fragile way, even in situations of extreme victimization opened up the possibility of
agency existing in segments which might otherwise be regarded as non-agentic.
This new code, with performance of agency in situations in which agency was
challenged, was initially separated from situations in which it was not – in a similar
way to how Mercer’s separates “sense of identity” from “agentic actions”.
However, during this time of the analysis the overarching question asked of the
data evolved to focus on “what identity is the participant performing here?”. Just as
questions of identity from a poststructuralist perspective focus on the identities
people try to perform before asking to what extent these are validated, the
question of performance became dominant, and the issue of the “actual” agency
came less relevant (in the context of this study). Thus, the division between these
categories seemed increasingly less valid, and the distinction between situations in
which actions were successful and those in which it was not, became less clear. If
power is everywhere, then every situation is one in which agency is challenged,
particularly for refugees who are often defined by their lack of agency. When one is
defined by one’s lack of agency, any action taken could be seen as a resistance to
this. The context may be unstated, or not clear to the interviewer, but may still
exist. Therefore, the codes were merged into an axial code, and following a return
to the literature to gain a deeper understanding a better definition of agentic
identity, this was then applied to both unexamined and previously examined data,
using constant comparison and re-examination techniques as advocated by CGT
(Charmaz, 2014).
This return to the literature and further analysis of the data led to the abovementioned definition of agentic agency. The question then became how
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participants construct this performance, what other identities or resources act as
affordances, or tools, to achieve this.

5.3

Coding Agentic Identity

Although adopting agentic identity meant broadening the definition, not all
language that represents agency was coded as examples of agentic identity. For
example, declarative sentences (those in which the participant expresses an
evaluation of a possible course of action) or predicate phrases in which the speaker
is the subject could be included as agentic (Miller, 2014), but were only coded as
agentic identity when speaker seemed to be emphasising his or her agency, often in
situations it might be doubted, or in contexts, such as language learning that are
particularly relevant to the research. Such decisions were not always clear,
however, and required evaluation and judgement and, as such, are clearly
subjective. To address this subjectivity and issues with the selective nature of the
interpretation, the following section details and exemplifies the rationale and
reflections behind these decisions. However, these examples also demonstrate how
using the concept of agentic identity, or viewing agency as an identity, helps focus
on this sense of agency. It does this by detailing how segments that were not
previously coded as agentic became so because of this focus on how participants
used language to perform an agentic identity despite the challenges to it.
This distinction between agentic language and the performance of agentic identity
is exemplified by comparing the following extracts from Eminem’s second
interview:
Extract 1: Eminem Interview 2 0:12:54 -0:13:20
“Eminem: usually I used to listen radio when I was driving and news channel,
I love radio. And my mother always when [s]he's at home especially kitchen
the radio is on”
Extract 2: Eminem Interview 2 0:20:12 – 0:20:40
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“Eminem: I wash my clothes always I washed myself even when I was at my
own home in Iran. When my mother washed my clothes I shouted/
Iain: /really?/
Eminem: yeah because/
Iain: /You didn't/ like your mother washing your clothes?
Eminem: Because I want to wash myself. “Please don't wash my clothes.”
The first extract contains linguistic demonstrations of agency as Eminem twice
places himself in the subject position of an active predicative phrase with the verbs
listen and drive (Ahearn, 2001; Duranti, 1997). The expression “I love radio”
expresses evaluation and causation (why he listens to the radio), both of which are
elements of agency (Duranti, 1997). However, agency was not judged to be
particularly significant in these lines, while the reference to his mother led it to be
coded as performing a filial family) identity instead. While he is using agentic
language, he is not judged to be performing agentic identity.
The second extract, however, was coded as agentic identity (as well as family
identity) as he is stressing his self-reliant practical identity. The initial claim “I wash
my clothes” is amplified by using the adverbial booster “always” (Hyland, 1998).
Another adverbial booster “even”, is used to amplify his action in the evidential
phrase “I washed myself even when I was at my own home in Iran” which helps to
mark this as non-typical behaviour. He also repeats “wash myself”, and offers
further evidence by saying he “shouted” at his mother, an extreme action, when
she washed his clothes for him. When I query this, he again stresses his wish for
autonomy and stresses his rejection of a passive role by quoting what he said to
her: “please don’t wash my clothes”. The use of the politeness marker “please” here
seems to contradict the extremity of “shouting” used in his previous report of this
exchange. This suggests two possibilities: that he is concerned with repairing the
impression that he was rude to his mother by shouting (perhaps influenced by my
surprised reaction), and that his use of the word “shouted” was a narrative
exaggeration intended to convey the strength of his feeling to me. He has
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previously performed an identity as a dutiful son and so by choosing to say he
shouted at his mother he is prioritising his performance as self-reliant individual
who rejects authority (his mother), and gendered cultural conventions (that
mothers wash their sons’ clothes) over this dutiful son and cultural identity. He is
telling the story in a way that performs an identity as someone who is not
dependent on others, who stands up for himself, and takes responsibility for his
own actions – an agentic identity.
This decision to base coding on linguistic performances of agency, rather than the
amount of freedom of action the person has, meant that certain segments that had
not originally been coded as agentic were later coded as such. The next segment
from Nazya’s interview was not coded as agentic in the initial round of coding as it
concerned her lack of opportunity to learn English in Syria:
Nazya: Yeah I like I was like English but um because we busy every time with
if you study in Syria is very difficult (2) before you go to University you we I
remember we study over 12 hours in the day after we go back from the
school we study a lot until we go to sleep
Iain: OK, wow!
Nazya: yeah is very difficult and just we study all the time and that the
student busy all the time with the learn and they study after they go
university they study a lot and no time (Nazya Interview 2 0:02:09 – 0:03:18)
In later coding with a focus on agency, however, it was noticed that although the
context is Nazya describing what she cannot do – in this case learn English – she
does so by stressing how busy she was studying other things, suggesting it was not
a lack of agency that prevented her learning English, but in a sense, too much
agency. There are also performances of national, expert and academic identity (“if
you study in Syria” and the use of “we” to refer to Syrian students) and these
combine, along with the emphasis coming from the repetition of “very difficult” and
“every time” and “all the time”, to stress this collective effort. There also may be an
element of exaggeration in the claim that students study for 12 hours a day “until
we go to sleep”, an exaggeration that emphasises an agentic identity.
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The amount of action (studying all the time) was influential in marking the previous
segment as agentic identity. The following segment, also not initially coded as
agentic identity but coded as such later, has less physical action.
“When I arrived, I can't I can't eh speak eh English was difficult for me. I
study in Damascus University, but in Syria we learn just a little bit English.
We can't speak. No conversation. Just some grammar and we can write or
reading and reading” (Nazya Interview 2 (0:0:31 – 0:1:10))
This segment seems to stress her lack of agency – the inability to speak English and
the lack of opportunity to learn or practice speaking at university. There are active
phrases “when I arrived”, “I study in Damascus university”, “we learn”, “we can
write”, but these are de-emphasised by using “just” (twice) and in the case of
studying at university, “but”. The segment was coded as representing national and
academic identity (because of the references to Syria and Damascus University) but
as a performance of passive identity rather than agentic.
Using the concept of agentic identity, however, allowed an appreciation of
Duranti’s (1997, p. 454) argument that discussions of agency need to consider “the
possibility of acting otherwise” even in “situations in which human actors might feel
(or be judged) unable to acting otherwise”. In other words, one can maintain a
performance of agency in spite a lack of physical agency through emphasising the
external constraints on one’s actions. In the case of this segment, by describing the
situation when she “arrived” she is contrasting a previous lack of agency, as
represented by her inability to speak English, with her present ability to have a long
conversation with the researcher. There is also clear evaluation and discussion of
causation, in detailing the reasons why she could not learn English. The change in
personal pronoun is notable here. By switching from “I study in Damascus
university” to “we learn just a little” she ascribes the positive action “I study” to
herself, but the negative action “we learn just a little” to Syrian university students
in general. By generalising this, she shifts responsibility for this lack of learning away
from herself and onto the Syrian education system. The mention of her attendance
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at Syria’s premier university could also be a challenge to the impression that she is
not clever enough to learn English. In addition, she mitigates the lack of speaking
ability by saying they did learn grammar, writing and reading. Nazya seems to be
reacting to a challenge to her agentic identity by minimising her responsibility for
this lack of ability, and therefore this segment was judged to contain sufficient
performance of agentic identity to be coded as such.
Another example of this evolution in coding was the following segment in which
Jacob talks about why he has to learn English and raises the hypothetical possibility
that a neighbour might need his help. The first part was coded as agentic in both
rounds of analysis:
“Edinburgh it’s a city, its a community that are speaking English. Its make
you confident its give you a lot of opportunities, just to increase your chances
your future career getting a job or maybe dealing with the problems.” (Jacob
Interview 1 0:44:41 – 0:44:48)
The context is why he, and other migrants, must learn English to “fit into” UK
society, an aspect of a wider integration discourse that can serve to discriminate
against, and disempower, refugees and migrant. Although he frames it terms of
“opportunities” and “getting a job”, which seems clearly agentic, the example he
goes on to give seems to represent an inability to do something, in this case
communicate with a neighbour, and therefore was originally not coded as agentic.
For example, if somebody if one of my neighbours he came to my flat or rang
a just rang a bell he wants something. If I don't understand the language, I
will be embarrassed, and he will be embarrassed to. He was trying to be
friendly or maybe he was in critical situation and he need help, OK? And I'm
not able to do that” (Jacob Interview 1 0:44:48 – 0:45:27)
The later approach to coding agency, however, reflected that Jacob envisaged a
situation in which he would not be able to help a neighbour, rather than one in
which he might need his neighbour’s help. Although he invokes an example in
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which he is lacking agency, he frames it in terms of his potential to help others,
rather than his need of help from them, allowing him to frame this lack of agency in
agentic terms. In positioning terms (Davies & Harré, 1999), he takes on the
dominant role in the interaction. In addition, he stresses his agency by using a
counter-factual: he can actually speak English, so would be able to help his
neighbour.

5.4 Summary
The above extracts are presented to demonstrate the thinking and discourse
analysis techniques used when evaluating whether particular segments were coded
as agentic identity or not. It details how the definition used to decide this coding
evolved in response to the data as different aspects of agency were recognised and
incorporated into the definition. The examples given are not exhaustive but show
how the variety and flexibility of the approach, combined with viewing agency as an
identity, allowed focus on aspects of agency which might otherwise have gone
unexamined, particularly in situations in which participants lacked freedom of
action. With the focus on the performance of agentic identity, the question then
becomes then how participants construct this performance, what other identities
or resources act as affordances, or tools, to achieve this. The following chapters
will detail this by looking at several interrelated identities which work to afford
agentic identity, as well as how this sense of agency often conflicts with
institutional, linguistic, and social barriers that restrict freedom of action. It will
show that while participants’ attempts to perform agentic identity are not always
successful, using agentic identity as way of examining this struggle can facilitate a
nuanced understanding of how participants make sense of their lives, and contest
discourses that challenge this agentic identity.
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Chapter 6: Finding and Discussions Part 2A: Expert Identities
6.1

Professional and Academic Identities

For the purposes of this work, the identities participants perform in relation to
agentic identities have been grouped into expert identities and what are termed
hands-on practical identities. Expert identities are further divided into professional,
academic, and cultural identities. This division helps reveal how the performance of
agentic identity is afforded by these complex, often interdependent, identities.
However, as discussed in the previous section, it should be stressed that these
groupings are not distinct as participants’ identities can rarely be neatly divided into
categories and that, as Pavlenko and Norton (2007, p. 671) argue, “much of the
time these multiple facets of learners’ selves are inseparable”. Expert identity, for
example, cannot be performed without a topic or area in which to be an expert ,
meaning examples of expert identity inevitably overlap and co-occur with the
performance of other identities. The socially mediated aspect of agentic identity
means that its performance is controlled by the context, leading to variety and, at
times, inconsistency. Part of the justification of viewing agency as an identity is that
doing so helps focus on, and aids appreciation of, this complexity. Describing this
effectively in a thesis, however, requires a structure and dividing them as described
above helps to explain and demonstrate how agentic identity does this.
A second important point is that while professional, academic and cultural
identities work together to facilitate, or afford, the performance of an expert
identity, which in turn affords the performance of an agentic identity, this is not to
suggest that these are hierarchical. For example, while Jacob’s performances of
professional and expert identities work together to create an agentic identity they
also appear separately: he performs expert identity in other contexts. The degree to
which they work together also varies: while the link between Jacob’s expert and
professional identities and agency is very strong, for others it is less so and less
consistent and their agentic identity seems more fragile. Hozan performs
professional identities, and an agentic identity, but the relation between them
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seems less clear and possibly more subtle. Overall, it is a complex, dynamic
interrelated linguistic dance in which participants fluidly combine identity resources
in different ways to realise different, and often multiple, communication goals. This
work does not attempt to provide a model of how this works, but explores its
complexity, using a focus on agentic identity to investigate how participants
perform agency in situations in which they are often assumed to have little.

6.1.1 Expert Identities – contextual background
Before defining expert identities, discussing how participants perform them, and
exploring how they use them to afford agentic identities, the methodological point
should be made that just as participants were explicitly positioned in the research
as agentic, they were also positioned as experts. The rationale for the research
claims that refugees may have unique insights, their expertise was stressed in the
invitations to participate and interviews and pre-interview discussions, and pictureelicitation was chosen as a method because it allowed to the participant to take on
this expert role. That participants then performed the role of expert is therefore
perhaps not surprising.
This positioning of refugees as experts, however, is not typical in their “new” lives in
the UK. In terms of professional and academic identities, refugees’ professional
qualifications and educational achievements are often not recognised in their host
countries meaning under-employment is the norm (J. Allsopp et al., 2014; Psoinos,
2007; Stewart & Mulvey, 2014). While participants were often regarded as experts,
or listened to, before they became refugees, employment support processes,
including ESOL classes that channel refugees into low skilled occupations, as well as
public discourses that position refugees only as victims, or as potential drains on
public resources, and cultural stereotypes, can all work to diminish the expert
status of refugees. As discussed in Chapter 2, as people move to a new field, they
struggle to perform an expert identity in a different habitus. For example, Mehdi
talks of people not believing him when he talks about women wearing the hijab in
Syria:
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“like some friend they ask from uhhh "Are you Muslim?”
"Yeah I am"
So they said, "Can I ask you question?"
"Of course. Ask"
"Is the girl there in Muslim countries they wear they wearing hijab by
themself or her Dad or her family “No! You have to wear it.”?”
“No. She decide"
And they said "Well mmm ... But I'm not sure ... is that right?"
“Well I'm telling you. I am from there I'm telling you and you question me so
I'm answering. I just told you” .
(Medhi Interview 1 0:33:06 – 0:33:52)
Other examples of this, such as an employment advisor’s dismissal of Jacob’s claim
to legal expertise, or Hozan’s frustration at ESOL classes that position him as a low
skilled worker, or Nazya’s frustration at not being able to display her knowledge of
pedagogy are detailed in the analysis below.
In these interviews, therefore, people who are perhaps currently not accustomed,
or allowed, to take up expert identities are explicitly encouraged to do so, and this
allows them to construct agentic identities based on these expert identities.
Without comparing participants’ behaviour in these interviews with behaviour in
other contexts, one cannot say exactly how much this explicit positioning of
participants as experts affects their performance. However, it is a factor that needs
to be kept in mind when reading the analysis.

6.2

The performance of Expert identity

Performing an expert identity is defined in this research as positioning oneself as a
“knower” of privileged information or as someone whose experience gives one a
specialised insight into a topic or subject area. Participants use a variety of linguistic
methods to perform these identities, many of which Matoesian (1999) identifies in
his analysis of how expert identity is interactively constructed during the cross
examination of a witness in a legal trial. These include how participants use footing
(Goffman, 1981) to orientate themselves to reported speech, parallelism (the
repeating of certain phrases or structures), epistemic modality (such as “I can tell
you”) including hypotheticals (“if you were to”), counterfactual conditionals (“if
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this was true then I could”), adverbial boosters such as “actually” and “really”,
providing evidence, referring to authoritative sources, and using specialised
vocabulary. Crane (2012) uses a discourse analysis of online discussion forums to
show how participants perform expert identity by constructing expert “in” groups
and then positioning themselves within, or aligning themselves with, these groups.
Dyer & Keller-Cohen (2000) look at how university professors giving lecturers use
narrative to construct expert identities, particularly through the use of pronouns,
referring expressions and evaluative expressions. Interestingly, they found that
these professors did not necessarily use technical vocabulary to show expertise.
Instead they might use “laymen” terms while subtly distancing themselves from
these words, therefore implying superiority to those laymen who would not
understand what they (the experts) were saying otherwise (see also Styhre, 2012).
In addition to these, the participants in this study use topic shift, rhetorical
questions, and non-verbal methods, such as the choice of interview location and
their choice of pictures to signal expertise.
Rather than using participants to give examples of different kinds of linguistic
method, this section focuses on the individuals and discusses the extent to which
different participants use different contexts of expertise, and their linked identities,
to perform an expert identity, and how this affords their performance of agentic
identities. Due to the amount of data, not every utterance demonstrating expertise
is used, but analysis focuses on particular participants and narratives which best
demonstrate this performance.

6.3

Professional Expert Identities

The first part of this section will focus on how Jacob, Kobe and Mehdi all perform
professional identities to different extents, how these afford their expert identities,
and the extent to which these expert identities afford agentic identities. In Jacob’s
case, this also concerns what is called his “professional academic” identity in that in
the absence of recognition of his professional legal qualifications, he seems to have
transferred many features of his professional identity to his expert knowledge of
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teaching and learning English. This theme is returned to with the examples of
Ahmed and Nazya, both of whom perform professional academic identities but with
different consequences and effects regarding their agentic identities. Finally, it
demonstrates the complex nature of agentic identity by describing how Hozan
performs professional identities but without the same reliance on expert identity.
As the context of discussions were often participants’ experiences of learning
English, this features throughout the analysis.

6.3.1 Jacob – lawyer and expert language learner
Jacob provides particularly vivid examples of performing expert identity, much of
which is related to his professional identity as a lawyer, which is linked to his
identity as a “professional student” or someone knowledgeable about the process
of learning. These identities often co-occur and are mutually dependent. For
example, he often performs an expert identity by displaying his legal knowledge or
describes how his legal training helps him learn languages. He also relies on a
“local” cultural expertise (Chapter 7), and together these identities serve as a
nexus, linking with each other to jointly afford an agentic identity. To perform these
expert identities, Jacob uses many of the linguistic methods outlined by Matoesian
(1999) and Crane (2012) and summarised above and discussed below.

6.3.1.1Professional Identities: Lawyer and “professional student”.
While Jacob performs an expert identity in many fields, his professional identity as a
lawyer with associated expertise is of particular importance to his performance of
agentic identity, and the complexity of this is evident in his opening words when
asked to introduce himself.
(.8) Actually, I'm Syrian refugee in the UK. (laugh) I would use this word ‘cos
this is my ID here, OK? I can't say, “I'm Syrian” here or “I'm British” here. I'm
Syrian refugee in the UK. (Jacob Interview 1 0:06:.4-0:39.6)
By giving his official, legal designation, as written on his Biometric Residency Card
(his “ID”), (which evidences certain legal rights not allowed to asylum seekers but
fewer than those of citizens), he performs a professional identity as a lawyer. He
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also indicates his agency is curtailed in that he cannot claim a national identity, but
is forced into liminality by the label given by a more powerful other (Zetter, 2007).
While this could be coded as lacking agency, the use of the adverbial booster
“actually”, which suggests both “in reality” and personal access to that reality
(Stubbs, 1983), combined with the short laugh and the epistemic modality of “I
would use this word” which indicates that he could, if he wanted to, chose not to
use this word, suggest a conscious evaluation this label, and perhaps a level of
strategic essentialism, that indicate a performance of agency. His reference to his
ID card suggests that when he says he cannot call himself British, he means he
cannot legally call himself British – he does not have citizenship. He is both
affirming his lack of agency and his knowledge of the law which allows him to
deliberately choose a complicated and impersonal legal designation and use his
expert, professional appreciation of his status to take ownership of this liminality.
Jacob goes on to stress his professional identity at many different points of the
interviews by direct claims, such as “First of all, I’m a lawyer” (Interview 1 0:16:38),
“I know the law OK? I am a law man” (Interview 1 0:29:13) or “I was working as a
lawyer” (Interview 2 0:18:24) and by explaining legal concepts:
I knew that eh since I studied the law in Syria. There is two schools of Law:
the first one the French one which the Egyptian law taken from it and after
that Syrian law is taken from the Egyptian one. And another school it’s the
American English law. Nothing written here. Everything written there. So, I
knew there is a huge difference. (Jacob Interview 2 0:36:45- 0:37:02)
He also explicitly discusses his identity as a lawyer and the status it brings him:
“I feel comfortable with my identity as a lawyer because a lot of people here
in the UK they are expecting a high level of everything from a lawyer”
(Jacob Interview 2 0:38:38)
In addition, he demonstrates his professional identity through his choice of
pictures, one of which was of a pile of legal textbooks, which he uses to improve his
knowledge of legal English and the UK legal systems. Another was of a mobile
phone, which he chose because it allows him to give free legal advice to friends and
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family, both in the UK and abroad. He says he does both to help others and so he
can “keep up to date laws” (Interview 2 1:08:32), helping him maintain his expert
status. Although he cannot presently practice law in the UK, this expert knowledge
allows him to take on an agentic role advising others. He also says that his expert
knowledge and training affect how he thinks, allowing him a different
“understanding” that allows him to position himself in the agentic role of giving
advice:
“when they are asking a lawyer about an issue they don't know how to explain
the issue.
If you ask me, “OK,my phone was stolen”.
You're understanding of the matter is like this: “I don't have my phone right
now.” But my understanding is different.
“When the last time you used your phone? When the last time you where?
Where you put your phone?”
I have to expand all this issue and the person give me that information and
after that I give suggestions, OK? (Jacob Interview 2 1:13:02- 1:13:31)
He explicitly contrasts the passive layperson, whose only concept is the passive act
of not having a phone, with his own capacity to ask questions, “expand” the issues,
evaluate this information, and give suggestions. His legal knowledge not only allows
him to act agentically, it allows him to think agentically. He also positions himself
within an expert “in group” (Harré, 2013). At various other points he connects his
professional training and expert knowledge with character traits or mental
processes associated with legal training such as attention to detail, the ability to
analyse language or understand rules, all of which he then links to agentic
behaviour. For example, he states, “I'm very accurate person, OK? Any small issue
annoying me until I sort it out (Interview 1 0:06:03)” and describes how he read
every page of his contract with his electricity supplier because he was a lawyer and
“I'm looking for the details, I’m supposed as a lawyer to know everything I'm going
to do. I have to read from A to Z.” (Interview 1 0:16:23). This agency extends to
writing IELTS essays, in which he claims his legal training allows him to:
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“put all my ideas and fight for them, and also sometimes maybe I
exaggerate, OK? Because if you say, “OK, this this topic you have to write
about advantages and disadvantages”, I destroy .... if I choose the
advantages for example I destroy all the disadvantages directly (laugh)
(Jacob Interview 1 1:05:48)
Two narratives demonstrate how Jacob uses his expert knowledge, based on his
professional identity to perform a sense of agency in a situation in which he lacks
freedom of action. In the first he describes being assigned a new flat in a deprived
area of Edinburgh. In this narrative he has no choice but to accept the offer, but
rather than the Council telling him that he has no choice, it is he that describes the
legal consequences to them.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

I spoke with the council I say, “OK, on this issue I received this offer
and if I refuse it, I don't get any more, and they are going to kick me
out of my temporary accommodation, because the temporary
accommodation it’s for the people who are homeless, and they
finish it - the Council finished my homeless situation, so I caused the
homeless for me, so they are not going to accommodate me
anymore and the council give this answer.
They said "Yes, you are right. We are not going to offer you
anymore and we are going to kick you out”.
I said, “OK”.
“So what is it?”, they said, OK? “Accept or refuse?”
I said, “ I accept”. (clap) I moved to this flat
Jacob Interview 1 0:39:52-0:40:31)
By positioning himself as telling the Council that he must accept the
accommodation and explaining the reasons why, Jacob stresses his own expert
identity and reduces the Council (whose regulations they are) to the role of
confirming his expert knowledge. He then presents his acceptance as a choice
between making himself homeless (line 5 “so I caused the homelessness for me”)
and accepting the offer. He presents it as a choice made on terms he has defined,
preserving his agentic identity in a situation in which could be argued he had no real
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freedom of action.
The second narrative occurs when Jacob moved to a town in England and visited
the job centre to register for employment support. According to Jacob, his
employment advisor asks him “what is your profession?”, to which he answered
that he is “studying English”. As Jacob continues the story:
Then he asked me, "What's your profession? I'm asking you what's your
profession!" and start shouting at me.
I looked at him like this (1.2)
I know the law, OK? I am law man. And I know my rights, but always I'm
avoiding problems. I want the easy simple life.
And I told him I was a solicitor in Dubai for 3 years.
And he said, "Did you imagine yourself working as a solicitor in the UK?”.
I looked at him like that (.8). And I said, "I think one day". And he said "No"..
(0.8) I found that strange .. because I met racist people in Sussex and Kent so
I got that experience I know, I was prepared.
And I said, "Why?" and he told me "Here in Haliford3 even ESOL courses you
can't do. You have to work here.”
I looked at him like that.(0.5) "OK, which kind of job I have to do or to look
for?".
(Jacob interview 1 0:29:32-0:30:28)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Jacob’s reaction to the rejection by his employment advisor of his professed
professions seems a particularly striking example of evaluative agency. The “look”
with which he says he reacts to this rejection in lines 3 and 8 (and to “othering”
represent by “here in Haliford” and implication of scrounging of “you have to work
here” in lines 11 -13) followed by a pause in each case, expresses repressed action,
the “action potential” that van Lier (2008) regards as an essential component of
agency, or what Duranti (1997, p. 454) refers to as evaluation of “the possibility of
acting otherwise”. He links this potential to act otherwise directly to his
professional identity and expert legal knowledge, and also states that this allows

3

The name of the city has been changed to a fictional place
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him to choose not to take action as he “wants the easy, simple life”. When the
advisor seems to mock his previous professional experience, he responds with the
polite, evaluative, “I think one day” – both a statement of agency and evaluative
capacity. He responds to perceived racism and to the later othering and implication
of scrounging by asking questions, and though the first is politely asking “why” and
the second suggests compliance, the act of asking questions is itself agentic. Like
Ted’s response to the prison guard, he contrasts his capacity to control his
emotions and remain polite with the failure of the authority figure to do either.
According to Jacob, the advisor then changed Jacob’s profile on his computer,
removing the designation as someone requiring ESOL classes (as he decided this
was no longer a barrier to finding employment) and unilaterally declaring Jacob to
be a “cleaner”. Jacob’s narrative resumes:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

“I said "OK" I say "I want to ask you one question before I
leave"
And he said, “OK, ask”.
And I say, “Is the there any opportunity or chance a small
chance please to go to any English classes?”
He said "No, this is Haliford and you have to work"
“OK”, I said. “OK, that's great.”
I left the job centre directly to the train station .. directly believe
me
(Jacob Interview 1 0:31:08 – 0:31:23)
Schegloff (1980) calls such preliminaries as asking if one can ask a question (line 1)
“action projections” and describes how these can be used subversively to gain
agency in an interaction, a subversion continued in the elaborate politeness of the
question Jacob asks (line 3). Jacob uses this to respond to the cancellation of his
professional identity by “backing-up” the conversation to an anterior point
(Schegloff, 1980, p. 125), his declaration of his student identity, to challenge the
whole basis of the interaction. He changes the narrative - from the dominant
employment advisor interrogating Jacob and dictating his professional identity into
a service encounter, in which Jacob, the customer, requests information (the
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availability of English classes) and uses the information given to decide to leave the
town “directly”, a decision based on the possibility of his needs being met. The
disconnect between the negative answer “this is Haliford and you must work” and
his positive response “OK, that’s great” is consistent with this – what is “great” is
the fact that he now has the information he needs to make a decision. There is a
possibility that he is using sarcasm here, another subversive narrative device that
can be used to assert agency (Vitanova, 2005), but there is no tonal indication of
this in the recording. While on one level, the fact that Jacob cannot stay in Haliford
without denying his professional identity is an agency-defying defeat, on another
(the way Jacob tells the story) it is a story of overcoming racist, bureaucratic
officialdom using his legal training to maintain control of his emotions and his
identity.

6.3.1.2

Professional Student Expert Identity

The claim made by Jacob that his profession is “studying English” is, I suggest,
indicative of the way that, because he cannot practice law in the UK, Jacob has
transferred his identity to that of a “professional student” – an expert in learning
languages. He states this expertise directly (“I spent, I think, all my life studying and
I know a lot about studying (Interview 1 0:10:10) and also demonstrates it by telling
me about teaching methodology and course structure (Interview 1 0:7:44 – 0:10:46)
and use of language such as phrasal verbs in academic writing (Interview 2 0:14:460:16:20), aligning himself with my expertise. While language learning and the law
are clearly separate areas of expertise, it is noticeable that Jacob’s performance of
the one mimics the other – his explanation of grammatical rules mimics his
explanation of laws, his comparison of different languages is similar to his
comparison of legal systems. As mentioned above, he also associates the mental
skills that he says make him a good lawyer, such as accuracy, attention to detail and
ability to “fight” for an argument, to his ability to learn English. An example of this
occurs when I ask him how his legal training affects his learning English in the
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second interview. He answers that he is irritated if not given full explanations for
grammatical rules:
Because I want to know everything.
I want to know because as I told you I diving deeply in the words
How these words are connected together?
And do you know in Arabic language we have a lot of words? More than any
other language. We have 12,000 root and in English there is 6000 so we
have double So for example if you want to write a sentence in English, and
this sentence 15 words
If I want to write to the same sentence in Arabic. it will be 20 or sometimes
25 and giving more details
So how that’s how it’s affected me, and I think as you said that's because I
have studied law. Because a lot of people they studied engineering or
something like that any practical subject, they don't have this issue, OK ?
(Jacob Interview 2 0:33:54-0:34.40)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

This last line (that others who have not studied law do not have this issue) suggests
a challenge to the theory that Jacob gains agency through his performance of
expert identity – his need to “know everything” means he gets easily irritated by
the many grammatical inconsistencies of English, and this lessens his ability to learn
it. However, even this challenge to his agency is performed in agentic, expert
terms.
Overall, there seems to be a positive connection between his expert identity and
learning English. He enjoys joking with his teachers and claims his relationship with
them is more “like friends” rather than “like a student and teacher” (Interview 2
0:02:33). When discussing English language, he often voices his teacher’s words as
his own, taking on the role of expert. This merging of his voice and that of his
teacher, and his love of explaining laws, can be seen in the following example:
During my IELTS preparation course, the first day my teacher said, "No
phrasal verbs in academic writing essays".
And I looked her like that, because I'm naughty student, "OK, you are
wasting one year I spent learning phrasal verbs!" (laugh)
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She said, "Yes, you can use phrasal verbs in speaking academic but in
writing, especially essays: No phrasal verbs. There is some exceptions, but
the general rule: No phrasal verbs."
And here is how the level of language you are learning affecting the
vocabulary grammar or any point you are learning
(Jacob Interview 2 0:15:42- 0:16:20
Although on one level this narrative concerns his ignorance (something he was
wrong about and was corrected), it works to stress his present superior expert
knowledge in contrast his previous state. He also stresses his good relationship with
the teacher – able to stand up to her but doing so while joking, his self-description
as “naughty” indicating a playful testing of the power constricts of a teacherstudent relationship. In the last two lines his voice merges with his teacher’s as the
advice given becomes his advice. He also later says he enjoys class activities that
allow him to display his expertise, such as giving opinions and presentations.
However, despite this clear attachment to his professional identity, Jacob seems to
contradict this by arguing at several points that he does not want to be a lawyer in
the UK because he cannot speak the language to the extent he wishes to. He makes
a strong connection between his ability to practice law and his ability to
communicate and quotes his first-year law professor telling the class that another
name for the law faculty could be “the language faculty” (Interview 2 0:30:420:30:54). He associates this identity with a strong command of both language and
law and his expert status, and if he cannot perform this expert status, he does not
want to be a lawyer.
I also always I say there is difference between lawyer and a good lawyer - is
person who is working as lawyer, but a good lawyer who got a full
knowledge about the language. Because of that I don't want to work as
lawyer here because I'm going to talk against the native speakers and I don't
want to be a normal lawyer. Because I wasn't like that: I was a good lawyer
(Jacob Interview 2 0:28:08-0:28:32)
After displaying his expert knowledge by explaining the case-based nature of the
British legal systems, he goes on to say:
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So, because of that I'm not going to work as a solicitor here. Because I don't
want to be that normal solicitor, just writing OK "ahwawawawa" just
sentences. No! Because when I was working in as a lawyer in Dubai, using
my native Arabic language, I was writing in totally different way. Using
extremely different words, expressions, idioms, OK? That's what I think I was
a good lawyer because I was changing the language.
(Jacob Interview 2 0:29:32 – 0:31:14)
This claim that he cannot be a lawyer in the UK because he lacks the required
cultural and linguistic knowledge seems to challenge the central claim of this
section that that Jacobs’ expert legal knowledge affords him a sense of agency. In
this case, his professional pride seems to restrict the possible roles he can take
(although Jacob is not always consistent in this denial as he states elsewhere that
he does want to be a lawyer). However, I would argue that this demonstrates the
complexity of performing agentic identity in a situation in which one has little
freedom of action. Jacob resolves this conflict between this performed agentic
identity and the barriers he faces by retreating from the field, arguing that he could
be a lawyer if he so wished, but because he cannot be a “good lawyer” he chooses
not to be, as doing so would challenge his expert, professional identity. Much the
same way he “chooses” to leave Haliford, or to respond to his employment
advisor’s provocations with only a look, or to not make himself homeless, he uses
this expert knowledge, based on professional identity to perform his actions (or lack
of them) as agentic. Rather than being a weakness of agentic identity as a
theoretical construct, this inconsistency reflects the conflict between a sense of
agency and agentic behaviour which is brought into focus by treating agency as an
identity as marginalised people attempt to maintain a sense of agency and to, as
Jackson (2008, p. 36) writes “regain some purchase over events that confound”
them. This ambiguity can also be seen in the performances of professional identity
by Kobe and Mehdi, and in the performance of professional academic identity by
Ahmed and Nazya, and these are discussed below.
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6.4

Kobe: Basketball player and New Scot

Kobe also says that he does not want to continue his profession as he lacks the
required English skills to do so well. In Syria he worked for his family business as a
sales manager, selling bathrooms, a job that involved international travel (Interview
1 0:05:10-0:05:35). Although he seems to have much less attachment to his
profession than Jacob, there are instances of his performing an expert identity
which affords an agentic identity, such as when he demonstrates his knowledge of
vocabulary connected to his former profession:
“I'm salesman, management management of sales material like jacuzzi toilet
sink sauna eh everything about inside the house chair bathrooms eh yeah
mirror Everything inside the house I can buy” (Kobe Interview 1 0:05:10 –
0:05:34).
Kobe says he cannot work as a salesperson because to do so requires enough
English to demonstrate expert knowledge of materials:
“So much more English because I need. When I speak with you “this
material”, you must be me understand everything about this one in English
to learn about to like You must be face this one. You know salesman must
be "is good" and “de de de de de de” (Kobe Interview 2 1:03:32-1:03:52).
This lack of English is, he says, “a big problem” (Interview 2 1:04:40-1:04:43) to the
extent he has given up on this occupation and instead is considering becoming a gas
fitter, a profession he feels requires less English, both to qualify as and to practice.
However, like Jacob’s “choice” not to be a lawyer, he presents this change of career
in agentic terms. He explains that although he could study for longer, he “needs
more job” (Interview 2 0:57:03) as he resents being dependent on the state and
wants to start working as soon as possible:
“[it is] quick no more study. Maybe one year I can starting work. Or I If you
need another working maybe 2 years and no work but that one is good work
and good money and good start” (Kobe Interview 2 1:02:29-1:03:04)
He also feels he can learn to be a gas fitter quickly because he worked with
engineers in his previous job whereas a different job (or as he says “another
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working”) would require two years of study. As well as resenting being dependent,
he also complains about the low level of financial support provided:
“Kobe: But if you find good work I can starting for now is good because I
have I can take it more money and this money one time job seeker give me
like Like you you work and take it It not good I still living this way I think its
not good but”
Iain: You don't like -you don't want the government give you money? You
want to//
Kobe://yeah! Its not good. And not enough for life. You just give me for one
month - how can living this one month? Normal life?” (Kobe Interview 2
1:06:30 1:07:01)
The issue of welfare support dependency and its effect on agency is a large, and
controversial, topic (Dwyer, 2004; Giddens, 2013) including in relation to refugees
(Easton-Calabria & Omata, 2018; Mayblin, 2014) and not addressed here. However,
in Kobe’s case he seems to react to a lack of agency (imposed by financial
restrictions) by stressing his ability to overcome them.
He demonstrates similar optimism regarding his other profession – that of
basketball player and coach. He explains that he volunteered as a part-time role
coaching a local team and coaching with a charity that works with boys with special
needs and that it is “very important” for him to play basketball (Kobe Interview 1
0:04:20), although both roles were on hold at the time of the interview as he had
injured his leg. However, he has been told by his employment advisor that he needs
to complete coaching qualifications before he can work as a basketball coach,
despite his extensive knowledge, but suggests that this expert knowledge will allow
him to “work fast”:
“I asking, “You can make basketball my work?”
She tell me, “OK. You can, but you must ..make one steps two steps three
steps to finish everything to go starting to work coaching basketball.”
Because I like it basketball, I know everything and ...I can work fast in
basketball” (Kobe Interview 2 0:57:48- 0:57:23)
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English is a barrier as he is told he must first complete his English classes before he
can study coaching, and he struggles in his volunteer coaching role as students do
not understand him and he needs to ask for help explaining instructions. However,
his expert identity (I know everything), related to his professional identity as a
basketball player and coach, gives him the confidence to argue that he can quickly
overcome this barrier, performing an expert identity by listing some the basketball
vocabulary he already knows:
“Starting basketball coaching I have already like "pass" same in .. I know um
“Give”, move, good shooting, 3 point”, I know everything I don't need learn
So I can start with “Good shot” [..] So I think is good is go to basketball
coaching work I think better me I can start work. Very good, yes.” (Kobe
Interview 2 1:10:52 – 1:11:08)
Despite these examples discussed above, this professional identity does not seem a
dominant aspect of Kobe’s expert identity. Both occur after my prompting, which
may indicate they reflect my concerns rather than his. Unlike Jacob, there seems
little regret at the need to change his profession. While I argue above that by
minimising this regret, he may be emphasising his capacity to change and
performing an agentic identity, it could also simply be that he did not like his
previous profession and welcomes the change. As he worked in his family business,
it is possible that he took the job out of filial piety rather than personal interest.
While Kobe’s lack of English reduces his agency in that it prevents (at least
temporarily) him practicing his preferred career (basketball) and his past
profession, these professional and their associated expert identities seem to give
him the confidence to perform an agentic identity as someone who can overcome
these barriers.

6.5

Mehdi – housing expert and proud Syrian

Mehdi also describes the linguistic barriers he faces and performs expert identity in
relation to his profession, which in turn affords an agentic identity and this helps
him to overcome them. In an example of his agentic identity, he responds to a
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question about how he learns English outside the classroom by describing how he
found a volunteer job in which he asks people about words he does not
understand:
“There is somebody need volunteer. “Oh, I'm going to volunteer with them”.
So I get there and help them and ask everyone, “What do mean?”, “Oh, I
didn't understand you”, and he told me. So everyday I get lesson by this way
for till now like 3 years almost” (Mehdi Interview 1 1:10:32-1:11:00)
He says he receives emails with words he does not understand and describes how
he overcomes this:
“Mehdi: I'm having access to internet and everything, so I just google it
quickly, “Ah! that what he mean”, and translate, “OK”, and I take this word
and I'm doing Excel sheet em spreadsheet and I putting each new word for
myself all everyday/
Iain: /oh that’s good/
Mehdi: /and I'm trying to, like, improve. There, is like, lots of new words for
myself even in this work. Its about property and stuff” (Mehdi Interview 1
1:11:17-1:11:48)
There are clear linguistic examples of a performance of agentic identity in these
accounts: he places himself in the subject position of the predicate phrases (Miller,
2014) as he describes the various active steps he takes, and uses amplifying
adjectival phrases that emphasise action (ask everyone, everyday I get lesson, just
google it quickly, all everyday). He adds immediacy and authenticity to the narrative
by using direct speech (Goffman, 1981) describing his own actions and reactions
(Oh, I'm going to volunteer with them). The link to professional identity can be seen
in his reference to an “Excel spreadsheet” (suggesting use of professional
vocabulary), as does the reference to “property” (rather than, for example
“houses”) and the explicit linking of these new words to his professional context
(“in this work). This connection between expert and professional identity continues
in the example he gives as evidence:
“Mehdi: For example, today Its "tenants was" somebody, email,
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"tenants in the property above" and the address on the subject his address
and nothing, "the property above having dirt on the window and the sash
goes off".
I say, “What is the sash?” Its say written (..) I don't know if I pronounce it in
good way, or not? But its to write it S. A. S. H. Is that right?
Iain: Yeah, “Sash” [indicating sash window behind him]
Mehdi: Ok I don't know that (both laugh). I said, “What is sash?”. So, I take it
to the google translate: “Oh yeah that is like frame or” Yeah. So, every time
every day trying to catch new word yeah” (Mehdi Interview 1 01:11:4101:12:3)
In this he quotes the email, particularly the formal structure of “tenant in the
property above” (the address is written in the subject line of the email) and
animates the word written by the client in formal terms (Goffman, 1981;
Matoesian, 1999). He is not just saying what the email is about, but also
demonstrating his knowledge of the generic structure of email communication in
his profession (V. K. Bhatia, 1993). Mehdi then checks the pronunciation of the
word “sash” with the interviewer. This could be seen as distancing himself from an
expert identity by admitting ignorance. Unlike Jacob’s questions to me about
language, which are often not questions but opportunities demonstrate his own
knowledge, this may be a genuine request for information – Mehdi has seen the
word in an email but may not be familiar with its spoken form. Alternatively, he
may, like Jacob, be using my expertise (as a native English speaker and English
teacher) to bolster his own display of expertise, positioning himself with the
teacher within an expert group (Matoesian, 1999). He goes on to explain how he
found the translation himself and then to defines the word himself (“like “frame””).
This is unnecessary to establish the meaning (which has already been established by
the interviewer indicating the nearby window sash) but again stresses his capacity
to find out the meanings of words himself, while also going beyond my non-verbal
explanation to introduce another semi-professional term (frame) into the
definition. By asking for confirmation and saying he searched for the word on the
internet, he also confirms his previous claim that he is willing to ask others about
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words and his capacity to find answers for himself, both performances of agentic
identity
As with many performances of agentic identity in this study, there is an inherent
contradiction in Mehdi performing agency while also asking for help, displaying an
expert identity while admitting ignorance. His performance of agentic identity is also
inconsistent as he goes on to describe the language barriers he faces at work and the
embarrassment he suffers:
“Iain: How do you find using English at work?
Mehdi: Its good like sometime I get (..) struggle like sometime they ask me
some some thing in English and there is important word inside this sentences I
didn't catch it. I say “Well, What you mean?”. I'm working with them and they
will say inside themself even of they didn't say it to me they'll say, “You
working here and you didn't know what is that mean”. You know, that
embarrassing for me. I would like to improve so I am this is what is problem
for me” (Mehdi Interview 1 1:13:51-1:14:33)
This admission of embarrassment is performed, to an extent, in agentic terms: he
frames it as them asking him something, shows he is willing to ask clarifying
questions, and has the evaluative capacity to know what they are thinking even if
they do not say it, and stresses his resolve to improve and therefore solve the
problem. However, when asked if he feels a “different person” in English, he
compares his agentic personality when speaking Arabic to his “shyness” when
speaking English”.
I'll I feel myself shy all time shy embarrassing in English because in Arabic I'm
different guy yeah I'm different person
I speak more openly and I can sit on a on front of like lets say twenty people
they sitting together I can be sitting on in around or in the middle and guys
there is something “blah blah blah” and talk really openly I've never been shy
never never
But here if there are three or two guys they talk together in English and I am
sitting behind them I will be just silent listen to them
Because feeling shy to get into this conversation because they speaking
together If I didn't get the idea what exactly they speaking about
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So I will be I will be really embarrassing like they will say, “What he fuckin
know he thinking about what we talking about something else” for example
So that making me feeling shy and really quiet. This is what is its changed my
personality in English (Mehdi Interview 1 1:14:48-1:16:12)
He is quiet because he worries that he will misunderstand the topic of conversation
and his contributions will be inappropriate. There is again, an element of agentic
identity in his description in that he emphasises his agentic identity in Arabic to
speak with others and deflects the blame for his passivity onto his lack of English.
However, the use of expletives, the boosters “just silent listen”, “really
embarrassing”, “really quiet” and the admission that it his “personality” that has
changed undermine this performance of agency. This narrative is less of a person
demonstrating agency and more of an agentic person being silenced by language
barriers. He goes on to say that he resists talking to other Arabic speakers, but
instead seeks out English speakers as he wants to improve his English and not to
practice Arabic as it is already “more than good”. This suggests an agentic capacity
to learn English and overcome this barrier, but at the cost of the opportunity to
exercise the agency to speak “really openly” with “twenty people” in Arabic that he
alludes to above. As happens often in these interviews, the performance of agentic
identity clashes with his inability to overcome challenges.
This is a reminder that participants’ agency should not be over-romanticised, that
they still face barriers to agency, and that performances of agentic identity are
complex, inconsistent, and dependent on context. For refugees, this context is
often one in which their agency is challenged, making this clash between agentic
identity and freedom of action more common. Viewing agency as a performance of
identity, with the inconsistency and possible contradictions inherent in any
performance of identity, allows focus on this clash and how participants reflect this
in how they talk about them.
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6.6

Ahmed and Nazya – expert academic identities

Ahmed and Nazya both perform “expert academic” academic identities but with
significant differences from Jacob (discussed above). Ahmed prides himself on his
academic skills and, like Jacob, performs an expert academic identity although,
unlike Jacob, this is not related to a professional identity. Nazya has a degree in
Education and worked as a primary school teacher in Syria, and therefore might be
expected to have an expert academic identity linked to her professional identity,
but rarely performs this and language barriers mean she struggles to gain a sense of
agency based on this expert identity.
The influence of Ahmed’s academic expert identity can be seen in the way he
credits his success (he has passed SQA National 5 ESOL (B2 on CEFR)) to his
academic expert identity rather than to his teachers or classes:
Since I was studying at university, so I've got some academic skills that
helped me. I mean study anything else, you know, those skills the academic
skills. So I knew since the beginning if I rely on colleges or English classes I
wouldn't have been speaking English like I'm speaking now. (Ahmed
Interview 1 lines 93 -964)
While Jacob uses his academic expert identity to praise his teachers (and thus
demonstrate his capacity to evaluate them), Ahmed uses his to critique his teachers
based on his expert criteria. He says his first class “didn’t meet his expectations”
about how an English class “is supposed to be” (Interview 1 line 103) and that others
should be “more organised not just giving papers out and start giving whatever
everyday” (Interview 1 lines 108). He says he was “shocked” to find his college
classes were “messy and not well organised” (Interview 1 line 127) and compares
what he says were childlike classes to his own experience of arduous academic
study. When giving his opinion on pedagogy he makes clear that these are based
on his successful experiences of learning English in which he achieved the “higher”

4

As Ahmed’s interview was transcribed without NVivo, his transcript used line numbers rather than
timings.
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level and “finished two levels in one year rather than two years” (Interview 2 Line
101). He goes on to say:
“I always say language is not math, so stop analysing it. The way the
teachers are teaching students in my opinion is wrong because they are
teaching it as if it's a maths subject (Ahmed Interview 2 lines 110-112)
He explains that when speaking, learners focus on these “math” problems in their
heads rather than on communicating, and so get nervous, become “obsessed” with
avoiding mistakes and avoid speaking altogether. Instead, he says, “you should” be
taught to rely on “feeling” and evidences this by giving his own experiences of
learning conditional tenses. The use of the footing device “I always say” indicates
expertise, and though he hedges with “in my opinion” the context (his experience
and success in learning English) makes it clear that this is an expert opinion. He
seems frustrated that his expert status is not always validated by his teachers, one
of whom was, he says, the kind of person “who always put in his mind that you
don't know, but I know what's in your interest, you know what I mean?” (Interview 2
lines 95-96). In a discussion with his teacher concerning the repetition and
consolidation of grammatical structures in different levels, he mockingly dismisses
his teacher’s words, using his expert academic identity that has helped him
progress faster than his classmates:
“I told her about the academic skills point and she was telling me by really
impassive way, “some people spend 5 years studying English”.
And I said, I was like, “Are you kidding me?”” (Ahmed Interview 2 lines 102104)
The contrast of the teacher’s “impassive” language with his own “Are you kidding
me?” also allows him to present himself as an agentic disrupter, something he does
in another discussion with a teacher:
“I went to the teacher said, “Now it's N45?”.
She said “yes”.
5

N4 = National Four a Scottish Qualification equivalent to CEFR B1 (www.sqa.org.uk)
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And I said, “There were three levels before N4?”.
She said, “Yes”.
I said, “If we are taking now past continuous in N4 level what were you
teaching in that levels, letters and numbers? (laugh) Do you know what I
mean?” (Ahmed Interview 2 lines 136 -139)
In this extract, his questions are rhetorical statements of established fact, not
requests for information, and are designed to set up a punchline that emphasises
both his conversational dominance and level of learning. The teacher in this
conversation is reduced to the role of confirming what he says and is not given the
opportunity to respond to his punchline. Instead, Ahmed seeks complicity with me
(“Do you know what I mean?”), validating his expertise with someone he knows is
an experienced teacher and positioning himself within an expert group.
Ahmed also performs a hands-on practical identity with a strong element of selfreliance, as discussed in Chapter 8, and this may contribute to his preference to
credit his own expertise for his successful learning. Although his expert identity is
not as dominant as Jacob’s, they both use their expert identities to perform agentic
identity in relation to language learning. Ahmed provides a contrast, however, as
his is performed in opposition to his teachers, while Jacob aligns himself with them,
possibly because Jacob’s teachers better validate his expert identity.
Nazya also claims that her academic training gives her the expertise to assess
teachers, though in her case it is her daughter’s teachers who she judges as being
“good [or] not good” (Interview 2 0:51:00). Her academic identity also gives her the
confidence that she will learn English quickly and her teacher recognises that she
has a “high education” and “knows grammar more than others” (Interview 2
0:57:21-57:2). However, she has now stopped attending classes, which she partially
attributes to the lack of effective method for her to give opinions of the class in the
form of feedback. Although the teacher regularly asked for face-to-face feedback,
Nazya felt it would be rude to criticise this way. There were feedback forms, but she
worried these were not anonymous (Interview 2 1:02:31–1:03:39). She liked the
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teacher, and the teacher liked her, but she felt the class did not meet her individual
needs and what she suggests frustrated her most was her inability to express her
opinion, based on her academic expert identity, and this led to disillusionment with
the class.
This frustration is also evident in her inability to participate in a parents’ event at
her daughters’ school, where she understood the teacher and the concepts being
discussed but could not contribute as she struggled to understand other parents’
Scottish accents, and to express her many ideas in English. Rather than feel
motivated in a situation in which her academic and parental identities could be
validated, she felt frustrated to the extent that she returned home upset and
determined not to attend again.
“When they spoke about the .. eh .. many thing like the child "the child grow
through playing" I understand this one because I its my .. I studied education
yeah the teacher when they spoke it. But the parents I can't understand
them because they are Scot - they speak with Scottish accent. Was very
difficult for me. Yes but maybe I but if you .. Not my mother language. I
can't speak like I need. Sometime I want to speak about something but I
can't explain because not my language I can't” (Nazya Interview 2 56:1856:26)
Just as Jacob says he does not want to be a lawyer because he cannot be a “good”
lawyer, Nazya’s frustration is greater because she cannot express herself on a topic
on which she is an expert. There are some elements of agentic identity here as she
stresses that she understands the topic and the teacher, and blames the barrier on
other people’s accents, suggesting she retains the potential for action based on her
expert knowledge. However, she goes on to stress her lack of agency with the
repetition of “I can’t” and positions herself as deficient – blaming the barrier on her
inability to explain, rather than their inability to understand her. Much like Mehdi’s
feeling of shyness above, the narrative is one of being silenced rather than a sense
of agency overcoming language barriers. Nazya does perform agentic identities in
other contexts in which she has a similar lack of freedom of action, but it seems
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that her expert professional identity does not afford an agentic identity to the same
extent. This may be because, in comparison to Jacob and Ahmed, Nazya is a less
proficient English user (C2 CEFR) although this does not stop her performing an
agentic identity in other contexts. As her English improves in the future, so might
the relationship between her expert and agentic identities.

6.7

Hozan – writer and expert in identity

The above sections focused on how participants performed an expert identity
related to their professional or academic identity and discussed the extent to which
these afforded an agentic identity. Unlike other participants, Hozan has been able
to continue working as a writer and maintains his professional identity online via
social media, giving public readings of his work and online interviews. His profession
as writer and journalist is clearly important to him and affords his agentic identity,
but though there are some examples of his professional and expert identities
overlapping, the link between the two seems less clear than in the participants
discussed above, or at least he performs it ways that are sufficiently different that it
makes it difficult to categorise. He does, for example, discuss identity as a concept
at several points, and it could be argued that as someone who has published books
relating to identity, he is therefore an expert and therefore any discussion of
identity can be a performance of this expertise. As discussed above, drawing rigid
distinctions between identities is not always possible and expert and professional
identities are particularly intertwined. Despite the fewer overt performances of
expert identity, this section is included in this chapter to demonstrate this
complexity.

Hozan mentions his profession as a writer at several points, but only one of the
pictures he chose directly refer to this – a photograph of his (now destroyed)
apartment in Damascus that has, on the wall, a framed copy of the cover artwork
for his first novel. This is not, however, the main focus of his discussion of the
photograph, which instead focuses on the loss of the sense of optimism and
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achievement that came from buying and decorating the apartment. His identity as a
writer did, however, help him overcome the sense of powerlessness he experienced
when first coming to the UK. He was detained after claiming asylum and housed in
the north of England, without permission to work or study English, in a series of
temporary hostels with other asylum seekers. He was provided with only £5 per
day, on which he says, “you cannot live like a human” and he felt “physically I was in
UK but in reality, I wasn't because just I stayed in the home like prison.” (Interview 1
0:2:36). He says he feels he lost his identity upon claiming asylum and that from
that moment he did not “feel free” (Interview 1 0:07:43) and that he and other
asylum seekers were treated as numbers, not as people:
“for refugee all people stayed their together and they stayed for and we are
all wear like numbers and eh for the Government for the Home Office and
we are same and they see us same” (Hozan Interview 2 0:57:52)
Both his parental identity as a father and professional identity allowed him to gain
some form of agency, remain patient and fight off depression during this period. His
professional identity was realised through his ability to read and write articles
during this time, and this allowed him to preserve his identity, to feel human and to
distinguish himself from the powerless asylum seekers.
I wrote my book and I still wrote articles and like to read and read in Arabic
because I feel there's something important in my life reading and writing
and I don't want to change my way if I become a refugee (Hozan Interview 1
0:09:03)
When describing his experiences of the asylum process, Hozan does give details
such as the amount of money he receives, but there is no suggestion of privileged
access to information that might suggest the performance of an expert identity as
there is, for example, with Jacob’s explanations of the legal processes that asylum
seekers must endure.
At time the time of the interviews, Hozan was living with his family in social housing
in Edinburgh and receiving state benefits, a level of dependency that he felt
threatened his agentic identity. However, he maintains his professional identity on-
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line, which he feels is his “real life” as he spends more time there than with his
neighbours and local community.
“I'm like I live in UK or Edinburgh but in real life I spent a lot of time with
people outside and on Whatsapp or Facebook or Messenger more than my
neighbours my friends here or the people here” (Hozan Interview 2 0:18:310:18:55)
He explains how the need to maintain his professional reputation means that he
must be careful what he posts on Facebook:
I try to avoid to to put a lot of things in my page on Facebook, my timeline. I
always try to write some serious ideas or put my articles or when I find
something is important for me to say about my country. Because sometimes
when I write some posts some journalists in Arab countries take it and they
say “this writer said this about something”, and it’s like it’s my
responsibility” (Hozan Interview 2: 0:23:37- 0:24:15)
He always counts to ten before posting because he is aware that his writings have a
global reach and his choices, such as which word to use in his writing, can affect “all
people in everywhere” and give them “spirit”:
I feel responsible about my work about my writing, about my ideas, about
my opinion. I try to avoid to hurt any person any people or any religion or
any.. I try to be like .. open but as far as I can .. because if you see yourself
like writer you write for all people. Not for Kurdish or Arabic or English
people, all people in everywhere they have to feel your writitng, and if you
ev.. when I write about my .. my city or my country its like humanity for me
should be because its em the word if you translated this word it should give
the reader something., not to be like just without the spirits or soul” (Hozan
Interview 2 0:25:45 – 0:26:58)
There is an element of lack of agency here – he cannot write what he likes and he
must pause before posting - but his ability to affect “all people” both positively and
negatively echoes two “core features” of van Lier’s definition of agency: that it
“involves initiative or self-regulation”, and that it “includes an awareness of the
responsibility for one's own actions vis-à-vis the environment, including affected
others” (2008, p. 172). There is a contrast here between his passive off-line life of
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unemployment and dependency, and this on-line life where his professional
identity affords him an agentic identity. Hozan confirmed this when I raised it and
contrasts his daily life with the freedom that comes from reading:
“Iain: Very interesting its almost as if you have, when you talk about your
online identity as a writer which has all these concequences and
connections around the world and then there is your life at home in
Edinburgh which is ...
Hozan: Yes, sometime some some friends or newspaper they ask me to write
about my life here and how I feel and how I see myself here how I see
the city and the people and how I can translate my relation with the
city. And its its eh its not easy to to explain your life because your my
life is it looks like daily
routine but somethings is daily routine
but in like schools time and something when I read a book its
different words for me I travel yeah through this book (Hozan
Interview 2 0:26:58-28:23)
His suggestion that he can travel through books seems an example of professional
identity affording an agentic identity and there is an element of expert identity in
here, and in the previous quote where he used the hypothetical phrase “because if
you see yourself like writer you write for all people” suggests that the information
that follows is known only to a privileged group (writers). The concern with what
the effect might be of translating words in different ways also suggests application
of expert knowledge. His claim that “some friends and newspapers” ask him
suggests that people seek his expert opinion, although he says he struggles to
articulate his experiences as they are mundane (daily routine and school pick-ups),
which indicate he is does not feel he has the requisite expert knowledge. However,
he then seems to change the topic to talk about his “special relationship” with cities
at night:
I like all the cities in the night when I was in Damascus I get on the night
and ..Cairo and Istanbul I always like cities on the night. I dont know why,
but I feel [] any city is like two cities or more and in the through the day
different city than night city and night city is real city. I can say its the
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darkness is make people free sometimes” (Hozan Interview 2 0:28:360:29:00 (abridged))
Although Hozan says he finds it difficult to articulate his experience, this section
may be an attempt to do so. There is a strong connection between walking in cities
at night and literature (Beaumont, 2015), and Hozan is familiar with Dickens and
Pamuk, both prolific nightwalkers in London and Istanbul respectively. He seems to
be making a metaphorical connection between the freedom of walking through a
city at night and his own condition living as a refugee. The move from talking about
his struggles in everyday life to talking about cities at night may not be change of
topic (and there is no grammatical indication of topic change) but a continuation of
his answer to those who seek his expert opinion about his life as a refugee and
linking it to an agentic identity- that he feels trapped by routine of his everyday life
but free when he can walk the city at night.
Despite this performance of professional identity and its link to agentic identity, the
link to expert identity is not explicit and may be my construction rather than his,
and he de-emphasises his opinion by saying “I don’t know why”. However, this is
countered by the partitive evidential of his previously stated experience of walking
in Damascus, Cairo and Istanbul and the following “I can say”. A partitive evidential
is a term used by Matoesian (1999) to describe how a speaker can appear to deemphasise their expertise by constraining their responsibility for the validity of his
statements, but by constraining it to a field in which they are experts, his
experience in this case, they in fact re-enforce their performance of expert identity.
In terms of other Matoesian linguistic features of expert language, there is the use
of epistemic modality in the hypothetical “if you see yourself as a writer” and the
footing device of “some some friends or newspaper they ask me to write about”,
but there is a lack of other signifiers such as adverbials (e.g., actually), rhetorical
questions or specialist vocabulary, though this may reflect his level of English. One
could also speculate that his performance of expert identity is more subtle than
other participants, though this analysis would lack rigour. It is also possible that his
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ability to maintain his professional identity, if only in his online world, in a way that
Jacob, for example, is not able to, means he feels less pressured to overtly perform
his expertise as a form of resistance.
In terms of learning English, his opinions are generally positive. At one point, he
makes a clear connection between learning English and agency when he refers to a
picture of a man, surrounded by darkness, holding a torch in his mouth and says:
“he try to he search about something …answers and ways or.. but all the
around him is darkness, is black and he's just.. his eyes he can see the light
and his light in his mouth. And I see is this light is the English could be this
light for refugee” (Hozan Interview 2 0:32:30-0:32:56)
He also links learning English, his professional identity and agency in that he hopes
doing so will enable him to “make events to speak about my books to contact the
people to find literature agent to contact with people without interpreter”
(Interview 1 0:33:19) and that when he speaks English fluently he will be able to
“find a good job later very good job in Arab countries if I want - I get visa or I get UK
passport and it will open for me new doors in my work.” (Interview 1 33:22 – 34:28).
However, his experiences of formal classes are less positive and he feels the
government sponsored classes he has attended focus on trying to get him into
unskilled employment that does not fit his professional identity, and reflect deficit
focused stereotypes of refugees that focus on their lack of English rather than on
their other skills and experiences (Kanno & Varghese, 2010):
“I remember about class it was about how I find a job and there are options
to be maybe some easy jobs to be cleaner to be its .. I always I think about it,
“Oh they just see refugee you have to improve your English to be like those
maybe cashier if you are lucky and cleaner its easy and something” and I
thought its easy for them to teach you to how to be cleaner and its not good
way to study English” (Hozan Interview 2 0:45:44 – 0:46:40)
He instead chose to learn by reading “short articles about what I like” which would
help him find a job “because it will be easy to speak to answer questions and some
article about history about culture about novel” (Interview 2 0:46:45 -0:47:08) and
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this would be the best way to improve his English. Although such concern with
professional identity might suggest that Hozan would find activities focused on
writing in English useful, these instead seem to challenge his professional identity.
When asked to write in class he says he would always write in Arabic and then
translate it, not necessarily because he lacked the vocabulary and grammar, but
because he “can’t write in English” because:
“I am not writer in English. I am writer in Arabic and different person and
different culture and everything is different and when I try to write
something in English I have to translate it from my mind as I .. I write it in my
language and it came something is ..came strange and difficult” (Hozan
Interview 2 0:39:27- 0:39:53)
As a writer, his linguistic identity and professional identity are inextricably linked
and as a professional, writing is not a practical task, but a way to express this
identity, his culture and philosophy, all of which are interwound with his Kurdish
and Arabic identities. Being asked to write in English is a challenge to this, meaning
that identity-focused classroom activities that might seek to harness his interest in
writing can be demotivating, and restricting, rather than engaging. This concern
echoes Jacob’s misgivings about being a lawyer in English and Kobe’s reluctance to
be a salesman. However, a lack of English is less of a barrier in his profession as he
can continue to write novels, be published and interviewed in Kurdish and Arabic.
Hozan’s professional identity clearly affords his agentic identity and while there is
an element of expert identity involved it seems less prominent than other
participants. I would also argue that he does it more subtly, and that appreciation
of this subtlety is enhanced by viewing his words through the lens of agentic
identity. However, the lack of explicit links leaves open the possibility of analytical
over-reach here. There is a comparative lack of challenge to his professional
identity (although it should be stressed that his writing does not bring him the
financial rewards that would allow him to free himself of dependency on the state)
his ability to carry on working in his profession in Arabic and Kurdish may affect his
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performance as he feels less pressure to perform an expert identity to support his
performances of professional identity. As no other participant has this opportunity,
it is difficult to make comparisons, but there are fewer examples of the kind of
frustrations discussed by other participants.

6.8 Professional and Academic Identities: Summary
This chapter has attempted to demonstrate how participants perform expert
identities based on their professional and expert identities using a variety of
linguistic means, how these are challenged and the extent to which these afford the
performance of agentic identity in these challenging circumstances. These identities
are complex, often overlap, fragile, are sometimes inconsistent and often
challenged by circumstances. By viewing agency as an identity, with the inherent
inconsistencies of the perspective taken on identities in this work, these
inconsistencies and challenges are incorporated within the analytical framework,
and this helps an appreciation of this complexity.
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Chapter 7: Finding and Discussions Part 2B – Expert Identities
and Cultural Identities.
The previous chapter looked at how participants combined expert identities with
professional identities, often based on identities constructed before they became
refugees, in order to perform agentic ones. This chapter turns to another source of
expertise: cultural identities. Much like the previous chapter, it begins by discussing
the definition of cultural identity and how cultural identity was coded in this work,
as well as the dangers of cultural stereotyping. Discussion of the methodological
aspect of coding is again included here as it requires in-depth discussion of data
that would not be appropriate in a methodology. It then examines the
performance of expert and cultural identities of individual participants. It begins by
looking at Zaki because of the importance of cultural identity to him and discusses
his desire to become a cyber cultural ambassador for his country. It then returns to
Mehdi who performs a cultural identity in response to stereotypes of Syrian
refugees, though his emphasis is not so much on the uniqueness of Syrian identity,
but on a cosmopolitan request for equal respect. He also performs a “local” cultural
identity, connected to the UK rather than to Syria, which allows him to perform a
sense of agency in dispute with his English teacher while also subverting
discriminatory rhetoric in ways that allows him to resist challenges to this agentic
identity. The widening of cultural identity to include host country culture is also
applied to Kobe, who distances himself from his Arab identity and strongly
embraces a Scottish one, particularly in respect to his son
7.1
Cultural Identities – definitions and considerations
Cultural identities are, in this work, both narrowly defined (in that they refer to
national, ethnic and linguistic cultures and not to, for example, professional
cultures which were captured by their own code) and cautiously defined concepts
that underwent constant revision during the analysis. This caution reflects two
concerns. Firstly, it reflects an awareness that the concept of cultural identity itself
is, as Duranti argues, “harshly criticized and attacked from all sides” in that it is
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often seen as an “all-encompassing notion that can reduce sociohistorical
complexities to simple characterizations and hide the moral and social
contradictions that exist within and across communities” (1997, p. 23) and cultural
identity has long been associated with essentialist, colonialist, and even racist
agendas that seek to define how certain ethnic or national “other” groups differ
from “us”, an awareness of which, is sometimes missing from academic writing on
the topic (Bhabha (1994), Said (1978) as cited in Duranti, 1997). Just as recent
scholarship has moved away from unitary views of identity, concepts of culture
have moved from essentialist one nation/one language/one culture models to an
appreciation that any nation is a collection of multiple social groups (Risager, 2007),
and individuals may belong to, and draw identity from, several of these cultural
groups (Kramsch, 2011). In terms of migration studies, the term cultural identity is
also used to explain of why migrants groups may struggle to integrate with
“mainstream” society (Golden & Lanza, 2013) or vice versa, sometimes without due
consideration of either the diversity and multicultural nature of these societies or
the complexity of migrant identities (Baumann, 1996; Deuchar, 2011; Strang &
Quinn, 2019)). Secondly, as this research uses cross-cultural interviews (a concept
itself not immune from this form of essentialist distinctions (Ryen 2001)) I was
reluctant to pass judgement on what may or may not represent examples of
cultural identity.
Although these misgivings demand caution, this caution (or what James (2015)
refers to as the “terror of typologies”) should not prevent the use of the concept of
culture which, as Duranti argues, remains a valuable tool to “help us understand
similarities and differences in the ways in which people around the world constitute
themselves in aggregates of various sorts” (1997, p. 23). Perhaps most significantly,
the participants in this study made numerous references to themselves in terms of
national, ethnic and linguistic groups, often with explicit references to attitudes or
behaviours that they associated with cultural groups to which they belonged. In
addition, they made references to traditional dress, food and music which are all
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commonly associated with cultural identities, as well as what Billig (1995) refers to
as symbols of “banal” nationalism such as flags, national symbols and national
monuments. These clearly represent aspects of identities that are important to
them.
Cultural identity is, therefore, used in this work as a shorthand to capture these
aspects of identity without claiming that these aspects are constitutive, in that they
do not capture all the various cultures and the connections between them, or what
Geertz (1993, p. 5) refers to as “webs of significance” that participants may be
“suspended within”. It also seeks to be explicatory rather than predictive: although
it seeks to suggest how participants perform identity by use of signifiers of cultural
identity, it tries to avoid assuming they are using these signifiers because of their
racial, national or linguistic heritage while remaining aware of the difficulties
inherent in this distinction. Nor does it essentialise participants as only having one
national, ethnic or linguistic identity and it shows how some participants perform
“local” or UK cultural identities as several participants make reference to their new
Scottish identities. Though some struggle with cultural differences, these New Scots
(Strang et al., 2016) are now part of Scottish culture and Scottish culture is now part
of them.
Another important caveat is that, as highlighted in the methodology (Chapter 4),
although linguistic analysis forms a central part of this work it is not a linguistic
analysis of the performance of cultural identity per se, such as can be found in
works such as Tannen’s exploration of New York Jewish conversational style
(Tannen, 1981), Golden and Lanza’s (2013) examination of use of metaphor by
migrants in Sweden, or De Fina’s (2006) narrative analysis with Hispanic migrants in
the USA, valuable though these are. While it uses similar methods of analysis, this
work does not attempt the level of detail contained in these excellent works.
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7.2

Coding and Analysis

As cultural identity is such a contentious concept, this section contains a brief
description of the process followed in coding and analysis in order to demonstrate
the reflexivity and caution required, particularly in the context of an intercultural
interview. As stated previously, the coding approach in this work requires
subjective decisions and therefore the principles underlying these decisions need to
be described and exemplified. Codes for cultural, national, ethnic or racial and
linguistic identity began as separate sensitizing concepts but the above-mentioned
rejection of one nation/one culture/one language stereotypes made distinguishing
between them difficult, and it became apparent that they could not be easily
separated. This was especially true of Kurdish participants, a cultural and linguistic
group spread across several nations and which has (at time of writing) autonomous
self-ruled regions of both Iraq and Syria, both of which are engaged in a struggle for
international recognition (H. Allsopp & van Wilgenburg, 2019) and described by
MacDonald as “the largest national group in the Middle East without a state” (1991,
p. 121). The use of the terms “ethnic” or “racial” identities is itself problematic:
they are often used interchangeably, and “ethnic” in particular is often used
without critical examination (Krishnamurthy, 1996). The extent to which “Kurd” is a
race, a nationality, an ethnicity or a cultural group is a complex political one (Ergin,
2014) which is not solved here. Another issue is that participants do not always
make the complexity of their ethnic, linguistic or national identities known. As
described below, Zaki identifies the geographical region of Somalia he is from, and
identifies with rural nomadic culture, but does not talk about which particular clan
or ethnic group he is from, and actively embraces a form of pan-Somalism that
rejects cultural differences within Somalia, although several scholars argue that
Somalia is linguistically and ethnically diverse (I. M. Lewis, 2004; Osman, 2007).
Eminem identifies as Iranian, but says nothing about, for example, his religious
identity.
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A similar problem arises when trying to categorise other aspects of cultural identity.
Bilingual participants had more than one linguistic identity and as language and
culture are closely linked, decisions about these could be problematic. For example,
Hozan talks at length about how his Kurdish linguistic identity is important to him,
even though is more fluent and makes his living writing in Arabic. The use of racial
grouping “Arab” is commonly used to refer to speakers of Arabic as well as in
geographical terms as people from the Arabian peninsula (OED Online, 2000), which
would include Kurdish Syrians although many do not identify as Arabs. Arabic is also
an official language of Somalia, although Zaki actively resists what he sees as a
colonial language. Kobe links Arab culture with Islam, though he makes a clear
distinction between them. Food also crosses cultural barriers in that, for example,
Kurdish and Syrian cuisine share many dishes. Cultural icons are also controversial:
the Medieval statesman and military leader Saladin was Kurdish but is revered in
Syrian, pan-Arab (Ataman, 2003) and Islamic culture (Hillenbrand, 2018; Sayfo,
2017). As Hall writes,
“Cultural identities are the points of identification, the unstable points of
identification or suture, which are made, within the discourses of history
and culture. Not an essence but a positioning. Hence, there is always a
politics of identity, a politics of position, which has no absolute guarantee in
an unproblematic, transcendental 'law of origin'” (Hall, 1992, p. 223 italics in
the orginal)
This instability and lack of essence mean that these concepts overlap and therefore
should not only be treated cautiously but also flexibly in that strict definitions were
not imposed. Utterances were often coded as signifying both linguistic and racial
identity (such as mentions of Arabic or Kurdish). Ethnic and racial identities were
grouped together, not because they were seen as being the same, but because I did
not feel qualified to make distinctions between them, and I attempted to note
nuanced differences in annotations and memos. Talking about food was given its
own code as it was common to nearly all participants. All were then included within
the overarching code of Cultural identities, but these coding decisions were made
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by a cultural “outsider”, concerned participants speaking a foreign language, and
may be subject to my unconscious biases and a lack of awareness of possible
cultural or linguistic nuances.
A final point is that my “outsider” status played an important role in that it provided
an opportunity for participants to perform expert identity, as they took the
opportunity to teach me about their cultures and history. Whether or not
participants would have performed expert identity in the same way when speaking
to someone with whom they shared these cultures can only be speculated. It
should also be noted that, in terms of the participants from Syria, I was not a
complete “outsider” in that I spent much of my childhood and some of my working
life in neighbouring Jordan and Yemen, and this was an aspect of my identity I
attempted to perform through the interviews and I highlighted in my choice of
images. I used this knowledge and experience to build rapport with participants,
but I do not claim deep insight into these cultures. The participants were aware of
this limited level of shared knowledge, however, and this may have affected how
they performed their expert and cultural identities.

7.3

Zaki – Somali Cyber Cultural Ambassador

All of the images chosen by Zaki related to aspects of his cultural or national
identity and his aim seemed to be to educate me as much as to talk about himself.
He presents himself as having a privileged knowledge of Somali culture, more even
than other Somalis, which provides the context for his performance of expert
identity. This expert identity in turn affords agentic identity as it allows him to take
the role of a modern-day version of the language ambassadors who worked to
spread the new Somali written language throughout the country in the 1970s, a
kind of cyber cultural ambassador who can reach out through social media to teach
the “younger generation” of the Somali diaspora what it means to be Somali.
“So after from 1993 we lost everything … All of the people they came out
outside … to the European country or the western country. So totally they
lose they lose them their country …. but still I'm keeping my identity where I
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from …I use the Twitter - I give what I know in my country. I meet in social
media in Somalia the young generation who born in Europe or America and I
told them what I believe. Who am I. What is Somalia. What we are or what
we are now. I told them where they from. That's it. (Zaki Interview 2
0:07:12–0:07:53 (abridged, my emphasis))
Zaki’s images of Somalia are all positive in that none of the images directly show
images of the conflicts of the 1990s and 2000s, or the resulting many issues the
country still suffers. Instead, his images focus on traditional nomadic customs, the
pre-war prosperity of Mogadishu, symbols of national pride, as well as the abovementioned language ambassadors. However, there is a palpable feeling of nostalgia
and loss running through his descriptions, and an acknowledgement that they
represent an image of Somalia that no longer exists. The exercise recalls Fanon’s
description of:
“passionate research ..directed by the secret hope of discovering beyond
the misery of today, beyond self-contempt, resignation and abjuration,
some very beautiful and splendid era whose existence rehabilitates us both
in regard to ourselves and in regard to others [in order to discover] that
there was nothing to be ashamed of in the past, but rather dignity, glory and
solemnity” (Fanon, 1994, p. 41)
Many of the images Zaki chose related to not only Somali cultural identity but
specifically to the traditional nomadic culture of the region of Somalia he is from.
These include images of traditional dress, dances, houses, farming and domestic
items such as ceramic jars for keeping milk, and camels, which he says are
important to the culture. The picture he chooses to talk about first (figure 3) is of
people performing a dance he says is called dhantoo:
“I'll start with this picture is yeah alright
this is our culture and now its very difficult
to see that in big cities, but in small village
you can see out in the country This is our
traditional. With our ladies look ... they
dress like this With the man dress like
that” (Zaki Interview 2 0:00:24–0:01:01)

Figure 3: Somali Dance
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He was asked to choose images that show his individual identity, but his first
picture is firmly positioned within a communal cultural identity with the repeated
use of possessive “our”. He performs his expert identity by highlighting the
traditional dress and later continues to give more information about the type of
small house in the background and explaining that this dance is often performed at
weddings and festivals. By stressing that that “it is difficult to see in cities” and so is
privileged knowledge only available to those who visit rural Somalia he stresses his
privileged access to this knowledge and his expert, insider status. He repeats this
claim when asked if there is a meaning behind the dance, a potential challenge to
his expert identity:
This is story is long long story. This is agricultural. Um, you know I think every
every people, every community, every country always have their culture, a
cultural music, so this is our culture and so for our country a hundred years
our people most of them was a nomadic yeah specially when except in the
big cities and this our culture this is our dance yeah… This our culture. As I
told you before, it’s a bit difficulty now last 20 years Its very difficult to see
the cities but you can find outside of the city especially small village outside
of the country. (Zaki Interview 2 0:02:36-0:03:30)
He deflects the potential challenge to his expert identity by dismissing the
importance of detail (it’s a long story, its agricultural) which works to bolster his
agentic identity – the implication being that he could explain it if he so wanted. He
then slightly changes the subject by asserting the universality of cultural dance and
music, and Somalia’s equal right to have one, a further claim to authenticity, and
continues the use of “our” to position himself within this expert group. He then
shows pictures of cooking and farming implements and traditional food, exhibiting
his expert knowledge by explaining how they are used and what they are made of,
although when asked he admits he does not know the exact process:
I don't know what .. I'm not the expert but these are what we are use. We
made in Somalia yeah Not the city now The nomadic people (Zaki Interview 2
0:04:05-0:04:21)
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This could be seen as backing away from an expert identity, but also as an example
of a partitive evidential (Matoesian, 1999) in that he follows it by a claim to direct
experience (“but these are what we use” ) and positioning himself within the expert
“in” group, the “nomadic” people which he again stresses is more authentic than
city dwellers. The continued use of “we” places him firmly within this authentic
group, which he contrasts with city dwellers he refers to as “they”.
Most of them they change the way they live but some people, I mean the
south states they like the culture because very very hard6 . Especially where I
am from the state yeah We are Now we are changing everything But still we
are keep the tradition. I learnt it. (Zaki Interview 2 0:04:49–0:05:15)
His capacity to “keep” tradition because he “learnt it” also suggests agentic identity
afforded by expert identity, but there seems to be an ambiguity here as “now we
are changing everything” seems to position himself in the “younger” generation
who are “changing everything”, though it is immediately followed by the claim that
“we are keep the tradition”, a reminder of Hall’s claim that such identifications are
inherently unstable. He goes further when I ask him if he “misses this”:
Yeah, yeah definitely, definitely. Especially my generation We didn't use this.
Its like mother and father. Big generation but my generation definitely we
are lost everything everything. We used the another culture?
Another thing for example My country's civil war is coming in the 1993
So after from 1993 we lost everything without win. If you see, all of the
people they came out outside they will for this country to .. from the
European country or the western country. So totally they lose they lose them
their country yeah (Zaki Interview 2 0:06:15–0:07:10)
He admits that his mother and father’s generation used these implements, not his
which has been forced into exile by the civil war. The reference to European and
Western countries seems to be a reference to this diaspora who have lost their
culture, rather than colonialism despite the use of “came” and “from” which are
judged to be English language errors.

6

The recording is not clear here
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This admission, that these images relate to his parent’s generation rather than his,
continues through his description of

Figure 4: The Al-Aruba Hotel

pictures of pre-war Mogadishu.
These include national buildings
such as the National Museum of
Somalia and Parliament, both of
which were severely damaged in the
war, and the previously prestigious and iconic Al-Aruba Hotel (Figure 4) . Zaki
highlights symbols of prosperity such as cars and says these show how people “used
to live”. Although the parliament building has been rebuilt, he says he “prefers the
old one” because it symbolised that in the past “we had strong government”. Unlike
the nomadic cultural artefacts, however, which portray a current reality (even if this
is only accessible away from cities), there is a clear admission that many of these
pictures show a nostalgia for a lost world that 18-year-old Zaki never experienced.
Zaki: So now is totally different and to be honest I miss (..) I never I never
been this place but I feel sorry sometimes because I never meet like this (.)
this situation
(Zaki Interview 2: 0:13:25–0:13:37)
Zaki: yeah I never been and I (.7) I wasn't born before and still I wish to see
my old generation My mother my father. How they life? How was my
country? Just, you know, I have the image the image is (..)/
Iain:/the image in your mind is part of who you are/
Zaki:/ Exactly/
Iain: And you said you had been to Mogadishu before or?
Zaki: Yeah I've been I've been I've been (.8)Totally its different now - you see
the picture sometimes you feel (.7) its hard (.8) its (.6) we lost everything
(1.2)
(Zaki Interview 2 0:14:06–0:14:41:8 (abridged))
Although Zaki does not choose images that show Somalia at war, it could be argued
that these images fulfil this purpose by showing what has been lost. The strong
sense of nostalgia that permeates his descriptions indicates an awareness that this
cultural identity is, to an extent, an imagined identity – images of the “beautiful and
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splendid era” to which Fanon refers (1994, p. 41). It also resembles Hall’s
description of post-colonial cultural identity as “the common historical experiences
and shared cultural codes which provide us, as 'one people', with stable,
unchanging and continuous frames of reference and meaning, beneath the shifting
divisions and vicissitudes of our actual history.” (Hall, 1994, p. 223). Hall goes on to
warn against underestimating or neglecting these “hidden histories”, and
“importance of the act of imaginative rediscovery which this conception of a
rediscovered, essential identity entails” (Hall, 1994, p. 223).
Zaki’s admission that he himself never experienced this past glory might counter
the argument that he is using them to perform an expert identity. The sense of loss
also suggests a lack of agency – he seems to be acknowledging that however much
he would like to, he cannot experience this lost world. Agentic identity seems less
prominent in many of these examples of expert identity, at least in comparison to
their common co-occurrence in the previous chapter on professional expert
identity. However, this link can be seen in the way that this expert knowledge of
these “hidden histories” seems to give
Zaki a sense of agency in that it enables
him to educate me, and in his role of
telling his fellow Somali diaspora

Figure 5: Somali Literacy project

“where they are from”.
This link between expert identity and
agentic identity is suggested by Zaki’s choice of several images of the successful
Somali Rural Education project of the 1970s (figure 5) in which university graduates
went into the countryside to teach the new Latin Somali script (Abdi, 1998; Hoben,
1988). This was itself act of national culture building by the government as well as
literacy project (Hoben, 1988) and this aspect of forging a Somali identity seems to
appeal to Zaki. He is aware of the cultural and linguistic diversity of Somalia but,
despite his pride in his own region and “nomadic” identity, he associates this
diversity with the divisions of the civil war and resists the idea that he can be
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identified as coming from a particular part of Somalia, saying that when asked by
other Somalis where he is from “I never give him answer I just I'm from Somalia
that's it I'm Somalian” (Interview 2 0:50:32-0:50:38). Though Zaki refers to Said
Barre (who ruled Somalia from 1969 to 1991) as a “dictator” who did “bad things”,
he approves of the way he kept “our culture”, urged resistance to external influence
and told Somalis “you have to know where you are from, your identity” (Interview 2
0:34:47–0:35:30), a sentiment he also expresses in reference to the anti-colonial
figure Xawa Taako, a statue of whom is also among his pictures (Interview 2:
0:22:15-0:23:10). When asked why he chose these images of language teachers,
Zaki relates this literacy programme to the present-day situation which, he says
requires, “scholars” and “people who kept or keep our identity traditions and
culture of the country” who can “educate the people” (Interview 2 0:37:51-0:39:07).
When asked how he feels about the Literacy programme, he first praises the
teachers before explicitly comparing it with his own on-line role, in which he can
use his knowledge of Somali culture and language to carve out an agentic role in
facilitating this educational process.
Its really good its really really good. At the moment I'm not an educated
person but I I use the social media. I look at my Somali people the expert
people like professionals scholars yeah sometimes we use each other what
idea I we have. So the people from home outside my country yes of course
the went to school they they got opportuntity. Most of them they are went
to university but some of them they can not speak Somali so they need
someone who can translate people for. Sometimes I know the English not
good but I'm trying to translate all that I know all what I know. But really
that point is very good. To teach you people the language is very very good
(Zaki Interview 2 0:41:32-0:42:38)
This section was coded as both agentic and expert identity despite the admission of
a lack of university education. Saying he is not an educated person “at the moment”
expresses agency in that it suggests potential to become so, and his present lack of
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education (and thus agency to help his country) is mitigated by his ability to use
social media. He further performs agentic and expert identity by expressing his
evaluative capacity (“when I look at my Somali people”) and places himself on an
equal footing with the agentic expert group “we use each other what idea I
(corrected to “we”) have. He links again education to agency (“they got
opportunity”) but argues that the scholars lack the linguistic knowledge vital to
using this education to help Somalia and thus need his help, which he can do by
translating all he knows. His cultural and expert knowledge allows him to overcome
challenge to his agency represented by his lack of education.
The link between Zaki’s expert, cultural and agentic identities can also be seen in
the way that they allow him to subvert the topic of the interview away from my
intended examination of individual identity, into a lecture on Somali culture and
history, reflecting Duranti’s (1997) argument that participation in the interviews is
itself an affirmation of agency. I contested this to an extent, by asking probing
questions to focus on Zaki’s personal feelings and experience, though I tried to
follow the rationale for using picture-elicitation that it allowed Zaki to choose the
topics discussed. However, none of the other participants changed the focus in the
way Zaki did, and despite my questions, he regularly bought the conversation back
to a situation in which he could demonstrate his expert cultural knowledge. Also
noticeable was that while other participants did choose images that represented
cultural identity, they usually discussed them in terms of what these images meant
personally. Zaki, however, tended to focus on what they represented about
Somalia, which though personal to him, meant a different emphasis. For example,
while Nazya chose an image of a coffee shop in which she used to meet friends,
Zaki chose a prestigious hotel to which he had never been. Thus, Zaki provides a
particularly vivid example of what Rose (2016, p. 313) refers to as “objects put to
work to perform social identities”. For this reason, his choice of pictures takes
greater prominence in the analysis of his interviews than in others. This does raise a
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question of methodological consistency, but this seems justified by the
performative nature of his pictures.
Zaki’s performance of his pride in his cultural identity allows him to resist
challenges to this agency represented by his lack of education. It may also be seen
as a form resistance to stereotypically narrow conceptions of the countries from
which refugees come solely as disaster zones and failed states, and the victim frame
that dominates discourse concerning refugees, which would reflect studies by
Kirkwood et al. (2015), Shapiro and MacDonald (2017) and Kumsa (2006) among
others that detail how refugees utilise cultural identity to resist stereotyping and
deficit discourse, and to construct agency. Zaki does not discuss this in detail and
the lack of opportunity to ask Zaki about this means it remains speculative, but this
is an aspect of the performance of cultural identity by another participant, Mehdi.

7.4

Mehdi – Proud Syrian but “just like everybody else”.

Mehdi discusses several incidents of people’s stereotypical assumptions concerning
Syria and refugees in general and his resistance to them. One of these, the
complaint that people asked him about the wearing of hijab in Syria, but then did
not believe his answers is mentioned in Chapter 6.1. Another example occurs when
I ask him how he feels about the term refugee. He says, “people have a problem
about this” and gives examples of the stereotyping and ignorance he encounters.
He says he is asked:
“Do you have a banana in Syria?
I'm just, like, “What!?” Like really weird! Yeah, we have banana, OK?
And “Do you really eating dogs there?”
“What?! Come on! Really!” (both laugh) We eating dogs? No, we don't eat
dogs
(Mehdi Interview 1 0:36:32-0:36:54)
He animates the questions of others and his own responses with exaggerated,
mocking intonation and exclamation to emphasise the ignorance demonstrated by
the question and invites me to join him in his superior, expert position. He says he
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drove a BMW and describes an extravagantly luxurious wedding he attended not,
he says, to stress his own wealth but to refute this image of Syrians.
He also shows me something he posted on Facebook to “educate” people in
western countries about Syrian refugees. This impassioned call for respect for
Syrian culture, and for Syrians in western countries to be viewed “as a normal
human being and not as a refugee” (Interview 1 0:51:33). It details Syria’s rich
history as the cradle of civilisation and its role in the development of writing
systems, music, agriculture and medicine. This is contained in Appendix 7 with a
short extract here:
“Do you know what Syria is? Today you know Syria for its death and
destruction. However, Syria was a cradle to all civilisations. Do you like
olives, or olive oil? The first olive tree was planted in Syria. Do you eat
bread? The first wheat field was in Syria. Planted in the first agricultural
village in history, ploughed with the first plough in history, harvested with
the first scythe in history and ground for the first time in history in 7000BC.”
Mehdi, Facebook correspondence, 2017, Appendix 7
While Mehdi did not write this himself (he says he “wrote it” but this is presumed
to mean he posted it as it exists in several places on the internet7), he clearly agrees
with the sentiments expressed and the way he takes authorship of it, and the
expert cultural knowledge within, seems a clear performance of expert identity as
way of resisting stereotypes, particularly that of the refugee as victim from a “failed
country”. He says this is part of presentation he wants to give to educate people
about Syria and refugees, and to argue that they should be respected.
Mehdi describes prejudice against Syrians and refugees as ignorance, which he
blames on “the media” for not properly explaining the situation in Syria. He
describes how his superior (expert) knowledge allows him to forcefully correct
misconceptions:

7

It seems to have originated from a video clip made by Dr. Maen Qatamin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rgkmUeK56J8 The written speech was not coded in the analysis
because these are not his own words
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“Why that lots of people they never know whats happening in Syria they just
know its war about religion. And its never been about religion! [both laugh]
“Well, its a war between Christian and Muslim”. I say “No, it not” (Mehdi
Interview 1 0:32:10–0:32:38 (bold added to show speaker’s emphasis)
In another performance of expert identity affording agentic identity, he describes
an exercise with which he helped a friend overcome this prejudice. He asked this
friend to search the internet for images of Syria and of Poland. The images of Syria
displayed by the search engine show war and suffering while those of Poland are
“beautiful”. Mehdi then asks which his friend would like to visit based on these
pictures, and when his friend says Poland, he asks:
“Yeah well what about if we said 1939 or would to still to go here?
How there is people killed here people having this is building its just fire
burned would you still go there to Poland if that time there?” (Mehdi
Interview 1 0:31:16-0:31:32)
There are, however, situations in which discrimination cannot be easily overcome.
When asked about how he feels about the word “refugee”, Mehdi describes what
he says is a commonplace reaction to his cultural and refugee identity:
“I'm trying to speak to somebody, or even like friend let’s say but when they
know or find out this guy is like Arabic or Syrian, they didn't know it even he
is refugee, just Arabic or Syrian, they still smiling for you but the way but the
way which is they talking is change.” (Mehdi Interview 1 0:26:12-0:26:43)
He says that people who had been happy to meet up and, in an example he gives,
go for a bike ride together, suddenly have other plans:
“And that's it. You will never see them ...so its just like, “Well, come on guys!
I'm just like human being I'm not … I'm just like everyone else” (Mehdi
Interview 1 0:26:51 – 0:27:15).
His freedom of action is challenged in that he cannot socialise as he wants to, with
whom he wants. His response is to negate his individuality, to say he is “just like
everyone else” and base his plea for respect in common humanity. This seems an
example when his cultural identity does not afford agency, although the way he
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frames his response retains an element of agentic identity as he vocalises what he
would say to them if he had the chance to confront this discrimination.
It is important to note that Syrian and refugee identity are often conflated in minds
of the UK public, or as Mehdi says, people know that “he is Syrian then he is a
refugee”(Interview 1 0:46:42), something also mentioned by Hozan, Ahmed and
Jacob. This, and the fact he is answering a question about how he feels about the
word “refugee”, suggests that when he says, “they didn’t even know he is refugee”
he means that although he has not explicitly told them he is a refugee, they have
made this assumption, and their reaction may be as much discrimination against
refugees as racial. This is not to minimise the racial element, and Mehdi identifies
Islamophobic racism elsewhere in his interview, but it suggests the connection to
refugeeness may add another aspect to the discrimination. Because of this
discrimination, and the conflation of cultural and refugee identity, Mehdi asks
friends not to tell people he is Syrian when they introduce him and “keeps silent”
about his cultural and refugee identity when he meets people:
I'm not saying that I'm refugee, I'm not saying that I'm from Syria. I'm not
saying I'm until they ask. But they when they ask where I'm from, “I'm from
Syria”, I know the three question after they know them already. They don't
want to ask, and they won't ask but they know: He is Syrian then he is a
refugee and he is taking our job and he taking our benefit as well (laugh)
(Mehdi Interview 1 0: 46:16-0:46:54)
This enforced silence about his cultural identity is again a clear example of prejudice
restricting agency, although again he retains an element of expert and agentic
identity in the telling of it. Resistance and agency can take the form of silence
(Chase, 2010; Ollerhead, 2012; Parpart, 2010) and it is notable that he presents this
silence as a choice he makes, based on superior knowledge – he “knows” the three
questions they will then ask in their minds even if they do not ask them. In terms of
interaction, it is his interlocutors who are reduced to silence, as he appropriates
their thoughts, expressing what they are unable to say. When he says they think
“he is taking our job and he taking our benefit as well” he is referring to an earlier
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mentioned paradox of anti-immigrant rhetoric that accuses immigrants of both
stealing jobs from “native” workers while at the same time being lazy scroungers
who rely on unemployment welfare benefits (Kirkwood, Goodman, et al., 2015).
Vitanova (2005, p. 147) details how immigrants can resist oppressive discourse and
express an “active evaluative stance” by “re-accenting” this discourse in “an angry
emotional-volitional tone”. By highlighting the absurdity of this contradiction, he
mocks it, and performs an agentic identity, in a similar way. Vitanova also highlights
the use of humorous mockery to achieve this “reaccenting” and, as shown by the
laugh at the end of this section, Mehdi’s tone throughout these segments is of wry
amusement as he expresses his exasperation at the ignorance of other people and
invites me to join in him in this superior position, a position gained through superior
expert knowledge.
Mehdi also describes another incident in which he was asked “where are you from”
by someone in a bar. This question can be, depending on context, an aggression,
particular when asked of an immigrant or of someone of a racial minority (Hirsch,
2018), and Mehdi interprets it as such. He responds by using his superior knowledge
to dominate the exchange and forces the other person to climb down:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

I have been inside the bar one day and one guy he ask me, “Where are you
from?”
And I say “Why you are asking this question? You even you didn't know my
name yet.
Are you looking for nationality or like personality?”
And he's “ahhh, No I'm just .. “
I said, “Yeah, because of my beard like this is small beard would you or about
my black hair or what?”
“Oh, no, no. I'm just asking”
“Well look! I'm from Syria. If you want to run away from me you can do it. I
don't have any bomb here in my jacket or something”
He start to laugh, “No no its OK”
But he is make me feel frustrated to be honest” (Mehdi Interview 1 0:47:560:48:42)
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He performs an expert identity by suggesting he knows the “true” meaning of the
question, suggesting it is motivated by a racist assumption that people who look like
him are terrorists. He performs an agentic identity by interrogating the man, voicing his
contributions in mocking tones (lines 4, 7 and 10), and then declaring his cultural
identity “Well look! I from Syria” and then giving him permission to “run away” (line 8).
He then mocks the racist assumption that he is a terrorist and has “a bomb in his
jacket” (line 9) in much the same way he mocks the idea that he can simultaneously
steal jobs and scrounge welfare benefits. It suggests his agentic identity has allowed
him to overcome this challenge, though the last line reveals his frustration that he
should have to face such challenges.
Mehdi’s performance of cultural identity differs from Zaki’s in that it has a strong
cosmopolitan streak to it. His emphasis in not on the uniqueness of Syrian culture, but
on its, and his, right to be as valued as other cultures and not to be stereotyped as a
place of war, and refugees as people “living in tents” or who “throw themselves on the
sea” (Interview 1 0:38:41) to claim he “is a human, just like everyone else” (Interview 1
0:27:15). It is also explicitly linked to his refugee identity in a way that Zaki’s is not,
particularly to the victim frame through which refugees are often seen. This can be
seen in his account of a conflict with his English teacher, along with another aspect of
his expert identity based on his Scottish cultural identity.
One of the issues he says he had with his teacher was he would single out students in
the class who, as refugees, had their fees paid for them, implying they should work
harder and be “nice” to those students who pay for themselves:
“He really told me that like three times or not even me like everyone.
And who is not pay, who is not throughing that system. who is paying his self he
just being with him very nice.” (Mehdi Interview 1 0:16:14-0:16:47)
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This invokes the narrative of the “grateful immigrant”, of the mendicant refugee who
needs to work hard and learn the language to justify his or her “deserving victim”
status (Nayeri, 2019; Nguyen, 2012). It is a form of “othering” that casts the teacher as
an insider and Mehdi as an outsider and directly threatens Mehdi’s claim to be worthy
of equal respect and is also a direct threat to Mehdi’s agentic identity, portraying him
as victim in need of help.
There is, in the confrontation that leads to Mehdi leaving the class, an element of Arab
cultural identity as the teacher mis-identifies and criticises him for speaking Arabic in
class. Mehdi possibly perceives this as linguistic stereotyping – he speaks Arabic so it
must be him who spoke. However, his way of resisting this, and claiming agency, is to
adopt exclusionary discourse, arguing that because his teacher speaks with an Eastern
Europe accent, and is also a migrant to UK, he has no right to position himself as an
insider and Mehdi as an outsider. Mehdi stresses his expert identity in relation to his
knowledge of UK culture and language as can be seen in the way he recounts how he
left the class:
“After this problem, he told me, "You've got to get out"
And I said "Alright, I'll get out. But you know I'll get out and I'll come back for
like for in in .. maybe less than 3 minutes but just to tell you something First,
now if I will get out and get to my home and open my TV on BBC. I will listen.
They will speak anything they will say “Word” they will say “work”. They won't
say, "Vork" and “Vord”, because he accent he is not actually from here. He is
from somewhere else". (Mehdi Interview 1 0:17:03 – 0:17:57)
He rejects the teacher’s claim to be a privileged insider by contrasting his non-native
English with that of an authoritative source, “the BBC”. By suggesting that he can watch
whichever program happens to be on when he gets home (“they will speak anything”)
and hear examples of correct English he cannot hear in class, he is also positioning
himself as someone with access to “real” English usage in everyday contexts rather
than the artificial context of the English class. By describing himself engaging in this
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common, activity of watching TV in his home he is also positioning himself as the
“local” insider, doing what locals do every day and with access to “local” linguistic
knowledge, in contrast to the teacher who he positions as the outsider who is “not
actually from here” but from “somewhere else”. As discussed above, Mehdi is skilled
at re-authoring discriminatory discourse in mocking tones to perform agentic identity,
but there is no evidence of this mockery here as he adopts discourse, that someone is
“not actually from here” because they pronounce their Ws in a certain way, that
excludes and silences immigrants. He seems aware of, and slightly embarrassed by, this
discriminatory aspect of his behaviour in that he goes on to justify himself by stressing
had been “really respectful” to his teacher previously but that “he should be teaching
us the proper English” (Interview 1 0:17:43). He then distances himself from the
discourse when I ask him where the teacher was from:
“I'm not sure or I don't want to say from where or because I'm not really risky 8
I'm just saying for him to make him angry is all because I because he made me
really nervous9.” (Mehdi Interview 1 0:17:59 – 0:18:14)
He seems to say that he does not agree with exclusionary discourse, but only used it to
get back at the teacher for his exclusionary behaviour, suggesting a level of strategic
essentialism. Safouane et al. (2020) discuss similar adoption of anti-immigrant
discourses in their study of refugees in Germany, and draw on Butler (1997) to argue
that agency can be performed by complying with marginalising norms and that,
although such strategies can ultimately marginalise and disempower immigrant in
general, they “still constitute performances of agency in their own right” (Safouane et
al., 2020, p. 213). This issue is discussed in more depth in relation to Kobe below.

8

It is not clear what Mehdi means by “risky” here
I am interpreting “nervous” here to mean “irritated” as this is a common misusage among Arabic
learners of English.
9
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After being told to “go out” the class, Mehdi goes to the reception and asks for, and
quickly receives, his student ID card, which his teacher had claimed was not available.
He returns to the class to show this to the teacher, who is rendered passive and unable
to reply, before Mehdi leaves the college on his own terms. In the way he tells the
story, he is the agentic victor who leaves on a point of principle, refusing to be
positioned as a victim, and with his academic identity secured (in the form of his
student ID) and with greater access to “real” English, and expert cultural knowledge
gained by his own agentic independence. However, in another reading, he is the victim
of the prejudices of the teacher that have led to him being unfairly excluded from a
class and an important resource for building a new life. He seems to acknowledge this
when he says that no one from the college ever contacted him to ask why he left.
And I never get back to the college till now and the problem is Nobody ask about
me after that. Nobody told me “what is your problem?”, “Why you never back
there?” but I feel like really frustrated to get back (Mehdi Interview 1 0:19:120:19:21)
This frustration, similar to his feeling after being asked “where are you from”, suggests
a fragility to this agentic identity – an acknowledgement of the inconsistency of his
performance of agentic identity and his lack of freedom of action. However, it is
notable that in a situation in which he could have emphasised his helplessness, he
chose to tell the story in a way that maximises the agency he had and uses expert
cultural knowledge to do so.

7.5

Kobe – “Scotland is my home now”

Kobe provides an interesting contrast as he seems to disassociate himself from his Arab
identity and embrace his new Scottish identity. Both these processes seem to afford a
sense of agency, particularly based on evaluative capacity based on expert knowledge.
As with Mehdi’s adoption of exclusionary discourse to “get back” at his teacher, there
is a question as to the extent to which rejection of one’s cultural identity can be seen
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as truly agentic to the extent it reflects, and reproduces, disempowering discourses
regarding integration, race and linguistic heritage (Butler, 2010; Safouane et al., 2020).
The focus here, however, is on how Kobe performs an expert identity, particularly in
his criticism of Syria, and how this affords an agentic identity.
Unlike other participants, Kobe does not mention his previous nationality in his selfintroduction, and he goes on to use agentic language to describe how he chose to
leave his Arab identity behind:
“coming to here I put everything Arabic behind me ah I don't like. Only my Islam
coming with me But everything about Arabic I behind me” (Kobe Interview 1
1:01:46 -1:02:27).
He is critical of attitudes of Middle Eastern countries to refugees and is determined he
will not return to Syria (Interview 1 (2) 0:03:57.) He says his wife used to disagree with
him but, after she talked to a relative in Europe who complained that other Arabs had
not helped him and stated he “hated Arabs” (Interview 2 0:09:36 – 0:10:23), she told
him he (Kobe) was “right” – validating his expert opinion. He says that Arab people are
more likely to criticise and laugh at him for making mistakes in English, while expert
“native” speakers do not because they, like him, know the importance of not being
“afraid” to use English. He associates himself with the expert opinion of an Islamic
scholar who argues that “real” Islam exists in the West but not in Arab countries
(Interview 2 1:30:36 – 1:33:36), because of the degree of intolerance shown in Arab
countries. At one point he segues from expressing his gratitude the UK for giving him
asylum into condemning Islamic terrorism:
And government give me house, give me everything, Give me my friend Give me
ID give me everything. What happened in London10 - terrorist, like terrorist I
hate him. So much! Because I live ... I Muslim here I can live. What I need? I have

10

This is assumed to be related to the London Bridge terrorist incident, June 2017.
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free. I can go to mosque and back and everything free for me (Kobe Interview
1(2) 0:12:02-0:12:37)
There are echoes of racist rhetoric that associates “ungrateful Muslim immigrants”
with terrorists - the reason for the segue is unclear, and one can question if Kobe
would feel the need to contrast himself with terrorists if this rhetoric did not exist.
However, taken at face value, it seems a clear statement of evaluative capacity and
agency.
As can be seen in this quote, he praises the UK for giving him a house, friend and his
“I.D.”, presumably referring to his I.D. card and meaning he was given his refugee
status, although it could be argued that he means they gave him a new identity. He
seems keen to embrace his new cultural identity:
“living here is good. This my country now I think Scotland is my home. Must be
defence must be give him everything for my country because I here. This my
country like everything must maybe tomorrow I die here so this my country
now” (Kobe Interview 1 (2) 0:02:20-0:02:45)
He also praises what he says is the freedom and tolerance that he says exists in the UK
although, interestingly he still uses “my country” to refer to Syria.

my

“I think here ah I have free, in my country no and here respect you so much. In
country No.” (Kobe Interview 2 01:30.36 – 01:30:44)

He explains and details the greater freedoms he says he is afforded in the UK, telling
me how his wife cannot walk unaccompanied by male relatives in Syria but can in the
UK, and listing (a feature of expert performance (Matoesian, 1999)) other freedoms
such as being able to “pray in the street” or kiss “your girlfriend” and “nobody ask you
“What you do?”” (Interview 2 01:33:12). He tells me that his religion is respected in
that he can go to the mosque and servers in restaurants will warn him if a dish is not
halal. He also argues that he has the same rights as “anybody Scottish here” including
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the Prime Minister, although he explains to me that he cannot vote, “but everything I
need like me and Teresa May same” (Interview 1 (2) 0:08:12)
In terms of building a new identity, he performs an expert identity by telling me he has
read extensively about the history of Edinburgh. He also tries to imagine life in the past
and connect himself to it:
I know Edinburgh is have like one thousand year ago. They came here somebody
and when you go to street watching the buildings and castle, I said “This
one:how many people die? How many defences this country how many people
go away living? What happened here?” Very important me. Yeah, I know
everything about history this I reading sometimes. Its good country. I have now
one information like Edinburgh have the one city in UK have big green trees and
everything is green here. The best one in UK. Its very good here (Kobe Interview
1 0:26:12 - 0:27:38)
He tells me what he has learnt about Edinburgh, such as it having more “big green
trees” than any other city in the UK. He goes on to explain how he touches “the stone”
and “I feeling is how somebody is touch here or rub. What happened?” (Interview 1
0:28:51). He seems to be forging a personal connection with his new country and
culture by re-imagining the past, almost as if he is absorbing the history and making it
his own.
He is keen that his first son, and his new “Scottish baby” (Interview 1 0:10:26) grow up
as Scottish, and an important element of this is being able to speak English with a
Scottish accent. He is happy that his pre-school son can recognise more English words
than Arabic, and disagrees with his wife about the importance of maintaining his
Arabic:
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I think its better to learn English because this new home and I think Ejaz11 grow
up here. No back to Syria, so no arabic. So I think is better one language The
langauge number one you must be English (Kobe Interview 2 05:32 – 05:50)
However, this desire for his son to speak with a Scottish accent is because if he “speaks
same accent” he will not be “different” – his son will not be recognisable as an
immigrant (Interview 2 0:11:59). This statement leads to the revelation that he
conceals his identity from people because, as Mehdi also says, girls feel uncomfortable
speaking to him if they find out where he is from. He instead tells them he is from
Spain, and if they are from Spain, he says he is from Italy, and this means they keep
talking to him. As with Mehdi, he says that when he tells them he is Syrian they know
he is a refugee and “maybe he12 know what happened in my country, Or he don't like
speak with refugee? I don’t know.” (Interview 2 0:12:48). When asked why he thinks
they do not want to talk to him he seems hesitant to identify racism, partly because it
is not overtly stated:
“I am (.) maybe (.) maybe is (.)um (.) I don't know actually Maybe I am refugee
maybe I am (.) Maybe don't like Arab don't like Arab somebody but he don't tell
me "I hate you" Sometime or .. because somebody have bad idea about Arab”
(Kobe Interview 2 0:13:17–0:13:47)
Kirkwood et al. (2015) reports that refugees are often reluctant to call out racism, both
because this made them seem ungrateful and because it was rarely explicit. Minimising
racism also minimises the challenge to agentic identity that racism represents. The
many pauses and cautious language above suggest there may be an element of these
factors in Kobe’s reasoning. He also suggests that greater knowledge of the UK, its

11

Not his real name
Kobe confesses elsewhere that he often confuses male and female pronouns in English. “He” is
assumed to refer to “she”.
12
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culture, history and language will allow his son, and to lesser extent himself, to gain an
expert identity to overcome these challenges to his identity.
It should be noted, however, that the tone in the narrative of discrimination above is of
amusement, and the aim seems more to impress me with his ability to fool others by
lying about his identity and impersonating other nationalities than to complain of
racism – to perform an agentic identity in the face of disempowering discourses,
although this may be a feature of minimising of racism, and perhaps reflects a desire
not to offend. In addition, this discrimination is not typical of the interactions with
locals that Kobe describes, which vary from the children he coaches basketball to the
members of his local lawn bowling club who are enthusiastically welcoming,
particularly to his son. He also speaks favourably of his teachers, his employment
advisor and his neighbours.
That Kobe feels the need to deny his Syrian cultural identity is reminder of the sociallymediated nature of agency (Ahearn, 2001), that agency cannot be removed from the
social context, including the power structure, in which it is performed (Safouane et al.,
2020). Miller (2010), in her study on immigrant business owners, found that
participants performed agency but only in the relatively narrow confines of identities
assigned to immigrants in the U.S.A., reflecting Butler’s (2006) view that agency (in
terms of identity) is only possible within certain strictures, and that though these can
be transgressed and subverted, the strictures themselves cannot be changed. Much of
Kobe’s language concerning assimilation, the freedom enjoyed in the UK compared to
Arab countries, the need to be grateful, the need to learn English, and the
condemnation of terrorism, echo anti-immigrant rhetoric. This may reflect an
awareness of his own vulnerability to these political and social forces and therefore an
effort to protect himself from them (Safouane et al., 2020), as indicated by his
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discusses his desire for his son to speak English with Scottish accent so he can hide his
Arab heritage:
“So I don't need that with my son when speaking Scottish accent he completed
he looking and .. He not boy is Arabic. Just boy. Is Scottish or Europe. Europe
baby” (Kobe Interview 0:14:14-0:14:34)
However, this does not mean that Kobe’s attempt to reposition his cultural identity
should be dismissed as passive compliance with racist discourses, nor should his feeling
of connection to Scotland because of his understanding of its history and his capacity
to reimagine that past be dismissed as wishful thinking. These are performances of
agentic identity afforded by performances of expert identity. Kobe presents his
opinions on Arabs, and Arab countries, as an insiders’ evaluation based on expert
knowledge, and justifies his new Scottish identity on evidence he presents – examples
of freedoms and opportunities he enjoys. He also presents his decision not to bring any
pictures to his second interview as an agentic choice – pictures for him represent the
past and he is focused on the future, and on change (Interview 2 01:34:23-01:34:44).
He is confident he will overcome the barriers to employment and language learning he
faces, and that he can become “Scottish”. It is perhaps noticeable that Kobe is,
compared to other participants, a relatively new arrival in the UK, and was brought in
directly from a camp in Lebanon on a UK Government relocation scheme. This meant
he received greater financial, ESOL and social support than those who made their own
way to the UK. This may have affected his optimism and positive views, and whether
he retains these in the future remains to be seen.

7.6

Conclusion: Cultural Identities

This chapter has demonstrated the various ways participants perform cultural
identities and the extent to which these afford expert identities, with both working
together to afford agentic identities. As with professional and academic identities, this
relationship is not hierarchical – participants perform cultural identities without expert
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identity, and these can afford agency themselves. In terms of the agentic identity
afforded by these identities, these can be fragile and inconsistent and like both agency
and identities in general, subject to the power relations of the context in which they
are performed, and the four participants discussed here all use expert identity in
different ways. This chapter analyses how Zaki has subverted the interview to perform
the role of cultural ambassador for Somalia, performing the role of cultural expert in
order to present an image of his country that is different from the war-torn conception
many people have, and through this he gains a sense of agency. Mehdi’s cultural expert
identity allows him to contest stereotypical views of Syrians and refugees, and uses his
knowledge of anti-immigrant, racist and exclusionary discourse to subvert, revoice and
resist discrimination and othering. Kobe uses his expert knowledge of Arabic culture to
evaluate and criticise it while forging a personal connection with his new home,
sometimes adopting exclusionary discourse to do so.
Much of the discussion above focuses on discriminatory discourses and the way
participants resist and subvert and, in Kobe’s case, reproduce such discourse. These
were addressed in terms of performing an expert local cultural identity rather than
focusing on the often racist and exclusionary behaviour itself, although initial coding
did label them as such. This is not to minimise the discriminatory nature of such
language, the hurt it causes and the many problems associated with it. It was originally,
and perhaps still should be, given its own section of this thesis in order to reflect and
emphasise its importance. As discussed earlier, attempts to categorise, differentiate
and group different aspects of identity, particularly cultural identity, is an inexact task
and an evolving process. One aspect of separating it from cultural identity was to
emphasise the difference between “home” and “host” cultural identity in a way that
was counterproductive. In the end, the difficult decision was made that including it
within expert cultural identities better reflected the way participants preferred to
present the racism they faced and how they attempted to resist it, as well as fitting the
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focus on the performance of agentic identity by participants, rather than their
victimisation, running through this work.
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Chapter 8: Findings and Discussion Part 3: Practical Hands-on
Identity
8.1

Introduction

The previous chapter focused on how participants perform expert identities, as
“knowers” of privileged information or expertise and how these may afford agentic
identities. This chapter focuses on another observed affordance of agentic identities that of a “doer” or someone with the ability to solve problems in a practical way with a
certain level of self-reliance and resourcefulness. Often, but not always, this was
performed through use of language related to the body, leading to the term “handson” being added to the label “practical identity”, suggesting a possible somatic link
between how participants experience their bodies and their practical identity, as can
be seen in the interviews of Eminem and Nazya as described below. Although not all
participants demonstrated this somatic link, I added “hands on” to the term “practical
identity” to distinguish this from the philosophical term “practical identity” (Korsgaard,
1996), a much wider term used to refer in general to identities that have a practical
usage – roles in which people see themselves, the principles of which provide reasons
for actions, and can be contrasted with more theoretical concepts. Philosophical
practical identities might be seen as “identities that have practical applications”, one of
which might be an “identity as a practical person” which is the sense used in this work.
The term “body identity” was avoided to differentiate hands-on practical identities
from Charmaz’s (1995) concept of “body identity” which refers to how the self relates
to the body when experiencing impairment and illness.
As with all the identities in this work, there is overlap between hands-on practical and
other identities and these are explored in more detail below. Though this work
separates expert identities and hands-on practical identities for explicatory coherence,
they overlap in that expert identity includes the idea of using professional knowledge
to solve problems. Secondly, there is an element of gendered identities, similar to
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those discussed by Butler (2014), in the way that Hani’s and Hozan’s performances of
hands-on practicality may be related to their identities as husbands and fathers in the
way they see themselves as protectors and providers, and Nazya’s performance as a
“strong woman” relates to traditional family roles such as mother and home-maker.
Finally, though hands-on practical identity is often a constituent part of agentic
identity, they are conceived here as separate codes. Agentic identity relates to the
performance of an identity as someone with the capacity to act, with a degree of
initiative and self-regulation and a sense of evaluation and responsibility for actions,
and this includes both action and inaction. Hands-on practical identity, however,
focuses more on specific steps taken to solve problems and expressions of self-reliance
and resourcefulness, often with links to language invoking the body.
As with other coding decisions in this work, however, these distinctions remain
subjective. Much like the choices regarding expert identity in the previous chapter, I
attempt to contextualise this subjectivity by describing how these codes emerged
from line-by-line analysis with reference to memos taken during the process, first
focusing on the participant in whose performance they were first noticed (Eminem),
and how this code was applied to other participants to show the different ways in
which they attempt to perform an agentic identity, with varying degrees of success. By
demonstrating this process of coding, this section shows how this process gave me “a
way into the data” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 153), allowing me to interpret what the
participants said in relation to emerging theory and solve possible conundrums in
terms of analysis.

8.2.1 Eminem and the emergence of hands-on practical identity
“Speaking about the body” and “practical identity” emerged as separate codes but
were later combined into “hands-on practical identity”. They were, however, not
entirely new ideas as my previous research into CGT meant that I was familiar with
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how Charmaz’s (1995) traced the emergence of “speaking about the body” in her
research, and this may have influenced
my analysis (Charmaz, 2014; Holstein &
Gubrium, 1995). It was first noticed
when coding Eminem’s references to
physical aspects of his body in the
second interview. He spoke, for

Figure 6: Sea view – positive energy

example, of the sea (figure 6) giving him “positive energy” (Interview 2 0:03:41) and
said that he liked doing Sudoku because it makes his brain work and because we
should “keep fit brain and body together” (Interview 2 0:09:48). He also said he did not
like using mobile phones because they prevented him from “keeping [his] head up”
(Interview 2: 05:18) and weakened his eyesight. Although “agentic identity” had not yet
emerged as a code (see chapter 5) a memo speculated that this use of language related
to the body might be related to his professional identity as a masseur and personal
trainer and “speaking about the body” was created and included when re-coding the
first interview, for example when he refers to a Farsi idiom regarding “blood groups” to
explain why he does not get on with his housemates in Edinburgh.
“For example, I am plus A you are Minus O when we are can't as make a
relationship with each other we say we are not in the same group like blood
group. You know? Our blood group are not match” (Eminem Interview 1
0:25:42 – 0:26:04)
Eminem’s practical identity was noticed in both first and second interviews, and as
discussed in Chapter 5 with reference to how he stressed his preference to do his own
laundry, facilitated the emergence of the concept of agentic identity. Another example
which aided this emergence was when he spoke of his confidence that he could get a
job without qualifications due to his practical ability to learn on the job:
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“Because in Iran everyone choose a job you don't need to ask for qualification.
You need but if you for example somebody knew you .. can say, “If you need a
any stuff I can work for you”. For example, after 2 weeks you learn be learned
the job and you do it its easy!” (Interview 1 0:12:16 – 0:12:42)
One challenge to agentic identity of newly arrives refugees is the lack of recognition of
non-UK qualifications (Kone, Ruiz, & Vargas-Silva, 2019; Obschonka, Hahn, & Bajwa,
2018). Eminem, however, seems confident that he can obtain employment because of
his physical capacity to learn new skills. He emphasises that these skills, and his
actions, are more important than qualifications, particularly in relation to being a
masseuse:
“But I'm looking for any course related to massage just even if anybody accept
as a test I think after two three works he accept for him or her because I do it
very good.. yeah Just I .. believe its my it is your body .. I know everywhere has a
special roles but no believe the best qualification and best advert is the acting is
the perform you know” (Eminem Interview 1 0:18:35 – 0:19:22)
Due to the reference to “it is your body”, this was also coded as “speaking about the
body”, and this established a tentative connection between “practical identity” and
“body identity”. However, this passage was also important in establishing the contrast
between the “action” element of hands-on practical identity and the more knowledgebased aspect of expert identity. This was further evidenced in his second interview
when he explicitly contrasts knowledge and usage:
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Always usage is important .. it’s like if you know something. For example I know
lots of mathematics, I'm not I'm professional in mathematics .. If I just keep in
my mind it’s not .. it doesn't have any advantage .. I should use it in the right
way (Eminem Interview 2 37:02 – 37:29)
He also performs this practical identity when

Figure 7: New shoes

discussing a picture of a pair of shoes he bought
when he first arrived in Edinburgh (figure 7). As often in
picture-elicitation, what is relevant is not so much the
pictures themselves as the narrative that they elicit and
the language used therein (Rose, 2016), and this can be
seen in this example. The narrative recounts how he
made the agentic choice to move from his governmentprovided dispersal centre housing in the north of England. Though he had friends in the
city in which he had been housed while his asylum application was processed, and
would have been prioritised for accommodation had he stayed there, he preferred to
make his own way to Edinburgh and live where he wanted. However, he was only able
to travel with one suitcase so could not bring all his possessions, and as a result he
arrived in Edinburgh, in the rain, without adequate shoes. He solved the problem
himself by going to a second-hand shop and buying a pair of “really expensive shoes”
but only paying £2 (Interview 2 0:14:12 – 0:15:00) which he “immediately” changed
into and left the shop. The narrative stresses his self-reliance, practicality and
resourcefulness in solving a problem and works to perform a practical identity which in
turn affords an agentic identity.
In terms of the linguistic analysis, this narrative contains several examples of Eminem
placing himself in the subject role of short, active predicate phrases, which is
associated with agentic language (Ahearn, 2010; Miller, 2014). This agentic language
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was reflected in other passages, such as his account of taking a photograph of
Edinburgh when on a bus (figure 8):
“And I decided when I come back I see a good view I saw a good view so I
decided to take a picture. And this sometimes my friend said, “Send us a picture.
How is Edinburgh?”. I send this picture” (Eminem Interview 2 0:27:16- 0:27:38)
This reliance on short, active
phrases may be related to his preintermediate level of English
language, rather than a
performance of agentic identity. I
generally careful in this research of

Figure 8: View from a bus

am

relying on direct connections between grammatical structures and performances of
agentic identity, partly because of the cross-linguistic and cross-cultural aspect of the
research and the way agency may have different grammatical features in different
languages (Ahearn, 2010). However, in Eminem’s narrative of taking a picture, and of
buying shoes, this use of agentic language is combined with his formulation of a
narrative in which he presents a problem (lack of shoes/his friend wants a picture) that
he immediately solves.
Another manifestation of this practical identity can be seen in preference to being
judged on practical “behaviour” rather by stereotypes or labels. He gives the example
of his mother, as well as refugees in general:
“in my attitudes what change the person value what eh makes better or worse
the relationship is our behaviour, not our label. For example, my mother is a
teacher and she is a good woman. It doesn't mean all teachers are good. Or my
mother is a teacher and she is very bad personality. It doesn't mean all teacher
are bad. Maybe there is lots of refugee, there are lots of refugee they are bad
personality, it doesn't mean all refugee are bad and if there lots of refugee are
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good, it doesn't mean all of them are good. (Eminem Interview 1 0:39:21 –
0:40:12)
He also rejects the advice of fellow refugee friends to tell people that he is a student
rather than a refugee:
When .. we have like discussion we have before between my friends, they were
refugee, for example, they say, they told me, “If somebody ask you, "Why you
are here?”, say “I'm a student”. “Don't tell them “I'm refugee””, but I don't like..
tell them I am a student because I say, “I'm refugee”. Is my attitude. Why I
became refugee? Because of my belief. So I don't afraid to say people I'm
refugee (Eminem Interview 1 0:37:31-0:38:12)
He uses the active phrase “I became a refugee” and links this his beliefs, which seems
to align with agentic concept of the “activist” refugee identity, rather than as a target
or victim, someone persecuted for their actions or beliefs rather than as member of a
group or of randomised violence. By stating that he is a refugee because of his “belief”,
he takes possession of this label and, in terms of narrative analysis, contrasts his active
choice to affirm his identity as a refugee with his friends who hide their refugee
identity.
His preference for practical usage over theoretical knowledge was also observed in his
valuing of language that can be of immediate use outside the classroom rather than
what he refers to “official” language (Interview 2 0:36:10). He chooses a picture from a
well-known television series to represent his desire to learn this “everyday English”,
including “metaphors and idioms” (Interview 2 0:34:20). He also gives an example of an
English lesson he particularly enjoyed, a pronunciation lesson which focused on the
physical articulation of sounds in the mouth, after which he posted an Instagram video
saying “all English class before this it was joking ..It means this is a real English class.”.
This preference for kinetic learning also served to connect his “body identity” to his
practical identity.
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8.2.2 Summary: Using practical hands-on identity as a way into the data.
The above analysis seeks to demonstrate how the code “hands-on practical identity”
emerged during the coding of Eminem’s interviews. It details his direct claims to value
behaviour over knowledge, a preference to being judged on behaviour rather than
professional or refugee status, narratives that stress practical ability and the use of
agentic language. It shows how these combined to establish the performance of
someone with a practical problem-solving agentic identity and how this often
combined with language talking about his body. These,

in

turn, afford an agentic identity as someone with control

over

their lives – whether that be someone who can get a job,

take

ownership of the label “refugee”, or do his own laundry.
However, as discussed in relation to expert identity, this
section also demonstrates how viewing agency as an
identity facilitates understand of analytical conundrums
posed by unexpected answers or behaviour. This

Figure 9:
Abandoned
bicycle

methodological point can be seen our discussion about
Eminem’s choice of images. Unlike the ones I had chosen to demonstrate my vision of
how to fulfil the task, many of the images he chose were of everyday things that caught
his interest, such as a beautiful sunset, and a secured bicycle that had had it wheels
stolen (figure 9) rather than symbolic images with “deeper” meanings. This challenged
my research expectations, and I was unsure of how to analyse them. However, when
reviewing the data through the concept of hands-on practical, I realised Eminem had
chosen pictures that allowed him to demonstrate his English ability in a practical way
and thus to demonstrate this hands-on practical identity. During the interview, I had
tried to draw out possible symbolic meanings and Eminem was, at times, dismissive.
For example, when talking about a picture of coffee taken at place where he learnt
English, I asked why he took a photograph at the school, he replied “because there is a
lot of coffee at [ESOL provider]. I can take the picture another place” (Interview 2
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0:30:45). Although he says the coffee reminds him of his uncle (who drinks a lot of
coffee), the main reason he took the photo was because he “likes coffee” and the
coffee jar has “has a very attractive colour and very nice shape” (Interview 2 0:28:53).
When I asked if he had any other pictures that might represented his language
learning, he took this as a challenge to the legitimacy of his images and responded by
saying:
Eminem: I think everything .. Everything, everything is .. it could be related to
English because I'm talking in English about these pictures. If I want describe
this pictures I should know “the sunset”, I should know “the sea”. The painting,
drawing. So I'm all .. everything I'm talking about that is related to English
Iain: /Very interesting yeah/ (Laugh)
Eminem: So for example I talk about this and I said watching movie helped me
to learn English but it was just funny but I should I have to eh explain for you a
person stole the wheels and its English itself. So I'm learning English (Eminem
Interview 2 0:52:32-0:53:08)
Eminem chose images of everyday things because he wanted to show, rather than talk
about, his ability to use everyday English. By doing so he was putting these visual
objects to work to perform his identity (Rose, 2016) as an effective learner of English in
everyday situations. This not only challenged my control of the research process (thus
demonstrating agency) but also demonstrating his prioritisation of practical actions
over knowledge-based qualifications, of doing over talking. This insight, much in the
same way the viewing Zaki’s choice of pre-war pictures of Somalia was away of
performing an agentic identity as a cultural ambassador, was made possible by
focusing on the performative aspect of these images.

8.3

Hani – building a new life

Further examples of hands-on practical identity and how this affords an agentic
identity can be seen in Hani’s performance of professional identity as a construction
manager and when discussing learning English. In his professional identity, he
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expresses pride both in using his hands and his practical problem-solving skills, and
these afford an agentic identity in that they give him the confidence that he will
overcome what he sees as temporary barriers to employment. In terms of learning
English, similar confidence is expressed in terms of self-directed learning, practical
objectives and a preference for functional language. These are detailed below, before
this section turns, as with the above discussion of Eminem above, to a methodological
focus on how using the lens of agency as an identity can suggest analytical insights with
a discussion of how Hani performs a gendered identity as a husband and father. While
Eminem’s example of this insight comes from him challenging my preconceptions,
Hani’s case shows evidence of co-construction, as I suggest thematic links based on
what he says which he enthusiastically endorses. As such, it exemplifies what Harper
(2002) sees as a primary advantage of using pictures in an interview situation: two
people discussing the subjective meaning of an image and gaining new insights as they
do so.

8.3.1 Construction Work and English Learning
Hani’s hands-on practical identity was first noticed when he talked about why he
enjoyed studying electrical engineering while showing a picture of his university:
“I like these jobs and electric electricity. I like it touch anything. I like makes
many mistakes when I fix somethings but I like to try fix somethings yeah (Hani
Interview 2 0:04:23.5–0:04:47.2)
This link between touching and fixing things suggests a connection between the
“hands-on” and the “practical” aspect of this identity. He goes on to show a picture of
buildings under construction, which represents his work in Syria and subsequently in
Jordan. When asked if he sees himself as an academic person (as represented by the
picture of the university) or someone who uses his hands, or both, he replies he is
more “with my hand” (Interview 2 0:07:52). His family owned a construction business
at which he worked, initially part-time, from the age of 14, and he wants to carry on
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this work in the UK. When asked about this later in the interview, he seems to perform
(in conjunction with me) an identity as someone who can physically create something
from nothing:
Hani: yeah I'm keen on construction because everyday you work something new.
Everyday different job and you come to site: No building. After two or three
months: big building/
Iain: /there is something there/
Hani: /yeah/
Iain:/you create something/
Hani: /create something yeah
Iain: You can look back and you can look and "this is what I made"
Hani: Yeah! After 2 or three months I look this building "I helped to make this
building” (Hani Interview 2 0:10:21-0:10:59)
Construction work is not only physical, and there is also an element of expert “knowing”
identity in Hani’s professional identity – he compares different building styles between
Syria and the UK, and this difference is the first thing he noticed (apart from the rain)
when he arrived in Scotland. He also wants to go back to university and finish his
electrical engineering degree. When in Jordan, he worked as a site manager and he is
frustrated that any construction work he is likely to get in the UK will not be managerial,
as he lacks the appropriate UK qualifications. However, like Eminem, he is confident he
can overcome this because of his practical skills and experience allow him to learn
quickly:
Iain You were in charge you were the leader of the team And so you are now like
here You are like boss and now you go down again/
Hani: Labourer, yeah
Iain: How does that feel?
Hani: Bad feeling, because I was advisor and then go labourer. But no problem
here because I want experience here, because different job, different way to
make the building and .. no problem ..
Iain: You can build again and you can/
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Hani: /And in the future go out and ... (Hani Interview 2: 0:17:20 – 0:18:01)
He frames this barrier, which forces him to work as a “labourer”, as a positive chance to
learn new techniques and skills which can help him to “go out”, or progress, in the
future, his hands-on practical and professional expert identity combining to afford an
agentic identity in a context in which his agency is limited.
Hani also seems to perform this identity in relation to learning English, which often
describes in terms of utility. He says his “first goal” is achieve an IELTS score of 6.5 so
he can go onto college to improve his professional qualifications. He also credits
learning English with allowing him to get a CSCS card (Construction Skills Certification
Scheme) as a construction worker, which allows him to exercise his professional
identity. He also links learning English with agency:
“the English the first must be the first purpose because in this country the key for
this country. If learned English can find job, can find study, can find anything.”
(Hani Interview 2 0:46:28 - 0:46:51)
When discussing what he enjoys in class there is a clear focus on the practical:
“Hani: I like one speaker together any object ..help us when I learn anything how
can use it in English, how can I speak with my wife with my neighbours with my
friends.
Iain: so something you can use ... that's helpful
Hani: Yeah, how can I use English” (Hani Interview 1 06:45-07:34)
He feels his initial community-based language classes were not useful as they were too
easy and he stresses how he used his initiative to persuade his teacher to move him to
a higher class by demanding and doing extra homework, suggesting this hands-on
practical identity is what allows him to progress:
“I all the time said to my teacher, “Please give me more homework, more
homework. Different things. Higher things, no problem”. And she was give me
all the time homework. When I do it at home I see it and she said, “You make a
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progress” and then she said, “You must go to college”” (Hani Interview 2
0:38:30-0:39:15)
In terms of learning activities, he prefers writing and reading to listening and speaking,
perhaps because they are more physical, and enjoys grammar exercises and vocabulary
“fill the word” exercises. I suggested this may be because he likes problem solving and
he agrees with a degree of enthusiasm:
Iain: So again, this is like problem solving (Hani: yes, yeah) Because you said
earlier you like construction because you are solving (Hani: Yeah, yeah)
problems (Hani: Solve problems, yeah). So I wonder if it’s the same idea (Hani:
yeah) (Hani Interview 2 0:39:45 Hani’s responses in brackets)
However, this conclusion is tentative, both because it was me who suggested it, and
because of the danger of drawing simplistic connections between identities performed
in these interviews and class-room practice. Many students say they enjoy problem
solving activities in class, and many prefer writing and reading, but this does not mean
they all are performing a hands-on practical identity or that they are using this to
construct an agentic identity.

8.3.2 Building a new life for his family
For Hani, this hands-on practical identity combines strongly with his family and
gendered identities as a father. Part of this may be the well-established link between
manual work and masculine identity (Gelber, 1997; Willis, 2017), but it is the family role
of protector and provider that seems to have particular importance in this identity
affording an agentic identity.
Hani mentions his family often. He includes them in his introduction (“I am from Syria. I
am married. I have a daughter her old one year and eight months” (Interview 1 0:04:090:04:21), they are represented in several of Hani’s pictures, and it was because of his
family that he came to the UK. Becoming a father was a major change for him as, he says,
“I have responsible for wife then for children. Yeah different. Before I don't mind if I work
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or not, no problem. I don't have any responsibilities” (Interview 2 0:20:28–0:20:45). The
responsibility he feels was a challenge for him when he first arrived. He describes arriving
on a cold, rainy night in Glasgow and:
“I was afraid from .. plane um .. we arrived here in August 2016 My daughter
was 28 days, yeah, very small and first children, first child. Was difficult for us –
yeah”. (Hani Interview 2 0:26:47 – 0:27:19)
He mentions his struggle to look after his wife and daughter several times:
“But when I came here my daughter one month: a new father. “Was very difficult
to deal with the new baby and the new country. Yeah it was very difficult” (Hani
Interview 2 0:31:27-0:31:40)
“Was I'm was .. must take care my daughter, my wife. I must study English search
job. Everything was difficult.” (Hani Interview 2 0:31:50- 0:32:03)
He now, however, feels he has overcome
these obstacles and he uses a picture of
daughter’s first birthday party to
represent this (figure 10). It shows a
dining table in his new home festooned
in balloons and covered in cakes, and
though he says birthday parties are not

Figure 10: Birthday
Party

common in Syria, he felt “very happy because the first daughter the first birth in the new
country” and he had strong feelings because he was a father and, “I make party for my
daughter. The first daughter. Yeah. Good feeling.” (Interview 2 0:49:26 – 0:49:37)
suggesting this was a validation of an agentic identity – the ability to “make a party” for
his daughter. For him the birthday party, nearly a year after he arrives, is emblematic of
the new life and home he has built for himself and his family.
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I then suggested a link between building a new life to his hands-on and professional
identity by likening Hani’s building new life to building a house, and Hani seems to react
enthusiastically and positively to this suggestion.
Iain: And then after one year when you had the party for your daughter here,
did you feel you have achieved something? Like you have passed a test?
Hani: I think yes because I have .. I have daughter now one year and I didn't feel
very very difficult about that. But I think that’s that good progress for me
Iain: Like when you build a building?
Hani: Yeah! the same (both laugh) the same yeah
Iain: yeah you have made a building ..the first floor is finished maybe
Hani: yeah! (both laugh) the first floor (laugh) (Hani Interview 2 1:01:02 –
1:01:45)
His emphatic “yeah” repetitions of “the same” and echoing of “the first floor” all seem to
suggest he strongly agrees with my connection between the father identity concerned
with his daughter’s first birthday party, the hands-on practical identity of his professional
identity, and the construction of an agentic identity as someone who has overcome the
many challenges he faced when arriving in Scotland.
We returned to this metaphor in the third interview, and Hani again endorsed my
suggestion – although again in terms of agreeing rather than mentioning it himself.
Though a powerful image, there remains the possibility that it exists more in my mind
than his. What seems clear, however, is that Hani does perform a practical identity, is
proud of his manual labour skills, and that his role of a father, particularly as a
protector and provider, is important to him and affords a performance of agentic
identity. His experience in the UK is framed around these agentic struggles to learn
English, get a job and look after his wife and daughter, and his performance is of
someone who has made progress in these three areas, progress that he associates with
his hands-on practical skills.
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8.4

Nazya – a strong woman

There is also an element of gendered identity in Nazya’s performance of hands-on
practical identity, though this relies more on resourcefulness and resilience rather than
the kind of problem-solving skills seen with Eminem and Hani. Unlike them, she
discusses in depth what she has lost, and this provides the context for her to stress
what she has achieved. She is keen to be seen as survivor rather than as a victim, and
she
is

Figure 11: Nazya’s flat – before and after.

explicit in her desire not to be pitied, objecting to the kind of “de-selving” of female
refugees in public discourse detailed by Hajdukowski-Ahmed (2009), which strips
female refugees of agency by essentialising them as victims, and ignores the way their
active roles in holding families together affords agency.
This loss is evident from many of the pictures she chooses, such as of her flat in
Damascus (before and after it was bombed) (figure 11) and pictures of Syria - coffee
shops, markets and the countryside - which she uses to talk movingly about her lost life
which she “misses every time” (Interview 2 0:4:40) and in which she left “all her
memory”. However, there is a strong sense of agency in these descriptions. She
stresses how she decorated and chose furniture for her flat, which is symbolised by
picture of the key, “a key without door” (Interview 2 0:5:52).
“When the when the war start was very difficult and I was pregnant with my

older daughter. We live my new house, was very new. Just we stay there. We
bought this house and we stay just 40 days and .. we leave this house to North
Syria because there was there was fighting and eh my Key was with me. But
after my older daughter born after 40 day my house down. Was very sad for me.
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And my key was.. No door, no home but there is key with me (small laugh). One
day maybe I show the key for my daughter” (Nazya Interview 2 0:02:30 –
0:03:21)
Although seeing this key makes her feel sad at her loss, it also makes her feel “like my
house with me”, and she “keeps my home on my back” (Interview 2 05:08) – by keeping
the key (and passing it on to her daughters) she keeps a sense of agency, an ability to
keep an idea, and her identity as a homeowner, and the possibility of return, alive.
House keys are a common symbol of the right of return among Palestinian refugees
(Allan, 2013) and it seems to fulfil a similar function for Nazya.
She also discusses other pictures representing the life she has lost in Syria in terms that
stress agency and practicality. A coffee shop represents the independence she felt as a
university student, living away from home with her own money, enjoying visiting cafés
with friends, listening to music, smoking argileh and drinking cocktails (Interview 2
0:29:33 – 0:31:07). Another picture is of Al Hamideyah Souk and she says her sister
would always ask her to accompany her there as Nazya could navigate it without
getting lost, again suggesting a level of practicality. The connection with language
related to the body can be seen in her description of a picture of the countryside near
her husband’s hometown, where she talks about the freedom she felt when she met
her husband to drink tea, enjoy the breeze on her face and walk “without shoes”,
feeling the stress leave her body as she did so. (Interview 2 0:34:47-0:35:42, 0:38:230:38:43).
While these pictures tell of what Nazya has lost, they also stress what she had, and this
gives her strength. In her first interview she had complained about the stereotypical,
pitying views of refugees as poor victims saying:
“some people say “Oh these refugee”, but I have nice home in my country the
area was very nice and big big house and my family they have many thing and
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here I'm just the people here, just they see "Is refugee”” (Interview 1 0:43:10 –
0:43:34)
“No! I live in my country I have a new home a big home and nice home and good
job and I yeah and I study in university and I can contact with .. I was strong”
(Interview 1 0:34:30-0:34:48)
Though clearly a victim of war, Nazya stresses not only what she had in the past (a nice,
new, big home) but what she did and her strength, a practical resilience that has
allowed her to overcome challenges.
Much of this resilience comes from her identity as a
woman, wife and mother. She often stresses the
happiness her children bring her, and her pride in
parenting them in difficult circumstances. Her
second picture is an ultrasound of her first daughter
(figure 12), whose conception she sees as a

Figure 12: Ultrasound Scan

significant achievement after several miscarriages.
Both her daughters were born at times of forced separation from her husband and/or
family, and though she feels sad every time she remembers “my husband was not with
me when my daughter born” (Interview 2 0:14:47) there is also a sense of
independence and strength. She discusses the strength her daughters give her when
she talks about a picture of their school:
“I see yeah I'm sad about what happened for my house but sometimes I say,
“No. But my child is with me and they are safe in Scotland”. And if I saw in that
news and I know what's about the Syrian child what's everyday some is hungry
some child is die and parent can't do anything. I say, “Maybe my story not sad.
Not too sad like them, cos they they die but I'm I live, my daughter live.” (Nazya
Interview 2 0:18:00–0:19:01)
She contrasts herself with a parent who “can’t do anything” and goes on to talk about
how her daughter has done well at school because she works hard:
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“When my daughter in school she was best hard worker. I feel happy. She is
Kurdish. Yes, she live here and now she is best in her class. Many times has got
star, and she is best hard worker. She is best reading eh I feel I'm happy because
my daughter is good in her school.” (Nazya Interview 2 0:19:40- 0:21:51)
This concept of succeeding through hard work seems to connect her survivor identity
with a practical identity, but this is directly challenged when doctors diagnose her with
depression when she suffers “pains in her body”, a diagnosis she rejects forcefully. She
feels it is based on preconceptions about her being a refugee and a victim, and fails to
appreciate her strength and survivor identity:
Why? I don't have depression. I'm happy. Yes, my family [from] north Syria but
now .. now is safe. I'm happy with my husband -he’s a great husband and my
daughter is lovely. I'm happy with my family and I don't like tell myself “Ah I
have depression and I sit”. NO! I try to .. I'm strong woman. After I lose my
home and I stay in Istanbul and before Egypt I try to make everything [by]
myself … Every day I cook for my family and I clean my home and I go to college
to learn English, I take my daughter to some active13. I try I like to be a positive
woman.” (Nazya Interview 1 0:50:56 – 0:52:03)
She associates the diagnosis of depression with weakness and lack of agency and she
rejects this by not only talking about her present familial happiness, but also what she
has done. She refers to the years she spent alone in Egypt and Istanbul (where she
gave birth to her second daughter) while her husband sought asylum in UK. There are
strong, practical and gendered identities in her description of cooking, cleaning her
home and taking her daughter to activities. These reflect Butler’s (2006) concept of
performativity – the repetition of acts that are associated with being a woman, but
may be an attempt to resist or even subvert these to the extent that she is challenging
the above mentioned stereotype of female refugees as victims lacking agency
(Hajdukowski-Ahmed, 2009). She frames these, using active phrases, as practical,

13

“active” is assumed here to mean “after-school activities”
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agency affirming acts to assert her identity as a “positive woman”. She goes on to
contrast herself with another refugee who does not share this attitude:
I don't like any people- negative people. When I arrived here one day I met one
girl from Syria [who] was very negative and after this day I didn't meet her.
Because I don't like the negative people .. I don't like to contact with them .. I
like to be positive woman, live here and .. but sometime .. if you feel if there is
pain or sore in your body is difficult (Nazya Interview 1 0:50:56 – 0:52:50)
Nazya performs an agentic identity by choosing to reject “negative people” even
though she is suffering physically. The “pain” she feels in her body (which was later
diagnosed as vitamin deficiency, which she feels validates her opposition to the
diagnosis of depression) makes this performance of strength more difficult, but this
element of struggle, of overcoming physical issues and the preconceptions of her
doctors, also serves to emphasise the agentic nature of her positivity.
As mentioned above, Nazya’s complaints, and performance of an agentic identity
supports Hajdukowski-Ahmed’s argument concerning the “de-selving” of refugee
women the role of family identities in contesting this. Hajdukowski argues that this
“de-selving” involves the erosion of women refugees’ agency, partly through
oppression to which all refugees are subjected but which affect women differently due
to the context of patriarchal power-relationships in which oppression takes place. For
example, women’s perceived vulnerability to sexual violence leads to restrictions on
their freedom of movement. In relation to Nazya’s image of a key and her
determination to keep the idea of her home alive, this may be related to the greater
agency women traditionally have in the domestic sphere (as opposed to, for example,
the professional), meaning the destruction of Nazya’s house in which she had built a
home may have particular gendered resonance in terms of agency. HajdukowskiAhmed goes on the argue that this erosion of agency is compounded when women
refugees are essentialised as helpless victims, defined by their powerlessness and
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treated as “blank pages, as if they had no education, no occupation or no life before”
(2009, p. 39). She argues this runs counter to research with refugee women, in which,
she claims the strength of women “was evident to all those who worked closely with
them” (2009, p. 6), a strength and agency gained, like Nazya’s by “keeping my home on
her back”, maintaining the family structure, looking after children and creating a
homelife in a new community, as well her own professional knowledge and
experiences. In her third interview, Nazya reacted very positively to this analysis of the
data, particularly her preference for being seen as a survivor rather than a victim.

8.5

Ferah – agentic learner

In terms of language learning, Ferah also performs an agentic identity related to
practical problem solving, though with little use of language about the body. When
discussing overcoming the initial challenges of moving country, she credits her own
ability to improve her English to become “used to” living in Edinburgh (Interview 1
0:03:20 – 0:03:59). When unhappy with her English teacher for being insufficiently
explicit, she reacts agentically and threatens to leave the class:
“he gave us paper and just read and we didn't understand what does
the words mean. Explain it for us! We don't know and we didn't know
what he needs. Then I told him that I will not stay here. Just transfer
me to the college” (Ferah, Ted and Ferah Interview 1 09:20 – 09:51)
She reacts to a lack of agency (the inability to complete tasks) by demanding practical
steps which solve the problem. She later describes how she is happier with another
teacher because he listened to her and gave her practical advice, again stressing the
practical steps that allowed her to overcome a lack of agency.
“sometimes we ask our tutor that tell us let we speak about a subject
that we need For example when we go eh to the GP and we had a
problem just tell us some vocabulary. Last semester I told my tutor
that I have to go the doctor just give me some vocabulary to help me.
She help me yeah”
(Ferah, Ted and Ferah Interview 1 0:17:47-18:27)
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This seems to support Baynham’s (2006a) claims that letting the “outside in”, or
allowing refugee learners to dictate the content of lessons to focus on their needs,
validates agentic identities and allows students to take up active roles in the class,
which is clearly appreciated by Ferah.

8.6

Ahmed - struggling self-reliant entrepreneur

Ahmed also performs hands-on practical identities, although like Nazya and Ferah, his
rely more on the self-reliance and problem-solving aspect and he rarely uses language
related to the body. However, although he credits his success in learning English to
both this practical ability and the expert academic identity discussed in chapter 6, there
is a fragility to his performance of agentic identity. He admits to a feeling of being
“lost” as institutional barriers prevent the validation of agentic identity in terms of
language learning and his career aim to “do something” that allows his to be his own
boss.
He performs this practical identity when describing some of the challenges he has
faced since leaving Syria, emphasising how he has actively struggled, and usually
succeeded, in overcoming them through this self-reliance. This includes the journey
from Syria to the UK, and what he calls “the small stuff” such as:
“living on my own nobody cook for me: I cook for myself. I clean my house, I
wash everything, I look after myself. I need to work I need to look after myself”
(Ahmed Interview 1 lines 265-267)
He also emphasises his need to “be productive” and the need to “live my live .. rather
than waiting to finish University and then start living my life” (Interview 1, line 74)
suggesting a conflict between his practical and academic identities. In terms of his
career, he expresses a need for physical actions and self-reliance, repeating that he has
to “do something” to become entrepreneur or get a job that allows independence of
action.
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“In the future I see myself as an entrepreneur - it doesn't matter in what field.
But I mean deep inside me there is this little leadership sense I can't give up on.
So, I can't see myself as like normal job or normal life. I feel I have to do
something different .. something I have to do something .. my own thing .. not
because someone told me to do it”. (Ahmed Interview 1 lines 312-316)
He also seems to tie his practical identity to his ability to learn English outside class
through his own efforts as he actively seeks out opportunities to learn English:
“I was making loads of efforts towards learning English like a ...everything
movies, songs, English videos, English apps. When I always pay attention to
people when they speak in English especially in the buses where I was travelling
on the buses. So anything I hear I don't understand I try to figure out what was
that word trying to look it up on the internet. So I was trying to live the
language and I think that's the correct way to learn it” (Ahmed Interview 1 lines
153-159)
However, although this practical identity has facilitated his ability to learn English, he
still faces frustration in that he still finds himself unable to “be productive” and “start
living his life” despite the English progress he has made. For example, he describes
trying to get a private-hire license, a job in which he feels he can be his “own boss” but
is unable to apply for because he needed to produce a criminal record check from the
Syrian authorities. This is clearly impossible, as he is considered a criminal in Syria for
avoiding national military service, and even if he were not, a condition of refugee
status in the UK is that he has no contact with Syrian authorities.
Ahmed: I had some interviews with some people with the council or over the
phone or .. I had to communicate with people and stuff so I wish that time that I
got better English to make them feel just to show them how stupid they are. I
mean in terms of setting laws and legislations; do you know I mean? But in a
polite way because obviously you can't be rude with people, do you know what I
mean?
Iain: So you want to express your frustration but in a way that was../
Ahmed: /Yeah to make them really …. l mean, do you know what I mean, hold a
mirror in front of them and see it. (Ahmed Interview 1 lines 193-201)
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His performance of hands-on practical identity can be seen as he explains the practical
steps he took to solve the problem, such as attending interviews, and his frustration at
not being able to express himself as he would in Arabic. He seems to express
confidence that were he able to do so he would be able to achieve dominance, to “hold
a mirror in front of them”, expose “how stupid they are” and even affect the setting of
laws and legislation. This seems to meet Duranti’s definition of agency as “action
potential mediated by social, interactional, cultural, institutional and other contextual
factors” (p171). The reluctance to be “rude”, and his concern with affecting what
people think of him, in turn suggests van Lier’s (2008) criteria of an “awareness of
responsibility”. The linguistic and institutional barriers challenge his agentic identity,
but also allow him to emphasise the potential aspect of his agency and maintain a
performance of agentic identity.
Unfortunately, these barriers are not easily overcome, and Ahmed also describes
feelings of being an outsider as
struggles to find work and make
friends. This is represented in his first
choice of picture, a group of five ducks,

four

black and one yellow, with the yellow

one

trying to interact with the others but
being ignored. He identifies with the

Figure 13: they make me feel different

yellow duck and says he feels that on the “inside I don't feel I'm different … from here
but they make me feel different” (Interview 2 lines 11). However hard he tries to fit in,
or however well his practical identity allows him to improve his English, his race,
religion and accent mark him out and he is not fully accepted. He explains that to tell
someone you are Syrian is to tell them you are a refugee, and he prefers not to tell
people he is a refugee because “the majority of people subconsciously prejudge you”
(Interview 1 line 276-277) and “very rarely in a good way” (line 280). He tries to
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overcome this by using his practical language learning abilities, mentioned earlier, to
obtain “a British accent” so he can be invisible, so people do not ask him where he is
from, as he does not want to be judged or pitied.
“I don't want people ask me where am I from. I don't want to be judged, so I
was really making efforts on acquiring a British accent. And it worked [1.2]
relatively [.6] a bit. But sometimes it doesn't work. They know that I am not [.8]
not British. Just trying to avoid that question” (Ahmed Interview 2 line 21-22)
The pauses in this extract, as he backs away from the agentic claim that “it worked”
suggest a fragility in this performance of agentic identity. Jenkins (2006) argues that
the aim of native-like pronunciation is unattainable for most ESOL learners, and the
inclusion of this unrealistic goal in ESOL can serve to demotivate learners unable to
achieve it. Despite this, by his third interview, Ahmed feels he can produce native-like
pronunciation at times, but now finds this has its own challenge: using native-like
pronunciation with native speakers leads them to assume he has a similar depth of
native-like socio-cultural knowledge, leading to awkwardness if he subsequently has to
admit he lacks this knowledge. Even with native-like pronunciation he cannot hide his
identities as a Syrian refugee and is still subject to prejudice and assumptions and
despite his success. He claims that it is not possible to overcome prejudices as the
problem exists, he says, “90%” with other people. He also says it is not about being
discriminated against but being left out and treated differently that upsets him. He
suggests that he does not care about more blatant negative treatment, but the pity
and the well-meant difference in treatment can be more hurtful because he feels guilty
for resenting it.
An example of this well-meaning, but hurtful, treatment occurs in a conversation with
a co-worker at his job as delivery driver, another job he valued as it allowed him a
degree of independence. When his European co-worker found out he was from Syria,
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she asked if he was a refugee and was “really friendly and positive” and “saying nice
stuff”. She then tried to be friendly by saying, “Welcome to Europe”, but this had the
opposite effect and “really hurt” him (Interview 1 lines 279-291). By saying this, as if he
was a guest “in her house”, she made him feel he was different. Whereas previously
they had been co-workers, both non-native English-speaking migrants living and
working in Edinburgh, suddenly she drew a line between them, positioning herself as
an insider welcoming him, the outsider, into her domain. This reflects Derrida’s (2000)
concept of hostipality or the paradox that hostility exists within hospitality: to welcome
someone over a threshold is simultaneously to stress the existence of this threshold. As
Derrida (2000, p. 14) writes “for there to be hospitality, there must be a door …but as
soon as there are a door and windows, it means that someone has the key to them and
consequently controls the conditions of hospitality”. This implies ownership of the
rights to a particular place and, as Brun (2010, p. 371) comments in relation to
refugees, this “involves power and inequality in the relation between the host and the
guest”. McFadyen (2016) discusses this in detail in relation to the UK asylum system
and the political and social discourse surrounding it and argues that it partly explains
why refugees can be both constructed through such discourses as simultaneously
“deserving victims” and suspicious outsiders, and can also be linked to the narrative of
the “grateful” refugee or immigrant (Kirkwood, Goodman, et al., 2015; Nayeri, 2019).
This again demonstrated the problematic nature of essentialising refugees only as
victims, which despite its often-good intentions, and the need to recognise the many
problems they may have faced, can serve to diminish refugees’ agentic identities.
There is an element of agentic identity in the way Ahmed re-authors his co-worker’s
words, interpreting them and assigning them “real” meaning beyond what the coworker intended. There is also an aspect of local cultural identity (see Chapter 7) in this
extract, and there are similarities with Mehdi reaction to othering by his non-native
speaking English teacher. There is also an echo of Kobe’s desire to speak with a local
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accent in order to perform a local identity based on an enthusiasm for Scotland and the
UK. However, unlike Kobe, Ahmed is motivated not by a desire to seem Scottish but to
avoid being seen as different, and he discusses this in relation to his desire to take
practical steps to build a career.
The frustration of his agentic identity is also reflected in Ahmed’s choice of a picture of
a series of signs pointing in different directions, which for him represents the idea of
being lost, or having little control of his life. Whereas he previously had an expectation
that his life would follow a certain path – university, a job as an engineer, travel and
work in different countries – he now constantly questions himself and what he is doing.
“I'm less in control. That doesn't mean I'm not happy, but I'm just lost control.
Before it was simple, clear, obvious what was I was … yeah … the steps really
obvious but ..then this one created a big gap in my life of … feeling of being
baffled or confused” (Ahmed Interview 2 lines 79-82)
This feeling of being lost, or “baffled” as he puts it, threatens his self-reliance and this
frustrates his practical identity. It is possible that Ahmed’s reliance on his practical
identity, and its strong connection to his career plans and English learning, make him
particularly affected by this. While other participants retain a sense of optimism that
should they improve their English, their hands-on practical identities will allow them
agency, Ahmed has achieved a high level of English yet is still unable to overcome
social and institutional barriers, and this may have led to disillusionment and this
feeling of being lost. It is reminder that learning English is not the panacea to issues
faced by refugees and migrants it is sometimes presented as (Cooke & Simpson, 2009;
Khan, 2019), and that a hands-on practical identity, while it can play a positive role
when it leads to success, can be problematic when frustrated.
Although Ahmed has been successful in overcoming many challenges and in learning
English and performs hand-on practical identities when describing these, the two
pictures he chose for these interviews reflect frustration – a feeling of being othered
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and of being lost. It is also noticeable that although he says that “90%” of the problem
exists in the minds of others, he seems to focus on his own deficiencies – his inability to
speak English well enough to “hold a mirror”, or his lack of “British” accent rather than
blaming others or presenting himself as a victim. Despite his experience, he retains, to
an extent, the sense that these challenges can be overcome through his
resourcefulness and practical ability, that his practical identity can afford an agentic
identity. Despite feeling lost, he performs the role of survivor rather than victim.

8.7.1 Hozan – Agency without practicality
Like Hani and Nazya, Hozan performs a parental identity and there seems a clear link
between this and his struggles to perform agentic identities. However, while there is
evidence that his hands-on practical identity, related to this parent identity, affords an
agentic identity in terms independent learning outside the classroom, in other contexts
the connection seems less clear, and his references to the body seem to express
frustrated action rather problem solving. However, the distinction between a
performance of hands-on practical identity and agentic identity seems less clear. As
mentioned above, hands-on practical identity focuses more on specific steps taken to
solve problems and expressions of self-reliance and resourcefulness, often with links to
language invoking the body, whereas agentic identity is a performance of someone
with the capacity to act, with a degree of initiative and self-regulation and a sense of
evaluation and responsibility for actions, and this includes both action and inaction.
While these overlap for all participants and could be difficult to distinguish, this is
particularly true of Hozan. He therefore seems to present a contrast to other
participants in that this direct relationship between parental identity and agentic
identity is performed with less recourse to hands-on practical identity. This echoes the
way Hozan’s professional identity afforded an agentic identity with less recourse to
expert identities, as discussed in Chapter 6. The possible reasons for this are discussed
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below, but they reinforce the non-hierarchical nature of these identities, their
flexibility and challenges involved in coding them.

8.7.2 Hozan - Agentic Father
Along with his professional identity as a writer (Chapter 6), Hozan consistently stresses
his identity as a father14, including his self-introduction.
“About myself I'm from Syria at first and second I'm Kurdish from Syria and eh
I'm father I have 2 daughters and they are my priority in my life and I try to do
everything for them to keep them safe and to live comfortable .. and uh I live
here with my wife and my daughter” (Hozan Interview 1 0:20.7 – 0:52.5)
The claim that he tries “to do everything for them” seems to link this an agentic
identity. He also links his family to his responsibilities, a feature of agency discussed by
van Lier (2008), when discussing a picture representing his future in that “sees his
future through [his] daughters’ future” and says:
“It’s like to be responsible about my future and who are who with me my
daughters and my wife, and now I always think about my daughters and my
wife because they are my responsibility here” (Hozan Interview 2 0:30:14–
0:30:33)
His performance of father identity can be seen in his choice of three images of child
refugees, which he introduces by linking them directly to this identity:
“After I become a father I can feel I can see the world, I see the world through
my daughter's eyes and I always I think about their fathers and mothers and
what they will think about their kids” (Hozan Interview 2 0:09:18–0:09:44)
For Hozan these pictures also represent a general refugee experience. In relation to a
picture of child with his mouth open in what seems to be a scream, he says:

14

This may be affected by friendship between myself and Hozan; our children are of a similar age, play
together and talking about them is an important aspect of our relationship.
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“I can see through him all more than few millions Syrian kids who they lost their
schools, parents, homes and now they live in other countries .. I’m sure its crime
for against the childhood.” (Hozan Interview 2 0:11:56–0:12:47)
There is also a connection to agentic identity, as he directly links these pictures to his
own ability to protect his children:
“I always when I see the kids who lost their father and mother and who lost they
house they school I always think about my daughters and I think about them if
they lost me or her mother what can they what will they will do and how will be
their situation would be very difficult.” (Hozan Interview 2 0:15:33 – 0:16:10)
The link to hands-on practical identity can be seen in his expressions of physical
frustration in relation to these pictures - both at the inability of the child to carry out
physical actions and at the inability of adults to help them. In one, a small boy carries a
heavy load but “if you see his face he just challenge and crying and he would like to be
strong but it’s too heavy for him” (Interview 2 0:11:05-0:11:20). In the abovementioned picture of the child with his mouth open in a scream of anger, he says it is
because they have “taken away his hope”, which seems to link his distress with a
physical action. Hozan seems equally interested in the adults pictured in the
background of the pictures – a perspective that perhaps reflects his parental identity.
In the first, he is angered by the lack of action of the soldier who “just stand there and
doesn’t care and just ignore him” (Interview 2 0:10:54-0:11:05). In the other, a woman
he suggests may be the child’s mother, stands crying because “she cannot do
anything .. she is her hands are tied” (Interview 2 0:13:37). While other participants
express their practical identities through reference to actions they take or problems
they have solved, Hozan seems to reference frustrated action, particularly through this
image of having “tied hands”. He repeats this metaphor in reference to his own initial
struggles to learn English, and he also compares his lack of English to a physical
disability and to being physically “weak” (Interview 2 0:45:31) and says that learning
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English helped him feel “stronger” (Interview 1 0:53:41), although he does not make
the same claims of bodily strength or physical capacity that other participants make.

The link between learning English and his agentic practical and parental identities can
be seen in the importance Hozan attaches to learning English in order to pass the
written part of his driving test, which he says was much more beneficial than studying
in classes. His desire to pass this test, only available in English, was motivated both by
a desire for the freedom of action that driving a car would allow him and by his father
identity as passing allowed him to take and pick up his daughter from school without
relying on buses. He also talks about taking his family to visit other cities. Passing the
test also gave him a sense of self-efficacy in that it made him believe he could “improve
my English when I focus and when I need it for something” (Interview 2 0:42:01). This
seems to be a statement of self-reliance and problem-solving ability indicative of
hands-on practical identity and affords an agentic identity.
However, as mentioned above, the distinction between agentic and hands-on practical
identity is problematic in Hozan’s case. While the links between father and agentic
identities seem clear, as discussed above, the link between these examples of agentic
identity and the hands-on practical identity is less so. Many of data were originally
coded as “agentic identity” and it was only coded as practical in subsequent rounds
and memos recorded at time reflect my doubt about the correct categorisation and
concerns about forcing the data. Hozan’s performance lacks the focus on the
supremacy of actions over qualifications, or the focus on problem solving,
demonstrated by Eminem, the confidence in his practical abilities shown by Hani, or
the emphasis on resilience exhibited by Nazya. His language also lacks the short, active
phrases often used by the other participants. His expressions linked to the body, to
being “tied up” reflect frustrated agency rather than a hands-on practical identity.
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Similarly, the examples above of adults not being able to help the children in the
pictures were originally coded as relating to lack of agency rather than lack of practical
ability. The example of learning English to pass a driving test, and its link to selfefficacy, has a clear practical element but this is not repeated in his interviews.
Hozan does perform agentic identity in relation to his professional and expert identity
as a writer, which he has been able to maintain online (as discussed in chapter 6) and it
may be possible that this makes him less reliant on a practical hands-on identity. While,
at time of interview, Hozan was unemployed, dependent on the state for housing and
income much like other participants, his ability to maintain recognition of his
professional identity through social media may influence its affordance of an agentic
identity. There may be an element of practicality in his professional identity – writing is
a practical task, even if Hozan seems to present it as a more cerebral activity - and this
would argue for a broader, or different, definition of practical identity which embraced
this more cerebral practicality. As always, performances of identity are amorphous,
overlapping and rarely fit into distinct categories and Hozan demonstrates the difficulty
of doing so. He provides an interesting contrast with the other participants in that his
practical identity shares many features such as reference to bodily strength and selfreliance but differs in that he seems more able to perform an agentic identity without
the reliance on these.

8.8 Hands-on practical identity: Summary
This chapter argued that these six participants perform hands-on practical identities
that afford the construction of agentic identities. With Eminem, Hani, Nazya and Hozan
this seemed connected to language referring to the body, but this is less prominent in
Ahmed and Ferah’s cases. Each, however, constructed these identities in differing
ways. Eminem emphasised practical abilities and problem-solving skills, Hani’s seemed
more related to his professional background in construction and his identity as a
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father. Nazya also emphasised her role as a mother and, like Ahmed, seemed to
emphasise resilience rather than problem solving ability. For these four, however,
reference to these practical identities allowed them to perform an identity of someone
able to overcome the struggles they faced through their own capacity to solve
problems, and their resilience, and this afforded a sense of agency and to dispute
stereotypical views of refugees as helpless victims. There is nuance in that they admit
that this struggle is not always successful, and in Ahmed’s case this conflict between
his practical identity and his lack of control over his life leads to feelings of being lost.
Nazya still feels “pain in [her] body” and all were, at time of interview, looking for
meaningful employment that would allow full expression of these practical identities.
Although Hozan does demonstrate a practical identity, his reference to his body is in
reference to being “tied up” and his language lacks agentic structures and the elements
of problem solving and self-reliance common amongst other participants.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion
The initial research questions for this project were:
1.

How do refugees perform identities in relation to building new lives in
Edinburgh?

2.

What is the role of language leaning and acquisition in this process?

During the research the theme of agentic agency emerged and a third questions was
therefore added:
3.

How do participants perform an agentic identity, particularly in situations
in which they lack freedom of action?

The aim of this research was to explore how participants perform identities in the
context of building a life in a new community and learning the dominant language of
that community. It was based on the claims that refugees’ experiences of identity
contestation may give them unique insights into this process, that this experience is
under-researched and that refugees are increasingly and reductively essentialised as
victims. It attempted to explore these questions by putting participants’ own words,
narrative and perceptions at the centre of the research, positioning participants as
experts through a methodologically innovative use of picture-elicitation, and letting
answers, as much as possible, emerge from the data by using a version of
Constructivist Grounded Theory (Charmaz, 2014) and a combination of pictureelicitation (Harper, 2002) and Active Interviewing (Holstein & Gubrium, 1995). This led
to the emergence of the term agentic identity, used to describe the complex
performance as a person with agency, or control over their lives, often in contexts in
which they might be thought to be lacking agency. Although agency and identity are
often discussed, combining them in this way, and seeing agency as an identity, is rare
and this work argues that doing so provides important insights into how these refugees
see themselves, learn and use English, and interact with others and serves as a useful
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heuristic for investigating this. This agentic identity contributes to a preference, in
regard to their refugee identities, for being seen as survivors rather than victims and
this has important implications for how refugees are researched, portrayed in the
media, and treated by institutions.
In answer to the first research question, therefore, the research used a mixture of
linguistic, discourse and narrative analysis to demonstrate how participants performed
a variety of identities, the most significant of which was agentic identity. It drew on
poststructuralist perspectives on identity (Block, 2003; Hall, 1996; Norton, 2000) and
theories of narrative and linguistic positioning (Bamberg, 1997; Davies & Harré, 1999),
and performative identities (Butler, 2010) and the analysis combined aspects of
definitions of agency used by Ahearn (2001), Duranti (1997) and van Lier (2008) to
develop a definition that best described the agency performed by these participants: a
socio-culturally mediated capacity, or perceived potential capacity, to act which
involves some degree initiative or self-regulation, and includes a sense of evaluation or
responsibility for the action.
This led to the development of the third question, and Chapters 5, 6 and 7 detail how
this agentic identity was afforded through the flexible, complex and dynamic
performances of other overlapping, coexisting and sometimes inconsistent identities. It
gave detailed examples of the most prominent of these: expert identities, which were
divided into professional and cultural, and hands-on practical identities, and described
how these could afford an agentic identity. These included describing how Jacob’s
professional expertise allows him to perform dominant roles in discussing housing and
employment with government officials, how Zaki uses his cultural knowledge to
perform a role as a cultural ambassador, and how Nazya relies on the resilience
contained within her practical identity as a mother to portray herself as a survivor
rather than a victim. It also, however, demonstrated that these identities are often
fragile: Mehdi and Kobe hide their refugee identity in order to avoid being stereotyped,
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Ahmed struggles to forge a new career as an entrepreneur and within Zaki’s
performance of cultural pride is an acceptance that the pre-war Somalia is a world he
was never really part of, and none of the participants are, yet, doing the jobs, or living
the lives, they want.
Although Question 2, regarding the role of learning and using English became less
important as the latitude given to participants in terms of choosing topics to be
discussed resulted in a lack of focus on English learning, it remains an important
context. As such this research confirms existing literature that contends that learning
English can validate and afford an agentic identity by removing barriers to freedom of
action and increasing feelings of self-efficacy (Pulinx & van Avermaet, 2017), but that it
can also challenge agentic identity, through provision that works to limit the
professional roles that participants can take up (Houghton & Morrice, 2008). It also
demonstrated how lack of validation of this agentic identity can be demotivating.
These include Mehdi’s case, in which he complains about teaching attitudes which reenforced stereotypes of refugees as victims in need of pity, or when Ahmed feels lost
when he found that learning English in itself was not sufficient to overcome the
barriers the faced. There is also evidence that lack of validation can even lead to
agentic identities becoming counter-productive: Jacob lacks confidence in his ability to
be a lawyer in the UK because he feels he cannot match his view of himself as a “good”
lawyer in English, Kobe cannot be a salesperson and Hozan avoids writing in English
because he cannot match his ability to write in Arabic.

9.1

Agency as an identity

One innovative aspect of this work is the viewing of agency as an identity and the role
this plays in analysing participants’ performance. The research builds on established
theory that people use narratives to affirm agency in the face of disempowerment by
retelling, reauthoring and actively recreating in their imaginations (Jackson, 2008). The
concept of narrative agency is also established in philosophy (Atkins & Mackenzie,
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2010) and the connection between identities and agency has been much discussed in
poststructuralist theory (Baxter, 2016; Butler, 2010; Davies, 1991). In particular, the
use of linguistic and narrative analysis, including positioning, to analyse the relationship
between identity construction and agency among migrants and refugee is well
documented (Baynham, 2005; Hayriye, 2015; Lanza, 2013; Miller, 2014). In these
previous works, however, agency and identity tend to be treated as separate, though
related, concepts. This work, in contrast, treats agency as an identity and found this a
useful way to focus on the performative nature of agency in these interviews – on how
participants perform the role of someone with control over their lives: how they use
language, narrate events or choose images in ways that emphasise agency, rather than
focus their lack of freedom to do as they choose.
This focus on agency as a performance, rather than freedom of action, facilitated by
viewing it as an identity, is particularly useful when these two aspects diverge, as is
often the case for refugees. Most research on refugees focuses on the latter, the lack
of refugees’ freedom to act, and to define themselves as they wish, due to the many
institutional and situational challenges to refugees’ agency (Obschonka et al., 2018;
Refugee Action, 2018) and this is clearly an important topic which needs urgent
attention. However, this very urgency to address the more physical aspects of refugee
agency can obscure the need to focus on the less visible aspect that is agentic identity,
of how refugees react to restricted agency, how they contest the labels ascribed to
them, and find ways to overcome lack of agency in terms of reconciling it with
preferred identities. In terms of theory, it therefore addresses a criticism of
poststructuralist perspectives on identity by theorising how individuals can “bring in”
previous identities, such as expert, professional or hands-on practical identities that
are not recognised, or are minimised, in the discourses to which they are subject.
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This is important because only focusing on the agentic actions of marginalised
individuals tends to emphasise and reinforce the passive, victim stereotype of refugees
which has come to dominate research (Bakewell, 2008) and public and political
perceptions of refugees (Hajdukowski-Ahmed, 2009; Johnson, 2011), the challenging of
which was a major aim of this research. As discussed in Chapter 2, the dominance of
this “victim frame” (Crawley et al., 2016) is reductive, can harm refugees and silence
their voices (Wroe, 2018) and present them as potential burdens on the host countries.
In contrast, focusing on a sense of agency, facilitated by viewing agency as an identity,
allows participants to present an alternative to this stereotype, captures the
complexity of refugee agency and allows greater appreciation of less directly
observable aspects of agency such as choosing not to act (Van Lier, 2008), silent
resistance (Canagarajah, 2004) and strategic essentialism (Spivak, 1985) or what is
describe here as the contradictory agentic application of non-agency. It may not solve
the many problems caused by lack of agency, but it is a useful heuristic device to reveal
this complexity and how refugees retain a sense of agency in spite of these challenges.
In terms of research, viewing agency as an identity enhances appreciation of these
complexities and contradictions and the role of inequitable power relations on them
partly because identity, in this research, is seen from a poststructuralist perspective.
Inconsistencies, fragility, dynamism and flexibility are defining features of the
poststructuralist perspective on identity (Hall, 1996), and it is therefore an appropriate
tool to examine the inconsistent, fragile, dynamic and flexible performances of agentic
identity by participants in this study. The poststructuralist perspective’s appreciation of
the way identity is co-constructed in contexts of inequitable power relations (Baxter,
2016; Norton, 2000; Weedon, 1997) and its acceptance of the pervasiveness of these
power inequalities (Foucault, 1972) that go beyond traditional power relationships
such as teacher/student or border official/asylum applicant to apply to every aspect of
identity negotiation, allows the research to include but also go beyond questions of
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freedom of action, or refugees’ capacity to resist political and social oppression
(Safouane et al., 2020) to include the minutiae of everyday social relations and the
complexity of these performances of agency and their contexts. While Miller (2010,
2014) examined the performance of agency among small business owning migrants, a
category of migrants expected to demonstrate the highest levels of agency, this
research focused on refugees, who are often assumed to demonstrate the least
agency. This focus brought the contradictions of agentic performances of non-agency
to the fore, and agentic identity, or conceiving agency as an identity, was a particularly
revealing tool to investigate them. This contradiction can be seen, for example, in Ted’s
injection of moments of agency in a narrative concerning lack of agency - his arrest and
imprisonment. The inconsistency and fragility are evident in that later in the same
narrative he says this experience haunts him like an ever-present headache. It also
helps explain why Mehdi is both proud of his cultural heritage and conceals it from
strangers. The concern with power and its role in the negotiation of identities that is
central to poststructuralism facilitates an appreciation of the feeling of powerlessness
that affects Ahmed when a friendly co-worker says, “Welcome to Europe”, Nazya’s
rejection of a diagnosis of depression or the way that Jacob reacts with a look that
conveys both agency and passivity when his employment advisor mocks his
professional ambitions. Poststructuralism is, of course, not the only perspective that
acknowledges inconsistency, multiplicity, contradiction and inequitable power in the
performance of agency and identity, but it does foreground these aspects and is
therefore a particularly useful tool for this, and further, research in this field.
In terms of research, therefore, viewing agency as an identity and seeing their
experiences through this lens, leads to greater appreciation of the complexity of
refugees’ identities, and of aspects of agency that may otherwise remain hidden. This
focus on agentic identity, however, has advantages beyond the research field and has
important implications for public policy, education, advocacy and media representation
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of refugees. This work argues that asking how this agentic identity can respected
should be an important consideration in all these areas.

9.2

Agentic Survivors

One aspect of agency, brought to the fore by this focus on agentic identity, was the
preference of many participants to be seen as survivors rather than victims, and I
would argue that perceiving refugees as such, and using the term “survivor” when
portraying refugees in public discourse, both respects the preferences of participants
and has beneficial outcomes for refugees and the receiving societies. The term
“survivor identity” is used in this work, particularly in relation to the resilient aspect of
the hands-on practical identities of Nazya and Ahmed. However, the term “agentic
identity” was generally preferred as it better captures the performance of a wider
range of participants. “Survivor identity” seemed less relevant to the expert identities
of, for example, Jacob or Hozan, and although it was adopted as a code in the
intermediate stages of coding, its features of resilience and performance of agency in
situations of non-agency were generally subsumed in hands-on practical identity, or
agentic identities in general. However, the term “survivor” retains an important aspect
of agentic identity as performed by participants: someone with practical abilities and
useful experiences, who has taken active steps to overcome, escape or resist the
suffering they have endured and thus someone to be respected for their agency rather
than pitied for their victimisation. While agentic identity was more useful as an
analytical concept, in terms of praxis, or for influencing public policy, media
representation of refugees, advocacy work and pedagogy, the term “survivor”, has the
advantage of capturing these important aspects of agentic identity while having more
resonance in non-academic settings.
The term “survivor” is used in various fields to express this sense of agency, but
relatively rarely in relation to refugees, with the exception of Safouane et al. (2020)
who use the term “agentic survivor” in a similar sense. “Survivor” is commonly used in
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the context of disease, particularly breast cancer (Mullan, 1985) in which context
survivors are presented as “warriors” who have “triumphed” over the disease (Kaiser,
2008, p. 80). It is also used in opposition to the term “victim” in context of sexual
abuse, with “survivor discourse” focusing on the “strength, courage, and resilience of
women and children who had overcome childhood adversity and emerged stronger as
a result” (Hunter, 2010, p. 177), and the context of the holocaust (e.g. Slucki, 2017) and
other genocides (e.g. Asquith, 2019). When used in terms of refugees and asylum
seekers, it seems predominantly to refer to survivors of sexual abuse (Adams, 2017)
and torture (Hárdi & Kroo, 2011). There are some other examples of its use in
reference to refugees in general (e.g. Witteborn (2008), Roberson (1992)) but it tends
to be mentioned rather than discussed in detail. This seems surprising considering the
strength of feeling of many of the participants regarding this. Nazya, Ahmed, Kobe and
Ted all reacted very positively to my suggestion that they preferred to be seen as
survivors than victims and this fits with the agentic associations that the term survivor
has.
The arguments given for the growing use of this term in other fields seem to also apply
to its increased use in reference to refugees. Hunter (2010, p. 117) details the
development of this term in psychology and treatment of trauma from sexual and
childhood abuse, arguing that it became preferred because “it offers a sense of power
in stark contrast to the sense of powerlessness that often accompanied the victim
discourse” as well as the above-mentioned connotations of strength and overcoming
adversity and emerging stronger (Hunter, 2010, p. 117). L. Goodman and Epstein
(2008) also discuss the advantages in terms of empowerment of adopting a “survivorcentered approach” to advocacy, mental health and interactions with the justice
system in cases of domestic abuse. Perceiving refugees as survivors, and portraying
them as such in public discourse, would therefore reflect the preference of the
participants of this study and work to validate the agentic identities of refugees. It
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would counter reductive perceptions of refugees as victims discussed at length in
Chapter 2 and in relation to Nazya in chapter 8, which are particularly damaging in
terms of the mental health of asylum seekers, asylum interviews, provision of ESOL,
and integration, which are discussed in more detail below. While there is some
evidence that the term “survivor” is becoming more common in terms of mental
health services for refugees (Abo-Hilal & Said Yousef, 2014) and in media and advocacy
discussions of female refugees (Ferris, 2020; Ferris & Kirisci, 2015) it remains rare, and
tends to be used to refer to refugees’ recovery from sexual abuse or torture, rather
than the more generalised sense of overcoming persecution, displacement and
financial struggles that constitute the experiences of the participants in this study.
These participants may have suffered sexual abuse or torture but (with the exception
of Ted), they chose not to share them in these interviews if they did so. However, the
rationale for using the term “survivor”, to focus on the resilience and strength (or
agency) rather than trauma suffered, would seem to render moot the distinction
between using it to refer to those suffering sexual or domestic abuse and those
suffering persecution and displacement.
There are controversies associated with the term “survivor”. In terms of childhood and
sexual abuse, Hunter (2010) concedes that it can serve to link the identity of the
survivor to their abuse, and the use of a term commonly associated with such extreme
abuse may serve to strengthen the perception of refugees as victims rather than
distancing it as intended. There is a similar danger of using a term often used to refer
to recovery from a disease, such as cancer, to refugees. Nazya’s experiences of being,
she claims, diagnosed with depression because of her refugee status suggest there may
be danger of pathologizing “refugeeness”, treating it as a disease (Hayward, 2019), and
using the same term to describe both cancer sufferers and refugees may inadvertently
play into this.
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At the other extreme, there is a concern that using the term survivor rather than
victim, or distancing refugees from their suffering, could be seen as minimising this
victimisation. There is a concern, as Bakewell (2010) argues, of over-romanticising the
agency of refugees, and that using the term “survivor” that emphasises agency,
strength and resilience leads to refugees who do not sufficiently demonstrate these
attributes (or are perceived as such) being further stigmatised or judged as not
“survivor” enough. As seen in this research, this performance of agentic identity is
fragile and often struggles in the face of institutional and societal barriers to agency.
Zeter (2007), Kirkwood et al. (2015) and others have detailed the many struggles
refugees have with labels, whether as “asylum seekers”, “economic migrants or “illegal
immigrants”, and this work does not intend to add another label by which refugees can
be judged. There is also a finality associated with the term “survivor”, implying a full
recovery from a past event, which minimises the ongoing challenges faced by many
refugees. Safouane et al. (2020) caution that focusing on the agency of refugees can
become an excuse not to provide asylum and assistance, and the term survivor with
this connotation of past, rather than ongoing, suffering can exacerbate this.
I would argue, however, that such concerns apply to simplistic understanding of
survivor and agentic identity, whereas the call to use the term survivor contained here
is based on the complex, fragile, inconsistent, nuanced and contextual understanding
of agentic identity that comes through viewing it as an identity, and the poststructural
perspective on identity underpinning this. This work argues for the use of “survivor”,
not just because it is a more positive term with associations with strength, reliance and
agency but because it relates to the performance of agentic identity observed in these
participants.
To argue that refugees be seen as survivors, or that their performances of agentic
identities should be validated, is not to say that their victimisation and present
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struggles should be minimised. Refugees are victims and survivors, and appreciation of
this duality and the complexity therein is enhanced by examining their performance of
agency through the lens of agentic identity. Appreciating this complexity challenges
stereotypes that see refugees as victims, and, as Adichie (July 2009) says, “the problem
with stereotypes is not that they are untrue, but that they are incomplete. They make
one story become the only story”. I would suggest that the refugees in this research
prefer to tell a different story, one that emphasises their sense of agency and their
identity as survivors, that tell stories that, in Jackson’s (2008, p. 34) words, give “a
sense that though we do not exactly determine the course of our lives we at least have
a hand in defining their meaning”.

9.3

Implications for the asylum process

These performances of agentic identity and the preference for being seen as survivors
rather than only as victims adds to calls for this to be better recognised in terms of
asylum determination and resettlement policy. In terms of the asylum determination
process, this research supports the need to recognise the complexity and inherent
inconsistency in refugee’s performance of identity, and for a consideration of agentic
identity to be incorporated into the process. This has particular implications for asylum
interviews (discussed in chapter 2), in which the dominance of the “victim frame
“ means that applicants have to “prove” their victimhood in order to qualify for
protection (Kea & Roberts-Holmes, 2013; Mertus, 2003) meaning that those who
perform agentic identity in these interviews run the risk of rejection, deportation and
future persecution. The interviews need to consider that a reductive victim frame, in
which performances of agency are viewed with suspicion and lack of agency is a mark
of legitimacy, goes against the need of applicants to regain a sense of control by
performing an agentic identity. To expect, as Wroe (2018) writes, “pure” victims, is not
only unrealistic but also counter-productive as it encourages artificiality as people
attempt to conform to reductive stereotypes. UK Government advice for staff on
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carrying out these interviews (Home Office, 2019, p. 24) discusses the need for staff to
be aware that their own “values, beliefs and prejudices may affect the objectivity of
assessment” and to take into account many individual factors such as education level,
language barriers, cultural norms and the fallibility of human memory but does not
address the concerns raised here, and by others (Kea and Robert-Holmes (2013), Palillo
(2018) and Mainwaring (2016), regarding the need for those who are disempowered to
perform an agentic identity in order “to regain some purchase over events that
confound us, humble us, and leave us helpless” and thus salvage “a sense that we have
some say in the way the world unfolds” (Jackson, 2008, p. 36). There are several ways
this agency could be better recognised in the interview process. Firstly, applicants
could be given more control of the time and place of the interview. Though the
increased flexibility might involve higher costs, this would be offset by achieving
greater accuracy in terms of correct decisions, leading to fewer decisions being
challenged and often overturned in a costly appeals process (Yeo, 2022). Secondly, the
above mentioned advice and training for staff (The Home Office, 2015) should be
updated to reflect the need to recognise the need of participants to perform agency, as
well as addressing the culture of “suspicion” (Jacquemet, 2015) and “disbelief”
(Jubany, 2017).
The increasing criminalisation of migration, which simultaneously reduces legal
methods of migration while criminalising the agentic act of subverting border control
measures (M. Bhatia, 2020; Mainwaring, 2016), leads to a culture of suspicion in
asylum interviews towards those who demonstrate agency by crossing these borders
(Karyotis, Mulvey, & Skleparis, 2021). The UK Government’s 2022 Nationality and
Borders Act (House of Commons, 2021) codifies this discrimination against agency into
law, creating a two-tiered system, penalising those who arrive “illegally” by granting
only temporary right to stay, regularly reassessed, with limited rights to family reunion
and little recourse to public funds. In government justifications for this there is a
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presumption that those who make this journey are “overwhelmingly” economic
migrants (House of Lords, 2021), a claim contradicted by a study using the Home
Office’s own data (British Refugee Council, 2021). Refugees who make this journey are
contrasted with “genuinely vulnerable people” whom they “push aside” in their
attempt to claim asylum (Patel, 2021), blaming the slow pace of the asylum
determination process on the agency of those attempting to access it. Such measures,
and the language used to justify them, serve to stigmatise agency, presents a false
dichotomy between “vulnerable” and agentic refugees with the inevitable
consequence that this seeps into the asylum decision making process and political and
public discourse surrounding it. An appreciation of the agentic identities of refugees,
and the use of the term survivor, would counter this and lead to fairer and more
accurate decisions.
An appreciation of the need to respect agentic identity would also counter the erosion
of agency that applies to the conditions in which those awaiting decisions on their
asylum applications live. Practices, described in Chapter 2, such as enforced dispersal
for accommodation, prohibitions against employment, voucher systems in lieu of cash
payments, the above mentioned lack of control of time and place of substantive
interviews, as well as the short notice period and long waiting times for decisions
during which applicants have no way of enquiring about their case, all contribute to
feelings of lack of control which challenge this agentic identity (Kirkwood, Goodman, et
al., 2015; Mayblin, 2014). Hozan’s account of feeling he had lost his identity during this
period reflects this frustration, and his reliance on an agentic identity based on his
professional and family identities suggest how validating agentic identity can counter
this. As such this research supports the current UK Government review of the ban on
working (Gower, 2021), supported by such organisations as Lift the Ban
(lifttheban.co.uk/). While this review includes laudable considerations such as the
economic and social benefits to the UK of allowing asylum seekers to work, the
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improved chances of integration and the mental health of asylum seekers, this work
argues that it should also consider the need to validate these agentic identities and the
beneficial effects of allowing asylum seekers some feeling that they are in control of
their lives. This research also supports calls from the Refugee Council (Hewett, 2021)
for urgent action addressing the backlog in the asylum system, including introducing
effective prioritisation and triage systems, but also to include mandatory timely
updates to applicants on the progress of their case as targets in performance
indicators, as is done, for example, in planning applications (UK Government, 2014).
While the participants of this study all had refugee status, several of them came to the
UK “illegally” and would, under the new legislation, only have been granted temporary
leave to remain, with the constant threat of reassessment and deportation affecting
their ability to make long-term plans with clear implications for their sense of agency
(Buxton, 2020). They may not have been able to bring family with them, although
family were a source of agentic identity, and their lack of access to public funds would
have created even greater economic barriers to the validation of their agentic
identities.

9.4

Implications for Resettlement Policy

While immigration and asylum is a reserved matter for the UK Government,
resettlement policy for refugees in Scotland largely falls under the remit of the
devolved Scottish Government (Mulvey, 2015). As several commentators have pointed
out (Godin & Sigona, 2019; Mulvey, 2015, 2018; Phipps, 2018), this has led to greater
access to education and ESOL with financial and other means of support available to
both refugees and those with temporary leave to remain. As of 2021, those with Leave
to Remain, including refugees and some asylum seekers, are eligible to vote in local
and Scottish elections (Scottish Government, 2020), a right denied in England and in
national UK elections. The Scottish Governments’ “New Scots: refugee integration
strategy 2018 – 2022” (Scottish Government, 2018) refers specifically to the “strength,
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knowledge and skills” of refugees and is based on Ager & Strang’s (2008) integration
framework focusing on empowering refugees to make the social, educational and
cultural connections required to build new lives. There is an admirable attempt to
include the voices of refugees themselves in the development of these policies. This
research would support all of these measures, including such agency-focused measures
as access to entrepreneurial support initiatives which facilitate starting new businesses,
and encourage their adoption in the rest of the UK. However, there remains, as
McPherson (2010) argues, an element of integrationism in this framework, that
presents migrants as people who need to build these bonds in order to successfully
conform to cultural norms, as a problem that needs solved. This is not an issue in
itself: several participants argue for the need to learn language and culture to make
new lives in Scotland. However, to argue for a two-way model of integration implies
that there are two sides and presents one side as the norm and the other as
problematic, which in turn focuses on “privileged notions of the charitable fix, rather
than towards the strengths, resilience, or diverse perspectives migration policy
subjects might bring” (McPherson, 2010, p. 552). Elements of this can be seen in the
experiences of Mehdi has with his English teacher who expects refugees to be grateful
for free English classes, Nazya with her doctor and Ahmed’s feelings of being lost and
desire to learn “British” English so people will not ask where he is from. Focusing on
agentic identity, on the need for people to have a sense of control over their lives, as a
priority against which outcomes can be judged, as well as ways of helping them form
social bonds and bridges, would counter this tendency. This research therefore calls for
the explicit recognition of refugees’ agentic identity in the next New Scots Refugee
Integration plan, beyond the present 2018-2022 plan.
Adopting the perspective of agentic identity and seeing refugees as survivors rather
than victims would also, as argued in Chapter 2, improve the prospects of this two -way
integration. This two-way approach, that requires both “sides” to accommodate to the
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other, requires, as Ager and Strang (2008) stress, mutual respect to be successful:
people will not integrate with something they do not respect. This mutual respect can
be undermined by the victim narrative and its reliance on pity as a driving emotion
(Arendt, 1996). Legal scholars such as Gibney (2004), Shacknove (1985) and Durieux
(2013) all advocate the need to view asylum seekers and refugees as rights-holders,
with refugee status not granted out of kindness but because of legal obligation, and
this as a necessary condition of mutual respect and thus effective two-way integration.
This can be undermined by the “rescue paradigm” (Durieux, 2013) in which “generous”
wealthy countries fulfil humanitarian obligations. A perspective, and policies, that
prioritize the agency identity would counter, this leading to better outcomes both for
refugees and the societies in which they come to live.
This perspective also applies to the presentation of refugees in the media. Numerous
studies (Blumell, Bunce, Cooper, & McDowell, 2020; Crawley et al., 2016; Xu, 2020)
document the way refugees are generally portrayed as either agentic threats or
vulnerable victims, with males presented as the former and women (often grouped
with children) the latter (Amores, Arcila-Calderón, & González-de-Garay, 2020). These
portrayals rarely feature the voices of refugees themselves. While the portrayal of
agency as threatening is clearly problematic, this research also supports calls to go
beyond the victim stereotype (Crawley et al., 2016; Sigona, 2014) by including not only
agentic survivor narratives and images, but also giving “voice to refugees as experts of
their own experiences” (Wroe, 2018, p. 340), allowing them to tell their own stories as
complicated, multi-faceted people, as both victims and survivors.
This victim frame is also present, as Wroe (2018) and Johnson (2011) point out, in the
publications of groups advocating for refugees, which tend to rely on provoking pity for
the suffering of refugees rather than respect for their agency. While there is clearly a
need to highlight suffering, and this can increase much needed donations, it can also
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play into these damaging stereotypes. Advocacy groups therefore also need to ensure
refugee voices are represented in policy and decision making as well as going beyond
depictions of victimisation in fund-raising and publicity.
One aspect of this, particularly highlighted by this research, is the need to, as Crawley
et al. (2016) argue, present the “normalcy” of refugees as this allows people to
recognise themselves, rather than the suffering, in others. This should include an
increased focus on people’s “wider” identities and lives before they became refugees.
The agentic identities performed in this research are usually afforded by these wider
“normal” identities. Mehdi and Nazya stress their prosperous and agentic lives in Syria,
while Zaki emphasises the prosperity of pre-war Somalia. Hozan, Jacob and Ted draw
strength from their professional skills and reputation earned in the past while Ted also
discusses the strength he draws from his large but close-knit family. As professional,
cultural, family and practical identities afford their performances of agentic identities,
it is therefore important that media and advocacy representations of refugees do not,
in Malkki’s (1996, p. 378) words “leach out the histories” of refugees so that they “stop
being specific persons and become pure victims in general”. Although participants
were chosen specifically because they were refugees, “refugeeness” was not, with the
exception of Hozan, a main focus chosen by participants and several expressed
frustration at ignorance and pity associated with the label “refugee”. The methodology
of this research which was designed to position refugees as experts of their own
experiences and to allow participants some control over the topics discussed,
facilitated this focus on wider identities.
It is important to restate, however, that challenging the victim stereotype also needs to
appreciate the extent to which passivation of refugees is a reaction to hostile attitudes
towards refugees demonstrated in political, media and social discourse (Crawley et al.,
2016; Kirkwood, Goodman, et al., 2015; Wroe, 2018; Zetter, 2007). These narratives,
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that associate agency with threats such as stealing jobs, undermining culture or
religion, or even terrorism, lead refugees and those advocating for them to deemphasise their agency to seem less threatening. Like most forms of strategic
essentialism, this tactical compliance provides short term solutions while at best
leaving the problem unsolved, at worse compounding it further. Challenging a victim
stereotype must be accompanied by a challenge to hostile discourses to which it is a
reaction. It needs to go beyond this, however, and challenge the passive-victim /
agentic-threat duality and recognise, as Safouane et al. (2020, p. 217) argue, that
refugees’ “inherent complexity and inconsistency .. constitute the strongest evidence
of their unquestionable humanity against their essentialization and othering.”

9.5

Further Implications for Research: Going Beyond the Categories

One aspect of this “normalcy” approach is to go, as Bakewell (2008) calls it, “beyond
the categories”, or to focus on participants as people, not only as refugees as such.
Bakewell criticises a tendency to frame research around policies to help refugees,
which he calls a “fundamental weakness” in refugee studies. While necessary, such
research can lead to the search for explanations based on peoples’ membership of
certain policy-relevant categories (such as being a refugee) rather than other factors.
Similarly, Safouane et al. (2020) criticise refugee research that frames agency in terms
of the extent to which participants can resist dominant ideologies. This is related to the
dominance of the “victim frame” (discussed above) and the need to place refugee
voices at the centre of research (Safouane et al., 2020; Sigona, 2014). The use of a
Grounded Theory approach in this research aimed at doing this in that while being a
refugee was a condition of participation, it attempted to build theory from
participants’ words and actions using an abductive strategy and to avoid relying on preconceived concepts. While many participants did discuss their experiences of being a
refugee, other’s chose to only do so in a limited way, and the overarching question of
the analysis was the relatively open, “what identity is the participant performing
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here?”, not necessarily related to their “refugeeness”. I also generally avoided asking
about their refugee experiences unless they brought it up. It was not, however, devoid
of pre-conceptions. As well as the claims regarding the possible uniqueness of refugees
insights into identity construction and the centrality of agency in how refugees are
defined, it also used preconceived concepts from the start, particularly identity,
agency, positioning, and remained in constant “dialogue” with them throughout
(Timonen, Foley, & Conlon, 2018). The aim of prioritising participant voice was limited
by my role in reporting, analysing the data and thus co-constructing the emergent
theory. However, the Constructivist version of Grounded Theory advocated here
accepts that some reliance on pre-conceived notions is an inevitable part of the
research process. As discussed in Chapter 4, CGT relies on sensitizing concepts and
relies on an “open”, rather than an “empty” mind (Charmaz, 2014) and going “beyond
the categories” does not mean ignoring the categories, and Bakewell (2008) admits the
impossibility of doing research with refugees without their refugee status playing some
part in the selection criteria. The subjectivity of this research was countered by
extensive reflective memo-taking and my detailed description of my analytical
decisions and the research journey. I have highlighted examples of where
performances were clearly co-constructed, such as Hani’s performance of hands-on
practical identities in relation to his daughter’s birthday party, and remained open to
my own role in co-construction throughout. Participants were all given the chance to
comment on my analysis, and the response was overwhelmingly positive. The most
significant finding, agentic identity, was not predicted, was counter to my own
expectations, and emerged from the data as the best way to describe how participants
performed identities and challenged stereotypes they faced and would not have
emerged without this open-minded approach suggesting that though CGT is relatively
rarely used in research with refugees, it has potential for bringing new insights to the
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field, particularly in challenging assumptions and the centralisation of participants’
voices.
The CGT approach was complemented by the variety and flexibility of the coding,
segmentation and analytical approach which also helped centralise participant voice,
using a narrative analysis, positioning theory and linguistic analysis which allowed focus
both on what was said and how it was said (Bazeley & Jackson, 2013; Guest et al.,
2012). While the reliance on my subjective evaluation of participant voice could lead to
a lack of consistency which could, arguably, be preserved with more objective analysis
(Saldaña, 2015), this was countered, as mentioned above, by explaining the analytical
process and the research journey and returning to participants for their opinions on
the interpretations. I would suggest that these are important steps if such a flexible
approach to analysis is used.
However, perhaps the most successful element of the research in terms of prioritising
participant voices and portraying their “normalcy” was the use of participantgenerated picture-elicitation, both because their choice of pictures gave them a role in
deciding which topics would be discussed, and because of the way it explicitly
positioned participants as experts explaining the meaning of pictures to the researcher
(Harper, 2002). Most of the images chosen, contrary to my expectations, did not
directly relate to an identity as a refugee and instead focused on professions, families,
cultures and everyday “normal” lives and discussions of these pictures provided the
context in which participants performed their agentic identities. They could, however,
often indirectly link to being a refugee, such as the way Zaki’s pictures of pre-war
Somalia, or Nazya’s pictures of Damascus, demonstrated feelings of loss, or Jacob’s
picture of law books represented a profession he could no longer practice, and often
the most interesting data emerged this way. Although these metaphorical links were
often co-constructed, emerging in discussions about the subjective meaning of the
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pictures, they were discussions in which the participant was expert. There were
numerous examples of participants contradicting my suggestions as they established
their expertise over mine. There were also examples, as in the example of Hani, where
my suggestions helped meaning emerge and these were explicitly checked with the
participant. The pictures also worked as objects used to perform identities (Rose,
2016), such as the way Eminem demonstrated his practical identity by showing me
pictures that allowed him to demonstrate his language skills. I had not predicted this
and by putting pictures to work he expressed himself, and performed identities, in a
way that a traditional verbal interview would not have allowed.
An important element in success in prioritising participants’ accounts of their own
identity was, counter-intuitively, talking about my own. There were two elements to
this novel methodological approach: showing my own pictures to participants and
telling them personal issues about my own identity. They worked together to help
build trust and provide a model of behaviour, including the exploration of the
metaphorical aspects of pictures, that participants could follow if they chose. It
established an atmosphere of mutual sharing, allowed participants to ask me personal
questions and see me as a human being rather than a researcher. Using pictures to do
this helped me communicate my identities across the language and cultural barriers.
This process may have, in turn, led them to feel permitted (if they felt such permission
was required) to tell me about themselves as human beings rather than refugees. It
also allowed me to discuss aspects of my life that participants could relate to, such as
periods of my life spent in the Middle East, my struggles and successes living in other
countries and learning foreign languages, and my family. The modelling aspect of
choosing pictures had (pleasingly) mixed results in that some participants, such as
Hozan, Hani and Ted were clearly inspired by the challenge and chose a wide selection
of pictures, while other chose fewer, or in Kobe’s case, none as he felt pictures could
not capture his feelings appropriately. There is a question concerning to what extent
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participants felt obliged to follow my example, which might undermine the aim of
promoting the agency to decide what to talk about and how to talk about it. However, I
stressed to participants that they did not have to follow my example and that they
could choose the images they wanted, and the variety of responses discussed above
suggest that there was a balance between proscription and guidance. Widening the
resource from “photo” to “picture” and including internet images was also successful
in that it allowed participants more flexibility in choosing the images to discuss and
compensated for the loss of personal photographs. One area that would benefit from
future research is the way search engine algorithms, a form of dominant discourses,
determine the images that participants can choose from the internet. In relation to
this, it should be noted that Zaki’s pictures of his homeland were largely drawn from
Somali diaspora websites and message boards – a resource that I would not normally
have access to. This demonstrates that using picture elicitation in this way can open
new perspectives than those expected by the researcher.

9.6

Implications for ESOL

The call for a perspective that incorporates a respect for agentic identity in regard to
policy and representation also applies to ESOL provision and policy. Language barriers
clearly affected participants’ agency, both in terms of sense of agency and freedom of
action, and there was clear evidence that lack of validation of an agentic identity, or
those identities that afford it, could lead to participants disengaging from language
classes, as was the case with Mehdi, Nazya and Hozan leaving classes despite their
desire to learn English. In particular, the reaction of Mehdi to being told that refugee
students should be grateful that they can study for free suggests that teachers need to
be made aware of the negative impact of such attitudes. There was also evidence that
those who performed a hands-on practical identity related this to informal learning
outside class and attributed their success to this independent study, rather than the
teaching they had received. While participants were confident that they could learn
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English successfully, and this would lead to greater agency, there was also evidence of
frustration in the case of Ahmed, that even after successful learning, cultural and
institutional barriers to agency remained and this could lead to a feeling of being lost.
However, how this agentic identity can be validated or supported was less clear and
there is little evidence in this research for particular activities that would validate
agentic identity. The relationships between learning English and agentic identity were
found to be complex, individual, and resistant to simplistic connections between
identity focused pedagogical activities and practices and the identities that afforded
their agentic identities, often because of the potential gap between participants’
agentic identity and their freedom of action. This could mean that activities designed
to validate agentic identities could end up challenging them, either because of
insufficient scaffolding or because of the limited capacity for students to apply what
they learnt outside the classroom. This was seen with Hozan’s rejection of writing in
English, as struggling to write English challenged his identity as a writer. Despite this,
there is clearly a role for such vocational and employment based ESOL classes which
build on refugees’ professional identities or, for example, ESOL classes based around
improving parents’ competence in educational terminology (Migration Yorkshire,
2021), which might validate Nazya’s professional and parental identities.
Other classes, however, which attempt to prepare learners for what some consider
more “realistic” low skilled employment, are more controversial in that they again
bring into conflict a “sense” of agency and freedom of action. They may increase
freedom of action by improving short-term employment prospects, allowing agentic
earning rather than passive reliance on state benefits and bringing the greater freedom
of action having more money can bring. Mehdi refers to one of these classes as putting
his “feet on the street” (Interview 1 0:04:25) and was appreciative of it. These courses
can also, however, directly challenge agentic identities by challenging the professional
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identities on which they are built, leading to possible disengagement with the class, as
was the case with Hozan. It is also questionable how much practical agency is granted
by some of the low skilled (or at least low paid), often short term, precarious jobs
without guaranteed hours which are increasingly common in the UK labour market
(Koumenta & Williams, 2019). These questions are investigated in more depth
elsewhere (e.g. Davey & Jones, 2019; Morrice, Tip, Collyer, & Brown, 2019; Strang et
al., 2018) and the evidence in this study is mixed, but the emergence of the importance
of agentic identity in this research would suggest that policy and research regarding
such classes needs to consider this agentic identity as well as the immediate
employment needs of learners.
Overall, however, just as this work supports a change in perspective regarding refugee
policy and research to one that integrates a respect for agentic identity, it argues for
similar changes in perspective in regard to ESOL. One conclusion is that students
should be encouraged to exercise their agency by taking control and ownership of their
learning, involving them in aim setting and curriculum development (Auerbach, 1992)
and encouraging autonomy (Benson, 2013; Lier, 2007) and self-efficacy (Cave, Evans,
Dewey, & Hartshorn, 2018). It also argues strongly for Baynham’s (2006a) suggestion of
encouraging students to interrupt the planned lesson to discuss their problems and
achievements, with teachers responding flexibly to incorporate the issues into the
learning, leading to a classroom as a “site of dynamic pushes and pulls, with teacher
and student agendas robustly shaping interaction, claiming space” (Baynham, 2005, p.
38). Simpson (2011) refers to a similar process of “bringing the outside in” and argues
that doing so can increase which students’ identities can be validated in the class,
which in the case of the learners in this study would include those that afford an
agentic identity. As Baynham (2006a) concedes, however, there is a question as to the
extent to which such flexibility is possible in rigid, assessment driven ESOL provision
that is common in the UK.
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Adopting a perspective that validates agentic identity by “bringing the outside in” goes
beyond the idea of refugees discussing their problems in class, and taking ownership of
their learning, to a change to how refugees’ experiences are presented in the
classroom and wider educational contexts, from what Shapiro and MacDonald (2017)
call deficit orientated discourses to asset orientated discourses. This means focusing on
the agentic, survivor elements of refugees’ stories and experiences such as
resourcefulness or determination, rather than the suffering. This could involve
classroom activities, for example, that identify and allow these experiences to be
discussed or written about or highlighting these aspects in employability skills lessons.
It also involves the appreciation of this in teacher training and resources. For example,
Migration Yorkshire’s (2021) widely praised ESOL toolkit for teaching refugees devotes
several pages to the special challenges faced by refugees, which are clearly important
and need to be stressed, but there is little focus on the assets refugees may bring.
Participants in this study seemed to relish the chance to discuss these assets, from
Jacob’s experiences of being a lawyer to Nazya’s narratives of resilience. Given the
chance to explain their identities, the participants chose images, and discussed them in
ways, that stressed the different identities that afforded agency rather than their
victimhood. This was not only motivating for them but helped change the way I saw
them, from victims to survivors. This suggests that giving them similar opportunities in
a classroom setting would not only be validating for refugees, but also educate
teachers and fellow students, engendering respect and greater awareness of the
complexity of identity. In terms of teacher training, this research supports moving
beyond the trauma informed pedagogy commonly offered to teachers working with
refugees to also focus on the “normalcy” of refugees and the need to respect agentic
identity. I include two example lesson plans and materials using transcripts from this
research, in Appendix 8. These introduce students to concepts of multiple identities,
positioning and voice and set the task of analysing how the speakers perform agentic
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identity, leading to longer discussions of these topics. These lessons can also be used in
secondary school English classes and advanced ESOL classes
This shift from deficit orientated to asset orientated discourse also argues for a wider
change of perspective in terms of ESOL in general, such as that advocated by multicompetence (Cook, 1995; Cook & Li, 2016). This is a holistic perspective on language
that rejects the distinction between bilingualism and monolingualism in favour of an

“overall system of a mind or a community that uses more than one language’ (Cook,
2016, p. 12). It is a change from assuming that all humans speak one language but
some speak more, to assuming that “all humans potentially, and some actually, know
more than one language”(Cook, 2016, p. 5). Such a perspective widens the discussion
beyond questions of competence in a particular language in favour of seeing L2 users
as “unique users of multiple languages, not pale imitations of native speakers” (Cook,
2016, p. 12). As Scot (2016, p. 445) argues, because L2 users are no longer judged by
how similar their language is to “native” use, but valued as people whose multilinguistic competence can “can say things that monolinguals can never say”, this
encourages independence and is “enormously empowering to a foreign language
learner”. As such, learners’ L1 becomes perceived, both by teachers and learners, as an
asset rather than a deficit, mirroring the shift from deficit to asset orientated
discourses, and from passive victim to agentic survivor that is argued throughout this
work.

9.7

Limitations

Like all research, this work has several limitations, many of which relate to
methodological choices and are discussed in Chapter 4. Some of these, such as my
inability to control the topics discussed or the subjective nature of the analysis, were
judged necessary conditions for the advantages discussed above to emerge. Others
were related to practicalities, such as the gender imbalance of the participants, the lack
of variety in terms of the countries from which participants came, and the lack of
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participants still awaiting decisions on their asylum claims, or disabled participants, and
this might have been improved with more effective recruitment. Often, again, these
were the result of choices outlined in chapter 4 but also a result of the “open-minded”
aspect of the research in that I did not know, at the outset of the research, that it was
going to focus less on ESOL and more on agency. Had I known this, I may have made
different choices such as ensuring that those who face greater challenges to their
agency (such as asylum seekers) were better represented, possibly by taking a more
iterative approach to interviews which would have allowed a more purposeful
recruitment. I would argue, however, that the emergent nature of the findings on
agentic identity, that they were not preconceived but were result of open-minded
analysis, is a strength of this research. In addition, these findings suggest that
performances of agentic identities are not dependent on freedom of action and can
sometimes be in indirect proportion do it, and that this complex relationship does not
necessarily mean that people with even less agency would perform any differently. It is
stressed throughout this work that these performances of agency are inconsistent and
that, while there are commonalities, each participant performs agentic identity in their
own way. Including more participants with different challenges may well highlight
different aspects, but I would argue that this is more of an argument for more research
in this area, perhaps with an explicit aim of investigating agentic identity, than a
limitation of this study.
Another significant issue is that of linguistic and intercultural barriers in the research,
particularly my inability to speak a language in which the participants were fluent.
Although using pictures did help overcome some linguistic barriers, several participants
commented that they struggled to convey precisely what they wanted to say and that
the pictures they chose, and the way they discussed them, would have been very
different if the conversation had been in their first languages. Another common theme
was that participants felt less confident when speaking English, which presumably
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effects the way they perform identity. As discussed in Chapter 4.6.4, none of the
participants took up my offer of an interpreter, though several interviews were carried
out in the presence of another participant and/or family member who helped translate
particular words. In several cases, the reason given for not using an interpreter related
to agency. Eminem, for example, explicitly said his motivation for taking part was to
practice his English, a further example of his agentic use of the interview process for his
own aims (see Chapter 6), while for Zaki using English was a way for him to
demonstrate his independence. They may also, as suggested by Pernice (1994), have
felt uncomfortable with a third person sitting in the interview. This can apply to
“outsiders” who they may not trust, but also to people they know because of
confidentiality concerns (Kabranian-Melkonian, 2015). Another issue of using English
was the extent to which it increased the power imbalance of the interview, as it meant
I carried greater linguistic capital into the exchange. Finally, speaking in a language in
which they were not fluent limited the extent to which I could draw conclusions based
on the kind of grammatical linguistic analysis seen, for example, in Miller (2014) and
discussed in Chapter 3. Although Duranti (1997) argues for the existence of universals
in regards to how agency is performed in different languages, he admits these need to
be treated with caution, and it was sometimes unclear in this research if a participant
was using a particular grammatical form to perform agency, or because they did not
have the English language resources to do so differently.
The lack of a mutual language was also compounded by the cross-cultural nature of the
interaction. Verhoeven (2000) discusses the issue of cross-cultural interviewing and
argues that when interviewer and interviewee do not share a common “stock of
knowledge” due to cultural and experiential differences, a shared language can help
overcome this. However, based on his own interviewing experiences he also argues
that a common language or cultural worldview is no guarantee of understanding. The
concept of culture in this work, as discussed in Chapter 7, is both nebulous and
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complicated meaning it is not clear what sharing a culture would mean. There is a
body of research on the varied advantages and disadvantages of insider/outsider
research, particularly in cross-cultural interview research (Adamson, 2014; Clifford &
Marcus, 1986; Shah, 2004) which generally conclude that there are advantages and
disadvantages to each.
These issues remain a concern, but I would argue that while using a language in which
participants were fluent, or sharing a culture (in whichever sense), may have produced
different insights, they would not necessarily been better. A clear position taken in this
research is that it seeks to explore how participants perform identity in relation to
language learning in the context – an interview with me, a non-refugee, white, middle
class academic and native English speaker. It sees identities as fluid, dynamic and
created in context (Norton, 2000), and, in common with the Active Interviewing
approach it uses, rejects the idea of research as an attempt to discover an “essential
truth” that can be discovered by an disinterested, unbiased researcher. It fully accepts
my role is shaping and co-constructing the data and tries to incorporate this in the
analysis. A main claim contained here is the advantage of seeing agency as an identity,
and a call for this to be used in further research with refugees. If this further research
can be carried out in a language spoken fluently by participants, or by someone with
fewer cultural barriers, all the better. Participants in such may well perform agentic
identity in different ways (or not at all) but that in itself would be a valuable insight.

9.8

Summary

This research set out to learn about the performance of identity from refugee
participants, and I would argue that it has succeeded. The advantage of qualitative indepth research is not that it finds an essential “truth” that is representative and can be
applied to all. Instead, it finds constructed truth which applies to these people in these
interviews with this person (me), but then asks why should it not also be true for
others in other situations. While refugees face unique combinations of challenges to
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their identities, these challenges are not unique to them and apply to many other
groups in our increasingly super-diverse societies. The above recommendation that
seeing agency as an identity allows greater appreciation of the complexity of agentic
performance applies to all marginalised groups or marginalised aspects of everyone’s
lives. I argue above that the term survivor should be extended from its current narrow
usage to apply to refugees, and rationale for this can clearly be applied to call for its
use in other areas, with the above caveat against defining any group of people through
their abuse. The implications for asylum and resettlement, of the need to respect
agentic identity and to appreciate people’s need to feel that they have some control of
the meaning of their lives, is a lesson that can applied to any process in which a
powerful group of people are trying to help another, or different groups trying live
together. Similarly, the methodological lessons of the research: the advantages of
going “beyond the categories”, of combining picture-elicitation with Active
Interviewing, the attempt to reduce the power imbalance in research and the use of
my own pictures to build trust with participants, can all be applied to any research with
marginalised groups or aspects of society. Similarly, the implications for ESOL, such as
“letting the inside in”, increased autonomy and the call for changes in perspective such
as multi-competence, or from deficit to asset orientated discourse, apply beyond
teaching refugees. In terms of theory, viewing agency as an identity, and detailing how
these participants use aspects of identities not validated in the current contexts to
none-the-less afford a sense of agency in these contexts, can also be applied beyond
those contexts to society at large.
When Edward Said (2002, p174) wrote that “we live in the age of the refugee, the
displaced person” he was referring not only to the number of refugees in modern
societies but to the increasing sense of estrangement within these societies. As we
break away from the monolithic conceptions of cultures to a growing recognition that
societies are multicultural and pluralistic there is an increasing questioning of what it
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means to be, for example, “British”, especially in times of rapid technological and
sociological change. This “loss” of strong, simple identity is often given as a reason for
this sense of estrangement to which Said refers, a feeling of insecurity and uncertainty
that fuels growing intolerance and hostility to others. However, it also has the potential
to be a platform for increased understanding and tolerance as critical examination of
identity allows questioning of assumptions and stereotypes, breaking down of
previously assumed divisions between social groups. Such positive learning, however,
can only be realized if people are prepared to learn from each other, and can only take
place if people are treated with mutual respect, a mutual respect that comes from
going beyond viewing people only as victims to concentrate on their “normalcy”,
complexity, and common humanity. By demonstrating how they can perform agency
even when lacking freedom of action, the participants in this research have valuable
lessons for us all.
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Appendix 1 – Interview transcripts
Notes on transcription.
Interviews are transcribed using the principles outlined in chapter 4. Interruptions,
simultaneous talk and backchanneling are generally left out in order to make the
transcript easier to read. When they are judged important, such as a participant
signalling agreement with a suggestion of mine, or when a participant reacts to a
verbal or non-verbal prompt, these are included in italics and parenthesis (e.g. (Iain:
Yeah)). It should be noted that coding was carried out while listening to the original
recordings and did not rely on these transcripts alone. Pauses were generally not timed
but are represented by ellipses markers (...). Mistakes and language errors, repetition
and false starts are all left in, as they can be part of the analysis. Instances of Arabic
and Kurdish are sometimes reproduced as they sounded to me. This was for my
reference only as these sections were not analysed and I did not take the time to
render them in phonetic script or in Arabic. Passages or words which are unclear are
written in italics with a question mark (e.g., intempreter?)

Appendix 1.1.1

Hozan Interview 1

Date: January 2018
Location: My home
Present: Hozan (participant), Ahmed (a mutual friend helping as an interpreter) and
Iain Philip (researcher).
Timespan

Speaker Content

0:00.0 - 0:16.1

Iain

0:16.0 - 0:20.9
0:20.7 - 0:52.5

Iain
Hozan

0:52.5 - 0:55.9
0:53.1 - 1:00.8
1:00.7 - 1:03.7

Iain
Hozan
Iain

This is Iain Philip Interview 1 of his pilot study of his
PhD thesis in January 2018 um good afternoon
Hi so um tell me about yourself
About myself I'm from Syria at first and second I'm
Kurdish from Syria and eh I'm father I have 2
daughters and they are my priority in my life and I
try to do everything for them to keep them safe and
to live comfortable
Mmm
and uh I live here with my wife and my daughter
and what do you do
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1:03.7 - 1:31.4

Hozan

1:27.3 - 1:32.7
1:32.7 - 1:38.8

Iain
Hozan

3:50.8 - 3:53.2
(new recording)

Hozan

actually I'm writer and eh I'm I try to improve my
English because when I came here I knew just some
words some me you and some very simple thing and
my English still very bad I'm trying (both laugh) to
improve it and this is yeah
Tell me about where you live
I live in [redacted]. when I came I moved to
Edinburgh I was in [redacted] I stayed there long
time I stayed there one year and two month and I
just waited for visa it was very long time for me and
it was very bad time also for me because I was alone
and my wife and my daughters were in Istanbul and
eh I couldn't go to school to English class because in
England in Stockton on Tees I couldn't apply for
English class if I am in UK before if I am in UK before
6 month I have to move here six month after that I
can apply for English class and after that I have to
wait for English class if I apply and I spend one year
without anything .. physically I was in UK but in
reality, I wasn't because just I stayed in the home
like prison it was like prison ... I was free to to go to
meet some people but I met some Kurdish people
and some Syrian people there and they were their
situation was eh like mine and we feel we were in
first time it was we were like asylum seeker and it
was first we stayed in first step for more than one
year without any interview without any visa without
any ...anything it was very really bad time for
me ...and I was very worry about my..my wife and
my daughters they're .. and when I came to UK my
wife was pregnant I couldn't see my younger my
second daughter and when she came here and when
she came it was she was was a year and five months
pause ..Um so um ..
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3:53.2 - 5:14.2

Hozan

4:19.8 - 4:19.9
5:14.1 - 7:19.3

Iain
Hozan

yeah I have to be I had to be strong for them and I
have to keep myself patient and I have to keep them
also patient Ok you will be here soon and everything
will be OK and sometimes I said something I didn't
believe it but I eh I at that time I have to say it
because just you have to say something yeah and
keep them patient and keep myself patient. And
when I get visa I went to London to maybe to find a
job it will be easier there is big community for Arab
and Kurdish people and specially for me there are a
lot of Arab newspapers and Arab TV channels I had
idea to work there with them like editor journalist or
teach my like Arabic teacher and I eh couldn't stay
there because it was a big problem and first problem
and last problem with the home flat to rent a flat I
have to
you want to keep up their spirits
sorry I have pay for rent and nobody would like to
give you any flat without job contract .. and I knew
some refugee there unfortunately they say we can
find a visa for you if pay just round five hundred
pound I didn't want to start my life in UK like this
illegally I prefer to move to Edinburgh when I came
to Edinburgh I didn't know anybody here just I had
friends in Glasgow but in Edinburgh no I had my
friend's son his father was my friend in Syria and he
was in Edinburgh for 8 years and he just I met him
first time in Waverly station and he told me here is
council and here is job centre and he helped me to
apply there after that I they gave me a room in em
in hostel in [place redacted] I stayed there around
one month and it was also eh difficult time it was
without city and I have to and there wasn't any
kitchen to ..to cook or to do what you want and its
sharing room .. sharing room and I spent more than
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7:19.3 - 7:23.1

Iain

7:23.0 - 7:32.9

Hozan

7:32.9 - 7:37.4
7:37.4 - 7:42.1

Iain
Hozan

7:40.8 - 7:43.0
7:43.0 - 8:33.8

Iain
Hozan

8:33.6 - 8:55.8

Hozan

8:55.8 - 9:01.8
9:01.8 - 9:03.7
9:03.7 - 10:25.9

Hozan
Ahmed
Hozan

one year in to move from house to another one I
change it four or five flats in one year and few
month
and how was your ..were you learning English during
this time?
when I came when I get visa and I start I start I can
say my life in UK started
OK you moved to UK before you got the visa
yes I couldn't I couldn't move ..I couldn't move to
anywhere from [city redacted] before I
Oh OK OK sorry
I stayed there. After when I get visa I feel free and
legally I can move to another city. If you If I stay in
my city in [redacted] it was it will be something
easier like get flat or in maybe like two month or less
or depend but if you if I were I move it was difficult
to find a flat to rent it but when I moved to
Edinburgh I just legal just legal way to to go to
Council and after that they will give you room and
some .. they find some temporary ... in hostel after
that I apply for temporary house
And in this time when I started to contact with
people I felt my English started to improve because I
didn't improve English at all I was as I said physically
in UK but reality I wasn’t
And I didn't have like dafid shoa xx?
a motive
a motive when I was alone to improve my English
with myself because I wrote my book and I still
wrote articles and like to read and read in Arabic
because I feel there's something important in my life
reading and writing and I don't want to change my
my way if I become a refugee and I don’t want to
start another thing to without reading and writing
yeah and this was this .. make me I couldn't improve
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10:25.9 - 10:29.4
10:26.0 - 10:29.8
10:27.1 - 10:35.0
10:29.3 - 10:33.4
10:33.4 - 10:37.7
10:36.8 - 10:39.7
10:38.4 - 10:40.3
10:39.2 - 10:39.3

Iain
Hozan
Hozan
Hozan
Ahmed
Hozan
Iain
Ahmed

10:39.2 - 11:09.7

Hozan

11:09.7 - 11:13.7
11:13.7 - 11:43.2

Ahmed
Hozan

11:43.2 - 11:44.5
11:44.5 - 13:02.4

Ahmed
Hozan

my English as I want and there is important thing for
me: I couldn't make any relation people there the
people there I was there like asylum seeker and
there was a huge number of asylum seekers and the
asylum seeker make their community and a big
community and another community between
people there and I felt the people there just live in
the same city but they they don't have have any
relations real relations
with the other people in the city?
yes
so is a very internal community
it’s like motabah Hudien shoa hiea?
Um very far from each other
yes
disconnected maybe
disconnected
Yes disconnected And it was .. and I have to go to
ask them and maybe they will just ..um.. answer
without any any word maybe they say no or thank
you or maybe they just no answer they will go and
walk And I didn't want to go to be like Moutahafeq
shoa
um push pushy
yeah but when I moved to Edinburgh and I started
English classes and it was I feel i felt myself I
start ...new life with new language with new city
with a new situation with new friends and And here
I feel my identities become wider like (Iain: OK) like
Osa’ama?
Wider yeah
Wider become wider when when when I can em
when I could speak with people or understand
something and when I can explain em myself or
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13:01.9 - 13:04.2
13:04.2 - 13:04.7
13:05.1 - 13:07.4
13:07.3 - 13:11.3

Ahmed
Hozan
Hozan
Iain

13:09.3 - 13:46.9

Hozan

13:46.5 - 13:54.9

Iain

13:54.9 - 13:56.1
13:56.0 - 14:00.8

Hozan
Iain

14:00.0 - 14:01.0
14:00.5 - 14:05.7

Hozan
Iain

something that I want and when I had friends here
in Edinburgh I felt it Ok it could be like eh my city in
future yeah I felt comfortable and when you feel
comfortable you will find your identity my my
understood for identity is different sometimes yes I
in in Kurdish we say your language is your identity
but I think it came it cames because because the
Kurdish people couldn't have their their decision
couldn't make their decision and they just keep their
self with language because they they there was
some some dangerous? Mafaqily fatr luha? to lose
their language
yeah some risks
some risks yeah
In terms of losing their identity
And this you think makes them makes their
language
Yes yes they put languages first you have to and
they said your languages is your identity and you
have to speak your language because we just spoke
our language in the home and the street not in the
school or or ...it was like ille… not illegal exactly but
it was eh it wasn't second language it was just … our
mother tongue and we can’t speak it without school
without University without teaching or learning or
or studying or anything
How was the ..was there pressure in say in your
community about Kurdish and Arabic
Here in Edinburgh?
No in in in Syria so the government I presume was
trying to suppress it?
yes
but was there also pressure to maintain it from
family and community?
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14:05.7 - 15:12.8

Hozan

15:12.8 - 15:19.0

Iain

15:19.0 - 15:21.5
15:21.5 - 15:25.0
15:25.0 - 15:50.8

Hozan
Ahmed
Hozan

15:50.8 - 15:58.4

Iain

15:58.4 - 16:33.7

Hozan

16:33.7 - 16:35.8
16:35.2 - 17:16.8

Ahmed
Hozan

always in our class we felt we still speak Kurdish and
we feel and we believe it's our life you can't change
our life If you change your language you will change
in sometimes your life
And I can't speak with my wife or my father or my
mother in Arabic I will feel we will feel like refugee
in our home and it's very bad feeling to speak with
them Arabic or another language and they are and
between community our community just nintey
percent people believe ok in in government office or
schools ok you will use Arabic Fusha Arabic language
and after that we have our language and we have to
keep going because because you cannot now change
anything
Is there an element of playing a role in Arabic ..
speaking Arabic or?
playing a role please?
translates
something like this because you have to do this.If
you don't do it You cannot work or ...and and even
there is there's some ... Kurdish people in the
government officer if you go to speak with him or
with them in Kurdish they will answer Arabic
because they scared they are scared to lose their job
Tell me about where you are living now and how do
you get on with your neighbours?
Yeah I get on .. sometimes I am worry about this one
I feel he keep me he keeps me like in my identity like
prison for him and for me I sometimes I feel he
hates us special one of them and and I made and
one times or two times he threatened us and I went
to police station I made a complaint?
yeah complaint
yes complaint against him and it was strange for
police they said if he yeah and I have to go now next
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17:16.8 - 17:19.3
17:18.5 - 18:57.9

Iain
Hozan

18:46.7 - 18:48.2
18:57.1 - 19:07.2

Ahmed
Iain

19:05.5 - 19:34.2

Hozan

second or third time and I wrote for to council this
problem and the police told me if he threatened you
we cannot do anything if he doesn't do anything like
physically and it's but I feel a lot of risk is for like
psychology for police they said psychology not like
risk but for my daughters it's big risk for me
the mental stress
yes and Yes and he keeps us like in the .. under the
stress everyday he knocking .. ah walls few times a
day and sometimes night and sometimes and now
he started a new strategy that's strategy was when I
left my home and upstair I open my door when he
hear he just stand up and behind his door and
started shouting shout and saying fuck you and and
shut your mouth and go and something like this and
I don't I don’t have proof to prove it for police and
police said we don’t cannot do anything we don't
have any proof and I asked them what’s your proof
what will be proof you would like to kill me or kill my
daughters or what what will be the proof and if you
just say the risk is is physiology but about
psychology and I can understand his situation if he
can he’s he’s maybe he has sickness he's sick or ill
or like he has some problem in his mind and has
some wrong ideas about me as a refugee I don't
know his Problem exactly can't understand my
problems what he makes for me what problems he
makes and is making every day for me
there was no ...OK
And was there a situation was there a point where
he started being well he was ok and then he started
being hostile or was he always just …
No when I moved in when I went first day he told
me you have to be good neighbour and your
previous the previous one was bad and he has a a
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19:34.2 - 19:36.7
19:36.7 - 20:14.9

Ahmed
Hozan

20:14.9 - 20:16.9
20:17.3 - 20:43.3

Ahmed
Hozan

20:44.2 - 20:50.2

Ahmed

20:48.7 - 20:50.0

Hozan

20:50.0 - 20:52.4
20:52.4 - 21:43.1

Iain
Hozan

21:43.1 - 21:44.6
21:44.0 - 22:27.4

Ahmed
Hozan

son and they they his son was noisy and I hope you
will be better and it was like attention? a katir?
warning
Yeah warning for me and after that third day when I
moved he knock on my door around 10 o’clock or
more it was evening and it was um holiday he said I
can't sleep you have to keep your daughters quiet I
told him ok sorry everything will be ok after that one
week he started another time and after that he like
he threatened me like and with high voice and with
violence?
in a violent way
In a violent way and I at that time I went to police
station but they didn't do anything yet now I have to
go another time. I don't want to say he is he is he
is .. like .. I would like to say maybe he is because he
is like because he has some problem of his mind it's
not like all people's behaviour
I think he’s got some I think he's got some anxiety or
something
yeah
Do you think it's also racism?
A part of it I think part of it i think part of it because
he asked me where are you from first time and I
don't need to explain for him where I'm from
because my English speaks more yeah … can tell him
I’m not from Scotland or England or UK I’m just
refugee and it doesn't matter where I'm from um I
have black hair and a very bad English it's good
enough for him and and and now Middle East in the
media it's it's very bad area and the and sometimes
the media push like suk al atA sureeya
racism
Are racism when they said some some Muslim
criminals yeah because I can't hide my identity and
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22:27.1 - 22:28.9
22:28.6 - 22:30.6
22:30.4 - 22:31.5
22:31.3 - 22:33.0
22:33.0 - 22:38.8

Ahmed
Hozan
Ahmed
Hozan
Iain

22:38.8 - 23:47.3

Hozan

23:47.7 - 23:55.8

Iain

23:55.8 - 24:39.4

Hozan

what he think about me like Muslim and black hair
from Middle East and from him I think it's enough
for him to be racism in his heart at least and when
he can’t do something now bad thing but I think if
he has chance to do it without ah be …. being
acknowledge or man maaroof?
acknowledge or caught
acknowledge he will do
he will do it yeah
he will do it, yeah
Do you feel ...How about the other people in your
area or you neighbourhood?
They’re there are are a lot of people from like
Poland Hungaria other from other countries they
they are like like mine like me refugee they stay in
their flat and they would like to be without any
problem I can say 75 percent of them would like to
be quiet and safe and they don't want any problem
with people and they don't have to be racism with
other people because because they are like me
refugee . and some of original people or (laughs) is it
OK original people? They feel if you just took
something what they have they what is for them just
special for them and eh yes it's .. it's hard to explain
for him because he close her eyes and his mind
Do you think if you .. as your English improves does
this improve your relationship with your
neighbours?
Actually his problem is not with English his problem
is with his self first and he couldn't and he couldn't
understand I believe there is some people have to
live in this flat and he thinks if anybody live here he
will change his situation because he's is in because
he's in his flat and he's comfortable and he's he
make he makes everything is like what he wants and
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24:39.3 - 24:44.2
24:44.2 - 24:46.5
24:46.5 - 24:48.2
24:48.2 - 24:49.1
24:48.5 - 24:49.9
24:49.9 - 24:58.2

Ahmed
Hozan
Ahmed
Iain
Ahmed
Hozan

24:58.2 - 25:08.8

Iain

25:08.9 - 26:38.1

Hozan

26:37.7 - 26:42.6
26:42.6 - 27:27.7

Iain
Hozan

I I came and anybody came to live this this flat he
will be like like a teddly shuoa?
um violate his um a teddly shoa
speaks arabic
violate his comfort
comfort zone
aye aye
And for me there is some reason like additional like
I’m refugee I’m Middle East at least I feel like this
How about like going to the shops in your
neighbourhood or the community centre are there
areas in your neighbourhood where you interact
people
yes there is community centre the people there try
to help and there are they and they ....understands
the situation and they would like to help with my
wife and my daughters and the they just .. they help
with more than one ways with community centre
there is Chat cafe and they make sometimes like
cooking to for people to meet each other there and
my wife now improves her English there with chat
Cafe and she now knew some people and they
visited us and asked about our situation and they
tried to help us with sometimes it's like a it's a.. it's
with community Centre is .. good and better than .. I
think for us the first and only this problem and other
people try to be like to too busy with their selves not
to some people ignore us it's Ok its better than to be
our enemy yeah if you ignore us it's ok it's no
problem ignore us .. and we'll ignore them and it's
life …. ok
How about shops shop or cafes?
Shops usually it’s like automatically and shops they
need customers and who works there they need
customer and they have to be good with people if
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27:27.7 - 27:32.1

Iain

27:32.1 - 28:16.8

Hozan

28:16.8 - 28:24.0

Iain

28:24.0 - 29:19.3

Hozan

29:19.3 - 29:20.7
29:20.7 - 29:32.9

Iain
Hozan

29:32.9 - 29:34.2

Iain

they are bad they cannot I can go other shop and
they will lose a customer and they their strategy
they have to be good I think and there are other
shops like... there is like GP and pharmacy there and
um church there they are all tried to help to be like
positive
Have you found that learning English as made a
difference in your interactions?
Of course yeah when I moved to my temporary flat
it was also in [redacted area of Edinburgh] it was
difficult to tell my neighbour about sometimes what
I want and after one year I improved my English and
I and I started discuss with him about something
about cars about works about what sometimes what
I need about rubbish bins about their times and it
was it started to be better I start to be more
understood and understand them
Tell me about your your English learning now
what … where have you studied what have you done
I started in with [ESOL provider] and it was good
time to like to start with simple English and and just
to practice English and after that I move stopped for
a few months and I started college for around six
months or more and after that I stopped because I
didn't have time and I I spend a lot of time with
buses to and from to take my daughter to her
nursery and come back and in that time I started
study or theory test in English and it was challenge
for me to pass it in English
The Theory test for the driving licence?
Yes driving license and I pass I spent some time with
theory test and I passed it after that after that
English first time I was like big challenge
Well done!
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29:34.2 - 31:22.2

Hozan

31:21.7 - 31:24.2
31:24.1 - 31:25.3
31:25.3 - 31:26.8
31:26.8 - 31:27.2
31:27.2 - 31:35.2

Ahmed
Hozan
Iain
Hozan
Iain

31:34.9 - 31:51.5

Hozan

31:51.5 - 31:53.0
31:53.0 - 31:54.7
31:53.5 - 31:56.1

Ahmed
Hozan
Iain

yes it was English exam for me and after that I
practice for English driving licence and I passed it
also and I felt my life with car was is much better
and easier and I can I could improve my English with
theory test more than some English classes more
than with some English classes (laugh) and after that
I stopped College I pause because I have to work to
take my daughters to school and I have to give my
wife chance to go to English class also to improve
her English and I felt myself I can contact with
people with my simple English and I can because if I
don't have any plan to study like university here
sometimes I feel it's ok and the life is run and if I
start it now the new the new studying and new
University I will spend a few years and after that I
have to be maybe yeah I don't want to change my
life's plan I would like to stay in my plan because I
love my writing and to be novelist not another thing
I would like to focus on my plan and it will be I
believe it will be very good job in the future and it
will be bring for me money
It will be paid off
paid off yeah
It will bring results for you?
yes
so when you were studying what kind of things did
you find useful what kind of activities did you like to
do
I think I found to be like student it was boring for me
and I felt you usually some people like keep me in
MuQ’ayet Shou Kan
tied up
tied up
Tied up I notice you are crossing your arms like this
folding your arms hugging yourself
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31:54.3 - 32:23.4

Hozan

32:23.4 - 32:24.7
32:24.7 - 33:17.5

Ahmed
Hozan

33:17.5 - 33:19.7

Iain

33:19.7 - 33:50.7

Hozan

33:50.7 - 33:53.0
33:53.0 - 34:28.5

Ahmed
Hozan

34:28.5 - 34:31.1
34:31.1 - 34:44.2

Ahmed
Hozan

yes and I like um I could understand grammar and in
my heart and in my mind I have to speak but I
couldn't explain my ideas and when I couldn't
explain my ideas I felt like oh it's boring it will takes
a long time and I felt it's like just
frustrating
after that after I started to understand more I felt it I
like it more and I started love it and I find now if I
improve my English it will be much better to to be
understood and to explain what you want and and
now I applied for new English class cos I would like
to go to English class and you know people they do
the changes mind sometime from time to time and I
change my mind my plan to plan now to study
English in English class to improve my English better
more and now I have some goals that I have
What are the goals? What do you want what from
the English classes?
I want to improve my skills to to maybe make events
to speak about my books to contact the people to
find literature agent to contact with people without
interpreter because when you speak with people
face-to-face it's much much better and there is
some some some eh (Hasis shoua?)
sensations, feelings
yeah feelings feelings it will be direct not without
interpreter and and yeah I have some plans to now I
believe when I I speak English fluently I can find a
good job later very good job in Arab countries if I
want - I get visa or I get UK passport and it will open
for me new doors in my work.
In your professional life?
Yeah and eh And I believe when you speak English
and Arabic and Kurdish and it's is good to be like
international citizen
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34:44.2 - 34:53.0

Iain

34:53.0 - 35:44.3

Hozan

35:44.3 - 35:47.1

Iain

35:47.1 - 37:05.2

Hozan

37:05.2 - 37:24.0

Iain

37:21.2 - 37:23.2

Hozan

Let's talk more about Identity now how do you feel
about being called “refugee”?
It was strange to ..now I have plan to choose this
title for my book to be a refugee to become a
refugee I didn't believe when I was in my country it
will come the time will come in future and I will
become refugee in my city in my Syria in my country
Syria I felt like sometimes like refugee in Damascus
because I moved from my original city and I didn't
didn't use my language there and I have to live there
like Arabic or other
did you have a choice of about moving to Damascus
or ...?
Yes I have choice but it was small choice I I prefer to
move because it was my work and my future was
there and everything was better for me and like
writer and I when I said in my city any if I write any
article or write my opinion the pol secret police will
bring me and make investigation about me about
what I wrote and it was very bad time for me and
every day I have to go to police station it's not like
police station its Al Mukhabarat they were they
were very bad people and they had to asked me
about what I wrote and what I will write and I have
to explain for them everything and I and they didn't
understand anything about reading and writing they
just their priority was you I am Kurdish against this
regime and I have to to stop my writing and stop
what I what I write or what I say
And now.. we talked earlier about how when you
got the visa refugee visa here that was very much
the start of your life here so in a way that sounds
like being refugee is something that is valuable but
the same time it’s also
yes, when I
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37:23.2 - 40:53.4

Hozan

before I get my visa when I applied for asylum
seeker in Heathrow airport I felt I lose a lot of things
it was real a real situation real real I can say it was
real refugee for me when I was in Syria it was like
exercise to be refugee but and when I lived in
Istanbul it was also exercise to be refugee because I
had I had an idea to go back to Syria but when I
came to UK and I applied for asylum seeker in
Heathrow I felt ok I lose my way to go back and now
I just it one way and I have to go this way and I don't
know what will be in my way what I will find and
what I will lose and what but I was sure I lose I lost …
something and now I feel I lose it also and and if you
feel you cannot go back to your country it's good
enough to keep you like disappointed? yeah and and
I believe in that time now I will become refugee and
I have to change my life to be refugee and I don't
know I didn't know I have to change my life or my
life will change it already yeah because I didn't have
any choice after that my choice was I applied for
asylum seeker after that I was like some they kept
me in prison there 24 hours after that they told me
we will take you to another temporary hostel and
after that they told me ok we’ll send you to another
temporary Place and after that they told me until I
get Visa I didn't feel I'm free I just felt and it was just
very tired about time with money they just gave for
asylum seeker they gave £5 for day and £5 you have
to live with £5 and you cannot live like human with
£5 and sometimes you need to go to Cafe not to
drink coffee just to feel like you are human yeah and
yeah I I tried I always try to understand my situation
and keep myself patient but I I met people they they
couldn't some of them they they they was like near
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40:53.4 - 40:57.3
40:56.5 - 41:15.1

Ahmed
Hozan

41:15.1 - 41:32.6

Iain

41:32.6 - 41:35.1
41:35.1 - 41:37.2
41:37.2 - 41:53.9
41:53.9 - 41:55.0
41:55.0 - 43:06.1

Hozan
Iain
Ahmed
Iain
Hozan

43:06.1 - 43:21.3

Iain

43:16.3 - 45:38.5

Hozan

to lose their mind they was taken which is
depression?
they were like on the verge of depression
and I knew one of them he stayed around 10 years
there he couldn't get visa and he felt like crazy one
day he didn't know anything about his life he just
like he walk in desert
How do you feel about the label refugee now I know
some refugees they don’t like to be called refugees
and some are more neutral about this term how do
you feel about this
With refugees Edinburgh
about being called refugee? How …..
explains in Arabic
to what extent is this part of your identity?
Sometimes I felt its ….. I have to hide it sometimes
but when I think why I have to hide it? I didn't
choose to be refugee and now for people here like
refugees and its like nationality it becomes like
nationality if your refugee and last year of there was
team a football team for refugees and the refugee is
very big huge number in the world now I feel my
identity is wider with other people from east and
west and I'm refugee ok there are a lot of refugees
from Africa and and north of Korea and everywhere
and sometimes I feel its ok it's like hurt me to be
refugee but I didn’t I don't have choice it's like new
identity now I'm refugee and I have to struggle with
a new case
Your idea about language identity: how do you
feel ...when you use English when you speak English
when you use English do you feel you are different
Yes actually I if I started with Kurdish and Arabic
when I speak Kurdish I feel something is different
than when I speak Arabic I can explain what I want I
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45:38.7 - 45:42.6
45:42.6 - 46:27.9

Iain
Hozan

46:27.9 - 46:41.5

Iain

can explain idea my ideas 100% I'm with Arabic I I
feel I'm not another person exactly but there is
something is different when I use English because I
have just like simple I have to use simple English I
feel sometimes I'm stupid sometimes I can't explain
sometimes the people feel when you don't speak
fluently you are stupid and you have to use like your
hands and you explain what you want and it's
difficult to and I don't want to explain for them if
you say I'm not stupid they will be sure you are
stupid (laughs) I don't have a choice I just have to go
keep going ok I feel where I left or to maybe maybe
some post office or hospital or GP I would like to ask
them special questions but I couldn't I don't I can't
find a good words to explain it and I have to explain
it when I use English I feel its …. I'm different person
different person is with negative ideas not positive
idea when I use Arabic I’m flu … high level Arabic I
feel positive with very I feel positive because I
have .. I can explain and … I feel I'm strong and with
English I feel I'm very weak and very small and I'm
very like .. sometimes like nothing
Do you think that is changing?
I think yes but it's still… it …yeah Um yeah when
when I improve it and I can understand people just
speak and when I can ask what I want like directly
and without to be confused I think the people feel
which I met they feel ok he's confident his English is
good and he can understand and they just I
sometimes I think I'm sure that people respect you
when your language is good
If you met a friend now maybe a friend for a few
years ago and you met them now maybe a Kurdish
friend or Syrian friend or even British friend do they
would they think you have changed?
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46:41.5 - 47:17.0

Hozan

47:17.0 - 47:21.0
47:21.0 - 48:03.0

Iain
Hozan

48:03.4 - 48:06.5
48:06.5 - 48:27.7

Iain
Hozan

48:27.7 - 48:31.7

Iain

48:31.7 - 49:30.6

Hozan

I think they will if I start with my home when my
wife came to Edinburgh she told me you have
changed you are changed I don't know where
exactly you are changed but you are changed you're
a different person now sometimes and I think time
the life change people I don't know where I changed
it exactly but they will feel I change
In what way how do you ...?
In what way? positive way I think sometimes but
sometimes maybe for some people is negative way I
can't say exactly but for me is positive way not
negative because if if I say maybe I went to a few
months ago I went to Sweden and I felt comfortable
when I use my English in Stockholm I felt I'm em I'm
confident I can understand people I can explain at
airport and I can order it restaurants and it was
language common language between me and other
people there.
So when you went to Sweden? OK
and I felt very good thing and very positive idea
about my English and my simple English there and it
was yeah good thing for me good point and I don't
know about my friends and which
Has has learning English changed how you see
yourself?
Yes sometimes I'm sure about it yeah sometimes I
feel because everything in English like cinema and
drama and new - like new technology I think
sometimes I was in .. it's not was Darkness exactly
but it was like small world but with English I’m in big
world and I have and I have I share other people
their experience and their new thing and I just I can
understand what they want where are they going
what they plan and it's like I can understand small
ideas but now I feel I think my world is bigger
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49:30.6 - 49:38.0

Iain

49:38.0 - 50:19.1

Hozan

50:19.1 - 50:20.1
50:20.1 - 51:37.4

Iain
Hozan

51:38.2 - 51:43.1
51:43.1 - 51:58.6

Iain
Hozan

51:58.6 - 52:17.7

Iain

OK interesting. Let’s talk about the future: how do
you see yourself in the future?
I think if I improve my English .. part of my working
and my life will be easier with and if you your work
be better and your life will be … sometimes is easier
and in future … for my yeah for me I always think
about my future through my daughter's future
OK interesting
I think their future with English will be will be .
more . like guaranteed for them now they they don't
have they don't have my feeling like refugee they
will feel like citizen here and they have already their
friends from nursery and school and they have their
community and they don't feel they are like and
they don't have any memory for my background my
city their memory all their memories here and they
will ..their loyalty will be for their life and their
future and I find I think about my future about their
future if when I feel they will be comfortable and
they will be they can make something here I feel
happy because I can give them safe life here I think
it was difficult to give them safe life in Syria
especially now
how do you see yourself using English in the future?
I think it should be better because now my
improvement? My improvement is very slowly but
but I'm sure it's OK
In what kind of situations I mean for example for
myself when I’m trying to learn Chinese I think OK in
the future I see myself speaking to my parents in law
and telling them jokes and and their laughing and
thinking Ahaa haa what a great son-in-law. How do
you feel with English how do you think you will use
it in maybe a way you can’t now?
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52:17.7 - 52:51.3

Hozan

52:51.3 - 52:55.1

Iain

52:55.1 - 53:38.1

Hozan

53:38.1 - 53:44.3

Iain

53:44.3 - 54:29.0

Hozan

54:29.0 - 54:30.6
54:30.6 - 54:34.4
54:34.4 - 54:45.6

Iain
Hozan
Iain

54:45.6 - 55:22.3

Hozan

I feel its I have to read newspaper and to watch films
without subtitles and to be like direct to understand
it and to be with people like easy connection with
people and when you understand your life or people
and you can contact with them easy your life will be
better
Do you think you will you will feel Scottish in the
future?
I don’t I think it will be difficult to feel like Scottish
because now I’m like near around 40 years and I
didn’t I don’t like identity I don't feel like I’m 100%
Kurdish or Syrian or Muslim or I just have all of
them … and Scottish culture will be part from my my
character or my mind and my heart and but its I
don't think I will feel I'm Scottish because I’m I don't
feel I'm Arab or Kurdish or
Do you think if you learnt English that part of your
identity will become stronger or not?
Become? yes become stronger and wider and more
confident about my identity and I think its will I I will
(Arabic) reduce? reduce that what that like national
feeling it will reduce and will something will be cover
it like new identities like the national identity
because I will feel I'm from UK and Middle East and
I’m from everywhere and when you feel you're from
everywhere you feel responsible about everywhere
you’re cosmopolitan?
Yes, cosmopolitan And multicultural
multicultural? How about your daughters because
you said they are learning English now and they're
very good but they also how do you maintain how
do you feel about their Kurdish?
We just speak Kurdish in our home but they prefer
to speak English together and with us and when
they speak with me English sometimes I told them
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55:22.4 - 55:25.1
55:25.1 - 55:40.4

Ahmed
Hozan

55:40.1 - 55:42.3
55:41.8 - 55:52.8

Iain
Hozan

55:52.8 - 55:54.5
55:54.5 - 55:55.7
55:55.7 - 56:04.1

Iain
Hozan
Iain

Oh I cannot understand please speak Kurdish and
they try to explain it for me and they they knew
there is different now my older daughter said oh I'm
very good I speak three language Kurdish and Arabic
and she feels better when she speaks language and
like bilingual? Bilingual ma?
Trilingual if its three languages
: trilingual and in her school also she's happy when
when they told her you speak you are speaking
three languages and she feels like
proud?
yeah, proud about it and i think they will feel feel
like cosmopolitan not like Scottish or Kurdish or
Arabic
citizens of the world
yes, exactly
Well thank you very much I feel we could carry all
day it was very interesting.
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Appendix 1.1.2

Hozan Interview 2
Interview Date: February 2018
Location: My home
Participants: Hozan, Iain Philip (researcher).
Timespan

Speaker Content

0:00.0 - 0:07.2

Iain

0:00.0 1:01:30.0
0:07.2 - 0:13.4
0:17.5 - 0:20.7
0:20.7 - 0:37.2

0:37.3 - 0:38.4
0:38.4 - 0:55.4

0:55.3 - 0:56.6
0:56.6 - 1:35.7

1:35.7 - 1:37.2
1:37.2 - 1:50.1

1:50.1 - 1:51.1
1:50.4 - 2:31.5

OK So thank you again for coming across in the snow
and the rain everything
Personal conversation - redacted

Hozan Eh this first picture you know all pictures like colours to
make your eh your life's like
Iain
tapestry
Hozan yes not just one colour about identity or memory about
each each every picture like a new door or new window
in your past or your present or your future.
Iain
Interesting
Hozan and eh this one is the first one was my room in
Damascus in my new em flat I just finished it and I felt
it will be like heaven for me
Iain
Yeah its a lovely room
Hozan and usually I used to write my books or read or write
and em it was like just simple and comfortable for me
and this one is other side like this and this another
picture it’s like this was my friend is was artist he's
German now he lives in German now and he draw this
one to be cover for my first novel
Iain
OK interesting
Hozan and he gave it to me like gift and I keep it in my room
and it was like first novel and he just specially draw it
for me
Iain
yeah so
Hozan and he after that he gave it to me and it was expensive
for me and when I I tell you this picture when I left my
flat and when I went to go back when I go back to my
origin city north of Syria because in that time it was
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2:31.5 - 2:32.2
2:32.2 - 2:35.1
2:35.1 - 2:36.1
2:36.1 - 2:42.1
2:42.1 - 2:45.0
2:42.2 - 2:45.4
2:45.3 - 2:47.6
2:47.6 - 2:54.2

Iain
Hozan
Iain
Hozan
Iain
Hozan
Iain
Hozan

2:54.2 - 2:57.5
2:57.5 - 3:14.5

Iain
Hozan

3:14.5 - 3:17.1
3:15.2 - 3:46.3

Iain
Hozan

3:46.3 - 3:52.2

Iain

3:52.2 - 4:04.7

Hozan

4:04.7 - 4:07.1
4:07.1 - 4:44.4

Iain
Hozan

2012 I think it was in June or July the regime's army
started to destroy my area there and after that for a
few month
oh wow
you can see it this my new flat
that was your flat oh
it was I saw this picture in YouTube and I saw my area is
and that now what happened to the flat
destroyed now yeah what's happened
all that beautiful furniture and all that..
and everything and .. this was most expensive for me in
my heart
and you left .. you couldn't
I left everything there my passport and I couldn’t take
anything and when I left I thought maybe I can back
later or after one month or two month take my stuff
there and
you didn't expect to be .. never see it again
yeah I didn't expect it to be worse and worse and
worse and when I see those picture I feel I lost my
history my memory and I like when you go in your way
without any pictures or without when you have your
everything your like memory you feel strong but when
you fail everything when you lost everything you feel
like naked
yeah naked yeah especially when you have all those
things that make up your life
yeah and life I think is like usually rich with this these
pictures and memories friends and eh
How long did you live there for?
I lived there .. when I prepare it it takes few month and
I lived in my new flat just 2 month or less and I spent a
lot of money when I prepare it because in Syria when
you prepare when you buy first if you buy a new flat it
will cost a lot of money after that if you would like to
prepare it and also will cost a lot of money and it was it
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4:44.4 - 4:46.1
4:46.1 - 4:52.5
4:52.5 - 4:54.2
4:54.2 - 4:55.4
4:55.4 - 4:56.9
4:56.9 - 5:34.6

Iain
Hozan
Iain
Hozan
Iain
Hozan

5:34.6 - 5:37.0
5:36.9 - 5:48.4

Iain
Hozan

5:48.4 - 5:50.3
5:50.3 - 5:53.0
5:53.0 - 5:57.9

Iain
Hozan
Iain

5:57.9 - 6:22.1

Hozan

6:22.1 - 6:32.5

Iain

6:32.5 - 6:35.2
6:34.9 - 6:38.0
6:37.6 - 7:04.4

Hozan
Iain
Hozan

7:04.4 - 7:07.0

Iain

cost a lot of money for me and it cost like what I work it
like everything
all all your savings?
yeah I .. we sell my wife's gold to ...
to buy yeah ahuh
to complete it
so you invest a lot in it
yeah and I earned some some few thousand to
complete it and when I left Syria I started I still
continued to to give this money back to ..and it was this
I feel my heart is hurt now when I saw this picture
especially this one it’s like describe my present and
maybe I'm afraid future will be like
so the picture shows it
and this our it’s not the whom it’s not like it’s not just a
flat it’s your heaven your memory your you find there
your comfortably your
yeah your kind of place of safety
its homeland not just home yeah
yeah yeah its interesting what you say about how you
feel that the picture of the ruined house is like how you
are now
yes I can see this in these pictures my countries history
and my countries em present and it’s not just the about
me this about me but I knew thousands people like me
they lost everything and they have to start a new life
Ok When you were decorating your new flat did you try
to make it like this? Or did you try or have a or want it
very different?
Do you mean in future or?
well in your house your flat now
no I can't because it was big house and it was my house
not like council house it was my own house and I was
free to make it decorate it or separate the rooms to
make two bathrooms but now its just I feel just its
temporary not
yeah..its not your house and ..
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7:07.0 - 7:11.8
7:11.8 - 7:14.5
7:14.5 - 7:23.4
7:23.4 - 7:26.0
7:26.0 - 7:33.5
7:33.5 - 7:37.8
7:37.8 - 8:13.6

8:13.3 - 8:14.2
8:14.2 - 9:12.0

9:12.0 - 9:14.3
9:14.3 - 9:18.7
9:18.7 - 9:44.8

9:44.8 - 9:47.7
9:47.8 - 10:17.7

Hozan No it’s not my house its temporary it’s like rent not
(moliere?)
Iain
and can you decorate your house are you ..
Hozan eh no its just something in bathroom or something in
kitchen or you can I can paint it or something easy
Iain
I went to your house it looked very nice
Hozan yeah I tried to do it good but it’s not my house it’s like
council house
Iain
ok yeah very interesting yeah
Hozan and ..... I can see those .. these three pictures or so
about ..those are kids in different situations I can start
with this one who is small son small son or small kid
children child and he started he like stuck in this
between I don't know this one in in
Iain
rock boulder yeah
Hozan yeah stuck in rock and he feel cold and he doesn’t
know where he can go and doesn’t know he will leave
or he doesn’t know he lost his parents his country his
par his everything and its how to how will be his future
I can see through this picture Syrian situation Kurdish
situation refugee situation and their present and their
future unfortunately and this son will be in what will be
in future? He lost like him he should be in the school
not stuck in this between in forest in border
Iain
Is this someone you know or just ...
Hozan No its like just Syrian kids
Hozan and for and when after I become a father I can feel I
can see the world I see the world through my
daughter's eyes and I always I think about their fathers
and mothers and what they will think about their kids
and yeah
Iain
the fact that they are not there the fathers are not
there ...important
Hozan and this one also its he's young boy I think he's around
less than ten I think and he do no do you see he hold all
this and this is their stuff and this his world and there is
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10:17.7 - 10:19.1 Iain
10:19.1 - 10:20.8 Hozan
10:19.5 - 10:35.0 Hozan

10:35.0 - 10:39.0 Hozan
10:39.0 - 10:43.6
10:43.6 - 10:45.6
10:45.6 - 10:47.1
10:47.1 - 10:51.4
10:51.4 - 10:55.2
10:54.3 - 11:20.4

Iain
Hozan
Iain
Hozan
Iain
Hozan

11:20.4 - 11:23.3 Iain
11:23.3 - 11:24.3 Hozan
11:24.3 - 11:29.4 Iain
11:30.8 - 11:54.7 Hozan

11:54.7 - 11:56.0 Iain
11:56.0 - 12:47.7 Hozan

12:47.7 - 12:51.7 Iain

like soldier and he stand up there and he doesn't care
about him
yeah yeah hmhmmm
aye
I don’t know if its American or Israeli or Turkish or
regime Syria regime but he’s from army and soldier and
that any all armies doesn’t care about kids in the war
yeah yeah he doesn't in this picture you can't see his
face
he's like a faceless authority figure
yes but you can see his gun
his gun is the most important thing
in war the gun is most important than face
and he's not helping he just standing
yeah no just stand up there and doesn't care and just
he keep it... like.. ignore him but do you know if you
see see his face he just challenge and crying and he
would like to be strong but its too heavy for him
and this is the mother or father do you think or ..
eh its um
oh I see no I'm sorry (yes) its um yes big thing huge all
the things carrying here(yeah) all his life
I think it his stuff I'm not sure about it and when the
people leave their home they try to take expensive
things but they don’t have now like him they don’t
have any expensive thing they just take some cover to
cover their self and to be warm
yeah blankets yeah
to be warm ... and I don’t know if he lost his parent his
parents or not but its I can see through him all more
than few millions Syrian kids who they lost their
schools um parents homes and now they live in other
countries specially like Turkey or Turkeya or Lebanon or
Jordan or Iraq or Kurdistan of Iraq or Egypt who they
some kids a lot of kids work there and its I think it I’m
sure its crime for against the childhood
yeah yeah mhmmm and this is from the internet?
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12:51.7 - 12:52.8 Hozan yeah
12:52.8 - 12:54.6 Iain
yeah OK
12:53.9 - 13:18.1 Hozan and uh and I'm not about it this one he also son eh boy
I'm not sure if he's Syrian or Palestinian but I can see
through his .. what his what his this is his voice if you
can say he open his voice and
13:18.1 - 13:20.3 Iain
this is a picture of a boy shouting and
13:20.3 - 13:36.1 Hozan challenge and shouting and there is a woman I'm not
sure if she is his her his mother or not but she'd crying
and she could she doesn't em she cannot do anything
she
13:36.1 - 13:37.2 Iain
she's helpless
13:37.2 - 13:43.5 Hozan she like tied her hand is tied are tied cannot do
anything
13:43.5 - 13:47.2 Iain
Hmmm yeah she has her hand out but..
13:46.0 - 14:29.1 Hozan and I ..I feel I can hear his voce when he is shout and
like this boys boy I try to think about his future if he will
be like terrorist he will blame him because now they
just left him without anything and they take their their
future their future they take their house they take their
his school and they take everything they didn't um
keep anything for him
14:27.1 - 14:30.0 Iain
yeah so what has he got to live for hmm
14:30.0 - 15:27.1 Hozan yean and they didn't give him any hope to live, they
take his hope and its very dangerous for any .. human .
and they just they they see him like a monster not
human not boy or not kids and those this group are
about children future I think just past or present
because these kids will make the future they will create
the future and I can (can't?) ask about this future and I
can't imagine what will be this future I think will be
darkened future
15:27.1 - 15:30.8 Iain
you mention quite often how important your daughters
are
15:30.8 - 16:10.4 Hozan yes and yeah and I always when I see the kids who lost
their father and mother and who lost they house they
school I always think about my daughters and I think
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16:10.4 - 16:18.9 Iain
16:18.2 - 17:49.6 Hozan

17:49.6 - 17:51.4 Iain
17:51.4 - 18:07.3 Hozan

18:07.3 - 18:13.9 Iain
18:10.5 - 18:27.2 Hozan

18:27.2 - 18:35.2 Iain

18:31.1 - 18:55.6 Hozan

18:55.6 - 19:08.7 Iain

about them if they lost me or her mother what can
they what will they will do and how will be there
situation would be very difficult I can't imagine th ...
Yeah it relates very much to your identity as a father as
well and also as the role of a protector ...
and this this group about what I think about myself
now and future I see myself think this one this make
my real life now its like em I still on contact with my
parents my friends in everywhere by WhatsApp or
twitter or Facebook or messenger or Instagram we feel
we are close but in real we are not we are too far and I
didn't my see my father my mother than six years now
and just I speak with them and we like I feel sometimes
we are we are like we are just as we can our life on the
screens or from we are just human but ah too far and
just on screen we can see our each other and speak but
it real we cannot hug us or sit up or break meeting or
even or
human contact in a way uhuu
real contact its yeah now it’s like eh its suppose to be
there will be real life is important but now
unfortunately we are just eh machines now
Ok did you feel to some extent you live in this unreal
world
yes I I its world is our is my life and my world now and I
can don't have any choice to choose it or not I have just
to stay in this way
Mhmm OK And do you spend more time
communicating this way than in communicating face to
face
eh yes ... yes its eh I'm like I live in UK or Edinburgh but
in real life I spent a lot of time with people outside and
on WhatsApp or Facebook or Messenger more than my
neighbours my friends here or the people here yeah
Mhhmm OK Let’s return to the idea of learning
language and English when your using these apps are
you using them in Arabic Kurdish English
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19:08.6 - 20:03.2 Hozan I use them in English but we speak Kurdish I try to
improve my English through them sometimes and it
was strange when I was in my Syria I always try to keep
my laptop or my phone in English I was in that time I
was joking with my wife and my friends I thought it was
like something is very is too far and you don’t I didn’t
think about it but sometimes like joking I say if I will
keep it in English maybe in one day I leave my country
and live in America or UK but it was like joking not but
now that joke is real and
20:03.2 - 20:06.9 Iain
Mhhhmm a unfortunately come true mmm and
20:05.8 - 20:14.5 Hozan yeah and about English I try to improve my English
through the phone or apps some apps and ..
20:14.5 - 20:23.4 Iain
I'm thinking also of the relationship the difference
between you know living online (yeah) and living off
line as it were
20:23.4 - 20:39.8 Hozan yeah I think all not all this 60 or 70 percent refugees life
is online yeah they are off line in the Edinburgh and
online without yeah
20:39.8 - 20:46.3 Iain
yes yeah Is this effected by learning English do you
think?
20:46.3 - 20:51.1 Hozan Yes I'm sure it is because it takes a lot a lot of times and
20:51.1 - 20:55.7 Iain
mmm but if you learnt more English do you think you
would spent less time on-line or
20:55.7 - 21:37.8 Hozan mmmm I think yeah if ... if I improve my English more I
can fill my time more I think its not just about me I try
always to to reduce em to spend less time to speak
because I hate to speak a long time but this is these
programmes now they make our life they like they
decorate it yeah it
21:37.8 - 21:45.0 Iain
Ok do you feel you are the same person on-line as offline?
21:45.0 - 22:39.5 Hozan it depends when I speak who is on other side if my
parents or my brothers or sisters or if my old friends or
if somebody is like it depend other who is in other side
yeah and when I speak in Arabic or Kurdish is different
something is different when I speak English when I try
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to write English is also different I feel it should be like
simple eh person and sometimes a stupid person I
don’t have confidence I'm not confident when I write
or speak English like Arabic or Kurdish
22:39.5 - 22:43.0 Iain
You can't be as eloquent as as you are in
22:43.0 - 23:13.9 Hozan yes I always stay afraid about my words my
pronunciation my sentences and I speak very slowly
and its boring for other people and its I can't explain
my idea as I want ... for this point I think I'm different
person sometimes
23:13.9 - 23:37.3 Iain
Ok yeah uhuu I think because sometimes when I'm
online particularly on Facebook I look at my friends on
Facebook and they seem to be you know they put the
good things on Facebook yeah the don't nec.. some
people put the bad things as well most people they
always put a very positive view of themselves on
facebook and you wonder is this a are they a very
positive person or are they just ....
23:37.3 - 25:06.4 Hozan mahh yes something is .. for me on I try to avoid to to
put a lot of things in my page on Facebook my timeline
I always try to write some serious ideas or put my
articles or when I find something is important for me to
say about my country about because sometimes when I
write some posts the journalist some journalists in Arab
countries they take it like they take it like and they say
this Writer said this about something and its like its my
responsibility its not like just if you write some joke and
it will some you have some friends and they will forget
it after a few hours. For me I am I have this relation
with the word when I write I feel its responsible you
have to be responsible about your writing and your
yeah ints? not just if you say something its OK its not
OK 100% but if you write it its like document
24:44.0 - 24:45.4 Iain
your a public so you have to
25:06.4 -25:19.9 Iain
yes yeah they say like my brother says when you write
on the internet you are writing in pen (Hozan:yes) not
in pencil (Hozan:yes) in pencil you can erase (Hozan:
exactly) pen is there forever
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25:19.9 - 25:41.9 Hozan Exactly you can and if you forget it the people cannot
forget and they will take maybe picture and it will stay
you can ..Exactly its pen not pencil and for me I always
try to count 1 to ten when I write some posts
25:41.9- 25:45.5 Iain
Interesting yeah ..so you sort of filter it
25:45.5 - 26:58.2 Hozan yeah I feel responsible about my work about my writing
about my ideas about my opinion I try to avoid to hurt
any person any people or any religion or any I try to be
like.....open but as far as I can racism hating to be yeah
because if you see yourself like writer your write for all
people not for Kurdish or Arabic or English people all
people in everywhere they have to feel your writing
and if you ever when I write about my .. my city or my
country its like humanity for me should be because its
em the word if you translated this word it should give
the reader something not to be like just without the
spirits or soul (?) yeah
26:58.2 - 27:16.4 Iain
very interesting its almost as if you have when you talk
about your online identity as a writer which has all
these consequences and connections around the world
and then their is your life at home in Edinburgh which
is ...
27:16.4 - 28:36.5 Hozan Yes, sometime some some friends or newspaper the
ask me to write about my life here and how I feel and
how I see myself here how I see the city and the people
and how I can translate my relation with the city and its
its eh its not easy to to explain your life because your
my life is it looks like daily routine but somethings is
daily routine but in like schools time and something
when I read a book its different words for me I travel
yeah through this book and the city for me eh I have
special relation with the cities I like all the cities in the
night when I was in Damascus I get on the night and
pay and Cairo and Istanbul I always like cities on the
night I don’t know why but I feel ..yeah
28:31.3 - 28:36.6 Iain
yeah yeah I'm the same I like walking at night in cities
there is something nice about it yeah
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28:36.3 - 29:00.3 Hozan I feel its a any city is like two cities or more and in the
through the day different city than night city and night
city is real city I can say its the darkness is make people
free sometimes
29:00.3 - 29:08.6 Iain
yes you can almost see more in the darkness (yes) than
you can in the light sometimes in some way interesting
definitely yeah
29:08.6 - 29:38.5 Hozan And but this one its long way in desert hm blue
sky ..some eh (clouds) some clouds yeah and nobodies
here I always see myself stand up here and look
forward for long way and I don't know what will be in
next side
29:38.5 - 29:40.1 Iain
where its going where where
29:40.1 - 29:50.6 Hozan yeah where its going no border any border where is it
and any city any country I don’t know its just I have to
go
29:50.6 - 29:52.3 Iain
yeah and no people
29:52.3 - 30:03.6 Hozan No people yeah I I because I always see myself I have to
depend on myself not other people to be
30:04.2 - 30:06.9 Iain
where would your family be in this picture
30:06.8 - 30:11.8 Hozan With me behind me or with me yeah
30:11.8 - 30:14.9 Iain
and something in the distance?
30:14.9 - 30:47.9 Hozan it like its not pioneer to be pioneer to be responsible
about my future and who are who with me my
daughters and my wife and now I always think about
my daughters and my wife because they are my
responsibility here my father and mother in my original
city and they can depend on their self and my brothers
also they are I don’t think I be responsible about their
self
30:47.9 - 30:53.8 Iain
thinking of the role the role of learning English in em
Do you think?
30:53.8 - 30:59.9 Hozan yeah about English I always see this a long way (points
at long road)
30:59.9 - 31:03.6 Iain
Ok yeah its like a long road as
31:03.6 - 31:25.1 Hozan a long road and sometimes it its language is a road I see
myself I can't improve as I want and just I have to push
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31:25.1 - 31:38.5 Iain

31:38.5 - 32:00.0 Hozan

32:00.0 - 32:05.4 Iain
32:02.7 - 32:05.6 Hozan
32:05.6 - 32:23.2 Hozan

32:23.2 - 32:25.8
32:25.8 - 32:27.9
32:27.9 - 32:28.6
32:28.6 - 32:56.2

Iain
Hozan
Iain
Hozan

32:56.2 - 32:57.7 Iain
32:57.7 - 33:22.5 Hozan

33:22.5 - 33:24.9 Hozan
33:24.9 - 33:41.9 Iain

33:40.6 - 34:18.7 Iain

myself and to go or somebody have to has to push me.
Its more than some something you can say
if this road is the future of your life would English or
the foreign language be a barrier in the road or would it
be something that helps you go along the road do you
think?
I think it will help me to go more strong more confident
yeah more options yeah and it could make it short
shorter than as it its shown in the picture
quite a positive positive way to look at it
yeah yeah
and this last picture is darkness and this is man who put
this light in his mouth and he try to find some answers
or some ways
OK so he's with a torch he's..
yes and its like flash or something
flashlight
yeah flashlight and he try to he search about something
answers and ways or but all the around him is darkness
is black and he's just his eyes he can see the light and
his light in his mouth and I see is this light is the English
could be this light for refugee
I see that’s fascinating
yeah and can show him some answers some ways to
like to reduce this darkness around him and other thing
maybe he can find something he want more than just
answers
maybe something that's he's lost (Hozan: yeah)
possibly
searching for something. That's very interesting that
good yeah these are all very .. were there any
photographs or pictures that you would have liked to
show me but you couldn't, you don’t have a copy any
more or ..
Actually I I was worried about pictures because as you
see my home all my albums and my past they stay
there and I lost them I lost everything and I just started
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34:18.7 - 34:22.4 Hozan
34:21.4 - 34:30.4 Hozan
34:30.4 - 34:32.0 Iain
34:32.0 - 34:47.7 Hozan

34:47.7 - 34:48.9 Iain
34:48.9 - 35:20.5 Hozan

35:20.5 - 36:00.7 Iain

36:00.7 - 36:43.2 Hozan

36:43.2 - 36:45.0 Iain

here without memory without m albums and I want to
show you all this pictures in my past but you know they
are not just in ..they are in my flat there and I don’t
know if they stay there or yeah
yeah so pictures of childhood and family and things
yeah all my history or my memory and some pictures in
my wedding and everything yeah
all of it part of the denden ?
yeah I have just some I don’t know what it is in English
this em this sickness its when somebody couldn't
remember anything and he lost his lost his memory he
can't remember anything
amnesia
yeah amnesia I can remember but I don’t have any
options to bring them and to just .. I lost them and I
feel a space this space will stay like without anything it
will stay just empty nothing can fill it
Um and um so that was interesting thank you very
much could I keep these is that OK I might just .. I'll
make little notes of each one but they're very
interesting thank you very much. I had some questions
just from last week just if you have time (Hozan: yeah
OK) just quickly ask about them um so I think actually
the first question we discussed already because I
wanted to ask about your identity as a writer and how
it effects your how you learn English um we talked
earlier particularly how you use it on Facebook and ..
How do you feel?
I feel .. I will be in English I can't be writer in English I
will be just simple reader I want to be professional
reader in English but I think it will take some times
more cos I always focus on my reading and writing in
my own language and Arabic and I don't want to lost
this way and I feel the reading the writing and reading
or reading and writing just they keep me strong to go
through this way to go continue my road
its a practical thing rather than a
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36:45.0 - 37:49.0 Hozan it not like practical it’s like important it my grand they
had my grants in the life's work to be strong and to be
to continue my road and this when I focus on reading in
Arabic and writing in Arabic I can feel I lose English but I
say in future this this is my my writing is my future if I
improve my English just to contact with people to make
relations with relation to explain myself to listen to
watch TV to read newspaper maybe read novels in
English it will be good enough for me and all my plans
about my writing in the future not about English
37:49.0 - 37:52.2 Iain
they're about writing in Arabic not in English
37:51.6 - 37:57.3 Hozan in Arabic yea and English is just like assistant in my life
to be
37:57.3 - 37:59.0 Iain
so you can write and
37:59.7 - 38:52.0 Hozan yes because for some people Englsh is main thing they
have to improve themselves to find a job to study to ..
for me I don't think now about to study university
because I already studied and I graduate I finish and eh
I think when I write a novel its more important than to
finish university or master or something because after
that I have to look for job and to its same circle but
now I have to go far (yeah) it’s like to make jump to go
to my what I want
38:52.0 - 39:04.1 Iain
Ok that's interesting because I think maybe as a
teacher I think maybe oh he is a writer therefore I'll do
lots of writing in class because he will enjoy that but
you're saying no I wouldn't necessarily be ..
39:04.1 - 39:53.9 Hozan when I was in English class it was like homework they
ask us for to write one hundred and fifty words about
something and I always write in Arabic and I translated
for few minutes and after that I corrected in English
and it was not bad but I am not writer in English I am
writer in Arabic and different person and different
culture and everything is different and when I try to
write something in English I have to translate it from
my mind as I .. I write it in my language and it came
something is ..came strange and difficult and
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39:53.9 - 39:56.2 Iain
though recognised in the same way?
39:56.1 - 39:57.5 Hozan yes
39:57.5 - 40:06.1 Iain
OK one other thing you talked about that was
interesting was how you studied for the driving test
theory test and you learnt a lot of English that way
40:06.1 - 41:30.1 Hozan Yes I ... the driving licence was very important for me
because my life before it different from my life after it
and I stopped my college to start theory test and I
spent some times few weeks three or four weeks to
study this theory test maybe more than one month or
two month. And I improve my English through the
theory test and I focus because I need it and I felt will it
will change my life because I always spend I used to
spend few hours from bus to bus and to take my
daughters in very bad weather to the nursery and em
and it was something for me to to make my daughters'
life better and I have emotions to get it for them not
for myself and for this I focus on it and I pass it in short
time I think and in English, and I improve my English
with the (laugh)
41:30.1 - 41:35.0 Iain
Was there also a freedom you get having a car
41:33.5 - 42:14.9 Hozan yes when I yes I feel freedom to move and any time to
go to some cities to Glasgow or other cities to go in
anytime to shopping to yeah and it makes me makes
me free and my family is comfortable more
comfortable and yeah I .. it was very good thing for me
and I believe when I pass it I believe I can improve my
English when I focus and when I need it for something
42:14.9 - 42:18.2 Iain
you sort of proved to yourself that you could do that
yeah uhhuh
42:18.2 - 42:34.0 Hozan yeah because when you decide to to get something you
have to do it and for me I when I decide something I
don’t give myself any choice to ..
42:34.0 - 42:35.3 Iain
any excuse?
42:35.3 - 42:38.8 Hozan any excuse I just have to get it yeah
42:38.8 - 42:42.0 Iain
yeah and your wife must have been happy as well
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42:42.0 - 42:53.1 Hozan Yeah my wife and my daughters and now is much
better than it as I said my life before it is different than
after it
42:53.1 - 43:18.3 Iain
Mhmm OK I thought it was very interesting. There was
something you said about talking about your neighbour
you said He asked me where are you from first time I
don't need to explain for him where I am from because
my English speaks more (yes) they can tell me I am not
from Scotland or England or UK I'm just refugee and
doesn't matter where that was very interesting (Yeah)
How do you feel when people ask you where are you
from?
43:19.0 - 44:11.6 Hozan Is depend the people and depend the place and
situation if there some events maybe or eh its different
than or in your class is different than in the street or in
if you are in bar or cafe or in university is .. you can
think about their question eh when you are in the place
and how they can say or how they ask and you can
think if they ask just for something positive or just to
let you know and to make conversation or something
or to they ask to judge you its different.
44:11.6 - 44:18.9 Iain
yeah I think sometimes it can be a way of saying you
are not from here ...
44:18.8 - 44:19.1 Hozan yeah
44:19.1 - 44:30.1 Iain
Ok um you mentioned your classes made you feel sort
of tied up first ones (yeah) can you tell me more about
that
44:30.1 - 44:35.6 Hozan Do you mean first class in English in Edinburgh?
44:35.6 - 44:35.7 Hozan Mmm
44:35.9 - 45:32.3 Hozan Its I always feel I'm tied up in English and especially my
English was like beginner or just starter and it feel
because I couldn’t make any conversation and I feel I'm
tied up in my heart more and I can't read very good and
I can’t write very good and I just have to spell my
speaking not (laughs) and I just sometimes I said
something is strange I try to explain and its when you
are not confident you will feel like weak or
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45:29.9 - 45:39.0 Iain

Can you think back to anything you did in the class that
you thought this is very helpful anything you thought
no this is not helpful for me
45:39.0 - 45:44.4 Hozan .......
45:44.4 - 47:08.0 Hozan yeah for me maybe I prefer to read short articles and
after that short article about what I like because I
remember about class it was about how I find a job and
there are options to be maybe some easy jobs to be
cleaner to be its I always I think about it oh they just
see refugee you have to improve your English to be like
those maybe cashier if you are lucky and cleaner its
easy and something and I thought it is easy for them to
teach you to how to be cleaner and it’s not good way
to study English yeah it’s for me I thought if I read what
about um what I like I can find a job because it will be
easy to speak to answer questions and some article
about history about culture about novel and because I
like this maybe some people don't like this one but for
me I thought it be best way to improve my English to
learn it
47:08.0 - 47:39.7 Iain
OK interesting OK .... one thing I noticed last time was
also talk about how you having feelings of no choice no
power particularly when you arrived and became
refugee seek as asylum seeker um um how do you see
the role on English in this power is it something that
frees you or is it something that holds you back do you
think
47:39.7 - 49:00.8 Hozan I think if English was better I think my life in UK when I
started could be much easier because when you speak
English its everything is easy for you and you can
explain and go and ask and it will be easy and when you
don’t need it and you are like disabled you need
everything some people assist you in train station
maybe is something read it or everything and when you
have when you speak English you can make gooder
relation with people with in GP in with doctors with
people if you would like to make friendship with some
friends it will be easy to speak about yourself to about
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them to ask to make conversations but when you don’t
speak English you will feel strange and the people don't
make theirself like don't waste their time with you they
are not .. they don't have time for you they will spend it
with other thing what they like
49:00.8 - 49:05.9 Iain
Do you can do you feel people try to speak Arabic with
you? or Kurdish?
49:05.9 - 50:01.3 Hozan Eh No for .. its.. for for British people or Scottish people
I'm just other em place or other country and I'm
refugee and it doesn’t matter for them my English my
own language its they they just see my country is too
far and it is and they don't maybe more than sixty
percent of them don't know where is my country and
they take their opinions about my country from the
media and they knew about my country and all refugee
are same and same place and same area and OK they
make their judgements
50:02.1 - 50:04.9 Iain
and don't feel any respect for
50:04.9 - 51:15.2 Hozan Its not about respect or unrespect its about like
judgement and you can not ask people to respect you if
you ..deserve it?... and it depend I think the people are
polite I'm sure the people try to be polite and its like ..
life life law or life .... lifestyle yeah and eh this and they
try to show you this just polite they are polite and they
don't care about your country and for me .. I don't ask
them to respect my country or respect me I think when
you deserve your respect you will take it you will get it
and your reward your in anything you will do it .. yeah
51:15.2 - 51:43.9 Iain
Um yeah I mean one thing I think is an issue with um
how people view refugees is they view refugees always
as victims (mmhmm) without seeing them as (yeah)
people as people with something to offer. You
mentioned last time about your daughters at school
being very proud of being trilingual. Do you think the
schools are different the way they treat children who
are ..
51:43.9 - 53:17.9 Hozan I think yeah I think for kids they don't think about ...
they they just like .. they are kids and they don't think
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about compliant complaining things like adult or like
me and they feel they are proud because ....they they
didn't know their situation or they are refugee here
they just feel their selves something with eh like their a
friends and some they have something is different like
their language and they feel they are more rich with
their language and I think they will make their life with
their language because they don’t have this feelings
which is like refugee or any memory from from their
background and they will find their self here and this is
their city and nobody can take it and tell them you are
not from here because they don't know any place
except here and they will fight or struggle to be to be
to take their rights and to make their rights here
53:17.9 - 53:34.9 Iain
Interesting Ok Um Another thing I thought was
interesting last time was about when you went to
Sweden (Hozan: mhmm) and you said you felt very
positive about your English in Sweden. Do you think
you feel more comfortable speaking English with
people whose first language is not English?
53:34.9 - 54:21.8 Hozan Some people whose their mother language English they
speak fast and they didn’t care about you and they
speak just as a they speak always but when English is
your second language or third language you will be
more clear and the specially when you be out of UK the
people and their English is broken (laughs) and its good
for somebody like me who is English is broken also and
they can explain some simple thing or easy things..
54:21.8 - 54:40.7 Iain
yeah I remember I lived in Morocco for a while and I
would speak French and people their would speak
French and it was fine because our French was the
same level. But how about when you speak to someone
say if you are speaking to someone here whose English
is second language so maybe a neighbour. Do you feel
more comfortable doing that?
54:38.6 - 56:19.6 Hozan yes it easier yeah more comfortable for them they can
feel why why my English is is worse or why my English
is weak but who is the English for them is mother
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language they are in their home an in their flat and I
they didn’t know about our situation my and my
family’s situation they for them I'm strange I came to to
their their city and I have to change myself they don’t
need to change their self I am with them in this point
because they stay in their everything for them is still
like what is it. But I'm came from outside to be here tis
not like opposite occupation yeah it’s like to be part of
this life here and I think the law is more like some
government decision is more important than people
here because it makes people to be more polite more
maybe they are scared from law or police or they try to
hide their bad feelings
56:19.6 - 56:44.7 Iain
Ok so they leave a lot um the role of the state is to
make people to restrict the anti-feeling... um .. Also
you talk about almost like an international refugee
identity (Hozan:mhmm) that was interesting. Can you
tell me more about that?
56:44.7 - 57:51.0 Hozan Now when like identity I see like I see the identities
from different ways and I can see the refugee if they
are from Syria or Morocco or Somalia or Eritrea or
anywhere or Yemen or Sudan or any African country or
American country and they will feel same same feeling I
think when you feel and they stay in same situation
because I remember we were in [city redacted] its a
campaign (?) for refugee all people stayed their
together and they stayed for and we are all wear like
numbers 5s and eh for the Government for the Home
Office and we are same and they see us same and
57:51.0 - 57:52.1 Iain
as numbers
57:52.1 - 59:54.4 Hozan as numbers sometimes and the pictures and don't yeah
its like em and we couldn’t sometimes couldn’t see
ourselves same some refugees see his his self better
than other but for me I see all refugee have to be eh
together because they have their kids or have struggle
to build the new life new world without refugees
without borders without dictatorship because they left
their countries for different reasons but 80% if us like
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59:54.4 - 59:56.9 Iain
59:56.9 - 59:59.9 Hozan
59:59.9 Iain
1:00:20.6

1:00:20.6 1:00:52.9

Hozan

1:00:52.9 1:01:08.1

Iain

1:01:05.7 1:01:21.3

Hozan

1:01:21.3 1:01:29.8
1:01:25.3 1:01:29.8

Iain
Hozan

Syrian or Sudanese or in Middle East we left our
country because there are dictatorship they are war
and we have like all refugees now in every in Europe
and they are more than few millions and if they would
like to change some decisions they can they can um
they can say their opinion in good ways and they can
there are .. governments and heard they can listen to
their to what they want and if they in everywhere they
ask some for something they will get it because huge
number and their they are its new identity in the
twenty first century will be and citizenship of ..they
have citizenship of everywhere now like
yeah of the world yeah uhuhh
yeah
interesting you were saying that because the
government viewed you in one way this kind of
brought people together in that way (Hozan: mhmm)
interesting Um So When you are looking for images and
pictures did you learn anything about yourself?
I sometime I explain or I discover something or there
you still like learner in your life every time or with any
picture or with any article or with any book with any
film I see something in myself and any new thing
But I mean when you were in the process of you I know
when I was looking at mine (Hozan:yes) I was thinking
about this and I though Oh OK Interesting (Hozan:
yeah) it made me realise about some things myself
(Hozan: yes, yes) I learned something did you
always when you speak you something you remember
or the pictures sometimes remind you something you
forget it or yes
Yes, well thank you very much Hozan that was very
interesting indeed
I hope you will make the language better (laugh)
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Appendix 1.2.1

Ahmed Interview 1

As this interviewed was transcribed in a different way from the others in this work
(using Google Docs rather than Nvivo 12) it uses line numbers rather than timings.
Nvivo was used for coding the interview
Date: January 2018
Location: Iain’s home
Present: Ahmed (participant), Iain Philip (researcher)
Iain:

Ok this is an interview with Ahmed with Iain Philip researching as part of his
PhD for Edinburgh University in January 2018

Ahmed: Good afternoon
Iain:

Good afternoon I'm my name is Iain, and I am a researcher at Edinburgh
university I am married I have two children and I am partially Scottish but I was
born abroad and have lived in many countries. Tell me about yourself.

Ahmed: My name is Ahmed I’m from Syria …… what else (laugh) I've been living here
in the UK in Edinburgh like two and a half years UK in general three years I was
studying civil engineering at Damascus University and I've finished four years’
worth of study civil engineering and it was just one year to go to graduate but
due the situation in the country I had to leave so I left and then I travelled to
here to Britain I spent 10 months on the way until I got here ..yeah… I'm living
on my own now I have one brother he is living in Turkey .. now he's an
architect .. my Mum still living in Syria now I'm trying to apply for a visa to bring
her over here as Turkey’s not issuing visas for Syrians anymore so yeah what
else
Iain:

And you said you're an engineering student

Ahmed: yes
Iain:

Are you still wanting to be an engineer or not

Ahmed: yes of course because I've got the …. I mean for many reasons but the most
important one is I've got passion about engineering stuff I mean I I spent like if
you calculate how many years I spent behind the books I mean including
schools and universities they are like 17 years I don't want to end up with
nothing after after I mean they're going to be wasted you know I mean plus the
important thing I have a passion for engineering um ...yeah
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Iain:

So tell me where you live

Ahmed: I live in [redacted] on my own as I said
Iain:

How do you get on with your neighbours and community?

Ahmed: The neighbours are fine I mean so far em yeah they are ok I lived like in a flat
in a block of flats I believe there are maybe like 15 or 13 flats in that building em
yeah the neighbours are fine I think I mean the the neighbour just right next to
my flat door ...got some mental issues and stuff because I.. I’m I suspect that ….
but um I've forgotten the name you know s c h i - you know this kind of when
you have two personalities
Iain:

Schizophrenic

Ahmed:Schiz.. schiz ..
Iain:

Schizophrenia?

Ahmed: Schizophrenia yeah because sometimes the way he greet me when I greet him
the way he greet me back is is totally different from the other one and totally
different personality Do you know what I mean? I can notice that, like till now
I've I've counted like three personalities so far on him (both laugh) yeah totally
different
Iain:

How do you think your neighbours see you?

Ahmed: Em so as far … I mean I've just like really interact with three neighbours I
guess the one right next to my door and the one just above my flat he is like
really friendly guy like super friendly and he is like sixty old of age and the other
one lives on the ground floor he is very lovely as well yeah yeah
Iain:

OK and um so tell me about your work are you working?

Ahmed: About my work like the whole period?
Iain:

Or studies Yes what are you doing at the moment?

Ahmed: You mean now and before or just now?
Iain:

Just now, yes

Ahmed: Now I've just started working with Deliveroo Is a company that provides
delivery service for restaurants that don't have it and like I just started about 2
weeks ago and it's going well so far ..yeah its OK
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Iain:

How do you think You said you wanted to study as well Is that still your plan

Ahmed: Yeah of course I want to complete my education but the problem is I've got
some responsibilities some of them financial responsibilities like my mother I
need to to support her and ...and I got like …….ok I'm gonna talk about loads of
things first of all the responsibilities that preventing me from pursuing my
education I mean now why am I delaying it so that's one reason the other
reason is I feel physically and mentally my age is kind of set to start working do
you know what I mean to start being a productive like I mean like make money
obviously because I mean each age has its own how can I explain it like its own/
Iain:

/priorities?

Ahmed: Not ...as it …. when you when you graduate from High School 18 you more
excited to go to university and during like up to 23 24 years old you don't really
bother about the way you're living like I mean yeah you can put up with the
student life in terms of everything like money and some difficulties like even
the transportation stops and you don't really bother but after that age you feel
like you need to have need to produce you do really bother about making do
you know I mean so that is a second reason I feel not really motivated to pursue
my education now. I need to sort the financial issues first so I can live my life
during study and at university rather than waiting to finish University and then
start living my life Do you know what I mean?
Iain:

yeah, yeah

Ahmed: The third thing is .. so that's two reasons.. yeah pretty much everything and
nothing further
Iain:

Is English an issue?

Ahmed: No not at all No No I was I was ready like to start studying 2016 I was
completely ready because at that time I was finished the N5 ESOL and and its
accepted as an English requirement to get into the university as two of my
friends who were studying with me in the same class they've already started
university I am the only one that didn't so it's not English issue at all and yeah
Iain:

So it's more to do with the the/

Ahmed: /yeah the other stuff I don't feel myself ready yet
Iain:

Tell me about your experiences of learning English in Edinburgh.
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Ahmed: Could you specify or in terms of what?
Iain:

Well I mean ..tell me about .. What did you find useful what did you not find
useful? What did you enjoy doing? What did you didn’t enjoy doing? Were
there certain classes that you found particularly useful? Were there certain
classes that you didn't like tell me ….or activities you liked or didn't like?

Ahmed: Emm I mean since I was studying at university so I've got some academic skills
that helped me mean study anything else you know those skills the academic
skills so I knew since the beginning if I rely on colleges or English classes I
wouldn't have been speaking English like I'm speaking now
Iain:

Why not?

Ahmed: Because English is not ... it's a communication way its um it's very large very
huge um and the the when when I went to college First before I got the the
residency permit yeah I waited six months to get my papers before that there
were some free English classes not from the college from community stuff I
don’t know so I went there I didn't like it because it didn't meet my
expectations about the English classes about how they are supposed to be and/
Iain:

/In what way?

Ahmed: In what way?
Iain:

What were you expecting what did they not deliver?

Ahmed: I've felt many things like they must be and start giving whatever everyday
differently there is no .. like.. approach of giving information. Plus the important
thing is like a after a while it turned out why the second .. why because not all
the students have academic backgrounds so they have to like adopt with
students ability. So they were rather slowing me down from learning English do
you know I mean and I thought where I expected to be pulling me faster or
pulling me up I mean English levels but it wasn't like that and I thought at that
time I thought I yeah maybe yeah because like Community stuff but the college
absolutely gonna be different that’s what I had in mind at that time. And then
when I went to college … first I went to [ESOL Provider] here when I start
speaking stuff and then her name was Carol the assessor she told me we cannot
let you in here and I said like why? And she said because we are just have three
levels entry 1 2 3 I said just put me in the third one it'll be fine it all helps help
so when she told me that I didn't expect anything else I get whatever it would
be would be ok for me so it was OK actually it was ok because I'm not I wasn't
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like … um... hoping that it will meet my expectations since you told me your
English higher than the level we teaching and I kept thinking the college going
to be different but then when I went to college I really got shocked.
Iain:

Really? Why?

Ahmed: The system absolutely (laugh) I don't know the word to describe it .. but ..
messy ... not well organised .. everything goes like ... just it goes you know
what I mean just ...there is/
Iain:

Do you mean sort of unstructured?

Ahmed: Unstructured .. and em yeah
Iain:

Was there … I mean you talk about the style of learning so was it different from
your previous academic experiences?

Ahmed: Yeah of course. I mean in academic experiences it's like you’re running and
studying very hard and you barely scratch the surface Do you know what I mean
you barely keep up with the ...What's called the subjects you study
Iain:

Syllabus? Curriculum?

Ahmed: Yeah that's what I'm used to be taught like Do you know what I mean and so
when I when I came here It's like kids way- like “what you doing”? (laugh) the
problem is.. I mean .. how there are more than one problem ... it's a big
subject to talk about
Iain:

How would you prefer what would you like to be different?

Ahmed: To be different? I suggest I suggest the the college to not just assessing the
level of English of students/
Iain:

/level of English?

Ahmed: yeah assessing the academic skills and academic background of the students
depends on their background and do two different types of English classes the
one the ones for people expected to be learning slowly and the ones who be
learning fast
Iain:

OK more academic? More/

Ahmed: /More academic and the way they absorbed the information differently from
of the other people
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Iain:

So where did you learn your English? How did you learn your English?

Ahmed: Well apart from the classes I was working on my English I was making loads of
efforts towards learning English like a ...everything movies, songs, English
videos, English apps. When I always pay attention to people when they speak in
English especially in the buses where I was travelling on the buses so anything I
hear I don't understand I try to figure out what was that word trying to look it
up on the internet so I was trying to live the language and I think that's the
correct way to learn it until now actually I always got that feeling I'm not doing
much .. I always say to myself if I’m really focusing more I would be be speaking
English better
Iain:

And did you use English with your neighbours in shops in the flat

Ahmed: Yes, always try to speak and other words I say I mean …. I know that one
important thing to learn language is not too shy not to be shy ... just do it just
say whatever in your mind and
Iain:

Are you a shy person normally?

Ahmed: Mmmm .. I mean …. I don't know that's a big question (laugh) I don't consider
myself as shy sometimes shy as a normal person it depends on the situation but
in general I’m more I'm more outgoing person.
Iain:

Did you ever meet any communication issues with anyone? Any situations
where you couldn't communicate what you wanted to communicate or any
problems that came about because you couldn't communicate with someone?

Ahmed: Yeah of course especially at the beginning because my English wasn't as good
as now so of course I encountered such situation with people
Iain:

Can you tell about them or one or?

Ahmed: I mean there were a lot I mean .. because there were a lot so I don't remember
them ..but the recent one .. till now actually I can't I can’t really express what I
want. Do you know what I mean? And sometimes I’m afraid people call me rude
because I I choose that word not the other word. Do you know there are always
polite words to describe the same idea do you know but I choose the other
word because I knew the other words .. that's the words that came first into
my mind to say. When I have some problem with like I was trying to get a
private hire licence to become a taxi driver I was trying to obtain it and there
was this condition to apply which is a criminal record check from my country of
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origin which I can't obtain at all because - many reasons first of all there isn't a
British Embassy in my country nor a Syrian Embassy in Britain ..I’m considered
as a criminal or even a traitor in Syrian government point of view because I run
away from the duty of joining military service so they won't produce it you
know. Third of all from British government point of view I'm not allowed to deal
with any Syrian authorities whatsoever so and now another state enterprise
mean state enterprise people like from the government say so telling me asking
me for this condition so I really got angry because of that that’s obviously it's
not fair at all ..so .. I had some interviews with some people with the council or
over the phone or .. I had to communicate with people and stuff so I wish that
time that I got better English to make them feel just to show them how stupid
they are I mean in terms of setting laws and legislations do you know I mean
but in a polite way because obviously you can't be rude with people Do you
know what I mean?
Iain:

So you want to express your frustration but in a way that was..

Ahmed: Yeah to make them really …. l mean do you know what I mean hold a mirror in
front of them and see it
Iain:

Yes, I think we all want to that sometimes (both laugh)

Ahmed: so that's one situation that's one situation until now I feel I’m encountered
those situation where I got angry and I wanna be as not fluent the other word I
forgotten it ... expressive?
Iain:

Eloquent

Ahmed: Eloquent eloquent in Arabic as in … in English as in Arabic Do you know what I
mean? As Hozan said one idea really really true is when you speak in Arabic or
whatever your own language you feel strong .. you feel you can hold the
situation I don't know how to
Iain:

Confidence or …

Ahmed: It's not about confident no no it's not confidence issue at all at all at all its the
expressing ideas very clear and strict and did you get it do you know what I
mean?
Iain:

Yes, I think so. I think I understand what you mean. I think not so much
confidence more about …. is it about power?

Ahmed: Em -
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Iain:

Or control maybe?

Ahmed: Ehhhh
Iain:

I think when I’m …

Ahmed: Kind of yeah its just expressing ideas very clear and very fast and not bothering
about the language as a barrier. Because it is a barrier sometimes I mean it’s a
language no matter how much you you learn you still you have some lacks of
sort of
Iain: Let's go with this idea about language and identity to what extent do you feel that
you are the same person in English as you are in Arabic or are you a different
person do different elements of your personality of your identities come
forward?
Ahmed: Of what?
Iain:

How .. how does Do you feel you're a different person in English as you are an
Arabic?

Ahmed: When I speak in English or just when I …(yeah) I speak in English
Ahmed: (1,2) pretty much The same I mean same personality just different ways of
communicating communication
Iain:

I mean if someone .. if you had one friend who you only spoke to in Arabic and
one friend who you I always who you only spoke to in English different friends
would they see you as the same would they have the same view of you

Ahmed: (..) Well sometimes I'm trying to be the same but maybe the English barrier
preventing me from being that because I'm like sometimes I mean being funny
in your own language is easier than being funny and I like to say jokes you can
control the situation you can break the ice easily in your own language by
using .. where you can't do in English that's one thing and in breaking the ice
that’s very important because I mean when you meet a new person it's very
easy to make him to make him or make her your friend and very easy at the
same time not to Do you know what I mean it all depends on on five minutes
the impression the first impression so that’s the struggle between this and that
yeah yeah .. Yeah so
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Iain:

You mentioned I'm also wondering if you met a friend now who you hadn't
seen for three years would they think your how would they think you've
changed

Ahmed: I think I'm changed drastically during the last four years as anybody else I
consider everybody's changing .. but sometimes I got that feeling that I changed
even on more fast-paced way do you know what I mean more changes than
because obviously I had to encounter loads of situations during my travelling to
Britain and I mean new environment here and stuff and new people so I’m
changed more than a friend who stayed in the country
Iain: In what ways do you think do you feel you've changed
Ahmed: I've become more stronger confident … knowing people more ... deal with
situations in terms in all terms as I don’t know as everybody .. I think some
people lose confidence during time but I fortunately I gained confidence and
responsibility since is more now .. I guess so
Iain:

Responsibility in what way?

Ahmed: Eh?
Iain:

What do you mean about responsibility?

Ahmed: .. Like in the … from the small things to the big things the small things like living
on my own nobody cook for me I cook for myself I clean my house I wash
everything I look after myself I need to work I need to look after myself I need
to entertain myself to ever, so that's the small thing but there are big things
like responsibility of my mum before was my mum and my brother because my
brother I mean travelled to Turkey in 2016 but before that he was in Syria ...so
and my father as well but my father passed away in April 2016
Iain:

I'm sorry to hear that

Ahmed: It OK. So yeah a lot of responsibility
Iain:

The term refugee. How do you feel about being called “refugee”? How do you
feel about this label of refugee?

Ahmed: I hate it. I try to avoid of saying that in front of people .. because ..I mean the
majority of people subconsciously prejudge you
Iain:

In what way?
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Ahmed: Many ways it depends on on the on the stereotypes they have about refugees
so it depends .. very rarely in a positive way. And even in a positive way.. it
hurts why like last last Encounter with acknowledging myself as a refugee was
with one girl working with Deliveroo as well she’s riding a motorbike as well so
we met at KFC as we were picking up our meals to deliver and she asked me
where you from and stuff and she's from Italy and I said I'm from Syria and she
said you refugee I said yes and then she said she was really positive about that
she said like oooaaahhh really friendly positive she was really how can I tell like
she was starting saying all nice stuff and said welcome to Europe when she said
that it hurts me a bit it's like …. giving you pity do you you know what I mean I d
on't want I don’t want to see people giving me pity because I don't like that
it ...so when she said welcome to Europe as if I'm inside her house I mean I
mean it's a nice way/
Iain:

/its othering/

Ahmed: makes me feel strange makes you feel I’m different you know what I mean
even in a positive way it hurts me. I don't know if it's me or that's how it's
supposed to be what I mean by that is it me .. giving it that that importance.. or
me as sensitive person or me thinking about it too much
Iain:

Being over sensitive do you think

Ahmed: Yeah or that's normal I don't know I'm not sure but it hurts
Iain:

Yeah thats interesting

Ahmed: yeah and other people judge you in a negative way … yeah so either way no
good
Iain:

So you don’t like to use the term

Ahmed: No neither positive nor negative
Iain:

Interesting Ok. So do you feel you have one identity or many identities?

Ahmed: Well the identity thing is very complicated. Sometimes if think about it too
much you get obsessed of that and that gives you no nice feeling so I just leave
it as it is I’m just.. born in Syria and living in Britain just now maybe I'll be living
in different place in the future doing what I think is right to do and trying as
much.. trying to be as much objective and transparent with myself as … yeah
so... I don't know I just consider myself like that, honestly.
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Iain:

Yeah let's talk about the future. How do you see yourself in the future?

Ahmed: In the future I see myself as an entrepreneur it doesn't matter in doesn't
matter in what field but I mean deep inside me there is this little .. leadership
sense I can't give up on so I can't see myself as like normal job or normal life I
feel I have to do something different .. something … I have to do something ..
my own thing .. not because someone told me to do it ..in terms of science
business anything so I see myself maybe have ...like but if it's after five years
haven’t finished my study and haven't maybe my own company or at least
that’s what I'm trying I mean at least that's my ambition so I don't know if it's
gonna be like that or not so I can't tell
Iain:

It sounds like you want to be in control of your life

Ahmed: Yeah yeah yeah yeah
Iain:

Do you feel like you're in control of your life now? Or ...

Ahmed: No I don't think I'm in control of my life now .. to be honest ..but I'm trying to
(laugh) I'm trying to .. it's very difficult to be in control actually .. even the small
things is it's very difficult to ..yeah..yeah so.
Iain:

How about your national and cultural identities in the future? how do you feel?
Do you think you’ll become more Scottish or more European or less … how will
this mix change in the future do you think

Ahmed: Um .. I don’t know
Iain:

Say If you don't know it's fine ..

Ahmed: I don't sometimes I think about it but I don't seem to come to a conclusion
about So I leave it to be honest with you I think about it .. because the culture I
was raised up in totally different from here so the still sometimes no matter
how you're trying to give up on the relatively bad things it could be not bad
things but in my opinion it's still restrain you in a way or another it's a struggle
as well because the stuff you observed during the childhood period is very
difficult to give up on or to change it so it's kind of struggle I start thinking about
it I got headache and then I'll leave it so yeah
Iain:

Ok Ok

Ahmed: It's very complicated thing
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Appendix 1.2.2

Ahmed Interview 2

NB: Unlike other interviews, Ahmed’s second interview took place immediately after the
first interview. Before the interview we had discussed photo-elicitation and the aims of
the project.
Date: January 20218
Location: Iain’s home
Present: Ahmed (participant), Iain Philip (researcher)
1
2

Iain:

Thank you very much what do we have time to look at photographs now or you
want to come back another time and do that

3

Ahmed: I look at them

4

Iain:

Do you want to look at the photographs?

5

Iain:

OK

6

Researcher shows his photographs – not transcribed here

7

Ahmed: I've just got two pictures describing my identity now more ., not

8

Iain:

OK Fantastic

9
10
11
12
13

Ahmed: Not before not during my childhood So the first one is this (laugh) on the
internet I found this the thing is that’s me (pointing at black duck) I feel from
the inside I don't feel I'm different from here but they make me feel different
the others do you know what I mean (Iain: yes) so that's the idea for me I'm
trying to be nothing but they make me different that's just do that and go so

14

Iain:

15
16
17

Ahmed: Yeah Yeah Yes whether they mean it or not that's the thing do you know what
I mean that's why well actually that's the main reason I was making efforts to
acquire a British accent

18

Iain:

19
20
21
22
23

Ahmed: I don't want people ask me where am I from I don't want to be judged so I was
really making efforts on acquiring a British accent and it worked relatively a bit
but sometimes it doesn't work they know that I am not not British just to avoid
being asked that question so so that's the main reason I'm trying to integrate
into society by acquiring their accent

Just goes right back to the Italian lady?

Tell me more about that
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24

Iain:

And so you looking particularly for a Scottish accent?

25

Ahmed: Just English standard accent but I seem to be getting a Scottish accent a bit

26

Iain:

27
28
29

Ahmed: /I’ve been told/ I’ve been told by people that I have a have a Scottish accent
that doesn't matter for me just I don't want to be asked where I'm from yeah to
be honest yeah so

30
31
32

Yes I still get asked where I'm from my because my British accent is mixed up c
os it's not really Scottish it's up to English so people are always confused by it so
they still ask me where I'm from and I'm like ah .. it's different though

/yes I can hear that/

33
34
35

Iain:

I noticed in the picture there I noticed for the record this is a picture of some
ducks some yellow ducks and some birds are a Duck's up here they are higher
up than the ducks below is that significant?

36
37
38
39
40

Ahmed: No it's not about being .. inferior to people not about that because I mean I’m
quite confident even if people here discriminate against me in other words I
don't give a damn you know really so. What about their levels it's .. about being
left out of the group yeah and they all turn to the other way and go in the other
way

41

Iain:

42

Ahmed: You mean in real life? Like/

43

Iain:

44
45
46

Ahmed: Every time I try to think not to .. people just remind me of it by their behaviour
not necessarily to be negative.. just the way I'm being treated, being treated
differently do you know what I mean so yeah

47

Iain:

48
49
50
51

Ahmed: It's a language barrier and .. it's a it's a language barrier but just 10% from my
side yeah but the 90% is from them I'm not I’m not from here I'm from overseas
country especially Arabic Muslim country so yeah that's the thing that's why I
said they not me yeah

52
53

Iain:

54

Ahmed: The other one?

I noticed as well there is a wall in the picture. Is that significant do you think?

/Do you feel there is a l wall like a barrier there to ../

Do you feel language is a barrier or cultural barriers or?

Interesting interesting is there anything else you want to tell me about this
photograph or picture
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55

Iain:

Or anything you want to say about this one

56
57

Ahmed: No that all, that’s all The other one actually I got more than one picture but all
same idea .. different ways

58
59

Iain:

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

Ahmed: And that indicates what I'm going through now in terms of studying working
doing something else, before it was simple, before it was simple and clear for
me what to do as I was studying at university, so I knew now what I'm doing I'm
studying University after finishing University I'll go maybe travel to another
country work there in a company then while I'm working and gain experience in
that field in engineering field I'll be working on my .. other things like English for
example and then trying to travel to other countries so it was clear pretty clear
for me and I wasn’t thinking about it at all I was focusing on it but it's totally
different now I’m think too much, every time, and asking myself questions am I
wasting my time by working or studying if I go Study now I'll be wasting my time
what shall I do not clear a bit kind of lost Sensation yes so that's the picture
here .. you see this one I like it this or or .. this one that's in my country here is
one Road and when I get here

73

Iain:

74

Ahmed: yeah yeah that's yeah part of where I'm going now

75

Iain:

76

Ahmed: Yeah

77
78

Iain: Is it a feeling that before you were in more control of your feel less in control?
Is that an element to it?

79
80
81
82

Ahmed: yeah I'm less in control that doesn't mean I'm not happy but I'm just lost
control Before it was simple, clear, obvious what was I was (yeah) yeah the
steps really obvious but ..then this one created a big gap in my life of … feeling
of being baffled baffled? Or confused. Baffled, yes or confused

83
84

Iain:

85

Ahmed: No no I think it's pretty much everything yeah pretty much everything yeah

for the record we have various pictures of people standing at the crossroads
not knowing which which way to go yeah

There are three different roads you can go down and your are you not sure

Can we relate this back to what we talked earlier of power and control

Yeah So .Ok Well Now is there anything else you want to tell me about identity
that's important that I should know
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86
87
88

Iain:

Just so we mentioned earlier when we were talking about English classes I want
to go back to that quickly how you felt they weren’t successful for you because
they were designed people who didn't have the same academic training as you

89

Ahmed: Yeah I mean the students

90

Iain

91
92

Ahmed: /and the teachers were there had to adopt with them so they were slowing me
down

93

Iain:

/Yeah ah ah/

Did you talk to the teacher about this?

94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112

Ahmed: Yes I talked to the first teacher she was really kind of stubborn person and
she's kind of you know that person who always put in his mind that you don't
know but I know what's in your interest you know what I mean so I was treated
that way (laugh) I was telling her many times I need to move up to another level
and she was like no because your writing is not right and I was like really I'm
here because of my writing she said OK yeah I asked many times and many time
until she agreed on that and she did some kind of exams to move me up so
basically I finished two levels in one year rather than two years the N4 and N5
one, and I told her about the academic skills point and she was telling me by
really impassive way some people spend 5 years studying English and I said I
was like are you kidding me I told her those people who are spending five year
they don't have something to do other than studying English they're just
coming for fun and spending some time with people I have something to do I
need to pursue my education I need to do that and that n that I'm not going to
waste 5 years what are you talking about. Other thing is .I mean in terms of
learning a language yeah the way the language being taught in my opinion is
wrong .. I always say language is not math .. so stop analysing it .. the way the
the …. teachers are teaching students in my opinion is wrong because they are
teaching it as if it's a maths subject

113

Iain:

114
115
116
117
118
119

Ahmed: /Yeah In step 1 step 2 and step 3 ... when you talking you're not thinking step 1
and 2 and 3 do you know what I mean you have no time but when you have got
a mathematic exercise the teacher tell you you have 20 minutes to solve it so
you have 20 minutes you're silence, not giving any results, after 20 minutes
you're giving last result isn't it? But when you talk no it's different. So they
keep analysing it especially when it comes to grammas that's specially I'm not saying

With the rules and/
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not that the grammar should not be taught at all it should be taught just to let
the students this its existing in that shapes and forms but not keep saying if you
want to use that then it has to be like that and if it’s not like that then you go to
step two you use the other one and if it's like that and the thing happened that
time before that time and that's wrong .. student should know but not keep
saying that, I've noticed that what I was in 4 the teacher was teaching us the
same grammar but when I moved to N5 the same grammar was being taught as
well

120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128

Iain:

So going back over the same

129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139

Ahmed: Yeah Do you know? And even level the higher one, I finished the higher one as
well coming back the same even like I'm talking about that as simple as past
continuous and present continuous nothing new just repeating them and giving
more steps and steps making it even more difficult you know and And I was
wondering at level 4 there was this volunteer with the teacher helping the
teacher even the teacher I asked her if she was giving us past continuous and
she was really explaining a lot of about it and students were taking it as if
they're taking it for the first time and then I really weren't wondered about it. I
went to the teacher said now it's N4, she said yes, and I said there were three
levels before N4 she said yes I said if we are taking now past continuous in N4
level what were you teaching in the that levels letters and numbers?

140

Iain: (laugh)

141
142
143
144
145
146
147

Ahmed: Do you know I mean? So so am I the way analysing the grammar is wrong, it
just not giving all the steps and make it like a mathematic exercise. the
grammar should be taught as you studying English without giving it that ..over
importance because when you give it that then students will be obsessed about
it and then scared results in them not using neither correctly nor .. at all,
because you you make students thinking about them too much that's wrong,
they should not be thinking about the language

148

Iain:

149
150
151
152
153

Ahmed: right yeah your line yeah you have to make the students feel the grammars
feel them, do what I mean? till now I've been taught the conditional clauses in
three different ways you know and when I was trying to use those ways I was I
was always wrong in terms of using the conditional when I left it I leave it for
my feeling which one is more correct in that situation I guess I'm more likely to

Using the language do you think?
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get right do you know what I mean especially when mixed conditionals and
stuff yeah so so it should not be analysed

154
155
156

Iain:

You mentioned also that you wanted to get a Scottish or British accent

157

Ahmed: I think British accent.

158
159

Iain:

160
161
162
163

Ahmed: Yeah of course I'm always concentrated on pronunciation when people speak
and everything the teachers, of course the English native speakers but not the
students so I’m always focusing on that so yeah I guess I always pay attention
for that I always pay attention for that.

Did you feel there was any focus on this in the class on pronunciation? Was that
something that you found useful or not?
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Appendix 1.3.1

Eminem Interview 1

Interview Date: March 2018
Location: Coffee Shop
Participants: Eminem (participant), Iain (researcher)

Timespan

Speaker Content

0:00.0 - 0:05.6 Iain
Ok I hope its OK. So tell me about yourself.
0:05.5 - 0:10.2 Eminem "tell me about yourself" ..... you tell me this session is
your turn.
0:10.1 - 0:32.6 Iain
Oh sorry OK I'll start I'll tell you about myself (Eminem:
OK) Well my name is Iain Philip I am a teacher and a
student I am from Scotland but .. I was born in Fiji I grew
up in many countries around the world I grew up in
Jordan in Indonesia in Yemen also
0:32.6 - 0:37.5 Eminem Yemen? (Iain: yeah) when it was when there is war you
were there?
0:37.5 - 0:47.3 Iain
No it was before war it was 1986 to 1990 so actually it
was North Yemen it was before it joined with the south
0:47.3 - 0:48.8 Eminem Did you enjoy it in Yemen?
0:48.8 - 1:43.2 Iain
Yemen yeah really nice beautiful country so sorry now
Yeah the buildings are very beautiful the mountains the
deserts Oh amazing country ah but ah so then I lived
most of life abroad so when people say where are you
from I'm like "Well ... I am mostly Scottish (both laugh)
but I don't you know its people from Scotland there hear
my accent and they say Oh where are you from and they
say "really?" ah so its not very clear but also lets see I am
also a student and I'm in my second year of my PhD
research ah and also I am a father I have I've been
married now for ah nearly 8 years. Wow! time goes fast
1:43.2 - 1:44.8 Eminem Can I ask you how old are you?
1:44.8 - 1:47.2 Iain
How old? I am 45 years old
1:47.1 - 1:48.2 Eminem 45?
1:48.2 - 2:41.8 Iain
45 yeah I told my daughter yesterday we were talking
about ah dying she said "Oh Daddy I will not die for along
time I'm only 5 years old" I said Oh well that true darling
She goes Daddy How old are you. I said I am 45 years
"Oh you will die really soon" (both laugh) Yes, so
hopefully not too old So yes I have two children I have
one daughter and one son and eh yeah so now my life is
very much about being a father everything in my life is
being a father so its very important So people say people
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2:41.8 - 2:54.8 Eminem
2:54.8 - 2:59.3 Iain
2:59.3 - 3:01.6 Eminem
3:01.0 - 3:48.2 Iain

3:48.2 - 3:51.9 Eminem
3:51.9 - 3:58.4 Iain
3:57.8 - 3:59.9
3:59.8 - 4:04.4
4:04.4 - 4:09.8
4:09.8 - 4:19.0

Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain

4:19.0 - 4:20.4 Eminem
4:20.4 - 4:50.5 Iain

4:50.5 - 4:51.4
4:51.4 - 4:54.1
4:54.0 - 4:55.7
4:55.5 - 4:56.8
4:56.8 - 4:58.1
4:58.1 - 4:59.0
4:59.0 - 4:59.5
4:59.5 - 5:15.9

Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain

say "tell me about yourself" I always say yeah I live in
many countries I am a teacher and student and I am a
father (laugh) so these are about myself
In UK or in English ah is ah for example when eh people
ask each other what's your job Is Father is a job?
Um No, no no but I think ah
actually it's a job
I think it is yes I think it is .. I think it is (yeah) I know
some people ..yeah are about are full time
househusband you know housewife househusband so
full time father and people don't normally .. it’s like
when you say mother is a job of course it’s a job but
people don't thinks it’s a don't think so yeah but I think
for identity it takes my ah it takes my it makes maybe
one third of my time when I wake up every day I have 12
hours or 14 hour day at least 4 hours is with children you
know looking after children so
good because you are student you are working and ....
yeah ahu yeah its nice I'm very lucky its why its nice to
do the PhD now when my children are young
your wife just work at home?
My wife is a teacher she works full time so
So you have care worker for your children?
Eh no we have nursery my children are in nursery yeah
well my daughter goes to school and my son goes to
nursery
Kindergarten?
Kindergarten yes so ah he's not very happy going to
nursery he wants to stay at home but eh its a yeah its
very expensive here nursery My wife is working but
maybe one third of her salary must go to the nursery so
its not easy to its not in in Taiwan its much cheaper to
put your child in nursery My wife is from Taiwan
work there?
Yes I worked there I taught ...
No your wife now work in Taiwan
No no my wife works here
But is from Taiwan?
She's from Taiwan yeah
Mmmm (approving sound)
So she is yeah so she teaches Chinese and so my
daughter always we wants to be a teacher because her
parents are both teachers so ...
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5:15.9 - 5:19.0
5:19.0 - 5:20.8
5:20.8 - 5:24.8
5:24.8 - 5:26.1
5:26.1 - 5:35.0

Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem

5:34.9 - 5:38.1 Iain
5:38.0 - 5:49.2 Eminem
5:49.2 - 5:56.0 Iain
5:55.9 - 6:34.0 Eminem

6:34.0 - 6:35.3 Iain
6:35.3 - 7:18.9 Eminem

7:19.0 - 7:22.1 Iain
7:22.1 - 7:28.4 Eminem
7:28.4 - 7:34.0 Iain
7:34.0 - 7:36.7
7:36.7 - 7:39.5
7:39.5 - 7:41.2
7:41.1 - 7:42.7
7:42.7 - 8:16.4

Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem

8:16.4 - 8:19.1 Iain
8:19.1 - 8:21.0 Eminem
8:20.9 - 8:25.9 Iain

like my mother (Iain: aha) my mother is teacher as well.
Ah what does she teach?
She teaches the first grade of the school
Ok very nice ah
yeah for 25 years and she's going to be retired I think
next year
Next year. Is she looking forward to retiring?
yeah because she want to enjoy some retirement after
retire she want to enjoy her life
Yeah relax a bit and maybe ...tell me about yourself?
He could be retired last 2 3 years ago but because it’s
you know a person who is who is working after 20 years
of work after 20 years the person who is working he
happy to work he wants to work he cannot just sleep
until morning noon and if he or she doesn't work it gets
well you know
yeah it gets like a habit
yeah like a habit so I talked to my mother sometime I say
why you didn't get retired she said I can't just stay at
home yes so but next year because um he need to rest
you know because he have pain in knee yeah um he
want to get retired has problem stroke(?) he had she
had an operation because you always shouting in the
class because naughty boy in Iran (Iain: and always
talking and always) yeahthere is usually 40 student in
each class
Wow so big classes yeah
And she should control all them so she's going to be
retired
Ok it sounds like she deserves the rest (Eminem: yeah) needs a rest
He joined to my father
Ahu Your father is also retired
yeah
What was his job before?
My father worked in lots of ah different oh well Council
he was a teacher before different place in government
jobs he was in control section of council before but he ah
got retired soon as the soon as usual
Ok .. normal age OK yeah ..
Sooner that usual
Yeah normally when you work for government you get a
good pension is that the same in your
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8:25.8 - 8:39.3 Eminem it depends it depends which part in Iran there are
different part if you work for council earn its average for
teacher its low
8:39.3 - 8:40.4 Iain
Low? really, OK?
8:40.4 - 8:52.5 Eminem yeah for some .. for example some jobs related to
nursery part ah is high is depends bank is good
8:52.5 - 8:54.2 Iain
OK ahuhuhuhu
8:54.2 - 8:56.2 Eminem the sport is the lowest
8:56.1 - 9:02.7 Iain
sport (laugh) tell me about yourself your from Iran
(Eminem: yeah) and ...
9:02.7 - 9:17.3 Eminem my name is Eminem uh and you can call me [redacted].
I'm from Iran. I'm 29 years old... ah and the valentine is
my birthday
9:17.3 - 9:19.8 Iain
(laugh) very romantic
9:19.8 - 9:35.8 Eminem laugh and its funny in Iran the engineering day is my
birthday as well .. and ..
9:35.8 - 9:37.9 Iain
What's what’s your job what do you do?
9:37.9 Eminem I start this sport martial arts when I was 15 .. and .. .. ..
10:14.2
now I'm doing it .. so .. the main job for me and the
most .. the most funniest thing .. the funniest thing for
me it was my sport all my life I did since I had exercise
10:14.1 Iain
Mmmhmm which sport?
10:17.4
10:17.4 Eminem I started in Kong Fu but after that after years I did lots of
11:39.1
style of martial arts like boxing karate and judo Ok but
eh seven years ago after my jaw broken I didn't fight for
one year and after that again I started to do semi contact
it means its a fight just not punching in the face just the
body and kick its name is Kyokushin karate .. its a style
of karate . And .. so beside my sport because I had to
earn money I had lots of job like ...have a GameNet you
know GameNet shop? (Iain: Oh right OK) GameNet shop
is big shop in Iran and the juniors and adults come and
play as a team together (Iain: OK right ahaa) there is lots
of computer
11:38.6 Iain
Ok yes Ok yeah - Gamenet Shops yeah
11:40.9
11:40.9 Eminem You can earn lots of money to just we need to have
12:14.0
some skills in IT and will manage your shop. It was good.
For near 1 year I had this shop and after that because I
change my place my city I change my job to chef
12:14.0 Iain
OK laugh that's quite a career change (both laugh)
12:16.3
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12:16.2 12:42.7

12:42.7 12:43.6
12:43.6 13:47.2

13:47.2 13:48.9
13:48.9 14:09.7

14:09.7 14:11.8
14:11.8 14:25.4
14:25.4 14:25.7
14:25.7 14:26.3
14:26.3 14:27.4
14:27.4 14:31.0
14:31.0 14:34.3
14:34.3 15:38.8

Eminem Because in Iran everyone choose a job you don't need to
ask for qualification you need but if you for example
somebody knew you (yeah) can say if you need a any
stuff I can work for you for example after 2 weeks you
learn be learned the job and you do it its easy
Iain
Learning on the job
Eminem Yeah learning on the job and ah just you need know
somebody that needs any help. And because I was uhm I
admired cooking a lot I love cooking because I don't eat
out I don't eat out lots of time. I try to cook myself if I
have kitchen facility. So I choose this job when i cook
something an somebody eat and enjoy I enjoy as well.
And especially Iranian food is very delicious yeah so ah
I’ve worked there for nearby 1 year and after that I
buyed a box and I cooked Mexican corn
Iain
OK (drawn out – indicating surprise or confusion)
Eminem in the street and it was very good job for because it was
part time job just work for example from 6pm until 11
and from morning until afternoon I was free I could
study and I could do exercises
Iain
Do you your martial arts yeah uhu
Eminem yeah it was very good but ah again I change it ah after 1
year I became a varehouse
Iain
Ah uuu ...
Eminem warehouse
Iain

Oh OK ahuuu

Eminem Yeah - and ...
Iain

So why did you change from being .. from selling street
corn?
Eminem Because Ah this job ......I choose the job in in the base of
my self style training time my sport activity because I
had to exercise at the afternoon and evening time so
during the time at that time I was going to championship
so I had to train with the team. I couldn't change the
time on myself because I should I had to do with team so
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15:38.8 15:39.5
15:39.5 16:13.1

16:13.1 16:24.4
16:24.4 18:34.6

18:34.6 18:35.5
18:35.5 19:22.5

19:20.8 19:23.6

Iain

I wasn't I change my job as a warehouse manager ahhm I
was do that Excel? you know Excel?
OK yeah computer

Eminem Yeah Excel and use it ...and I worked in a company where
they built it has lots of building and there were lots of
iron sheets and manged it entrance.. entry and exit of
iron just this I worked there after one and half ... After
that I came to UK
Iain
And so now in Scotland ah you said earlier you want you
want to work as a a fitness instructor or personal
trainer? Or ..
Eminem If I found if I be able I have a good chance and I can find a
job in this yes, I want take this but also for a period of
time I was a massager for a sport team OK yeah uhuu
because in my family me and my brothers when I was 17
or 16 and my bigger brother older brother is 3 years
older than me she te.. he teach teached me massage and
he can do massage and we always massage each other
yeah and we try to learn new massage and search in the
internet and we do on each other as an experience more
and more and more (yeah to learn) and get professional
professional and in our family we were famous for
massage and everybody need to massage say come here
need to massage and each and ah I had I had a friend he
was coaching football team (yeah) he offered me if you
want you can come to my team for massager after
match and it was good earn good money after that I
went to a course of massage and I could receive a
qualification of massage but it ha - the qualification has
been expired yeah aI can't use it here
Iain
Can't use it here OK Ahu
Eminem But I'm looking for any course related to massage just
even if anybody accept as a test I think after two three
works he accept for him or her because I do it very
good.. yeah Just I .... believe it’s my it is your bod... I
know everywhere has a special roles but no believe the
best qualification and best advert is the acting is the
perform you know
Iain
right ahuu to do something
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19:23.6 20:02.1

20:02.1 20:04.8
20:04.8 20:43.8

20:43.8 20:46.5
20:46.4 20:59.8

20:59.8 21:00.8
21:00.8 21:04.2
21:04.2 21:57.4

21:57.4 22:14.2
22:14.2 24:49.1

Eminem If you say for example I have if I say I have a qualification
it means you should be best in this you know but some
people have a qualification from the personal training
but I see they are doing wrong for example I had some
training somewhere with some people in Scotland in
England I was wondering because ..it’s not good because
they do exercise without any warm-up
Iain
really thats not good yeah
Eminem its not good at all and after to train all people said "I has
sore (grimace) (Int laughs) because their expression they
covered (?) "I have sore it was very hard very hard
exercise" I have said "No, because you didn't have any
good warm up" before and after the training you should
get cold your body some stretch movement for example
(Iain: OK, mmm) it’s not very um professional in
knowledge, its very average knowledge you know that
Anybody do a sport should do it but somebody has even
qualification but they don't know this
Iain
Yeah yeah wow they should know that yeah yeah
Iain

yeah you were saying earlier that you think that need to
take the massage course you'd need to do a ESOL course
first or IELTS course (Eminem: yeah) How do you feel
about that?
Eminem about?
Iain

that you have to do the English course first?

Eminem .. .. Really I want to I it’s my plan to if I find any job I want
to work hard for many months for example 6 months
after save money I go to private school and everyday
explain - save my qualification for IELTS Ah and apply for
any course I want. It’s my plan but need to find any job
and save money ......so it’s because I don't know if I can
do anything else just my my worry is about time is
passing you can't do anything
Iain
yeah yeah aha so do you want to ahhh do you want to
learn study IELTS to get the job or do you want to get the
job to learn English? Which is the priority for you?
Eminem If you mean I want work to earn money to study or study
to earn money? So its normal when some peoples some
people .. everybody wants to earn money Yeah? It’s
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24:49.1 24:57.4
24:57.4 24:58.1
24:58.1 25:02.0
25:02.0 26:04.2

26:04.2 26:07.7
26:07.7 26:10.1
26:10.1 26:10.7
26:10.7 26:52.0

because you need money for life but some people prefer
to choose easy way for example now I can work as a
cleaner or as a food chain thing until forever and earn
money and life because it’s the easy way but I want I
always choose the best I try to choose the best
sometime I try and I couldn't but I say No worry because
you try and you couldn't it’s better that you don't try and
you couldn’t. So I try to do the best I think if I study I
have better situation for myself and even for my family
in future because if I'm married in future for my children
um can um make a better life. So I study because my
future because better life because more money if I had
millions of money for what? I can if I was alone I can live
100 1000 pound per month I can live but why I want
more money because in future maybe I have I want to I
would love to have family and my family need to
facilities need to have a good life so now I try hard and in
future I have a good life
Iain
Is it like an investment in the future? Tell me you said
you live near here? yeah?
Eminem yeah
Iain

How do you get on with your neighbours (Eminem- small
laugh) OK?
Eminem Ummmm In my house the is 8 rooms yeah there is 8
rooms but ahh we are not related to each other
because ... we are not maybe they don't want to talk
with me, and sometimes ahm you know we have a an
idiom in my language we say we are not same blood
group For example I am plus A you are Minus O when we
are can't as make a relationship with each other we say
we are not in the same group like blood group. You
know? Our blood group are not match
Iain
Where are they from these people? Are they from
Scotland? Are they from ...
Eminem Yeah yeah
Iain

OK

Eminem Scotland though some of them are English but maybe in
during the day I see one or two of them it’s not very
glizzy(?) you know (OK) but one of them the need is
[redacted] he is very good man but maybe he had a
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26:52.0 27:02.9
27:02.9 27:27.4

27:27.4 27:30.9
27:30.9 27:38.1
27:38.1 27:44.4
27:44.3 28:04.1

28:04.0 28:09.0
28:09.0 30:16.8

30:16.8 30:23.1

bad ...past but now he's changing his life and he's a good
man I think yeah He's 49 years old 48 years old
Iain
Do you think um learning English would make a
difference, make it make it better for instance with your
neighbour or not?
Eminem No. Because at first they speak very .. with a strong
accent and I don't chat with them a lot, (yeah) just with
my house manager say "Hi, "Hi" "Hi" for foods? Or
sometime he chat with me I can't understand anything
Laugh
Iain
Laugh I'm the same with .. I know
Eminem Because he speak very strong with very strong accent
Scottish
Iain
Scottish accent ...are you learning are you finding it
easier to understand Scottish accent when you're here?
Eminem After one month in Edinburgh, I'm getting better and
better and better ahh sometimes I decide I think come
back to [city] I have some friends there but I say no I
should stay
Iain
Why did you choose Edinburgh?
Eminem eh.... Really I used to live in [city]and there was lots of
refugees .. and I had lots of friend there. I had good
opportunities for job for college even I was referred in
college ahhhh and I took a exam there and I accept in a
good class level 3 ESOL course but and if I stayed in [city]
now I have a council house because it was the place I got
my visa there. So I was the first person on the list for
council house but here no. But I don't like .. It was very
busy you know and Really I wanted to be alone I didn't...
and also I asked about Scotland Glasgow Edinburgh from
my friend the person who is England English man He told
me Edinburgh is very nice city and there the good city for
life but a little bit difficult to find job maybe OK so after
come here I can compare [city redacted] with Edinburgh
I can't compare Its very different Very beautiful city and
also I love here because it has sea here You have beach
yeah
Iain
Are you from .... your home in Iran Do you have the sea
there as well or?
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30:23.1 30:39.5
30:39.5 31:01.5

31:01.5 31:02.4
31:02.4 31:08.8
31:08.8 32:33.6

32:33.6 32:39.2
32:39.2 32:40.2
32:40.2 32:45.0
32:45.0 33:47.0

33:47.3 33:49.0

Eminem Not my city - it was North of Iran South of Iran but I was
near Tehran there is no sea You should go to the north
for access to the sea
Iain
OK Ahu Um We talked about ways and why you came
here and I want to ask you about your experience of
learning English here in UK (Eminem: in UK?) in Scotland
in UK generally
Eminem Um
Iain

Have you enjoyed studying English?

Eminem Yes .. I used when I was in Iran a little bit I studies English
I study English but when I came to England to UK I
understand English here is very different with what I had
studied before so .. at first it was very strong strange
with me it was very strange and complicated talk to me I
asked myself Why I can't understand because I know
English (Iain laugh) what After the time I had to accent
and now I think then an English person when they talk to
me I can understand them easily but I think it should be
happen for Scottish people After 2 3 months I can
understand them very easily. Because I'm not very
intelligent man but I know I try lots
Iain
OK try hard How is your ... You study here at the [ESOL
provider]
Eminem Yes
Iain

And how do you enjoy your classes?

Eminem Its really good because Tourism. When I was in
[redacted] I went to English class sometimes but there
was lots there lots of Iranian people We talk in Farsi each
other and when I didn't understand the meaning of the
words for example I asked my friend in Farsi. But here
there is no Iranian people so I try to understand in
English So it’s really good for me And the teachers who
comes in the [ESOL Provider] are very good in teaching I
think Ah I really the most ah The most enjoyable for me
it was the session we have which about pronunciation
Iain
Why did you like
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Eminem and I put the video in my Instagram sorry I said All
English class before this it was joking. It means this is a
real English class
Iain
Why did you enjoy the class so much?
Eminem Because I understand speaking and accent is very very
important more than anything When I want to speaking I
can't speak very fast and I can't speak really fast with
true accent and the accent is very important because
when I imagine a person who is speaking Farsi when
speak like writing and even wrong it’s not good.
Iain
So what kind of accent do you want to have in the
future? Do you want to have a Scottish accent? British
accent?
Eminem Both
Iain

OK ahu Why? In what way?

Eminem Because ... Because accent is easy things is not difficult, I
can speak Farsi for you in 4 accents So I can English
Speak English in different accents Even I can speak Far
English for you in Kurdish accent (both laugh)
Iain
So do you think um ... Do you think when you speak or
use English are you a different person from when you
speak Farsi?
Eminem What's my personality?
Iain

yeah - is your identity different?

Eminem .....No .. .. .. Ahh I never try to be like anybody even you
know in sports we have a lots of elite sportsmen in
especially in Kong Fu for example we have Bruce Lee but
I have never want to be like Bruce Lee I always say I want
to be myself because I have something in my in my spirit
that Bruce Lee doesn't have and you have something in
your spirit and in your mind anybody doesn't have just
you should find it and in speaking when I speaking any
language I same personality I don't want to change
myself I don't wish to some day speak like Lain (Iain) but
I try to speak better than you yeah
Iain
Yeah OK (yeah) you don't want to change yourself
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37:04.2 37:05.2
37:05.2 37:18.1
37:18.1 37:22.6
37:22.6 37:26.0
37:26.0 37:31.1
37:31.1 41:21.9

Eminem No
Iain

Um Um One question I wanted to ask about is about um
being a refugee. How do you feel about being called
"refugee"?
Eminem called "refugee"?
Iain

people give you label they say you are refugee how do
you feel about this?
Eminem Pause
Eminem I think for me its not important Sometimes .. when is it
we have like discussion we have before between my
friends they were refugee for example they say they told
me if somebody ask you "why you are here? Say I'm a
student don't tell them I'm refugee, but I don't like.. tell
them I am a student because I say I'm refugee Is my
attitude Why I became refugee? because of my belief So
I don't afraid to say people I'm refugee When I was in
Iran I had a friend from Afghanistan. He wasn't refugee
but he was working in Iran as a refugee like a refugee but
he was very best He was one of my best friends So
maybe he was worker was gardening Sometimes he does
building but he doesn't change our relationship you
know .. in my attitudes what change the person value
what eh makes better better or worse the relationship is
our behaviour not our label. If you for example my
mother is a teacher and she is a good woman it doesn't
mean all teachers are good or my mother is a teacher
and she is very bad personality it doesn't mean all
teacher are bad. Maybe there is lots of refugee there are
lots of refugees they are bad personality It doesn't mean
all refugee are bad and if there lots of refugee are good
it doesn't mean all of them are poor. So I want to say
maybe some person a worker but when you start
relationship and you became friends with them you find
that Wow! you are very great personality. So it depends
of if you say some people put label or when I tell them
I'm refugee immediately from that place (yeah ) you
know It depends of the mind I think they are short mind
small mind .. maybe they are right I don't want to say
they are wrong .. but ..I think the people should have a a
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41:27.4 41:28.4
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41:33.7 41:37.3
41:37.3 42:02.9

42:02.9 42:19.3

I don't know in English are the sights you know the view
the should huge view a huge sight deep sight
Iain
Mhmmm deep sight OK yeah they have a a clear view
maybe or deeper deeper deeper understanding
Eminem clear view yeah
Iain

The shouldn't decide at the moment .. just think ..

Eminem Mmm you you say have a open mind?
Eminem Open mind yeah yeah we have good people and bad
people in in all levels doctors, engineers, refugee Iranian,
English, African Asian we can't decide for label we c.. by
title it’s my attitude.... its my attitude
Iain
Mhmm yeah no interesting. Can I show you my pictures
now. Would you like some more coffee?
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Eminem Interview 1 (2)
This interview carries on directly from Interview 1 (1). It mostly consists of me describing my
photographs, although it can be noted that Eminem continues to ask questions and, at times,
dominate the conversation.

Timespan

Speaker Content

0:00.0 - 1:19.0 Iain

hello hello OK So next I might ask you to bring some
photographs photographs that look at 2 things look at
identity who you are how you see yourself and also
language learning. So I choose some photographs about
myself and when I'm choosing the photographs I'm
thinking a lot and I'm actually learning about myself.
That's why I want to use the photographs so when i see
you next also you will learn about yourself and tell me
what you find out, So I'll tell you my first picture that I
have is its a so this is my car back seat of my car and
these are the two car seats of my children because as I
said before now my identity is I am a father (yeah) and
um so I wanted to show a picture of my children but I
didn't want a picture of people so I took a picture of car
seats so um and also because a lots of life I'm driving my
children driving to school driving to ballet class driving to
here driving to there always so I am the taxi driver of my
children (laugh) always driving around. And that's good

1:19.0 - 1:21.3 Eminem Like my father for my mother (aha)
1:21.3 - 1:24.1 Iain

He was like taxi driver for ...

1:24.0 - 1:38.5 Eminem my mother because my mother doesn't drive Always my
father and when I was in Iran I always take it to different
place (ahaa) yeah cos ...
1:38.5 - 2:02.0 Iain

Yeah And also when I was choosing a car to buy a new
car came back here I didn't go for a car that is strong fast
or a car that is powerful No I wanted I car that has space
in the back for the car seats for the children and easy to
park so we can drive around. So I chose that one there.
Um And what else is there

2:02.0 - 2:04.6 Eminem And maybe you need more seats for children..
2:04.5 - 2:31.6 Iain

Yeah maybe in the future yeah its true. Another picture
that I chose that is very important for me is ah this one
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here. (Wow) this is Arabic food because um this is for me
my growing up in the Middle East because I grew up in
Jordan and Yemen. So my favourite food is still Arabic
food Middle Eastern food
2:31.6 - 2:32.3 Eminem Can you cook?
2:32.3 - 2:36.2 Iain

yeah I can yeah I can make houmous - its easy

2:36.2 - 2:37.6 Eminem Oh houmous!
2:37.6 - 2:39.7 Iain

I can make I made felafel before

2:39.7 - 3:04.8 Eminem felafel! really I can't believe because Felafel is very
famous in Iran and the people felafel especially a person
who doesn't like sauces some jumbles doesn't use this
thing they prefer to eat felafel.
3:04.8 - 3:10.8 Iain

Yeah and is the felafel in Iran the same as say the felafel
in Syria Lebanon Jordan?

3:10.8 - 3:15.1 Eminem I don't know but it made it made from ... seed .. ehhhh.
3:15.1 - 3:17.5 Iain

UM houmous Chick peas

3:17.5 - 3:22.3 Eminem Chickpeas yes And Houmous what material Can I ask
you..
3:22.3 - 3:24.2 Iain

Its chickpeas

3:24.2 - 3:36.6 Eminem No Cannel it you use paste or yogurt for your for to make
for cooking the houmous
3:36.6 - 3:37.6 Iain

You mean like Tahini?

3:37.6 - 3:45.9 Eminem Tahini? But its a dairy yeah It made from for yogurt
3:45.9 - 3:48.1 Iain

for houmous not ....

3:48.1 - 3:53.3 Eminem the liquid you put chick ..seeds what's the name
3:53.3 - 3:54.7 Iain

Chickpeas

3:54.6 - 3:57.2 Eminem chickpeas - you mix chickpeas and ...
3:57.2 - 4:04.7 Iain

ahhh normally for humous I make just the chickpeas,
tahini, lemon juice leemon

4:04.7 - 4:05.7 Eminem lemon juice yeah
4:05.6 - 4:08.9 Iain

and ah salt pepper maybe garlic
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4:08.9 - 4:13.5 Eminem But here there isn't any tahini in England ..(ahuu). I can't
find it
4:13.5 - 4:20.0 Iain

You can in supermarket somewhere you can find it If you
go to like a big supermarket or if you go to Arabic
supermarket like maqbools...

4:20.0 - 5:09.4 Eminem We have two kind of tahini .... tahini made from sesame
but the houmous I'm talking about that made from chick
eee (chickpeas) chickpeas and there is a white and like
yougurt (leban?) leban yeah but its not like yogurt.
Maybe you have experience it Its very delicious Its made
from yogurt and you its like like a toe its not soft its soft
like yogurt
5:09.4 - 5:10.9 Iain

like tofu?

5:10.9 - 5:11.8 Eminem yeah the name is Kasqk
5:11.8 - 5:13.5 Iain

Kasqk OK OK

5:13.5 - 5:20.8 Eminem Yeah its very delicious when you mix chick pea and this
and very strong
5:20.8 - 5:21.1 Iain

Very strong OK Excellent oh fantastic

5:23.7 - 5:27.4 Eminem I wondered you know felafel
5:27.4 - 5:43.3 Iain

yeah No because felafel when I was younger every not
every day but a few times a week we would have
humous and felafel all the time and when I came back to
live here or other countries I asked my friend where can I
buy houmous? Nothing.

5:43.3 - 5:45.3 Eminem Is there any felafel in Scotland?
5:45.3 - 5:46.7 Iain

Mmmmmmm (laugh)

5:46.7 - 5:47.8 Eminem I don't think
5:47.8 - 6:45.0 Iain

There is some places yeah there are some places that are
um yeah now you can get felafel yeah ah there are some
place like Nile Valley cafe you know Nile Valley near the
university Pomegranate up here. There are some places
that have OK felafel but ah yeah but for many years No
felafel. People didn't know what felafel was. Now
everyone knows felafel because you know same with
houmous No one know now everyone knows houmous
When I was young this always made me feel different
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because people say "what is your favourite food?" My
friends say "Oh my favourite food is sausages. My
favourite food is bacon. My favourite food is cheese. My
favourite food is humous and felafel and they were like
"Whaat?" What is this (laugh) so for me always growing
up this is very much I realised that my identity was
different from my friends because my favourite food noone had ever heard of. So that’s why I choose that one
image because it was always different
6:45.0 - 6:50.2 Eminem And eh - you have experience in eh lahmeh lahmeh

6:51.0 - 7:05.1 Iain

Ahaaa lovely yeah and also kdadj and also um ah
mutabul thats here as well and

7:05.1 - 7:06.5 Eminem Dolmeh

7:06.5 - 7:09.1 Iain

Dolma ahhhhh so nice

7:09.1 - 7:15.4 Eminem with eh with eh grape... Not branch

7:15.4 - 7:17.6 Iain

Oh vine leaves vine leaves

7:17.6 - 7:18.2 Eminem Vine leaves?

7:18.1 - 7:51.7 Iain

Yeah vine leaves oh yeah beautiful This is my next here
we go This is the ear of my wife (both laugh) because
again I want to show you a photograph I take of a person
but you cannot see which person so maybe you want to
take a photograph of a person for you but you don't
want to show me the person so you can take photograph
of their hand of ear of hair so you can show the person
without - and also because my wife is a very good at
listening and

7:51.7 - 7:53.7 Eminem all women
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7:53.7 - 8:58.9 Iain

mmm and also when I think if myself I think when I will
do something i think Oh If I tell my wife what will she
say? You know - shall I do this? or do that? I think If I tell
my wife what will she say If she will say this I will do that
So its part of its is about - so she is partly my conscience
do you understand conscience? Uhh Conscience - what is
good what is bad - so that’s why its important for me so
yeah I see my wife my role as important to me and my
personality Uh the next one I want to talk about is
language learning more and I want to talk about Oh I
cant find the picture Oh yeah here I can't tell you about
learning English but I can tell you about how I am
learning Chinese and when I am learning Chinese This is
my my book that I use for learning Chinese in the class. I
went to university in a class in university in Taiwan

8:58.9 - 9:05.9 Eminem The Chinese like can I draw is like this but ....(draws
chracters up and down and left to right)
9:08.5 - 9:10.7 Iain

Ah no like this Japanese like this (Iain: Japanese) Chinese
is like ..

9:10.7 - 9:24.4 Eminem Japanese .... but I saw in the movies for example in Bruce
Lee movies the word like ... the lyric is horizontal ...

9:24.4 - 9:30.9 Iain

Sometimes they can have it yeah they put it like that
particularly if you have like a sign often they have
horizontal in that way

9:30.9 - 9:32.6 Eminem But chinese writing is very easy...
9:32.6 - 9:35.4 Iain

Eh ... No (laugh)

9:35.4 - 9:37.1 Eminem Like this (squiggles on paper) Laughs
9:37.1 10:56.6

Iain

Ehh no its like drawing pictures em but no I When I was
learning Chinese I found this book .. I hate this book - No
I don't .... because when I was being a student in the
class um It was difficult for me because I am a teacher so
suddenly I'm being a student in that class and so and this
book I didn't like this book because the way it teaches is
different from my ideas about teaching OK So in my idea
about teaching is all about communication You have to
have .. you have to have a reason for speaking OK Well
this book here is all about what we call in English
Grammar translation OK this is Chinese translate into
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English English translate into Chinese OK there is no
communication there’s no real useful learn lang .... its ..
so in the class i was always I would be very like ohhhh
I'm very resistant i didn't like it because in a way partly
because my identity as teacher identity as student they
were fighting against each other so I found it difficult to
learn and I didn't want to criticise the teacher because
not fair on the teacher you know "No teacher You're
wrong"
10:57.8 11:03.9

Iain

I didn't want to do that, At the same time I wanted to say
to her maybe we can use different technique maybe we
can use different way of teaching so

11:03.9 11:05.8

Eminem Your teacher was English or Chinese?

11:05.7 11:10.7

Iain

11:08.3 11:11.7

Eminem And so you can speak Chinese now?

11:11.7 11:48.4

Iain

11:47.6 11:51.2

Eminem Really because your wife speak Chinese with your
children

11:51.2 11:52.2

Iain

11:52.2 11:53.1

Eminem Good

11:53.1 13:45.4

Iain

She was Chinese Chinese And she was quite young and
not very experienced

Ummmm Laugh A little bit its still I'm still learning I'm
still trying Another thing I choose is this picture This is
about my language learning as well this is a children’s
book in Chinese so this talks about why I want to learn
Chinese My reason for learning This is because of my
children O So I want to be able to read stories with my
children in Chinese. My children of course can speak
Chinese so I cannot So my daughter she is 5 years old she
is my teacher already. "No Daddy you have to say this"
and I wanted

yes

So its important for me to try to .. So one reason why ...
so talking about you know language and identity and
language learning so because of my identity as a father
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this is why I want to it affect my learning Chinese and
this is a book called Mr Daydream and its about ... and I
want to read this with my children and read them stories
in Chinese but its difficult already UM and also because
this character is always dreaming: a bit like me Another
picture this is about language learning This is a
restaurant near my house in Taiwan and ah so when I'm
trying to learn Chinese I used to go this restaurant often
and try to ask for, you know order food and say Wo Yao
And I would try and use my Chinese and look at the
menu in Chinese and learn that and At first when I went
there but I it was normally when I went out with my wife
she would speak for me So again if we go back to the
picture of my wife again we can say she was she is my
teacher but also So she helped me learn Chinese but also
she sometimes stopped me learning because she would
translate it for me Like you're saying your friends speak
Farsi in the class She always translate for me so when I
went to the restaurant I would go myself and order the
food and then I felt you know when I came back with the
food I felt very proud of myself "Yes I can order the beef
noodle soup correctly" and they would always help me
and after a while the man there he would become my
teacher and would help me with the
pronunciation .......OK and um
13:45.4 13:49.2

Eminem When you will start studying Chinese?

13:49.2 16:00.2

Iain

ahhhh 2011 and I studied for maybe three or four years
but then I came back to Scotland and since then I've not
been studying Its bad I should start again Um but One
more picture about my identity is this one here. These
are just books on my bookcase. Because for me always
when I'm growing up books were very important and my
parents always have a lot of books in the house and so
for me studying is important. Learning more and more
about different things is very important and also the
books in our house which were about many different
countries and cultures so my parents always encouraged
us to read books about travel books about travelling to
other countries about other languages translated
languages so I think this is why I think it’s important to
have books around you know this is like decoration so
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people can see them These are the pictures that I chose
The idea is so you can think about this and maybe for the
next meeting you can chose some pictures and some of
these pictures I took myself on my phone Some pictures
like this one I find on the internet and some are from
before. Up to you what you choose and you can take
photographs or you can and sometimes also it doesn't
have to be exactly the same like for example you want a
picture of a book you use You can't find the same book.
It doesn't matter You take the picture and you can talk
about it in that way .. (yeah) so what is important is not
what is hear but what you say about what is here OK Do
you have questions about the pictures?
16:00.2 –
16:09.2

Eminem No No I'm fine ... All these books here is related to
language?

16:09.316:17.9

Iain

16:17.9 16:19.6

Eminem How many languages do you ...

16:19.6 16:51.4

Iain

16:51.4 16:52.6

Eminem Your parents are from Scotland?

16:52.6 18:12.2

Iain

Ah no no, some are some aren't I mean some of these
books are translated from other languages so

Me I can speak .. Some Chinese, some Arabic not very
much, a little bit of French and some Cambodian
(Cambodian?) Khmer yeah but Khmer I have forgotten
too much. Arabic I'm forgetting all the time When I was
young my Arabic was very good because I went to school
my kindergarten was Arabic kindergarten so when I was
about 6 years old my Arabic was fine

.. .. yeah well my mother is from Scotland My father was
from England (England?) England but they they my
father came to university here and they stayed in
Scotland and then and then they went abroad My father
was a vet so he worked he worked with international
development for helping you know They were always
interested in travelling in different cultures different
colours ah My Great Great grandfather He was an
explorer and No my Great Great Uncle He went to new
places in the world to find So my Great Great uncle
Freddy he went to the Amazon Amazon river in South
America in about 1910 so one hundred years ago. Maybe
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before that Yeah he went on an expedition up there and
travelled around and came back and em so

18:12.2 18:17.4

Eminem Did he hunt any .... snake ...?

18:17.4 20:17.9

Iain

Laugh maybe he got .. I think he was a biologist He was
scientist so he was .. and so my father used to always
hear about his stories about travelling and this gave him
the idea about travelling as well and so and Well it was
actually my mother’s idea to go abroad......
Interview continues with personal discussions - redacted
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Appendix 1.3.2

Eminem Interview 2

Date: February 2018
Location: Coffee Shop
Present: Eminem (participant), Iain Philip (researcher)
Timespan

Speaker Content

0:00.0 - 0:10.1
0:10.3 - 0:12.0
0:11.9 - 0:21.8

Iain
Hello Yes OK Good So How are you? Good?
Eminem Good yeah And you?
Iain
Not bad Not bad So pictures (laugh) so which one
would you Let’s put them all here and you can tell me
which one you want to talk about first.
Eminem First talk about this one.
Iain
Which one .. this one?
Eminem This one yeah
Iain
Ahuu So this is I'll write number one on it so we know
Eminem Picture number 1 is show eh the sea and the beach
and it’s in the Leith down in Leith
Iain
Leith down in Leith yeah
Eminem And eh I love this place I wish I could have a room or a
accommodation near the beach because when I was in
Iran our city it was a mountain big mountain between
north of Iran and our city So it separated the weather
to dry area (OK) and the wet area. We was in we were
in the wet ...dry, dry area (Iain: dry area OK) so near
Tehran and [redacted] is behind the mountain and in
front of the mountain is the sea and jungles and forest
So I always wish I had a home next to the sea or next
to the mountain So I'm near to sea and now I
Iain
This is your hometown? Or is the town you moved to?
Eminem Hometown .. in Iran.
Iain
Yeah in Iran yeah Because earlier you said you lived in
different places in Iran
Eminem Eh No Not really because I lived in [redacted] (Iain:OK )
I used to live in [redacted] and I grew up in [redacted]
Just I was born in Tehran but Tehran and [redacted] at
the past was same (Oh I see) a small city a big city but
not [redacted] is scale up and grow up and is
independent (Iain: OK) So I'm very happy I'm in
Edinburgh and one of the reasons I chose Edinburgh
because I wanted to go to Glasgow. There is lots

0:21.8 - 0:25.2
0:25.2 - 0:28.4
0:28.4 - 0:29.0
0:29.0 - 0:33.9
0:33.9 - 0:47.8
0:47.8 - 0:49.7
0:49.7 - 1:50.3

1:50.3 - 1:56.7
1:56.7 - 1:58.5
1:58.5 - 2:03.0
2:03.0 - 2:48.8
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2:48.8 - 2:58.1

Iain

2:58.1 - 2:59.2
2:59.2 - 3:03.9
3:03.9 - 3:04.4
3:04.4 - 3:06.7
3:06.7 - 3:22.6

Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem

3:22.6 - 3:26.4

Iain

3:25.4 - 3:37.2

Eminem

3:37.2 - 3:41.0
3:41.0 - 3:50.4
3:50.4 - 3:54.9
3:54.8 - 3:55.9
3:55.9 - 4:00.6
4:00.6 - 4:15.2

Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem

4:15.2 - 4:16.8
4:16.8 - 5:07.3

Iain
Eminem

5:07.3 - 5:11.1

Iain

5:11.1 - 5:17.2
5:17.2 - 5:18.9

Eminem
Iain

Iranian people there but I stay in Edinburgh because of
sea.
OK and it remind you of your of your of where you
lived in in Iran ...
Yeah yeah
And do you often go down here? and visit?
Pardon?
Do you often visit the seaside?
Not because the weather is cold but every day I go to
course it’s in Granton Near Granton and when I go by
bus number 16 every day I pass from the beach (Iain:
OK ) yeah Its nice
So you see this every day on the way to your English
class?
Every morning yeah .. it’s really nice when you go to
work or class or something every day you pass a across
the sea
And how do you feel when you see it?
I get lots of energy. Positive energy. Its yeah
OK excellent Next one you want to talk about?
Next one this one
ahuu A picture of a newspaper or crossword
Yeah - eh the journey when I have a on the journey got
to work English class every place I would like to not
waste my time
OK
I try to to sudoku (Sudoku) yeah it’s really goof for
mental concentration and its causes you not get
Alzheimer’s and yeah it helps your brains works and
when your brain works you can solve the problem
better more power in your brain and mental And I will
see the bus some people just reading but its very good
hobby in the bus I think (Iain: the Sudoku) that I used
to do in my mobile phone (Iain: OK) but I prefer to do
on the paper yeah
yeah its easier to write on the paper and everything
else ...
because I try to avoid using my mobile phone as I can
Why is that?
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5:18.8 - 5:50.3

5:50.3 - 5:55.2
5:55.2 - 6:10.0

6:10.0 - 6:11.9
6:11.9 - 6:32.6

6:32.6 - 6:36.4
6:36.4 - 6:46.0
6:46.0 - 6:50.8
6:50.8 - 6:51.4
6:52.4 - 6:57.4
6:57.3 - 7:23.0

7:23.0 - 7:24.7
7:24.7 - 7:38.4
7:38.4 - 7:41.8
7:41.8 - 8:20.1

8:20.1 - 8:22.6
8:22.6 - 8:26.0

Eminem What the these days we all We are matched with
mobile phone and technology We need it (Iain: yeah
ahuu) but I can do sudoku in my mobile phone but
when I can have it on the paper I prefer to do on the
paper If I can do all my activity without phone I chose
(without out phone) without phone but I can't because
sometimes I don't have any way.
Iain
So why don't you like to use the phone?
Eminem .. .. because I don't like always being in this situation
(mimes looking at phone) dududu (mimes tapping
phone) you know I should give my hand
Iain
Looking down staring at your hands
Eminem Looking down I don't really like I would like to mmm
be I don't what the meaning what's it called in English I
would like to be careful about everything .. I would like
to (Iain: be aware) keep my head up
Iain
OK know what's going on around you (yeah) all the
time
Eminem And mobile phone it cause that my eyes it can weak
and I know I wear glasses sometimes
Iain
Also it makes you kind of isolated you understand
isolated?
Eminem Isolated?
Iain
Cut off from everyone else. not connected to people
Eminem Yes when you especially in Iran nowadays people most
people one of the most one of the most eh hobbies is
eh Facebook WhatsApp I don't know the .. what’s the
name these things
Iain
social networks
Eminem Social networks instead of family or the real things
some customs or the place are changing you know.
Iain
How much do you spend on social networks?
Eminem In the day? .. Just because here in Edinburgh I'm alone
I live alone I just use WhatsApp to call my friend my
friends in Iran I don't spend my time on Facebook
watching movie and YouTube No I try I don't need to
do that. Maybe when I was younger I did more But no
Not
Iain
But you use WhatsApp to communicate with friends ...
Eminem Just just because I miss them my friends the video call
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8:26.0 - 8:32.8

Iain

8:32.7 - 8:33.8
8:33.8 - 8:34.5
8:34.4 - 8:38.0
8:38.0 - 8:50.7

Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain

8:50.7 - 9:22.9

Eminem

9:22.9 - 9:43.7

Iain

9:43.7 - 10:01.4

Eminem

10:01.6 - 10:04.8 Iain
10:04.8 - 10:26.2 Eminem

10:26.2 - 10:34.7 Iain
10:34.7 - 11:11.1 Eminem

11:11.1 - 11:27.2 Iain

11:27.2 - 12:02.1 Eminem

Do you .. how much time .. Do you spend a lot of time
doing that or not?
Do video call?
yeah
one hour per day
because I had friend and he says because .. he living
abroad he says almost like his real life is online
because he is communicating with friends there
When I was in Iran I didn't have any video call I always
do it as a present presently you know If I miss my
friend I went to his home We went out together. I
don't like message Sometimes yes but not always.
OK interesting. And you mentioned .. what you said
about Sudoku and it training your brain because you
are trainer (Iain: mhmm) for you physical fitness is very
important So is the training your brain Do you see this
in the same way that you see training the body?
We have a slogan it say Eh healthy brain is in healthy
body So we should keep fit brain and body together.
OK interesting Do you like the read the newspaper as
well?
Um really not (no) I'm not I don't I prefer to listen
more than reading.. but I like mathematics because I
like maths
Ok interesting OK and um And do you read any
newspapers in Britain or websites for news.
I try to read because of English because it was improve
my English so but I see that in the UK in the ...the
authors writers (writers yeah) use metaphors lots of
metaphors it not formal sentence usually they use
metaphors and I confused when I read ...
Yeah its very idiomatic language (Eminem: yeah
idiomatic) very specific for newspapers. Interesting
And um So you don't really use the newspaper for
learning the language
If anybody like you for example You are teaching
English I would like to work on newspaper because you
can learn lots of idioms metaphors that people use
during the day Its updates yeah? Its very good for me
for slang for daily speaking. But when I'm alone I can't
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12:02.1 - 12:09.8 Iain
12:09.8 - 12:11.0 Eminem
12:10.9 - 12:15.5 Iain
12:15.5 - 12:44.4 Eminem

12:44.4 - 12:51.6 Iain
12:51.5 - 13:36.8 Eminem

13:36.8 - 13:45.6 Iain

13:45.5 - 13:56.1 Eminem
13:56.1 - 14:03.3 Iain
Iain
14:03.2 - 14:04.0
14:04.0 - 14:06.2
14:06.1 - 14:07.2
14:07.2 - 14:12.5
14:12.5 - 15:00.0

Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem

15:00.0 - 15:01.2 Iain

do it already because I can't find any meaning in any
dictionary.
OK ehu hu Ok interesting And do you have you Is it
part of your ambition to read newspapers?
mhmmm?
In Iran do you read newspapers. Did you read papers?
Laugh When I was in Iran I hadn't I hadn't any time to
read newspapers (I laughs) Really Just I used to read
Sport newspaper to get the work and lots of
announcements for championships I searched I was
looking for that
The results of things Ok yeah interesting Ok So do you
listen to the news?
Listen to news? Yes (Iain: on the radio or TV?) always
usually I used to listen radio when I was driving and
news channel I love radio And my mother always when
he's at home especially kitchen the radio is on. If even
if he she eh doesn't listen to radio the radio is on. Even
the TV is on the radio should be on.
Laugh I'm much the same I tend to be .. I would like to
have the radio on My wife doesn't like the radio on
She doesn't like any noise in the background
It’s It’s look like a traditional life Its why I like I like
have the radio and talking
Ahuu Interesting Interesting Interesting Ok good Let's
talk about the next picture. Which one do you want to
talk about next?
Is this working? (pointing to recording device)
Yes I think so.
OK
It should be The light goes off but it ....
This .. here .... ah .. When I came to UK when I came to
Edinburgh When I was moving from [redacted] to
Edinburgh I didn't have enough bags Enough space in
my bags So I had to leave my shoes at my previously
home and so when I came to Edinburgh and it was
very rainy and I hadn't I just had I just had eh one pair
of shoes for training Nothing else so I went to charity
shop and buy these shoes for 2 pounds
OK good buy!
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15:01.2 - 15:07.8 Eminem And its really expensive shoes but it second hand is 2
pounds Just 2 pounds
15:07.8 - 15:09.4 Iain
Fantastic Good deal!
15:09.3 - 15:22.0 Eminem yeah and I have chance to find it it was a rainy day I
remember and immediately in the shop I changed my
shoes and went out So
15:22.0 - 15:29.3 Iain
So when you came up Did you move quickly Was
there .. You said you didn't have enough bags?
15:29.3 - 15:51.1 Eminem Yeah and if I was wanted to bring two bags I should
pay 10 pounds more for 2 bags and I hadn't any bags
yeah suitcase I didn't have any suitcase
15:51.1 - 15:53.1 Iain
So you left your shoes behind and then ..
15:53.1 - 16:04.0 Eminem Left my shoes, left my ehm dresses, clothes ah mozar?
16:04.0 - 16:05.7 Iain
Razor?
16:05.6 - 16:09.3 Eminem Razor yeah Electronic one for ...
16:09.3 - 16:10.6 Iain
OK yeah shaver
16:10.6 - 16:53.2 Eminem I don't know - lots of things I had a TV .. Its not
important I had no I had never missed my... my things
at all I always just eh worried about time (Iain: ok) and
life is passing you know not things shoes dresses
clothes mobile phone (Iain: not important) No is not
important
16:53.2 - 17:01.6 Iain
And what else did you buy when you came to
Edinburgh? What was your priority? The first thing you
bought were shoes for training. What else did you get?
17:01.6 - 17:26.2 Eminem Yes, these shoes and another things I tried to not buy
something because Until I rent my own room. Because
I don't want to again leave my things in a temporary
house when I moving to new ...
17:26.2 - 17:32.3 Iain
So in a way the shoes they represent the new life in
Edinburgh?
17:32.3 - 17:36.3 Eminem .. yes ..
17:36.3 - 17:37.2 Eminem Kind of (laugh)
17:37.2 - 17:39.9 Eminem yeah could be
17:39.8 - 17:49.8 Iain
Its interesting for me that the important thing is
training That you want the shoes for training shoes for
exercise
17:49.8 - 18:18.8 Eminem I haven't bought and em one good sneakers and
training shoes and it was raining but I prefer to bring
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18:18.8 - 18:22.5 Iain
18:22.4 - 18:36.2 Eminem

18:36.2 - 18:39.5
18:39.5 - 18:41.0
18:41.0 - 18:42.2
18:42.1 - 18:47.7

Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem

18:47.7 - 18:49.0 Iain
18:49.0 - 19:04.2 Eminem

19:03.1 - 19:05.1
19:05.0 - 19:06.9
19:06.9 - 19:09.7
19:09.7 - 19:11.9
19:11.9 - 19:22.0

Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain

19:22.0 - 19:49.6 Eminem

19:49.6 - 19:59.7 Iain
19:59.7 - 20:02.4
20:02.4 - 20:04.4
20:05.1 - 20:05.8
20:05.8 - 20:12.3

Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain

20:12.3 - 20:35.7 Eminem

20:35.7 - 20:36.2 Iain
20:36.2 - 20:40.1 Eminem

trainer one because I was thinking about if I go to gym
I can't wear boots.
Interesting and your ..is that on the bus here?
Yes its on on the bus at the at the end of the bus and I
think it’s the best place in the bus I can't sit in another
seat.
OK I mean in the back the backseat
the backseat just the backseat
why do you like the backseat?
.. I don't know why. There is no reason to say I like the
backseat area.
You feel more comfortable?
When I was a student I always seat at the end of the
class. And I put my chairs on the wall this chair (leans
back on chair)
lean back ahuu
Just I don't like to seat on the forward seats ..
You don't like to be first At the front
No I don't like.
And when I was young the back of the bus always was
the bad kids sit You would sit at the back of the bus
and you would make noise (laugh)
Yeah Especially when our when I was student in the
school and we went to the tours for day took out took
out to the camp or something else We always sit at
(Iain: the back of the bus - laugh) the back of the bus
and dancing music
Ok OK lets move on to -so that was number three
there OK so which one do you want to talk about next?
This one ..
This one here?
yeah
Ok excellent OK this looks like a picture of a
laundromat to... tell me about this picture.
Yeah .. .. I wash my clothes always I washed myself
even when I was at my own home in Iran When my
mother washed my clothes I shouted (Iain: really) yeah
because
You didn't like your mother washing your clothes
[You didn't like your mother washing your clothes]
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20:40.0 - 20:42.7
20:42.7 - 20:49.4
20:49.4 - 20:54.1
20:54.1 - 21:54.1

Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem

21:54.1 - 21:57.0 Iain
21:57.0 - 22:28.1 Eminem

22:28.1 - 22:30.6 Iain
22:30.5 - 22:35.0 Eminem
22:35.0 - 22:41.9 Iain
22:41.8 - 23:12.5 Eminem

23:12.5 - 23:22.9 Iain
23:22.9 - 23:34.3 Eminem
23:34.3 - 23:39.3 Iain
23:39.3 - 24:28.6 Eminem

Because I want to wash myself Please don't wash my
clothes.
Why? Why?
I would like to do my my duties myself OK and...
OK Is it about being independent do you think?
Because I always my mother do everything Work out
for help at home but he was always trying hard
working So ... I don't like I didn't like to try her I
wanted to help her and When I washed my clothes
myself I enjoyed (Iain: OK) and when I was in
[redacted] I had a washing machine at my house and I
wash my shoes every week yeah (laugh) after you
wash your clothes it’s like new I enjoy it but not it’s like
It’s not good its dirty
OK having clean shoes is important
But yeah But I go to laundry because I'm limited in
money I should eh plan organise my money in the best
way for food, for gym for everything So I go to laundry
maybe two weeks (Iain: OK) can get two weeks to
wash my all my clothes. Yeah
Every two weeks
Its near my house yeah
And when you go there do you speak to people or
anymore ...?
When I go there it’s not busy place it’s not busy place
and maybe there is one two person there I go there
and put my clothes in the washing machine when its
working I go somewhere else do something else Do
some do another things and I come back and take my
And take your clothes out and (Eminem: yeah) So do
you have laundrettes like this in Iran?
Just in Iran we have the people have people don't take
the clothes to the laundry.
So how did you learn about this?
.. .. .. .. I had eh I've seen this laundry in the English
book (Iain : OK) yeah and I know and I have already
known that there is laundry in the European countries
(OK) and in Iran don't people use laundry like this they
for example you don't wash your clothes - just suit just
suits and for example .. big clothes ..um big shirts ..
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24:28.6 - 24:30.4 Iain
Um maybe more formal clothes
24:30.4 - 24:38.6 Eminem Maybe - yeah - yeah especially for suits for dry for
dry ...
24:38.6 - 24:43.6 Iain
Dry cleaning Ok yeah a bit different yeah its for more
expensive
24:39.6 - 24:50.2 Eminem Dry cleaning yeah and if you want to hire your jeans or
your dress you take it to laundry in Iran
24:50.2 - 24:52.4 Iain
So more like a dry cleaners
24:52.4 - 24:59.9 Eminem But its not popular in Iran the place because all people
they have their own washing machine ...
24:59.9 - 25:09.4 Iain
So are you em So you say you see it in a book - did you
find it easy to use when you first went there?
25:09.4 - 25:19.6 Eminem Yes, It just you need to have eh coins ..
25:19.6 - 25:25.8 Iain
And some - you want to ...OK
25:25.8 - 25:37.1 Eminem Just you change your money and its fiver you change it
to 5 coins put in the washing machine yeah
25:37.1 - 25:44.1 Iain
OK interesting OK So next picture you want to talk
about?
25:44.1 - 25:48.1 Eminem This picture .....
25:48.7 - 25:49.8 Iain
Anything else you want to tell me about this picture?
25:49.7 - 25:51.9 Eminem No just its very expensive shop
25:51.9 - 26:00.4 Iain
Expensive yeah OK yeah so when you uh when you get
your own place you will get a washing machine
26:00.4 - 26:11.8 Eminem That's true yeah because I wash I need to wash my
clothes every day because when I go to the gym it get
sweat
26:11.8 - 26:14.9 Iain
yeah of course yeah when you go to the gyn that
means a lot of laundry.
26:14.9 - 26:19.0 Eminem Especially my body is very sweat when I do exercise.
26:19.0 - 26:22.0 Iain
.. OK good ... the next one?
26:21.9 - 26:31.9 Eminem The next one This one? .. .. .. yeah .. .. ..
26:31.9 - 26:37.4 Iain
.. so this is a picture of Princes Street yeah uhuuu
26:35.3 - 27:14.1 Eminem Princes street yeah .. I was talking eh I was thinking
about eh .. Edinburgh and I was It was a good day and I
was ... its em I'm not in this street I'm getting on the
bus and I take a picture from the bus of the bus and
behind me is a mirror and I take the picture And is was
a very good day ..
27:14.1 - 27:16.6 Iain
.. yeah its a beautiful day
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27:16.6 - 27:38.3 Eminem And I decided when I come back I see a good view I
saw a good view so I decided to take a picture and this
sometimes my friend said Send us a picture how is
Edinburgh I send this picture It describe the city
27:38.3 - 27:45.1 Iain
So you use to represent your life now to (yeah) friend
(yeah) friends back home OK ahu
27:45.1 - 28:03.0 Eminem I the third this says We know that Scotland is very cold
and snowy How is Sunny? Instead, You are right You
can't predict anything in Edinburgh
28:03.0 - 28:21.1 Iain
Yeah yes You never know the weather One's day is
sunny I mean Now its sunny maybe in half an hours'
time it will be raining again. Maybe one hour (Eminem:
it is snowing) snowing. (Eminem:Yeah) Four seasons in
one day.
28:21.1 - 28:23.7 Iain
.. .. I didn't know what is this?
28:23.7 - 28:26.3 Eminem Its coffee.
28:26.3 - 28:28.5 Iain
Its coffee? Oh I see! (both Laugh)
28:28.5 - 28:31.5 Eminem Its coffee and its in the [ESOL provider]
28:31.5 - 28:32.3 Iain
OK ahu
28:32.3 - 28:57.9 Eminem Just eh its very attractive colour maybe I can't know in
the picture I can't realise the natural it has a very
attractive colour and very nice shape you know
28:57.9 - 28:59.4 Iain
Yes its a nice picture interesting
28:59.4 - 29:12.6 Eminem When I see lots of coffee It doesn't really enjoy to
watch more than enjoy to drink it Nice its just eh ...
29:12.6 - 29:18.2 Iain
And so what .. so why did you chose this picture?
29:18.2 - 29:29.2 Eminem Because my Uncle He loves coffee and every time I
look at the coffee I remember my Uncle yeah
29:29.2 - 29:32.3 Iain
In what way?
29:32.3 - 29:58.0 Eminem He drink .. coffee always with with milk powder you
know Milk powder? (yeah) and sometimes he call me
on video call said I'm drinking instead of you (OK) yeah
29:58.0 - 30:00.4 Iain
So this is your father's brother your mother's brother?
30:00.4 - 30:01.8 Eminem My mothers' brother
30:01.8 - 30:04.3 Iain
Ok And you are close to him you know ...
30:04.2 - 30:27.4 Eminem I'm close with my uncles I don't have any father’s
brother. My father doesn't have any brothers, but my
mother has 2 brother and we are very close together
Definitely .... so ...
30:27.4 - 30:29.6 Iain
And this reminds you of you uncle?
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30:29.6 - 30:30.7
30:30.6 - 30:37.4
30:37.4 - 30:37.9
30:37.5 - 30:39.1
30:39.1 - 30:40.6
30:40.6 - 30:45.9

Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain

30:45.9 - 30:55.1 Eminem
30:55.0 - 30:59.1 Iain
30:59.0 - 31:04.4 Eminem
31:04.4 - 31:07.7 Iain
31:07.7 - 31:23.3 Eminem

31:23.3 - 31:24.6
31:24.6 - 31:26.9
31:26.9 - 31:30.2
31:30.2 - 31:33.8
31:33.8 - 31:36.6
31:36.6 - 31:45.0

Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem

31:45.0 - 31:47.2 Iain
31:47.2 - 32:04.0 Eminem

32:04.0 - 32:16.9 Iain

32:16.8 - 32:18.6
32:18.5 - 32:18.9
32:18.9 - 32:22.4
32:22.7 - 32:24.8
32:24.7 - 32:27.5
32:27.5 - 32:32.0

Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain

32:32.0 - 32:33.8 Eminem
32:33.7 - 32:41.7 Iain

yeah yeah yeah
and eh and eh .. You said this is at [ESOL provider] ...
mmmh?
You said this is taken at [ESOL provider]
[ESOL provider] Coffee is yeah
OK so why did you chose Why did you choose a
photograph from [ESOL provider]?
.... Because there is lots of coffee in [ESOL provider] I
can't see I can take the picture another place with a
OK just happened to be at [ESOL provider] (yeah) so
Coffee is important for you.
Very big one Lots of coffee
OK and what kind of coffee do you like? normally
uhh Cappuccino Because I love milk yeah I don't drink
water much as milk (Iain: OK) I drink more milk more
than water
OK Why 's that?
.. I like milk
OK (laugh) you like milk so
And I like hot milk - I love it
So hot chocolate Cappuccino ehu
Especially after training Hot milk and honey In the
morning Hot milk and yellow part of egg
OK egg yolk
It’s a lot of protein It helps you to have an energy
during day and if you have a cold its very it’s like a
medicine (Iain: Ok) totally milk is a kind of medicine
Ok its definitely good It has a lot of calcium for your
bones interesting Ok And eh so OK so anything else
you want to tell me about the coffee?
No
OK let’s move on to the next one
this one
This one OK the Walking Dead
Yeah Have you ever watched it?
Sometimes yeah I watched the very first epidode and
some of the first series
Did you follow it?
I watched the first series I think most of it and some of
the second series but then I was you know too busy
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32:41.7 - 33:40.9 Eminem Yeah I watch When I watched the first season I
continue every night one session or two session of the
series. And it helps with my English language because
it has the Farsi subtitles so I can lots of idioms Lots of
words and eh Its one of my hobbies serials I watch lot
of serials like Breaking Bad 1000 trol? eh the serials is
very famous ..Game of Thrones (Game of Thrones
yeah) And Banshee (OK yeah ) Have you seen Banshee
33:40.9 - 33:42.0 Iain
No I haven't seen Banshee I've seen Game of Thrones
but not Banshee
33:42.0 - 33:46.9 Eminem Eh Lost and Walking Dead yeah
33:46.9 - 33:52.0 Iain
And you use these for learning English?
33:52.0 - 33:56.3 Eminem Also learning English and hobbies.
33:56.3 – 34:04.0 Iain
So how does this talk about your identity? How is it
related to your identity?
34:04.0 - 34:11.5 Eminem Identity?... My identity. What do you mean?
34:11.5 - 34:20.2 Iain
Well I just wondering because you said these
photographs talk about identity and language learning.
Is this one more about language learning?
34:20.2 - 34:32.3 Eminem yes of course It helps me to learn lots of sentence lots
of words For example Last night I learned Easy Peasy
Lemon excuse me ...Lemon ...
34:32.3 - 34:33.9 Iain
squeezy uhuu
34:33.9 - 34:34.8 Eminem yes squeezy
34:34.8 - 34:36.4 Iain
From Walking Dead?
34:36.4 - 34:58.6 Eminem Yeah yeah it was a man who killed someone else and
said "Easy Peasy Lemon Squeezy" (laugh) But we have
this idiom in Farsi it was Easy like drinking water but its
like lemon squeezy its like squeeze
34:58.6 - 35:00.3 Iain
So ok yeah also because it rhymes
35:00.3 - 35:04.4 Eminem So I learn eh idioms
35:04.4 - 35:10.9 Iain
Idioms from that OK yeah And do you like to use
idioms when you are speaking?
35:10.9 - 35:15.8 Eminem Yes I like it For example Damn and Right - yeah 35:15.8 - 35:20.9 Iain
So why do like idioms?
35:20.8 - 36:40.0 Eminem Because I know idioms idioms and metaphors is daily
speaking People don't like like writing in the book
People use slang more than formal language in our
daily speaking
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36:40.0 - 37:02.6 Iain

37:02.6 - 37:29.3 Eminem

37:29.3 - 37:41.7 Iain

37:41.7 - 37:48.4 Eminem
37:48.4 - 37:50.1 Iain
37:50.1 - 38:09.1 Eminem

38:09.1 - 38:11.7 Iain
38:11.7 - 38:29.4 Eminem

38:29.4 - 38:32.6 Iain
38:32.5 - 39:07.9 Eminem

It’s the same in Farsi If you write something we don't
speak like writing ITs a little bit different and we use
lots of metaphor during the day with friends because
I'm not always in an official connection or relation with
people. Maybe if I have for example If I have an an
interview for example for a job maybe I should speak a
little bit an official way but its happens one time
maybe one year 3 months we always talking with my
friends in my environment I should use daily speaking
not ....
OK interesting yeah So I remember you said last time
how For you things that are practical are very
important Doing things is more important than ah
qualifications or knowing more about something
(yeah) in a way it sounds like for you what is useful for
your language is the things you can use
yeah yeah Always usage is important .. .. it’s like if you
know something For example I know lots of
mathematics I'm not I'm professional in mathematics ..
If I just keep in my mind its not It doesn't have any
advantage (Iain: OK ) I should use it in the right way
ahuu OK interesting OK Ok And do you want - what
else do you watch? You watch series on TV What else
do you like to watch?
eh .. I used to watch lots .. many videos .. of fighting ...
fighting mhmm
Yeah I learned something but I watch a lots many
videos and we analyse with my friends We watch
together and analyse the techniques, the positions
(Iain: OK) Usually I watched but not now.
No why not?
.. The situation is different now. Maybe I got time and
need more I have a group we analyse together I have
motivation
to work with the ... with your friends yeah
But now I don't need I need a good day I can say I'm
very professional because We don't have any limited in
learning knowledge We should when we are learn
more we understand your .. you don't know more
(Iain: OK) yeah? When you go learn learn learn and
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39:07.9 - 39:09.8 Iain
39:09.7 - 39:11.1 Eminem
39:11.1 - 39:28.4 Iain

39:28.4 - 39:58.6 Eminem

39:58.6 - 40:08.4 Iain

40:08.3 - 40:12.0 Eminem
40:12.0 - 40:13.6 Iain
40:13.6 - 40:47.7 Eminem

40:47.7 - 40:56.9 Iain
40:56.9 - 41:09.8 Eminem

41:09.8 - 41:15.2 Iain
41:15.2 - 41:58.4 Eminem

41:58.4 - 42:10.8 Iain

42:10.8 - 42:16.8 Eminem

you understand it You don't know more (Iain: right)
yes Its really
So the more you know the more you know you don't
know?
yeah
Ok Ok Interesting ahuu OK .. .. .. How about - Are there
any programs that you don't watch because of
language that you want to watch?
Yes . I would like to watch There is lots of eh funny
programmes on TV in UK I watch I already watch it
because I want to watch it but sometimes I can't I got
confused (Yeah) So And I turn off the TV ..
.. OK ahuu So the comedy programmes and...(Eminem:
yeah) ... comedy is always difficult in a foreign
language
yeah its completely metaphor they use metaphor
How about..
There isn't there is a programme I saw it in a movie
Lots of people sit behind a table and there is audience
the talk turn by turn I don't know I don't know an say
something funny sentences Its really funny I saw it in
the UK TV .. but I wish I could understand what they
are saying.
Ah yeah often they are very topical programmes They
talk about the news maybe the recent news
Everything .. they talk about everything ...I watch it
with subtitles English subtitles they are very fast
speaking
How about cooking programmes. Because I know you
like cooking a lot.
yeah .. .. .. no .. I like smooth the cook is different I
unintel not a lot No because I'm very creative in
cooking I prefer to do it myself create create new
foods .. in this the love? repeat the other peoples’ food
(ahu ) yeah
Ok Ahu Yeah OK really there was a program on last
Friday Maybe you can see it on iPlayer - you know BBC
iPlayer?
BBC I know BBC but there is lots of channels BBC.
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42:16.8 - 42:29.7 Iain

42:29.7 - 42:31.2 Eminem
42:31.2 - 42:37.5 Iain
42:37.5 - 42:38.6 Eminem
42:38.6 - 42:42.8 Iain

42:42.8 - 42:44.3
42:44.3 - 42:45.8
42:45.8 - 42:46.5
42:46.5 - 43:01.3

Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain

43:01.3 - 43:02.1
43:02.0 - 43:03.7
43:03.7 - 43:06.3
43:06.3 - 43:26.3

Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain

43:26.3 - 43:29.5
43:29.4 - 43:30.2
43:30.2 - 43:30.8
43:30.8 - 43:35.1

Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain

43:35.1 - 43:38.3
43:38.3 - 43:39.5
43:39.5 - 43:41.8
43:41.8 - 43:44.0
43:44.0 - 43:45.9
43:45.9 - 43:49.5
43:49.4 - 43:53.3
43:53.3 - 44:05.9

Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain

Yeah you go to ah... I'll send you an email link to it ITs
called Nigel ... Its about a writer who goes to Iran
(mmmm?) All about the food from Iran (Iran?) So they
had the food like the breakfast?
Breakfast?
Breakfast made from the eh all the different part of
the sheep,
Did you watch it?
Yeah like the head of the sheep like everything they
boil up and they make everything for a long time and
its....
its my favourite food ...ohhh
yeah what's it called?
Kalle Pacheh
Kalle Pacheh yeah yeah they had this Kalle Pacheh they
went to one restaurant very famous for it in Tehran
And also they went to another place and they had this
soup
soup?
made from the noodles?
Noodle soup soup Ash e reshteh?
yeah with I think with also chick pea and lentil and eh
spinach maybe in you buy in one place and there was a
big queue to get there everyone's like "I want it" for
one small portion (its bycicle?) And also they went to a
place where they bought grow pomegranate?
what's pomegranate?
Pomegranate.
I know pomegranate.
Yeah they went to place where they grow
pomegranate.
Do you know the name of the place ..
I can't remem....
Savare Do you remember?
I can't remember the name but I'll send you the link
it was a sunny place?
yeah its was in the north part of the country
Its a very em Do you know which part of Iran?
I can't remember I wasn't watching it closely I was
working it was on in the background I think it was it
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44:05.9 - 44:07.5 Eminem
44:07.5 - 44:13.7 Iain
44:13.7 - 44:29.3 Eminem

44:29.3 - 44:35.5 Iain
44:35.5 - 45:07.5 Eminem

45:07.5 - 45:11.0
45:11.0 - 45:14.1
45:14.1 - 45:15.1
45:15.0 - 45:19.3
45:19.3 - 45:21.3
45:21.3 - 45:27.5

Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem

45:27.5 - 45:31.4
45:31.4 - 45:32.2
45:32.2 - 45:34.3
45:34.3 - 45:35.9
45:35.8 - 45:36.9
45:36.9 - 45:38.2
45:38.1 - 45:40.5
45:40.5 - 45:43.5

Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem

45:43.5 - 45:50.7 Iain
45:49.7 - 45:51.7 Eminem
45:51.7 - 45:55.3 Iain
45:55.3 - 45:56.3 Eminem
45:56.2 - 45:56.8 Iain
45:56.8 - 45:58.1 Eminem

was maybe Tehran is here so it was maybe North East
No north west
South West
South West maybe OK South West so there. They said
it was It grows in the winter time.
yes Do you know a pomegranate is an Iranian fruit It
comes from Iran. Its origin from Iran I searching about
that
OK And do you use it a lot in cooking? Do you use it a
lot when you are cooking?
.. .. Do you use ... ah .... I know its one of the Iranian
Symbols and they use in cooking they use the fruit for
cooking they change the fruit to the paste Like Syrup
the pure syrup and they can keep it for a long time and
they use in the as a liquid they use in the food
Ok and do you do you cook with pomegranate? a lot?
Yes very nice If I can
And do you do that here?
I can do it if I have the materials.
Is it easy to get the materials?
It needs pomegranate paste (ahu) walnut is OK and
chicken.
Chicken So can you buy pomegranate paste here?
I can't find it here?
Have you tried Makbools?
Makbool?
Makbool ...
Where is it?
Near the mosque.
Near the mosque you know near the university The
central mosque?
there is Bismullah - quite a few shops there that sell
food from Middle East From Iran
you shop from there?
yeah I go there I go If I want to buy Zatar You know
zatar?
zatar?
zatar
Zaytoun ...
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45:58.1 - 46:04.5 Iain
46:04.5 - 46:07.3 Eminem
46:06.7 - 46:12.2 Iain
46:07.3 - 46:07.4 Eminem
46:12.2 - 46:21.0 Iain
46:20.9 - 46:29.2 Eminem
46:29.2 - 46:32.3
46:32.3 - 46:36.0
46:36.0 - 46:43.2
46:43.0 - 47:06.8

Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem

47:06.8 - 47:08.5
47:08.5 - 47:14.4
47:14.3 - 47:15.4
47:15.3 - 47:16.4
47:16.4 - 47:29.7

Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem
Iain

47:29.7 - 47:37.0 Eminem
47:37.0 - 47:38.3 Iain
47:38.2 - 47:40.9 Eminem
47:40.8 - 47:47.7 Iain
47:47.7 - 47:49.2 Eminem
47:49.2 - 47:55.6 Iain
47:55.6 - 48:07.9 Eminem
48:07.8 - 48:39.4 Iain

yeah no Zaytoun no they're the olives No they have
good zeytoun but they also have you know zatars its
Za'atar! Do you know Zatar?
You put bread and zatar and put in the olive oil and
its ...
yeah yeah I know za’atar
Its lovely yeah Its beautiful - uh they have good za'atar
and also ..yeah good herbs and spices you can buy ..
Is it is called Its has Arabic name Its name is Zaytoun
zatar My father love it.
Yeah Its just on the bread with eh ..
Do you know the herb we use in za'atar?
Tyme? Or is it um eh oregano?
Yeah its eh I know My father make Za'atar at home
because the materials is you can find them lots in
the ..its very popular in Iran the materials The first
materials Its sumac
sumac yeah I know sumac yeah
Yeah and herb and sesame?
Sesame yeah.
yeah ...
Ahu Yeah I know a few Maybe if you go to um yeah if
you want to find pomegranate paste maybe try um
Makbool they probably have They have a lot of food
from that area.
The first food I want to cook after I rent a house is the
fassenjam
fesanjam yeah
Fesanjam made from pomegranate
Oh yeah OK Yeah I've seen fesanjam actually I've eaten
fesanjam very nice. yeah in yeah
yeah I invite you
OK thank you that very kind Its very tasty Its kind of a
lamb stew fesanjam yeah?
m with lemon juice just its very it taste between sweet
and sour
yeah - I believe Iranian cooking has a lot of sweet and
sour together yeah yeah anyway I'll send you the link
about the program on iPlayer iPlayer yeah (OK) Last
Friday I think it was The guys name is Nigel Slater and
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48:39.4 - 48:48.7 Eminem
48:48.7 - 48:50.0
48:50.0 - 48:52.5
48:52.5 - 48:54.0
48:54.0 - 49:36.0

Iain
Eminem
Iain
Eminem

49:36.0 - 49:37.7 Iain
49:37.7 - 50:00.0 Eminem

50:00.0 - 50:02.5 Iain
50:02.4 - 50:14.5 Eminem
50:14.5 - 50:16.2 Iain
50:16.2 - 50:22.5 Eminem
50:22.5 - 50:34.1 Iain

50:34.1 - 50:47.8 Eminem
50:47.8 - 50:50.6 Iain
50:50.6 - 51:15.7 Eminem

51:15.0 - 51:17.7 Iain
51:17.7 - 51:51.7 Eminem

he's a cook He a chef and he went to 3 countries He
went to Turkey, Lebanon and Iran to find out about
the food there. I think you like ... Anyway next
picture ...
.. OK This picture I was walking in the Tracy street. You
know Tracy street?
No where's that?
Is behind the castle the down
OK right Ok yeah
yeah And I walked I saw the this chay cycle At the first I
didn't see the lock and then I see Oh! Somebody stole
the wheels chain and seat (everything they could take
off yeah) It was very very .. I was wondered .. why he
didn't open or break the lock? Because a lots of time
to open this equipment
You think it would be easier to take off to take the
whole thing
yeah If you cut the lock it was easier (laugh) so it was
very funny (yeah ahu) and ehm I was wondered it is in
Edinburgh Its a good city so why somebody stole this
things It was question for me
Do you think Edinburgh is a safe place to live?
I think so .. Its safe Its very safer than my home city
(laugh) yeah its very safer .. I think but ...
But there still there is some crime
Yeah I heard in the past it was very criminal city (Iain:
yeah) especially in CowGate
Yeah areas have problems Ahuu OK And so how did
you feel when you saw this Did you think it was funny
or did you feel ...
Just funny because .. and question because The
robbers was stupid (Iain: OK) the thief is a stupid
yeah yeah OK Lets move onto the last one
The last one is a sunset And it’s my favourite view Uh
The only only drawing I'm good at is drawing a picture
of sunsets inside you see So I chose this picture
So you like to paint yourself
Sometimes I paint. (or draw) for example in my
notebook When I'm in English class I was busy in my
mind I always draw a beach and the sunset and it the
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51:51.7 - 52:18.2 Iain

52:18.1 - 52:27.5 Eminem
52:27.4 - 52:32.0 Iain
52:32.0 - 53:08.5 Eminem

53:08.5 - 53:09.4 Iain
53:09.3 - 53:33.5 Eminem

53:33.5 - 53:34.6 Iain
53:34.6 - 53:40.6 Eminem
53:40.6 - 53:48.4 Iain

53:48.4 - 54:03.8 Eminem
54:03.8 - 54:04.8 Iain
54:04.8 - 54:06.3 Eminem
54:06.3 - 54:13.8 Iain

54:13.8 - 54:16.4 Eminem

date tree? (Date tree, yeah) And a man is laying under
the tree Yeah its my favourite thing Yeah and just this
Yeah its interesting Thank you very much
Unfortunately I have to go quite soon. Thank you these
are interesting pictures I think they show a lot about
what you like How you are mental training here Um
And But I want to ask ..learn more about learning
language. We have this one about learning language.
Do you have any other ideas of pictures that for you
represent learning language?
(4) You mean I should choose some pictures that help
me in learning language?
Well if you do what would you choose do you think?
.. .. I think everything .. Everything Everything is .. it
could be related to English because I'm talking in
English about these pictures (Iain: yeah definitely) If I
want describe this pictures I should know the sunset I
should know the sea The painting, drawing so (Iain:
interesting yeah) SO I'm all Everything I'm talking
about that (Iain: is related to English) is related to
English (Laugh)
Very interesting yeah Laugh
So for example I talk about this and I said watching
movie helped me to learn English but it was just funny
but I should I have to eh explain for you a person stole
the wheels and
all the vocabulary there
and its English itself (yes) So I'm learning English
Yes and its quite a useful thing to do because you have
all the different parts and showing how you interact
with the ...
And really I chose I accept this .. uh .. interview ..
between us because it helps me to learn English
Fantastic I'm glad it helps
And typing
yeah ahu ahu No..Well There are very interesting
photographs I really like them and I think it’s very
beautiful
Maybe I can't help you, but you help me
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54:14.9 - 54:44.9 Iain

No No you are helping me already helping me very
well Its very nice I like it a lot and a lot of interesting
things here I particularly the idea of the sudoku and
the language learning here and also this one is
interesting the view you send to your friends about
Edinburgh. No the photographs are very nice. So thank
you very much (Eminem: no worries) We'll have to find
a time for me to give you an English class.
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Appendix 1.4.1

Jacob Interview 1

Interview Date: February 2018
Location: a room in the university Library
NB. Access to this location requires a student ID card – by choosing to meet here, Jacob is
demonstrating his capacity to enter a restricted space, as well as establishing equal status
with me as a fellow student.
Present: Jacob (participant), Iain (researcher)
Timespan
Speaker Content
0:00.0 - 0:06.5 Iain
Tell me about yourself..
0:06.4 - 0:39.6 Jacob
Hmm Actually I'm Syrian refugee in the UK. (laugh) I
would use this word cos this is my ID here, OK. I can't
say I'm Syrian here or I'm British here. I'm Syrian
refugee in the UK. Actually I arrived (.) on the (.) August
almost August or June 2015 and after that I was granted
as a refugee in Cardiff travelled to England after that I
settled down here in Edinburgh Scotland ..
0:39.6 - 0:42.3 Iain
You said you were a student?
0:42.2 - 0:55.7 Jacob
Now ah I finished my course it was FCE it’s called
Cambridge First Certificate at [ESOL provider] I finish it
one week ago an my next course will
0:55.7 - 0:56.7 Iain
Oh Congratulations
0:56.7 - 1:07.7 Jacob
Thank you ,, will be IELTS preparation because I'm
complete my Masters degree at university so because of
that I need IELTS but I need high mark
1:07.7 - 1:08.6 Iain
Well I can help you with that
1:08.6 - 1:10.0 Jacob
Oh that's great thank you
1:10.0 - 1:18.0 Iain
We'll meet again and have a talk about that because I
was an IELTS examiner for many years not now but I was
in the past so I can help you
1:18.0 - 1:27.2 Jacob
Oh that’s great. So I was working but my contract was
temporary contract so its finished and now Iooking for a
job
1:27.2 - 1:29.2 Iain
What work were you doing?
1:29.2 - 2:03:5 Jacob
Ah I was working as a customer service yep now I'm
looking for another job. But I'm doing volunteer right
now one with [ESOL provider] in the ESOL department
you know like assistant for English Second
Language ...and I'm doing another volunteer but I didn't
start it yet until this moment because they .. until this
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2:03.5 - 2:05.1 Iain
2:05.1 - 2:10.1 Jacob
2:10.1 - 2:13.0 Iain
2:13.0 - 3:39.1 Jacob

3:39.5 - 3:46.8 Iain
3:46.8 - 4:52.8 Jacob

moment I'm still waiting for the starting date its with eh.
[redacted]
Ah yes, OK ....
Yes so Was a working lawyer or solicitor something like
that.
Oh Ok so what was your job before in Syria?
Actually I didn't work in Syria before I worked in Dubai
for three years I was solicitor in Dubai yeah .. because I
left Syria .. I didn't finish my masters in Syria because
masters in Syria is one year and a half. I finished one
year and ah... next six month the war start so because of
that I left Syria directly to Dubai in Dubai eh after the
situation in Syria was very complex one they was afraid
about the .. revolution phobia and the .. Dubai
government was thinking like OK these people from
Syria there was a revolution in Syria so they have that
revolution genetic in their blood so just kick them out
(laugh) so I was one those they kicked out (laugh) so
they kicked me out and after that I start travelling to
another countries just to find safe place. I travelled to
Egypt, Turkey other countries like eh North African
countries Tunisia, Libya, Algeria, Turkey again and
Lebanon all that countries and in this world nobody
accept the Syrians OK .. so because of that I decided to
immigrate to Europe. So finally I found myself here. In
the UK.
Can I ask you about .. you said you were studying at
[ESOL provider]? (yeah) English. How was that?
Laughs pause Actually We are studying on this planet
not on the heaven, OK. So you can find the good people
and .. no bad people I don't want to say bad people
because I didn't met any bad people until this moment
but you can find or meet good people show you
sympathy, encourage you, teach you, like small family
OK? But you can find another people maybe in my
situation because I'm away of my family seven years so
maybe I'm quite emotional person right now, so if you
do something normal for other people maybe it means
something to me OK? But in general I studied three
semesters at [ESOL provider] was one of my fantastic
one year and a half because I got fantastic teachers.
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4:52.8 - 4:54.9 Iain
4:54.9 - 6:48.7 Jacob

6:48.7 - 6:51.9 Iain
6:51.9 - 6:52.7 Jacob
6:52.7 - 6:58.6 Iain
6:58.6 - 7:40.5 Jacob

Sometimes I got some troubles OK? but I managed to
sort them out
troubles with the learning, with the ..
Not with the learning, with the .. sometimes the
registration sometimes the .. because because I'm very
accurate person OK? Any small issue annoying me until I
sort it out. For example if I want to change my address I
go to the system change my address .. and the system
says for example your address will be updated after two
days I check on the third day if (laughs) if its not
updated that will annoy me OK? But for example in
[ESOL provider] if you want to change your address you
go to the secretary you go to student service you go to
the library and you change your address in your portal
(OK) OK (unintelligible). Because of that I got a good
relation with all staff in the ESOL department everybody
knows me and called me "trouble maker" (laughs) but
actually at the end they told me OK you are a good
person and eh because I got that experience right now
I'm doing the volunteer with them OK? Yeah because I
know how to do that how to do this. "If you got this
issue you have to go that person don't go to any
another one" (both laugh) "because this one can help
you OK?" So because of that I think facing life like this in
this way .. everybody need support OK? But don't ask
for support unless you are surrounded OK before
surrounding get some support OK? (Yeah) Teach
yourself OK? And [ESOL provider] I think its one of the
best colleges in Scotland OK? And also the staff for
example last semester when I studies FCE I got a teacher
her name is [redacted] She's got thirty years’ experience
She taught me to teach
She taught you?
Hmhmmm she was my tutor when I was learning how to
become a teacher (laugh)
Oh my god. So I spent 18 weeks in that course was .. I
can't find words really to describe this course or this
teacher especially. Amazing! you learn fabulous OK? and
she care about her students like her children OK?
Because I was moving flat and I was I got some issue
with the phone service. She texts me and she said "OK
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7:40.5 - 7:44.7 Iain
7:44.7 10:36.8

Jacob

what’s happened. This issue. Maybe you can go to this
department or go to this agency go to this
organisation." She advised me. Not only me all the
students, but I appreciate that yeah I appreciate that
And what kind of things did you do in the class that you
enjoyed? What kind of activities did you find useful?
Laughs. Actually ..[ESOL provider] policy rarely they are
giving the class for one teacher. Usually, they give a
class to two teachers main teacher and assistant
teacher. The main teacher teach seventy percent or
eighty percent from the course the assistant teacher
teach twenty or thirty. So ahhh the assistant teacher
was eh a Scottish teacher I love them so much (laughs)
name - he's the son of the son of one of the famous
musician in Scotland and he's like a music library OK? If
you say anything he will tell you who sing that who
wrote that, who the Oh my god! [teacher’s name
redacted] also as well but for me, if you are studying, I
don't know who said that or where I read that: you can't
concentrate more than 19 minutes and after that you
miss something else OK? So jokes, maybe some
embarrassing things OK just to change the studying
mood OK if the teacher go to the board and they says
"OK let’s start with the grammar. Let’s talk about the
passive, OK? Passive is like this like that. Nineteen
(ninety?) minutes and you fall asleep, OK? Directly. So
the environment, the funny environment also your class
mates yeah if you got friendly classmates you don't fed
up and also your classmates maybe the competition and
the teacher just make you compete the other student
OK? and she says "OK we got one student he got five
from five in his writing and its a good one so I suggest
everybody take photo of that one and take a look at it"
and when you see "OK I got four she got five. What she
wrote more than me". And you double check you
increase your language like this OK? Some teacher that
are quite old they mmmm they .. I don't want to say lazy
OK but they are good but the most thing I enjoy at [ESOL
provider] is atmosphere, the staff very experienced
staff I'm talking about very experienced staff I spent I
think all my life studying and I know a lot about studying
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because I study at Uni, I study at before high and there
are under allvas(?) I study postgraduate and now I'm
studying English I know a lot about studying. They are
very experienced, OK? Very friendly, very helpful. You
can face some issues but that doesn't matter. OK I am
graduate yeah? I am graduate (or I am enjoy with it?)
10:37.0 10:40.8
10:40.8 13:51.7

Iain
Jacob

And did you find what you learnt in the class useful in
everyday life?
Oh Actually the courses at [ESOL provider] they are
prepared to help you in your life because for example
you have formal and informal writing and you can use
both in your life because for example you received an
email from the council and you know how to reply to
that email because the teacher told you other words
during your classes how to write and that formal way
OK? Or you go to friend .. don't speak Arabic so you
have to reply in English for example a lot of Italian,
Spanish, Polish people that are in this city OK you have
to write in informal way OK? They teach you that. They
teach you how to speak correctly because all those
courses ESOL courses is four part: reading writing
listening and speaking OK? Most of them are useful in
my opinion but sometime the courses contain some
something different OK? For example if you have the
qualification in Scotland different from another
countries because you are doing here National .. N4 N5
N6 or N HND foundation or something like that but for
example if you are doing National three what they call it
pre-intermediate or something like that they give you
another courses like example Health and Safety OK I
think everybody supposed to know about health and
safety but maybe you don't know the words in English
OK? You know that what the red thing its in the corner
always and use it just against the fire but you don't
know the English word for that (yeah OK) they teach you
that maybe because in this level of English everybody
supposed to get a job and if you want to start working
here you should have a good knowledge about the
health and safety about the case but I don't think in all
cases this is essential one, but I don't think it effects the
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13:51.7 13:53.8
13:54.3 15:03.9

Iain

15:03.5 15:04.7
15:04.9 15:39.1

Iain

Jacob

Jacob

course because if you are doing 18 weeks course it will
be 17 hours a week you will spend one hour or two
hours doing this stuff OK? The 15 hours you are doing
English pure English. There is another courses when you
reach high level when you just get National 4 you can do
National 5 English plus something but if at [ESOL
provider] here is the issue if you want just to continue
studying pure English courses there is no thing higher
than national 4 in ESOL department (OK) So you finished
ESOL National 4 you can do eh FCE Cambridge First
Certificate after that you can do Cambridge Advanced
Certificate but sometime if you want to do for example
National 5 you can do it at the Community because
[ESOL provider] is Campus and Community You can do it
at the Community and do National 5 course pure English
OK? But its one academic year
Thats a long time mhmmm
So I spoke about if I enjoyed the course but there is
there is a big issue but its not about the college its about
the DWP department
because if you want to go to [ESOL provider] to study if
you are on JSA Job Seekers allowance you can't study
full time.
What's that mean? that’s mean you have to study part
time, part time courses its Thursdays and Fridays from 9
to 3 including tea break lunch break
So how many hours? Thats mean that’s mean 11 hours a
week Or you can say 10 hours a week because the
teacher start the class preparing the board do this
and ...
Lets' say in general if you are Syrian you came to this
country you don't know anybody here and you just met
some Syrian families, and you feel lonely what you are
going to do? You are going to meet the Syrian families.
Which language are you going to use? Arabic
Arabic
You speak on the phone with your family your friend in
Syria another country they speak Arabic. You are quite
shy because you don't know the culture, or maybe
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15:39.2 15:41.5
15:41.5 16:00.4

Jacob

16:00.4 16:02.9
16:01.2 19:41.1

Iain

Iain

Jacob

because because you are shy person for example you
don't go for that meeting groups or cafe something like
that there was a Tandem cafe with Edinburgh
University. So you are practicing your language ten
hours a week. It doesn't work to learn a language.
Its not enough?
No, I don't think. Also if you are studying full time. Full
time its 7 hours more than the part time 17 hours a
week. If you don't own encourage yourself you are not
going to get any benefit from this course Really, believe
me. Because for example take your case you were
speaking Arabic why you lost your Arabic?
didn't use it yeah OK
don't practice it. OK? And also maybe and also as we
said before the over care from the support worker come
directly and she take that and she call the interpreter
"This one say something about one two three four" The
interpreter say Oh this says you have to do one two
three OK. How you learn? No. OK For me the first
time .. there was a friend of mine he doing he was here
in Edinburgh doing his PhD so I got a contract with
Scottish Power and when you receive the contract you
receive booklet Its about 24 pages OK (a lot) I was
reading all the pages and he asked me "Why you are
reading this shit?" (both laugh) You are going to cut this
one. (laugh) I said First of all I'm a lawyer and I'm looking
for the details I suppose as a lawyer to know everything
I'm going to do. I have to read from A to Z. Second thing
I'm practicing my English. The third thing nobody going
to interpret this one for me and I don't want because I
want to improve my English. If I said with this word that
I know "Hello" , "Goodbye", "Good evening", "Could you
please", "Can I", I'm not going to gain more English. I
need more vocabulary because my aim, my goal to work
as a solicitor in the UK and if you want to work as a
solicitor not in the UK in any country of the world you
should be professional (proficient?) in the language.
Because I work as a solicitor in Arabic and I know a lot
about Arabic language. I use specific phrases, specific
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19:41.3 19:43.6
19:43.6 25:01.0

Iain
Jacob

sentences I change all the sentence model just to get
the judge attention to my case. So if I want to be
successful I have to learn that. So in the refugees case
the DWP department says "You can't do full-time
courses because you are on JSA". JSA that mean you
receive benefit from the from the government because
you are looking for a job. And if you are studying full
time you can't look for a job. So your full-time job is
looking for a job. Not studying. If we take this case. Not
this case. If we take this in the UK compared it with
another countries you can find the difference. Another
countries which are prepared and they prepare
themselves for the refugees or the waves of
immigrations hitting this country, they were more
successful than these cases. For example Sweden,
Germany any one of those countries. You arrive at the
country they know that you don't speak the language
and you know the language is the key for everything. Its
a master key. They send you to school 5 days a week ..
from 9 to 3 or from 9 to 4. So you finish our school one
hour to arrive to your flat. Its 5 you eat something,
revise what you study, go to bed. You have two days off
just to spend with your family practicing your own
language.
So its like a job?
Ahu So it this case if you compare there people after 8
month or 9 month they achieve C1 or B2 in the
European equivalent I don't know what they call but if
you compare
I met a girl she came under the scheme after i year and
a 1/2 in the UK she said "Do you know, Jacob" I said
"what" She said, "I was thinking that I arrived at the UK
one year I will speak like the actors in the films". I said,
"Who told you that"? (laughs) Everybody thinking like
that OK?
And I think its possible (yeah) because if you go to .. for
example the children How they catch up the language
like a fire OK? Because they go and play with another
children, watching cartoon movies on English, thinking
in English and after that they catch it. Nobody teach
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them they don’t go and grammar and all that stuff OK.
But in this case I think the education system which are
in the UK in this part let’s talk about learning English
and ESOL department which is prepared for all the
refugees, under the scheme or not under the scheme its
not successful. Its is prepared for the immigrants, like
Italian people, Spanish people, Polish people they came
to this country to work OK, but what they the huge
disadvantage of that as I told you I spoke to them about
that the job centre or the DWP department policy is
pushing you or squeezing you to find a job it doesn’t
matter what job. The goal is stopping your benefit,
cutting your benefit OK? But they don’t know they are
paying more in this policy - handouts. Because
everybody come to any country for everybody I'm
talking in general maybe you will find 10% exceptions
OK .. has a job or a career or character or goal, if you if
you take this character or goal Let’s say this piece of
wood and you can create it as what you want but you
need just some time just.. to start creating that piece of
wood, for example if you got somebody Ok he came to
you. Take me like example, I came to this country. I
went to the job the centre to register with the job
centre. I got a huge experience with the job centre. One
of them was very bad in Haliford, I will talk about that
later. I went to the job centre they ask me "What's your
profession? What's your qualification? OK I said OK I
was working as a solicitor in Dubai for three years. They
say OK. And after that they give me my agreement. I
have to sign; I have to look for a job 4 days a week. My
coach said and true on my agreement that I have to look
for cleaning and retail. Good. Good until this moment.
But did the government or the DWP department know if
I'm looking for retail or cleaning how much a year I'm
going to earn? Not more than 15,000 and 15,000 I don't
pay a single penny as a tax on this amount right? How
long I'm going to spend in a cleaning, because when you
start something you can't finish it because if you are
working in this shop or in this building, cleaner retail
OK? and you want to finish your contract the job centre
will not going to accept you, because you put yourself
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25:01.0 25:02.2
25:02.2 26:57.8

Iain
Jacob

on JSA OK? So you will be satisfied and just working, one
year two years 3 years - let’s say three years OK 3 years
that's good. three years you are working and going to
ESOL courses just to learn some English. Finish the few
ESOL courses that start like English plus something,
English plus Business, English plus tourism, plus... But in
this CC? three years if the government or the DWP or
the decision makers they decided OK we got a lawyer
here, with the three years’ experience in the UK, or we
got an engineer or we got an electrician or a plumber or
anything. OK teach him the language in one year very
focused courses and after that give him six month or
one year course to get the qualification
Conversion course
and send them to the market to the working market he
will get a job for 25 thousand at least OK? Or let’s say
20,000 He's going to pay taxes on that amount. You will
get back what you paid for, but in that case you will
spend 3,4,5 6 nobody knows how many years and this
person working at part time and going to the ESOL
department. He's not satisfied, he's depressed. you
destroyed his future OK and after that he fed up. Why?
Because it’s a policy like this, because the system here is
working 1, 2, 3, 4 to 10 but we got a lot of cases you
have to jump from 1 to 3 and continue or you jump
from 2 to 5 and continue, OK? And I'm not talking as a
theories OK I'm talking about cases and experience I'm
talking about the German the German experience. The
Dutch experience The Netherland, Sweden experience.
You came to the country. OK what your profession If
you don't have profession they ask you "What you want
to be?" "I want to be an engineer." "OK that's good."
The engineer, which kind of language level you need to
be an engineer. Lets say eh C1 Send them to .. which
kind of engineer? Electric Send them to English plus
electrician as a full time, one year or 2 years maximum
and he will get the job directly. And he will be happy,
satisfied. And he aa - you'll get the idea and you got the
feeling "I did something in this country" I'm not a
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26:55.1 27:04.8
27:04.8 29:03.5

Iain

29:03.5 29:05.3
29:05.8 31:23.6

Iain

Jacob

Jacob

refugee everybody look at me like this OK "Aye you are
stealing our money",like that OK?
You mean more respect, I mean .. you're talking about
integration? Respect is important to do that ...
Of course, of course I will give you a simplest example. If
you met a girl you like her and you ask her .. start a
conversation with her OK what are you doing I
waaawaaawaaa I'm receiving benefits Nah Not bad OK,
But if you say I'm doing my job I'm doing full-time
electrician OK and this is my card OK This is good for
you. And good for the government, good for the
community the society. OK? But as I told you the UK its
not refugee country, its not prepared for refugees, its
prepared for immigrant but in this case as I give you
example I can give you example until tomorrow OK? In
this case it doesn't work like this and I know its needed
eh a deep study and its needs a high level decision I
know because you are changing a serious issue, you are
changing a serious rule of the DWP or I don't know but
in this case I will give you another example. I went to
Haliford I went to the job centre, because when you
travel from city to city you transfer your claim from this
city to that city I want do that .. So my appointment was
with .. a man he was between 45 or 50 and he said "OK,
what's your profession?" I said " I'm studying English"
and my English was not like this it was worse
Its very good now
I thank you (laugh), I'm studying English and he asked
me "what's your profession, I'm asking you what's your
profession " and start shouting at me. I looked at him
like this. I know the law. OK? I am law man. And I know
my rights, but always I'm avoiding problems I want the
easy simple life. And I told him I was a solicitor in Dubai
for 3 years. And he said, "Did you imagine yourself
working as a solicitor in the UK? .. I looked at him like
that. And I said, "I think one day". And he said "No" .. I
found that strange .. because I met racist people in
Sussex and Kent so I got that experience I know, I was
prepared. And I said "why" and he told me "Here in
Haliford even ESOL courses you can't do. You have to
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31:16.6 31:21.1
31:21.0 31:22.7
31:22.7 31:24.6
31:24.6 31:37.0

Iain

work here." I looked at him like that "OK, which kind of
job I have to do or to look for". He said, "Let me have a
look about your profile" and he found "OK your previous
coach at the job centre wrote English is a barrier but I
think you speak enough English to find job I will clear
that one and because of that you can't go to ESOL
courses because ESOL is just to remove this barrier and
you already don't have any barriers". So I said, "OK".
And he said "OK you have to look for a ...cleaning". And
he type on the keyboard cleaning. And I said "OK" I say
"I want to ask you one question before I leave" and he
said "OK ask". And I say "Is the there any opportunity or
chance a small chance please to go to any English
classes". He said "No, this is Haliford and you have to
work here". "OK", I said, "OK that's great". I left the job
centre directly to the train station .. directly believe me
yeah not surprising mhmm

Jacob

Why that’s happen?

Iain

..yeah..

Jacob

31:37.0 31:39.7
31:39.5 32:00.5

Iain

And I know sometime you meet not good people but
not like this. But I knew and I knew before on that
moment I can't complain about this man and cause a
trouble to him
you have no power in this situation

32:00.5 32:02.7
32:02.7 33:11.4

Iain

Jacob

Jacob

Ahaa because that meeting all the government
departments are controlled by CCTV so I can't piss him
off but I just decide OK I'm going to leave the city I'm
just avoiding trouble OK? I moved, as I told you, 11 cities
in the UK just avoiding trouble
because you had that kind of experience
yeah and know actually in the UK you find that’s a good
opportunity and I think because in the Arabian culture
or you can say in the Middle East culture because you
lived there there is nothing about volunteering,
sometimes you can find small organisations but nobody
doing the volunteer. Actually 8 month or 10 month ago I
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33:11.4 33:14.4
33:14.4 33:55.5

Iain

33:55.5 33:56.8
33:56.8 34:41.9

Iain

34:41.9 34:43.4
34:43.4 35:25.5

Iain

Jacob

Jacob

Jacob

give my presentation at [ESOL provider]. My topic was
volunteering in the UK I was in Dubai and because I
travelled a lot I saw how volunteering can increase and
improve enhance all your chances your career your
future or if you started your career OK or to get a
good ..that’s job you are aiming for there is a problem in
the UK: you can't get a job until you get the experience
and you can't the experience if you don't have job
of course (laugh) it’s a catch 22
so you have to do volunteer. Despite all the benefits
from volunteering its radically solving this issue. And in
my case, I'm a lawyer .. I started volunteering with the
British Heart Foundation as a retailer, sorting, tagging
good, cashiering all that stuff .. I increase - I did
volunteer with the Scottish Refugee Council as
application assessor OK? I finished with them. Now I'm
doing volunteering in the [redacted] as a law.. as a
volunteering lawyer
Oh fantastic - well done
But in the refugees cases .. in the Syrian community or
as I say Arabian Middle Eastern Syrian community there
is no knowledge about that and if you speak with the
people about that .. OK .. "volunteering is good for
you" .. "Oh OK, OK, OK I will think about that" and after
three hours (swipe hands together) disappear .. OK .. or
they think if I did volunteer what benefit I'm going to
get? Are they going to give me money. No. OK ... its a
freezing and you'll to get the bus and travel 50 .. I I was
travelling to Glasgow ..
yeah for the [redacted]?
Yeah and we did a really fantastic job with them and it
was a very good opportunity for me and as I told you I
put that on my CV and I'm so proud .. not because my
benefit also its benefit the community because you are
living in Scotland. You are living in the UK you are
belonging to this community. You are not living in Syria.
Ahh I know you got that emotional feeling and you are
say "Ok my body here but my soul in Syria". Everybody
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know that and I can understand your feeling but you
have ...your body have to something to this community.
OK? There is anar. what’s this word in English ennermis,
enormous?
enormous
enormous benefits you can get from volunteering and it
can .. sort out this issue ... but despite this volunteering
do that there is a lot of barriers with the DWP ...
if you volunteer too much then you're not looking for
work presumably
yeah OK.. and also .. the working market in the UK, they
don't accept any experience outside the UK. If you get
experience in Dubai eh eh it not in the UK (laugh) you
are not experienced in the UK, if you got experience in
Spain any country. Is it UK? No. And so we don't take it,
we don't count it.
Yeah. Is that just about work experience or do you think
it also true about life experience?
No I'm talking about the work experience. Because life
experience if different but in this case, as I told you, how
how the DWP department is working and how the
courses English courses or how the people integrate in
this community.. its quite difficult I think. If you
compare it with another counties but we say UK it’s not
a country for refugees it’s a prepare for immigration
Yes, not for refugees.
that’s very good point yeah
but they have to do something and when they decided
to something they did it in incorrect way, they decided
OK each family we are going to accommodate them give
them everything take care of them and this case is the
overkill issue ... they don't do anything .. they not
independent people OK? Everything they want to do,
they phone the social, the support worker and the
support worker call the interpreter
so they have no independence
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that’s it ... and that makes them more closed to
themselves and to their community. They are meeting
after after ... al jumah prayer on Friday they are meeting
"OK how are you, how are you, what you did? We went
wah what's coming up or what's happening the
Welcoming association OK lets go let’s do that .. that's
it. Or if you are talking about the experience in the UK,
are they able to go to the council, are they able go to
any department in the UK? Alone, by their selves? I
don't think so
Mmm interesting. Can I ask about your ..you say you are
living in [redacted]. How do you get on with your
neighbours, how is that?
Ahhhh (laughs) Actually when I moved to that area
before moving that area I got a council flat and ah I
really appreciate that from the council, because the
citizens here they are waiting between 3 and 5 years to
go in to get council flat I got that I appreciate ..I thank
the government for that before I moved in that area I
was checking the area on the Scotch police website .. ..
at the beginning I tried not to believe my eyes, "Oh my
God, what's this colour its a dark deep red. What’s that
mean? I looked to the right of the screen. 10 from 10 on
crime blurghhhh (laughs) OK? (shivers)
Oh dear (laughs)
2 from 10 in education 1 from 10 in medical support for
something Oh I said oh my God Oh my God I spoke with
the council or with the immigration team and I said OK I
got a I got a Council offer in [redacted] (laughs) and also
the people start telling me all that stories OK? Do you
know in 2015 or 2016 they found a man dead in his flat?
Somebody broke the window and they stabbed him
with the knife. 12 stabs on his chest (grimaced laughs)
Do you know? [redacted] is the capital of marijuana and
the drugs in the UK Oh God! I spoke with the council I
say OK on this issue I received this offer and if I refuse it
I don't get any more, and they are going to kick me out
of my temporary accommodation, because the
temporary accommodation it’s for the people who are
homeless .. and they finish it the council finished my
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homeless situation so I caused the homeless for me so
they are not going to accommodate me anymore and
the council give this answer. They said "yes, you are
right. We are not going to offer you anymore and we
are going to kick you out. I said, OK so What is it they
said OK accept or refuse I said I accept (clap) I moved to
this flat uh .. actually you asked me about my
neighbours. They are good. So they building its like four
flats eh the downstairs flat there are 4 elderly people
and they got 2 ... guys that living there both named Jeff one with G one with J (laughs) they are so nice, so kind.
But my neighbour whose living opposite like me .. he's a
he's a nice guy with me, but not with his wife the police
came twice he's hitting his wife and after that but it’s
not my business. That's about my neighbours, but about
the area oh.. Maybe because I was living here beside
Meadows and moving to [redacted] I felt it quite
isolated area and not well-connected area because
there is only eh one bus it’s the 29 and after 5 o’clock its
one bus each hour and you know that stuff
I'm interested in how how learning English affects your
community relations?
Oh .. yeah .. yeah ..
And how your community relations affect learning
English?
Actually let me let me answer the first the first part from
this question. Not only me let’s talk about me Actually
when I was eh I was in Dubai for 3 years and in Dubai I
was working in a big firm. There was 163 nationalities
working on that firm. Actually, when you learn one
single word from foreign language and you meet that
guy who speak that language and you tell him that word
you can see the emotion on his face. For example there
was a guy who was working with me. He speaks .. He's
from Bangladesh He speaks this language I can't
remember, Urdu or something like that I can't
remember very well
Bengali
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Bengal .. and I learnt one word in his language I think it
was water or something panni or something like I can't
remember though.. and when he met me we were
speaking in English OK or in Arabic because everybody
because they living there for long time and start
learning Arabic that the basics of Arabic not the specifics
And I said lets go and drink some tea I just want to add
that word to our conversation and "do you need Panni"
ahhhh you can see the emotion in his face and you can
see how our relations change OK?
Actually learning language make you more confident
about yourself. You believe in yourself not confident,
you believe in yourself. You know I'm speaking to to this
person. He know what I mean I know what I .. he knows
what I mean he know what I mean and I can say what I
want I understand what he told me OK? Actually doing
everything in your life because you need to speak and
we are not in a deaf world maybe increasing your future
chances because maybe learning a foreign language in
your home country it doesn't affect your life like this but
in foreign language .. in foreign country you must learn
that language because you are ... me I'm in the UK OK
there is there is Arabian community in Edinburgh but
I'm not I'm not living in an Arabian community OK there
is Arabian community but its not Edinburgh Edinburgh
its a city its a community that are speaking English its
make you confident its give you a lot of opportunities,
just to increase your chances your future career getting
a job or maybe dealing with the problems. For example
if somebody if one of my neighbours he came to my flat
or rang a just rang a bell he wants something .. if I don't
understand the language I will be em embarrassed and
he will be embarrassed to .. he was trying to be friendly
or maybe he was in critical situation and he need help
OK? And I'm not able to do that. Also the community
effecting my language: actually it’s a great opportunity
to learn English in the UK. Nobody can doubt that OK?
there is no doubt. in the UK but in Scotland it’s the best
attitude because you meet a lot of friendly people on a
bus, on tram, on the street, cafe, library, any place OK?
Even if you looks foreign, you looks foreign. I don't have
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that skin or blue eyes or that hair. Everybody looks to
me
they know I'm eyeahdee? (intelligible) But they are not
afraid because they they they used they are used to see
immigrant here and they are friendly OK? For example
I'm on a bus and there was a lady with a small kid he
was about 3 I can't remember how many years starting
speaking and something like that and this kid was
looking at me staring at me I did some funny faces to
him and his Mum started speaking with me
actually living in the UK or any country and you want to
learn the language, all you can see a lot of people if
you want to learn Mandarin, you travel to China You can
get Mandarin courses in any country OK but its not like
living there OK For example if I'm reading a topic and I
saw a word "wee" W E E Oh my God What that mean?
But I know that word because I here it on the street OK?
I know if I speak, so it like that I think.
So how do you think ... You said earlier learning a
language gives you more confidence or makes you ah
know yourself - Do you think now you speak English very
well think back to before, Have you changed by learning
the language?
Yes, I was avoiding a lot of things yeah As I told you on
my experience in Haliford job centre I avoided that
issue. Why I avoided that As I told I knew in that
moment I can do something but I need help, maybe I
need interpreter I need I go .. or if I want to define
(defend?) myself I can't do it at that moment because I
don't have zu English. OK? Maybe I know 4 or 5
sentences And its prepared sentences OK I'm going to
meet this man or he's a doctor Ok I have a pain on this
part or what this part is (mimes looking up word) elbow
I know that specific sentences OK? "I have pain in my
elbow" and it’s a it’s so since eh two days ago. But
when you learn language you do a lot you don't avoid
everything happen in your life you go the GP ask you
you answer you go to the pharmacy you go the Council
post office college anything. And that was happen with
at [ESOL provider] [name redacted] the manager of
ESOL Department she said Jacob, you know about the
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ESOL department more than some of our tutors.
Because after I learn the language I gained my
confidence my confidence I ask Ok? So I have this issue,
OK When I was as as a new student at [ESOL provider] I
don't know how to apply for travel course uh funding I
went to my teacher OK could you please help me with
this one She said "OK" And she filled this form for me
but now I don't go to the teacher
Do it yourself
Of course, And I do it for another student OK? really
really it open a lot of doors for you really believe me and
and also not only communicating with the people
understanding what is happening around you, because
you are living in this country, this country speaks English
OK You are not li eh For me or for you in your case
You're doing a research working with a community with
the Welcoming association not only this three things I'm
doing volunteer studying and going to my help (?) Not
all the life is marthas? And if you want to live your life
you have to learn the language. That's it
Mmm Interesting. Another question, how do you feel
about being called a refugee?
Ahaaa Uhhhh Actually I don't like that. And also its
written on my resident permit and I was thinking about
just doing some some paper work and send it to the
home office to change that on our resident permit,
because in another country it’s not written like that OK?
But, why I don't like that refugee this word it doesn't
contain any bad meaning OK, because ,.. Einstein he was
a refugee OK. But maybe because in today's world the
media, the politicians they make the refugees as a bad
thing coming to that safe country and doing trouble.
What the stereotype about refugees? I will give you
small example If you are a refugee and you go to a You
are on a bus OK and you don't have Smart phone and
some people see you OK "Look for that one - we are in
2018 and he doesn't get Smart phone Can you imagine
that?" (Mocking voice) "These people coming to our
country". Another case You are on the bus and you have
iPhone X "Look to that refugees. Do you know I spend all
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don't get iPhone X?" (laughs) (Exaggerated voice) "They
are stealing our money and buying Smart phones!"
(laughs)
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Iain

Actually (laughs) it’s like a comi I did that - but it’s not
like that we can see cases like that but in total No, it’s
not like this but maybe as I told you because we are
living in this world today's world the most dangerous
weapon Do you know weapon? I pronounce it correct
(Iain: yes, yes) weapons The human beings created is
the media. It’s not nuclear bombs or muscles or
chemical weapons .. it’s the media. A lot of people got
brainwashed by the media about the refugees and also I
I would like to thank the communities they are showing
the the good pictures about refugees, There is a good
refugee and there is a bad refugee. Like any country. We
are not living in the heaven. OK? There is a good people
and bad people but don't take that many minority of
bad people and make it the stereotype of refugee and
just present it on the media. .. There is a lot of good
people. OK And as I said There is a bad people and that
is the media job
there are people
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Ahaa why that’s happen because for example 2015
Denmark elections. 3 or 2 parties they are competing
each other to win the competition. What was the party
topic? The campaign topic? What was? Refugees. One
party "Ok refugee are good are we are going to support
them and they are going to integrate in our community
they are going to increase our community they are good
ingredients to add to our community. What the another
party supposed to do? The opposite. "Ahh Refugees!!!!
They are coming to steal our money?
Steal our jobs ...
"And we're working our live and they are going to come
and take our benefits, steal our jobs our houses OK?"
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Like that . What the people take from the media, the
dark side. OK? It’s like that. Because of that I don't like
this word "refugee", but the word itself it doesn't
contain any bad meanings and I’m not ashamed or shy
about that and when you asked me the beginning our
our interview - introduce your .. I say I'm Syrian
refugee. .. I'm proud cos I'm Syrian I'm proud cos I'm
living in the UK I'm most proud because I'm living in
Scotland OK? Not because you are Scottish really I told
you I live I move 10 cities in the UK Only Edinburgh or
Scotland three day thing? OK?
Do you might feel Scottish in the future?

Jacob

yeah

Iain

do you feel Scottish now?

57:16.2 57:29.8
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Yeah (laughs) Yeah actually .. When One of my
neighbours he visited me as I told you the [redacted]
people [name redacted] and [name redacted]. He
visited me. I like Scottish people because they are good
people. Yeah really You can you can feel the honesty in
lives their schools OK they are true men not false men
OK if they say OK Iain I love you that means I love you
man If you got any trouble in your life I'll be in your back
I'll support you OK? He came to my flat and we were
talking about the ... the sink and I said "basin" and he
said its called “sink” you are in Scotland (accent) And I
like that yeah I like that because I like people they don't
forget their identity. OK? I'm Syrian and I'm Scottish as
well OK? I feel I'm I'm not a complete Scottish (laugh)
I'm just gaining and learning and absorbing OK? Thats
Scottish culture OK? And I don't think its bad because I
think the Scottish community is one of the best
communities in the world, because I travelled a lot a
met a lot people and I was working in an international
firm. Scottish people they are pure .. of a good people,
yeah
OK thank you that very interesting. Now for the next
interview, what I want to ask you to do is to bring some
photographs along. So what I thought I would do is
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show you some of my photographs about me and tell
you about me. This will help you know me better but
also give you some ideas about the kind of pictures that
I'd like to do. I'll come around a bit so we can see
them ..
Yeah actually you said this interview would be like three
interviews?
Yes so we have what we do today, then we will have
another one maybe one month or so or maybe later
when you can show me some pictures and tell me about
them, and then we can have one more just so that
allows me to look at what you said before go back and
come back with maybe more questions. Also you can
tell me anything change as well - may be a new idea will
come to you. Also was can go back and I can say "OK in
their interview you talked about this beforehand, I want
to ask more questions about that"
Yeah we can speak about the system here and how I
struggled (laugh)
Yes definitely. So I mean ..my first picture is this one
here. Now this is a picture of the back seat of my car,
and you can see in here this my two children. And for
me yeah, I want photographs of which show language
and identity so this for me in my identity because now I
am a father OK and so nearly everything I do goes
around my kids So that's who I .. So much of where I'm ..
Everywhere I go I am driving my kids to a place driving
them here driving to school (laugh) driving to soft play
driving to to the class
Yeah I know
So So.. ah yes so partly I'm a taxi driver as well as a
father but also when I was choosing a car when I moved
back here a few years ago I needed a car so I didn't go
and buy a sports car, I didn't go and buy a ... I thought I
will buy a car that is good for my children and wife to
drive around in. I also chose this photograph because
um its one thing that is important about photographs is
that they don't show people I don't want ..obviously for
confidentiality reasons (yeah, I know) its better they
don't show people. But this shows you how you can
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have a picture that shows someone, but doesn't show
them (both laugh) But this shows a picture of my kids
but you can't see my kids (both laugh). So you can can
but yeah but now now I very much you know its
interesting when I go to the schools and I meet other
parents at school and we ask who is that you know "that
is John's father" or "that is Tess's Dad" or someone's
mother. We know everyone through the name of their
children. So we know them from their.. So they know
me as [redacted]’s father" or [redacted]'s father" so
they call me "[redacted]’s father" or "Abu [redacted]"
(both laugh)
That's a good one (laugh)
Yeah that's my Arabic name. So its interesting how I am
now Abu [redacted] or Abu [redacted] .
Oh that's great .. ha ha ... that’s great.
Because I am known as the father of my children very
much. Um Next one talk about is for me and my life is
this one is food, (Wow) because I grew up in Jordan and
in we visited Syria a lot as well ..and so ..
they call it Shamic Shamic countries Jordan Palestine
Syria Lebanon
Lebanon and the food is fantastic now I love it so much
and when I was growing up what I used to when i was I
remember every Friday we would always have Houmous
Felafel sandwich and it was ah *smacks lips* and it still
my favourite food the Arabic food and um but for a long
time in the UK you could not buy Arabic food, (yeah)
now you can, you can get Felafel - OK not the same
Felafel I mean you can get supermarket Felafel which
Och .. I don't *shakes head * (both laugh) You go to
Tesco, you buy Felafel its "What is this?" (laugh) I mean
even humous you couldn't buy (yes) but now everywhere. But for a long time I would talk about this
food and no one would know what I'm talking about
(laugh) you know And I would say You should like felafel
And people are "what?" So this very much came so
when I was growing up So I always felt this was part of
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Whereas now I feel much more mainstream talking
about it more. Next thing this is a picture of my
bookcase at home and because books were always very
important to me and still are I am a PhD student I'm also
a language I am also someone who likes to study
languages I don't necessarily learn them very well but I
study about languages but books and learning and
studying is very much part of who I am yeah and my
parents always had books in the house. We travelled
different countries and we always took these books with
us (oh that's good) and so I think that why I have books
in my house. Maybe books I will not read ever read but
they are there and they just remind me about .. my
parents always had a very wide selection of book you
know books on architecture, books on politics books on
history books on geography you know lot different you
know science books ah Greek tragedies you know a lot
of variety of books um so it meant that it told me it was
always a reminder telling me that the world is a big
place and ideas are very big (yes) so I still whenever I am
travelling between countries the biggest part of my
baggage always is books and I'm not very good at
throwing books away so that's part of it there Next one
to talk about it this is I have... this is my wife most
importantly this is my wife's ear (what's that?) That is
my wife's ear (big laugh) So again I 've go this here as an
example of how you can take a photograph of someone
but not show them so its a way of taking a photograph
and not eh identifying the person you know (yeah) but
also because my wife is a very good listener and again
identity I see myself very much as how my wife sees my
and also how my wife hears me
Is she Scottish?

Iain

She is from Taiwan.

Iain
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So when ever I am thinking something or I always try to
she is a very good listener so if f I have an idea I will talk
t her about it and she will listen and give me good
advice you know
And she speaks good English?
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Oh perfect - very good English yes perfect English and
yeah
But do you speak her language?
Some some some yeah I mean that's also a thing she is
also my teacher as well so she is also my teacher and so
whenever I am trying to learn new words I try them with
her first of course. But also she was also in a way she
also she was a bit of a barrier as well because when we
were living in Taiwan I was trying to learn Taiwanese or
Chinese but because she is always there she is always
there to interpret for me so in some ways she was very
good a helping me and sometimes also she was also a
barrier there because she didn’t let me ..to .. I didn't .. I
wasn't forced to learn in the same way ah that's not her
fault its my fault (laugh) I should be more ... Again I'm
trying to give an example that shows you both my
identity as a husband and also
as a father
As a father and also I try to be good husband (laughs)
very important for me but she also me as I say she is
moral compass (laughs) if I am not sure Should I do this
or do that. Like with the money over there Do I take the
money Do I give it in? I think what would my wife say?
(both laugh) if I told her - she would say Give the money
in OK I'll give it in. So she is .. When I have an image of
myself I always try and do it how she would see me that
way .....Next photograph about language this one here
this is a photograph of a local restaurant near my house
in Taiwan In Tainan and ah yeah so When I try to learn
the language I would go there and try and buy food (I
laugh) and it was always difficult There is a very .. when
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I was practicing the language using it all the time and
also trying to read the menu's as well because yeah in in
when you have different script its difficult. If you go to
France you can look at the menu and can work it out. At
least you can read it
Here you like “wah, wa, wah” (signs of incomprehension
no idea yeah So I had to learn so after a while I learnt
the sign for beef the sign for soup the sign for rice and
noodles so I could work out what I want and I could go
down there and I could speak to the man and work it
out. So one of the many places I learnt the language.
Again, focus on language : This is not a book this is my
Chinese text book this is the book when I went to
university in Taiwan just when I first moved to Taiwan
for the first 6 months I wasn't working I was looking I
had a job starting in September at a university so I had 5
months before I could start so I thought OK I'll go to
college and I will learn Chinese and generally it was
good they were nice people but this was my textbook
and I hated this textbook um because it was very
traditional it had a lot of grammar translation you know
and very you know they had they would have a dialogue
at the beginning but one person reading all the the
words the whole thing "Hello, how are you? I'm fine
thank you" (both laugh) they didn't have 2 voices you
know there was .. And because I'm a teacher I could see
all the problems with this book and because I have
beliefs about teaching and beliefs about how you should
teach and how people learn languages
plus you get the students feeling
Yes, so this is again part of my identity came into this
there I am I'm in the classroom and I'm trying to not to
be a teacher I'm trying to be a student because I know
the teachers is there and I'm trying to nice to her and
I'm trying not to .. And she knows I'm a teacher, she
knows I'm a teacher teacher. Um But I'm trying to not
be critical I'm trying not to but at the same time inside
I'm like eeeerrrrggggg (noise of frustration) This is a
waste of time (Jacob laughs) we need to do this you
know So again we had this conflict between my identity
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1:07:30.3 1:08:12.0

Iain

1:08:12.0 1:08:36.6

Iain

1:08:36.9 1:08:37.8
1:08:37.8 1:08:40.6
1:08:40.6 1:08:42.1
1:08:42.1 1:08:45.2
1:08:45.2 1:08:49.8

Jacob

identity as a teacher and identity as a student and trying
to learn. I don't know if it was helpful. Part of it was
helpful because Yes, as a teacher I could identify
strategies and everything else, but also it made me
resistant. I didn't want to do these things. But maybe if I
just said "OK, whatever OK fine If I hadn't been a
teacher maybe I could have you know just followed the
practice more often and maybe will have worked better.
As it was I was like you know lets change this and it
made it more .... but you know it wasn't that bad
but you know because I was this .. I must admit I had
one teacher who was fantastic one teacher who was
really really good she had really good classes and
everything else Um but uh and her methodology was
fantastic a lot of good pair work a lot of group work a lot
of communicative act.. for them the what got me was
the speaking test you had to have a dialogue a talk at
the end but you had to write down and learn the
dialogue and I was like "This is not speaking (Jacob
laughs) this is writing (both laugh) writing and then
reading and then memorising it’s not speaking It’s not a
real conversation Yeah but they are like yeah it doesn't
matter you did it fine ehheeeee
Another thing about language learning is this one here.
This is a children’s book in Chinese so again part of my
motivation for learning Chinese was my children you
know my children will be bilingual and I want to be able
to speak to them in Chinese as well as English otherwise
this is not working already my daughter is way past me
She criticises me "Daddy your accent in terrible" Laughs
Oh really!

Iain

Well because she is fluent I mean you know

Jacob

How long you lived there?

Iain

We are lived there I lived there for nearly 4 years

Jacob

That's enough for kid to catch the accent completely
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1:08:48.2 1:09:11.9

Iain

1:09:11.9 1:09:14.3
1:09:14.3 1:09:23.6

Jacob

1:09:23.6 1:09:24.6
1:09:24.6 1:09:50.3

Jacob

1:09:50.3 1:10:05.8

Iain

1:10:05.8 1:10:07.5
1:10:07.5 1:10:59.0

Jacob

Iain

Iain

Iain

Yes yeah I mean her Chinese is She's fully bilingual I
think - probably now more English because she was
there for ..until she was 2 years and a bit two and a half
maybe and she's been here since then so she spent
about half her life in each country and obviously now
she uses English every day so her English is better than
her Chinese but her Chinese is fine
And she's practicing her Chinese right now?
Yes yeah with my wi .. obviously with her mother but
also we have Chinese DVDs and programmes and we
watch cartoons in Chinese
Just keep her doing that
Yeah ahu My wife also has we have class every week she
has a Chinese class they meet lots of Chinese people
together have a class every week so Yes, my wife is very
good at . She's also a teacher so (laughs) so yes the idea
was ..so part of my wanting to learn Chinese was so I
could read to was to be with my children you know it
was again showing you again my identity as a father and
my language learning came together in that way trying
to learn that
Finally the last one - you recognise this of course - this is
my kilt (laugh) this is very important because One this is
my tartan you know this is I am a Graham my Graham
tartan so this is you know so it’s not just ah Scottish or
National identity but also ah
And that for your tribe
Yeah (laughs) for for although you know when I say tribe
I don't think it’s as strong its more I think um its having
having a I think you talk about being entitled to wear a
kilt you know it’s not just about going to a shop and
buying a kilt there is also a thing you To wear a certain
tartan you have to have family roots to that tartan and
so that’s not something you can earn or something you
can you know that’s something you are born with (yep)
so it’s kind of in a way slightly exclusionary but also
particularly when you are me and you've been living
abroad most of your life and you don't know really know
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1:10:59.0 1:11:00.4
1:11:00.4 1:11:02.8
1:11:02.8 1:11:06.0
1:11:04.4 1:11:30.7

Jacob

who you are - having this thing to connect yourself with
(yeah) is quite important so I can say "this is my family
tartan" you know I know the unclear (laughs) it’s not like
the (generally rowing away from strong claim to family
tartan) but I can say this
but you just keep it like that

Iain

yeah it kind of gives me gives me a legitimacy

Jacob

1:11:30.7 1:11:38.2
1:11:38.2 1:12:16.6

Jacob

1:12:16.6 1:14:04.4

Jacob

and you are going to inherit the generation or
something
yeah so I can pass on to my children for this yeah and
um so when I would wear this kilt I don’t wear it in
Scotland very much but when I was abroad I would wear
it for like Burns night or for maybe go to watch a
football game or rugby game on television or for parties
so u so it was I wold always have so i would always I was
more Scottish when I was not in Scotland (laugh)
Ahaa yes because it just give us feeling you feel you miss
your country you know
And its good because people see this they say aah kilt
very nice and also good for ladies as well you wear a kilt
it always works well I don't know why Well not know
obviously not for ten years but when I was younger it
was always an d um it was always a bit different exotic
and people liked it it was a very .... easily recognisable
symbol for that so yeah so those are my pictures those
are my identity so um how about you do have any
symbols from Syria that you keep and you think is .....
Well actually I don't have because I .. when I travelled to
Greek from Turkey I travelled by sea on that illegal way
and when you travel that way you not allowed to travel
a lot of stuff just maybe small bag so I don't have
anything like that Actually I don't consider myself as a
person who got that feeling about his country a lot,
because really that’s happened during the during the
first couple of years .. for me because it’s the 7th year
here and also I didn't spend all that 7 years in one place
so I don't get that feeling OK or maybe because the
technology right now because you can call your friends
in your home country video call or something like that

Iain

Iain
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1:14:04.4 1:14:06.1
1:14:06.1 1:14:46.2

Jacob

1:14:46.2 1:14:50.7
1:14:50.7 1:14:52.9
1:14:52.9 1:15:05.6
1:14:56.4 1:14:56.8
1:14:56.8 1:14:59.7
1:14:59.7 1:15:03.3
1:15:03.3 1:15:18.4

Iain

1:15:18.4 1:15:21.7
1:15:21.7 1:15:49.8

Iain

Iain

yeah but for me .. it’s not about the country it’s about
the family OK I didn't see my family 7 years Ok
sometimes I feel sad but actually not like before at the
beginning its got strong OK but after that it goes lower
and lower but I I'm I don't forget I'm not going to forget
my family OK because they are family my family and
they speak with my Mum every day twice OK as a
compulsory duty OK (laughs) you are true with this one
You are a good son (laugh)

Jacob

Yeah ehh and eh I don't think that if you want to gain
identity that .. I don't that every person supposed to
gain one identity. Maybe you can get two or three or
more OK So if I say OK I'm a Syrian and I'm I'm gaining
the Scottish identity that doesn't mean my Syrian
identity is disappear ..(no) I can be .. its like holding two
passports OK its like that
one passport doesn't become (yeah) less valuable
because (yeah) you have two mhmmm
that's what I think

Iain

Tell me your family you have any family here?

Jacob

No

Iain

No, just .. and you're not married?

Jacob

No.. thanks the God (laugh)

Jacob

No I'm not married and all my family nobody here
nobody here Actually since 2011 until this moment I
didn’t met any person I know before
really? Wow.

Jacob

At all really yeah 7 years I didn't met didn't meet any
person I meet before OK? All the people I met new new people. Ahh (shrug) But actually as I told you
maybe the the modern connection right now, so 4if I
want to call one of my friends OK its not like the past OK
Because I'm old OK I'm [redacted] (laugh) so I'm
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1:15:49.8 1:15:50.6
1:15:50.6 1:16:29.1

Iain

Its young!

Jacob

1:16:29.1 1:16:32.1
1:16:32.1 1:17:24.2

Iain

So No - when I saw your library really I just remembered
myself because until this moment can you imagine that I
can't read any electronic thing OK For example when I
was working with the [redacted] in Glasgow there was
applications they sent to me in word files Ok (yeah) I
can't read it using my laptop I print it out and I read
from the paper I appreciate the people who are reading
on a paper. The smell the taste that keeps you
memorise everything written. Not like electronic that’s
Yeah I''m the same I much prefer real books yeah

1:17:24.1 1:17:25.1
1:17:25.1 1:17:41.4

Iain

1:17:41.4 1:17:43.9
1:17:43.9 1:17:55.1

Iain

1:17:55.1 1:18:08.4

Iain

Jacob

Jacob

Jacob

Yeah! Of course - you get this deep feeling yeah? Maybe
because we grow up like that ..Because I remember
during my study until my postgraduate I was studying
from paper OK not like this but actually the the the
modern connection was right now ok can help you
because as I said if I want to call one of my friends I miss
them a lot OK its a video call .. We can remember Ok
yeah maybe because of that But for example my oldest
brother when he travelled he was 18 and he I was a
small kid and on that days there wasn't that connections
or he was phoning us once a every fortnight and that
phone was "Hello. How are you? OK I'm OK Bye"
Yeah I remember the same when I was young yeah
Not like now yeah Not like now. So maybe because of
that I don't have that deep feeling of loneliness or
missing my family OK I miss my family but not that way
That stops me or make me sad or getting that way
Because you could talk to them regularly yeah and eh
yeah yeah but if they here or if I'm with them it would
be much better OK, but it’s not possible. So I'm thinking
about the possible I'm not thinking about something I
can't do
If you did meet someone who you hadn't seen since
2011 how do how would they think you have
changed? .... or maybe not. Maybe haven't changed
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1:18:07.1 1:19:05.2

Jacob

1:19:05.1 1:20:31.8

Jacob

1:20:31.8 1:27:22.8

Iain

Actually, I changed Actually I can see a huge change on
myself ..I became more quiet person I was super
nervous person So for example if you say anything
maybe annoying me or bothering me you will regret it
directly I was very nervous person But now I'm so quiet
person If you say anything to me problem, bad words
Anything OK? I don't react like I was before. Maybe it’s a
kind of reason (?) because going older something like
that Also I consider myself as more experienced person
because Yes I travelled when I was ... as you said before
7 years I travelled to 3 countries
but not like this. I didn't work and working give you the
real life experience OK? Maybe during during your
studying period OK you family take care of you you
don't do anything OK just study pass your exam with
high grade with high marks. But when you are facing a
life the real life ..And also maybe the tough experience
make you different person. Yes I can say, I can say
it ..because I can't imagine any day in all my life that I'm
going to be sleep on the street. I slept on the street OK?
I got Also in the car in the garden OK (yeah) I can't
imagine after I was working in Dubai I was super rich
person when I was working at Dubai OK? But I .. I
couldn't imagine that one day I don't have money OK?
There was a period of time I didn't get enough money (P
laughs) OK yes .. yeah And I think my friend my friends
who ... when we are talking on video call using Skype or
something they tell me that you can say physically I
didn't change a lot OK? But mentally I change (a lot)
yeah I change ..... that's it (P laughs)
OK Well thank you very much Jacob. It was really
interesting Some of the things you came out with really
made me think a lot about these things and it was really
- you've had a very interesting life Thank you for
sharing, thank you very much for that. Maybe what we
could do is do you want some advice about IELTS ...
Interview ends
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Appendix 1.4.2

Jacob Interview 2

Interview Date: March 2018
Location: A room reserved in a university Library
Present: Jacob (participant), Iain Philip (researcher)
Timespan

Speaker Content

0:00.0 - 0:17.6

Iain

0:17.6 - 0:21.2

Jacob

So lovely to see you again Thank you very much for
coming today .. Um so the idea today is that we look
at pictures which you tell me about your identity
(yep) and your language learning. So would you like
to start?
Yes of course So just coming closer to you

0:21.2 - 0:24.7

Iain

Shall we put them on the table like this? OK great.

0:24.7 - 0:32.3

Jacob

Theres 8 pictures 1 2 3 4 5 6 yeah six

0:28.3 - 0:31.2

Iain

So we'll spread them out

0:33.5 - 1:02.0

Jacob

1:02.0 - 1:03.3

Iain

Actually as language learning I've started with [ESOL
provider] 3 semesters and this is my fourth semester
so that means almost 2 years. I jumped 4 levels
Because I jumped twice Entry 1 2 levels because my
first assessment wasn't showing my level
Why do you think that was?

1:03.3 - 1:28.7

Jacob

1:28.7 - 1:32.2

Iain

1:32.2 - 2:14.9

Jacob

I don't know (laugh) because .. [ESOL provider] they
assessing the students all the assessment based on
their writing They don't care about your listening
reading or speaking The Writing OK You know
because I came from different alphabet the writing
is my nightmare Yes especially spelling OK?
My Arabic writing is terrible (both laugh)
So I enter I entered the college in low level
but my tutor (name) he's a professor He was
thinking just he was going to refer me to the next
level directly at the beginning of the course but
actually I don't why he kept me But when we
finished the course He told me why he kept me
because he found small gaps in my language and he
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2:14.9 - 2:16.5

Iain

2:16.4 - 3:52.5

Jacob

3:52.5 - 3:56.0

Iain

3:56.0 - 4:56.7

Jacob

said OK we have to fill these gaps and after that I'm
going to refer you two levels. And also because I'm a
naughty a student (laugh) since I was in primary
school (Iain: laugh) OK I cannot change this habit
In what way are you naughty? (laugh)
Actually doing jokes or annoying my classmates and
sometimes the teacher if the teacher just can't stand
my jokes or what I do.
And also it depends on the teacher personality
because I'm not a child so I can know this person OK
I can joke with them this no OK? (both laugh) But
most of my teachers um yeah yeah I can joke with
them and they have I don't have a relationship like a
student and a teacher with my teacher Like friends
Most of my teachers except some of them because
they are quite ..strict
(Iain: OK yeah) they are working like a machine its
OK I come to the class, teach the students. Any
questions? No (Whistle) leaving that class Like this.
But those .. most of my teacher they got that sense
of humour so if you are joking they are joking with
you laughing with you and forgetting that
environment and
I think this is essential for any class. Because if you
go to the class I’ve read something about eh ..It’s a
study from Psychologist they are saying nobody can
focus more than 19 minutes after that your
attention go to another way
So because of that the class environment needs
some jokes some ... something funny or changing
the subject Using different materials Something like
that heh But my best relationships with the Scottish
teachers
Really (Jacob: yes) Scottish as opposed to what?
Ah Actually All the Scottish people got that same
sense of humour and they are joking with you if they
don't know you. Yeah And that's happen with me
Before the snow there was a rugby match? or
something like this I can't remember what was going
in Edinburgh So I got the bus and a man and his wife
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4:56.7 - 5:00.1

Iain

5:00.1 - 5:24.5

Jacob

5:24.5 - 5:26.3

Iain

5:26.3 - 5:52.6

Jacob

5:52.6 - 5:56.8

Iain

5:56.8 - 6:28.3

Jacob

A man who was almost 55 something like this and
his wife SO the man sit next to me and he was
wearing a kilt and he asked me Where are you from?
I said eh .. Why are you asking me this question
directly? (laugh) And he said I just want to know
where are you from?" I said I am from Syria No No I
said Guess! And he said I think you are from the
Middle East I said OK More And he said I think you
are from Syria or Jordan" Yeah He shocked me! I
said, "yes" and we got that’s warm conversation
about his kilt.
So how did he How do you think he knew where you
were from?
[How did he know you were from] Actually I think
From my character eh My skin colour and also my
language My pronunciation Because you know that
Arabic people they are stressing all the syllables in
chew words (laugh) We don't have that stress here
or don't stress here. Or maybe just the guess. But I
think that’s the main causes of that thing.
So why do you think he was asking you?
Actually its not strange in Scotland Its not strange in
Scotland
A lot of people they are speaking with this strangers
or somebody they don't know
OK Maybe I'm going from Princes street to my flat
OK Instead of sitting on the floor or looking for the
street the person sitting next to me we can have a
chat. I think that...
Nice .. So he was just being friendly you think and
not ...
Yes of course Most of people like this
One day I was sitting on the bus and the bus was
quite crowded
So a lady she sat next to me but I was sitting next to
the window OK
And when eh the bus get more places and she
wanted to sit next to the window And she said to me
I'm going to sit next to the window I'm not annoyed
to sitting next to you but I prefer a window seat
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6:28.3 - 6:36.1

Iain

6:36.1 - 6:39.7

Jacob

So you don't find this kind of behaviour in many
places.
Ok yeah yeah She was concerned that you feel that
you were ..(Jacob: yeah) that she was avoiding you
(Jacob: of course) OK Yes I suppose .. Did you ask
him where he was from? (laugh)
Ah yeah he was he was from Edinburgh

6:39.7 - 6:40.6

Iain

He's wearing a kilt so ...

6:40.6 - 6:48.9

Jacob

6:48.6 - 7:14.4

Jacob

7:14.4 - 7:19.2

Iain

7:17.5 - 7:28.7

Jacob

7:28.6 - 7:29.4

Iain

yeah he's from Edinburgh I ask him Is this kilt keep
you warm and he said Yes you should try it and don't
think it is cheap
I said OK how much He said eh let’s say a normal
one 300 bucks
I said And I ask him "Do you were any underwear
under it?"
and he said Yes but that depends on my wife
decision (both laugh)
because his wife was sitting next to him (Iain: yeah)
yeah it was lovely conversation
Yeah you can buy ..you can get cheaper if you go to
Armstrong’s a good place to get kilts second hand
kilts
Actually I don't think I can wear it because as I told
you I haven't gotten my legs knee ligaments but the
kilt doesn't cover the knees. So because of that I
don't think I don't think yeah
the leg (both laugh)

7:29.4 - 7:37.4

Jacob

7:37.4 - 7:47.3

Iain

7:46.5 - 7:54.2

Jacob

7:54.2 - 7:54.5

Iain

I wish that one day I wear a kilt with a sporran . That
thing you call sporran? (Iain: sporran yeah) yeah I
like it yeah
Mmm Yeah no its quite a a .. quite comfortable
piece of clothing and its a good way of showing
Maybe you have tried that because you were in
Jordan and have you tried wearing that long dress
they are wearing The Arabian people wear?
Yes Yes

7:54.5 - 7:55.6

Jacob

Djellaba?
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7:55.6 - 8:03.0

Iain

8:03.0 - 8:04.3

Jacob

Yeah I've worn Djellaba. I used to have a Djellaba. I
don't know where it is now actually I think I think I
think it eh Yeah I had a Djellabia yeah A long one
Its very comfortable

8:04.3 - 8:07.2

Iain

Yes very nice in the heat its very nice

8:07.2 - 8:08.9

Jacob

Oh in the heat Especially in the heat

8:08.8 - 8:25.7

Iain

8:25.7 - 8:56.7

Jacob

8:56.7 - 9:06.2

Iain

9:00.9 - 9:54.5

Jacob

9:54.5 - 9:56.5

Iain

I have a keffiyeh as well and eh a keffiyeh is very
useful in the sun cos it One it keeps your head cool
also its very useful for you know (Jacob: to do a lot
of things) a towel or kind of thing (Jacob: yeah)
Actually many cultures have that something we
don't have in Western cultures ...
You can see the culture reflects from the clothes.
Especially cos if you go to the Scandinavian countries
you can see the people have their wearing they look
through their wearing a lot of jumpers boots high
boot something like that and If you go to the
Arabian countries or .. lets say especially the Arabian
Gulf because the temperature there as you know is
higher than 40 or 50 so you can see the proper
clothes for especially for this weather
The weather yeah So lets get back to the pictures.
(laugh)
So As I told you I started with [ESOL provider] and
this is my forth I think that I printed 8 (ahhhhh)
yeah So [ESOL provider] and this is my fourth
semester and I think it’s my last one because I'm
doing the IELTS preparation to go to the university
yeah But I think it was a very useful courses because
as I told you during our first meeting There is a lot of
very highly experienced staff As I told you my
previous teacher 32 years’ experience My current
teacher 18 years’ experience So these people can
teach you. But it’s not only that - you have to
practice the language
Of course (laugh) practice makes perfect

9:56.5 - 10:15.4

Jacob

Of course and you can find the difference between
studying full time and part time because eh If you
are studying part time in [ESOL provider] the course
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10:15.3 - 12:12.4

Jacob

12:12.4 - 12:13.1

Iain

12:13.1 - 12:20.2

Jacob

12:20.1 - 12:21.2

Iain

is should be 11 hours a week and that's not enough
and also its only just two days, from 9 till 3
Thursday and Friday 1 hour break for lunch and 20
minutes break for tea so you just teaching that stuff
And also the teacher explanation on the materials
you get is the same book for part time and full time
OK? But the explanation How they how they are
diving deep on this materials is different between
full time and part time and I felt the difference
because I have studied full time and part time,
but the course which I do right now is four hours a
week four hours a week So I have to do a lot as a
self-study and I have to practice by myself.
And eh I hope that most of the students that are
studying language or foreign language - they do
that, because if you picked a word from the street,
You don't forget it, but if the teacher told you this
word maybe you forget. Yeah Or you have to
practice it Especially on writing or speaking
So because of that I have that kinds of materials
Volunteering Essential key in this country because ..
I gave a presentation about volunteering here.
Because a lot of people, including my classmates or
my school mates as immigration in this country we
are suffering from the experience. Because if you
want to apply for anything here in this country
specially the UK they are ask you for experience in
the UK OK you have experience in Dubai? (Whistle)
It doesn't matter You have experience in any
European country its not the UK So and you can't get
experience in the UK unless you work and you can't
work without experience So its like a complex
matter But the key for this one and the only key Volunteering
Volunteering.
Yeah And I've done a lot I've done a lot And also I
improved my language through my volunteering
roles.
OK. In what way?
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12:21.2 - 12:54.4

Jacob

12:54.3 - 12:58.2

Iain

12:58.2 - 13:12.0

Jacob

13:12.0 - 13:13.9

Iain

13:13.9 - 13:26.0

Jacob

13:26.0 - 13:27.4

Iain

13:27.3 - 14:02.5

Jacob

14:02.5 - 14:05.7

Iain

14:05.7 - 14:29.1

Jacob

Because actually You are not a machine not working
with machines
You are working with people You have to
communicate. The only was using your tongue
(laugh) Yeah using the language
And eh Actually I started as a hand working
volunteer. Like sorting tagging Mail all that stuff
With the British Heart foundation Just to learn some
language some experience and after that I change. I
just eh I don't know what we call it in English If you
get ladder and you go step by step?
yeah - go up I think Go up step by step eh
Yeah Step by step up the ladder So after that I did
volunteer with the [redacted] as a application
assessor. So I'm not doing that kind of volunteer
Hand working volunteer I'm doing office volunteer.
OK And that involved more communication
Of course especially for writing and reading as well.
Because I got eh 70 application and we have to
assess all this application, OK? so you have to read
deeply this application
What kind of application was it?
Its application to get funding from [redacted]
because they were running a [redacted] through all
Scotland and there was a funding or a budget to
fund the people who want to do some activities
through this festival.
So the minimum was zero pounds (laugh) and the
maximum 500
so you have to study every application and compare
the applications to compare an application to
another applications and after that give your final
decision.
Ok And where you doing that by yourself or were
you doing that in a panel?
By yourself And after that After you finish your pack
of applications
We were 4 My manager and her assistants and two
volunteers Me and another volunteer
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14:29.1 - 14:32.7

Iain

14:30.7 - 14:42.2

Jacob

14:42.2 - 14:46.6

Iain

14:46.6 - 17:07.7

Jacob

So we met together and every got 70 applications
We compared our result and we took a final decision
and to give the funding for the people
So there was negotiation discussion presentation
skills
Of course, of course Why you give this person 10
from 10
Why you give that 4 from 10 what your reasons
what the measure you use assessing this application
And did your language improve a lot during this
process?
Of course Of course I learned a lot of new words
because if you are studying at [ESOL provider] or any
college or if you are doing English classes or any
language classes the teacher in any level they are
focusing in some kind of language
For example when you start as a beginner or
elementary or something like that they are teach
you two tenses and some vocabulary to use it in this
tense
And after that change After that change And you
finish with a fluency level or advanced level.
For example I'm doing IELTS right now My last level
semester was Cambridge First Certificate Cambridge
First Certificate we were focusing on phrasal verbs
and how to use the phrasal verbs OK and the more
you use the phrasal verbs the higher result you will
get.
During my IELTS preparation course The first day my
teacher said "No phrasal verbs in academic writing
essays".
And I looked her like that because I'm naughty
student "OK you are wasting one year I spent
learning phrasal verbs" (laugh)
She said, "yes, you can use phrasal verbs in speaking
academic but in writing specially essays No phrasal
verbs There is some exceptions But the general rule:
No phrasal verbs."
And here is how the level of language you are
learning effecting the vocabulary grammar or any
point you are learning.
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17:07.7 - 17:08.9

Iain

17:08.9 - 17:29.2

Jacob

17:29.2 - 17:42.6

Iain

17:42.5 - 17:45.4

Jacob

17:45.4 - 17:47.9

Iain

17:47.9 - 17:55.2

Jacob

17:55.2 - 18:19.4

Iain

18:13.9 - 19:21.9

Jacob

So doing volunteering give you more vocabulary
because all classes OK we are focusing OK our class
today is about cinema You pick up some vocabulary
about cinema But you didn't know anything about
fishes, you don't know anything about music unless
you get class about that but if you are doing
volunteering because as I told you it was a festival a
lot of people applying for that you can imagine the
amount the sum of the application 280 so you have
to read a lot of things and 280 a lot of people doing
many different things
A lot of variety
Yeah variety "This application about knitting"
"Ahhh" pick up this word ok? This about catering
This about improving this about you pick up these
words and also when you read the application from
the native speaker OK You don't find any mistakes
So you read proper English.
OK interesting. And how about the role you were
playing there where you were a decision maker and
also you were you had a certain amount of power
about over decisions
laugh something like that
Um How did you relate to that? As far a language
learning is concerned?
..that I don't understand the completely the
question.
Well one thing I have noticed when talking to .. with
particularly refugees and identity is that there is
often an issue with power and agency (mhmmm)
and a lot of refugees feel they don't have any power
any control of their lives and therefore and so I'm
wondering about with this job you had somehow
you felt more gave you some sort of feeling of
empowerment
gave you the power and you feel yourself ...actually I
found it very useful Very very useful
but actually personally speaking because I got the
power before because I was working as a lawyer as
the legal department manager.
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19:21.9 - 19:24.8

Iain

19:24.8 - 19:50.6

Jacob

19:50.6 - 19:52.1

Iain

19:52.1 - 20:25.6

Jacob

20:25.6 - 20:36.3

Iain

20:32.1 - 21:06.9

Jacob

So I feel that I get back some power that I had
before but actually I don't feel that feeling that I
have the power and controlling the people I
No Its like a job but its better than my previous one
because my previous one was dealing with the bags
of clothes something like that Which I liked before I
have to sort but that one ... it was very useful one
And I got the responsibility because when I was
deciding this application or that application I got the
responsibility myself so I have to be fair enough with
this person and also just to let you know we receive
all the applications without names or any details OK
because they are deleted by the administrator
department
So its kept fair...
yeah but actually you have to be very careful
because if you are doing volunteering with animals
or clothes or cleaning buildings OK? They do it.
But if you are doing something like this you have to
focus 100% If you don't do that you lose something
or I don't know that word ..unfair?
Hmm yeah unfair
it will be unfair with the people and you are the
decision maker
but also as I told you we were four and the manager
of this department and her assistant they were just
like supporting us OK? By question OK? But they
trusted us OK? "Jacob why you give this application
10 from 10?". And I give my reasons and after that
small discussion or conversation OK that good that's
good. That's encourage me yeah really
Do you think it was done because it for the
[redacted] Do you think this was a policy of the
[redacted] ...to try refugee as a volunteer and to do
this ..
I don't think that .... I don't think that because until
this moment
What I think the [redacted] especially in Scotland
because I didn't deal with anyone in another
countries but I dealt with but I dealt with the
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21:06.9 - 21:09.0

Iain

21:09.0 - 21:49.0

Jacob

21:48.0 - 21:52.4

Iain

21:52.4 - 23:07.5

Jacob

[redacted] in Cardiff but just for long period of time
here) they don't do very much OK?
because the kind of activities the kind of the
materials Its not useful in my opinion.
mmhmm OK Why?
For example if you invited me to do voluntary role
and after that you have to complete the process
with me OK?
"Jacob came to this department and he did this
voluntary role after that maybe there is something
related to we should invite Jacob to do it" OK?
And also personally speaking I kept in contact with
the Scottish [redacted] asking for voluntary work
roles with them and until this month and I'm
annoying them every month with the email "Hi. I'm
Jacob is there any more ..."and also
Is there any more .. Do you think they are really
annoyed or ....
I don't think they are annoyed I just said that like
you know (laugh)
but actually there is some voluntary roles with them
they didn't tell me about
For example I phoned them two times a week asking
for voluntary role and they told me OK there is
nothing
But after that I hear accidentally there was one OK?
But why they didn't me I don't know Ok that’s their
decision.
But my main point is about the kind of activities it’s
not useful activities
I'll give you example of that
Not about Scottish [redacted] in Glasgow because I
don't go there oftenly
But about Edinburgh
I was in Council in Edinburgh and there was a family
that are meeting the support worker and they are
complaining about the GP that they went to the GP
just give them 10 minute. They don't know the
system here If you me any person here go to the GP
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23:07.5 - 23:08.6

Iain

23:08.5 - 25:46.6

Jacob

you have 10 minutes Theresa May go to the GP 10
minutes
Well probably not but anyway (both laugh)
So I've seen the once after that I saw it twice three
times
So I went to the Council and I said "OK there is
people and that is coming and complaining about
this issue. the same issue 3 families complain about
this. What was you did to sort out this issue? You
can't do anything with the NHS the GPS Ok its 10
minutes 10 minutes OK?"
They said "We didn't do anything"
I said, "OK Can I suggest something?"
They said, "OK"
I say I suggest doing a like a small conference OK?
inviting the refugees here or the migration people
here and bring one interpreter one GP and eh two
or three support worker and organise this event like
giving the people the knowledge how the GP is
working here
And you will reduce the expenses you will pay for
this meeting because each meeting cost the council
almost £100 one hour because there is the person
who is working booking the room interpreter
So running this event will cost the council say 300
but you are inviting 20 families but you sort out this
issue and also give them the knowledge in once.
Another issue before the winter starts you know
most of the refugees here are Muslims and most of
the women here wearing scarfs Why you don't run a
small event especially for women’s teach them what
or how they can react when they go to for example
on the bus on the the street somebody discriminate
them criticise them about wearing the scarf. Bring a
police officer one interpreter and support worker
Give them the knowledge
Nobody respond for that Until this moment the
families go to the council complaining about the GPs
and two or three cases about wearing the scarf.
So cos of that I say they don't do very well
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25:46.6 - 25:49.7

Iain

OK you think they should respond more (Jacob:
yeah) to the ideas (Jacob: yeah)
I got that feeling but I'm just trying to avoid it .. they
don't take my suggestions seriously OK
Why not?

25:50.3 - 26:03.2

Jacob

26:03.2 - 26:04.1

Iain

26:04.0 - 26:40.5

Jacob

26:40.5 - 26:43.3

Iain

26:43.3 - 26:50.2

Jacob

26:50.2 - 26:52.2

Iain

No No They said that's a brilliant Fantastic but
nothing happened
They didn't come back with suggestions to you?

26:52.2 - 26:52.9

Jacob

No

26:52.9 - 26:54.5

Iain

Well I suppose its a good idea ...

26:54.5 - 27:06.7

Jacob

27:06.7 - 27:24.7

Iain

27:24.7 - 28:32.0

Jacob

Actually its not annoying me because until that
moment nobody discriminated me or criticise me in
Scotland OK. But I'm thinking about How can I help
refugees and the Council Both in same way.
Mhmmm yeah mhmmm And um lets go back to
talking about the language and the learning identity
there. Your identity as a lawyer, how does that
effect your work and study?
Oh a lot. A lot yeah Because if you are a lawyer you
are focusing on language you are diving deeply
between the words because the lawyer job is the
language OK? Because if I give you the rule or the
order or the law and you are not a lawyer You just
read it OK? But the lawyer mission or job
understanding this sentences OK? and applying this
on the facts

Uh I think that ..there is a kind of arrogancy? (Iain:
mhmm) OK You are not British you are not Scottish
You don't know the system You don't speak the
language You don't have the cultural background
How you are suggesting what we do? We are the
experienced people We got the experience We are
the experts We got the experience and we do what
we decide (Iain: Mmm OK interesting) But I've done
my job OK? I've suggested that I think its a useful
idea OK?
Did they give you any feedback on the idea?
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28:32.0 - 28:36.3

Iain

28:34.7 - 31:14.9

Jacob

Applying this on the facts is not difficult job but
understanding this context is the main rule OK?
I also always I say there is difference between
lawyer and a good lawyer is person who is working
as lawyer, but a good lawyer who got a full
knowledge about the language
because of that I don't want to work as lawyer here
(Iain: Oh OK) because I'm going to talk against the
native speakers and I don't want to be a normal
lawyer. Because I wasn't like that I was a good
lawyer (laugh)
So if its not you native language you ....can't be a
lawyer
of course and you can't reach the native level before
8 years or ten years
And especially in the English or Scottish law because
there is two scholars of the law in the universe One
is called the French and another one the American
and the English one. The French one its a written
law All the law is written on the paper. You have a
case Open the book OK that's it And go. But the the
British Law or the English law is based on the culture
OK? And almost 80% is not written OK? You go to
the judge OK Somebody stolen that lady purse OK?
They go the judge. According to the case n 1597
when James Blah stolen the purse for Katie
something OK? The judge says "ahtha tha tha" OK?
You have to get the full knowledge about the culture
and the language as well. Because changing the
language when you stand in front of the judge this is
the main point How to capture the judge attention
to your case.
So because of that I'm not going to work as a
solicitor here. Because I don't want to be that
normal solicitor. Just writing OK "ahwawawawa" just
sentences No. Because when I was working in as a
lawyer in Dubai using my native eh Arabic language.
I was writing in totally different way. Using
extremely different words, expressions, idioms OK?
That's what I think I was a good lawyer because I
was a changing the language
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31:14.9 - 31:16.7

Iain

31:16.7 - 32:20.7

Jacob

32:20.7 - 32:51.6

Iain

32:51.6 - 34:49.7

Jacob

and also when I added the law faculty during the
first year. My prof .. one of my professors he came
and he said OK What another name for this faculty?
So we as the student suggesting different names.
The rights and justice? He said No the something
and that He said No, No, No ..After that he said "the
language faculty" (mmmm OK) OK? Because all this
faculty teaching you its like a solid materials OK
And after that how you can change it shape it in the
way you want You have to use the language.
Because of that my Arabic language is quite high.
Does it affect how you learn English?
Of course because if I want to learn something I just
I want to get the full understanding of this word. I
will give you an example. The word "excuse me".
What is it "excuse me"? Is contain "ex" that means
something happen before or previous - my exteacher or ex-wife or something like that (Iain:
mhmmm) "cuse" that is cause something me. So my
understanding to this word "repair" a previous cause
to my behaviour right now, "excuse me" I'm going to
do something and I hope that you find a "cue"
"cuse" or to find the cause to my behaviour right
now. I'm crossing the street in the rush and I say
"Excuse me" so that’s mean find previous cause to
this behaviour you are seeing now. This is how it
affected me And I don't know if this explanation is
correct or not. Is it correct?
Ah there is a certain part to it. Certainly, it refers to
"ex" is out of so out of out of cause so to excuse
someone is "cuse" from "cause" I'm not sure I'll have
to check (laugh) It certainly makes good sense. But
its interesting how you are looking at the etymology
of the word How you using your knowledge to break
it down to into .. and then from there to break it up
and also breaking it back down to previous examples
- which is what you do in law of course (Iain: yeah,
of course) as you said earlier
And also right now at this level of English I'm doing
right now
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34:49.7 - 34:54.0

Iain

34:54.0 - 34:58.8

Jacob

34:58.8 - 35:00.8

Iain

35:00.8 - 35:16.7

Jacob

Maybe in previous courses when I asked my tutors
about .. about any point OK why this one like this?
They are giving me a reason OK?
But in this level When are you asking "Why this one
is like that?" They say Its because yeah For example
why we use present simple here Why we didn't use
present simple continuous That's level OK you find
reasons
But in this level you don't ask these questions
because you know which tense you have to ask to
use OK. But if you ask "Why this preposition go with
this verb?" There is no reason And that annoying
me.
Why? Because I want to know everything I want to
know because as I told you I diving deeply in the
words How these words are connected together.
And Do you know in Arabic language we have a lot
of words More than any other language We have
12,000 root and in English there is 6000 so we have
double So for example if you want to write a
sentence in English and this sentence 15 words If I
want to write to the same sentence in Arabic it will
be 20 or sometimes 25 and giving more details and
daving? parts.
So how Thats how it’s affected me and I think as you
said that's because I have studied law. because a lot
of people they studied engineering or something like
that any practical subject They don't have this issue
OK just go and avoid this kind of questions Just take
it as it OK Its "comparing with" "comparing with"
OK? Go!
Um you said you say You don't want to work as a
lawyer.
No because I don't want to be a normal lawyer
because a ..
What do you mean by normal lawyer?
That's eh They don't know what they are doing
properly Or they don't win the most of their cases.
Yeah Is the point. Because I used to be that one And
I don't want to be that normal lawyer. Yeah
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35:16.7 - 35:18.1

Iain

OK What do you want to be?

35:18.0 - 36:34.6

Jacob

36:34.6 - 36:40.5

Iain

36:40.4 - 36:42.5

Jacob

Actually because of that I'm changing
Yeah I got a variety of choices because I've studied
law and also the education system here is very
complex but also there is a variety of courses you
can choose.
So I'm going to do something related to law but not
like solicitor or advocate. OK?
I'm going to change my career to the for example
Commercial law? Because there is nothing to do
with the court or crime or you know
For example if you study criminology and you go you
have to write the police reports and doing
something with the words and go to the court giving
your case to the judge changing the words speaking
properly Don't do any mistakes OK?
But it’s not something you can compare it with
Commercial law so you are dealing with a trading or
export import Something like that You don't deal a
lot with the words.
And also I have another choice that come to my
mind three month ago and I think I'm going to do it.
It’s called quality assurance. But I don't know until
this moment anything about this kind of career. How
you can enter it. What benefit you can get after you
are doing this kind of courses. But I'm ask.
I'm interested. So when You first started learning
English was it your plan to become a lawyer?
Ahh No. (laugh) no.

36:42.5 - 36:46.1

Iain

36:45.1 - 38:07.0

Jacob

I'm wondering at what stage you decided that you
didn't want want to be a lawyer.
No because I knew that eh since I studied the law in
Syria
There is two schools of Law the first one the French
one which the Egyptian law taken from it and after
that Syrian law is taken from the Egyptian one. And
another school its the American English law Nothing
written here Everything written there.
So I knew there is a huge difference
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38:07.0 - 38:08.5

Iain

38:08.5 - 38:24.3

Jacob

38:24.3 - 38:32.3

Iain

38:32.3 - 38:33.3

Jacob

38:33.3 - 38:38.2

Iain

38:38.2 - 39:30.9

Jacob

And if you want to understand the law You have to
know the culture.
And you know the culture when you live in the
country. And you can't understand all the culture
correctly in 2, 3 4 8 10 years No No
For example there is a lot of cases or laws that are
invented because there is something happened OK.
And if you read any law book in any Even in French
or in English. Why this this rule invented? Because
there was this event happened that this person the
case went to the judge decided that after that they
send it to the legislation ehhhhh power or what?
Legislative power yeah
yeah (yeah) and they invented that law because of
that.
You can't find that in the English law You can find So
you have to understand deeply the culture So
because of that .. I knew that yeah ...
And as you learn the language Does this make you
feel more confident or less confident?
Actually I feel more confident.
About being a lawyer about or about your identity as
a lawyer?
uhhh Ah (laugh) no I feel comfortable with my
identity as a lawyer because a lot of people here in
the UK they are expecting a high level of everything
from a lawyer
And also if you introduce yourself somebody ask you
"What was your job?" or "what your career? And
you say I'm a lawyer they respect you directly and
they are expecting a high level of manners language
understanding everything from people.
So because of that I got this level but in the language
No. I can't express myself as I want in English like in
my native language in Arabic And also there is an
expression say that if you want to speak to
somebody heart Speak in his native language or his
mother tongue language If you want to speak to
somebody mind speak another language. So yeah
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39:30.9 - 39:36.6

Iain

39:36.1 - 39:37.6

Jacob

Interesting. OK Let’s get back to the pictures - we've
kind of moved away from them.
So that's [ESOL provider]..

39:37.6 - 39:39.2

Iain

that's [ESOL provider] one they’re good OK

39:39.2 - 39:39.9

Jacob

And also

39:39.9 - 39:45.1

Iain

39:45.1 - 41:30.3

Jacob

41:30.3 - 41:32.4

Iain

Can I just ask you about this because you are
studying there now. How is that going? How's the
new course going. The IELTS course.
Mmmmm Actually (laugh) There is no eh You can
call it like a real classmate environment doing this
kind of classes. Because you meet your classmates
four hours a week So and just everybody coming to
the class (clicks fingers) catching the information,
leaving after class directly. Maybe one day you meet
one of your classmates on the streets you don't
know each other. So I personally I don't like this
class OK I prefer OK this person is my classmate We
are going to spend 6 months together so we are
joking laughing and after that maybe we are
meeting after classes or during weekends. Holidays
Something like that So because of that I'm looking
for that kind of environment but it’s not exist in this
kind of courses I understood all that but also we are
trying to find a way to sort this issue. So we created
a WhatsApp group just to communicate with each
other about the classes and what you are going
during the weekend something like that. But
generally the course is .. I can call a self-study course
Pure self-study course. My teacher as I told you with
18 years’ experience. She's professional and I hope
that I get a benefit from this course as I told you my
main weakness point is the writing And also the
teacher she is focusing on writing. So I hope this I
can get full benefit from this course
Do you get personal feedback on the writing?

41:32.4 - 42:33.3

Jacob

Actually yes yes we did a lot of homework and we
got a lot of feedback. But I have some issues with
the writing because when I sat writing an essay
about any topic I can't stop myself And also you
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42:33.3 - 42:39.5

Iain

42:39.5 - 43:06.4

Jacob

43:06.4 - 43:09.2

Iain

43:09.1 - 44:38.1

Jacob

know there is a limit 250 words. One essay I wrote
800 And they said "oh my god what's that!" So I said
I don't know (laugh) I can't give my full opinion in
250 words because I'm discussing advantages and
disadvantages about this huge topic flexiwork OK?
So when I start my introduction it was almost
hundred words mhmmm And the advantaged it was
300 words because I need to give all my opinion i
don't like .. If I want to write 250 words it’s like
writing notes not an essay But she said No No you
have to be strict with the word limits and also time
yourself...
Yes timing is more important yeah You can write as
many words as you like but if you take too long
(laugh)
(Laugh)I know I know And also its a technique
course it’s not a language course because they don't
teach you any grammar anything like that. They
teach you two things - the technique which you have
use during the exam. And vocabulary - academic
vocabulary This is the main two points. There is
some kind of grammar but it’s also about passives
and I don't think I need something with the passive
because I did that ..
And what kind of things are you doing on the course
that you find useful?
Uhhh Actually the writing feedback the most useful
one. Doing the reading because you have to do
everything against the time. And this is the main
point of the course because if you give me a piece of
reading OK I spend 30 minutes or 40 minutes but it’s
not like that 20 minutes you have to do three texts
reading and answer all of that question so there is
the point
And we did the mock last week It was 3 sections
reading and writing and listening We didn't do
speaking because I think this week we are going to
do speaking.
So it was eh it was very useful because nobody
knows how the exam stress will be. Because you are
sitting in you flat, relaxing, listening to your music
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44:38.1 - 44:39.8

Iain

44:39.7 - 45:55.9

Jacob

45:55.9 - 45:58.1

Iain

45:58.1 - 46:30.3

Jacob

drinking cafe smoking cigarette, OK? I am going to
write the essay. If you write 250 words in 40
minutes You can't compare that with the exam yeah
because in the exam you are sitting in the exam and
this word are enough to stress you. "Exam" Ok so we
got this feeling And also it was a mock exam it’s not
a real exam we got stressed So it’s also like
practicing you Preparing you because we got three
mocks. And I think it will be enough. Yes
Do you think you can do better under stress or
worse?
Uh that depends on the context
On the exams no (laugh)
but if you give me something to do or a deadlines or
a mission or a project Yeah I do better under the
stress because I got more responsibility on the stress
And also because of that that kinds of my previous
courses like a normal course the teacher like chasing
you OK? "You have to do homework. You have to do
that you have to do that." And she's telling you what
you have to do
I found this more useful than this one OK? The
teacher come to the class. Its two hours a day.
Starting the class with the introduction 30 minutes.
And after that some students got some questions:
30 minutes. Its one-hour Lalalala Finish and she
leaves the work you have to do on the Moodle. You
go to the Moodle and Oh my God! "Do this is 10
pages by yourself", "Correct this one by yourself.
And if you have any questions next day you can ask
me". So here is the difference between this kind of
courses. But I don't think it’s a bad way because in
this level of English or at this kind of courses they
have to do it like this.
And do you feel you are making progress?
Yes Yes I I have started losing my phrasal verbs (both
laugh) I avoiding the word "I think" because during
speaking when I said the teacher came to me
directly and she said "Who said I think in this table?"
I said "Me" (laugh) and she said, "Don't say I think
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46:30.3 - 46:32.8

Iain

say "I believe" or "I feel" because I think it’s not
proper academic language I said OK yeah Like don't
say "like"
such as (laugh)

46:32.8 - 46:34.2

Jacob

Laugh

46:34.2 - 46:41.0

Iain

46:41.0 - 46:57.7

Jacob

46:57.6 - 46:58.6

Iain

OK let’s move on have another look at the next
(Jacob: So) Which one So we've done [ESOL
provider] OK.
And here is eh the materials which I used to improve
my English
One of them is a general language just to expand my
knowledge in English because I think I got
this one here?

46:58.6 - 48:01.9

Jacob

48:01.9 - 48:04.8

Iain

This my course book it’s called the Direct to IELTS
and this is magazine its from BBC just to collect a lot
of academic vocabulary in many different topics
because if you If you are going to do the IELTS exam
you don't know which topic you are going to read or
to speak to write about
Because of that I got this magazine. Just to expand
my knowledge in English
I got a wide knowledge in Arabic but you can't
compare it with English
So I spend almost two days a - two hours a day
between the course materials and that general
knowledge BBC British council also National
geographic But also I found BBC website perfect one
The BBC, the learning English website?

48:04.8 - 48:05.7

Jacob

Of course yeah

48:05.7 - 48:07.7

Iain

Not the general website?

48:07.6 - 48:48.8

Jacob

Yes and also BBC radio 4 because eh I think eh
learning the language The normal or the natural
learning the nature of learning language is by
hearing not by studying because they children how
they start speaking They don't go to schools or have
tutors or private teacher They hear the language
they start speaking
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48:48.8 - 48:50.6

Iain

48:50.6 - 48:57.7

Jacob

48:57.7 - 48:58.6

Iain

48:58.6 - 49:07.3

Jacob

49:07.2 - 49:10.4

Iain

49:10.4 - 49:40.3

Jacob

49:40.3 - 49:42.0

Iain

49:42.0 - 50:20.3

Jacob

50:20.3 - 50:22.5

Iain

50:22.5 - 50:50.8

Jacob

So because of that on my flat always my phone on
BBC 4 If I'm listening or not, OK just to practice my
listening yeah to understand the words
Which programs do you like most?
Actually all of them but there is one about er its
called 40 minutes or 60 minutes I can't remember
that's for (
it’s 40 I think
Yeah 40 minutes yeah they are talking about variety
of subjects yeah And I think that prepares for the
people that learning language.
unintelligible
yeah its like this and also there is another program
its called the .. the .. the .. the smartest or the
smarter or something like that They are comparing
people. Somebody won the award and after that
he's competing with another people about question
and how he's answer the question Yeah I like that
kind of programmes. But actually generally BBC 4.
How about the comedy programmes? Do you ?
Um Michael Macintyre Have you heard about that?
(Iain: yeah) Oh my God
And also there is a Scottish guy What's his name?
Tim Adventure He's got a YouTube channel its a
called Tim Adventures Have you heard? (Iain: No)
Oh my god. He's imitating eh a kid voice and he's
calling the people oh my god yeah.
But Michael Macintyre He's a genius. I've seen all of
his series especially the one where he's talking
about Scottish people
I haven't seen that I haven't
Oh my God He said that When the Scottish starting
creating their clothes "Ok What the English people
wearing? They are wearing trousers. OK, we are
going to wear a kilt (laugh) They got pockets. OK we
are not going to make our pockets on our kilt We are
going to get a sporran (laugh) I like that yeah I like it
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And Also its quite useful watching comedy because
you don't get like bored or something like that.
And its good to pick up the culture as well

50:50.8 - 50:52.5

Iain

50:52.4 - 51:03.0

Jacob

51:03.0 - 51:04.0

Iain

51:04.0 - 51:23.4

Jacob

51:23.4 - 51:24.3

Iain

51:24.3 - 51:44.1

Jacob

51:44.5 - 51:46.7

Iain

Yeah And also the vocabulary Oh my God yeah
There is one word it was it was annoying me Not
legislation prerogative What's this word mean?
prerogative its ...

51:46.7 - 51:47.7

Jacob

The right of the law

51:47.7 - 51:51.9

Iain

51:51.9 - 53:57.9

Jacob

yeah the prerogative yes you have the right yes you
have the the first choice the first right
So it’s not right OK So when I've read a page on the
which eh book On the public law that small one
This word was repeated on one page 18 times and I
didn't know what this word means.
After I finish reading the page I pick up the new
vocabulary
When I translated I found it quite difficult on Google
translate because google translate is not 100% so I
asked my teacher about this word and she explained
it to me and because of that I am struggling with this
books
but I'm making good progress because I start
understanding How they are creating the law and
how they are publishing the books
because in Syria or in French You don't:
if you are professor in Law or you are in writer or
author you can't do whatever you want.
The law is written in the books. It’s from the
government OK?

Yeah Of course the culture Sooooo And also this is
my main materials for learn the language All that is
law materials Law books
Law books uh hu hu hu
yeah of course .. Its eh frustrating me because if I
read the page in any another topic if you say I can
read 1 page in four minutes. For the law books I
need 8 minutes double time
Yeah it’s the same for anyone
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53:57.9 - 54:02.2

Iain

54:02.2 - 54:12.6

Jacob

54:12.5 - 54:15.1

Iain

54:15.0 - 54:33.4

Jacob

54:33.4 - 54:35.3

Iain

54:35.3 - 55:52.8

Jacob

After that for example the criminal law you find the
explanation the criminal law
but this kind of books it not like that
This book is from the author who is a professor or
gets this degree in law and he's explaining his view
about this kind of law. Criminal law eh constitution
law public law its like that. And also a lot of
bibliography? Bibly ....What we call bibliography.
Because if he say something and he put a number
number one and you go to number 1 and you find
Case in the 1000 700 8 8 for example (Iain:
references?) and that case between this person and
that person and the judge says that..ok? So it’s very
difficult.
You mean there is more of an argument than
explanation?
Of course Yeah Yeah But actually I need this kind of
materials because of that I have all those books
there are three on this pictures but I've got more
(laugh)
Do you find it interesting when you are ...
Of course of course and actually when I was eh
when I left the high school My plan was studying
physics but in Syria there is no choice like the
education system doesn't the choice to choose
Ok you have to do what your ...
Yeah You have fill the application and the
application go to the main department and the main
department decide OK?
And also I have studied the High School there is two
main part of High School One it’s about the Steam
subjects - like practical subjects and another one
about literature subjects Mhmmm
And my High School it was with the STEM subjects
so because of that I wanted to study physics but
they have decided I have to study Law.
So during the first year I wasn't interesting at all in
studying the subject.
But when I started studying I adore it. Yeah
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55:52.8 - 55:57.5

Iain

55:57.5 - 56:15.2

Jacob

56:15.2 - 56:21.4

Iain

56:21.4 - 56:56.7

Jacob

56:56.7 - 57:05.7

Iain

57:05.7 - 58:34.7

Jacob

So because of that comparing the ideas and after
that finding why this law was invented How you can
apply this kind of materials on the facts this is the
lawyer job. The lawyer job OK you have issue you go
to the lawyer, explain your problem And after that
the lawyer get your problem to his mind Comparing
that to the laws in his mind OK?
and after that applying the law to the fact.
Yeah because of that I find it very interesting yeah.
And are they you read more than one time or do
you ...
I didn't finish any one at all (Iain: right OK ) but
actually the books you read more than one time it’s
the law itself but the explanations or the opinions or
the any another materials of law you read once
Mmm OK When you are studying IELTS um a lot of
the questions in IELTS can be related to law
No (Iain: no?) No I don't think Maybe because I
didn't practice law until this moment This country I
don't know how the questions of any law case will
be but actually IELTS questions I don't think they are
related to the law because it’s like academic
language.
And I'm reading academic books but i don't how the
language which used in the court or in the trial How
it will be
OK mhmm Do you think you will enjoy the IELTS
classes and things more if there was more eh link to
law?
Of course of course Actually we got mini-project,
The preparing for the mini-project was taking notes
about the mini project
So mu mini project because I'm excellent in the
criminal law So my mini-project was a narrative view
a view about the history of criminology (Iain: OK)
And I have written my notes and after that my
teacher say said that This is fantastic. Because it’s a
very interesting subject The criminology How its i
start When its start how its developed till this
moment. So my mini-project its about eh Lumbroso
theory His the father of criminology He was the first
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58:34.6 - 58:37.2

Iain

58:37.2 - 58:42.4

Jacob

58:42.4 - 58:46.3

Iain

58:46.3 - 59:12.6

Jacob

59:12.6 - 59:14.0

Iain

59:14.0 - 59:28.7

Jacob

59:28.7 - 59:52.5

Iain

59:52.5 - 1:01:08.1

Jacob

scholar of criminology and he's Italian And that's
happen on the 15th century (Iain: Oh OK?) and he
was affected by Freud and Darwin - not Freud
Darwin sorry - So he just get the attention of the
government and the people
To think about criminology and why people
To think why the criminal person doing that Why the
murder happened?
And not just "people are bad" and therefore they do
criminal - there's more to it
Of course It was a nightmare his theory because the
criminal person the criminal he is created as a
criminal We can't do anything with that We have
just to get the signs of the criminal person (Iain: oh
OK) and after that trying to find this kind of people
in the community. OK you got big ears so you are
criminal. You didn't do anything but woaaa we are
watching you.
is like the phrenology ...
Yeah its like that (Iain: OK) its very interesting And
also my classmates When I give my notes as a small
presentation as a small presentation all of them I got
the attention of every student in the class.
Oh interesting (yeah) And um the You've lived in
many countries before you came to the UK.
Do you find there is any form of .... Do your identity
as being fairly international person. Is that
something that effects your IELTS classes and your
learning?
I think eh You can call yourself like a kind of
international person but not in the Europe.
Maybe in the Arabic countries yes, because I can
speak all the Arabic dialects and I have a good
knowledge about the Arabic country culture - the
food the clothes the music the history,
But here, No no I don't think so because the
European culture is so far away from the Arabian
culture but eh I have a good knowledge about the
European culture but not if you compare it with the
Arabic one. But I feel that yes Maybe may be some
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1:01:08.8 - 1:01:48.8 Iain

1:01:48.8 - 1:02:44.9 Jacob

1:02:44.9 - 1:02:51.2 Iain
1:02:51.2 - 1:03:19.8 Jacob

kind of Yes because eh I have travelled to all Europe
except 5 countries so when I meet anybody and I ask
OK where are you from and they say I'm from Spain
Oh I've been to Spain where you Italy to Poland to
Germany any country yeah I feel like kind of
international person, But you can say international
person in Arabic way, kind of international person in
European way.
So one thing I notice about IELTS having been an
examiner for many years. I've taught adults lot of
IELTS Often the problem candidates would have
would be with the culture of the question. The
question would make certain cultural assumptions
(Iain: yes) um particularly about .. for example the
role of the state in the provision of education and
prisons and things like this And people from a
different culture often took a very - they struggled
with the question for various reasons because of this
(Iain: yeah) How do you feel about that is it
something you notice or?
Yes, Yeah Because eh One of the topics we got on
the class it the gap year. (Iain: OK) This is something
in Europe, America, Australia, Canada...
You don't find this kind of kind of subject in Arabian
countries
You finish high school go to the university directly
So there is eh 3 Arabian students in my class.
But I know about the gap year But the 3 of them
they came to me directly and they said, "What is a
gap year? Have you heard about it?".
I said "Yes, the year the students take before going
to .. " and I explained that
So yes, yes I totally agree with you about that
Understanding of the question And the Gap year is
the obvious example.
So if you are writing about this Do you write about it
as an insider as an insider or outsider?
Actually Outsider Because I can't go deeply inside it
yeah Because I don't have the full knowledge about
it.
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1:03:19.8 - 1:03:24.3 Iain
1:03:24.2 - 1:04:40.9 Jacob

1:04:40.8 - 1:05:12.3 Iain

1:05:12.2 - 1:06:17.7 Jacob

But if any topic or essay writing about Asia Arabian
gulf Middle East I feel very comfortable I go where I
want OK
But with this kind of materials No I saw like a con I
have a lot of con conservative?
Mhmm Conservative .....
I don't know I just stay just away from going deep to
this one (Iain: oh yes, conservative) because I don't
want to make any mistakes OK? (Iain: OK)
And also I will give you another example One of my
ex-teachers she's going to retire So I went to the
card shop and I was going to buy her a card But
When I got the card I've read it I read a lot of
sentences that I don't understand what they are
meaning What they mean. So I took a picture and I
went to my teacher and I went to my teacher and I
said OK what this one mean? Yah Like for example
"Join the Club" (Iain: OK Ahuu) Join the club OK Join
the club (mimics tapping into phone) OK So because
of that you can see the difference between the
meaning of the language You have to know the
culture The culture plays an essential role in
understanding the topic and also the question So
because of that If something I don't understand the
real meaning I don't go deep I just stay "OK" or
turning around (laugh) because I don't want to make
mistakes.
One thing about academic writing is the extent to
which you put yourself into your writing. Academic
you are supposed to take a step back and be very
impartial IELTS - well actually academic writing you
don't Well you put yourself forward more. And um
I'm wondering ah so obviously I'm thinking about
identity and language learning and writing IELTS
essays So I'm wondering to what extent when you
are writing How much do you put yourself into the
writing?
Actually As I said If I have a good knowledge about
the topic I'm going to write I introduce myself
directly and if you read this piece of writing you can
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1:06:25.7 - 1:06:28.2 Jacob

know that Jacob wrote this one Directly and
especially giving your opinion That paragraph Giving
your opinion and also my teacher she give us a note
Just don't write "OK both are OK, both are normal
both are essential. Choose a point of view and fight
for it. OK? And this is my kind of people OK? I put all
my ideas and fight for them and also sometimes
maybe I exaggerate OK? Because If you say OK this
this topic you have to write about advantages and
disadvantages I destroy .... if I choose the
advantages for example I destroy all the
disadvantages directly (laugh) I exaggerate yeah I
put myself I put myself
OK lets have a look You have some pictures - I notice
we are a bit short of time so I want to move on to
look at some other pictures now.
So lets take this one this is a strange one

1:06:28.2 - 1:06:29.1 Iain

Mobile phone?

1:06:29.1 - 1:06:36.3 Jacob

Yeah .. I spend daily between 4 and 5 hours on the
phone
OK ...why?

1:06:17.6 - 1:06:25.0 Iain

1:06:36.3 - 1:06:38.0 Iain
1:06:38.0 - 1:07:42.4 Jacob

1:07:42.4 - 1:07:43.5 Iain
1:07:43.5 - 1:09:20.1 Jacob

What I'm doing So this is four or five hours I'm giving
free consulting yeah Because you know the situation
in Syria A lot of people need lawyers or need to
know what they have to do or what they can do
So ..And also I have free time .. I give this kind of
consulting for the people for free And also it benefit
both of us because eh its benefit the person who is
asking and also its keep me up to date withe the
laws Especially in commercial law. Mhmm Because
eh its rapidly changing and also there is that small
branch from commercial law Its called e-commercial
law Electronic commercial law You can find the new
rule everyday yeah So because of that I'm giving
advice I'm consulting for the people during the
phone yeah
And who are your clients?
Actually .. friends friends families friends of my
friends
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1:09:20.1 - 1:09:24.7 Iain
1:09:24.7 - 1:10:31.9 Jacob

Actually some people I don't know because eh
somebody got an issue and she know somebody
who know me and And he said "OK Jacob OK this is
his number and phone him
Yeah uh Also you can say 40% of my clients from eh
United Arab Emirates because I have a good name
there Yeah and until this moment When I left the
United Arab Emirates I left behind me very good
reputation So a lot of people they are calling me
until this moment and consulting uh Also I'm calling
my trainer. The person who trained me to be a
solicitor in the in United Arab Emirates The just to
keep up to date with the laws. Because when people
ask me I don't answer all the questions For example
you ask in 4 subjects I answer 2 or 1 or sometimes I
don't even answer Because I don't give answer I'm
not sure about for example you ask me about The
rights for the client or the consumer who bought
something from eBay and the goods coming from
Norway and he's living in the emirates. OK if I don't
have the knowledge about the rule which ruling this
kind of issues I don't give any answer. So its very
useful for me
And the questions they are about international law
about um British law
Actually the most of the questions about because
most of clients are from Syria are about Syrian law
and you know in Syria when you graduate as a
Lawyer you don't graduate in a specific subject like
commercial financial law You graduate as a lawyer
So I have a knowledge about all branches of law in
Syria. Eh In Dubai they ask me about Commercial
law criminal law This both eh about the UK a lot of
people try to ask me about immigration law but I
avoid answering any questions about that yeah
because actually its the Home Office job. And also if
you studied law here and you graduated as a
immigration lawyer you can't do anything you are
just doing the complaints or writing cases and send
it to the home office the Home office is the decision
maker so I'm avoiding this kind of questions And
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1:12:18.2 - 1:12:19.1 Iain

also I don't have the good knowledge about the
British Law Mhmm Yeah because of that.
And the conversations are in Arabic I assume
Normally?
Ahhh No. Because eh (Iain: English or?) .. I got 6 or 7
this 2 month they are Italian and Spanish All of them
are my friends They got problems here And all their
problems here And all their problems are in you can
say housing or work OK So I didn't give any advice I
just referred the people Ok You have a housing
problem you go to Scottish Shelter because if you go
to Citizens’ advice bureau they are going to refer
you to the Scottish shelter so you go directly to the
Scottish Shelter If you have working problem you go
to this charity They ..I can't remember the name
right now You go to them and they don't take any
money from you because how that starts How that
started One of my classmates One of my previous
ex-classmates he's a lawyer He graduate from Italy
and he got an issue with his deposit and he went to
the lawyer here and the lawyer charged him eh 50%
from the deposit yeah! The lawyer need the money
Nobody work for Free And he told me OK I paid my
deposit it was 800 pounds and I got 400 and I said
Ok with another 400 he said OK the lawyer - what
you call it the lawyer work.
Fees?

1:12:19.1 - 1:12:21.9 Jacob

Fees Yes it’s the lawyer fees I said "Really"!

1:12:21.9 - 1:12:22.9 Iain

Yeah its a lot yeah

1:12:22.9 - 1:12:35.6 Jacob

And he said Yes I said OK you can go for another
services for free and they are not going to charge
you any single penny He said "what!"
Well Half is a lot of money It sounds a bit ...

1:10:31.8 - 1:10:35.3 Iain
1:10:35.3 - 1:12:18.2 Jacob

1:12:35.6 - 1:12:41.0 Iain
1:12:41.0 - 1:12:46.5 Jacob
1:12:46.5 - 1:12:50.2 Iain
1:12:50.2 - 1:13:43.1 Jacob

yeah I told him a lot So this kind in English but the
rest in Arabic yeah
OK Interesting So in a way you are working as a
lawyer (laugh) already
Yes Some kind of lawyer because why I spend 4 or 5
hours because if you want to say a lot of people
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1:13:43.1 - 1:13:49.7 Iain
1:13:49.7 - 1:14:01.8 Jacob

1:14:01.1 - 1:14:02.9 Iain
1:14:02.8 - 1:14:11.1 Iain

when they are asking a lawyer about an issue they
don't know how to explain the issue. If you ask me
OK my phone was stolen .. You're understanding of
the matter is like this. I don't have my phone right
now. But my understanding is different. When the
last time you used your phone? When the last time
you where? Where you put your phone? I have to
expand all this issue and the person give me that
information and after that I give suggestions OK or
my opinion because I am not a judge The lawyer job
is not a judge You do your best and the judge decide
yeah It’s like this
Interesting And um Do you .. are you using social
media for this?
Actually I was addicted to Facebook so because of
that I deactivated my account. I am just using
WhatsApp - I'm just using WhatsApp
I should join WhatsApp - I haven' yet

1:14:11.1 - 1:14:12.7 Jacob

OK excellent Maybe next picture Its interesting ...its
a ....?
Here is the volunteering

1:14:12.7 - 1:14:15.3 Iain

Volunteering yup OK ahu

1:14:15.3 - 1:16:12.3 Jacob

As we said Volunteering Actually volunteering its left
a major effect on my language I've learnt a lot of
jokes bad words I practice my speaking yeah eh and
also as we said with the Scottish [redacted] And also
I went to do volunteering role here with the
[redacted] but they accept me because I don't have
administrative skills They said OK your legal skills is
too high but your administrative skills doesn't meet
what we need So because of that I'm going to do an
administrative skills course but actually volunteering
improved my language especially with the native
speakers because during classes There is only one
native speaker in the class the teacher and l so
maybe you find some students they are speaking or
pronunciation level in general its quite low OK but
their writing is good OK Because [ESOL provider]
policy they are putting them in this level so you
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1:16:12.3 - 1:16:15.2 Iain
1:16:15.2 - 1:17:16.1 Jacob

don't practice very well unless there is a good
classmate who speaks proper English but actually
doing volunteering Going with a native speaker
directly Learn where is the stress learn how to
pronounce this word Learn how to use the words
Yeah Actually is very useful and also it highly
recommended for anybody here to find a job or to
improve your English Before doing volunteering
Actually I was eh I was doing something funny. Do
you know the people who are standing on the
streets and working as a fundraiser as charities and
they are just trying to catch somebody on the street
please come and speak to me I was looking for them
OK ahaa to talk to them?

1:17:16.1 - 1:17:21.3 Iain

Yeah And I remember one day I've learned the word
I can't remember that word I met a girl she's
working with the Red Cross and we start the
conversation and she was talking about the Red
Cross but I learnt that word Its not related to the
Red Cross at all and I was struggling struggling and
finally I managed to change all the conversation to
this word I have learned just to use it. And when we
finished she said she asked me Where are you from?
I said I'm from Syria and she said OK and after that
we started just talking about ourselves And I said OK
I will tell you something maybe I seemed stupid
(laugh) but actually I'm studying English and I've
learnt that word and I just waved all the
conversation to use this word. She starts laughing
really and actually this people they are so kind yeah
maybe because they feel OK nobody want to speak
to us. But they came like angel OK you want to
speak to us! Finally
Someone not ignoring them (yeah) OK .. and so .

1:17:21.3 - 1:17:22.9 Jacob

Another two pictures

1:17:22.9 - 1:17:23.8 Iain

another two pictures OK

1:17:23.7 - 1:17:34.7 Jacob

Ahh I spend 3 hours a day on transportation (wow!)
yeah Buses trams yeah ...
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1:17:34.7 - 1:17:37.5 Iain

Why so long?

1:17:37.5 - 1:17:40.3 Jacob

Cos I live in [part of Edinburgh redacted] (laugh)

1:17:40.3 - 1:17:42.1 Iain

(laugh) and you want to get out

1:17:42.1 - 1:18:50.0 Jacob

quite a desolated area poor bus service there is only
one bus serving that area and ... it’s not a good
service because after 5 or after 6 pm one bus each
hour every hour So I get the bust to Princess street
and after that I get trams to get to the college and
also even if I don't have classes I go to the college
because eh I don't want to stay at home just
speaking in Arabic on the phone or doing nothing or
reading something and after that fed up after one
hour. So I go the college I meet all the classmates
previous classmates Or even my teachers during
their breaks and talking with them or just seeing all
the English environment Not Arabic OK? And also
meeting the people on the trams Oh my God Right
now I know 11 .. what we call the person who check
the ticket?
inspector ticket inspector

1:18:50.0 - 1:18:51.4 Iain
1:18:51.3 - 1:19:36.8 Jacob

1:19:36.8 - 1:19:43.0 Iain

1:19:43.0 - 1:20:10.1 Jacob

I know 11 ticket inspector working in Edinburgh
trams (Iain: oh really laugh) and ten of them they
are not Scottish (Iain: OK?) yeah only one of them is
Scottish His name is [redacted] and the rest of them
One from Tunisia and the rest between Spain and
Italy Yeah I go trams and just this talking about
anything Especially on trams you don't need to
invent the idea Hello How are you the weather and
after that talking about the people, that dog, that
lady, that eh building (yeah) So that improve my
language but also it consume a lot of my time yeah
You say that You talk about its easy to talk on
conversation on the tram because you have lots of
things to talk about.
Of course and also How the tram is designed this
give the ability to do that There is only one seat next
to you and maybe the person who is sitting next to
you You don't know OK or he's a person who doesn't
like to start a conversation with a somebody he or
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1:20:10.9 - 1:20:15.0 Iain
1:20:15.0 - 1:20:20.8 Jacob
1:20:20.8 - 1:20:23.9 Iain
1:20:23.9 - 1:20:30.6 Jacob
1:20:30.6 - 1:20:39.2 Iain
1:20:39.2 - 1:20:57.0 Jacob

1:20:57.0 - 1:21:00.5 Iain
1:21:00.5 - 1:23:04.2 Jacob

she doesn't know Or they are wearing headphones
OK? But trams you can tell you can walk and find
somebody OK
Interesting the space is much more (Jacob: yeah) eh
convivial (Jacob: yeah) that way
yeah sometimes I look like an idiot, but I don't mind
yeah I want to improve my English
So How do you normally start a conversation?
Actually As an English way About the weather
(laugh) yeah about the weather
Mhmmm And have you had any um problems Has
anyone been unfriendly? Have you had anyone ...?
Actually Um I'm very good in choosing the people
and that doesn't happen to me until this moment.
Yeah and also as I told you the most of the people
here are good and they got that's kindness
behaviour yeah
Have you had any problems with people on buses
before?
Uhmmm I got one with a guy who got a dog and I'm
a allergic to dogs and I have asthma. So that was one
year ago when my language was poor. So and also I
didn't know a lot about the culture here about how
they’re dealing their dogs. So I told that guy "OK can
you take your dog away from me?" Like this. This is
the language I know (laugh) This the way I use it.
And he started swearing at me And I didn't know
what he said I can't remember Some words like like
idiot foolish and he And he left with his dog. So the
next day I told my teacher yeah that .. that's
happened to me. And he said "First of all you have
to know, how the people treating their dogs here.
The dogs here are like a sons." I said "OK" and after
that he said "If you want to ask this kind of
questions, because the dog is like a son, you can
imagine yourself telling a person just to tell his son
his away from you. And you have to use that proper
language And especially because you are in the UK.
Is different from the American language. From the
American if you are thinking OK Help me Help me
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1:23:04.2 - 1:23:10.9 Iain
1:23:10.9 - 1:23:30.5 Jacob

1:23:30.4 - 1:23:41.3 Iain
1:23:41.3 - 1:23:53.9 Jacob

1:23:53.9 - 1:23:55.0 Iain
1:23:55.0 - 1:24:27.8 Jacob

But in English you can't say that, "Excuse me sir,
Could you please help me I'm sinking right
now."(both laugh) So and he told me you have to
use that proper question and ask politely Yeah and
explain your problem before asking for help. And
you say excuse your dog is very nice, very smart but
unfortunately I have asthma and I'm allergic to dogs.
Could you please just keep it away from me. And he
told me He will respond in totally different way. So
that's what happened. (Iain: interesting) So I learnt
that. I learnt that. I learnt that
And have you had any other problems like that Have
you been in situations with dogs since then?
Ah actually I'm just avoiding the places where there
is the dogs. Yeah But it doesn't happen to ... me
again Yeah Because when that happen I was sitting
on the back seat and this guy he came with his dog
OK? yeah its like that.
OK interesting. And um .. OK.. Do you talk to the bus
drivers?
Ummm (laugh) not usually but sometime if my
phone battery run out runs out I speak to bus driver
if I don't know where I am going.
How about at the bus stops?

1:24:27.8 - 1:24:28.8 Iain

It’s a nightmare here in Edinburgh Yeah because the
pavements in very narrow a lot of people walking on
the street The slow steps specially Chinese people.
And I walk in a rush always And also a lot of people
waiting for the bus And also that multi-bus stops
Every 300 meters bus stop So if you are in a rush
don't take the bus walk. Especially on Princes Street
Yes

1:24:28.8 - 1:24:29.9 Jacob

yeah walk

1:24:29.9 - 1:24:33.7 Iain

But its better than it was They've cut down the
number of stops. There used to be a lot more.
I mean do you meet people in the queue for the
bus?
oohhhhhhh yeah yeah yeah yeah Especially elderly
people yeah Where I'm waiting the old lady and she

1:24:33.7 - 1:24:36.7 Iain
1:24:36.7 - 1:25:04.7 Jacob
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1:25:04.7 - 1:25:10.0 Iain
1:25:10.0 - 1:25:12.7 Jacob
1:25:12.7 - 1:25:18.1 Iain
1:25:18.1 - 1:25:46.0 Jacob

1:25:46.0 - 1:25:47.0 Iain
1:25:47.0 - 1:26:13.3 Jacob

1:26:13.3 - 1:26:14.5 Iain
1:26:14.5 - 1:26:55.6 Jacob

1:26:55.6 - 1:26:57.8 Iain
1:26:57.8 - 1:27:47.9 Jacob

start the conversation with me and that happen its
normal yeah its normal here yeah And that's good
And sometimes there is some words I don't
understand because they pronounce it in that very
Scottish stress and I ask to repeat it again, repeat it
again, repeat it again yeah
Mmmm OK thank you Is there anything else you
want to tell me about your pictures?
mmm Nothing
When you were choosing these pictures did you
learn anything about yourself?
Actually Yes That there is some regrets (mmm)
because I left my volunteering role because its
finished I didn't left it OK? Its finished. And I'm
looking for another one and also I'm quite sad
because they didn't accept me in that [work place
redacted] because was very interesting opportunity
Yes sounds like it
All (laugh) they know .. The issue when I went to the
interview that the person who told me about the
role. He didn't know what is the role. He told me
that they are looking for volunteer lawyer or
solicitor but the role was volunteer administrative
(Iain:OK) administrator OK?
Yes so different role
So I during the interview because the interview was
in English and it was in law OK law topics so you can
imagine difficult it will be to me OK? I have to
understand everything Changing the words after
that using proper grammar don't make any mistakes
So And as I told you my legal skills is very high and I
have a good experience So the interviewer she just
shocked me with that question "Tell us about your
administrative skills". So because I was told that the
role is lawyer
Right OK yeah you weren't ...
So the administrative skills is not essential because
there is working lady she is working as administrator
OK? I said "OK I have a good administrative skills"
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1:27:47.9 - 1:28:00.2 Iain

1:28:00.2 - 1:29:08.3 Jacob

1:29:08.3 - 1:29:13.5 Iain
1:29:13.5 - 1:29:21.0 Jacob
1:29:21.0 - 1:29:29.4 Iain

And she "OK" and she wrote that.
And when they give me the feedback they said OK
there is misunderstanding about the role. The role
you were interviewing was administrative assistant
(Iain: right?) Arrghhhh (laugh) this is the first shock
The second shock Your legal experience is very high
and also your administrative skills are good but we
need a hight level of administrative skills
Yes I just remember that when I took these two
pictures yes.
And so you think that they If your skills are good
enough to be a lawyer it also have administrative
skills? You said you were going to study for
administrative skills What kind of thing are you
wanting to study?
Actually I'm going to do a course. I have a good
administrative skills but they their feedback was we
are asking for a high level of administrative skills So
because of that I want to just to prove that I have
this administrative skills by certificate OK? because I
wrote them I emailed them after they gave me the
feedback I said OK maybe I undersold my skills
because that misunderstanding about the role I'm
applying for because I work as HR assistant and they
know how the interviews is going OK? If you apply
for something you go and focus on that thing Any
other another thing not essential like that and that’s
the crap I thrown in? OK? (Iain: mmhmm OK) But
they said No, No, No so because of that I'm going to
do that course. I have a good administrative skills
and the administrative skills is just using Microsoft
Office and this something I do in the UK not in my
life just speak about the UK two years ago until this
moment since 2 years sorry
so you can maybe get an get the ... and are you
going to re-apply for that?
They said when you got that high level we are happy
to take you yeah
.. and to what .. anything else you learnt about
yourself from this?
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1:29:29.4 - 1:29:49.4 Jacob

1:29:49.4 - 1:29:51.1 Iain
1:29:51.1 - 1:30:05.1 Jacob

Mmmm actually I have to focus a lot on the legal
language yeah because when I took these pictures I
didn't read this book until this moment OK I
finished ...
Constitutional Administrative law

1:30:05.1 - 1:30:07.1 Iain

yeah I finished 500 pages on this book and I finished
this one So I found I'm quite lazy I have to do I have
to do a lot I have to study a lot.
Are you focusing on English or Scottish law?

1:30:07.1 - 1:30:10.8 Jacob

Actually On English law.

1:30:10.7 - 1:30:12.2 Iain

OK. Why is that?

1:30:12.2 - 1:30:53.0 Jacob

Actually because Scottish law you can easily just only
in Scotland But English law you can use in Scotland
and England (Iain: OK) yeah Here is the point. And I
want just to choose that narrow field OK? because
maybe I'm doing something different in different
countries And also I don't think there is a Scottish or
English law in Masters degree. Because when you do
masters the masters in law and its not in Scottish
Law or something like that If you want to do masters
LLM or criminology You don't do criminology in
Scottish law You do criminology masters.
Is there a difference between Law of Tort and
Roman Law - the difference between English and
Scottish?
I don't know

1:30:52.9 - 1:30:58.5 Iain

1:30:58.5 - 1:31:01.7 Jacob
1:31:01.7 - 1:31:09.3 Iain

1:31:09.3 - 1:31:26.5 Jacob

1:31:26.5 - 1:31:35.2 Iain

I remember reading something about this One is
about Law of Tort and the other is more based on
Roman Law I think or ..... I'm not sure.
Maybe I don't know They are teaching this kind of
materials during the first year. But the books I got is
the third year the last year from Dundee University
because in all Scotland there is only Dundee
university that is teaching English law the rest of
university they are teaching Scottish one.
Well I'm sure upstairs they will have a lot of
interesting books there. Were there any pictures
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1:32:37.9 - 1:32:40.1 Jacob

that you would like to show me that you couldn't
find to you don't have.
Actually that eh because you showed me that
pictures that you got with your family here. So I
couldn't find a way to take a picture to that I'm living
as a single person here. So that's eh yeah
And so why is that important to you? Why did you
want that picture?
Actually because it describing the major point of the
personal life. Because if you got a family the family is
the life and the single person is the totally different
life for the single person. You live alone Cook alone
Eat alone Sleep alone OK? All that I don't know. But
if you get your family its totally different. I still get
in touch with my family using the phone OK but its
not like real one OK? there is different.
I notice you don't have anything here that talks
about being Syrian or being a refugee.
em .....

1:32:40.1 - 1:32:40.9 Iain

Is that significant?

1:32:40.9 - 1:33:13.4 Jacob

Actually I'm a Syrian refugee yeah ... mmm I'm not
ashamed to say I'm refugee. yeah because eh I've
been asked this question before.
And when somebody ask me OK about my status
here I say "OK I'm a refugee" and he said "OK what
you feel about that" I said "How Albert Einstein felt
like that How he felt."
It wasn't something you, when you were looking for
pictures, it wasn't something that you thought was
something you wanted to talk about. You wanted to
talk about learning English and working a lawyer and
volunteering and going on buses. Interesting.
Yeah But actually doing all that kind of .. materials
eh .. in a daily life everyday in a normal day or in my
routine. Is covering everything but there is
something that as I said I couldn't find a picture to
produce it or something I don't want to say because
as I told you I'm not ashamed of being refugee but
actually I can't Maybe .. I just remember right now
why I didn't take pictures about the how can I

1:31:35.2 - 1:31:53.4 Jacob

1:31:53.4 - 1:31:58.2 Iain
1:31:58.1 - 1:32:30.3 Jacob

1:32:30.3 - 1:32:38.0 Iain

1:33:13.4 - 1:33:29.7 Iain

1:33:29.7 - 1:34:35.0 Jacob
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1:34:35.0 - 1:34:40.0 Iain
1:34:40.0 - 1:35:05.1 Jacob

1:35:05.1 - 1:35:06.7 Iain
1:35:06.6 - 1:35:33.2 Jacob

1:35:33.2 - 1:35:47.5 Iain

1:35:47.5 - 1:36:35.6 Jacob

1:36:35.6 - 1:36:38.8 Iain
1:36:38.8 - 1:37:50.1 Jacob

identify the problems that I having in Scotland
because I got a lot of problems I can't just take a
picture of that status I receive OK? (laugh) so here is
the point is like that
So its difficult to catch those ideas in a picture about
the the ...
Yeah yeah because really as I said Iain its annoying
me because one day I have to give my writing to my
teacher next day and in the morning I receive the
letter from the Scottish power they are asking me
for £200 for nothing. OK And I phoned them they
didn't respond I said OK I left the phone and I went
to write my essay but I couldn't write anything ....
Because its in your mind ...
Of course of course of course yeah so this kind of
problems is just annoying you and you are not doing
hand job (Iain: mmm) you are not washing the
dishes or cleaning your flat OK You are doing
something from your mind. OK but if you're mind
thinking about another thing and its annoyed and
you are frustrated you can't focus You can't do that.
But I hope......(small laugh)
Yes these utility problems I think its I think the
companies often are incompetent. I don't think it’s
anything personal maybe it is just the th...
But here in the UK eh .. or in any another country
Europe Learning language doesn't In my opinion I
don't think its effect your identity and you don't get
the identity by learning the language Maybe maybe
you can say 2% of your identity effected or hidden
behind the language but actually I've seen and met a
lot of people here they got British passport and they
speak the language in a native level OK? But when
they meet a British person They ask him "OK where
are you from?" He say "OK I'm British" "No no I
mean originally, Where are you from?" (smile)
so they some people still assume ....
If you don't have that character Ok like British
person Ok 'm not British the language doesn’t affect
that and also as I told you gaining the pronunciation
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1:37:50.1 - 1:37:51.5 Iain
1:37:51.4 - 1:38:39.1 Jacob

1:38:39.1 - 1:39:02.8 Iain

1:39:02.8 - 1:39:35.0 Jacob

The British pronunciation even if it’s a Scottish eh
Yorkshire accent Any accent London accent Sussex
Kent any OK Its maybe will help will hide your
identity OK but as I told you hundred 2 200 2% OK
but after that there is that question and as I've told
you I've seen and met a lot of people More than 10
people they've been asked this question. Where are
you from? I'm British One of them is my friend He
living in Edinburgh and he got the British nationality
in 2003 15 years ago OK. And when he meet
anybody OK where are you from "I'm British" and he
said "No No I mean originally Where are you from?"
And he say "OK I'm from Algeria." So your identity
doesn't effect by the language or the passport or the
nationality.
So they judge you by the appearance first.
Of course Of course Of course yeah and Also I'm
answering this question in a funny way because one
day I met a man and he asked me "Where are you
from?" And I said, "Are you asking for nationality or
personality." And he embarrassed about that "No
No he said I'm asking about nationality to discover
the personality." I said No. Nationality doesn't
discover any personality Yeah Maybe there is 2
passports I'm holding 2 nationalities, So which
personality am I. But language doesn't effect - that's
my opinion. Its what I saw Ok
Yes I've always thought the question "where are you
from? "Is more about you know "are you one of us?"
(Jacob: yeah) Or you know .... (Jacob: yeah) You said
though at the beginning of the conversation about
the man on the bus wearing a kilt and he asked you
that and you said that he was just being friendly
(Jacob: yeah) Does it sometimes depend on how the
question is asked
Ahh yes yeah How .. I don't know the word How you
pronounce the question There is "Oh where are you
from?" (friendly tone) Or "Where are you from?"
(more aggressive tone) OK Or giving you that
arrogancy look "Where are you from? " like that OK
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1:39:35.0 - 1:39:41.9 Iain
1:39:41.8 - 1:39:42.2 Jacob
1:39:42.2 - 1:40:15.2 Iain

1:40:15.2 - 1:40:17.2 Jacob
1:40:17.2 - 1:40:20.5 Iain
1:40:20.5 - 1:40:46.8 Jacob

1:40:46.8 - 1:40:53.2 Iain
1:40:53.2 - 1:44:23.9 Jacob

yeah Because all the people got a feeling and you
can understand from the stress or the look or how
they asking the question.
Do you find people sometimes explain things to you
which you already know
Like what?
One thing when I was living in Taiwan I still find this
is that I was living in Taiwan for nearly 4 years
Generally I know how things work. I know if I want
to do this I must got the 7-11 I don't know
everything there's a lot of things I don't know but
the general everyday living things I can generally
pick up and know that but still people would explain
things you know like If you want to do this you have
to do that Um You can't do that here you have to do
that over there.
Actually I don't have that ...
They were trying to be friendly and trying to be
helpful but actually I would find it quite annoying ...
Actually maybe because I'm doing all that stuff by
myself I didn't ask anybody for help Or I go the
specific place directly Because if I got an issue I go
the Council I have an issue with the Council I go to
the Council OK I don't ask anybody And the people
on the Council they are supposed and their job
helping me OK
I'm wondering if people friends or people you meet
give you advice when you don't need it?
No no No because all the people they advise me
their job is advising me because when I go to the
council their job is advising me
My teacher in the college their job is advising me
what I have to do next course or something like that
But nobody no No But I think maybe that's the
maybe that didn't happen here. Because it’s not
apart from the culture. Because I've seen this
difference If you have a problem and I know that
you have problem but you didn't ask my help and I
offered that It will annoy you because it’s a
European culture or a British culture but you know
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in Arabic culture No? (yes) I've got a It means I'm so
generous I love you I didn't let you in that situation
until you ask me OK because may its carrying that's
kind of begging a favour OK I offer you the help
directly I know Iain got a financial problem I don't
wait until Iain phone me OK Jacob OK I have
financial problem and I need a thousand pounds No
no I know that I go to Iain Iain I know you have
financial problem How much you need? It’s the
difference and the I think the European people and
the British people get annoyed because it’s not a
part of their culture Its like you are a nosy person
And I have seen that and I have found it strange
here because one day I was heading home and there
was a lady she was almost 70 75 who was carrying
two heavy bags Struggling with those bags and I said
to her "OK Can I help you ?"And she looked to me in
strange way and said "why you want to help me?"
And I said "when I saw you struggling this bags I felt
that I had to help you" and she said "I didn't ask you
for that". And I said "But I'm offering that" And she
said "ok". You can help me" Now So here is the
understanding In Syria or any Arabian country and
the man or the lady they are old and they are
carrying something heavy it is shame on you if you
don't go directly and help them Its shame on you OK
Here is the difference and here some of my students
but maybe I find the Middle East not Middle Eastern
countries The European Middle Eastern countries
Especially Italy and Spain they have similar culture to
the Arabian one because I got a lot of Spanish Italian
friends they don't get annoyed with that because
I've done that with the people Because two of my
friends they got a problem with the housing they
were looking for flats OK They didn't ask me for that
at all but directly I got the phone I phoned one of my
friends Looking for a flat for them They didn't say OK
we Didn't ask you that they thanked me OK It’s like
this but maybe If I did that with a British person Ok
Thank you but they don't accept it likes this
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1:44:23.9 - 1:44:26.1 Iain

Yeah All about following the different cultural rules

1:44:26.1 - 1:44:38.9 Jacob

Of course and I respect that I respect that. Because
in my country as I told you if you don't offer the help
before somebody ask you you are not generous
enough OK? Its like this...
About the photographs again Um You're showing
these pictures to me If you were showing pictures
about this to somebody else Would you pick the
same pictures or different pictures? Do you think?
I think .. I think the same because Its something not
shame me and I'm proud of and actually I'm an open
book I don't hide anything
If you were showing pictures to someone .. Say
someone from Syria for example?
Oh from Syria I don't show them the same pictures
because this is important for the person who is
British Scottish or European but in Syria there is
totally different important things I have to show.
One of them maybe I can use the phone because I'm
doing consulting with Syria and its important thing
for people they don't have money or can't offer the
solicitor fees so its important thing OK But totally it
depends on the country what the main topic of that
country and you know in Syria the main topic is the
War right now Not trams or buses And they will say
this is silly things (Iain: yeah) like that Ok But if you
compare this one to that one or even if you are
talking about different people For example We are
doing this experiment about learning a language and
I picked these pictures about my life here but If I’m
talking with a friend of mine in Syria Ok And we
spoke about learning the language but the rest of
the conversation Its about Syria and Syria is not
related to Edinburgh trams or doing volunteering in
Edinburgh OK so because of that I'm going to change
another another one
One about the Syrian ...

1:44:38.9 - 1:44:57.3 Iain

1:44:57.2 - 1:45:09.9 Jacob

1:45:09.9 - 1:45:13.4 Iain
1:45:13.4 - 1:46:37.6 Jacob

1:46:37.6 - 1:46:40.4 Iain
1:46:40.4 - 1:47:11.9 Jacob

Of course of course (Iain: interesting) because I think
everyone should understand another person needs
OK because he phoning you maybe he's got an issue
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1:47:11.8 - 1:47:13.5 Iain
1:47:13.5 - 1:47:41.4 Jacob

or e want just speaking with you for a leisure but
you have to chose a topic related to that person OK
You are engineer and I'm talking about inventing
books OK Let think a little about engineering OK
Green engineering or energy something like that ..
Respect their identity
yeah (both laugh) Well than you very much
Jacob .....
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Appendix 1.5.1

Nazya Interview 1

Interview Date: February 2018
Location: Nazya’s Home
Present: Nazya (participant), Hozan (Nazya’s husband who also helped interpret), their
daughters playing in the background, Iain Philip (researcher)
Timespan
0:00.1 - 0:03.3
0:03.3 - 0:07.3
0:07.3 - 1:13.3

Speaker
Nazya
Iain
Nazya

1:13.1 - 1:13.9
1:13.9 - 1:53.4

Iain
Nazya

1:53.4 - 1:56.5
1:56.5 - 1:57.1
1:57.1 - 1:57.2
1:57.1 - 2:04.6

Iain
Nazya
Iain
Nazya

2:04.6 - 2:07.7
2:07.7 - 2:08.7
2:08.7 - 2:09.6
2:09.6 - 3:18.3

Iain
Nazya
Iain
Nazya

Content
I speak about myself?
Ok I'll ask you: Please speak about yourself. Laugh OK
Um .. Um... I'm lady from North Syria.
I'm Kurdish people.
Around 2 year ago I arrived in Edinburgh
Um when I arrived I can't I can't eh speak eh English
was difficult for me.
I study in Damascus University
but in Syria we learn just a little bit English
We can't speak No conversation Just some grammar
and we can write or reading and reading
Did you learn at school?
Yeah I learn just some some there was one book for
English but teacher just reading and writing and some
word don't was no conversation like another like
Lebanon another country like Lebanon or Jordan or
Egypt They learn with the science with English in this
country but in Syria everything with Arabic learn with
Arabic yeah
So there is no no signs or
No science with English
science?
just everything with Arabic just there is one book
some story and some ..
Did you enjoy learning English at school?
Now?
At school
At School yes In the past before
Yeah I like I was like English but um because we busy
every time with if you study in Syria is very difficult
....before you go to University you we I remember we
study over 12 hours in the day after we go back from
the school we study a lot until we go to sleep (Iain OK
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3:18.3 - 3:21.0
3:21.0 - 3:36.3

Iain
Nazya

3:36:9 – 3:39.3

Iain

3:39.3 - 5:13.8

Nazya

5:13.8 - 5:17.2
5:17.2 - 5:20.7
5:20.7 - 5:24.2
5:24.2 - 6:00.3

Iain
Nazya
Iain
Nazya

6:00.3 - 6:07.0

Iain

6:06.9 - 6:36.7

Nazya

Wow)yeah is very difficult and just we study all the
time and that the student busy all the time with the
learn and they study after they go university they
study a lot and no time for English (laugh) maybe
after the people finish
And what did you study at University?
I study education. (Iain: Yeah Good subject .. me too.)
And how about when you came to UK come to
Scotland.
Tell me about studying about studying English in
Scotland.
When I arrived in Edinburgh I can't study English
because I have I had my daughter was very young
She was 1 and half year her age was 1 and half year
and the older was eh around 3 years and I was busy
with them I can't Sometime I remember I went to
community centre to meet people yeah ..
the first day was difficult for me because I felt busy eh
dizzy yeah I say what they say and the Scottish people
he English for them is very difficult like I had
headache "What they say?" .. is difficult. I can one
day speak like them and understand everything I think
is difficult ... but I think not difficult day by day
so was it like a chat cafe or was it...
Chat cafe - there is chat cafe every Monday we
So it wasn't lessons just meeting and talking was it?
Yeah we talk, we contact with other another people
from many country because in my country I didn't
contact with eh with like people from Ghana from
Senegal from Africa and South Africa from North
Africa and eh yeah I contact with another people from
Romania from China yeah a lot of
Do you find it easier to speak English with people
whore not from UK or?
I think is easier and sometime yeah because they is
they like they made new English yeah is easy and
some just some easy word (Iain: yeah simple) and
sometime they use hand or like woman hand I
understand them better than Scottish or English
people (laugh)
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6:36.4 - 6:45.5

Iain

6:45.5 - 6:57.9

Nazya

6:57.9 - 7:01.4
7:01.3 - 7:22.2

Iain
Nazya

7:22.2 - 7:23.6
7:23.5 - 8:00.7

Iain
Nazya

8:00.7 - 8:07.1

Iain

8:07.1 - 8:15.6

Nazya

8:15.6 - 8:17.2
8:17.1 - 8:20.1
8:18.1 - 8:25.2

Iain
Nazya
Iain

8:25.1 - 8:57.3

Nazya

8:57.3 - 8:59.6
8:59.6 - 9:03.4
9:03.4 - 9:05.3
9:05.3 - 9:06.1
9:06.1 - 9:35.1

Iain
Nazya
Iain
Nazya
Nazya

9:35.1 - 9:36.6

Iain

So you were going to the community centre and did
you chat there. When did you start the English
lessons .. classes?
Yeah nnn This year I went to college and now I study
yeah the English in the college
How did you enjoy the college?
I study just 2 hour every day not long time is not long
time Grammar and now I can write letter or form fill
form yeah is good
Did you find it useful?
yeah its useful is useful because outside just you learn
conversation and in the college you yeah learn how
you can live and fill form I very important because I
remember when I arrived in Edinburgh in the airplane
was difficult for me for fill form I take more time for
fill this form yeah but now yeah I think is is easier
than before is easier yeah
Good Ok right And how was the teaching in class how
did you find the teaching and the activities in the
class?
.. eh .. um .. yeah sometimes good sometime
yeah ......
Sometimes good sometimes not so good?
yeah depend of the ...
So can you give me any example anything you though
Oh this is very good.
If the teacher um like she um eh she um prepare like a
article and if we if we read article and after we after
we see new word and I think the article is good for
you You learn many thing yeah or maybe didn't find
useful.
Was there anything you did not enjoy?
Anything I did not enjoy
Or maybe didn't find useful
pause
uh like some teacher they teach like older teacher I
don't know what the this word older way older way
yeah like the sometime they teach like children the
people and they is not useful
not like adult?
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9:36.5 - 9:38.5
9:38.5 - 9:41.6
9:41.6 - 9:57.8

Nazya
Iain
Nazya

9:57.8 - 10:13.9

Iain

10:14.4 - 10:57.6 Nazya

10:57.6 - 11:03.6 Iain
11:03.6 - 11:44.6 Nazya

11:44.6 - 11:56.5 Iain
11:56.5 - 11:58.4
11:58.4 - 12:00.2
12:00.2 - 12:09.3
12:09.3 - 12:10.9
12:10.9 - 12:15.5
12:15.5 - 12:56.9

Nazya
Iain
Hozan
Iain
Hozan
Nazya

12:56.9 - 12:59.0 Iain
12:59.0 - 13:21.3 Nazya

not like adult yeah
Like too many games or too much .
No the games is nice is good make you enjoy in the .. I
like this some but eh em yeah like some I now I
can't ...
Thats OK Um and so eh em how has learning English
affected your life living here? Can you talk to your
neighbour talk the community more easily?
For community around me the neighbours. No my
neighbour is not .. I have a problem with my
neighbour When we got this council flat Yeah my
neighbour we didn't em he make many he made
many problem with us
How about your children's school or in the shops
anyone else?
In the shops yes sometime because my children is my
daughter is lovely they and they like to speak with
another people sometime yeah (with enthusiasm)
with joking yeah sometime we us when I in the
summer I take them to garden yeah they play with
another children and the parent try to speak with me
and speak with them yeah we make like conversation
Mhmmm And have there been situations where you
couldn't speak but you want to speak?
Sorry?
Have their been any... maybe you can (looks to Hozan)
speaks Kurdish
Maybe in the past or in your
speaks Kurdish
eh its difficult for me difficult because my language
I like to speak with another people and I have many
idea and if there is the people speak about something
in the life I like to share with them speak with them
about this idea I give my idea from another people
but like I feel its difficult like something in my ....like
inside but I can't ....
express this ..
yeah was very difficult for me sometime
I remember if I see a another people Kurdish or Arabic
people I try to tell them to translate to me yeah
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13:21.3 - 13:23.9
13:23.9 - 13:24.8
13:24.8 - 13:29.3
13:29.3 - 13:30.7
13:30.6 - 13:34.7

Iain
Nazya
Iain
Nazya
Iain

13:34.7 - 13:55.2 Nazya

13:55.2 - 13:59.0 Iain
13:59.0 - 14:00.4 Nazya
14:00.4 - 14:06.3 Iain
14:06.3 - 14:08.7 Hozan
14:08.7 - 14:16.4 Iain
14:16.4 - 14:40.4 Nazya

14:40.4 - 14:42.2
14:42.2 - 14:49.0
14:49.0 - 14:49.1
14:51.6 - 15:01.0
15:01.0 - 15:04.7
15:04.7 - 15:05.7
15:05.7 - 15:26.0

Iain
Hozan
Nazya
Hozan
Nazya
Iain
Nazya

15:26.0 - 15:29.6 Iain
15:26.3 - 15:30.5 Nazya
15:30.5 - 15:55.3 Iain

So you can express yourself
yeah
And I mean you said your first language is Kurdish
yeah my first
But so how did you feel speaking Arabic when you
were growing up or....
Its same for me Kurdish and Arabic is same I thought
it both I can yeah is same for me both is mother is
mother language yeah (Hozan: mother language
yeah) I feel comfortable if I speak Kurdish and Arabic
same
OK because you're a teacher yes
... yeah ...
ah how did you feel as a student in the class when you
were learning English?
speaks Kurdish
yes
yes its because I teach the younger no its is good for
me and no any problem because I but I like the
teacher to She .... sorry ....
Its OK you can speak ......(indicated interpreter)
to contact with you to to teach you ...
like adult not like teacher like eh ...
speaks Kurdish
Something difficult yeah but eh yeah .....
In what way?
yeah because I .....(Hozan speaks Kurdish) because I
say finished university and everything and I start the
new life I'm a teacher because ...yeah after all this
one again ....go back to school again
go back to being a student ahaaa
go back to school and yeah yeah
I think it must be .....um yeah it must in a way talking
about identity that what I'm looking at how it
threaten identity and how it attacks that ...(translates
identity) (Nazya: yeah) how do you feel when speak
English? Do you feel you are the same person in
English as in Arabic or Kurdish?
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15:55.3 - 16:41.4 Nazya

16:41.4 - 17:00.6 Iain

17:00.6 - 18:00.2 Nazya

18:00.2 - 18:10.2 Iain

18:10.2 - 18:20.3 Nazya
18:20.3 - 18:21.5
18:21.5 - 18:23.0
18:22.9 - 18:27.3
18:27.2 - 18:31.9
18:31.9 - 18:32.5
18:32.5 - 18:34.5
18:36.7 - 18:45.5

Iain
Nazya
Iain
Nazya
Iain
Nazya
Iain

18:45.5 - 18:52.4 Hozan

For me ? (Iain: yeah) No (Iain: No?) because in Kurdish
and Arabic I can speak like and I give my idea and the
people like yeah .. but sometime sorry for this word
but if you speak with another language and not your
language new language for you for feel the people
maybe they thought you are stupid (?) people (yeah)
because you can't like eh arrive and say your (Iain:
explain your ideas) explain your idea
yeah you can't say exactly what you want to say And
how do you find the people here when you are
speaking English. Do you find people are helpful or to
help with English when you are speaking to them or
do they um do they speak more slowly for your or do
they ...
It depend of the on the people some people can't
speak slowly because they yeah and some people
Older people can't almost but the younger and
depend of If I like in the street the people just they
speak very fast the garden they speak very fast but on
the like the teacher speak very slowly in the
community because the people who make the active
and this job for them to contact for another people
they can't speak English and they they speak very
slow and they yeah I understand this people who
make ah active who yeah
Who make an effort to try to (Iain: yeah) Can I ask
about the future what is your plan for the future
about your living here about learning English about
maybe jobs
yeah I hope yeah I hope to improve my English and
after .. Master .. yeah
Do a masters?
yeah
What would like to study?
um .. the same ..
education
education yeah yeah
and eh so what would you like to use English for in
the future
translates
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18:52.4 - 19:34.4 Nazya

19:34.4 - 19:35.4 Iain
19:35.4 - 19:53.9 Nazya

19:53.9 - 19:58.2 Iain
19:58.2 - 20:56.1 Nazya
20:04.4 - 20:56.1 Iain

35:22.0 - 35:26.5 Nazya
35:26.5 - 35:45.7 Hozan

35:45.7 - 35:51.5 Nazya
35:51.5 - 35:52.5 Hozan
35:52.5 - 36:44.5 Nazya

for job for job for my daughter in the future I don't
know if my daughter in the future yeah they now they
are very young and they they grow here and they will
be British people yeah? and maybe in the future they
married a Scot a English British people and maybe my
family will be (laugh) yeah
will speak English
yeah speak English in the future now they speak
English together but I try to speak with them I speak
with them Kurdish and I try to teach them some
Arabic because its important for me ...they .. yeah
that they maintain they keep their Arabic and their
Kurdish
yeah maybe in the future we can visit country after
the war finish
after the war one day one day inshallah (Nazya: yeah)
Well thank you very much um that was very
interesting Can I show you some of my pictures now. I
can give you some examples. I think Hozan has seen
these before. I'll talk and anything you not clear about
just please ask or ask H to ask me OK because I'm
happy to say a different way or use different words so
please don't feel shy to ask questions um so I want
these are pictures about my identity .......
Iain talks about his pictures – not transcribed here
I think you can sorry you can tell Iain about
community here your relations with community you
have relations with Kurdish and Arabic and Polish and
a little bit with the Scottish (Nazya: yeah) and this
(Nazya: yeah) around
yeah I yeah yeah here in the community yeah every
Monday
about language yeah
yeah I met .. meet many people here by the
community Kurdish people and em .. like Kurdish
people from north Iraq Kurdistan and North Syria and
Kurdish from Turkeya and no anybody from Iran I
didn't meet and Polish people and before I didn't
know them Polish people Romanian and eh and from
Africa they are very eh yeah like
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36:44.1 - 36:45.1 Hozan
36:45.1 - 36:51.5 Nazya
36:51.5 - 36:53.9 Iain
36:53.9 - 38:08.7 Nazya

38:08.4 - 38:08.9 Iain
38:08.9 - 38:18.3 Nazya
38:18.3 - 38:20.3 Iain
38:20.3 - 38:50.4 Nazya

38:50.4 - 38:53.3
38:53.3 - 38:53.7
38:53.7 - 38:54.7
38:54.7 - 39:05.4

Iain
Nazya
Iain
Nazya

39:05.4 - 39:08.1 Iain
39:08.1 - 39:12.6 Nazya
39:12.6 - 39:17.6 Iain
39:15.8 - 40:10.1 Nazya

kindful
yeah kindful and lovely people I didn't know them
before
What do you talk about when you meet them?
We talk about eh like eh the children we cook
together sometime in the community like me
sometime if I cook for them Syrian food or Kurdish
food and another yeah we teach like and they cook
African food and some people cook Polish food yeah
and we like this em chat cafe like traditional cafe for
many people you can yeah and some people they
bring like and they to show you your their identity
they bring some like .. picture for the when they
married picture like
wedding
wedding yeah and .. woman from Kurdistan they wear
yeah eh traditional eh
clothes
clothes and eh the speaks Kurdish (Hozan: traditional)
like in the India what the people and the Bangladesh
and the the Kurdistan or the Africa what the people
do before they married and they some people pay
money to buy something for the ...
wedding or the ...
and the
the different ...
the party we spoke sometime about the party .. and
yeah ....eh ..
And do you normally speak in English?
ah speaks Kurdish have a sorry sorry
It’s alright Do you normally speak together in English
or in Arabic or
yeah yeah But the problem the problem The Arab
people because I speak 2 language and understand
both and the Kurdish people and Arab people from
Sudan from.. Morocco from Algeria yeah they prefer
to speak with me Arabic and the Kurdish people
Kurdish and there is many people from Arab people
and Kurdish people and still no its not good for me to
learn English I prefer to meet another people to speak
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40:06.9 - 40:22.1 Iain

40:22.01-41:37.0 Nazya

41:37.0 - 42:00.6 Hozan

42:00.6 - 42:43.7 Nazya

42:41.0 - 42:57.6 Hozan

42:57.6 - 42:58.4 Nazya
42:58.4 - 43:02.1 Hozan
43:02.1 - 43:55.4 Nazya

with them. Sometimes I tell them nots not good We
must to sit far yeah (laugh) is not good for me..
OK (laugh) so make sure you practice English ..
and ..em .. so I want to ask you about being a refugee.
How do you feel when people say Are you a refugee?
Before I didn't know this word what mean Just I saw
in the TV in the news they tell about they yeah they
the news they spoke about refugee people and what
happened them Just I saw this ... I watch and this
programme news and I listen and I didn't know what
mean exactly After I become refugee I know is very
difficult for anyone if they become refugee Because
you lose everything and you start again and if you stay
with your country um there is like ah speaks Kurdish
like its short sentences in Arabic If you leave your
home your respect will leave you something like this
or another way you will your respect will reduce
You have many thing everything in your country and
but in another country if you become refugee you
start from zero .. and .. you didn't have any eh like
comun .. like family You lose family and no family no
friend yeah You can make friend but it’s difficult Its
very difficult like you live in your country and you
study the language ...
you know You don't know the people's history or their
past you just you know them in the present You have
to believe them what they said What they told you ...
yeah
you don't have any .. you don't know their family You
don't know their history so
they don't know your history and they history and
they think just they some people I didn't spoke about
all the people but some people say Oh these refugee
but I have nice home in my country the area was very
nice and big big house and my family they have many
thing And here I'm just the people here Just they see
"Is refugee And maybe they this cember they have
everything and you haven't ... everything .. yeah ..
difficult
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43:55.4 - 44:00.1 Iain
44:00.1 - 44:59.3 Nazya

44:59.3 - 45:03.7 Hozan
45:03.7 - 45:13.1 Nazya
45:13.1 - 45:20.3 Iain
45:20.3 - 45:33.8 Nazya
45:33.8 - 45:42.0 Iain
45:42.0 - 45:55.1 Nazya
45:55.1 - 45:55.8 Iain
45:55.8 - 46:24.8 Nazya

46:24.8 - 46:31.7 Hozan
46:25.7 - 46:47.5 Nazya

46:47.5 - 46:47.6 Hozan
46:51.3 - 47:09.4 Nazya
47:09.4 - 47:45.4 Iain

And so they have some people have negative they see
in negative view
yeah .. sorry .... em ... is difficult The people here
Sometime you meet and maybe you have like friend
people and they say I can't like you if I lose everything
again is very difficult is very difficult. But before I
didn't thought any day about if I lose everything I say
No I live in my country I have a new home a big home
and nice home And good job and I yeah and I study in
university and I can contact with eh I was strong and
here I'm ... speaks kurdish
no sickness no weakness nothing ..
. and the problem was yeah .. is difficult . for anyone..
and when when people talk when you meet people
Do you tell them you are refugee or...
.. .. mm..is the is .. is not If they ask me I say Yes No
problem No problem Yeah because yeah ...
.... And em do people ask you? Or do people .....
mmmm .. no no no because I meet them just in the
community and its same no no
And eh...
But if I say I'm from Syria I feel sometime I don't know
but maybe the people say This woman from Syria eh ..
Syria is um ah speaks Kurdish
dangerous place and with the ISIS and this is our place
dangerous place .. the .. ISIS life in Syria and fight in
Syria and maybe the Syrian people is eh speaks
Kurdish (Hozan: terrorist) terrorist people Maybe
there are Yeah
And they have to be careful when they contact with
you ..
yeah after I tell them I'm Kurdish because yeah to tell
them I'm yeah eh speaks Kurdish I fight ISIS
Yeah cos Kurdish are fighting against ISIS and so
they ..so if you say you are Kurdish they are mor ..
they less they think you less likely to be (Nazya: yeah)
terrorist Interesting Maybe you are less you are on
the same side fighting (Nazya: yeah) That's interesting
That's very interesting I didn’t' know about that. OK
Well thank you I think that is all my questions. Do you
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47:45.4 - 49:01.0 Nazya

49:01.0 - 49:02.6 Iain
49:02.1 - 49:03.6
49:03.6 - 49:17.7 Hozan

49:17.7 - 49:28.5 Iain

49:28.5 - 49:56.2 Hozan

49:56.2 - 50:13.7 Nazya

50:13.7 - 50:38.5 Hozan

50:38.5 - 50:41.9 Iain

have any question you want to ask me. Anything you
want me to ask I haven't asked? (Hozan speaks
Kurdish)
About the Maybe something about mmm because the
weather here is no sun and I have many problem in
my health But when and problem with GP here.
Because if you arrive After I arrived here yeah yeah I
come from the war I know I'm But I'm happy with my
husband and my daughter and I have pain in my body
and there was many .. I feel I'm not comfortable there
was sore in my body or pain. I tell the doctor Just they
tell you you have depression Why Because you know
He know I'm from Syria He don't make many thing for
me and I still over one half year have neck pain or
sore in my body Just if they know you are from Syria
and just they tell you “You have depression “
So they assume ....
The problem this is the problem
They think its easy way (Nazya: yeah) to keep you just
as far as they can an easy way to find some reason
without make – it is costs money
so Do you think they are saying diagnosing from you
from where you are from not from what your health
problem is ...
yes yes I think she is ... speaks Kurdish ..(Nazya: yes)
They try to make the reason out of her body and they
say psychology is sometimes Depression but she
thinks she has problems and last time when she went
they make they made blood test they said Oh sorry
your (Iain: together) B12 is yeah very low and we
were wrong and sorry
B12 is very low in my blood ..... and today in the
morning I have I had injection every today and I have
injection to B12 ...yeah .
And I think they will effect everything for her For
English to be here and she sometime she hate she
hate the city and the NH regime system and said I
have to go to another place to live to be just healthy
Because they wouldn't believe you they wouldn't
listen to you
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50:42.3 - 50:47.6 Hozan
50:47.6 - 53:00.3 Nazya

53:00.3 - 53:04.4 Hozan
53:04.4 - 53:22.0 Nazya

53:22.0 - 53:23.6 Hozan
53:23.6 - 53:37.2 Nazya
53:37.2 - 53:41.4 Hozan
53:41.4 - 53:43.8 Nazya
53:43.8 - 53:52.1 Hozan
53:52.1 - 53:55.2 Nazya
53:55.2 - 54:26.0
54:26.0 - 55:04.1 Iain

They wouldn't is speaks Kurdish
No Just they because the first time when I went to GP
and they know I'm from Syria and the first time they
tell me I have depression and all this two year and
they just tell maybe you have depression maybe
Why? I don't have depression I'm happy Yes My
family north Syria but now .. now is similar safe I'm
happy with my husband is a great husband and my
daughter is lovely I'm happy with my family and I
don't like tell myself ahm I have depression and I sit
No I try to I'm strong woman After I lose my home
and I stay in Istanbul and before Egypt I try to make
everything with myself and eh yeah Every day I cook
for my family and I clean my home and I went to I go
to college to learn English I take my daughter to some
active I try I like to be eh a positive woman I don't like
any people negative people When I arrived here one
day I met 1 girl from Syria was very negative and after
this day I didn't meet her Because I don't like the
negative people .. I don't like to contact with them .. I
like to be positive woman Live here and .. but
sometime .. if you feel if there is pain or sore in your
body is difficult You can't help and you can't
speaks Kurdish
yeah yeah but the doctor if you are from Syria He says
you have depression and after if you go to another
people doctor and he read on the computer
first report
first report and say Oh He have She has depression Ok
Maybe yeah because they don't speaks Kurdish
restart or restudy your situation - they just
yeah they read older and they
OK its easy to find what the problem and don't cost
money and don't waste time yeah
They just to they only have 10 minutes to go quickly
through
Phone call interrupts interview
So um that's very interesting. My father always used
to say that because he was a Vet doctor bitary so he
never liked Doctors and he always claimed that
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55:04.1 - 55:08.5 Hozan
55:08.5 - 55:13.3 Iain
55:13.3 - 55:19.0
55:19.0 - 55:33.2
55:33.2 - 55:37.7
55:37.7 - 55:50.6

Hozan
Nazya
Hozan
Iain

55:50.6 - 56:04.2
56:04.4 - 56:09.4
56:09.3 - 56:11.0
56:10.9 - 56:23.3
56:23.3 - 56:44.7
56:44.7 - 56:53.0
56:53.0 - 57:16.6

Hozan
Nazya
Hozan
Nazya
Hozan
NH
Hozan

57:15.6 - 57:19.2 Nazya
57:19.2 - 57:22.4 Hozan
57:22.4 - 57:24.8 Iain
57:24.8 - 57:38.7 Hozan

57:33.6 - 57:40.2 Nazya
57:40.2 - 57:45.2 Iain
57:45.2 - 57:46.5 Hozan
57:46.5 - 57:46.6 Nazya
57:46.6 - 58:06.4 Iain

doctors don't examine you because a vet you have to
check the animal - you can't ask questions and make
assumptions you just have to check and find out so
always he (laugh) But I think its interesting what they
say on where you are from, not from what you are
telling them. Which sounds quite interesting thank
you
kind of stereotype or something yeah
yeah Did you have any other experience with
stereotype like this?
speaks Kurdish
mmm so not No speaks Kurdish
She try to be always positive with people
How about your teachers in the college When they
are teaching you? Do they teach you or do they teach
who they think of you. Do you understand?
Yeah speaks Kurdish
No speaks Kurdish .. she teach like ah
who you are ..
No, no she speaks Kurdish
No, explains again
speaks Kurdish
her class is (Nazya: mixed level) mixed ... and the her
teacher try to teach her like who she are but who she
she is and this came after she knows she knew her
She teach her
and there is ... National 2 and National 3 and National
3
and it came after some time not at first
so after teacher got to know you better there are
she knew she are em she has high education and she
knows grammar more than other and she is
comfortable and the
and she tell me improve very well
yeah I noticed i remember when I first met you and
now it very I'm very impressed
yeah I'm sure much better
much better yeah
well thank you as you hear I need to think about but
thank you so much it was very interesting the bit at
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the end about the GP is also very interesting I'm very
glad to hear that now you are making progress with
this its very good. Well thank you very much
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Appendix 1.5.2

Nazya Interview 2

Date: April 2018
Location: Nazya’s home
Present: Nazya (participant), Hozan (Nazya’s husband and interpreter when required), Iain
Philip (researcher)
Timespan
0:00.0 - 0:33.2

Speaker Content
redacted

0:33.2 - 0:51.5

Iain

0:51.5 - 0:54.2
0:54.2 - 0:55.2
0:55.2 - 1:51.4

Nazya
Iain
Nazya

1:51.3 - 1:55.3

Iain

1:55.3 - 2:13.0

Nazya

2:13.0 - 2:30.6

Iain

2:30.6 - 3:58.6

Nazya

Laugh fantastic OK so thank you .. (Nazya reads
consent form) So how do you feel? While we are
waiting can I ask you How do you feel - cause you
said you are going to move to London ....
maybe .... sometime
eh What I think?
Yeah how do you feel about this?
eh I went to London in the first weekend of Easter
holiday yeah for me not surprised because the
first time not because I live in my home was in
Damascus Big city and I live in Cairo in Istanbul 3
years For me is not surprising I know big city a lot
of people in the street when you cross the street a
lot of people together - yeh very busy but I like
that No problem yeah
But now I prefer Edinburgh
Edinburgh (Hozan & Nazya: yeah) Is it because you
feel .. at home here?
Yeah I like now cos I have home here and I made a
lot of things in my home We paint we make many
things (Hozan: its very nice) yeah Again I need time
to make new home yeah
yeah to make adjustment to everything else OK So
let’s start with the OK we're looking at the picture
So I'll just .. I'll describe the picture or you can
describe it for me? OK? Uh so the first picture tell
me about the first picture.
the picture the first picture about my key. When
the when the war start was very difficult and I was
pregnant with my older daughter We live my new
house was very new Just we stay there We bought
this house and we stay just 40 days and .. we leave
this house to North Syria because there was the
there was fighting and eh my Key was with me but
after my older daughter born after 40 day My
house down. Was very sad for me. And my key
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3:58.6 - 4:01.5

Iain

4:01.5 - 4:05.1
4:05.1 - 4:18.1

Nazya
Iain

4:18.1 - 4:40.0

Nazya

4:40.0 - 4:40.4
4:40.4 - 4:57.8

Iain
Nazya

4:57.8 - 5:08.1

Iain

5:08.1 - 5:39.6

Nazya

5:39.6 - 5:50.1

Iain

5:47.9 - 5:50.4
5:50.4 - 5:52.5
5:52.5 - 5:54.9
5:54.9 - 5:57.9

Nazya
Iain
Nazya
Iain

5:57.9 - 6:10.9

Nazya

6:10.9 - 6:12.7
6:12.7 - 6:48.5

Iain
Nazya

6:48.5 - 7:01.4

Iain

7:01.4 - 7:02.1
7:02.1 - 7:04.0

Nazya
Iain

was No door No home but there is Key with me
(small laugh). One day maybe I show the key for
my daughter (Iain: pass it on?) - now they don't
know anything They thought they born in Scotland
They are from Scotland (small laugh)
And this is your house in Kurdistan or in
Damascus?
the key in Damascus
In Damascus OK good .. and eh ... Do you think
Does this for you represent that you want to go
back one day to there?
Sigh I hope but I know is very difficult Very difficult
Because children born here now and they study
here and for them here is is their country. yeah
And for you?
For me No. No I miss my country every time yeah
They haven't memory My children but for me All
my memory in my in my country.
So and em .. .. .. Do you .. How do feel when you
look at your key?
ehm .. .. .. eh I feel .. mmmm eh sad but
sometime .. eh like I feel in my key like my house
with me sometime give me like I hold my house in
my back
OK your house in your heart? OK So whereever
you go you keep that sense of home with you?
yeah the key because we don't have door now....
yeah that (yeah) that's er .. Have you told your ...
yes Key without door
Key without door (Nazya: yeah) Have you told
your children about the key?
Now I didn't tell them because they are very They
are young but after maybe ...older
What will you say to them, do you think?
.. I think after we maybe war finished we can visit
my family and they can contact with the .. visit
know the cousin. I told them about They have
cousin they have family in Syria but they don't
know .. about the home. But I will tell them
because they .. I want to they know what
happened in the .. But not now
yeah when they are a bit older (Nazya: yeah) .. ..
mmhmmm ... and this picture is the inside of a
house?
yes
Can tell you tell me about this picture?
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7:03.9 - 7:22.4
7:22.4 - 7:26.4
7:26.4 - 8:15.2

8:15.2 - 8:17.7
8:17.7 - 8:22.4
8:22.4 - 8:26.4
8:26.4 - 8:32.9
8:32.9 - 8:36.8
8:36.7 - 8:41.9
8:41.9 - 8:44.1
8:44.1 - 8:54.1
8:54.1 - 8:59.0
8:59.0 - 9:00.9
9:00.9 - 9:15.6

9:15.6 - 9:18.8
9:18.8 - 9:45.6

9:45.6 - 9:49.5
9:49.5 - 10:33.3

10:33.3 - 10:35.9
10:35.9 - 10:37.3

Nazya

This is eh was wh reception room and Hozan was
Hozan was write in this room yeah
Hozan And its last picture when I take it
Nazya yeah last picture before we .. we .. leave the house
I remember I told Hozan "Hozan maybe this is like
picture for your grandmother I remember we eh
take photo from his grandmother before she died
and was in my phone and she was there was video
and there was last time And I tell Hozan told
Hozan when Hozan Maybe this is last time like this
picture like your grandmother picture
Iain
The last time you see it a sort of memorial
Nazya yeah When we was take this photo yeah
Iain
So you knew that it might be the last time you saw
it (Nazya: yeah) this place
Nazya Maybe I was feel My home will die Will down I
don't know.
Iain
How long did you live in this house?
Nazya Just 40 day yeah yeah
Hozan yeah less than 2 month
Nazya yeah 40 day It First of June the 15th of July
Iain
Can I ask when you came here and you want to
decorate this house.
Nazya sorry?
Iain
When you came here and - because you've made
your house look very nice. Very beautiful (Hozan
translates) Did you try to make it the same as this
one or different Or was that in your mind when
you were ... ?
Hozan & speak together in Kurdish
Nazya
Nazya eh No no different because here here is different
is very small and my house there was It was very
big and eh was Kitchen a medica Kitchen with the
kitchen and living room like together Met and
the ..
Hozan And it was ours Not Council house
Nazya Yeah It was our not council house It was private
private house Was new Everything I was chose it I
chose the floor the door The kitchen the colour
This house we choose everything But this house is
very small and just they give us And eh no chose
because if we say no we didn't like maybe was ..
Iain
Yeah you wouldn't get another another house
Nazya Yeah
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10:37.3 - 10:43.0

Iain

10:43.0 - 10:47.2
10:45.4 - 11:12.8

Nazya
Iain

11:12.8 - 11:19.7

Hozan

11:19.7 - 11:47.7

Nazya

11:47.7 - 11:52.0
11:52.0 - 13:09.5

Iain
Nazya

13:09.5 - 13:13.2

Iain

13:13.2 - 13:19.9

Nazya

13:19.9 - 13:25.9

Iain

13:25.9 - 13:28.9
13:28.9 - 13:33.4
13:33.3 - 13:39.5
13:39.5 - 13:45.2

Nazya
Hozan
Nazya
Iain

13:45.2 - 14:18.0

Hozan

and as far the decorating the house. Did you have
choice on this? Could you chose?
No we just yeah for painting we paint on and ...
Just paint yeah just decorate we painting we
chose colour yeah but yeah ... the In my house
when we was bought this house like we there was
a wall between kitchen and another room We
opened this wall
Decorated and we did it she choose decorate not
me
Yeah bathroom I chose everything we made
change but here we can't make change Its not
private. And was big There was balcony Big
balcony And the sun from morning to From east to
west yeah was yeah OK
And this picture. Its an ultrasound picture
Ultrasound yeah This picture when my older
daughter was in my stomach (all laugh)
When I pregnant with older daughter because I
had eh 5 miscarriage and I thought difficult to be
pregnant with children or I have children. We
don't know why. And the doctor say We don't
know why And after we pregnant with older
daughter 40 day 2 month Went to doctor and this
is first picture for my daughter and she was Doctor
told me the baby is good and I listen the heart Her
heart yeah I keep this picture every time for me
yeah
And do you know if it was a boy or a girl? Did they
tell you?
This picture (Iain: oh too early) the first yeah was
too early
and Hana was born in Damascus or Where was
she born?
In North Syria in my family's house
We was refugee there (laugh)
Yeah My husband was not with me Was in Dubai
mhmmmm So Hozan had already left you were
already left
yeah she was pregnant and I left Syria and she
couldn't go with me because she was pregnant 6
or 7 months (Nazya: yeah) and we have to wait
tailor for to put there Maybe after that to get
passport for it After that to try to go out I they
came to Egypt after that for after Hana was 6 ... 3
or 4 months?
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14:18.0 - 14:23.5
14:23.5 - 14:25.8
14:25.8 - 14:32.1
14:32.1 - 14:43.9

Nazya
Iain
Hozan
Nazya

14:43.9 - 14:47.1
14:47.1 - 15:04.2

Hozan
Nazya

15:04.2 - 15:24.2

Nazya

15:24.2 - 15:35.5

Hozan

15:35.5 - 15:40.7

Nazya

15:40.7 - 15:43.5
15:43.5 - 16:05.7

Hozan
Nazya

16:05.7 - 16:06.9
16:06.9 - 16:08.6
16:08.6 - 16:15.0
16:15.0 - 16:19.4
16:19.4 - 16:26.0

Nazya
Hozan
Nazya
Hozan
Nazya

16:26.0 - 16:27.0
16:27.0 - 17:46.6

Hozan

17:46.6 - 17:47.8
17:47.8 - 17:49.5
17:49.5 - 21:51.4

Hozan
Iain
Nazya

No No Was 2 and 1/2 month near 3(Hozan: yeah)
Like like Jesus (all big laugh)
yeah yeah she's our Jesus (keep laughing)
like Jesus! (laugh) Both they born my daughter
they born and my husband wasn't with me
yeah my second ...yeah our second ..
our second I was in Turkeya She born in Turkeya
and every time I see I feel sad when I remember
my husband was not with me when my daughter
born
yeah .. and .. em it must have made it much more
worrying if you don't know what is going to
happen. Did you know you were also going to
leave Syria at that point or was there maybe you
thought Hozan would come back?
For me we decided to go out of Syria because it
was war and we so the situation will be worse and
worse
.. so you knew that you were going to leave It
wasn't
speaks Kurdish
yeah because the war after my eh yeah .. when
my husband left to yeah to Dubai the first time I
was know because the war was in Damascus and
Ghouta was my area in Damascus was very eh ...
yeah (Iain: bad)
and still ....
and still bad yeah
still bad and I was know first time maybe yeah
this Damascus ...
And now So this talks about your identity as a
mother so you're identity as a mother
Kurdish
Kurdish identity mother (Kurdish discussion with
husband - seems to explaining concept of
identity).. about me Like mother yeah Em I hope
Like mother for all I know I feel sad if I see any any
child in any country Syria because I'm mother I
know its very difficult when I see TV I saw like now
from the chenyati chilnyahi eh what happened in
the Ghoutta
Chemise Chemise attack?
yes chlorine gas attach
yes what’s happened to children in that The
parent can't eh do anything for the child Its very
difficult When the child die
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21:51.4 - 21:53.9
21:53.9 - 21:59.6
21:59.6 - 22:04.3

Iain
Nazya
Iain

22:04.3 - 22:14.0

Hozan

22:14.0 - 22:17.1
22:17.1 - 22:19.7
22:19.7 - 22:26.5
22:26.5 - 22:29.7
22:29.7 - 22:54.1

Nazya
Iain
Nazya
Iain
Nazya

Now I see yeah I'm sad about what happened for
my house by sometime I say no But my child is
with me And they are safe in Scotland and If I saw
in that news and I know what's about the Syrian
child what's everyday some is is hungry some child
is em is die and parent can't do anything I say
maybe my story not sad Not too sad like them cos
they they die but I'm I live my daughter live
. My ... yeah ..the yeah ... If you see the peoples
child what happened with them you see
everything is very easy if you If you lose house is
fine if you lose car is fine If you lose ... anything
But if you lose the life is very difficult yeah If you
lose your child is very difficult.
My life Yes sometime I feel sad but I say No my ..
my .. my child and my eh my daughters They
change my life here. With them I'm not sad With
them I feel happy sometime
When My daughter in school she was best
hardworked I feel happy And when she is not She
is Kurdish Yes she live here and now she is best in
her class. Many times has got star and she is best
hardworker She is best reading eh I feel I'm happy
because my daughter is good in her school.
and they can eat there is food There is there ..
warm Yes my house not old sorry not big house
but it is home is small flat but is warm there is bed
not tent like some child live in understand and no
school
Many child Syrian child now is outside the school
No school for them and my daughters they they
study in good school in Scotland.
and they are happy
yeah I'm very happy for them .. .. ..
yeah .. I think ... OK ... thank you thank you for ...
that
This is Damascus Old Damascus cafe's and this is
Old Damascus also yeah and
yeah cafe' this one
tell me about the cafe
Café .. .. ..
.. .. tell me about the cafe
about the café Yeah I cos I study my university I
was study in Damascus university and the first
time I met my husband in Damascus and we met
in coffee in old city yeah
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22:54.0 - 22:57.7

Iain

22:57.7 - 23:08.4
23:08.4 - 23:21.7

Nazya
Iain

23:21.7 - 23:24.7
23:24.7 - 23:26.4
23:26.4 - 23:31.3
23:31.2 - 23:32.4
23:32.4 - 23:33.7
23:33.7 - 23:35.1
23:35.1 - 23:38.0
23:38.0 - 23:44.7

Hozan
Iain
Nazya
Iain
Hozan
Nazya
Hozan
Iain

23:44.7 - 24:08.6

Nazya

24:08.6 - 24:09.4
24:09.4 - 25:01.6

Hozan
Nazya

25:01.5 - 25:03.4
25:03.4 - 25:16.5

Iain
Nazya

25:19.7 - 25:22.8
25:22.8 - 25:29.1
25:29.1 - 25:39.9

Iain
Nazya
Nazya

25:39.9 - 25:40.5
25:40.5 - 25:41.1
25:41.1 - 26:27.0

Iain
Hozan
Nazya

26:27.0 - 26:30.2

Iain

which one? Where - near to Umayyad mosque
or ...
there was one in after in eh Nofarra and ..
I think I might know it because I remember going
to . This one yeah this one I recognise I think I've
been to that one And I had the argilah
argilah and storyteller
yeah and storyteller there
and there was one uh "Batouma" batouma and
batouma ahhuu
narnillah or
you invite me for ...
yeah narnillah I'm not sure about ..
Tell me about meeting your husband. (laugh)
What happened?
the first time I didn't feel in love I met him when
yeah eh 2 eh like em bus station was office or bus
station to because before you travel and I met
them.
to book ticket yeah
book ticket yeah and my my friends was from
same same area from [place redacted] and she
was know my husband and we say Hello Hello the
first time I didn't fall in love but um and this first
time for me I know my husband is novelist and my
friend she ask about the first He was published
first novel yeah And after I read his novel I fell in
love with him
awwwww (all laugh)
laugh I say this man respect the woman yeah After
we spoke on the phone a lot A lot after we meet
and ...
what did you like about the book what was ...
.. sigh .. about the book ...
when you say this book for to somebody, before
forward it’s like
dedication
yeah dedication
and he say I don't I can't translate but the last
word for your For women And I Yes Oh he respect
the woman Yeah After I read the book I like so
much the book It was something about [redacted]
but I don't know because I don't live didn't live in
[redacted] Was new for me and eh But was I like it
I like it yeah
Cos I think your husband he writes about identity?
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26:30.2 - 27:17.7

Hozan

27:17.7 - 27:20.2
27:20.2 - 27:22.1
27:22.1 - 27:24.6
27:24.6 - 27:30.7

Nazya
Hozan
Nazya
Iain

27:30.7 - 27:43.9

Nazya

27:43.9 - 27:50.1

Iain

27:50.1 - 27:52.4
27:52.4 - 27:57.9
27:57.9 - 27:59.5
27:59.5 - 28:01.3
28:01.3 - 28:15.3

Nazya
Hozan
Nazya
Hozan
Nazya

28:15.3 - 28:25.5

Hozan

28:25.5 - 28:53.8

Nazya

28:53.8 - 28:58.3
28:58.3 - 28:59.0
28:59.0 - 29:01.5
29:01.5 - 29:18.9

Hozan
Nazya
Iain
Nazya

29:18.9 - 29:26.5
29:26.5 - 29:27.7
29:27.7 - 29:33.6

Iain
Hozan
Iain

Yes Cities identity memory and I wrote a novel
first novel about refugees feeling in Europe But I
didn't I wasn't refugee I met refugee and they told
me there story and how they feel in Europe and
how they prefer to come back to their city and
How the city the main city in the world and
actually its small city and its very too far than big
cities and if you visit it You will say Oh! its very
small city Why they like it? Why they love it.
Nothing special
But if you stay in [redacted] you will love
Yeah if you live in
If you live in [redacted] you will really ...love it
So Was the fact that the book was about
[redacted] Did that also make you feel the book
was special
The It was he don't say about [redacted] But the
character and the you know the people and the
story you know it is city yeah yeah
So did the book you think about your own
identity?
eh?
speaks Kurdish
em ..
speaks Kurdish
Yes because I live in Hassaca and is mix Arab
people and Kurdish people But in [redacted] just
special because just Kurdish people
Kurdish Christian and Muslim in [redacted] and
[redacted] is less (more) 99% is Kurdish
is Kurdish people and I like is special special trad
like traditional for Kurdish people I don't know old
that there is home Very old home and the people
like it don't change yeah They like it yeah
traditional
Yeah This city has identity its like Kurdish identity
yeah
OK interesting hmm
And sorry Baseechee? (Hozan: simple) Simple and
the people very simple Not .. in the life they are
simple They is .. yeah
OK .. .. and talk about the cafe and um
its Nofarah
a place a cafe is I think its a very nice place to
meet people Its a very social place
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29:33.6 - 31:07.7

Nazya

31:07.7 - 31:16.2

Iain

31:16.1 - 31:16.5
31:16.5 - 31:18.2

Hozan
Nazya

31:18.2 - 31:21.4
31:21.3 - 31:26.0
31:26.0 - 31:28.8
31:28.8 - 31:32.9
31:32.9 - 31:34.8
31:34.8 - 31:44.0
31:44.0 - 31:45.0
31:45.0 - 31:48.9
31:48.9 - 31:57.2

Hozan
Nazya
Iain
Hozan
Iain
Hozan
Iain
Hozan
Nazya

31:57.2 - 32:00.7
32:00.7 - 32:03.0
32:03.0 - 32:03.5
32:03.5 - 32:48.8

Hozan
Nazya
Iain
Nazya

32:48.8 - 32:49.6
32:49.6 - 33:02.9

Iain
Nazya

yeah I sorry I spend all my time all my money
when I was .. My family gave me money I was
study but I spent all my money on the coffee in
Cafe in Damascus yeah restaurant or cafe I see the
life Sigh He's short the time for when you study in
university just 5 year 4 year after finish And I had
fun with my My friend Every day we went to
restaurant and coffee in Damascus Cafe and there
was yeah like Nargillah Argillah we say and special
coffee Syrian coffee yeah and cocktail Nice
cocktail was very nice in the summer Yeah and you
can listen to the music Feyrouz in the cafe make
you relax make you romantic when you stay in the
cafe Yeah It was special I can't see similar here or I
didn't see similar in Istanbul or here or anywhere
.. Ok it was a cafe yeah I think maybe people go to
the pub instead (laugh)
yeah (laugh)
I miss Damascus Every time ...
And there was storyteller ..
yes Story was traditional yes ... um
What kind of stories did they tell?
It’s like tradtional or fantastic or something like ..
Like fairy tales
Fantastic History fantastic yeah .. .
.. this one ...
.. cross the streets and old city
Old city yeah its fantastic and eh the street is very
narrow and
this one is also old city but it’s ...
al hamediyah al hamediyah
souk al hamediyah
souk al hamediyah mhmmm souk al hamediyah
for me is special eh many people if they go to souk
al hamediyah they can't eh is like is similar
(speaks kurdish) (Hozan: they lost) lost (Iain:lost)
they can't ... but for me I didn't lost never
My sister she was study with me in Damascus
University Every time she was told me, "Please
come with me to go shop in this Because you
never lost You. How you can?" (laugh)
find your way around yeah
yeah And there was I like .. was very good for
shopping and was cheaper Yeah
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33:02.9 - 33:13.5

Iain

33:13.5 - 33:16.2
33:16.2 - 33:18.3
33:18.3 - 33:22.8

Nazya
Hozan
Nazya

33:22.8 - 33:26.2

Iain

33:26.2 - 33:27.0
33:27.0 - 33:29.3
33:29.3 - 33:35.2

Hozan
Nazya
Iain

33:35.2 - 33:37.0
33:37.0 - 33:45.5

Nazya
Iain

33:45.5 - 33:45.8
33:45.8 - 33:54.8

Nazya
Iain

33:54.8 - 34:02.2
34:02.1 - 34:06.0
34:06.0 - 34:08.9
34:08.9 - 34:45.0

Hozan
Nazya
Iain
Nazya

34:45.0 - 34:47.1
34:47.1 - 35:52.2

Hozan
Nazya

35:52.2 - 35:58.9
35:57.4 - 36:09.9

Iain
Nazya

36:09.9 - 36:11.7
36:11.7 - 36:19.2

Iain
Nazya

Where which area did you like the most? Because
I know they have different areas of the souk Like
the spice market and the clothes area and the
jewellery.
Eh for woman like Everything
yeah laugh 0 shop shop shop
Yeah because the shop everything clothes and
spicy and everything ..
And on the right there you can buy .. Bakdash you
can buy ice cream
Yes
Bakdash ice cream was fantastic
Yeah I think it’s in Amman now they have
(Hozan:yes) they've opened in Amman. I
remember going there
Oh in Amman yeah
Yeah No I remember walking around the mosque
it was fantastic ok
yeah
Interesting that you feel You feel you don't get lost
in the souk Feel more at home .. and ..
.. .. This one is [place redacted]
Ahhh Yeah [place redacted]
this is a picture of the countryside
I this picture about [redacted] in Spring I like it
[redacted] in the spring so much There was hill
every time afternoon I was walk to this hill Ah to
face eh fresh air and like um coffin? And sometime
my husband had motor Motor?
motorbike motorbike
motorbike? I ride after after him or the motorbike
and we went together to hill and we yeah drink
some tea and coffee and yeah Was and we stayed
in this hill and we looked at the other side in
Turkeya Like there was a Kurdish .. (Hozan:
border ) border yeah and he's Look at this uncle
He was live after the border You can see his eh he
had land and house and you can't meet them.
Because there is border yeah
interesting So How did you feel about this?
ohh You feel you you yes something sad but you
say “maybe one day with border ..”.
will disappear?
yeah... I know is dream but just everyone he say
maybe this dream one day
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36:19.2 - 36:23.7

Iain

36:23.7 - 36:37.7

Nazya

36:37.7 - 36:47.8

Iain

36:47.8 - 36:48.7
36:48.7 - 36:54.9
36:54.9 - 36:58.2
36:58.2 - 37:27.4

Hozan
Nazya
Iain
Hozan

37:27.4 - 37:29.4
37:29.4 - 37:55.3

Iain
Hozan

37:55.3 - 37:57.4
37:57.4 - 38:14.6

Iain
Hozan

38:12.6 - 38:15.4
38:15.4 - 38:24.4

Nazya

38:23.6 - 38:43.2

Nazya

38:43.2 - 38:58.9

Iain

38:58.9 - 38:59.2
38:59.2 - 39:01.4
39:01.4 - 40:00.7

Hozan
Iain
Hozan

Because to be all because all be part of Kurdistan
or?
yeah yeah but maybe one day because its very
difficult I know a long time Kurdish people want to
be country but no country yeah
Interesting this brings out the idea of a national
identity here as well (Nazya: yeah) .... And so
that's your motorbike...
yeah
Kurdish (talk together) yes yes
And did he wear a helmet when he was driving?
yes and actually I bought it and I use it when the
almuhbarat and police secret And they decided to
change my job job place and they make order to
be I to be for me around 100km in small village
too far than my city
So they moved you without your consent
I have to go everyday morning and go back
afternoon and it was very difficult for me and
there wasn't any traffic Bus or Train or anything I
didn't have choice and I bought this one to use it.
Yeah It was very difficult to drive it to bike ride all
the time more than 3 or 4 hours every day.
uhuu .... and ...
and just we had fun when I took my wife and
didn't have children yet at this time and it was to
this hill and drink coffee and see this enjoy this ...
afternoon everyday afternoon
its like a feeling of freedom and nice and look out
(Nazya: yeah) but there is also the idea of looking
at the border and (Nazya: yeah) across the
yes it was fantastic and for me I prefer to walk
without shoes and on the land and the spring and
was running on the land without shoes because I
say oh all the electric on my body go out (Iain:
stress) when I walk without shoes
yeah all the worry and stress go out Very
interesting. Can I ask about , another thing I
wanted to ask was about ID cards? Did you have in
Syria Did you have ID cards?
Yes
You didn't have the red card?
No no its some people some have red card but for
us we They are around 300,000 they didn't have
ID cards like citizenship. But we were citizenship
and we had passport and we we studied university
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40:00.7 - 40:03.8
40:03.8 - 40:07.6
40:07.6 - 40:22.3

Nazya
Hozan
Iain

40:16.2 - 40:35.7

Hozan

40:35.7 - 40:48.2

Iain

40:48.2 - 41:16.3

Hozan

41:16.3 - 41:25.6

Iain

41:25.6 - 41:31.9
41:31.9 - 41:33.7
41:33.6 - 41:35.7
41:35.7 - 41:37.1
41:37.0 - 41:40.8
41:38.0 - 41:39.1
41:39.1 - 41:42.7
41:42.7 - 43:10.9

Hozan
Iain
Hozan
Nazya
Hozan
Nazya
Iain
Nazya

and I was government I was teacher in the school
and she studied university Everything was OK But
my sisters (husband) I have 2 sisters husband they
didn't have ID card They had just red one and You
In Syria you can find some people like
brothers(brothers) One of them is citiz.. have
Citizenship and another doesn't have anything like
just Red card Sometimes they didn't have red card
Just ....
speaks kurdish
it was politic problem and this
Could they take away your card? Could If the
Government decided they didn't want you to have
the card Could they take it away?
yeah I think it my opinion there isn't any
government its like Mafia They can do everything
No law No ... They don't respect anything.
Was that something you worried about though - if
you friends and family who have the red card You
have this Did you worry that one day I would be
like this if I do If I don't do what they tell me?
Yeah yeah They always they just eh threat people
you you can We can kill you and we don't ask
about anything. They told me not and they told
me You have to be careful and its not problem for
us if we kill you. You are just number for us.
Nothing.
Sorry - we were talking about something nice and I
turned into something sad in the end Sorry
Its OK and if you want to ... Edinburgh ....this is
But the countryside looks very beautiful ...
This is Edinburgh
Edinburgh OK Excellent
And this is Edinburgh
the festival
the festival OK so why did you choose the festival?
Aye yeah Festival Edinburgh for me because in
August and something is hot Like eh (weather) the
weather is nice Not like winter or spring here Is
sunny and the festival yeah because Edinburgh is
very quite city and in this festival I feel like I make
me feel like I live in my country Because my
country and Damascus was ehoh? Every day you
see not sleeping Not Edinburgh in this festival Not
sleeping eh Life and you can I like the activities
theatre I like take-off have coffee outside not
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43:10.9 - 43:13.3
43:13.3 - 43:15.0
43:15.0 - 43:19.0
43:19.0 - 43:33.6

Iain
Nazya
Iain
Nazya

43:33.6 - 43:52.3

Iain

43:52.2 - 43:59.5
43:59.5 - 44:02.4
44:02.4 - 44:57.4

Iain
Nazya

44:57.4 - 44:59.6
44:59.6 - 45:06.2

Hozan

45:06.2 - 45:35.2

Nazya

45:35.1 - 45:37.0
45:37.0 - 45:56.2

Iain
Nazya

45:56.2 - 46:00.9

Iain

46:00.9 - 46:28.6

Nazya

46:28.6 - 46:31.7

Nazya

46:31.7 - 46:32.8

Iain

inside cafe yeah Everything in Edinburgh
Edinburgh like happy city in this
at that time it reminds you of Damascus
yeah like Damascus
Everyone is outside there .. Is it ....?
A lot of tourist come to Edinburgh yeah Its
fantastic Edinburgh is this ....(Iain: time of year)
time of year
When tourists come here sometimes it makes me
When you realise I live in a city where many
people come to visit (all laugh) It makes me feel
like I am privileged and special to live somewhere
like that. (Nazya: yeah, yeah) And do you go to the
show in the festival as well?
eh (Hozan speaks Kurdish) yeah I um ..
what kind of thing you like to see ...
see um theatre .. one drama .. One theatre and
one day I went with my daughters to um like
theatre Kurdish theatre was for children but I
forget the name about this .. L'archier (Hozan:
show) Show yeah And eh yeah (Hozan: it was like
circus maybe) Circus yeah I went with my
daughter they had fun and eh Hana and Ronja
maybe and my our daughter one day they went
to ...
yeah they went to the Julia Donaldson
yeah and Hana was happy and until now she
speaks about it ...
about it yeah because my older daughter she's like
actor she made a theatre in the home yeah ... and
we went to Royal Mile and you can have coffee
and you see the there are activities outside
yeah juggling and magic tricks
yeah and one woman from maybe I don't know
she is dancing like (oriental dance) oriental dance I
like her dance and em Many people they make
activities and you can see them in ...
Edinburgh becomes very international during the
festival
some painting, art people can and some play on
the guitar It's nice I hope if I um move to another
city in UK maybe yeah but I hope every August
visit Edinburgh festival
yes come and stay with us you are always very
welcome..
thank you
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46:32.7 - 46:52.4

46:52.3 - 47:04.2
47:04.2 - 47:08.9
47:08.9 - 47:14.9
47:14.9 - 47:33.8

47:33.8 - 47:53.0

47:53.0 - 48:10.6

48:10.6 - 48:12.5
48:12.5 - 48:48.1

48:48.1 - 49:05.7

49:05.7 - 49:06.4
49:06.4 - 49:08.4
49:08.4 - 49:41.0

49:41.0 - 49:55.0

Nazya

I'm wondering Edinburgh in the festival is a very
international city So I wonder if for you If you feel
more at home because it is more international
during this time and em .. what do you think?
Hozan& speak Kurdish
Nazya
Nazya Yes Yes Make me like I'm from Edinburgh and
another people visit us
Iain
yeah that's interesting yeah (yeah) (yeah) because
I think I feel the same ...
Nazya I did yeah In this yeah the idea In this month I
didn't feel I'm refugee in this country I feel I'm
from Scotland From Edinburgh and other people
visit us
Iain
That's very interesting actually. I think I have a
similar feeling Of course I'm not a refugee (all
laugh) the idea of being partly proud of my city I
get more proud of Edinburgh for that but also I
think .. yeah I feel um Edinburgh because it is
more international I feel international therefore I
feel more at home .and more ...
Nazya And I tell my friend She live in Glasgow You can
visit us in August at Edinburgh University and I told
my sister ...
Hozan festival not university
Nazya Ahh sorry yes em Edinburgh festival and I told my
sister-in-law she lives in Sweden If you want to
visit us you have to visit us in August because
there is Edinburgh festival and you can enjoy in
this yeah I feel the festival is my festival and I
invite her to this festival. Yeah
Iain
yeah that's fantastic .. yeah .. its a great time of
year especially when the weather is ... Well we'll
have to make sure we organise some activities for
the children in the next festival (yeah)
Iain
So next picture
Hozan And this is the ...
Nazya Oh this picture about my daughters school .. Um
Older daughter and the first yes she is now P1 and
she goes to this school I like her school so much
because she has great teacher All the staff in the
school is fantastic and
Hozan And she's alone alone Syrian refugee in this school
and Kurdish and Arabic and Hana is the first one I
don't know if she's first or not but now she is
alone there
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49:55.0 - 49:56.3
49:56.3 - 49:59.6
49:59.6 - 50:46.4

Iain
Hozan
Nazya

50:47.1 - 50:59.1

Iain

50:59.1 - 52:10.4

Nazya

52:10.4 - 52:12.5
52:12.5 - 52:13.7
52:13.7 - 52:17.2

Hozan
Nazya
Iain

52:17.2 - 52:18.4
52:18.4 - 52:19.6
52:19.6 - 52:26.7

Hozan
Nazya
Iain

52:25.9 - 52:43.5

Nazya

52:43.5 - 52:48.6

Iain

52:48.6 - 53:01.7

Nazya

53:01.7 - 53:03.3
53:03.3 - 53:21.2

Iain
Nazya

Ok she's the only Kurdish ...
Only Kurdish and Syrian people in the class
yeah and make a P2 got because we are out of
catchment and we tried to my daughter because
she went to nursery in this school and we try and
we got a place in this school was was big news for
me Like I was very happy when she got place in
this school because many people in Edinburgh
they say this school is good school Yeah she will
have good future if she study in this school
ah and do you have much you say you like the
teachers. Do you meet the teacher meet the staff
a lot?
yeah I met them and the teacher One day I went
to trip with my daughter with them with her class
Just I was like volunteer was just me. And because
education I know if the teacher is good Not good
She teach very good And I stay with them I was
very eh happy for them For my daughter I told my
husband she has great teacher And we know my
daughter she reads She can read And eh And she
is improve my daughter because she has great
teacher Yeah And great school
they care about her
they care about her yeah
How is the communication with the school? Do
you communicate in English?
In English yeah
English yeah
And how is that? Do you find that easy Do you find
difficult? .. Do you find it easy to communicate
with the school.
They suggest if you would like to we can find a
translator Can read the translator or interpreter
for you I said its OK you can eh and said to each
other what we want easy yeah
and there is no frustration you want to
communicate more?..
.. .. and you meet other people there in the school
playground and its the help you to improve your
English and to practice and this is good thing
I was going to ask .
Is good for know for know the people make
contact with people If you have children in any
school you can ... like they invite my daughter for
birthday I spoke with them yeah Its good
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53:21.2 - 53:21.8
53:21.8 - 53:24.9
53:24.9 - 53:29.1

Iain

53:29.1 - 53:56.5

Nazya

53:56.5 - 54:03.0

Iain

54:03.0 - 54:32.1

Nazya

54:32.1 - 54:43.3

Iain

54:43.3 - 54:48.8

Hozan

54:48.8 - 55:26.2

Nazya

55:26.2 - 55:29.7
55:29.7 - 55:48.0

Iain
Hozan

55:48.0 - 56:16.3

Nazya

56:16.3 - 56:18.4
56:18.4 - 57:28.7

Iain
Nazya

Iain

playdates?
yes Very good for children
And what do you normally talk about with the
other parents?
We talk about the children. ... Activity em .. yeah
Many things about what my child doing today and
what she talk about her child or be about spoke
with the parent speak about the child ah yes you
can like ...
Do you have any other .. any after school activities
for children?
Activities? For my daughter the younger sometime
I go to community with her and there is a creche,
but elder no but eh yeah The younger yes,
because sometimes I go to community to meet
some people and there is a creche and in the
creche there is activity for children.
And does the school have any sport or music or art
or eh .... clubs?
They have club actually but we didn't register for
her yet.
because I'm still with them I didn't need to ask to
register eh Is enough for my daughter until 3
o’clock because I'm still with them. I don't want to
put my yes If I had job is another thing but now I
didn't go to ..job And why I put my daughter in .. I
want to stay with them talk with them yeah Enjoy
with my daughter ..play with them
yeah Is there a parent council?
yeah yeah sometimes when (speaks Kurdish)
sometimes from month to month we go to
appointment to make meet people
Yeah yeah One day I went I went but was very
difficult for me .. I cry something yeah In my
myself not out loud. I say "I can't understand
everything. Its very difficult You know if the
people I say if I was in my country I can contact I
speak very well and I can ... But
And you are an education expert so ..
Yes I Yes When they they spoke about the .. eh ..
many thing like the child eh ehm the child grow
through playing I understand this one because I
it’s my.. I studied education Yeah the teacher
When they spoke it but the parents I can't
understand them because they are Scot - they
speak with Scottish accent Was very difficult for
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57:28.7 - 57:39.6

Iain

57:39.6 - 58:04.6

Nazya

58:04.6 - 58:18.8

Iain

58:18.8 - 58:23.9
58:23.9 - 58:34.8

Hozan
Nazya

58:34.8 - 59:02.7

Iain

59:02.6 - 59:10.1
59:10.1 - 59:11.1
59:11.1 - 59:12.8
59:12.8 - 59:14.2
59:14.2 - 59:14.7
59:14.7 - 59:15.4
59:15.4 - 59:17.8
59:17.8 - 59:46.7

Hozan
Iain
Nazya
Hozan
Iain
Nazya
Iain
Nazya

me Yes but maybe I try but if you Not my mother
language I can't speak like I need sometime I want
to speak about something but I can't explain
because not my language I can't my vocabulary
not help me to .. say what I mean ...
Yeah and because you know a lot about this topic
Because you study education (Hozan: yeah)
(Nazya: yeah) It makes it more difficult and more
frustrating..
Yeah I have many idea but I can't explain I can't
tell them maybe is sometime is funny You speak
and maybe you say about yourself Maybe they
thought is sometime I'm stupid If you you you
can't speak with your language You you thought
another people thought you are stupid So
Even though you actually know much more than
they do about it (Nazya: yeah) but they think they
know more than you (Hozan: yeah)because you
don't have the... (Nazya: yeah) And does that
mean for the next meeting Do you want to go to
the meeting or do you feel shy? For the next
parent council meeting?
speaks Kurdish
Ah told my husband Please you go because it was
very difficult for me Yeah yeah
That's very interesting actually One thing coming
out my my study is how your professional identity
and how actually when it comes to talking about a
topic which you know more about and (Hozan:
you can't explain) and you can't explain This is
much more difficult (Nazya: It is difficult) to talk
about something you don't know about and you
feel its more judgemental OK Thank you
interesting interesting ..
This last picture about English grammar
Ahhh yes
BBC Kurdish ....
grammar
Yeah its ....
Grammar
yeah tell me about experience ...
I like English grammar for me is easy In the class all
the student they say Grammar is very difficult for
me is different Is I like grammar I prefer study
grammar but my .. they can speak maybe better
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59:46.7 - 59:50.7
59:50.7 - 59:52.2
59:52.2 - 1:00:02.5

Iain
Nazya
Iain

1:00:02.5 - 1:00:04.7 Hr
1:00:04.6 - 1:00:05.8 Hozan
1:00:05.8 - 1:00:08.6 Iain
1:00:08.6 - 1:00:16.7 Nazya
1:00:16.7 - 1:00:17.8 Hozan
1:00:17.8 - 1:00:36.8 Nazya

1:00:36.8 - 1:00:39.6 Iain
1:00:39.6 - 1:00:52.5 Nazya

1:00:52.5 - 1:00:56.3 Iain
1:00:56.3 - 1:00:56.8 Hozan
1:00:56.8 - 1:00:59.4 Nazya
1:00:59.4 - 1:01:17.3 Hozan

1:01:17.3 - 1:01:37.5 Nazya

1:01:37.5 - 1:01:40.1 Iain
1:01:40.0 - 1:01:42.3 Nazya
1:01:42.3 - 1:01:46.5 Iain
1:01:46.5 - 1:01:48.3 Nazya
1:01:48.3 - 1:01:50.2 Hozan
1:01:50.2 - 1:02:12.3 Nazya

1:02:12.3 - 1:02:16.4 Hozan

than me .. vocabulary is better but for me... I like
grammar.
Ahuu ahuu and you find it easier?
easier
lets talk about your because you said earlier about
your teacher. Can I ask her again You weren't
happy with your teacher. Could you tell me more
about that again?
My teacher ...
speaks Kurdish
Because you told me before about and I didn't
have my
She is lose time Spend time for nothing and she is
not ...
And your class is mixed ..
My class is mixed mixed level Not good for ah She
sometimes she teach some and she leave another
For they speaking nothing yes and the time just
two hour
2 hours every week or 2 hours ..
2 hour every day Monday to just so 8 hour every
week But is not she spend time for nothing And is
mix the mix is not good.
yeah in the mix You are the top or the bottom or
the middle of the mix
top, she is
I'm top and they and eh
she's Its worse for her because she is top (Nazya:
yeah) and its the teacher spend a lot of time with
low level and she feel it’s easy for her and she feel
she doesn't improve her English
And she eh My teacher she eh speaks Kurdish
forgot everything She forgot after she say You are
which level And she ask the ...She forgot the level
She forgot sometime all ... I ..
So she doesn't know her students?
She sometimes she doesn't I don't know
Does she Do you think Does she know you? Does
she talk to you?
Yes She knows me very well yeah
And she like you actually ...
She like me yeah yeah she like me I'm I like her but
is not good for teach Nothing between me and her
She like me so much and she say you are good
student but em she she
yeah you talk about her method in teaching not ...
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1:02:16.4 - 1:02:20.1 Nazya
1:02:20.1 - 1:02:24.8 Iain
1:02:24.8 - 1:02:26.5
1:02:26.4 - 1:02:29.2
1:02:29.2 - 1:02:31.5
1:02:31.5 - 1:02:31.9
1:02:31.9 - 1:03:39.0

Nazya
Hozan
Nazya
Hozan
Nazya

1:03:39.0 - 1:03:41.4 Hozan
1:03:41.4 - 1:03:53.3 Nazya

1:03:53.3 - 1:03:55.1 Hozan
1:03:55.1 - 1:03:56.1 Iain
1:03:56.1 - 1:04:18.6 Nazya

1:04:18.6 - 1:04:29.8 Iain

1:04:29.8 - 1:04:39.6 Nazya
1:04:39.6 - 1:04:47.6 Iain
1:04:47.6 - 1:05:03.3 Nazya

1:05:03.3 - 1:05:04.1 Iain

yeah her teaching not about her ....self
Yeah yeah and so do you feel you are making
You've made progress in the class?
progress?
speaks Kurdish
sigh mmmm
a little bit I think
Little bit little bit because I think if another
teacher was better than this teacher But what I do
because this class near my home just I walk 7
minute to this class Is near my home just and they,
sorry, the teacher say Ask the people There is any
problem? I'm good? They say "yes, you are good."
and problem? No problem? where is the thing you
say If you ask me I'm good I say es you are good
What I do I say You are not good? No, you can't is
not polite and I don't know why here put the
notice in the.... like this like this paper and she see
the notice And if I put bad notice about her And
she see and she not .
You will put notice and you will get the paper for it
(smiling)
Why is not (see the feedback) I don't like this idea
Why here they? Notice another from .. like eh the
richyer....
head office or
yeah the feedback?
yeah they came and they can meet the student
without teacher and say there is any problem Like
secret or they meet one .. She like to ritual? you
know torituad? and she met me and she said good
or not good? Of course I say “You are very good”
(laugh)
Yes she's not learning from that and yeah And so
do you feel you learn more English outside the
classroom outside the classroom Talking to your
friends Talking to the ....
Yeah I prefer yeah I haven't time but I prefer ..
there is some friends
You say You said before you use YouTube and eh
So do you find that more useful? and BBC
I think yeah is better than class and I told my
husband maybe I work like volunteer in my eh
daughter's nursery I try to
Of course you said oh yeah
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1:05:04.0 - 1:05:10.6 Nazya
1:05:10.6 - 1:05:16.7 Iain
1:05:16.6 - 1:05:17.9 Hozan
1:05:17.8 - 1:05:21.7 Nazya

1:05:21.6 - 1:05:23.2 Iain
1:05:23.2 - 1:05:29.1 Nazya
1:05:29.1 - 1:05:32.5 Iain
1:05:32.5 - 1:05:36.9 Hozan
1:05:36.8 - 1:05:38.8 Iain
1:05:38.8 - 1:05:41.7 Hozan
1:05:41.7 - 1:05:50.6 Iain
1:05:50.6 - 1:05:53.7 Nazya
1:05:53.7 - 1:06:02.9 Iain

1:06:02.8 - 1:06:32.0 Nazya

1:06:32.0 - 1:06:51.9 Iain

1:06:52.4 - 1:06:55.6 Nazya
1:06:55.5 - 1:07:04.9 Iain
1:07:04.9 - 1:07:12.2 Nazya
1:07:12.2 - 1:07:15.3 Iain
1:07:15.2 - 1:07:38.2 Nazya

I try to give me some .. I think will be better than
English class.
What kind of volunteering at the nursery? So you
volunteered already or you are going to volunteer
No she would like to ..
I'd like to try volunteering that . to improve my
language and em yeah ...No to be in nursery like
to assist and teachers and
Would it be like language assistant or ....to be
to improve my language and em yeah
Volunteer like being a language assistant or just
volunteering with ..
No to be in nursery like to assist (Nazya: yeah) and
teachers (Nazya: yeah) and
yeah teaching assistant yeah (yeah)
And to be contact with kids and (Nazya: kids) and
well with your background and expertise they
would be very lucky to have you helping them
thank you so much Thank you
So and um how do you feel about learning English
in the future? Do you feel confident about ..
improving your English in the future?
I'm confident I will eh speak English very well I
know because just 2 years and half two and a half
years I arrived in Edinburgh And I know now my
English better than 2 year ago And next year will
be better than now. And I know I'm confident my
English will be very good.
Do you feel because I talked to you what nearly
two months ago now. Have you made - Do you
think it has changed a lot since then? English? Is
there anything you feel more confident about now
(Hozan translates) from February to April?
eh Yes of course
Yeah I think its improving all the time And
(daughter interrupts)
she miss her dad She's is Mum's girl but today is
Dad's girl...
today is Daddy's girl Daddy's has been away for a
while (all laugh)
Yeah and they say yesterday they brush tooth and
after they go to bed and they say How Daddy's
coming? Like magic I told them (laugh) They say
"Just close eyes" and Hana she say oh like magic
Abracadabra and Daddy will be here (all laugh) I
say "yes"
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1:07:38.2 - 1:08:04.8 Iain

1:08:04.8 - 1:08:09.9 Nazya
1:08:09.9 - 1:08:17.4 Iain
1:08:17.4 - 1:08:23.7 Hozan
1:08:23.7 - 1:08:57.6 Iain

1:08:57.5 - 1:09:02.0
1:09:02.0 - 1:09:04.5
1:09:04.5 - 1:09:07.9
1:09:07.9 - 1:09:10.1
1:09:10.1 - 1:09:46.4

Nazya
Iain
Nazya
Hozan
Iain

1:09:46.4 - 1:09:48.5 Nazya
1:09:48.5 - 1:11:14.7 Iain

1:11:14.7 - 1:11:49.5 Nazya

1:11:49.5 - 1:11:58.9 Hozan

I remember when I used to work in Glasgow so
every day I go away and my wife would sometimes
feel - she wouldn't feel sad but she's feel like all
day she is with the children, she is washing them,
she is feeding them she is cleaning them
everything else, I am away all day I come back
Ahhhhhh! Daddy! (all laugh) She's like "I'm here!"
"Where is the Ahhh Mummy?" (all laugh)
laugh yes Children!
But now still My son when he falls over hurt my
leg - Mummy! (all laugh)
change life yeah the life without them is nothing
yeah I like the image of life before children - you
on the motorbike (all laugh) in the countryside
and the freedom (all laugh) I think I look back at
some photographs of my wife and I before we had
children (Nazya: yeah) We wanted to ...All our
friends said After you get married wait 1 year
maybe nearly 2 years Don't have children Make
sure you wait some time Because children are
fantastic (Nazya: yeah) but you need to have that
time (Nazya: yeah as a couple together. (Nazya:
yeah For that yeah and
laugh you can't is difficult yeah
yes I know everything is ...
yeah its say Dad Mum where are you?
you steal the time
ahuu yeah yeah I'm going to a conference in Italy
is September ....very romantic place etc . It would
be the perfect place to go with my wife ...
Is children is take them or not
The children is would be difficult because it is a
beautiful place for a couple to go for holiday but
not for children ...OK OK let’s see ....talking about
holidays ....(general chat not relevant to research)
we had all the plans when we stay in [redacted]
The last was to visit his friends village Was very
nice When we .... in the road we visit my family
and his family between [redacted] and [redacted]
where my family live. On the road we see the
village from the fat we had Oh We had plan to
visit this village
And only I was think It was easy to visit any time
you like we can do it But we didn't do it
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1:11:58.9 - 1:12:18.4 Nazya

1:12:18.4 - 1:18:17.7 Iain

1:18:17.7 - 1:18:31.1 Iain

1:18:31.1 - 1:18:48.4 Hozan

1:18:48.4 - 1:19:10.0 Nazya

1:19:10.0 - 1:19:15.6
1:19:15.6 - 1:19:17.6
1:19:17.6 - 1:19:21.3
1:19:21.3 - 1:19:23.5

Iain
Nazya
Hozan
Nazya

1:19:23.5 - 1:19:48.1 Hozan

1:19:48.1 - 1:20:01.5 Nazya
1:20:01.5 - 1:22:46.1 Iain

1:22:46.1 - 1:23:06.6 Iain

1:23:06.6 - 1:23:54.6 Nazya

1:23:54.6 – 1:23:59.5 Iain

Over three year and we didn't visit And when we
came to here we say I'm afraid if this plans to visit
Spain or any place Like all the plans (all laugh)
yeah yeah like all the .... yeah What's the saying
"life is what happens when you are making other
plans" ....(personal chat- redacted)...
Do you think when Ronya and Hana grow up You
said you think they will be Scottish Do you think
they will be Will they describe themselves a
Scottish Kurdish or Scottish Syrian?
I don't .... You have to ask them (laugh) We can't
decide we can't they have to say this because I
don't how they will think about thereself
Maybe the in the future Syria change maybe
separate and depend on the Syria what will be in
the in the future I think
Because Ronya was not born in Syria ..will she ..
she never ....
She doesn't feel I think like Syrian
Do you think the government will recognise her as
being Syrian or not?
yeah her passport is the said in passport she born
in Syria because we couldn't say she born in
Turkey because they ask She has to come here
yeah and we said she born in [redacted] and
[redacted] to get valid passport.
because my father-in-law she has right to get
passport He get passport for her he yeah
We are applying for a British passport for my
daughter at the moment - because I wasn't born
here - discuss visa and passport issues.
before I switch off Is there anything else you want
to tell me And questions you want me to ask Any
other pictures you want to show.? Maybe you can
think of but you don't have About language ....
(Hozan: translates)
About the picture I haven't my picture because we
lost in house - the picture when I married .. I didn't
have it (Hozan: the wedding pictures) the Wedding
pictures .. There was a CD when I married we had
a celebrate And this celebration we haven't CD ....
because we lost it in the house
Well thank you very much
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Appendix 1.6.1

Zaki Interview 1

Date: March 2018
Location: Room in a university
Present: Zaki (participant), Iain Philip (researcher)
Timespan
0:00.0 - 0:02.1
0:02.1 - 0:04.0
0:04.0 - 0:13.1

Speaker Content

0:13.1 - 0:38.7

Zaki

0:38.7 - 0:42.1
0:42.1 - 0:50.2

Iain
Zaki

0:50.2 - 0:53.8
0:53.7 - 1:06.4

Iain
Zaki

1:06.4 - 1:12.6

Iain

1:12.6 - 1:44.9

Zaki

1:44.9 - 1:54.2

Iain

1:54.1 - 2:15.4

Zaki

2:15.4 - 2:17.1
2:17.0 - 2:23.7

Iain
Zaki

Iain
Zaki
Iain

Hello Hi Zak How are you?
Hi I'm very good How are you?
Very Well Thank you. So today I'd like to maybe start by
asking you as few questions OK? So tell me about
yourself?
Well Hi My name is Zaki I'm from Somalia. I am been in
Edinburgh 1 and half and now I'm currently I'm study
English ESOL so yeah I'm 19 years old so everything is
good. So what would you like to know me about?
Well tell me how are you enjoying your English classes?
Um Really I'm enjoy it I enjoy it a lot and I like to
improve my English skills. Yeah
What do you enjoy about your English class?
Like um Like listen yeah like listen because my listen is
better than my speaking also though I like to speak
yeah
And what activities do you do in the class that you
enjoy?
Um really speaking I like speaking yeah Sometime we
have a a group speaking and uh sometimes you know
we are international student We are we come from so
many countries Different culture so we used to talk
each other we asking question something like that the
weather the political everything can have it depends
the person I am sitting with them
So you have a nice variety of experiences (Zaki: yeah)
and Do you find it easy to use your English outside the
classroom?
No really because sometime is for me is very difficult to
understand the local people Specially the younger
generation because they do speak so fast and then
their accent is quite difficult for me
me too (laugh)
Yeah But the old people I understand 70 75% yeah
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2:23.7 - 2:26.1
2:26.1 - 2:30.2
2:30.2 - 2:32.6
2:32.6 - 3:16.6

Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki

3:16.8 - 3:23.0

Iain

3:23.0 - 3:53.9

Zaki

3:53.3 - 4:04.4

Iain

4:04.4 - 4:40.4

Zaki

4:40.4 - 4:42.6
4:42.6 - 5:00.3

Iain
Zaki

5:00.3 - 5:10.4

Iain

5:10.4 - 5:30.7

Zaki

And you said ..What was your job?
Job I am working the [redacted] factory
and do you use English a lot in your job?
Yes, yes that's why I start job. That's why my teacher
told me You should speak If you need to improve your
language you should speak should speak everyone and
I asking him how can I speak someone I wouldn't know
He said you should start job and then you wil get some
friend So that's why I start a job I'm not where I am
working now So many people they come from all of the
world specially they from Europe they speak different
language yeah so I speak with them and enjoy it
Do you find it easier with people who are not from
Scotland?
Yes, the people who not from Scotland when I spoke
with them I feel more comfortable because I do
understand what they say to me. And also they
understand me what I'm saying them because we are
similar how we speak. But the local people for me I feel
sometimes its like you don't speak any English .. yeah
laugh Do you feel when you are speaking with local
people that they are eh judging you?
I don't think so no no no no definitely but for me I am
shy person sometimes I say No Zak you might speak
wrong? English you might speak wrong way say yeah
sometimes I will speak with them but for me I prefer
the foreign people because the foreign people most of
them they would speak well? English yeah
So if you make a mistake it ....
yeah its OK cos that person she or he they feel me cos I
am my first language the English is not my first
language so I think they wouldn't judge me yeah
And can I ask about your again talking about your
classes. Was there anything you didn't enjoy in your
class. Didn't like?
I don't know really I enjoy for me everything about
study but but outside of we study maybe can happen
sometimes something I wouldn't into interest enjoy But
the study yes for me I like that
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5:30.7 - 5:42.1

Iain

5:42.1 - 6:23.6

Zaki

6:23.6 - 6:26.5
6:26.5 - 6:28.8
6:28.8 - 6:58.1

Zaki
Iain
Zaki

6:58.1 - 7:00.3
7:00.3 - 7:02.3
7:02.2 - 7:03.1
7:03.1 - 7:08.8
7:08.8 - 7:09.6
7:09.6 - 8:10.7

Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki

8:10.7 - 8:16.0

Iain

8:16.0 - 8:17.8
8:17.8 - 8:19.3
8:19.3 - 9:06.1

Zaki
Iain
Zaki

You said English helped you find the job, Do you find
there are many things you can do now that you could
not do before?
Exactly Yes Now I'm feeling more comfortable where I
was before because before 1 year ago I couldn't speak
any English I was feeling more more more shy For
example I'm last year I was at [redacted] my teacher
always he was trying to me to helping me but
sometimes I was shy with him Yeah but now I'm feeling
very very comfortable. Not too much but I do
understand if someone ask me
something yeah I do understand
And how about the future?
Future? Future yes I will like to I would like to improve
my language and for me I like to be achieve what I need
For me I like to study so maybe one year after one year
I would like to start course some course yeah
OK .. what would you like to study?
For me I like media
Media .. interesting
yeah media I like to media political or political media
OK why why do you like that?
Cos for me I am from Somalia last 10 years we have a
civil war but I think last 5 years is be better before so
my country will need some young generation like how
can I say we need some scholars You know when you
go to my country we don't have international media
Just local just only we have BBC and the BBC is BBC
Somali not BBC English yeah so We need some
international media Yeah yeah and for me I'm
interested for media Not only media I'm interested to
politics politician
politics as well interesting And what did you do before
you came to UK?
I was just in school
in school .....ahuu
In school yeah I also interested to football But not too
much Yes I like to watch football to play football but we
look the situation in your where you come from and
your home and should I think in your opinion you
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9:06.1 - 9:09.6

Iain

9:08.6 - 9:11.9
9:11.9 - 9:12.6
9:12.5 - 9:23.0

Zaki
Iain
Zaki

9:23.0 - 9:31.0

Iain

9:31.0 - 9:33.8
9:33.8 - 9:37.3
9:37.3 - 10:03.1

Zaki
Iain
Zaki

10:03.1 - 10:13.5 Iain

10:13.5 - 10:40.3 Zaki

10:40.3 - 10:46.5 Iain
10:46.4 - 11:11.7 Zaki

11:11.7 - 11:23.5 Iain

should forget the like the some activities like football I
think it is waste of time If you are professional yeah its
good for you If you got some chance like European or
some some another country yeah that would be great.
But we look the situation in East Africa or especially my
country we should I think you should go back to
school ..
and do something more to help the country .. and the
situation
exactly yeah
interesting Do you play football here?
yes but not too much but I play sometimes yeah Last
year yes I do but this year no I don't have time
So you said earlier you want to study here Do you
mean like go to university? Is this your plan?
yes yes I'd like to go to university
Do have .. which university do have an idea or?
This is eh my favourite uni I talking about the Scotland
But the outside I like to explore Cambridge something
like that yeah but if I talking about Scotland This is my
first unclear second one is going to be like do you know
Aberdeen University .. I hope so yeah yeah
OK excellent So tell me how .. you said you lived in
[redacted] How do you get on with your neighbours ..in
your ...the people ..
neighbour yeah um for me I'm not talk to my neighbour
because most of them are old people but my sister she
is better than me she speak with the the local people
the neighbours. But we respect them They are respect
us yeah
And have you found that by learning English you can
communicate with them better
That will be good that will be good but still it depends
to the people For me always I'm trying to get or to
know some good people to practice the
communication The English sometimes but for me in
myself I didn't depon I didn't get that person yeah
And do you manage How about do you go to like the
shops or to cafe or community centre Is there
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11:23.5 - 11:25.1
11:25.1 - 11:28.5
11:28.5 - 11:31.9
11:31.9 - 11:46.2

Zaki
Iain
Zaki
Iain

11:46.2 - 12:29.5 Zaki

12:29.5 - 12:31.9 Iain
12:31.8 - 12:37.0 Zaki
12:36.9 - 12:41.1 Iain
12:41.1 - 12:51.3 Zaki

12:51.3 - 12:55.7
12:55.7 - 12:57.3
12:57.3 - 12:58.5
12:58.5 - 14:05.9

Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki

14:05.9 - 14:07.5 Iain
14:07.5 - 14:08.2 Zaki

anywhere you can were you make friends or
communicate....
yeah yeah That would be fantastic
uhuuu but now is there anywhere you go now?
no no no
and um so um let me just check my list of
questions ......so how do you feel when you speak
English?
Really I feel .. uncomfortable ..
uncomfortable ..uncomfortable .. because I think the
English is when you live the English country the most
important is the language .. For example If you speak
the English you are strong You feel more comfortable
You can defence yourself you can you can buy
something But if you don't know the English like me
always you need translate You need someone you
should call someone to help you yeah but
you feel dependent on someone else
yeah yeah yeah that's why I need to independent yeah
and do you think you learn more English you become
more independent?
Yes Yes exactly that's what I believe That's what I
believe yeah and I hope so one day come to fluently
English yeah
And what languages can you speak?
we speak just Somali
Somali uhuuu
For me is Somali But Somalia we have we had colonised
in a two country in England or British is same Somalis
is ..Before is big country .. we had a colonised three
country France, England or whole UK and Italy (Iain:
uhuu) Italian .. so my part it was the Italy part but for us
can't speak Italian you know why? My eh ...the first
generation like mother like father they do speak Italian
but my older generation like my father something like
that they fight them Italian they say we don't need you
should go out out They wasn't to learn the Italian I
mean they learn Italian but they don’t teach us They
Ok co they don't like
they don't like
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14:08.2 - 14:09.8 Iain
14:09.8 - 14:26.9 Zaki

14:26.9 - 14:28.1 Iain
14:28.1 - 14:39.6 Zaki

14:39.6 - 14:40.1 Iain
14:40.1 - 15:43.6 Zaki

15:43.6 - 15:45.3
15:45.2 - 15:50.1
15:50.1 - 15:53.6
15:53.6 - 16:17.8

Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki

16:17.8 - 16:18.7 Iain
16:18.7 - 16:57.8 Zaki

16:57.8 - 16:59.6 Iain

like resistance
yeah and also other part is the British colonise It called
the now they need the independence that part is called
Somaliland but since they Somalis but now they need
independence
from Somalia
Somalia (Iain: OK) but still in the Somali the world the
knows one Somali but they need independence.
Another part is have you ever heard Djbouti?
yes
its a country Now they are a country but before we are
only one Somali They do speak French (Iain: French?)
yeah but for us like my generation or from the 1990 or
85 yeah we do speak only Somali but you can see some
people speak so many language because they when the
Civil war come they went out They went to Arab
country like whole of Europe If you go any country all
of the world because is you should meet some people
from Somalia Especially like Holland, Germany France
Norway all Scandinavia England as well Yeah they do
speak but most of them they speak Arabic Arabic
Arabic because we learn the school For me I can't
speak .. I understand a little bit but not too much
And you can't read or write Arabic?
I can read I can write but I can't understand ..
How do you feel about Arabic?
I think it is a good I think it is a good language Yeah Its a
good language .. but ... for me ... what I believe I like
my gener - my younger generation to adapt to learn
everything is first our language because
Somali?
yeah because we don't want it to lose our identity
where we from because you can see that em if you go
to England there are so many Somalis or US North
America you meet some people from Somalia like aged
30 34 they can't speak Somali. You know why they was
born in western country they didn't learn the language
If you asked them "You guys Where're you from?" they
say Just they say England or America yeah yeah ....
they've lost their roots..
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16:59.5 - 17:03.8 Zaki
17:03.8 - 17:07.1 Iain
17:07.1 - 17:39.5 Zaki

17:39.5 - 17:43.2 Iain
17:43.2 - 18:37.9 Zaki

18:37.8 - 18:41.3 Iain
18:41.8 - 18:50.2 Zaki

18:50.2 - 18:53.1 Iain
18:53.1 - 18:55.4 Zaki
18:55.4 - 19:00.5 Iain
19:00.5 - 19:02.7
19:02.6 - 19:04.2
19:04.2 - 19:05.8
19:05.8 - 19:40.3

Zaki
Iain
Zaki
Iain

They lost definitely they lost they lost yeah ...
But its important for you to keep it
yeah yeah (equivalence sound) for me I respect like For
me I'm not born here but if I see someone who born
here I respect where he born respect what he believe I
respect he where he for example if I ask you "where
you from?" you say to me "I'm from Scotland" or you're
from England but I respect for everything but I'm
talking about myself .. For me I like to keep Where I
from .. my identity yeah
What do you miss about Somalia?
Somalia really I miss everything everything because
you know it is not same we if you live the where you
born you row up and you go another country I think
you will be miss everything. You miss your friends some
of my family, Speak Somali Yeah I sometimes I can’t roll
I I keep to speak Somali because I need to improve my
English even when I'm home I was trying My sister she
has 5 children all of them they was born in Edinburgh
They speak fluently English and also Somali but the
English is better than the Somali.
And do you speak Somali with your niece and
nephews?
yeah For me I like to speak English because I need to
learn English for them they need to speak Somali they
want to speak Somali
So you are like their Somali teacher as well?
yeah yeah yeah ... ea yeah
Yeah I have the same My children are they speak
Chinese as well as English ..
Oh You do speak Chinese?
I speak some Chinese
No I mean your children.
Yes they do Well my daughter does My son is only 2 so
he's not speaking very much yet eh but he he his
English is going to be better, much better than his
Chinese....my daughter spent 2 years in Taiwan before
she came here so she was already speaking some
Chinese before she came here but my son was born
here so his Chinese not so good so but we're always
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19:40.3 - 19:45.0 Iain
19:45.0 - 19:48.3 Zaki
19:48.3 - 19:54.8 Iain
19:54.8 - 20:36.6 Zaki

20:36.6 - 20:38.9 Iain
20:38.9 - 22:21.2 Zaki

22:21.2 - 22:22.2 Iain
22:22.2 - 24:41.6 Zaki

trying to think about how to make sure they keep their
Chinese their identity as well.
UM I want to ask you one question about being
refugee ...
to be refugee (quizzical) OK
How do you feel when people call you refugee? Do you
introduce yourself as "refugee" or ....
For me ... ah .. the only reason .. you know For me
always I like to tell them what’s a refugee and why we
are refugee because for me in my I'm talking about my
opinion but sera? we are not choose to prive he? we
are not to not choose to be a refugee it happen it
makes happen But yeah sometimes you feel sad you
feel Let me tell you some insre? When I was in home I
don't I wasn't feel any race race ...
Racism
yeah yeah But when I come out not here but let me tell
you the way I come here I used I used to cross so many
country the journey I was start Do you know Iran? (Iain:
mmhm) Iran (Iain: Wow) Iran I came to Turkey then I
come to Greece From Greece to Hungaria I was I used
to journey with so many country but most of them was
Arab and some Asian like Pakistan or Indian So that
time it was only time I feel racist . I feel like I'm proud
to be Somali but when I was Somali this year we had
some problems but I was.. I wouldn't feel that too
much love my country but when I come outside yes I
feel I miss already I feel I miss my country but
sometimes I and that time I meet some racist like Arab
people because they say where you from Oh Somalia
They tell it my country some bad things yeah and ah
and that time we are small Somalis small Somalis yeah
small Somali And then I pass so many countries finally I
come to Hungaria Do you know Hungaria? Its Budapest
Hungary, Hungary yeah
Hungary yeah the Arab people they say Hungaria yeah
sorry Hungary Budapest but Budapest I was in camp
refugee camp and I was the only person from the
Somalia or Africa and other people they was Arab they
was Afghanistan Asian
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24:41.3 - 24:51.0 Iain
24:51.0 - 25:07.9 Zaki

25:07.9 - 25:10.1 Iain
25:10.1 - 25:27.3 Zaki

25:27.3 - 37:31.1 Iain

So I do remember the first day I came to camp
Everyone was shocking
I had that time I had Afro Big Hair Everyone was
shocked "Oh my God Look at this guy"
But another no one can speak any English And for me I
speak little just like "what's your name" "where you
from" something like that and I there I had so many
surprise
The Arab people they think everyone do speak Arabic
They speak to me Arabic and I can't speak Arabic,
everyone confused
And at that time I was feeling like yeah some racist
"Why is this yeah oh I search trying I need to go
somewhere to to find yeah I do remember sometimes I
go to city to look a room to get some black people but
there I do meet some people from Somalia and that
person gives me a hand
So the Hungarian government they say to me, " Man
you can't stay here. You are very young. You don't have
some family? So, do you have any family? We will pass
you".
I say "yes, I have sister, she is living in Edinburgh".
That's why the UK government They take me to here
And that's why the only reason I got to love my country
it’s that. But when I was home .. yeah we had problems
but I don't know was that racist? I don't know was that
um I didn't identi Because all I saw Somali all I see
Somali You don't know there yeah But at that time I
feel By the way I got some experience
yeah you have a lot So when you say at work and talk
to people there Do you tell people you are refugee or ?
No because they didn't ask em they wouldn't ask me
But for me I'm happy to be a refugee I am not like the
people "No I'm not ..." I'm refugee that’s But I'm not
chose to be a refugee ...
But you’re not embarrassed by it
yeah the refugee is not illegal Its legal So I am I am a
refugee and I am happy to be to follow my my future
yeah yeah ..
And um Ok well thank you now I'd like to show you my
pictures is that OK and while I'm telling you about
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37:31.1 - 37:38.6 Zaki
37:38.6 - 37:43.1 Iain
37:43.0 - 37:48.8 Zaki
37:48.8 - 42:51.0 Iain

my .... so those are my pictures ... I hope next time we
meet you will show me your pictures .
I will I will show you bit for me I have a problem about
that How can I make like this?
This is internet. Do you have internet at home?
Yes I do I do have .. I will try my best .. i will try
I mean one reason Why I like the using
pictures .........long discussion about the mechanics of
making picture.
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Appendix 1.6.2

Zaki Interview 2

Date: April 2018
Location: a Somali owned café in Edinburgh
Present: Zaki (participant), Iain Philip (researcher)
Timespan
0:00.0 - 0:05.4
0:05.4 - 0:21.6
0:19.2 - 0:20.2
0:20.2 - 0:51.7

0:21.6 - 0:24.8
0:24.8 - 1:08.2

1:03.6 - 1:20.9
1:06.9 - 1:26.1

1:22.6 - 1:25.5
1:25.5 - 1:26.6
1:26.6 - 1:27.9
1:27.9 - 1:30.4
1:30.4 - 1:34.6
1:34.6 - 2:18.8

Speaker Content
Iain
OK So OK let’s look at your pictures Wow you have
lots of pictures here!
Zaki
yeah a lot of pictures but I will start here this ...
Iain
OK
Zaki
this picture is our culture and and our culture and
now it’s very difficult to see that the big cities In
small village you can see outside in the country. This
is our traditional We with our legs took the dress like
this.
Iain
OK?
Zaki
I'll start with this picture is yeah alright is our culture
and now its very difficult to see that in big cities. but
In small village you can see out in the country This is
our traditional With our ladies took ... they dress like
this With the man dress like that (Iain: and what
what?) They are group dancing (Iain: OK group
dancing) yeah Cos you know If you see its called
they have the music dance you know the traditional
Iain
yeah the ceilidh?
Zaki
yeah (Iain: similar idea) yeah it is similar idea And its
very difficult to see this in big cities now or the or we
think the countries current phase But out in the
country or small village You can see this.
Iain
What’s the name of this dance?
Zaki
I will say Dhantoo
Iain
Nantooo? OK
Zaki
If you search YouTube you will see Dhantoo.
Iain
And when do people do this dance? On special
occasions?
Zaki
Special Not sometimes wedding sometimes the
festival Sometimes when coming back the few days
and not all perfectly All days but sometimes this
time is choir? the the wind coming back the
wedding the wheel You can see this small house
with the the eye Small house look like Look like this
(Iain: mud or wattle) yeah yeah So I think it is a
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2:24.1 - 2:26.5
2:26.4 - 2:33.2

Iain
Zaki

2:33.2 - 2:36.8
2:36.8 - 3:32.0

Iain
Zaki

3:32.0 - 3:33.4
3:32.9 - 3:48.0

Iain
Zaki

3:48.0 - 3:52.5

Iain

3:52.5 - 3:58.2

Zaki

3:58.2 - 3:59.0
3:59.0 - 4:04.8

Iain

4:04.8 - 4:06.0
4:05.9 - 4:38.4

Iain
Zaki

4:45.1 - 4:49.3
4:49.3 - 5:15.2

Iain
Zaki

weeding not the cities out the city yeah yeah the
you know nomadic people (Iain: nomadic people
ehuh) So we I
Can you do this dance?
Yeah I can try Yeah Yeah I can try but I'm not
practice I am not
Is there any story behind the dance?
yes This is story is long long story This is agricultural
Um You know I think every every people every
community every country always have their culture,
a Cultural music, so this is our culture and so for um
our country a hundred years our people most of
them was a nomadic yeah specially when except in
the big cities and this our culture this is our dance
yeah. And now I got this is This our culture As I told
you before Its a bit difficulty now last 20 years It’s
very difficult to see the cities but you can find
outside of the city especially small village outside of
the country. So look at this ..
What are these things?
this is a the things we eat the food but but be
careful we Now we are not using in the city (Iain:
OK) in the outside of the city or village yeah still they
use.
this is like cooking utensils (Zaki: and this I yeah) for
making making ...
for making this is you know tea or milk this is we use
like this I don't know what ...
for stirring?
yeah you can see We make it our hand all of them
before
made by hand yeah
sometimes made from the tiles .. the tiles? I don't
know what (Iain: uhu) I'm not the expert But these
are what we are use We made in Somalia yeah Not
the city now The nomadic people (Iain: in the
countryside) yeah they use as a ... like days? yeah
And now do they sell them to tourists?
yeah yeah totally Most of them they change the way
they live but some people I mean the south states
they like the culture because very very hard/high?
Especially where I am from the state yeah We are
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5:15.8 - 5:22.4

Iain

5:22.4 - 5:41.2

Zaki

5:41.2 - 5:43.2
5:43.2 - 5:49.6

Iain
Zaki

5:49.6 - 5:55.7
5:55.7 - 6:01.1

Iain
Zaki

6:00.8 - 6:05.7

Iain

6:05.7 - 6:14.7

Zaki

6:14.7 - 6:15.5
6:15.5 - 7:10.7

Iain
Zaki

7:10.5 - 7:12.5
7:12.5 - 7:53.1

Iain
Zaki

Now we are changing everything But still we are
keep the traditition I learnt it
When you cook food with this? Does it have a
different taste than when you cook with a more
modern thing?
I think yes We have not ... This we using for only milk
(Iain: OK) Only for the milk Not using the cook the
food We cook like same but this only making the
milk. We use with the Nomadic people We make like
cheese. You know how to make the cheese?
With the whey ... yes Some idea yeah
This is how you make you cheese When we making
the cheese because we make like this like ..
And this picture from a market, from a house or...
its from the Somali Museum (Iain: museum?) in
London
In London? (Zaki: yeah) OK so its showing you the
things that they use and .....
yeah yeah Its very difficult these days to get
somewhere in my country make some pictures
You must miss this.
Yeah yeah definitely definitely Especially my
generation We didn't use this It’s like Mother and
father Big generation but my generation definitely
we are lost everything everything. We used the
another culture?
Another thing for example My country's civil war is
coming in the 1993 So after from 1993 we lost
everything. Without win. If you see all of the people
they came out outside they will for this country to ..
form the European country or the western country
So totally they lose they lose them their country
yeah
But you keep yours....
Yeah Yeah For me born here from Somali original..
but still I'm keeping my identity where I from.
Although I use the twitter I I . I give what I know in
my country I meet in social media in Somalia the
young generation who born in Europe or America
and I told them what I believe Who am I what is
Somalia What we are or What we are now I told
them where they from. That's it. I tell them where
they from yeah
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7:53.1 - 7:54.5
7:54.5 - 8:04.2

Iain
Zaki

8:04.2 - 8:06.0
8:05.9 - 8:09.1
8:09.1 - 8:10.5
8:10.4 - 8:24.2

Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki

8:24.2 - 8:26.0
8:25.9 - 8:34.8

Iain
Zaki

8:34.8 - 8:36.2
8:36.2 - 8:53.5

Iain
Zaki

8:53.5 - 8:54.8
8:54.8 - 9:21.9

Iain
Zaki

9:21.9 - 9:23.5
9:23.5 - 9:41.3

Iain
Zaki

9:41.3 - 9:42.6
9:42.6 - 9:46.9
9:46.9 - 9:48.4
9:48.4 - 9:50.8
9:50.7 - 9:51.2
9:51.2 - 9:52.7
9:52.7 - 10:07.6

Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki
Iain

10:02.5 - 10:08.2

Zaki

10:08.0 - 10:10.9
10:10.9 - 10:15.3

Iain
Zaki

Interesting
And then this is some I've got a lot of pictures This is
this when we use the milk in the How can I say the
cow
the cow yeah milk the cow yeah
or the camel How can I say when we ...
milk milk
yeah we put in this yeah and we keep If you keep in
this one The milk never change one week. No need
the fridge.
OK stay fresh for a week wow
yeah its always gonna be fresh for a week But more
than a week this the colour been ...
yeah a bit dangerous yeah
yeah So this one we keep the milk Always we use
only milk Only milk yeah It call Khal If you google
And this we use only the camel and put here ..
Aha this is the bell
yeah we put here So every people or every city
every clan they yeah clan they use different like this
So someone if they use this one If I lost our camels
the someone hear it this one totally knows that
family has
OK so that camel belongs to the that family like this
yeah that clan that I mean that animal s from that
clans because how that sound For example this
family they use only maybe another they going to be
use three or four something like that yeah So this all
wish that ...
So what's it made from?
Its tear tears tears .....
tears?
yeah like this but no .. look like ...
wood? eh ...
all country ...
Tiles (Zaki: yeah) tiles (Zaki: yeah) OK Tiles yeah Oh
so baked yeah so ceramic tiles (Zaki: yeah) OK OK
fascinating
This the old some popular food we call it Anjella
Anjella
Anjella OK Oh it looks very tasty
Even I eat here My sister she make it ..
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10:15.3 - 10:17.8
10:17.8 - 10:19.1
10:19.1 - 10:19.8
10:19.8 - 10:45.0

Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki

10:45.0 - 10:46.7
10:46.6 - 11:16.2

Iain
Zaki

11:15.5 - 11:16.6
11:16.6 - 11:18.1
11:18.1 - 11:22.3
11:22.3 - 11:28.8

Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki

11:28.8 - 11:34.0

Iain

11:34.0 - 11:55.0

Zaki

11:55.7 - 12:09.0

Iain

12:09.0 - 12:10.4
12:10.4 - 12:30.3

Zaki
Iain

12:30.3 - 12:34.9
12:34.9 - 12:38.0
12:37.9 - 13:05.4

Zaki
Iain
Zaki

is it like bread or like pancake?
It’s a pancake yeah
pancake ahuuu
yeah its a pancake - can I talk to them - (Zaki chats
to people on next table) So this is a pancake
something like that this is a pancake calling Anjella
When do you eat this - do you eat this for breakfast?
In the morning for breakfast yeah If I do I think Not
every day but some days yeah And this is a camel
Also we make in a vase? With tiles (Iain : again) yeah
this it’s not the picture but they make it by hand and
that's our flag.
the Somali flag
yeah this is traditional ..
So these are for sale for like tourists or for ..
Yeah yeah if you went to the Museum National
Museum in London You can see them
You can see them there. So why is the camel so
important?
Because our country its very very important Its milk
milk is very good and um I think it is the good still
animal in our country. For us we prefer the camel
other than the other animals. yeah
I like camels because em they .. they only do what
you tell them to do because otherwise you hit them
with a stick. (laugh)
Exactly! laugh exactly!
Like the horse and the cow they do what you tell
them because inside their mind they are like slaves
in the mind OK? (Zaki: exactly) the camel is not.
Laugh The camel will do something OK? Because if
you don't, you hit it with a stick. Its the only reason.
So if you are not there, they will always do other
things. (Zaki: Ok that's true) So what I'm saying is
that they are independent - they're tough animals.
Definitely. This is ah our city
OK very beautiful.
Yeah yeah some Mogidishu? come coming to our
city . I never been here. I remember these
picture.(Iain: OK OK ahu) And eh This is .. now this is
not we don't have this one but before in the 80's
these hotel is was .. cars? hotel Call it Al Uruba
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13:05.4 - 13:07.3
13:07.3 - 13:37.6

Iain
Zaki

13:37.6 - 13:38.6
13:38.6 - 13:46.7

Iain
Zaki

13:46.7 - 13:48.2
13:48.2 - 14:00.9

Iain
Zaki

14:00.8 - 14:04.6

Iain

14:04.6 - 14:24.0

Zaki

14:24.0 - 14:31.4

Iain

14:31.4 - 14:41.8

Zaki

14:41.8 - 14:45.0
14:45.0 - 15:31.5

Iain
Zaki

15:31.5 - 15:34.8
15:34.7 - 15:59.1

Iain
Zaki

hotel (Iain: OK) yeah but now it may change the
(unintelligible)
So why did you choose a picture of a hotel?
Because it the whole history Yeah its the history.
The old thing its history and in this one in this
picture in the people 80s (Iain: OK) We use these
cars these .. so now is totally different and to be
honest I miss ... I never I never been this place but I
feel sorry sometimes because I never meet like this
This situation
All sell the car? ..yeah
yeah this old in the shop Is the 70s 70s but now
totally is different
Been destroyed by the war
Yeah everything is (unintelligible) now you can see
some some where is beautiful and for me to be
honest I am not happy I prefer the old cities of
the ....
yeah yeah the image of what is was in your mind is
much stronger than the reality ..
Yeah I never been and I never ...I wasn't born before
and still I wish to see my old generation My mother
my father How they life? How was my country? Just,
you know, I have the image the image is
yeah in your mind its part of who you are (Zaki:
exactly) And you said you had been to Mogadishu
before or?
Yeah I've been I've been I've been Totally its
different now - you see the picture sometimes you
feel .. it’s hard .. it’s .. we lost everything ...
What do you think in the future will it be better?
Yeah I'm sure I'm absolutely sure Absolutely change
Absolutely change I'm sure I know that One day
change is coming ..
And this is ah 90 I'm not sure it I think this is 66 or
70s or something we are like this situation but then
there can be .. some Arab people they come our
country They was trying to .. give us them cultures.
(Iain: they're culture?) yeah (Iain: by colonising you)
yeah yeah they mean like trazy? like that for ...
OK So this is the picture of the birds like ..
Yeah (Iain: so like) so this I'm this is official pizziro?
page So this was old days I mean the way the people
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15:59.1 - 16:00.8
16:00.8 - 16:01.8
16:01.8 - 16:05.2

Iain
Zaki
Iain

16:05.2 - 16:17.0

Zaki

16:17.0 - 16:17.1
16:19.0 - 16:59.2

Iain
Zaki

16:59.2 - 17:06.1

Iain

17:06.1 - 17:08.0

Zaki

17:08.0 - 17:10.1
17:10.1 - 18:15.9

Iain

18:15.9 - 18:20.1

Iain

make it before it was like that .. but now is totally
different because its this is the eh National Museum
(OK) in Mogadishu and now I don't know a half of
that (unintelligible)
the whole thing its been destroyed ...
yeah yeah and so
so the history of the country and been attacked this
way yeah
this is one is not Somalia The Museum (Iain (reading
text on picture): 1960 ahahu) yeah you see this on
how we live (OK? ) this is our our map
Ok a map of Somalia OK
this is just show and this state the old state It speak
two language they speak many language Somali
And also they have got special I mean how can I say
Do you know ... (Iain: dialect?) no you know like
Spain they have Catalonia (Iain: regional regional
language?) regional yeah its still the only one family
this family its. I can't understand I can't understand
totally anything (OK) I canne understand but they
understand speak Somali.
Yeah Yeah they understand. So where are you from?
(Zaki: Sorry?) So where are you from? (points to
map).
From here I'm from here I'm from here (points to
map).
OK further south (Zaki: here) the Jubba river?
yeah the Jubba river but this is the this is my capital
my my place But I'm not from here I'm from here
and this is big Somali From here to here but I only
been here to here I never been there I wish one day
I wish (Iain: one day you can go up there yah) And
also we have largest sea the Indian Ocean and the
sea that is ...Africa But maybe the people I don't
think .. especially the old generation Our generation
we know everything like each other we live the old
Somali the older relation they still they live the clan
or the everyone said our state is better than other
state We need our own state but we the young
people they need all Somalis yeah
So the older generation they are more about their
own like .....
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18:20.1 - 18:32.3

Zaki

18:28.6 - 19:09.0

Zaki

19:09.0 - 19:20.6

Iain

19:20.6 - 22:22.2

Zaki

yeah they If you see .. now its Somali is coming after
Civil war is coming states
they have federal federal (Iain: federal system yeah)
yeah
so Now from here to here is a state (OK) this family
they are a state from here to up there they are one
clan and from here to here
Now they need independence they call it Somaliland
the need independence they 20 years they may
need to become a new country Still nobody need to
come to new country but still they need to come to
new country.
So there is they keep breaking up into different parts
(Zaki: yeah different parts yeah) and if you ask
someone from here Will they say I'm from Somalia
or will they they say I am from Jubba?
You know the people from here If you ask them
"Where are you are from?" they will say "We are
from Somaliland" (Iain: Somaliland? OK) but not all
of them Some of them they believe ... especially the
young generation they believe all Somali and the old
generation Always they make the trouble and the
old people they make problems for the young
generation because they lose everything and they
never never saw that rules of the government and
we are now ...years I never knew the rules of the
Government No authority Do you know what I
mean? Yeah so that’s what we need especially the
younger generation.
This is ah the parliament building the federal
parliament building 1963 that how looks like now
its totally different I think is more beautiful now but
for me I prefer the older one because before it has
we were have the strong government although the
bad time our leader especially back in the 80s was
dictator
But at the same I prefer still we have that man
because we are we are all one
But when the coming down the dictator every family
said we need to see a country we need to be a new
country
And that's that's not so good our country we are all
one nation We are one country one one villager So
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22:22.2 - 22:24.5
22:24.5 - 22:42.5

Iain
Zaki

22:42.5 - 22:43.9
22:43.9 - 23:10.6

Iain

23:10.6 - 23:12.8
23:12.7 - 23:18.1

Iain
Zaki

23:18.1 - 23:21.7
23:21.7 - 23:25.6
23:25.6 - 23:27.9
23:27.9 - 23:33.0

Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki

23:32.9 - 23:34.5
23:34.5 - 23:36.5
23:36.4 - 23:38.5
23:38.5 - 23:56.1

Iain
Zaki
Zaki
Iain

23:56.1 - 24:20.9

Zaki

why? Why we are different? Yeah Yeah The that's
really the problem ..our howard?
Some more picture. This one is college this one is
seen a college out paca? This lady she she
independence You know this part colonise the
Italian The was two part the colonise the British and
this part is colonise the Italian So she is fighting the
colonise Italian She is famous we call her Xawa
Taako this is the the Tower of Xawa Taako
And who did she fight she was fighting or ....
No .. she told the people We are all where we are
from and who we are and still we need to fight the
other We need to fight our country Something like
that No she was
She was famous for her ideas ...
Idea and Also she was fighting not the gun but she
take something to throw you don't need them You
guys off our country We don't need this something
like She is famous She is famous We call her Xawa
Taako.
This is ah the beauty of This somewhere in Somalia
(Iain: yeah its beautiful) Yeah I miss this things really
yeah ...
Is this Juba area or a different area?
No no this is another where .. its far away from
where I'm from
Yeah but still its beautiful - about the
yeah and you see this man he's drinking the milk
drinking the milk from the cup yeah Ahuuuuu
Yeah over there you see and also this is where I'm
from
Oh very beautiful OK - very green
yeah
its a river here its a a ....
So you're from the countryside (Zaki:yeah) and now
you live in the city And now you live in Edinburgh
(Zaki: sorry?) Now you live in Edin (Zaki: exactly,
exactly) would you like to live in the countryside in
Scotland?
Yes, Yes Sometimes I compromise? where I'm from
my culture what I want why I was young What I was
doing yeah Sometime I went outside alone trust me
Sometimes I went alone I looked a train I remember
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24:20.9 - 24:26.2

Iain

24:26.2 - 25:02.8

Zaki

24:59.9 - 25:01.0

Iain

25:01.0 - 25:11.4

Zaki

25:11.4 - 25:13.3
25:13.3 - 25:24.8

Iain
Zaki

25:24.8 - 25:26.5
25:26.5 - 25:59.4

Iain
Zaki

25:59.4 - 26:03.9
26:03.9 - 26:39.3

Iain
Zaki

26:39.3 - 26:41.9
26:41.9 - 27:20.9

Iain
Zaki

27:20.9 - 27:26.3

Iain

where I'm from Everything where you come from
and something like that
Yeah So and then Would you like to live maybe in
Scotland in the countryside
I don't prefer to live outside the country but I prefer
my home not I if I live If I used to live the outside of
my country it will be in the city because the city you
can meet some special people But maybe Where I
come from someone from my country. If I live
outside the city its very difficult to get some
outward looking person, do you know what I mean?
yeah the countryside can be a bit small minded
sometimes.
Yeah but for me I going to back home I prefer this
place yeah I prefer this place Its a camel?
Oh Camels. Very good
Its a let me show you something You can see that
here Every family has some How can I say
different?
Yeah different yeah This family has you see If I see
this totally I know where this camel come from This
camel lost and I see nobody came I keep them I then
looking for some family from this (Iain: from this
one ) and I told them I say I hold this because you
know them they know them They will use the phone
or telephone and they know all family where they
live.
yeah they know the house
yeah every person that ... this is our money Not now
but before Now only we use only one we only use
one 1000 that’s it. But before we use coins and this
this is 5 5 (Iain: 500 yeah) 6 yeah everything Now we
are only use 1 (Iain: 1 thousand) yeah 1000 Don't
have much 1000 special thousand span? We don't
have better We don't have this one Before this how
we use our ....
And 1000 is how much pounds?
I don't know I think is I think is 15p Its very cheap
because I know if you get 100 100 dollars US I don't
know pounds Its going to be 10 millions of much My
country everything is very cheap yeah And oh sorry I
lose yeah yeah I lose
Ah OK this is the money yeah?
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27:23.0 - 27:40.5

Zaki

27:40.5 - 27:45.9
27:45.9 - 27:47.6
27:47.6 - 27:54.8
27:54.8 - 27:56.7
27:56.6 - 28:00.5
28:00.5 - 28:03.3
28:03.3 - 28:04.7
28:04.7 - 28:23.4

Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki

28:19.9 - 28:23.4
28:23.3 - 28:44.8

Iain
Zaki

28:44.7 - 29:15.7

Iain

29:15.7 - 29:23.1

Zaki

29:23.1 - 29:28.5

Iain

29:28.5 - 29:36.7

Zaki

29:36.7 - 29:39.9
29:39.9 - 29:49.7

Iain
Zaki

29:49.7 - 30:15.9

Iain

30:15.9 - 31:40.3

Zaki

Yes this is the ah mistup very fast (Iain: oh fantastic)
yes this meat (Iain: meat?) .. .. .. sorry
OK OK what do they call they the food What’s this?
Otka
Otka OK good Ok Hiya Hiya foul?
So breakfast?
Yeah and this this is and this is the bread?
yeah bread yeah we can it like chal
Do you eat it here as well?
Yeah yeah Not this one not all the day sometimes
My sister she make it maybe two months once yeah
But this one yeah every morning yeah I like it.
OK And you can't make it yourself? Laugh
No I can't I cannae Do you know why In my country
the boys they are not allowed to cook But when you
come outside you should cook But now I learn But
still I didn't learn how to make this. Its quite easy
yeah Quite easy. Yeah this and if you read .....
(reading text on picture) let’s see Ah Ok OH OK ..
"during the literacy campaign classes were held
either in the open air the barbe showed " This is
literacy classes for people a campaign (Zaki: yeah)
and this is what in the 1960's?
Yeah 60's 70's that’s why that’s why this date is I
never put like this.
OK and what language are they teaching here? Are
they teaching Somali?
I don't think so They teach maybe Italian?
(Iain:Italian) because it was an Italian Colonise.
OK And do people still speak Italian?
Not younger generation but people like my father
my mother they still do speak Italian.
I'm quite interested in their language politics of this.
I mean So you have Italian. You have Somali. You
have the other regional languages (yeah). And you
also have Arabic (Zaki: Arabic yeah). So when you
were young, what language did they teach in the
schools?
For me in my generation Arabic everyone learn
Arabic. Before before civil war came, in my part
Italian, the other part speak English. After civil was
came my part in north area because that part is
from where the capital city area I can show and from
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31:40.3 - 31:44.6

Iain

31:44.6 - 32:37.2

Zaki

32:37.2 - 32:38.3
32:38.6 - 33:14.8

Iain
Zaki

33:14.8 - 33:22.1
33:22.1 - 33:25.2
33:25.2 - 33:44.8

Iain
Zaki
Iain

33:44.8 - 33:51.3

Iain

the area Mogadishu always far away from my place I
think is 7 hour in car But my part we lost totally
OK ... So I learn .. that backin the Arab they not
come but some people they won't have culture They
got that culture the back home They sell that culture
they sell We we we should take this we should learn
this language .. in schools yeah we use this language
Arab language but I'm not good Arab language
because always my family very strong culture.
Uhuu so they want to keep the Somali (Zaki: yeah)
Somali culture strong
Yeah especially my mother always she very strong
she she’s asdadI? mean the not Arabic but maybe K
is you learn language its better to learn some
language they speak all people. Or you should learn
Although already you learn the language so she said
to me if you learn language you should learn maybe
its better you speak French or Italian or something
like that Like always, she blames Somali she blames
Somali. So that's why I still I miss to my these guys I
never get that chance to yeah
Yeah and if you read this one.
This is" national service teachers assistance work
with In national service teacher assistants working at
Somali national university 1973 under the socialist
government of the 70s all students who finished
secondary school were required to give 2 years
national service this took many forms from joining
the military working on cultural relief efforts
performing education tasks and joining wildly
popular literacy campaigns to educate nomadis in
the newly developed script" Ok (yeah) and this script
here This is Arabic? Or this is Somali?
This is Italian here Italian Arabic and Up Somali
OK Up Somali UpSomali the new one?
Somali No No this not Somalian Somali language
here Here the Italian because we colonise by Italian
This Arabic (OK) so yeah so al the people all the I
mean this generation they didn't speak Somali
Arabic or Italian (OK) do you know what I mean?
OK its says here it says here educated nomadis in
the newly developed script. (Zaki:yeah) So what was
this new script?
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33:51.2 - 33:53.9
33:53.9 - 33:58.0

Zaki
Iain

33:58.0 - 34:01.0
34:01.0 - 34:02.8
34:02.7 - 34:18.4

Zaki
Iain
Zaki

34:18.4 - 34:21.6
34:20.1 - 34:24.1
34:24.1 - 34:25.6
34:25.6 - 34:26.4
34:26.4 - 34:27.5
34:27.5 - 34:35.5

Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki

34:35.5 - 34:42.5

Iain

34:42.5 - 34:47.1

Zaki

34:47.0 - 35:38.5

Zaki

35:38.5 - 35:46.1

Iain

35:46.1 - 35:51.4
35:51.4 - 36:01.0

Zaki
Iain

36:01.0 - 36:01.8
36:01.8 - 36:08.0

Zaki
Iain

.. I didn't catch sorry ...
So it says "In the newly developed script" so way of
a new way of writing ..
Aye It was the Somali How to write Somali
OK So that was developed in the 70s?
Exactly Exactly because before we write like that like
Arabic the language is Somali but it wasn't the Latin
like this (Iain: great, OK) but after I think it was the
70s they make like the Latin ..
And they sent people out to teach the nomadi
exactly ... how to write yeah
And you can write this now?
Sorry?
You can write this script?
Yeah yeah cos the direction was quite now yeah
yeah
And so when if they have ... if you are driving on the
street and have the signs - what language do they
write them in?
Somali (Iain: Upsomali yeah)- UpSomali
Yeah Absolutely Somali
You know before the civil you have good good I
mean a good government although it was the
dictator dictator we know its not good but that man
keep our culture I know he is doing bad things but
he keep our culture and he said he don't believe the
outside of the country that we move from outside
the country Always he try to say You guys You from
here you should do everything you like. Don't
believe others You can do what others think So
leave this and you should keep you dadasd you
should keep your culture You have to know where
you're from Your identity Yeah yeah
.. .. They gave you a whole new script yeah thats
good
This is ah Read this see?
OK the first secretary London OK So its about again
the Somali ambassador to London
Yeah Its 80s, yeah
80s yeah uhu uhu OK so again it shows the nostaligic
time
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36:08.0 - 36:45.9

Zaki

36:45.9 - 36:52.7

Iain

36:52.7 - 37:04.3

Zaki

37:04.3 - 37:22.8

Iain

37:22.8 - 37:47.0

Zaki

37:47.0 - 37:51.7

Iain

37:51.7 - 39:07.9

Zaki

39:07.9 - 39:08.8

Iain

Yeah and this is nomad people the way they used for
example when we need to cold outside we don't
know how far sometimes we need to water so we
used this this is a this is here is water so this man he
go here he go to comma he goes way to village He
took the some water or some food something like
that and he use the camel as a car - you see
Uhu So they go there OK So again this is about your
identity as nomadic ..
Yeah yeah I believe I'm could be I proud to be yeah
I'm very proud to be belong here yeah
OK I wonder because we are now in some countries
I don't know about Somalia but some countries The
people in the city they look down on the people who
are like nomadic people. Is that the same you think?
No No in my country its much respected I think from
the nomad cos still they are key to our country
although they need educated need the scholars we
need the lawyers we need the doctors We need
everything as very we need some people who keep
our culture so yeah thats ..
Yes you had some pictures there of people going out
to educate the people who ....
Exactly I think everyone realises the scholars need to
educate the people I think every community and
also I think we need some some people who kept or
keep our identity (Iain: traditions) traditions and
culture of the country. yeah yeah exactly So that's
we respect everyone who follow the nomadic and
let me tell you something - the people from the
nomadic people they I mean the brain? if they come
the city and went to the school the learn very fast
everything because the the .. how can say the
brain? yeah what is that (Iain: the brain)?yeah is
fresh and they don't know anything they didn't do
the bad things you know they keep the culture the
same but when they come the outside they learn
the quick everything everything so (Iain: they suck it
up quickly?) so I am proud I am proud these people
(Iain:interesting?)
these people the professor (reading) the campus of
the Somali National University '84.
1984 yeah
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39:08.7 - 39:40.3

39:40.3 - 39:46.3
39:46.3 - 40:30.5

40:30.5 - 40:34.3
40:34.3 - 40:38.7
40:38.7 - 40:41.5
40:41.5 - 40:42.6
40:42.5 - 40:48.8
40:48.8 - 40:57.8
40:57.8 - 41:05.1
41:05.1 - 41:13.3
41:13.3 - 41:24.8

41:24.7 - 41:26.1
41:26.0 - 41:30.7
41:30.6 - 42:38.1

Zaki

I miss these things my country I mean how they
trace back to language or to I mean their own
mothers yes Now they make a big big hubub Hey I'm
a Muslim I am proud to be a Muslim I don't want to
lose my culture I don't want to lose my identity But
every nation has a culture yeah? Every nation has a
culture so I don't want to be lose
Iain
OK and you think the Arab Muslim culture is taking
come into Somalia?
Zaki Zaki Yeah yes yes If they are respect every people every
country every religion I don't want my nation is lost I
know we lost everything. And this is problem But I
don't want to lose my culture I think every I think
some people they lose the government and If you
lose the government and you lose your identity I
think maybe I will chose no government But if you
lose where you are from Thats that really I think it’s
too bad So that's why I like to to ..
Iain
Hold on to the identity there? Good yeah yeah.
Zaki
This lady she is famous if you read
Iain
(reading)Iman Mohammed Oh Iman!
Zaki
Do you know Iman? She's a model
Iain
Yes she's married married to eh David Bowie
(Zaki:yeah) yah formerly yes OK
Zaki
Yeah she is Iman so I think this is .. Aye It When she
went out yeah
Iain
OK and she married David Bowie one of my
favourite singers of all time so
Zaki
Yeah she is Somalian yeah and eh now I got this one
I think you saw this one before ...
Iain
Yeah right again its the idea of people from the
going out and teaching the script I notice the
national service national service
Zaki
Yeah this is national service. yeah
Iain
So what ... how do you feel about this the idea
people working with
Zaki
Its really good its really really good At the moment
I'm not an educated person but I used to I use the
social media? I look at my Somali people the expert
people like professionals scholars yeah sometimes
we we use each other what idea I we have so the
people from home outside my country yes of course
the went to school they they got opportunity Most
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42:38.1 - 42:38.8
42:38.8 - 42:44.0
42:43.9 - 42:45.7
42:45.7 - 43:52.0

Iain
Zaki
Iain
Zaki

43:52.0 - 43:56.1

Iain

43:56.0 - 45:05.9

Zaki

of them they are they are went to university but
some of them they cannae speak Somali so they
need someone who can translate people for
sometimes I know the English not good but I'm
trying to translate only what I know all what I know
but really that point is very good. To teach you
people the language and very very good spelling ...
the idea of of OK
Yeah its very very good yeah and this one oh sorry
And still do they have this programme now.
No No not because yeah now everyone he learn
everyone learn go if you are nomadic or whether
you in city everyone now (Iain: you don't need have
that) yeah yeah don't need them and until we are
here - sorry I can see this one- Somali universities?
(full universities?) ahu I see these on line . .. I ..
didn't ... I didn't expect opportunity I wasn't good at
the grammar - this chance but this mans they got by
chance and now the people who these people most
of them they are the people who making the
problem The people who make the people the
people who have the chance When they finish when
they finish the university the got scholarship to UK
Italia Russia most of them Italia Russia After that
these people most of them they are the people who
make now the the problem
the problem so they went abroad they came back
again
they came back they make the problem Of course
our .. the government do the bad they do the bad
thing they were dictator So when the dictator they
coming down the people they fighting to kill their ..
like civil war like families families become the Siad
Barre (Iain: sorry) Siad Barre he's the dictator (Iain:
OK ahu) So they from the two clan like two they
hated? two clan the former president clan and the
people from the different area (Iain: the different
clans OK) so make the fighting and so everyone
went outside So when they went outside So when
they went outside everyone tried to get the power
yeah everyone to get the power everyone family say
we need to get the leader and this and I mean this
chance We need we should have to we should lead
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45:05.9 - 45:11.1

Iain

45:11.0 - 45:15.1

Zaki

45:15.1 - 45:20.1

Iain

45:20.1 - 47:53.5

Zaki

the country But the younger generation still they
need to forget the clan (Iain: OK yeah) do you know
what I mean?
And now the younger they're tired of this conflict
and ...
Yeah yeha yeah definitely definitely defintely we are
really really tired ..
Do you think the sort of clan identity is still strong
or .. not so
Still Still still very very strong but young generation
not so strong For me if I met one younger
generation in this situation "ah yeah" totally he
come he came to me He said, "how are you" How
are you doing" How your house everything? Its not
necessary to ask each other, "which part you from?"
But now if some old man or old lady she came to to
you again very still and if she knows I'm Somali or if
he knows someone she going to be "which part are
you from?" yeah like that But my generation we
didn't ask If I born here or if I born here now We just
ask each other because we are younger generation
We aren't I mean we aren't pleas-ed? the war we
are sometime we talking about the football the
singer the music something like that but some
people .. yeah .. especially the people who
make/meet the problems yeah they think "why?"
we need change, what's going on?" So yeah But I
think the only problem now in what happening my
country is a big generation yeah the big generation
But we have got good people in big generation but
no-one need because the government they don't
need the good people Just the need the corrupt
Always they doing the corruption - they need
someone some people who follow them yeah We
got we have got I think I think is it two I think two
man is very very good and all the young generation
they love them (Yeah) yeah will not be will not be a
president because they old generation they don't
need with them because he is eh ..honest he is
serious He don't want to he don't want to eh to
make a corruption because he is a strain? So the
younger generation they need .. wherever you can
search the person Ahmed Somali He's better Yeah
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47:53.5 - 47:54.4
47:54.3 - 48:30.5

Iain
Zaki

48:30.5 - 48:32.7
48:32.7 - 48:46.8

Iain
Zaki

48:46.8 - 48:51.2

Iain

48:51.2 - 49:10.2

Zaki

49:10.2 - 49:21.8

Iain

49:21.8 - 49:44.1

Zaki

49:44.1 - 49:45.8

Iain

49:45.8 - 50:14.5

Zaki

50:14.5 - 50:17.2

Iain

50:17.1 - 50:29.4

Zaki

there are two brothers they are living in the US both
of them they are profession. One of them he's good.
the one the younger generation .. we believe them
really
What the name again?
Abdi Ismail Samatar I can show you here here He
wrote his book ..(showing phone) Sorry there he is
He's that man Africa's First Democracy He's African
first democracy He's from my country before before
the dictator So he wrote ... that man this is the only
one person we are looking him
Looking at him (Zaki: yeah) but he's in USA?
Yes In USA he's a professor He's called Ahmed Abdi
Ismail Samatar He's from Minneapolis so yeah
OK I'll look it up and try and find more about him
and you think in the future maybe he can ...
No, I don't think so 'cos you know the way we work
in hand now In my country in the government its No
one need But the younger generation yeah We need
this guy We need this guy We need this guy we need
this guy But I don't think this will be happen.
OK When If you meet someone from Somalia here is
Scotland and you asked "where are you from? What
do you say?
No. .. It not happen still I met I meet three or four
they wouldn't ask me because they know my sister
where she is from. Do you know what I mean? They
know before my sister and they know my sister
where is come from. You know what I mean?
So do you mean because they know the question
is .. ?
They know the question because they know my
sister where she is from but if I meet a young people
in my country they are proud of me when they
sault? me You know what I mean.. But old people
they know who am I they know where I am from So
(Iain: they won't ask) maybe they will ignore me I for
me I respect for everyone no matter which age
which country but ..yeah .. thats ....(resigned sigh)
OK so they don't ask because they already know the
answer
Already they know already they know Do you know
what I mean? But the generation they won't ask that
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50:29.4 - 50:32.1

Iain

50:32.1 - 51:25.5

Zaki

51:25.5 - 51:58.4

Iain

51:58.4 - 52:01.5
52:01.5 - 52:27.4

Zaki
Iain

52:27.4 - 52:32.8
52:32.8 - 52:33.2
52:33.2 - 52:38.8

Zaki
Iain
Zaki

52:38.8 - 53:25.1

Iain

much We have good young people who are
educated people
If someone asked you the question. How would you
feel?
I'm not ... If that person is the old person and I never
give him answer I just I'm from Somalia that's it I'm
Somalian So that its yeah But He knows he from the
way I speak where I'm from I mean the accent But I
didn't give him much time If you give him this
person the much time Totally he knows where you
from But you "Hi, how long you are, How you doing,
So ...Which part are you from?" I am Somali that its I
am Somali Even I'm not told which city I am from
Just he going to be guess I said I am from Somali If
you are enjoying me If you are give me attack? its
OK. So I trusting in my my culture something about
that yeah That's it But...
Can I ask you now more questions about .. because
we talk a lot about Somalia Somali culture and its
very interesting and also about the language and the
learning Somali language you coming but I'm
interested in asking more about learning English and
identity (Zaki: yeah) and how do you think ... when
you are learning English (Zaki: yeah) .. your Somali
history, your culture, your tradition, how does this
effect how you are learning English?
Sorry I didn't get ..
So all these questions we talk about identity very
interesting as well (Zaki: good, good) I'm also
interested in also language learning as well (Zaki:
ahu, ahu) - and so .. and and some of the pictures
you had (yeah) were very interesting about Somali
language and learning. How about learning English If
you had if you could find a picture about you
learning English. What would this picture show?
.. Sorry .. How ... Sorry .. my English so good ...
No that's OK
So you mean How do you see if you learn new
culture as English?
Yeah If you .. you learn English (Zaki: yeah) You said
earlier you thought English was easy to learn. OK?
(Zaki: yeah) If eh um I'm wondering if you have any
ideas about a picture that can show your English
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53:25.0 - 54:51.6

Zaki

54:51.6 - 55:02.4

Iain

55:02.4 - 56:30.6

Zaki

learning? Can you think of anything? ..So what do
you feel .. so ..ah ... from .. from when you come
here until now your English is much better (Zaki:
yeah) is there anything that you can do now that
you think (Zaki: yes) Ah now I can do this in English it
makes me feel very good. (Zaki: yes) Like what?
What?
Because as you know I study before when I came
here I didn't know anything about English all I know
the basic But now I feel much better for I got some ..
not good ..eh quite competent For me I like to
socialism I like to talk everyone Not everyone I mean
the good people educated people to communicate I
like to to give the idea you know what you live
where you from something like that you know you
look the world now these days its gone the world
crazy you see some politician I mean the .. I mean
the economic everything is change So for me yes Yes
I like to learn this language and I very interested in it
And I enjoy it because for example I like I learn this
language I think is the first language in the world I
can defend my culture my country you know what i
mean As a Somalian people in before We don't have
educated people so I think now we need a more
scholars We need ..
I remember you said last time we met you want to
go back to Somalia to teach and help the country in
this way (Zaki: yes, yes) Do you think English will
help you do this?
Definitely, definitely English will give me a hand you
know why I'm now if you looking at the world its
global the world has now have each or we have
some people who help our country write down they
from all over the world So we need some people
communicate these people they won't speak Somali
So we need some people who speak that another
language. I am not like I am not like to be my people
to be a religion but something I appreciate is this We
come outside we can live all over the world so now I
think we speak so many language my people so now
I've got some friends I learn in social media they
speak they live in German, France, Sweden
anywhere they speak and when we come same
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56:30.6 - 56:33.4
56:33.4 - 56:41.8

Iain
Zaki

56:41.8 - 56:49.1

Iain

56:49.0 - 56:56.2

Zaki

56:56.2 - 57:15.4

Iain

57:15.4 - 57:47.4

Zaki

57:47.4 - 57:51.3

Iain

57:51.3 - 57:55.1
57:55.1 - 58:04.2

Zaki
Iain

58:04.2 - 58:57.5

Zaki

table I think six people from one nation speak six
language and you should learn Somali language that
would be really good that will be helpful my country
yeah yeah So that's why I appreciate I mean this
country and ah ..
On social media can you write in Somali?
yes (Iain: it has the alphabet on Facebook) Yes our
alphabet is like this Latin ..
Latin alphabet (Zaki: yes Latin) OK you can use it OK
OK I was wondering about the font Some language
you cannot use on Facebook because
...exactly My language my alphabet it’s a Latin it’s a
Latin
OK interesting And Um .. and when you also talk
about how for you the traditions are very important
So when you are learing English Do you like to learn
about the traditions of other countries as well?
Yes yes yes For me I always I like the Socialism to
learn everything to every country to know You know
I think the more you learn another culture you more
you proud of where you from yeah for me I like
interested in history I like to learn every people all
over the world where they come from Yes I like to
learn I enjoy the that's interesting ...
yeah the more about other people the more we
learn about ourselves maybe?
That's definitely definitely definitely yeah yeah
And when you're working in the (Zaki: factory)
factory and you're are you using English all the time?
Not all the time Sometimes because the people I
work with Most of them they from Eastern Europe
so they speak they learn the people from Spanish
they talk they to Spanish the people Romania
Polish .. maybe i will find some people like me
Sometimes I found some people from Sudan
Eritrea/Nigeria? something like that
And also you can't speak much because it is very
difficult to hear the other people (Iain: a loud factory
yeah) For example if you are here and I am here you
be speak a loud so everybody every body no need to
speak aloud cos gonna be tired You know what I
mean
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58:57.5 - 59:07.0

Iain

59:07.0 - 59:11.4
59:11.4 - 59:11.5
59:11.6 - 59:24.9

Zaki
Iain
Zaki

59:24.9 - 1:00:44.9 Iain

Yeah it must be difficult yeah OK (Zaki: yeah, Yeah)
and you are still studying in where [ESOL provider]?
Yeah [ESOL Provider][place redacted]
How's that?
Yes its really good its interest its interest But I think
this country (phone rings) ...
phone conversation - sorry I have to go home.
Would it be possible you could send me an email
some pictures Do you use Whatsapp?
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Appendix 1.7.1

Ted and Ferah Interview 1

Interview Date: May 2018
Location: Ted and Ferah’s home
Present: Ted (participant), Ferah (participant), Iain Philip (researcher)
Timespan

Speaker Content

0:01.1 - 0:11.0
0:12.6 - 0:15.0
0:15.0 - 0:15.8
0:15.8 - 0:27.5

Ted &
Ferah
Ted
Iain
Ferah

0:27.5 - 0:29.1
0:29.0 - 0:31.7
0:31.7 - 0:38.4

Iain
Ferah
Iain

0:34.6 - 0:37.2
0:39.1 - 0:39.8
0:39.8 - 1:19.6

Ferah
Ferah
Iain

1:19.6 - 1:21.5
1:21.5 - 1:27.1

Ferah
Iain

1:27.1 - 1:27.7
1:27.7 - 1:30.2

Ted
Iain

Speak in Kurdish
She is a little bit ah
Shy?
No I told yeah Give us the question and next time we
can record eh? What do you think? Its better? We will
prepare a little bit
Ummm well I'll tell you what ...
What are your questions?
Yeah I'll tell you the questions because that is more of
the idea today is .....my questions I'm going to ask you
simply "Tell me about yourself"
I think its better yeah ...
Ah OK
so yeah and I can start by telling you about myself to
give you the kind of information (Ferah: oh yeah) and
then what I want to do is I want to show you my
pictures and tell you about myself so um this can give
you some idea so next interview you can bring some
pictures about yourself and we can talk about them
then ...um but also today I want to ask some general
questions about experience of learning language in
Scotland or in UK so about you know which what
activities you enjoyed learning what you didn't you
know what problems you had in the classes, what was
useful what was not useful
OK let’s start - easy questions (laugh)
easy questions and also maybe about if you have any
you know where you use English
OK
who you talk to where (Ferah: oh yeah) you talk to if
you have any problems you have any problems you
have any successes you have
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1:30.2 - 1:32.0
1:31.0 - 1:31.6
1:32.6 - 1:45.5

Ted
Ferah
Iain

1:44.6 - 2:13.2

Iain

2:13.2 - 2:31.1

Ted

2:30.9 - 2:31.7
2:31.7 - 3:07.4

Iain
Ted

3:07.4 - 3:08.7
3:08.7 - 3:59.6

Iain
Ferah

3:59.6 - 4:06.5

Iain

4:06.5 - 4:34.7

Ferah

4:34.7 - 5:14.7

Ted

shall we start
Yeah
Ok OK So my first question tell me about yourself. I'll
start: My name is Iain I am from Scotland kind of but I
grew up in many countries as I said before
Ah I am a teacher I am a student and I am a father and
husband I think these are my main identities and I'm
half way through my PhD now and yes I enjoy
travelling I enjoy going to different countries and um I
am trying I have been trying to learn Chinese for 5
years now but not very good so tell me about
yourselves...
OK.....I My name is Ted I am Kurdish from Syria and eh
I'm husband but I'm not father yet hopefully ...
Inshallah
eh soon eh and I enjoy watching football match I'm
Chelsea's fan I'm filmmaker and at the moment I'm
doing some photography course .. I feel my life now in
Scotland its quiet .... I'm happy here
Hmm right excellent
OK My name is Ferah I'm wife not mother yet eh I
study sociology for a year then I moved I moved to
Kurdistan I'm Kurdish from Syria as well And em .... our
chance we came to Edinburgh when we arrived here in
Edinburgh it was very difficult for us ehm Um I have
improved my English a lot .. I think I used to live here
in Edinburgh yeah
and um how do you find this .. do you like living in the
neighbourhood how is it?
Actually em our neighbour we didn't have chance to
talk with them just we say hello sometimes they don't
reply (laugh) but we say hello. But generally the area is
quiet, we are happy, we didn't find any problem here
And I can add something Ok When we when some
maybe local people they asked us they asked us where
are you from answer "Where do you live" We said in
this neighbourhood OK They said "Oh! Oh! its
horrible". We said "No". Why its horrible. I have been
here more than one year OK and I haven't seen
anything wrong. Its very quiet. So I don't know. I don't
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5:14.4 - 5:16.8

Iain

5:16.7 - 5:29.6

Ted

5:29.6 - 5:35.2

Ferah

5:35.2 - 5:43.2

Iain

5:43.2 - 6:30.6

Ted

6:28.3 - 6:30.6
6:30.6 - 7:07.5

Ferah
Ted

7:07.5 - 7:08.5
7:08.5 - 7:11.0
7:11.0 - 7:14.5
7:14.5 - 7:36.5

Iain
Ted
Iain
Ted

know why people how they judge that this area its bad
I don't know ..
No it seems nice (Ted: Yeah) you've got a park over
here ..
Yes Park is here Kurdish community centre is here
there is plaza's here many shopping centre here eh
Gym is near our house there is two bus come to this
area So yeah
Its really nice area (TE: convenience , its very
convenience) yeah just maybe the neighbours are not
friendly ...
Yeah Do you find You said your English has improved
Do you find you're improving your English has helped
you communicate with the neighbours or ...
Yes.,, Actually when we arrived So everything new
culture every New culture We came from different
country so we Don't know We don't know anythings
about the culture or the people here OK? So .. We
avoid to maybe to contact because we don't we don't
know how We don't know how it will be their respond
OK So maybe we just smile when we look at them
that's Ok So yes it was very difficult OK to you know
we know we don't know
Its still difficult (laugh)
Yes in our culture I don't In our culture Ok even you
don't know the people your neighbour OK but you say
hello you say good morning you say good evening If
you If you If you see them doing something you can
say "Do you need any help?" "Could I help you"? OK?
But here we don't know if its ok they will accept it OK
or they "Oh. Who's this guy?" Ok Maybe they your
people didn't use to other people ask them Do you
need help? So we don't know - different
its like the rules of the game
Exactly Exactly Exactly
Do you feel you know more now?
Yeah I think so (Ferah:yeah) yeah We are now more
comfortable (laugh) We've some ... our neighbour he
seem really friendly Its yes and sometimes he eh I will
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7:36.5 - 7:38.5
7:38.5 - 7:39.0
7:39.0 - 7:39.8
7:39.8 - 8:10.7

Iain
Ted
Iain
Ted

8:10.6 - 8:11.7
8:11.7 - 8:14.7
8:14.7 - 8:23.5

Iain
Ted
Iain

8:23.5 - 9:09.8

Ferah

9:09.8 - 9:12.8
9:12.8 - 10:03.9

Iain
Ferah

10:03.9 - 10:06.2 Iain
10:06.2 - 10:07.7 Ferah
10:07.7 - 10:18.9 Ted

tell you this story Months ago somebody eh broke my
ware ware warehouse? warehouse
garage?
it isn't garage
storeroom?
storeroom yeah its here between me and my .. OK? I
don't know who OK and I told my neighbour OK?
"Somebody broke my ..." OK? He say he said "is
anything missing" I said "no" OK? and weeks maybe
two weeks later he give me it’s like a new lock locker?
he's ... (Iain: A padlock?) yes maybe it will help for a
year
OK that's nice
yeah so it was very kind from him..
That's good .. And tell me about learning English in UK
in Edinburgh Uh Have you been studying?
(laugh) yeah .. it I'll tell you about my class. The first
class I went it was in the community. It was really
difficult because the level of the student was really low
and eh lower than than us ... because and our tut...As
you know every teacher has a method when he teach
eh He .. actually he doesn't to teach or to give the
information or the idea to the student So it was it
wasn't helpful ...
Mm Ok you say he didn't have method .....
yeah yeah to give us the information and we didn't
have book (OK) as just he gave us paper and just read
and we didn't understand what does the words mean
Explain it for us! We don't know and we didn't know
what he needs eh Then I told him that I will not stay
here Just transfer me to the college [ESOL Provider]
And the next semester um it was a little bit better
Then my tutor changed (Iain: yeah) Ah yeah It was
(laughing) really worse ...yeah
Oh no Why what was different?
its the same (laughing)
Because it (Ferah: yeah) was different because you use
when you used to eh a teacher and after one two
month they change (Ferah: yeah) for you OK Its
difficult (Ferah: yeah) because you used to
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10:18.9 - 10:21.7 Iain
10:21.6 - 10:44.4 Ferah

10:21.7 - 10:21.8 Ted
10:44.4 - 10:47.1 Iain

10:47.1 - 11:29.1 Ferah

11:29.0 - 11:31.6
11:31.6 - 11:34.7
11:33.7 - 11:36.0
11:36.0 - 12:48.1

Iain
Ted
Ferah
Ted

12:48.1 - 13:07.0 Iain

used to the way the teach it and everything
yeah ...And actually I didn't study because I didn't
know how to study everything .. everything it was new
for me .. but last semester my tutor is was very very
good (Iain: oh excellent) So I have improved my English
a lot.
yeah exactly
So what was different between the tutor you said this
one was very good this one was not so good why
What's different?
Ah yeah yeah For example in this semester I have 2
tutors em one of them speaks a lot (Ted speaks
Kurdish) speaks a lot about herself about her activity
That ... she is wasting our time. (Iain: right) We need
just to study yeah So and other no its better yeah she
doesn't speak about herself and her family that she
went to the eh restaurant that restaurant is good that
activity is good yeah
Mmm She focuses (Ferah: yeah) more on the activities
yes maybe yes Ferah is right and ...
He likes her! (laughing).
and this is maybe I disagree maybe (All laugh) I
disagree with Ferah because sometimes when your
tutor tell you or tells you about their story OK? they
want to know how to talk yourself I think not just
because they want to speak about theirself No Ok So
you show they show us How to OK because they
create story for us because they know we all in the
class we are not we are not the same level We all
maybe We came from different countries so some of
them they feel embarrassed they feel shy OK? to talk
about themselves OK? So our tutor when they tell us
about her story OK they try to break it to break this
board this this eh Yes this embarrassing board Just to
feel confidence OK?
I'm interested in what you said about you didn't know
what the teacher needed from you - So its like he's
doing it but he's not telling you why. (Ferah: mhmm)
So you think you would study better if the teacher
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13:07.0 - 14:47.1 Ted

14:47.1 - 14:57.3 Ferah

14:57.3 - 15:24.2 Ted

15:24.2 - 15:27.1 Ferah
15:25.1 - 15:49.7 Ted

15:49.7 - 15:53.6 Iain
15:53.6 - 15:54.6 Ted
15:54.6 - 15:55.7 Ferah

explained the method the reason why doing these
things
ye ....eh ... In my experience In the class we have as I
told you different student OK from different country
So some of them they are free It doesn't matter for
them to write homework to Write maybe every class
they are ready to write a paragraph OK? But for
another Ok who working OK its difficult so when tutor
said we have a homework for next week some I'd say
all No We don't have the time So I think that tutor he
they are very careful for these OK to give homework
for example to treat in the same way to the all stu ...
student yeah you maybe understand what I mean (I:
yeah do you think) So so they choose a different topic
Sometime they chose a topic not from your book We
have a book says they different topic useful maybe
more useful more helpful they use these topic in your
normal life and it’s not your book So I think they make
a like a balance between student and balance between
what the book contains and the other contains Ok So
it’s a little bit maybe difficult for them as well ...
Ted! They can tell us that speak about us in different
way Speak Speak with your partner or write about
some activity ...
because when you said but when you said.. sorry .. you
said this tutor its better His method is better than
other (Ferah: mmmm) OK maybe this one give you a
more .. for example for me writing it’s a good way to
improve your language (Ferah: yeah) when you write
because you still remember OK if you write every week
2 paragraph (Ferah: yeah) of course you will make a
progress OK
I didn't have problem with homework ..
but student but student student don't like to write
paragraph every week so student and tutor its maybe
not their duty to make a pressure on the student nev
you have to write No they can't they will not do that
We are not in the primary school OK? its a college
Do you think your teacher listens to you?
Of course
yes
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15:55.6 - 16:04.4
16:04.4 - 16:04.9
16:04.8 - 16:04.9
16:05.4 - 16:06.2
16:06.2 - 16:07.1
16:07.1 - 16:08.5
16:08.5 - 16:09.6
16:09.6 - 16:51.1

Ferah
Ted
Iain
Ferah
Ted
Ferah
Ted

16:51.1 - 16:52.1 Iain
16:52.4 - 16:53.3 Ted
16:53.2 - 16:53.8 Iain
16:53.7 - 17:01.8 Ted
17:01.8 - 17:05.3
17:05.3 - 17:07.7
17:07.7 - 17:09.5
17:09.4 - 17:10.9
17:10.9 - 17:13.0
17:13.0 - 17:13.6
17:13.6 - 17:16.1
17:16.1 - 17:19.0
17:19.0 - 17:20.6
17:20.5 - 17:20.9
17:20.9 - 17:27.5
17:27.8 - 17:44.2

Iain
Ted
Ferah
Ferah
Iain
Ted
Ferah
Ted
Iain
Ferah
Ted
Iain

17:44.2 - 18:27.2 Ferah

of course all of them (Ferah:yeah) maybe they are very
very .. easy going
yeah
easy going?
easy going yeah
yeah
OK you said for example
flexible
I'm if you say I'm tired I can't OK so could we for
example we need every in each class could you just
give us 10 new vocabularies if it’s for they will they
said if it’s helpful why not, if its useful why not.
Sometime we ask them eh I think they answer for all
our questions OK It doesn't matter (Ferah: yeah) for
example last time I have a paragraph so I don't have a
time to ask my tutor so I went to my my eh (Ferah: first
tutor) my yes former?
former tutor?
former tutor yes
yes very good
my former tutor and I gave him my .. paragraph and
she she corrected for me
and which class are you in now you said is it National 5
I'm national 5 in the community yes
And Ferah?
Upper intermediate
Upper intermediate fantastic very good
heh
its better than (laugh) ...
yes she is better than me (all laugh)
yeah I see you have lots of vocabulary ..
his English - oh you didn't see! ...(all laughing)
you didn't see the other room! (all laugh)
no this is good vocabulary very nice ....and can I ask eh
so how useful do you find the things you learn in class?
Can you use the things you learn in class outside the
classroom ..
Sometimes ... actually it doesn't mmm .. eh contain?
everything in the book but sometimes we ask our tutor
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18:27.1 - 18:27.5 Iain
18:27.5 - 19:30.8 Ted

19:30.8 - 19:34.2 Ferah
19:34.2 - 19:42.7 Iain
19:42.7 - 19:49.7 Ferah
19:49.7 - 19:53.5 Iain
19:53.5 - 19:54.8 Ferah
19:54.8 - 20:06.3 Ted
20:06.3 - 20:06.9 Iain
20:06.9 - 21:53.7 Ted

that tell us let we speak about a subject that we need
For example when we go eh to the GP and we had a
problem just tell us some vocabulary. Last semester I
told my tutor that I have to go the doctor just give me
some vocabulary to help me. She help me yeah ...
OK that nice
yeah sometime yes in my last semester as well eh our
tutor gave us everyday maybe hundreds not hundred
tens paper to its maybe its most useful helpful (Ferah:
important) eh vocabulary (Ferah: yeah) Ok that you
need it in your normal life OK and and the same times
he gave us some difficult OK because we are going to
the higher level so he sometimes challenge us He
challenge us to how is our preparation for the next
level OK? So yes sometime yeah they give us what we
need. They know Actually they know what we need.
Actually they are helpful yeah all teachers
How about work How do you find Do you find - you say
you work as a film maker (Ted: Yeah) and you ..
I work as a volunteer teacher assistant in [redacted]
primary school
OK fantastic (Ferah: yeah) and do you find the English
is helping you with this?
Yes A lot ...
But we still it more ..yes sometimes I still feel
eh....frighten? fear? something
Shy?
Shy OK to ask to ask what I need OK and I still say I
need more to apply Because as you know its more
than 2 years between when I graduated and in my
travel to here my resettlement here in this country so I
need some practice courses to just re re back or
restore or return or my OK experience OK all my what I
study it But I still more to go the college because when
you apply in the class it’s not English call you teacher
won't explain what he said it’s a course OK so when
you are in the class OK so maybe you will be like any
Scottish student your tutor will speak fast maybe OK
when we maybe he will explain for you but because
the time its very limited just two hours so maybe he
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21:54.4 - 22:11.2 Ferah

22:11.2 - 22:57.6 Ted

22:57.5 - 23:00.3 Iain
23:00.3 - 23:15.4 Ted

23:15.4 - 23:29.5 Iain

23:29.5 - 23:33.0
23:32.9 - 23:33.4
23:33.4 - 23:37.8
23:37.8 - 23:39.9
23:39.9 - 23:51.3

Ted
Ferah
Ted
Ferah
Ted

23:51.3 - 23:54.3
23:54.2 - 23:54.6
23:54.8 - 23:55.5
23:55.4 - 24:11.3

Iain
Ferah
Ted
Iain

will not have the time to explain every word for you so
we still need more We I think we don't feel confident
to go the college or university because when I read I
can understand everything but when I listen OK I see I
still "what he said" I don't know why
that's because we translate it from sometimes from
Kurdish or Arabic to English or English to our language
its difficult to understand everything but when we
write grammar reading we are very good
sometimes we we borrow book from the library Ok
intermediate book and its easy for us OK? but I can't
say a story OK like in the same level I can't say story
Why I don't know OK So I can read maybe Upper
intermediate book and its easy for me, to understand
maybe I will just maybe one two three four new words
but it doesn't matter I will understand the topic but
when we come to speak or to listen or when we listen
oh its difficult. I don't know why.
mmmm maybe the Scottish accent?
No I don't know why even its not Scottish its English as
well OK. So our writing reading listening speaking it’s
not the same its different ..
I think that's normal most people have somethings
they are better at some things they are worse at I
noticed you have the walls the pictures on the walls
with words. Is there anything else you do outside the
classroom which you find very useful for learning
English?
Yes Watching films watching film
In English
and that’s why yeah that’s why we have eh ..
Netflix
yes We have Netflix just to watch films with subtitle
it’s like a challenge but (laugh) yes to watch the film
and that's good for listening as well
yes
exactly
that good um so I want to ask Did you have Have you
had any experiences where you want to do something
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24:11.3 - 24:14.1 Ferah
24:14.1 - 24:15.7 Iain
24:15.7 - 24:35.8 Ferah

24:35.8 - 24:40.2 Ted
24:40.2 - 24:43.9 Iain
24:43.9 - 24:54.0 Ferah
24:54.0 - 26:10.7 Ted

26:10.7 - 26:19.6 Iain

26:19.6 - 27:34.0 Ted

but you couldn't because of the language barrier?
language problem.
I have a lot of experience (laugh)
Can you tell can you give me examples maybe?
I worked as an accountant for I think two years and
here its different programme here yeah different
system and I was teaching in nursery school ...
actually I I have .. sorry ....
and so you want to be an accountant again is that right
or ...
Oh actually I don't know (laugh) I have many many
choice here so I don't know what I'm going to do
Actually I have here since I arrived many of Scottish
friend OK .. they .. offered me a chance to know some
film-makers here, photographers here to get to I don't
know to work with them I don't know So I said "No I'm
sorry I can't do it." That's happen with me OK. ..
because I say "How I will understand Ok ... So I said ..
No maybe I don't know if I .. I regret at the moment I
don't know said "why I didn't accept that time" or why
no it was better for me. So I don't know but actually I
had I had two at least three four chance to work with
or to meet OK but I said no I don't
Do you think you're more worried about your English
when speaking to other film-makers than you are
speaking to other people in general
Yes of course to other people maybe it’s easier to to to
eh give them what you need OK for example OK
sometimes I .. my sister told me "come with me to the
GP" so I do all my best OK maybe with body language
sometimes I Ok or I don't know but it’s.. you can they
will understand what you need. But when you speak
with a professional person OK you have to give them
exactly what you need OK because I think body
language will not help you (all laugh) because yeah and
maybe they don't have the time Ok because they need
one person they's language is very good to say what
they need eh maybe they will ask you to write
something OK short story synopsis or .. so I think it’s
difficult if you speak or if you talk in a specific topic ..
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27:34.2 - 27:57.0 Iain

27:57.0 - 28:38.5 Ted

28:38.5 - 28:38.9 Iain
28:39.2 - 29:13.1 Ted

29:13.1 - 29:22.6 Iain

29:22.5 - 29:24.5 Ferah
29:24.5 - 29:30.4 Iain
29:30.4 - 30:42.8 Ferah

30:42.8 - 30:51.5 Iain
30:51.5 - 30:54.2 Ferah
30:54.2 - 31:02.4 IAin

topic ... also one thing I'm interested in is because you
maybe because you are a film maker and your identity
is film-maker when you talk to other film makers if
your English is not good this makes them think you’re
not a good film-maker? Is this?
yes and yes and some eh film maker when you if you
have any idea OK and you want to share this idea with
others or work together for example OK you offer
them an idea so if it’s my language it’s not perfect OK
it will it will make my idea ... I don't .. its weak weak it’s
not strong ...
OK yeah persuasive yeah
because in filming or drama for example or play they
depend that yes the writing OK and the picture as well
the image the the merge of these two things give ..
give the story so if one of them is weak it will not work
OK so that's ......
yeah interesting ... Can I ask you about working as a
teaching assistant? Are you working with Kurdish
speaking children? Arabic speaking children?
Arabic and Kurdish
Arabic and Kurdish OK and how does ... tell me about
this ...How does this make you ....eh
Sometimes with primary 2 I am I enjoy it This one
because I listen and I share the teacher the
information and she helps me a lot, sometimes eh
some words are difficult for me I don't know and
sometimes when she speaks I catch something and I
ask her what do you mean by it like "sofa" I didn't
know what this means sofa when she speak sofa I told
her that she explained for me eh primary 5 and 6 I help
them with math story reading story and new
vocabulary I help them with their dictations
sometime ..it depends what the teacher needs .. needs
to teach them..
And is your job just to translate or are you also
supporting their language...
No, supporting their language ..yeah ...
So your helping them because sometimes I think they
think the idea is that English you know the children
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31:02.4 - 31:19.2 Ted

31:19.2 - 31:19.9
31:19.9 - 31:21.6
31:21.6 - 31:23.0
31:23.0 - 31:23.6
31:23.6 - 31:24.7
31:24.7 - 31:59.9

Ferah
Ted
Ferah
Ted
Ferah
Ted

31:59.9 - 32:01.4 Iain
32:01.4 - 32:23.6 Ted

32:23.6 - 32:24.5 Iain
32:24.5 - 32:38.7 Ferah

32:38.6 - 33:43.2 Iain

most learn English very well (Ferah: oh no) (Ted:Yes)
and so your job is to help them learn English but eh
yes and yeah and here and here is actually there is
another interesting point that our We have a two
nieces P2 and P3?
P4
P4?
P4 or 5
P4
yeah I think so
yeah and they speak English fluently maybe OK they
perfect Scottish accent sometimes they help us OK
they correct for us (Ferah: yeah) when we pronounce a
word OK wrong word OK they say "No Uncle it’s not ..
you have to say that" OK? so .. for me yes I don't feel
angry
My daughter does the same for me in Chinese (all
laugh)
So I don't feel any embarrass so for me it’s OK its it to
my niece but I think for them sometimes they feel us
"How is it My uncle How I will correct for him?" OK? So
yes we actually we get help from this ...
from them (Ted: Yes, exactly)
student, in general, students learn more than adults
they learn quicker than adults yeah their English is very
good
One thing I wonder ..my daughter is half Chinese or
half Taiwanese and she speaks Chinese and English
and in her nursery a Chinese girl used to come woman
she was a student and I said to her one day you know
"Are you speaking to my daughter in Chinese in class?"
and she said No, no- because for her she thought her
job was to translate to help the children who didn't
English very well to learn English better (Ferah: No!
laugh) ) and I was saying I want you to be there to
speak Chinese to my daughter so she knows it is OK to
speak Chinese in the classroom So she feels proud of
speaking Chinese (laugh) So I was wondering in you
role as a teaching assistant in this How cos I know that
your language is very important to your identity
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33:43.2 - 34:24.2 Ferah

34:24.2 - 34:28.5 Iain
34:28.5 - 34:31.9 Ferah
34:30.8 - 34:33.8 Iain
34:32.2 - 34:34.1 Ferah
34:34.1 - 37:56.7 Ted

(Ferah: yeah) so I was wondering how that affects how
you work in the classroom?
I ... actually .. when I went first class and second class I
was translating for them but No then they told me that
they want your help and I help them They told me Are
you good at Math, reading, writing paragraph Last
time I help them write paragraph yeah and I help them
a lot. No not just translating ... but sometimes I speak
with them Arabic and Kurdish .. sometime.. if they
need
if they need it? How is important is your language to
your identity?
Oh its very important ...
I know .. its a very big question (all laugh) take the big
questions ..
its very important...
Actually Sometimes we want to explain but we are
trying to find a good word (Ferah: yeah) but we ... so
sometimes my our Scottish friend when they ask us
something like this any questions relate to our identity
OK? our past in Syria I said, "OK this question I will
answer maybe after two years When my English
became very ..because you have to say ... what you
feel exactly what you feel (Ferah: we can't ..)
sometimes sometimes our language it’s not helpful so
(Ferah: yeah) So I think it will effect to my feeling
maybe it will I will eh give them maybe .. not exactly
how much I have a painful in the past so I say No I will
not answer OK about my past because I have a lot to
tell you OK to know my how our life was in the past
Maybe after one years two years I will ask you this
question if we still be a friend. (laugh) So its very very
important for us to to As I told you We are Kurdish..
no ..people know jus they Ok we are from Syria We are
Arab yes Yes we're from Syria and our education was
in Arabic so my Arabic its perfect writing reading
listening every ... maybe my writings ..its better than
Kurdish because in Kurdish it was forbidden to write in
Kurdish in Syria It was forbidden So all our education in
Arabic Was in Arabic So yes I speak Arabic Understand
arabic I live in Syria but I'm Kurdish ok they said Just
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37:56.7 - 38:03.9 Ferah:
38:03.9 - 38:05.2
38:05.2 - 38:06.8
38:06.8 - 38:09.2
38:09.2 - 38:10.1
38:10.1 - 38:12.0
38:11.9 - 38:17.9
38:12.4 - 38:15.4
38:15.4 - 38:18.2
38:18.2 - 38:19.6
38:19.6 - 38:22.3

Iain
Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Ted
Iain
Ted
Ferah

38:22.3 - 38:23.4 Ted
38:23.4 - 38:24.6 Iain
38:24.6 - 43:06.3 Ted

could you tell me what the difference? That's .....Oh ...
We need maybe we need we need maybe hours to
explain this He asked me at first we are refugees and
we are Syrian and we are Kurdish and now we are part
maybe Scottish but actually in Syria we were Refugees,
in Syria because in Syria I have no any identity
documents Yes that's problem that issues back to the
dates to the 1963 OK? In that there was a .. eh I will try
to find .. (Ferah: what?) kurdish... [searches on phone
for vocabulary]..
what is to account the number of people in the
country? what?
population?
population?
or Census? Census
Census?
Yeah Census I think Census
Census
Census How to spell it?
CENSUS
CEN?
We can't explain deeply - that is our problem!
(laughing)
C E N ...
SUS
S U S .. exactly yes (Ferah: yes) there was a census OK
and in according to that census some of Kurdish
people I think maybe [redacted] know better than me
between more than 200,000 of Kurdish they didn't
give any identity card so we just get a red a red paper
that we just live in paper that we are not Syrian OK
(Iain:wow) It was a political OK? In the Kurdish area
so ... I still ....actually it it hurt me OK? because we
face we faced a lot of problem by this red card OK? So
we have no right to register anythings house, cars, any
property (Ferah: work) properties OK and we can't
travel so .. I had a a story that happen with me in the
college in the University I was studying computer
engineering OK? and one of my colleagues my friends
at college we were very close Ok? we're like a group
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43:06.3 - 43:08.7 Iain
43:08.7 - 44:31.0 Ted

we had a group OK we had a group OK So one day they
ask me OK Ted ... I don't .. I don't How they asked me
about my nationality identity I said No I don't have
Syrians Card they said, "How? You are Syrian." Said
"Yes I'm Syrian but I don't have... you go and ask your
government." And after that said So what you have? I
show her my Red thing Believe me after that She didn't
talk to me (Iain: wow) Yes because maybe she felt
afraid Who you are Not Syrian So my brother as well
said applied for a job and they had they both have a
qualification, experience OK but the interview when
they ask them any proof, documents they said no, we
can't accept you because you don't have the Syrian
identity card. So it was a big problem for us OK that
you live in a country In the same time you are not that
country's citizen .. so maybe it was a fault in the past
and I born I was born in 1984 OK so it was not my fault
what happened in 1963 so ...(Iain: and yet you have )
and we had to leave our area in the North east of Syria
to the Damascus. to the Damascus Why? It was very
difficult the life there OK I .. like any Syrians people I
depend on myself I worked hard Me and my brother
My sister we work more that believe me more than 16
hour a day 16 hour a day. For what? just for 3 maybe
may be £300 a month So when I remember all this
painful past and my language it’s not good to reach
this ...(Iain: express it) ..yeah to the people who ask me
this questions I say maybe I will feel guilty about my
past because I should give you what I feel
you don't feel you're doing it justice
its maybe like a film when you read a story OK maybe
it’s OK sometime but when you see a film sometimes
when you see a film about the same story OK you see
it "Oh Oh it’s really painful its very.. brilliant film its
good film Oh what's happened" OK? So sometime you
need image you need a video Sometimes you need a
good expression a good language so these questions
difficult for us .. that's one question about my identity
How if I said, "I'm Syrian refugee" This one this
question also needs Ok (Iain: another question) Why?
Some people ask us "Why?" "Why this war last 7 years
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44:31.0 - 44:39.7 Iain

44:39.6 - 45:02.7 Ted

45:02.7 - 45:37.8 Iain

45:37.8 - 45:38.6 Ferah
45:38.6 - 56:47.5

53:38.9 - 53:42.9 Iain
53:42.9 - 53:44.6 Ted
53:44.6 - 53:47.0 Iain
53:47.0 - 53:51.0 Ted
53:51.0 – 53:51.9 Ferah
1:01:30.3 1:01:38.6
1:01:38.6 1:01:40.9
1:01:40.9 1:03:02.1

Iain
Ferah
Ted

in your country?" It’s not easy to answer for this
question I have to at first analyse the Syrian's
community for them because its very close and it’s
relate to Why this war last for 7 years. Difficult
question.
Very difficult Thank thank you that’s a very interesting
answer Thank you for doing that its I'm sorry if I
mention anything that makes or made you feel ...
no its Ok Sometimes I want to maybe. You don't know
what happened in Syria OK? And other people OK So
when they ask me .. it doesn't matter for me to answer
but important For me it’s more important to explain
perfectly what happened with me
Well one thing I want to do next time one reason why I
want us to bring pictures because I think pictures can
sometimes they say a picture can me one thousand
words and that's why I think sometimes if you can
show a picture it can (Ferah: pictures!) –
we left all our pictures ...
The following section in which Iain shows his pictures is
not transcribed until the last few lines to segue into the
final discussion
I didn't like this book
Why?
because the way of teaching is very old fashioned. Its
very much about translation..
it the same as Ferah’s first class (Ferah laughs).
exactly! -- Iain speaks about his pictures
one more question is about - How do you feel about
being called refugee?
mmmm
that's a reality. We can't change it. (Ferah: Yeah) Ok
but it wasn't our choice. it was .. maybe other's choice
OK So we have to accept it even if we even we don't
like it OK? Because I think no one like to be a refugees.
OK Maybe everyone like to live in their country OK but
as I told you we were refugees between 2011 OK
because of my situation as told you explained for
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1:03:02.1 1:03:04.0
1:03:04.0 1:03:19.7
1:03:19.7 1:03:21.7
1:03:21.7 1:03:22.7
1:03:22.7 1:03:25.1
1:03:25.1 1:05:35.7

Ferah
Ted

you .so I have I will tell you this story .. When we
bought our TV .. OK? we have a very really very very
kind good brilliant person it’s our friend OK and she
came with us to the TV shop and I will not forget - she
came to us ...
yeah and asked us ...

Ferah

and as she asked us Is possible for you it’s OK to tell
the shops .. the owner that you are from Syria?
just to make the price down for us

Ted

maybe give us a discount

Ferah

yeah the price down (laugh)

Ted

So she was very very sensitive in this because maybe
we will not accept that So I think at first She' the first
person that she respect OK? maybe she don't want ..
She doesn't want to hurt you OK? to say OK they are
Syrian refugees Can you give them a discount? No, she
asked us. OK maybe we will not agree Say no you can't
say that. So actually we said no doesn't matter
because we are Syrian refugees We can't change the
reality OK? And they give us a good discount OK? So
yes sometimes .. for us it’s OK to say that but
sometimes in some situations or in some places we
don't like maybe because the people will look at you
when we say misunderstand OK this not everyone not
everyone like I don't mean our people your people OK
no everyone like this word maybe because we can't
say "No you all have to like refugees" No we can't say
that Its freedom here Some people don't like some
people like So for us it depend who ask you. OK So Yes
I'm really because on my identity card residency card
biometric card UK wrote that I'm refugee OK so I can't
say that And in the college they know I'm a refugee
When I apply for job they know I'm refugee ... for
everything for this - they know. I can't say No. OK? So I
don't I don't want to mention that Why I will say I'm
refugee. OK I'm live here as any people its normal life
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1:05:35.7 1:05:47.2
1:05:47.2 1:05:53.8

Iain
Iain

OK. I'm studying I'm working I'm living OK just a
normal life OK ..
OK well thank thank thank you very much
And thank you for the coffee as well - it really brings
me back. ...
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Appendix 1.7.2

Ted and Ferah Interview 2

Date: May 2018
Location: Ferah and Ted’s Home
Present: Ted (participant), Ferah (participant), Iain Philip (researcher)
Timespan

Speaker Content

0:00.7 - 0:51.5

Iain

0:51.5 - 0:53.0
0:53.0 - 1:00.5
1:00.5 - 1:01.0
1:01.0 - 1:06.4

Ted
Iain
Ted
Iain

1:06.4 - 1:07.7
1:07.7 - 1:22.0

Ted
Iain

1:21.9 - 1:24.2
1:24.2 - 1:33.1

Ted
Iain

1:33.0 - 1:43.4

Ted

1:43.3 - 2:02.8

Iain

2:02.8 - 2:06.4

Ted

2:06.4 - 2:12.9
2:12.9 - 2:21.3

Iain
Ted

Let me get the thing for you. I'll need you to sign it
again I'm afraid. Its the same as before. ...yep .... that
one there... this one that's right. Sorry yeah ..yeah
same as before ... yeah I have a pen here (Ted: Do
you have ..) get one working is helpful ... this one ...
the small one .. this one working Mmmh ..
Today is the first of .....?
Of May .. May Day ...
Labour Day
Labour Day Yeah ahu ahu Yeah I think last night was
the Beltane Festival
bel?
Beltane? It’s like ah a festival they have in Scotland a
very old festival from before the Christian time the
pagan festival to Welcome the Festival and they Light
a fire
Where was it?
I think normally is was on Calton Hill. In Edinburgh I've
never been there but it’s quite good I've never been
there but ....
Actually this week Last 5 6 days the weather its
unbelievable I can't believe I'm in Edinburgh
Yeah Especially last weekend because last weekend
because on the Saturday morning the weather was
terrible (Ted: yes, yes) it raining and all that And we
thought oh no back to this again and then by 2 o’clock
it was like Whaat? Oh! I was working all week. So
thank you so much for for seeing me again. Do you
want to start with the pictures?
As you like No No it doesn't matter No if you have any
questions ask me before
OK Um yeah OK How's the How are things going?
Yes I'm I think it’s everything its going ah as as what I
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2:21.3 – 2:31.1
2:31.1 - 3:25.3

Iain
Ted

3:25.3 - 3:32.2

Iain

3:32.2 - 4:02.3

Ted

4:02.3 - 4:06.9

Iain

4:06.9 - 4:07.5
4:07.5 - 4:13.3
4:13.3 - 4:14.6
4:14.6 - 4:17.7

Ted
Iain
Ted
Iain

4:17.7 - 4:21.0
4:20.9 - 4:23.9
4:23.9 - 4:45.1

Ted
Iain
Ted

4:45.1 - 4:57.4

Iain

4:57.4 - 6:09.7

Ted

want and I'm eh I'm a bit satisfied about about
everything
And how's the English coming?
I think .. I don't I don't feel any any improvement, any
progress in my English. Why, I don't know. Sometimes
I face difficulties in understanding eh specially eh who
speaking very fast. So I can't .. I don't know how to
how to how to find a solution to this problem.
You said last time you said that your reading was very
good but your listening was something you had to ...
Yes, yes Actually yesterday I started with I started
with going to the [ESOL Provider] there is a reading
book session for 2 hours
So it was my first day and I find it very useful I thinks I
will be make progress OK so we will see
Maybe you should come on Tuesday evenings We
have the advanced class - come along
Where is it?
The [redacted] They have advanced class
And you teach there?
Every two weeks - I share the class with another
woman
Ah yeah Just send me the Every Tuesday?
Tuesday yeah 5:30 to 7:30
Ahhh Eh Unfortunately on Tuesday I have a class an
English class at [ESOL provider] Yes 6:30 to 8:30 But
can come just for one hour if you give me permission
to leave a bit early yes
Yes So and How about When you say you haven't
noticed much difference. Have you Are you making
progress in the class? Do you have like exams and
levels?
Yes It 23rd of May I have the final exam and by this
exam or I will I will I have to decide what level to go
up to. Of course according to my results marks OK So
now at the moment I started to study Very har. ... a
little bit hard OK reading writing yeah Ah Listening
more OK to the film music sometimes eh in BBC
learning English there is a very useful programme its
called 6 minute English Its very useful So just when I
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6:11.5 - 6:19.4

Iain

6:19.4 - 7:30.9

Ted

7:30.9 - 7:32.6
7:32.6 - 8:05.1

Iain
Ted

8:05.1 - 8:07.8
8:07.8 - 8:14.7

Iain
Ted

8:14.7 - 8:18.5

Iain

8:18.4 - 9:36.4

Ted

when I got When I get on the bus I just put my
headphone OK and listen to the same same subject or
episode for maybe 3, 4, 5 times yeah
And how So you said after the exams what level what
was it?
Yes actually my plan is I will apply for something close
to my study or relate to my study filming photography
OK
But at the same times because I still need more
English I If I If I can OK?
I will apply for a course evening course English course
so it maybe it will be advanced English or Upper
Intermediate or Higher English I don't know
As I told you its up to my results yeah (OK) but I have
to because actually I made a mistake because I
stopped going to the Sighthill to my English course
I just keep my the previous one Just 2 hours in the
[redacted] So I feel a bit sad I'm a bit away from the
English
Why did you stop going to the [place redacted] one?
Because I applied for a for a photography course but
unfortunately it clashed with my English one OK? So I
can't stop with my English because I started last
October last yes October OK? So I think its not fair
OK? After three four months started this stopped that
one leave it OK? and start the new one So I just leave
this one
OK It wasn't because the teaching was different or ...
No but Not because that but because the same time
yeah
When you studied the photography course Are you
studying in English or studying in ..
Yes of course in English and I think in my predictive?
Or my point of view I think eh If I study a specific
subject as a college I will make a college more than
study just English because when you study English
you covered all subjects All subjects
but when you study for example photography or eh
computing or eh nursery or eh any OK (Iain: any topic
OK) you because you have a limited field OK? You the
same words the same vocabulary will repeat and yes
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9:36.3 - 9:39.4

Iain

9:39.4 - 9:41.2
9:41.2 - 9:49.2

Ted
Iain

9:49.2 - 10:33.2

Ted

10:33.2 - 10:33.7
10:33.6 - 10:35.0
10:35.0 - 10:38.3
10:38.3 - 10:40.9
10:40.9 - 10:42.7
10:42.7 - 10:44.4

Iain
Ted
Iain
Ted
Iain
Ted

10:44.4 - 10:55.0 Iain
10:54.9 - 11:04.9 Ted

11:04.9 - 11:07.2
11:07.2 - 11:07.9
11:07.9 - 11:08.7
11:08.7 - 11:10.4
11:10.4 - 11:12.0
11:12.0 - 11:15.9
11:15.9 - 11:25.7

Iain
Ted
Iain
Ted
Iain
Ted
Iain

so you will be very confident You will feel more
confident when you speak about your job about your
study Ok or to get a job as well OK? For example if ..
when .. let’s say if you are working as a barber So you
don't need to talk about the computing you have just
the few words of vocabulary that relate to the ..laugh
Also is it because this is what you're interested in?
This is what you enjoy?
Yes exactly yeah yeah
So you are more motivated You're more .. you want
to learn more about it and its more useful in your
everyday life? As well
Yes And now I have as I told you I have a exam next
month So I have to look at the old topics to chose my
words my words which I am going to use it
Because I don't know in my writing I'm going to talk
about what so I have to cover everything Sport
Economic Politics the photography filming cinema So
but if I study photography I know at the end of my
course I will speak about the photography So I think I
will do
so it easier to ...
yeah exactly
And what's the exam you are doing? Is it the eh ...
Its Reading Writing
Is it is there a level like like ...
National 5
National 5 ones national 5s yeah OK So good luck If
you want any help let me know I'll see if I can do ..
Thank you but I hope I think I will come next Tuesday
or today or you have today or next week todays
Tuesday
Today is Tuesday yeah yeah
You say ..
next week I'm teaching yeah
This (Iain: yeah)...today?
I teach today at night
Yes I will yes I will come
If you have time yes It will be very nice to see you Its
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11:25.7 - 11:28.5 Ted
11:28.4 - 11:37.1 Iain

11:37.1 - 11:41.8 Ted
11:41.8 - 11:49.7 Iain

11:49.6 - 11:53.5 Ted
11:53.5 - 12:25.3 Iain

12:25.2 - 12:38.5 Ted
12:38.5 - 12:44.8 Iain
12:44.8 - 13:44.5 Ted

13:44.5 - 13:52.6 Iain
13:52.6 - 16:23.3 Ted

normally from half past five to half past seven we
normally break at half past six so your very welcome.
We're [redacted]
Yes 5s floor 6th floor?
We just the first floor first floor - its a nice group of
people there as well lots of people from different
countries
And how what about they're level?
It’s an advanced class but the people are there from
intermediate upto advanced so there is quite a mix of
level who go to every class em
And do you give them homework or some ...
No (both laugh) Every week we just talk about
different topics and chose a topic and we don't have a
lot of .. we don't do much grammar we focus
Sometime vocabulary topics but normally I haven’t
chosen a topic yet I have to say but normally we
choose I mean Last time I did about job ad we talked
about different jobs and the advantages of some jobs
and and problems of some jobs and you know which
job would you like to do
And actually, jobs was our one of our main subjects
this in my current class course
Do you feel your course is .. does it prepare you well
for using English outside the classroom?
eh .. Yes, yes .. because I I think not this course All
course which I did and now as well The tutor he's he is
very I can say open? OK. So he listen he listen to the
student what they need OK? Sometimes we talk
about for example maybe one question will take ten
15 minutes so and I have sometimes questions OK?
How? If I face this problem OK? Here how I can
manage it Ok? And he's very useful OK he give me
advised to explain OK don't use this word ....
And but its interesting You said you said you didn't
feel you'd made much progress in the last ..
Yes Its just my yes because I have been here around
two years OK So two years living in English OK in
country that their language is English so I think I .. I
should be more confident when I speak English OK?
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16:23.3 - 16:26.1 Iain
16:26.1 - 16:57.2 Ted

16:57.2 - 17:09.2 Iain

17:09.2 - 17:21.4 Ted

17:21.4 - 17:30.0 Iain
17:30.0 - 17:42.4 Ted

Sometimes and if I have any appointment Doctor eh
Dentist I feel Oh How I will go How I will understand
Actually I don't I never ever ask for interpreter since I
arrive here OK? But because I think I can manage
everything OK? I It’s not Its not I think it’s not very
complicated OK to understand OK? because he
speaks English and I I think I understand English but
we Who is speaking with me I should be OK or have to
be more or has to be more patient OK but sometimes
they don't have a time Like what happened me with
me at the hospital the Doctor at my .. I hope I am
wrong ..(Iain: what happened) I think she was she
wasn't patient OK? And eh .. ..medical terms I think
it’s complicated I think its very difficult for local
people here to understand it but .. he just he she
didn't give me .. a second to understand OK? She said
Do you know what is it? I said "No, excuse"
She said "OK, next time you need an interpreter."
And our next appointment actually the interpreter
didn't anything stu, she didn't do anything different
OK? So I said .. but I don't know why she was .. I think
she was nervous I I hope I'm wrong about her
Maybe she was having a bad day maybe or ...
maybe yeah (laugh) I don't know I don't ....because
sorry .. You are a teacher? English teacher? that's
right? (Iain: ahu yeah) And you can judge now if I can
manage to go in my appointment without interpreter
or I can't You can manage it (Iain: yes I think so) .. I
know .. (laugh) ..It was really bad ...
Yeah but there is always word that you need
explanation for and its possible that maybe she didn't
take the time to explain to you where she might take
the time to explain someone else So She's almost ....
Actually since I arrive in this country I think it was .... a
It was the only day I face something like that .. yeah
so
So what happened? So you .. and Did you have to go
back to see her or did you ..
Actually I No She because she was just for a
diagnosis? (Iain: diagnosis OK yeah) yeah so the
second one is different
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17:42.4 – 17:56.6 Iain

17:56.6 - 18:18.1 Ted

18:18.1 - 18:20.7 Iain
18:20.7 - 18:41.1 Ted

18:41.1 - 18:44.3 Iain
18:44.3 - 19:17.8 Ted

19:17.8 - 19:19.7 Iain
19:19.7 - 19:22.5 Ted
19:22.5 - 19:40.6 Iain

19:40.6 - 19:46.0 Ted
19:46.0 - 19:48.6
19:48.6 - 19:48.9
19:48.9 - 19:49.6
19:49.6 - 19:52.0
19:52.0 - 19:53.0
19:52.9 - 20:10.5

Iain
Ted
Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Ted &
Ferah
20:10.5 - 20:19.6 Iain

Was different yeah. When she was telling you this ..
How did you know she wanted you to do something
Maybe you had to go and get medicine or do
something So how did you find out Did you ever find
out what she was telling you?
No she just because yeah I I OK I have that I have my
mobile but OK I just translate if there is any different
words OK? But as I told you I can manage everything I
understood I understood what she ask for So OK ..
So just the one word that she couldn't
No maybe not honestly not one word It was th the ..
the topic was very difficult OK? because like it was
about eh... homone pron or something like this OK?
So its difficult names difficult OK
yeah very complex vocabulary
yeah And and she was I think she was in a rush she
just want to finish OK we are here I am waiting for
this appointment more than two months OK? You
have to be patient o give me my time OK? (Laugh)
And eh Ah .. (laugh) I'm sure she is not Scottish (laugh
laugh)
She wasn't Scottish?
Laughing I'm sorry Iain
No No its fine I mean sometime that can be an issue
maybe English wasn't uh maybe she didn't feel
confident explaining it too you Um What I wanted to
know is And what was the result of this meeting? Did
she tell you take some medicine or?
No No she just No No she just give us She just gave us
another appointment that's all
OK you had to wait another few months
Yes yes
Hi Iain Hi
Hi How are you Sorry I am early today
That's OK no problem
Speak Kurdish together
So is it so you said you don't like interpreter Is that
because you are an independent person you don't like
to rely on people?
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20:19.6 - 20:41.8 Ted

21:56.5 - 21:57.0 Ferah

.. ah...eh.. .. ah ... No you don't say you don't because
I don't want to rely on .. because I feel I am OK. I Why
I will ... I think just maybe laugh Why I will let the
council waste their money (laugh)
Ok that's very sensible that's very good
No no I'm sorry No No I'm just joking No because I eh
I feel I'm OK I can I can understand I can manage
everything so Why I need interpreter?
How are you?
OK interesting
very well thank you. How was your driving lesson?
Good Not bad (laugh)
How do you find the driving here compared to the
driving in Syria?
Its a little bit difficult yeah especially the side is
different so and roads especially the roundabout Very
narrow (laugh) yeah I have to keep to the left I tell
him I am to the left (laugh) you know yeah its difficult
Yeah the driving is always difficult Getting used to
different driving systems and everything else. And
how do you feel the lesson How is the English in the
lessons Is it OK?
yeah its OK Not bad
its fairly simple Turn left turn right (all laugh) (yeah)
go faster go slower ...(OK) are you driving the
automatic or the manual?
manual

21:57.0 - 21:57.7 Iain

manual car

21:57.6 - 22:05.4 Ted

yeah As you know the clever girl wants or needs a
manual car (laugh) I'm joking
My wife likes automatic so we have automatic
because in Taiwan all the cars are automatic so we
drive an automatic - I prefer it etc on holiday last
week [redacted] So how are the English classes going?
Good yeah Not bad yeah
Do you also have any exams coming up?
I have presentation Yeah we don't have exam We
have to do presentation

20:41.8 - 20:43.8 Iain
20:43.8 - 20:55.8 Ted

20:55.1 - 20:58.5
20:55.8 - 20:59.5
20:58.5 - 21:01.0
21:00.9 - 21:04.5
21:04.5 - 21:06.7

Ferah
Iain
Iain
Ferah
Iain

21:06.6 - 21:30.4 Ferah

21:30.5 - 21:40.8 Iain

21:40.9 - 21:43.8 Ferah
21:43.8 - 21:56.5 Iain

22:05.4 - 22:27.5 Iain

22:27.5 - 22:29.9 Ferah
22:29.9 - 22:33.5 Iain
22:33.5 - 22:39.5 Ferah
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22:39.5 - 22:40.8
22:40.7 - 22:43.5
22:43.5 - 22:46.3
22:46.2 - 22:58.2

Iain
Ferah
Iain
Ferah

22:58.2 - 23:00.0 Iain
23:00.0 - 23:03.1 Ferah
23:03.1 - 23:15.0 Iain

23:15.0 - 23:17.2
23:17.2 - 23:19.5
23:19.5 - 23:23.0
23:23.0 - 23:33.0

Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Iain

23:33.0 - 23:35.7 Ferah
23:35.7 - 23:37.1 Ted
23:37.1 - 23:49.5 Ferah
23:49.5 - 23:53.9 Iain
23:53.9 - 24:03.3 Fearh
24:03.3 - 24:07.1 Ted
24:07.1 - 24:16.0 Ferah
24:16.0 - 24:16.2
24:16.1 - 24:17.2
24:17.2 - 24:17.3
24:17.3 - 24:41.4

Iain
Ferah
Iain
Ferah

24:41.4 - 24:44.6 Iain
24:44.6 - 24:49.9 Ferah
24:49.9 - 24:51.7 Iain
24:51.6 - 25:13.1 Ferah

And what are you going to do your presentation on?
eh about Loch Ness
OK why did you chose that topic?
em My friend recommend me that is a lovely subject
and yeah topic and I wrote about it yeah
Have you been up to Loch Ness?
Not yet. Maybe in the future.
Its very beautiful - on a nice day it’s a good idea but
when it’s not so nice ... And How is the job how is the
work going the teaching assistant?
OK yeah
Are you busy?
yeah Always (laugh)
So yeah so we can talk about the pictures so you can
- so rather than me ask you questions you can tell me
what you want to talk about...
I will start Ted
you? OK
yeah I have an appointment yeah So ... let’s start ..
Let’s start with this one OK
OK lets put that on there ....
yeah that one eh Ted Would you like to make me
some tea, please (laugh)
OK (all laugh) .....
No .... that one actually it annoying me when I speak
to people ..(OK) Is it recording?
yes, is that OK
yeah its OK
sorry I ...
No no its OK because I didn't know that ....When I
speak to people and don't pay attention No No not
you (Ted is pointing to himself) No No in general
Especially when the won't or carry their mobile Its
really annoying me Its a big problem for me.
So and you think they are ignoring you or not
listening?
Yeah It is .. I don't know Its really annoying me.
Does this happen more here than before, Do you
think?
I think so yeah Or when I speak to .. on the telephone
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25:13.1 - 25:20.6 Iain

25:20.6 - 25:21.1
25:21.1 - 25:23.0 Ted
25:23.0 - 25:26.4 Ferah
25:23.9 - 25:24.5 Iain
25:25.5 - 25:30.2 Ted
25:30.2 - 26:18.3 Ted

25:30.7 - 25:36.1 Ferah
26:18.2 - 26:24.0 Ferah
26:24.0 - 26:26.7 Iain
26:26.7 - 26:27.9 Fearh
26:27.9 - 26:36.4 Iain

26:36.4 - 26:42.6 Ferah
26:42.6 - 26:51.2 Iain
26:51.2 - 26:55.0
26:55.0 - 26:56.6
26:56.6 - 26:57.1
26:57.1 - 27:00.6
27:00.5 - 27:02.6
27:02.6 - 27:56.0

Ferah
Ted
Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Ted

and when I they hold the line and I wait and they
speak to each other That is annoying me. That they
don't pay attention yeah to me yeah Its annoying
me...
And do you think its partly because of your English or
lack of English? Or because you are Syrian or Kurdish
or ...
Nooo
I think she means .....
I mean General yeah Not because yeah
general
people as a ... especially her husband (all laugh)
because sometimes because sometimes I'm eh on my
laptop and she is eh she is speaking to me OK? and I
yes I hear her OK but I don't or didn't reply After 15
20 minutes I said Ferah I think you said me talk about
this said She said Oh! you hear me when I (all laugh)
So why you didn't that time?
No No Ted Ted I didn't mean bad.. (laughing)
Laugh No Ted I didn't mention you Come on Come on
(laugh)
I'm interested because I think this is about
You will change this ?.... No its OK
No No I think its interesting I'm interested in the idea
about identity and about and about seeing you and
people knowing you are there ...
Ted Not with you Not only with you (all laugh) In
general yeah Its annoying me...
That's very interesting OK And eh you said more here
than in Syria. (Ferah: yeah) Why do you think this is?
I don't know I don't know
Maybe life change/chance?
yeah ..
People are busier here. There are more distractions?
maybe maybe yeah I don't know maybe
yeah I think it’s now In the past I think maybe ten
years ago OK. People when they sit or watch football
match or any drama or film together They speak they
discuss about OK they discuss about the film OK or
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27:56.0 - 28:27.4 Iain

28:27.4 - 29:04.6 Ted

29:04.6 - 29:14.2 Iain

29:14.2 - 29:57.9 Ferah

29:57.9 - 30:00.7
30:00.7 - 30:03.2
30:03.2 - 30:05.3
30:05.3 - 30:07.0
30:07.0 - 30:12.3

Iain
Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Iain

they listen to each other more than now. Now
everyone has hold his mobile OK or WhatsApp (or
laptop) Instagram So I think It’s this eh way or this
way or this thing has a bad effective to the
relationship between the people (Iain: people) (Ferah:
people yeah) Yeah
yeah I mean I think there is also language as well I
certainly feel that when I was in Taiwan because I
don't speak very good Chinese people would forget I
was in the room. So they would be talking in Chinese
and I would be ...And I can understand some, but
because I wasn't joining in the conversation people
would forget I was there So its more difficult to say
"hey look at me" I think when they think you don't
speak the language ...
Yeah maybe in your maybe in your situation Its
because you are live in between different people OK
they speak a different language But we can notice
now between the same people who speak the same
language. Even in Arabic Kurdish English any you can
noted that Even sometimes in the class When we
have break for 10 minutes Everyone hold his mobile
OK its to go for exam or take a rest OK to drink coffee
So when was the Can you tell me about a time , not
involving Ted, another time this happened? Can you
give me an example maybe?
Yes Sometimes with my friends maybe ehm I think
because they are busy yeah and there if TE you have
to be about yourself because sometimes as you know
we are living together So I copy something from him
yeah because when sometimes I'm busy on my
mobile He talk to me and I try to copy something
(laugh) or simulate something like And he say Why
you don't reply to me yeah I tell him that You do the
same! yeah But sometimes yeah it happens.
So what do you do when this happens?
Nothing I ignore yeah I ignore
You don't like say "Hey, look at me!"
No No I ignore it yeah
OK very interesting ... So ....
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30:12.3 - 30:37.9 Ferah

30:37.9 - 30:39.5 Ted
30:39.4 - 30:46.9 Ferah
30:46.9 - 30:56.4 Iain
30:56.4 - 31:04.3 Iain
31:04.3 - 31:06.5
31:06.5 - 31:07.2
31:07.2 - 31:11.9
31:09.9 - 31:13.1
31:13.1 - 31:16.7

Ferah
Ted
Ferah
TE
Iain

31:16.7 - 31:28.0 Ferah

31:28.0 - 31:30.9 Iain
31:30.9 - 31:32.3
31:32.3 - 31:32.9
31:32.9 - 31:34.3
31:34.3 - 31:38.5
31:38.5 - 31:43.3
31:43.3 - 31:44.2
31:44.1 - 31:45.0
31:45.0 - 31:45.3

Ted
Ferah
Ted
Iain
Ferah
Ted
Ferah
Iain

OK the second one Mmmmmm Its very important day
for me yeah This is 24th of December at 3:30 We
were talking on the
3:30 in the morning
yeah 3:30 in the morning yeah on Skype and he told
me that "I love you"
Ohhhhh nice! Its good (all laugh) (to Ted) You are
looking very embarrassed (all laugh)
nice OK (yeah) and this is did he ask you to marry
him?
Yeah ..... eh ....
No ...
No in the morning In the morning Ah no No marry no
No after after two years
two years later you got married but did he ask you to
marry him?
No No but you promised me Ted you promised that
when when he finished his studying that he will come
and yeah ...
So you were on Skype you were on .. in different cities
or ...
No no the same city
Same city
yeah in Irbil
OK Uhuu So how did you meet?
ehm I went to the Higher Education Centre?
yeah ministry
Ministry
Ministry?

31:45.3 - 31:46.5 Ferah

Yeah Uhuuu Uhuuu

31:46.1 - 31:47.3 Ted

High education ministry

31:47.2 - 32:00.8 Ferah

Yeah to register and join the University yeah and then
eh He asked me Do you want some help? Yeah
I eh .. In eh In Irbil Syrians refugee they Who was at
the University in Syria they had to bring some any any
certificate any documents to prove from their
previous university (Ferah: yeah) to just complete in

32:00.8 - 32:48.4 Ted
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32:48.4 - 32:49.9 Ferah
32:49.6 - 33:18.4 Ted

33:18.4 - 33:20.6 Ferah
33:20.5 - 33:51.6 Ted

33:50.6 - 33:53.6 Ferah
33:53.5 - 33:53.7 Iain
33:53.7 - 33:55.3 Ferah
33:55.3 - 34:00.7 Ted
34:00.7 - 34:01.6 Ferah
34:01.6 - 34:41.5 Ted

34:36.4 - 34:50.7 Iain

34:50.7 - 34:58.2 Ferah
34:58.2 - 35:01.9
35:01.9 - 35:03.8
35:03.8 - 35:07.2
35:07.2 - 35:16.7

Iain
Ferah
Iain
Ferah

35:16.7 - 35:22.1
35:22.1 - 35:25.3
35:25.3 - 35:28.1
35:28.1 - 35:32.6

Iain
Ferah
Iain
Ferah

the same subject The same college OK So I think she
was there (Ferah: yeah) with her old documents And
one of my friends he asked me Because I already was
in eh I think in second year
yeah second year ..
I was in the second year of my college .. So I notice
they need some help so I went to them and I said If
you need any help I'm eh I can help OK? And eh I get
her email and I think just email
yeah just email
Yeah and after 2 3 days I think She .. one of cousin She
was working for eh an office that finding jobs for
people OK So she asked I asked Are you looking for a
job? OK
kurdish (I think she is complaining he is taking over
the narrative) OK No its no words.
OK?
Yeah OK
Because I think I thought she would forget all these
details
Oh thank you
OK and she said Yes please and I sent her CV to my
cousin. After that she got a job (yeah) So she phoned
me Thank you for your help Ok You know OK She
invited me to drink coffee tea (Ferah: yeah) in her
new office laugh and our relations started there.
ahuuu So that was when he first said that ... (Ferah:
yeah) and remember the time as well (Ferah: yeah)
Laugh And how did you feel at the time? .. Happy?
Happy with the I don't know cold and nervous and
yeah All together (laughing)
And did you also say you loved him?
Eh No I didn't tell him
Ahhhh Laugh .....
I I laugh I didn't tell him I was shy yeah I was shy yeah
I didn't tell him.
And so you got married 2 years later
two and a half years yeah
And when did you get engaged?
23rd of May 2015
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35:32.6 - 35:36.1 Iain
35:36.1 - 35:40.1 Ted
35:40.1 - 35:48.6 Ferah
35:48.6 - 35:50.0
35:50.0 - 35:51.1
35:51.1 - 35:51.8
35:51.8 - 35:56.9
35:56.9 - 35:57.5
35:57.5 - 35:58.6

15? OK so (yeah)
and after ... No engaged
Ah engaged? Sorry married (married) sorry sorry sorry
Engaged 24th of eh
September?
October
October
October yeah 2015 No 14
14
14

Ted
Ferah
Ted
Ferah
Ted
Ted &
Ferah
together
35:58.6 - 36:03.8 Ferah
Yeah we got married 23rd of May yeah 2015
36:03.8 - 36:09.8 Iain
And did you have How when did you leave Syria?
36:09.8 - 36:24.8 Ted
Syria We We both from the North East its called
[redacted] area But I think she Where you born?
Were you born ...? She born in Damascus
36:24.8 - 36:33.1 Ferah
yeah I was born in Damascus and I left Syria I think
um ..
36:33.1 - 36:34.2 Ted
2011 or 12?
36:34.2 - 36:38.3 Ferah
12 but yeah September September yeah
36:38.3 - 36:47.7 Iain
OK So you weren’t when you got engaged and
married You had already left (TE: yes) and you were
what living in Turkey?
36:47.6 - 36:51.3 both
No No In Kurdistan in Iraq yeah
togethe
r
36:51.3 - 36:57.8 Ted
Irbil yeah so we didn't know each other before ..
36:57.8 - 37:01.1 Ferah
But we have a relation
37:01.1 - 37:19.2 Ted
But we are We have relation (both laugh) My
grandmother and she is became my Dad's cousin. OK?
(Ferah: yeah) Some I don't know how (all laugh)
37:19.2 - 37:39.3 Iain
I'm very interested in how deciding to get married
and everything else and whether you stay in
[redacted] or you leave the country or you move
somewhere else? It must have been a difficult
decision for you. How did you decide to? Did you
decide to get married before you went away or ...
37:39.3 - 37:52.5 Ferah
Eh No We didn't decide We were living in Irbil (Ted:
we were) We were living in Irbil we met each other
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37:49.9 - 37:52.4 Ted
37:52.4 - 37:58.4 Ferah
37:58.4 - 38:03.9 Iain
38:03.8 - 38:04.7
38:04.7 - 38:06.2
38:06.2 - 38:09.2
38:09.2 - 40:03.5

Ferah
Ted
Ferah
Ted

40:03.5 - 40:20.4 Iain

40:20.4 - 40:30.1 Ted
40:30.1 - 40:31.0 Ferah
40:31.0 - 40:31.8 Iain
40:31.8 - 40:54.0 Ferah

40:54.0 - 40:56.4 Iain

after yeah
So we met each other after we emigrated
yeah We met each other then we decided to get
married after 2 and a half year
Uhhuh And you came to the UK (Ferah: yeah, yeah)
After you married?
Yeah
Yes after we married ..
a year one year
one year exactly one year .. but at that time because
our resettlement program progress It take more than
1 year So when we married I already stared with my
interview Application OK So after that I told them that
I got married now. They said we have to interview
your wife. So I think it was a little bit difficult because
we have a different what we called uniform No No
not uniform Form sorry We have a different So it’s
very difficult to change because her form was a
different city and mine was in Irbil so you had to apply
and it take time So we don't know when will be our
next appointment Maybe it will be with eh consulate
OK UN consulate eh So British UK consulate So
actually the girl who was working in the UN she
helped us She phoned the UN OK? office and they
told her I will send you two couple I have two Please
just help them to change their forms today So she was
very helpful.
Thats good Thats good I think its fascinating you
remember the exact day But I think I remember when
my wife said she loved me for the first time - I can't
remember the exact time or exact date laugh But I
remember the week. Its very nice. (Ferah: laugh)
yeah it was just 3 or 5 years ago its not that
(laugh) ........OK OK?
OK
This one?
Em that one is the first present ot gift It was 14th of
February (Iain: Valentines...) Ted give it to me (Iain: Its
beautiful) Its necklace and bracelet and earings
and the lapis lazuli... Is it lapiz lazuli?
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40:56.4 - 40:57.5
40:57.5 - 40:58.8
40:58.8 - 41:04.6
41:04.6 - 41:07.9
41:07.8 - 41:15.2
41:15.2 - 41:23.9

Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Iain

41:23.9 - 41:49.1 Ted

41:49.1 - 41:49.2
41:49.3 - 41:52.7
41:52.7 - 41:55.2
41:55.2 - 41:59.1
41:59.0 - 42:00.6
42:00.6 - 42:03.8
42:03.8 - 42:05.7
42:05.7 - 42:06.3
42:06.3 - 42:14.5

Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Iain
Iain
Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Iain

42:14.5 - 42:15.8
42:17.4 - 42:21.1
42:21.0 - 42:27.8
42:27.8 - 42:43.4

Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Iain

42:43.3 - 43:00.0 Ferah

43:00.0 - 43:12.3 Ted
43:12.3 - 43:14.7
43:14.7 - 43:18.3
43:18.3 - 43:19.8
43:19.8 - 43:23.7
43:23.7 - 43:32.4

Iain
Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Iain

43:32.4 - 43:39.3 Ferah

What?
the stone is it ....?
Ah no Its just of box of jewellery yeah
Oh its beautiful - the blue stone, is it?
Yeah Actually Just ...
So its the first valentine present. Did you take a long
time choosing this?
Actually I didn't know what to give her. So eh I think
I'll get her something she will wear OK? But eh I
thought about different things Many things actually ...
that one ...
of its beautiful
there's the necklace
yeah very nice eh
And ...
bracelet and earrings and laugh
So was it a suprise present?
Yes
And how did you feel Do you ... Is Is it colour that you
like?
yes It is really nice
So he knew what colours you like and ...
Actually I like all the colours eh but its nice colour
Sometimes ... I wondering if when he chose you a gift
if you thought Sometimes when someone buys you a
gift they know you well. They buy the right gift for
you?(laugh) Did you feel that he knew you that he
understands?
No We were new yeah No yeah After 3 months ... 3
months Less than 3 months yeah a couple of months
yeah
So and I that time I thought that if she didn't wear at
least she will keep it Just to keep it as a present.
Did you Do you wear it?
Just one time I wore it just one time and
So you keep it special
Yeah Laugh
its very nice and does he still give you jewellery for
Valentines Day? Or just flowers?
Flowers. Yeah (all laugh). No different things (all
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43:39.3 - 44:55.3 Ted

44:55.3 - 45:00.9
45:00.9 - 45:01.9
45:01.9 - 45:03.6
45:03.6 - 45:18.7

Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Iain

45:18.7 - 45:25.3 Ted
45:25.3 - 45:28.5 Ferah
45:28.5 - 45:37.6 Ted
45:37.6 - 45:43.8
45:39.6 - 45:41.4
45:41.4 - 45:46.0
45:46.0 - 45:46.1
45:46.1 - 45:54.3
45:54.3 - 45:58.8

Ferah
Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Ted
Ferah

45:58.8 - 46:04.1 Iain

46:04.1 - 46:17.0 Ferah
46:17.0 - 46:18.2 Iain
46:18.2 - 46:23.8 Iain
46:23.8 - 46:30.5 Ferah

laugh)
I I will I will say I will tell you a joke OK? One day two
couple they were walking eh very very clear night eh?
star and moon shining OK And the girl ask her fiancé
OK? Oh Darling What is that? And the pointed to the
moon. OK? he said "Oh Its you It’s your face Oh my
love I love you" OK?. After they married 2 years 3
years The same day Ok? Exactly the same day And she
said I will ask him "Darling What is that?" She points
at the moon. He said, "Are you blind? Its a moon!" (all
laugh) So ..
So I'm not blind (laugh)
No just just eh
yeah just a yeah ...yeah
Well that's very nice And uh and em Is it normal to
give Valentines Day presents in Syria? Does everyone
do this or ... Its more of a western tradition so I'm
wondering if it very common ..
Actually now it become much more of an Eastern
(laugh)
Yeah No we don't yeah we don't celebrate
No because it was the first occasion its its came after
after .. ..
we knew each other yeah yeah ... exactly ... yeah
We announced our our yes
yeah OK that's nice Its a way of making it official
Yeah
After that usually on our birthday we give a ...
And we celebrate .. this day as well yeah
this day as well So you still celebrate this day every
year (Ferah: Yeah) So what do you normally do? Have
a special meal or?
I My birthday is [redacted] of December yeah We
postpone my birthday until 24th of December yeah
Its Christmas Eve?
Yeah Exactly yeah (laugh) So its like a Christmas
present?
Yah special day ...yeah
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46:30.5 - 46:36.3
46:36.0 - 46:36.3
46:36.3 - 46:38.2
46:38.1 - 46:59.0

T&F
Ted
Iain
Ted

46:53.2 - 46:54.1 Ted
46:54.1 - 47:04.0 Iain
47:04.0 - 47:06.2
47:06.2 - 47:06.3
47:06.2 - 47:08.4
47:08.4 - 47:10.6
47:10.6 - 47:14.1
47:14.1 - 47:17.6
47:17.6 - 47:23.0
47:23.0 - 47:35.9
47:35.9 - 47:38.3
47:38.3 - 47:48.3

Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Iain
Ferah
Ted
Iain
Ted

47:48.3 - 47:49.1 Iain
47:49.1 - 49:05.1 Ted

49:05.1 - 49:07.9 Iain
49:07.9 - 49:22.3 Ted
49:22.3 - 49:26.7 Iain
49:26.7 - 49:37.5 Ted

Kurdish - together OK.
I think she's finished (Ferah: yeah)
And this one here?
No its mine ... shall we start. (Kurdish together) I think
she will just to mention these pictures
You will take it alright?
Ah yeah or you can email me whichever you you like
up to you
OK thank you Iain
Thank you very much
I have to leave now I'm sorry
OK Very nice to see you again
Sorry OK see you nice to see you
Good luck with the presentation
Thank you
.. .. .. OK eh mmm Shall we start with this?
thirteen?
I think everyone .. has a special number What's your
favourite number?
13 laugh
Really laugh (Iain: yeah) OK. There is two reason I like
number 13.
The first one when I was in secondary school there
was a topic about lucky number unlucky number OK?
Numbers bring luck ok and ..eh..
So that time I think 13 consider as an unlucky number
OK? So that time I know why every time I called I
called my .. I don't know why I called myself or I
would say I am unlucky man Ok?
so that time I started to love this number Why I don't
know OK?
And the other reason why I love this because we are
13 member of in my family not my dad and my
parents just brother and sister we are thirteen
7 brothers and 6 sister?
Em 5 8 5 brother 8 sister (Iain: wow) yeah and thats
the reason why I like this number.
So you're like a group of 13 together?
yeah So this number started with me in the secondary
school and after that I realised that Oh that's my
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49:37.5 - 49:50.0 Iain

49:50.0 - 50:32.3 Ted

50:32.3 - 51:12.1 Iain

51:12.1 - 51:30.5 Ted

51:30.5 - 51:33.4 Iain
51:33.4 - 51:36.8 Ted
51:36.8 - 51:40.9 Iain
51:40.8 - 51:47.8
51:47.8 - 51:51.0
51:51.0 - 51:52.0
51:52.0 - 51:53.0
51:55.4 - 52:16.1

Ted
Iain
Ted
Iain
Ted

52:16.1 - 52:35.6 Iain

family's number.
Yeah interesting Because I like 13 too and part of it is
because it is an unlucky number I kind of feel some
connection I feel like this is a different number ....
Yes yes exactly So I don't know I didn't make any
people who like or love number 13 the majority of
people who I know when we talk about numbers they
like 8 4 9 OK? 7 OK? (Iain: lots like 7) 7 is because its
like victory symbol so people likes it.
Ok yeah Interesting 13 because its unlucky its also .. it
means you are different (Ted: yeah) it makes you
stand out (Ted: yeah laugh) from your friends
interesting Yeah for me its also interesting because I
was born on the 13th of [redacted] and also I was
born on a Friday (Ted: Friday) and Friday 13th you
know is very unlucky (both laugh) so I will say "I was
born on Friday the 13th" weird noise (both laugh) Um
So um interesting But also I like the idea about your
family So you , so when you were growing up were
you and now are you still very close with your family?
Yes We have actually we have a group WhatsApp and
everyday everyday we say Good morning to each
other and we ask about each other so yeah we are
very close
And um ...
Despite we live in different country but we are very
close
where are you int he family are you the oldest
youngest middle?
Ah I said thirteen 4 older than me and the rest is ....
So your middle?
You can say middle yeah
And OK middle .. and.
And we have not a saying I know how to say it In each
family there is one grumpy, say grumpy? (Iain:OK
yeah) grumpy yes should be in each family is the
grumpy and I was in mine laugh
OK you were the grumpy one in your family OK laugh
Its like the dwarfs in Snow White (laughs) you were
grumpy laughs OK and so the people Did you have a
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52:35.6 - 52:40.9 Ted
52:40.9 - 52:45.6 Iain
52:45.6 - 53:01.6 Ted
53:01.5 - 53:05.5 Iain
53:05.5 - 53:09.7 Ted
53:09.4 - 53:21.1 Iain

53:21.1 - 54:55.4 Ted

54:55.4 - 55:19.2 Iain

55:19.2 - 55:54.8 Ted

55:54.7 - 56:01.9 Iain

56:02.1 - 58:51.6 Ted

nickname in your family?
laugh Nnnoo (no) laugh
laughs and the group is it like a democracy?
But my Mum my mother she many many I think she
always call me Crazy man. ahu yeah
Crazy man in in a happy way is was it ...laugh
yeah it was happy
And in your group are you like a democracy or do you
have one brother who is very strong and tries to lead
or is it ?
No No we are Actually we were brought up in a
communist family and I think it’s really a bit strange in
like Syria OK? So we are My Dad was open mind OK?
So we Don't say Oh she is girl or we are and I'm I'm
boy she is girl I have to OK this like No! OK and When I
was in Damascus as well I used to I didn't ask my
"Why she didn't iron my clothes or why she didn't
prepare my food when I got home from When I get
back from my work" OK? We used to work We used
to do our our .. personal things Iron It’s my job OK and
its not for other family No Woman or Wife or Mother
or sister they do that OK?
Yeah I think my brother and sister sometimes I think
my brother still tries to be the boss Laugh And he's my
older brother and he he's tried to be but then we
don't necessarily laugh let him and my sister also tries
So we get on well but the power thing (yes) is always
Yes yes actually that's right My older brother the
oldest one Sometimes we are not very eh how I will
say eh to joke with him OK because he is the oldest
one so you have to respect OK? But whose younger
than me No yes yeah yeah
Interesting - I like the idea that 13 is different it stands
out but I also the idea the collective family identity
very interesting
the second one is my village where I grew up
I love my village and in the past because my eh my
village was eh or it had a lovely lovely, fabulous
stunning amazing landscape OK?
So people used to celebrate Narwaz day in village
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58:51.6 - 59:04.1 Iain

59:04.1 1:00:28.4

Ted

1:00:20.2 –
1:00:28.4
1:00:28.4 1:02:02.3

Iain
Ted

Narwaz day becasue we go the we go to out OK? to
celebrate with the nature That's the purpose of
Narwoz. Not in a hall No, we just for example we go
to there and people .. have a barbeque, OK? and play
together OK?
So in my village people used to come and yes and till
now I remember many many things in my village
And where I took this picture this photo and where I
am here No here is a graveyard OK? Yes and I was this
was I took it 2012 OK? Before F. said laugh to before I
said to her I love her OK? .Because when my father
died I was in Kurdistan so I just want to visit his grave
OK and pray for him and in my way back to the home
My sisters home I tool this photo So I love this photo
yeah because it was my first eh visit back visit to my
village after I left Syria 2010 because I left Syria 2010
and I go back to 2012 Yes ..
.. beautiful .. and so this is where you grew up here as
well and in the countryside Do you think you are still a
countryside person?
yes, yes I love to live or I love living in countryside
So when I go outside here OK? and I remember my
village It was very something very similar and we
don't have swimming pool so here is a river and we
used to swim in the river yeah Everyday OK and here
is was fruit fruits tree and its belong to people and
then we was When I was when we were child we used
to steal stole (Iain: steal the fruit laugh) the fruit yeah
laugh and fishing as well yeah and we sometimes we
sometimes we take the sometimes we took the fish to
home to eat and we sometimes we grill grilled? (Iain:
yeah grilled or barbequed) yeah there near the river
yeah
Oh fantastic So how do you feel when you see the
picture see the picture now?
I I .. .. I... bad feeling Very bad feeling .. because yeah
I'm ...very happy I am here in Scotland OK? But why I
have to lose beautiful things to get another one Why I
can't keep both? So .. my Dad's grave here. My
brother in law All my family their grave in this village I
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1:02:02.3 1:02:03.8
1:02:03.7 1:03:02.9

Iain

1:03:02.9 1:03:04.5
1:03:04.5 1:03:25.2

Iain

1:03:25.2 1:03:37.4

Iain

1:03:37.4 1:04:54.1

Ted

1:04:54.1 1:05:07.8

Iain

1:05:07.8 1:05:38.5

Ted

Ted

Ted

sometimes I remember my school I remember the
place where we used to play football the place when
we swing or when we swum ah Yes its everything I
still can remember every corner in my in my village ..
yeah? There is a lot of changes but I still there was
sometimes people who stay there they take photo
yeah? New houses, OK?
And they sent them to you...
yeah . No, no in a group we have a page yeah on
Facebook our its called ..the same name as my village
And my village called [redacted] means [redacted] It
means an old when you .. wheat? wheat? (Iain: grind?
grind the wheat?) yes so that place called [redacted]
and its in eh .. we have three old very very old But its
not working at all - yeah (Iain: like old mill for) yes yes
Its become like heritage for the for the yes
Like the water wheel at Hamma?
Yeah No that's that's different there is no wheel
something else OK? So we used to play OK? near this I
don't know what is called it ...
Mill . (Ted: Yeah). ...and so the in a way that you have
this Facebook group there you keep the connection
this way
Yeah yeah I'm still in touch with my friend with my
village people and We have actually we have a good
connection. If somebody die or had accident has
accident OK We have to phone them OK? We have to
phone them OK? Especially if they lose somebody of
their family. Even is they are not close to me but we
have Its the same village OK and in our Eid OK? We
have to go to every house and say happy EID - every
house and people we can say they the people who
have a problem they exploit Eid OK to solve
everything between them to become ..
to become friends again (Ted:exactly) reconciliation
(Ted:exactly, exactly) that's nice OK well thank you for
showing me that
OK .. this two it was my graduation day yes? It was in
Irbil 2014 Here's my family sister siter Ferah’s sister
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1:05:38.5 1:05:40.2
1:05:40.2 1:05:56.1
1:05:56.1 1:05:58.5
1:05:58.5 1:06:01.8
1:06:01.8 1:06:07.7
1:06:07.7 1:06:39.3

Iain

1:06:39.3 1:06:42.7
1:06:40.7 1:06:49.7
1:06:42.7 1:06:42.8
1:06:49.7 1:06:51.8
1:06:51.8 1:06:54.0
1:06:54.0 1:08:05.8

Ted

1:08:05.8 1:08:35.6

Iain

Ted

Cousin My nieces You know them
Yes I met them last time yeah

Iain

yeah and this one as well So I think its very very
cherished day cherish You say Cherished day?
Cherished day ahu ahu

Ted

yeah because I graduated after 4 years

Iain

Ahu And were most people... were your brother and
sister did they graduate as well?
No just me just people in the picture because my
brother and my mother wasn't in ... 2014 no my
mother was there ...but because they have to wait
they have to stand hours OK? And very very crowded
Ok so..
it was tiring ...

Ted

Iain
Ted

Ahu And so you got your did many of your brothers
and sisters Did they also go to university?
yeah

Ted

Sorry?

Iain

Your brothers and your sisters: did they also go to
university?
Yes My sister who lives here in Edinburgh now she
graduated from [redacted] she has a certificate in
[redacted] she is [redacted] as well She work as a
[redacted] OK and this one she was studying
economic I think And she left OK? Because we came
here and this one she lives in Sweden and she is I
think 18 years old OK? I think she started studying
design I think design yeah. And my cousin in Sweden
as well and these two lovely daughter two lovely
nieces they are here And Ferah you know You met.
I was cos I know that for some families you know if
their son goes to university its a very very different
special thing different it’s a new thing But you all your
family were very well educated and everything else.

Ted
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1:08:35.6 1:08:38.0
1:08:38.0 1:08:39.7
1:08:39.7 1:09:16.2

Ted

So how how did you find it difficult to graduate .. your
course?
Sorry what's your question?

Iain

Did you have to study hard?

Ted

1:09:16.2 1:09:18.4
1:09:18.4 1:09:35.7

Iain

Eh .. .. Yes You have to study hard but in my study
because its about media and cinema OK so I think it
depend to your education Self-study OK? But for
another topic .. subject Yes, you have to study hard like Law or Journalism or geography, history ...
And did you also work while you were studying?

1:09:35.7 1:09:36.4
1:09:36.4 1:09:42.0
1:09:42.0 1:09:45.3
1:09:45.3 1:09:50.9
1:09:50.9 1:09:55.8
1:09:55.8 1:11:11.3

Iain

Yes At that time I was working as a a receptionist in a
hotel and sometimes in first and second years as a
promoter for what? Ask me for what promoter...
For what?

Ted

For cigarette (both laugh) yeah So...

Iain

You don't smoke yourself?

Ted

No (laugh) yeah

Iain

OK interesting You must be very proud to graduate

Ted

1:11:11.2 1:11:18.0
1:11:18.0 1:11:27.4

Iain

OK Here these two there are very close Here is Irbil
castle OK? Irbil castle - and here is Edinburgh
Edinburgh Castle So I think the first things I remember
when I look at the Edinburgh Castle is Irbil castle OK?
Irbil castle is bigger OK? (Iain: yeah) but Edinburgh
Castle is I think stronger I think its depends on the
way how they built it yeah So when I speak to my
friend at who I know OK? and we live together in ..OK
Everytime I say I'm in a city its exactly They have a
castle exact the same Irbil .yeah
but the castle on the rock mhmmmm

Ted

yeah and the they both in hill ...

Ted
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1:11:27.4 1:12:54.8

Ted

1:12:54.8 1:12:59.4
1:12:59.4 1:13:38.0

Iain

1:13:38.0 1:13:56.8

Iain

1:13:56.8 1:14:24.1

Ted

1:14:24.1 1:14:26.2
1:14:26.2 1:15:13.5

Iain

1:15:13.5 1:15:17.0
1:15:17.0 1:15:18.1

Iain

So it’s very distinguished can say? (Iain:yeah) so
Castle is one things maybe i proud of my people Irbil
castle OK? So .. everyone Anyone have for example
something in their country they are proud of OK? So
one of these is my castle I have very very big castle OK
and if you told me Oh we have in Edinburgh very very
big castle I said no We have a bigger than you (laugh)
here is it Go Go to it laugh
Its a better castle laugh

Ted

laugh

Ted

Ted

because eh people they are .. they when they look for
example I'm a refugee OK and the first or .. country
they .. they they ... sing where I am maybe Germany
many Sweden OK? and actually I don't say I'm in UK I
say I am in Scotland They say Scotland? Oh How you
get there? So I have to explain to the where How is
my city and OK So and eh and if the most of them we
were together in Irbil OK OK? because lived there
about 7 years And so I said oh tis very very old city
and there are lovely castle and said exactly the same
castle Irbil
laugh that's facinating .. And they both have this
sense of history ..
Yes, yes yes And I don't know if you know Hollacco
Hallanco (Iain: No) Hallanco Hellagu Khan? Its Magolis
Magolia's when they invaded (Iain: Mongols -yes)
when they invaded Middle East It took him years to
go inside (Iain: to take the castle) because it was very
high and very strong
The idea of a castle A strong safe place (Ted:yes) Is
this part of why you like this idea because I'm thinking
partly because you are a refugee - to have a place that
is strong and safe ....
And I think .. the Castle like this one Its refer to how
much you were strong in the past Because No-one
has this big castle OK? Next we say ...Is there in
Glasgow a castle like this?
not really No not anymore
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1:15:17.9 1:15:20.2
1:15:20.2 1:15:31.1
1:15:31.1 1:15:32.5
1:15:32.5 1:15:55.6

Iain

So are you proud of Edinburgh Castle?

Ted

Eh I'm proud I'm living in Edinburgh but eh Scottish
people They they have to proud of their ...
of Edinburgh castle - you have Irbil castle ..

1:15:55.6 1:16:01.3
1:16:01.3 1:16:13.3
1:16:13.3 1:16:14.6
1:16:14.5 1:16:57.0

Iain

1:16:57.0 1:17:12.4

Iain

1:17:12.4 1:17:12.6
1:17:12.6 1:17:24.2

Ted

1:17:24.2 1:17:27.0
1:17:27.0 1:17:43.9

Ted

Iain
Ted

Ted
Iain
Ted

Iain

Iain

Yes I'm proud I'm living here in Edinburgh because I
have nothing .. I have no contact with the castle Just
I'm yeah just the view OK I'm here yeah nothing more
But for Scottish people it has many meanings for
them..
And do you like to visit castles generally?
I love visiting every every or any old or ancient places.
Yeah
Why?
.. .. Sometimes or just maybe because I I can
understand how much people in the past without
nothing nothing OK I mean about facilities they do or
they did this great job Something I said those people
in the past if they have the same facilities that we
have now - the internet everything OK What they will
do? Really? Yeah?
Interesting. Yeah I love because when I was young
visiting in Jordan in Jordan there are many castles
(Ted: yes, yes) and the old places so I remember
always going my parents taking me to these places
and like also places like ... but also in Syria..
Petra - is it Petra?
Petra Yes its amazing But also al Jerash and the castles
in the desert as well But of course in Syria you have
Palmyra and Krak De Chevalier and
Yes exactly Damascus and Aleppo ...Aleppo’s castle
Aleppo yeah and Bosra ..so I remember going to these
places when I was younger and still I try to take my
daughter My daughter doesn't like it She's too young
She's only young She doesn't like old .. maybe in a few
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years time. (laugh)
And .. Here is one of my .. heartz past? Hardoin? This
photo from the internet its from the jail in Damascus.
I .. I stayed .. or I detained its good word? (Iain:yes) I
detained for 30 days for .. nothing .. No reason .. Eh
And It was horrible Very very small place and we were
about 75 in the same room So each one has twelve
we have we have Every two people they have one
place to sleep. Each one has 12 hours. 12 hours for
me 12 hours for you So I will eh I will I will sleep like
this I can't sleep on my back have to OK? because
there is not more space and the other one will sit like
this OK? He is sleeping I am like this here. 12 hours
OK? After he finished OK I will go there and he will
come here. OK? 30 days OK? And there isn't .. since
2004 until I I arrested we had a mobile shop in area is
called [redacted] in Damascus and the people there
are Shiah Shiah OK? So we started 2004 5,6,7,8,9, 10
Suddenly they said we need a .. a permission from
agency You know the agency I'm talking about? for
example
yeah The government the government agency?

1:17:43.9 1:20:30.9

Ted

1:20:30.9 1:20:32.8
1:20:32.8 1:20:49.1

Iain

1:20:49.0 1:20:50.4
1:20:50.4 1:20:55.8
1:20:55.8 1:21:05.2
1:21:01.5 1:22:25.6

Iain

Yes the .. Not some government The agency
department They are responsible for everything
Arrested people for no reason (OK) Its higher than
Police OK?
Mukhabarat?

Ted

Well - like CIA OK? So the same agency alright?

Iain

Yeah the security agency right security agency? Like
Mukhabarat
Mukhabarat yeah And suddenly they ask it permission
from there from .. OK? And we are Kurdish We are
Kurds They didn't give us. OK No way! So we still OK?
They say every time they came OK You have to pay
OK? Yeah (Iain: baksheesh?) baksheesh And that time
I told my brother and he was married and he has a
boy I told him I am single And if something wrong or
something bad happened Don't say this shop belong

Ted

Ted
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1:22:25.6 1:22:27.1
1:22:27.1 1:22:27.9
1:22:27.9 1:22:29.6
1:22:29.6 1:23:09.6

Iain

to you Say this belong to Ted OK? Because at that
time I was 20 24 23 I think and he said No Say no he
was and fortunately when they came I was there
(both laugh) Not yeah not .. they asked me Ted Oh I'm
sorry Do you have time? It’s a long story I Do you have
time?(Iain: no its fine) What time sorry What time you
have to leave?
No I have to pick up my daughter at ...

Ted

what time?

Iain

3 o’clock so ...

Ted

1:23:08.4 1:23:16.6
1:23:16.6 1:23:17.6
1:23:17.6 1:23:18.4
1:23:18.3 1:23:19.8
1:23:19.8 1:23:22.5
1:23:22.5 1:23:23.4
1:23:23.4 1:24:24.6

Ted
Iain

OK sorry sorry So they said to me Are you ... and are
you [redacted – name of shop] mobile He said Oh its
[redacted] Mobile? Yes. He said “Did someone from
Iran did someone Iranian people they Did they come
in your shop this morning and you fight? You beat
them?” No I said Maybe there is a misunderstanding
OK?
No No when we when the people said You and after
that No you are not be someone..
misrecognition or so

Ted

what?

Iain

mis-recognition

Ted

Yes mis-recognition Exactly I'm looking for this word

Iain

Mistaken identity

Ted

Yes mistaken identity "Could you please come with
us" And I believe it OK? I said "Let me just call a
person to come". He said," No No No just five minute
you will come" "Let me just call the.." He said "No, No
just come" They were on motor
motorcycle ...motorbike yeah (Iain: motorbike yeah)
And I told my neighbour please look after my shop
and call my brother Because I ach I I atua yanni I 10%
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1:24:24.6 1:24:25.2
1:24:25.1 1:24:27.4
1:24:27.4 1:24:28.8
1:24:28.8 1:25:05.6

Iain

15% I thought there is something wrong
And I went to their office ten minutes 30 minutes one
hour two hour after that I said They (mimes blindfold)
blindfold?

Ted

Yes they what blind?

Iain

blindfold we say ..

Ted

1:25:05.6 1:25:08.9
1:25:08.9 1:26:32.4

Iain

Yes blindfold and We went but because that time I
knew Damascus very very well So I know every street
So that times I knew where I am going There is a place
in the centre underground there is a lot of say jails
(Iain: cells) Each cell? Cell or jail?
Jail is where they have all - cell is like one room

1:26:32.4 1:26:34.5
1:26:34.5 1:37:42.0

Iain

Ted

Ted

It’s more than cell Its less than jail but its more than
cell Many rooms underground And when we came up
from the car They are swearing, beating us OK? And I
don't know why. And we change our clothes and we
went to a small room The same I ... slept like that OK?
the next day they took us to shower. After that one
officer came and asked me And he brought brought a
lot of numbers - phone numbers and he said me - In in
you UK which number which number which numbers
the mobile start 077? S'right? and 07 I think we know
if Sorry what (years ago it was 6) what what kind of
what mobile I think what kind of which company you
have?
Now I'm Virgin Before I was vodaphone
We virgin start with 07 07 I have a virgin I have 3 as
074 all 3 they have 074 And in Syria We have just two
company they started with 093 094 OK that's it. They
all start with 093 094 and they said "Do you know this
number?"
I said yes they are mobile numbers.
And they said "All these numbers You sold it in your
shop And you didn't .. When you buy mobiles number
OK? You have register you have to give your passport
or identity any identity and proof proof yes? any
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proof.
I said "yes but all shops they cell the same numbers.
How you know it belong to me?
They said "Shut your mouth"
Let me tell you We have .. a lot of many many ties to
torture to torture? you You said Satereh Saterah Let
me tell you how is it. It’s too flats wood OK? Like this,
and you have to lie on this. And they bring this one
too here. So your face and your legs became like this
OK? And they beat on your ..(Iain: feet) feet OK? and
you can't move because they ...(Iain: oh yeah ooh)
you get it ...and we have electricity as well And we
have at that time for me it was new I called Kaishibea
Kaishebia is one things is just you will stand OK your
face to the wall and they chain? (Iain: or handcuffs)
yes OK and they lift you and they will leave you for
days. And after that when you have no energy you
will OK? (demonstrated slumping down) And that's
will (Iain: cut into your arms and ) yes it will start
bleeding OK Because I saw people I saw but I didn't do
anything so He said, "It’s up to you" You can't .. stay in
your In your eh (Iain: cell?) No no You can't stay in
your opinion OK you have to change OK. I said OK? Let
me sign. After two days later they I thought that OK I
will go home. And they just changed me from this
department to the Azam department - different OK?
different -OK all those belong to the Mukhabarat but
that one different And that's the last one its called the
Mother of Military Agency Al Forah forah the dadge
And all the mother hate the centre of Mubarrat al
Askariyah Mukhabarat Al Askariyah army (Iain:
intelligence) Intelligence. OK? And there honestly they
didn't speak me any words. OK? But I stayed there 30
days in a room as I told you very small there are 70
people so every night because I couldn't stay in .. OK?
When it wasn't my turn to sleep I spent it in the toilet
or in the shower take shower because nobody in that
room Nobody know or nobody has the same situation
like mine OK? they have a different Some of them
they fled from the army service Military service Some
of them they steal or stole weapons or bullets Some
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of the hashish drugs eh but all of them they are
related to the military OK? And most of them they are
in the same my age whose doing their military service
and they play...(Iain: deserted) And when I asked
them How long will I stay there? They no one said we
don't know but at least 6 months Yes, just guess (Iain:
wow) After 30 days and beard was like this They
called my number my name and it was my laugh to
sleep I said "oh guys please!" (laugh) They so no they
call you That time I heard the guard he was swearing
because he said TE and after that because I didn't say
Yes Son of bitch OK and Why this! And I said yes yes
Sidi OK I'm coming laugh (laugh) yes and after that
and this eh that time it was one of my reason I left
Syria My food that time was boiled piece piece of
boiled of eggs with some oiled potato or Olives
cheese OK? different Not everyday its different OK? I
think I still remember My Dad at that time he was
with medical problem He has a cancer So he asked my
brother Where is TE and they talk Oh Dad They didn't
tell him (Iain: that you were) yeah and .. .. after I think
before I came out he I thinks he has a thought that I'm
in something else not in the the shop because they
told my brother My two brother and my sister in law
they just know they they just knew where I am OK?
and they decide to not to don't to didn't tell my father
Because something wrong or his situation will be
worse. After 30 days when I got home I still
remember that the first day what my Mum cooked
She cooked a very very big meal But I didn't eat
because I used to eat (indicates small amount) just
boiled potato. And my father said Why you didn't?
And I said Oh I'm not hungry But my father he knows
that I'm a foody man I love to eat! I love eating laugh
and I sometimes after 2 - 3 days I just want to be
alone OK? Because I can't forget I still remember the
people who there. Because when I came out some of
them they gave me their number because their family
they didn't know where they are. And that's what
happened my brother as well My brother one he tried
to pay baksheesh - corrupt - no what’s it called (Iain:
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1:37:42.0 1:37:43.0
1:37:43.0 1:37:44.7
1:37:44.7 1:37:45.9
1:37:45.9 1:38:33.9

Iain

bribe) sorry bribe He tried to bribe someone who in
the the Mukhabarat we said And he said Believe me
We don't know where is your brother Don't try You
will It will cost you a lot of money and eventually you
will not or would didn't get any (Iain: because they
didn't know where you are?) Yes so you will just you
will because I think he was a friend he said I don't
want you to waste your money It will cost - but be
sure that your brother will stay one month So they
don't .. They know that I will stay one month
but you didn't know ...

Ted

No No No

Iain

and you had no contact

Ted

1:38:33.9 1:38:34.8
1:38:34.7 1:38:36.0
1:38:36.0 1:38:37.1
1:38:37.1 1:39:23.5

Iain

No No yeah Nobody know where I am yes! where I
was Nobody know but my brother OK? No. They just
know I'm in Somewhere in Damascus but where
Nobody And yeah .. Some people gave me their
number Just phone their parents OK? That your son is
OK But before they search and they found all this
number and this time they slapped very very hard on
my face Said "We will .. You will ..back you?"
Put you back in yeah

Ted

What what?

Iain

Put you back in the ...

Ted

1:39:23.5 1:39:24.1
1:39:24.1 -

Iain

Put you Yes put you back Yes And the the officer the
head officer Do you know what he say to us? Yes we
were 4 5 the same situation but I just I just met them
in his office. He said We .. I know you didn't make any
mistake but this just like what you call it this? when
you want to warn. In our culture we do that - it like
just like...
Feel your ear?

Ted

Yes like lesson Free lesson to you to didn't make any
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1:39:28.3
1:39:28.3 1:39:31.4
1:39:31.4 1:39:42.2

Iain
Ted

1:39:42.1 1:39:44.1
1:39:44.1 1:41:05.8

Iain

1:41:05.8 1:41:07.0
1:41:07.0 1:42:36.4

Iain

1:42:36.4 1:42:49.2

Iain

1:42:49.2 1:43:47.5

Ted

Ted

Ted

mistake
Yeah like a warning
Yes We said warning Be careful OK? Believe me he
said that He said we didn't we know that you didn't
make any mistake
We just making a warning so you don't ...
Yes! What you will say If you say something wrong?
You will spend maybe years because there is no
justice in Syria. So I can't check Its with me and since
this time I have a headache until now. Here I went to
the GP OK? but they couldn't find that my problem I
got a scan CT scan here. Everything it’s OK but every
day, at the moment I have a headache Everyday My
headache with me like my shadow Everyday Why I
don't know I don't know to sat to answer from that
time I don't know but I have headache more than
seven eight years everyday .. And OK.....that's any
other question
no no others thank you
Here is If you have any question you can ask me - here
is my first novel? (novel?) novel Odyssey and Iliad (It
was 2004 2004 2004 I was 20 years old 20 21 yes So
the first and I read it after it I watched the film Troy I I
said let me read the real story and there is no
comparison between film and and story of course
story unbelievable and because there is a lot of
suspense in the story So every day I just read 10 page
OK 10 page and I can't wait till the next day to finish it
because actually I don't want to finish so I want just
to interest reading yes I love this story yeah
Uhu Yeah I read I think I read it about the same time
2004 I remember the Iliad and the Odyssey and you
said it was the first book you read You didn't read
books before that? or ..
Before that we .. As I see know in your school .. in our
school there is a lot of books to read especially in the
secondary school In the secondary school we study
about the Greek philosophies We read about the
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1:43:47.5 1:43:48.4
1:43:48.4 1:47:11.1

Iain
Ted

history of Europe country The the recent Science age
about the Industry revolution? (Iain: Industrial
revolution, yes) Balshi Bolshiv? (Iain Bolshevik
revolution, yes) Yes Bolshevik (Iain: Bolshevik) Yeah
Bolshevik revolution about the first world world war,
the second world war, about the geography of the
world So we had
About Laurence?
Yes, yeah yes and how Sykes-Picot about how they
defeated the Ottoman empire All these we studies in
this and that a part of poems OK in the past I don't
know Really its very very So you don't have a time to
read OK? And what else History Philosophy
Geography eh.. language, maths Chemics, physics all
these we studied OK So our programme was full So
now when I see my nieces I said oh I never seen I
never see you I had never seen you reading or doing
your homework. Said we doing at homework at
school So when we When we I think so when we got
back from the school We need at least 3, 4, 5 hours to
just doing our homework and after that you need
hours to study because I don't know if in the the past
you have the same system For example today we
have geography and our teacher would start with
reviewing asking us about the previous listening And
if he asked us and we didn't answer he would punish
us Punish He will beat our .. OK? And Actually I never I
never I never blame the Mukhabarat the way of
torturing people because at school we have the same
Just imagine They just catch this OK and OK OK you
are Syrian and very hard OK Oh its unbelievable!
sometimes the hairs? come with them as well OK?
And here as well. And the ruler ruler? (Iain:
mmhmm) OK? But like this (hits his hand) (Iain:
ohhhh) yeah At school! One day One at school My
teacher He beat it or hitted or beated on my hand 45
by his eh stick stick thick sorry think stick OK? Forty
five and still all my classmates All students they still
remember because that never ever happen in the
school.
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1:47:11.2 1:47:11.8
1:47:11.8 1:48:58.6

Iain

what had you done?

Ted

1:48:58.6 1:49:11.8
1:49:11.8 1:49:21.8
1:49:21.8 1:49:49.0

Iain

1:49:49.0 1:55:25.0

Ted

Just we are we are playing in the the the school OK
and because it was there was they were many many
students or pupils OK Just one I (knocking sound)
(Iain: hit? knocked over?) I just I clashed one of my
colleague one of my classmates and his tooth broken
and his father became teacher's friend OK? So he
went to the his Dad's friend He said "Oh I have broke
my teeth" "Who did that?" He said, "Ted". He tell on
us and when my Dad heard about this he went to the
school and asked them How you bet him 45 He said
"no" just beat and my father said What I will do if the
teacher is lying What I will do So I think our people
who have authority they love torturing people or
interest torture people they interest the way That's
all .. and Hozan he knows more than me because he
was a teacher..laugh
a teacher yeah I'm interested you chose the Iliad and
Odyssey - um so the Iliad is about a ...
the Iliad when they invade when they invade Troy?
And Odyssey the way back (yes)
So one is about a a war and siege and (yes) but also it
is about everything in the Iliad is a game for the gods,
you know what I mean, Everyone is a tool everyone
is .. no-one has their own power in the Iliad everything they do is controlled from up here for
down there ahh laugh
and .... and eh .. I will tell what I understand about
these two books .. they have a very big influence on
me. Or impact on me. Why? They changed maybe the
way How I understand or understanding the life ..
because that time if something bad happened they
said Oh God punish us because we didn't follow his
way And if something could happen with them They
said Our God - because he's with us. So every time
every time they have we said we have answer or they
have (Iain: a reason) reason exactly If they got If they
have if they succeed or if they failed Every time so it’s
very easy in the end and Still people in the life they
are very similar OK? If you do something a part of you

Ted
Iain
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is the reality I mean something maybe it’s not
specially I don't mean the material things I mean the
things like its related to the (Iain: spiritual) exactly
OK? For example if you had or if you have an accident
people will say Oh this man because he didn't pray he
that's what happened with him - OK? I say then Why
would God will punish me OK? he should be very
patient He should be .. how I say it I don't know how
to say it OK ..So he's to help me OK? He exist to help
me Not to punish me OK? And still because I can hear
from people Some people say oh have you seen the
two three days the in Damascus what happened the
flood? Have you seen it? Flood - in Damascus - have
you seen it? (Iain: No, I haven't) Oh its unbelievable
flood many rains and floods they pull cars in
Damascus two three days! (Iain: Wow, no, I haven't
seen it) and the people watch it what did they say "Oh
the God punish Assad regime" So why don't didn't
punish when seven six years he's killing his people
Now! And those people their house destroyed OK?
Damaged OK? they seven? people and innocent
people OK? People say God punish you Iran when the
earthquake happened last four five months ago OK?
in Iran the people say Oh God punish Iran people
Iranian people because they are Shia they are not
Sunni OK? So the still some people believe something
like that what happened in Iliad or something OK?
Because for example something wrong Happened
they said Oh its punishment and if if something's good
Oh its rewarded So Actually I understand a bit about
how people every time how every time they find as
you said a reason or an excuse yeah for their mistakes
or their faulty - that's what I understand from ..
because there's two things OK? For example when
Hitler tried to destroy all cities in Europe actually he
did he did but after that because all these people they
became togethers they Unite their ..OK? OK and they
beat they beated or they defeated him That's OK One
day you will win and one day you will lose He will you
will lose OK? That's life there is nothing to the god
They God because OK ...
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1:55:24.9 1:55:29.2
1:55:29.2 1:55:46.8

Iain

1:55:46.8 2:00:28.2

Ted

Iain

So it change how how you looked at the world as
well?
the second part is the Oddyssey this is about a man
who is far away from his country laugh- (Ted: getting
lost) getting lost and looking for home ..and you are a
refugee laugh Is there any connection here?
Ah And the connection I can't tell you there is a direct
connection but as I told you before OK? When I look
to my village OK, there is a lot of things beautiful
about my village about my people about my .. eh ..
life there But at the moment actually yes Now I got a
very very good opportunity to study a good ..at to get
a good study here OK? and educate myself learn new
language learn about new people OK? but why I have
to lose my beautiful things to get Why I not why I
wasn't Why I'm not allowed to keep that and to come
here and to go back anytime Sometimes I see people
that are here just visiting I look at them OK So why I
couldn't come like these people to come here OK? for
one month OK and go back to my country? OK? So
when I think about this I feel that I'm ..I’m .. I'm lost?
lose it? (lost yeah) because I don't know where I will
be tomorrow I'm here at the moment because I don't
know we have yes I think we have no hope believe me
because I said I mean we and we and Ferah and
babynice? OK? because we don't know what's going
to happen tomorrow OK? It wasn't our choice It
wasn't our plan OK? We just suddenly we find our self
here. Why? What's happened OK? I don't care It
wasn't my fault. OK? It was other people's fault, not
fine OK? But I'm one of the victims So the way how to
go back my home I have no idea Maybe I will not be
able to see my village again Maybe just on TV that’s
the life OK? I have to accept the reality of the life OK?
So we don't know Maybe I will go back to or maybe I
will get opportunity in another country Africa America
South America Because I love South America I love
Africa yeah because I love to live in In a countryside
with jungle Safari yeah I don't like ... yeah its good
technology its very good useful helpful OK but I think
that living a little bit away from the technology its
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more relaxed more yeah Now at the moment I have
no Facebook on my telephone because every time I
saw bad news
I said Why? If I cry or if I don't nothing will change OK
Let me just delete it So TV my TV just for movies No
news channel no no .. yeah ..(pause) .. and and my
last picture. Here is my love ..
Ah Chelsea (Ted: yes) laugh

2:00:22.3 2:00:53.1

Ted

2:00:53.1 2:00:57.1
2:00:57.1 2:01:14.7

Iain

2:01:14.7 2:01:16.9
2:01:16.9 2:01:37.1

Iain

2:01:37.0 2:01:39.9
2:01:39.9 2:02:12.8

Iain
Ted

2004 (Iain:2004?) yes ..at semi-final we lost I think
against Arsenal No we beat Arsenal I think I'm not
sure OK But 2005 when Jose Mourinho started ..
I think in 2004 I think Arsenal won all their games
laugh
Yes yes we started Jose Mourinho started with
Chelsea 2005 At that time I know every every detail
about Chelsea yes I still remember in semi-final we
played with Liverpool and unfortunately we (Iain: yes
Reyes scored) Yes and in 2006 we played in the
quarter eh 16 or what’s it called?

2:02:12.8 2:02:14.4
2:02:14.4 2:02:22.6
2:02:22.6 2:02:24.7
2:02:24.6 2:02:24.7
2:02:25.6 2:04:56.5

Iain

last 16 or quarter finals

Ted

No before quarters - round of 16

Ted

How to say that?

Iain

I think round of 16 yeah

Ted

Yes We played eh with Barcelona and 2007 we played
with Liverpool semi-final 2008 we played final with
Manchester United (Iain: United yeah in Moscow)
2009 Barca when we scored goal in the extra time
2010 we lost with Inter, 2011 weeee 11 11 11 11
Manchester United 2012 we win the Champion - we

Ted

Ted

I'm Chelsea fan I love ...sometimes people ask me
Who you support I said My blood is blue My blood is
blue
So when did you start supporting ...
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were the Champion! 2013 In the groups we just .. that
time we were in the same groups as Juventus and eh
Basil? And eh Who else Spelia 2014 Athletico, 2015 St
Germain 2016 St Germain as well I think and 17
unfortunately we didn't play We didn't qualify to the
Champions league So when and when they told us
They didn't tell us which city we are going to when we
came to the UK But thy told us we are going to the UK
So that Time I go to the London I will get a flat near
the Stanford Bridge I can see the my ...laugh But
fortunately I'm here in Edinburgh not in London
because last month I went to London ..oh. Its horrible
Very very busy and I said Oh Brilliant I'm really lucky
man I'm in Edinburgh
Its expensive as well London

2:04:56.5 2:04:57.2
2:04:57.2 2:05:06.2
2:05:06.2 2:05:25.7

Iain

2:05:25.6 2:05:54.7

Ted

2:05:54.7 2:05:56.1
2:05:56.1 2:05:57.3
2:05:57.3 2:05:58.3
2:05:58.3 2:07:16.4

Iain

ah and I think the life is bit quiet its quieter than
there ...
yeah ahu yeah I think its certainly easier Yeah London
I like it but its difficult (laugh) so tell me what is the
same about you and Chelsea - your character and
Chelsea what's the same?
Before I support Chelsea my favourite colour is blue
yeah I don't know why but when I was at primary
school I don't know why I love blue that one between us - but eh ..
Who is your favourite manager?

Ted

Jose Mourinho

Iain

Mourinho .. why?

Ted

eh because ah I I would say he's clever man He's
clever He every time he he he he finds answer for the
journalist question and every time he make like a
conflict OK between others Managers and he and
every time I think he is right Why I don't know
Especially when I still remember one of his
conferences press he said When he was Inter's
manager they ask him Why in Italy Why the people
hate you He said its normal because a lot of people

Ted
Iain
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Iain

they hated Jesus as well laugh (laugh) So
He's not short of self-regard (both laugh) and do Are
many of your friends Chelsea fans?
No, No and in the Middle East the people there they
support Not more than 5 Ok? they are Real Barca In
England they know Liverpool Manchester United and
Bayern Munchen and Milan - a bit Juventus OK? So
when I supported Chelsea I think in my village we are
just 2 yeah yeah 2 people we are supported Chelsea
Me and another one and people said Oh Chelsea?
Chelsea? Yeah
So it made you different Like number 13 (Ted: yes
exactly) you are different (Ted: exactly) you are going
against the crowd laugh
OK thank Well Thank you Ted that's very long very
interesting and quite moving at times I want to ask
you about the language identity as well because we
talked a lot about identity but not so much about the
English .. all these things - different parts of your
identity - everything from eh the graduation
Sorry before you .. All these belong to you know but
this one didn't - take it bit didn't use it
yeah people people OK?

Ted

Didn't use it because here as you know Ferah don't

Iain
Ted

Yes people I won’t use those Basically its a family
picture of a graduation ..
you can keep it

Iain

How does this affect how you learn language?

Ted

Sorry

Ted

How is these different parts of your identity - how is it
related to how you learn English?
.. .. .. And I think I'm I'm not able at the moment OK to
speak fluently to express about to express my feeling
or because I suffered in Syria Syria there is another
picture but I couldn't find it in the internet In Syria I

2:07:16.4 2:07:28.9
2:07:28.9 2:08:21.0

Iain

2:08:21.0 2:08:29.0

Iain

2:08:29.0 2:09:03.1

Iain

2:09:03.1 2:09:13.2
2:09:13.2 2:09:16.3
2:09:16.3 2:09:22.4
2:09:22.4 2:09:28.3
2:09:28.3 2:09:30.7
2:09:30.7 2:09:35.3
2:09:35.2 2:09:36.7
2:09:36.7 2:09:47.8
2:09:47.8 2:12:26.0

Ted

Ted
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2:12:26.0 2:12:33.9
2:12:33.9 2:13:52.7

Iain

2:13:52.7 2:14:32.9

Iain

2:14:32.9 2:15:49.8

Ted

Ted

wasn't Syrian citizen (you had the red card) exactly
(you said last time yeah) yeah is there is a lot of lot of
things I think one day when my English became better
I will be able to convey my message to you and other
people who didn't know what happened in Syria or
what was in Syria specially about my identity because
I I weren't allowed to to do many things Why? (Iain:
you weren't a citizen?) yeah so one of reason that I
want to do here To study English to improve my
language to help myself to express my feeling and at
the same time because I'm film maker to be able to
write something academically academic or
professionally to write a professional script about my
self about my family about my people who suffered
like me. OK? That's what I want
So eventually when you When you’re able to express
the struggles and the and things you've gone through
yeah yeah And that's give me that’s encourage me to
learn OK because every time when I when I read from
eh news for example for example news sites on
internet like BBC like Sky News OK? I find some things
relate to the to the politics OK? And when I read the
newspaper in my normal life I just compare between
these word Why they used this word here and why
they use this word here? Have same meaning but
why? OK? So after that I said everyone has a different
style Newspaper maybe and news and film OK> they
all have a different (yes sometimes it different) yeah
sometimes its really difficult Difficult
yes to know the rules of the game uhu uhu yeah Well
hopefully we can I think you are making very good
progress already and you've spoke today very
eloquently about what happened and obviously you
want to speal more in Arabic you even more Arabic
but you've done But using the words you have you
have managed to give a message very powerfully
today so thank you very much.
You are welcome .. and did you finish with other
people ......
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Appendix 1.8.1

Mehdi Interview 1

Interview Date: February 2018
Interview Location: Mehdi’s home
Participants: Mehdi (participant), Iain Philip (researcher)
Timespan

Speaker Content

0:00.0 - 0:02.6
0:02.6 - 0:06.6
0:06.6 - 0:14.1
0:14.1 - 0:15.6
0:15.6 - 0:38.3

Iain
Mehdi
Iain
Mehdi
Iain

0:38.3 - 1:20.3

Mehdi

1:20.1 - 1:21.0
1:21.0 - 1:40.4

Iain
Mehdi

1:41.0 - 1:42.5
1:42.5 - 2:10.8

Iain
Mehdi

Thank you very much. What shall I call you?
As what you said as what you want
Ok (laugh) Ok choose a name. Mehdi?
Yeah that OK
OK Mehdi. That's fairly general.
OK so thank you Mehdi for talking to me today.
I'll just move slightly closer.
So my study is about try to find about identity and
language learning and how language learning affects
identity and identity effects language learning.
SO my first question is
Tell me about yourself.
Yeah so Should I say as well about where I am from
and everything? (Iain: yeah)
So I'm from Syria eh
I moved like 2012 from Syria
because obviously from war because of the war and
eh I get out there
I've been studying by the way Business Administrator
and Marketing for 2 years
and I unfortunately I didn't get my degree because I
get like last 2 subjects I have to finish them and I get
the credit but
so very close
very close but .. yeah I just ..that happened for me
because of the war and I have to run away from the
country
if I will stay either I will be killed or I need or done
military will tell me to kill. So I don't want to be on
both sides
uhuu
So the first thing which is I feel everyone who get out
from there I think who was the thinking on the right
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2:10.8 - 2:12.4
2:12.3 - 4:16.8

Iain
Mehdi

4:16.8 - 4:17.6
4:17.6 - 4:29.3

Iain
Mehdi

way
because both way they are wrong who doing that war
inside.
And actually till now you can we can see about ..
there is not just two hand inside there is lots of
country doing and playing on the
yeah interfering in different ways
yeah so yeah so I decided to move to looking for life I
get out to Egypt I work there for two years and I get
really upset there and have lots of terrible times
there.
Again its not really safe
there is what it’s calling it’s like Junky people or
something like this there robbed me three times like
take my my all what I do have in my pocket like phone
something like this
even in the middle of the of the day like just 2 o'clock
afternoon
I'm walking in the street in the inside the centre and
you find like 2 guys having knife they put the knife
behind my neck neck and they say like give me what
all you have
what I should do I have to give them (Iain: yeah of
course)
So after that I decided just I need to be in really safe
there is something wrong here I (laugh) (Iain: three
times)
I just left to here then
Yeah I've been very excited when I arrived and very
powerful to learn English
I have no English at the beginning like just like means
saying Yes or No that’s all what I all what I know so
what
I started to like .. get eh .. learn a bit myself from
Google translate or something just to know some
words or something
then I passed from job centre to the .. to you actually
What was called this eh?
[ESOL provider]
Yeah [ESOL provider] So I get there I and before I just
told you you put my feet on the street by (laugh)
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4:29.3 - 4:30.7
4:30.7 - 4:41.1

Iain
Mehdi

4:41.1 - 4:41.8
4:41.8 - 5:21.4

Iain
Mehdi

5:21.4 - 5:22.3
5:22.3 - 5:38.3

Iain
Mehdi

5:38.3 - 5:43.9

Iain

5:43.9 - 5:56.0

Mehdi

5:56.0 - 5:57.4
5:57.4 - 6:11.7

Iain
Mehdi

6:11.7 - 6:18.2

Iain

6:18.1 - 6:18.6
6:18.6 - 6:22.6

Mehdi
Iain

6:22.6 - 9:07.3

Mehdi

well thank you
I like to like you give me some really good information
to start yeah wasn't that long was it was it for 3 ..3 ...
3 months or so?
3 months and even I be taking off lots of time
because I have been I have been throughing lots of
problems as well
I've been with eh like All the time health my family
back in Syria and they have like really terrible time
there and I've been worry about them and lots of
thing happened around
So I've been really not in lots all time the time not in
the mood or sometimes I need to phone them on
night time because they have only internet on that
times
at night time yeah
yeah sometimes like you know and I have to be wake
on the night speak with them till I finish and next day I
can't really ..(laugh) go to like to the schools for just
yeah
That was a lot of problem for myself
Yeah I remember I remember being I knew that you
had more important things in your life than the class
yeah Of course you know the class was really
important for me but like to
but family is more important.
family yeah you know I've been like really I can't cut
myself in half for each go here and do here something
else yeah so yeah was a bit terrible for me but..
How did you feel because the classes were
compulsory weren't they (Mehdi: what?) you had to
go to the class
yeah
otherwise they cut your ... how did that make you
feel?
For me I felt that the look we can I'm really honest I
felt that way was really good way to teach the
refugee
because .. Look I understand some of them they may
have lots of problem like me they have something to
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9:07.3 - 9:10.6
9:10.6 - 12:22.6

Iain
Mehdi

do or they are not really on that time exactly having
free time or something on .. We can't to be honest
say to the job centre for example you have to do each
guy what time would you like to be free. So it’s a
bit .. for myself its complicated
but the right way to make this way what like if you are
not going we will cut you off but I felt in the thing
which is I felt its wrong the way three months was
brilliant but it have to be long period and bit it’s not
about if and just about looking for a job it just like hun
I think you meet lots of people
some of them maybe they are doctor maybe they are
writer or something (Iain: engineer) engineer
but they need to improve them English they do to
them like to do this degree or master or something to
get allowed to work here by their certificate but if
they get just 3 months for example to get English
Basic English and em go go to the college and help
yourself to get improve yourself there and it’s even
the college having another problem there because
they have to cross the to be like allowed to university
need around 5 years if you are like really on this if
you didn't failed in some semester or something like.
But in the same way I agree if that is good good for
them I mean not for everyone to learn this English in
5 years I totally agree but they have to teach in
proper way to be honest I felt they don't I feel we
lose a lot of time when we've been there
What problems did you see?
Well I can tell you two problems what happened with
me.
I get to I get first class on really basic I don't
remember was Elementary something like Level 1 or 2
I'm not sure
I get there for 6 month was second semester they put
me inside .. was my English was my teacher she was
mm like its all right but we we we wasting a lot of
time to be honest there by playing like just playing
like silly games or something
which is not really going to help us by this way
or sometime here you go you just take this book and
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come tomorrow Or What All the book I will read it
tonight and bring it tomorrow tell you the idea or
something Its not it wasn't really for myself wasn't
really proper way but I get help with her.
The second year the teacher change because I passed
this
and then and I am in I'm just would like to improve
my English to get university again and get (Iain: and
finish your) yeah and working in my .. in what I would
like to work not going to be like just working anything
- its alright to work I think I'm not saying no but for
now I can work anything when I get my degree which
is my goal for future I would like to work by this way.
For example you are English teacher if you travelled
somewhere else .. Dubai lets say you can be English
teacher there.
You not going to work a waitress there like that is
what I'm looking forward to be but I'm not getting
that help to get there. Why because that second this
teacher I get When I get to the class I moved to this
flat on the same time
first day there and first day they give me the key here.
And was the flat really horrible and its empty nothing
inside
and I have 28 days notice to move my flat from there
to here
And I have to run quick I have to paint I have to do a
lot of stuff and I have to move every all what I have
there to here and arrange appointment to measure
the carpet to do lots of stuff and they've been told my
teacher Look I have this,
and he said like its not my problem because you won't
be in the rules so what come on like that
I have something I know like its but what I can do
really?
I can't leave the home and what I should I do its just
really something happen with me You've got to
excuse me but like the way.. but he is he been trying
he get like he get really rude with me and he start to
be like against me in everything
like any question I said he just ignore or something
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15:14.7 - 15:15.8 Iain
15:15.8 - 16:11.6 Mehdi

just really rude. And then I ask him when I been there
what about my student card. "Where is my student
card? Everyone take here student card, Where is
mine?" And he said because you are not enrolled yet
We are not sure if you will get the all the time in the
class you will get it. I said OK. Next week I said Where
is my student card? "I've sent the email to the [ESOL
provider] and they told me because you are not on
the roll and you've got to I'm not sure you've got to
come all the time." I said Well this week I've been
here all the day what is the excuse. Send them email
again. And he say OK. After like 3 weeks all the time I
ask him and he said You are not there.
I said OK? There is something he just say for me I
yeah Was a guy ask me by Arabic. When I get inside
the class I just say to everyone "Guys I'm coming here
to learn. I'm coming here to learn I don't want
wasting time I just want to speak in English. If you
want to ask me anything when we get out speak with
me anything Out Arabic English Chinese anything
(laugh) it’s OK but here let’s speak in English. So when
the guy and he know that I speak to everyone He
know everyone like "This guy he never speak Arabic".
He just ..When I get inside somebody ask me in Arabic
and I answer in English (yeah) I know he didn't
understand sometimes what I'm saying because his
English not that good yet ..So .. And .. somebody ask
me in Arabic so he just turn and he can "I told you
don't speak in Arabic" and I'm "woao I didn't speak it I
didn't even answer him He did". And the guy he said
Yes I am
And he said no you started doing that
so he put all the problem on my shoulder I said that is
not that is not really nice from you. You're just
putting any problem on my ...
yeah blaming you.
yeah Why you doing that? and I don't want to speak
something bad for him or some but I just like to be
really respectful for him. And he said no that is the
way. And all the time he say you've got to
remember ... [ESOL provider] paid for you so don't
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16:09.6 - 16:14.4 Iain
16:14.4 - 17:57.5 Mehdi

17:57.9 - 17:59.3 Iain
17:59.3 - 18:14.4 Mehdi

18:14.4 - 18:15.8 Iain

waste the time. So well I would like to learn
and you are not paying from your pocket anyway.
And anyway I will when I will get degree when I will
be working
I would pay Council tax to that or not just Council tax I
will pay anything I'm paying Council Tax already I will
pay Council I will paying tax so It will be like just
exchange They will help me now and I will pay back so
it’s just basic stuff - stop being say like
Its not .. its not ... its not charity its an investment
yeah yeah its like so stop saying this.
He really told me that like 3 times or not even me like
everyone. And who is not pay Who is not throughing
that system who is paying his self he just being with
him very nice.
So this thing I told him "You're a teacher. You not You
are not a lawyer to speak about who is paying or who
is not This is not your problem Not is your.. Not is
your business to speak about this You are teacher I
didn't tell him to be honest this way I just told him
lets speak about English This is what I told him Lets ..
Teach Us! I just told him this way So he understand
what he what yeah and after that after this problem
He told me "You've got to get out" and I said "Alright
I'll get out and but you know I'll get out and I'll come
back for like for in in .. maybe less than 3 minutes but
just to tell you something First Now If I will get out
and get to my home and open my TV on BBC I will
listen They will speak anything they will say Word
they will say work. They won't say "Vork" and Vord
because He accent he is not actually from here. He is
from somewhere else". And I am I've been really
respectful from him but he should be teaching us the
proper English (laugh) (Iain: well) and I'm not getting
something new on my
Was he from Europe or from ..
From Europe but I'm not sure or I don't want to say
from where or because I'm not really risky I'm just
saying for him to make him angry is all because I
because he made me really nervous
as a way of getting back to him OK
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18:15.8 - 21:03.6 Mehdi

21:03.6 - 21:04.4
21:04.3 - 21:08.0
21:08.0 - 21:09.2
21:09.1 - 23:47.5

Iain
Mehdi
Iain
Mehdi

Yeah So I told him if I will get out I will listen Work not
vork so teach us the proper way. And I went Bye Bye I
get to the [ESOL provider] straight away and I told
them I didn't get my student card. And they said Oh
what is your name I said my name blah blah and they
put my my my name and where I'm living or and they
say yeah you're right you are with us and they make
the ID behind in front of me and they give it to me in
3 minute I get this idea Look this is my name Yes is me
Why he said now I get that ID I back to him this is
because I'm not in the roll (smile) OK Bye. He's just
been like looking at me and what he doing And I
never get back to the college till now and the problem
is Nobody ask about me after that. Nobody told me
what is your problem Why you never back there?
(Iain: yeah) but I feel like really frustrated to get back.
And I have another problem which is my sister she's
been there. She has a teacher. Everyone talk about
her that she is really.. rude. And I'm not sure why..
what's happened I this ..thing .. like .. I'm not sure
what happening but she let her She been with her
very nice at the beginning she tell her She said for her
you doing for example group on WhatsApp and the
name for everyone and the name for this group will
be "You can do it" and this is what we will do OK OK
You can do it And after like eh 3 month she change
her mind she said like You know your English is still
bad You can't afford this semester You will not
allowed to ..to.. do the exam even .. (Iain: mm OK)
and she said for her "Why", she said "because your
English not so she said let me just do the exam I'm If I
fail its OK If I pass then that that's what I need She
said No your not to do the exam. And she said But
why what is what just because of my English She said
Even because you didn't this last month yes She
didn't ..My sister she have what is called in English On
the back she had pain on her back like or
spine or?
spine yeah (Iain: OK) like S like
scoliosis?
yeah yeah she had that and she had a lot of pain on
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23:47.5 - 24:04.4 Iain

24:04.4 - 24:37.6 Mehdi

her back eh and she take medicine all the time for it
so she'd been in real trouble on this month and she
went twice on all this month but her English she been
trying to help herself by home to learn and
something and her English pretty as much as
everyone on the class. Never been down. And she
told her And anyway because you never been here for
like almost one month. And she said But I send you
my report from doctor and I'm not asking you to pass
me Let me pass I'm asking you to let me do the exam
and that’s it. She said No. And now she my sister say
OK She say No its OK no problem. After 3 days there is
a girl she been out out of all the the UK for for one
month and half like almost 6 weeks. She been out for
holiday and she come back she said Everyone been
finished his exam like three days ago And she tell her
"Here you go the exam is ready for you. Just do it" In
front of my sister and she say woah woah She said
Even her English not as good as mine. How you give it
to her? And she been 6 week out of the class.
And she said no her English is better than you. And
that is not fair to be honest. (Iain: No. no its not) it’s
not fair
And my sister she get this well like really frustrated
and she is really she have bad feeling about this.
Like I'm not sure what what really happening in this
way I just want... It’s good to get help from from like
she told her last last time You know you told me
before You you can do it when I come here and then if
like before we get the exam you say "You can't do it"?
So what what what do you teach me then You give
me power first then you tell me. No you can't do it.
She let me down then. And she said like lots of lots
yeah about this about just really very frustrated
yet sounds unfair They should have a clear system for
this. You know if you miss this many classes OK OK
you don't take the exam. But it doesn't sound like
they have a clear system to not fair on the students
Yeah And I mean like if we would talk about she been
off ah off taken off from class she's been giving here
for example the report from the GP she is not allowed
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24:37.6 - 24:43.6 Iain
24:43.6 - 24:45.2
24:45.2 - 24:51.3 Iain
24:51.2 - 28:22.5 Mehdi

to get allowed to get out too much She is not allowed
to walk even. So this is like You can see the proof She
is not lying she's not dating somewhere and telling
you ..I'm just ...
Do you think there is any ah any eh prejudice in this?
What is in preje...
Like maybe they don't like refugees. They don't like
Syrians. Is there anything in this ....
I will tell you .. There is .. [Iain: prejudice against
refugees]
I think yeah to be honest because even on life not in ..
even inside the .. in the life. For example I'm single for
for 6 years
I got my ex-girlfriend it was going to be like serious
relation we been thinking about getting engaged
because we been together 2 years and half and all my
family knows her her family you knows me. But she
dies there in Syria .. Oh yeah ... She dies. She been
back from her university and there is like a bomb
come to the all the bus and everyone like just go ..
So .. ..like ..when I get here and like get like let’s say
find out my way and start to get my job and feel I'm
ready for example for new relationship. I'm trying to
speak to somebody, or even like friend let’s say but
when they know or find out this guy is like Arabic or
Syrian they didn't know it even he is refugee. Just
Arabic or Syrian they still smiling for you but the way
but the way which is they talking is change.
They been excited before, yeah we will go cycling
together alright yeah yeah yeah so what day well like
lets talk maybe about Friday. And when they talk after
for after half an hour
they find out I'm from Syria or anything or they say
"oh" and the loss of loss of the day. Will you go on
Friday? I'm actually No just remember I have
something to do on Friday we will meet at if i see you
one day. And that's it. You will never see them ...
So its just like well Come on guys I'm just like human
being I'm not human doing I'm just like like everyone
else
and to be honest I have friend from Poland they are
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28:22.5 - 28:23.2
28:23.2 - 28:25.7
28:25.7 - 28:26.7
28:26.7 - 30:23.0

Iain
Mehdi
Iain
Mehdi

here (shows picture) First first first time I meet them
So what where are you from? I'm from Syria well
Good Nice to meet you. Good. And some because of
work or something we still together there. And after
that time lets go out sometimes or do something or
yehyehyeh lets go So they find out this guy is just as
us Doing the same as us They find out if we ask him
for help he did. If he need If we need something he
did for us
He's not He's just human like us. And now we getting
for example more closer to each other. And they
admit to be they told me first time. When you told us
You are from Syria we scared We say Oh my God how
we
really wow
Yeah admit for me all of them
Scared scared in what way?
Scared because of the media. They told me because
of the media. They told me even when we get
teached when we've been young we get something
really different by what we see now They said like it
just for example in media I told somebody if we open
now (opens laptop) in a or I google just write Syria we
will find out like everything like bad
I can't show you as what I did for for one of of my
friend
We've been talking about this and .. it but .. what we
can
What I can do for example I'm not I didn't choose
where I would be from and nobody ...you have you
been choosing like (Iain: No, No) to be from here
nobody choose they just ..
just the life like just like the what what what we can
do?
And all the media saying something different about
like oh this is for example they say putting the like..
the camera just on the bad thing they never say about
the like about good thing. If somebody did something
they erhggh because he's Muslim because he is Arabic
because he is Syria or well come on! And if some
sometimes some people from for example Europe or
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30:22.7 - 30:24.1 Iain
30:24.1 - 30:36.3 Mehdi

30:36.3 - 30:40.9 Iain
30:39.4 - 30:45.9 Mehdi
30:45.9 - 30:47.5 Iain
30:47.5 - 31:04.6 Mehdi

31:04.6 - 31:06.4 Iain
31:06.4 - 32:06.0 Mehdi

32:06.0 - 32:08.4 Iain
32:07.1 - 32:19.4 Mehdi

32:19.4 - 32:20.8 Iain
32:20.8 - 32:43.2 Mehdi

somewhere else
They speak about he did something but they would
never say he is like terrorist
terrorist yeah
yeah he's not they never say they say ohh its just
mental health Well why this Arabic guy is not mental
health?
why is terrorist all the time?.. like this is just .. like ...
really ...
yeah I think its definitely true that’s eh .. and ...
mmhmmm
yeah .. but... lets see this image see this Syria
yeah all about war..
or I can ... so .. we can't go like if we sitting when I sit
with my friend would you like to go there? And he
"Woah I won't go there" and so said lets see Poland
now
yeah beautiful yeah
yeah looks beautiful yeah Would you like to go here
here?
Yeah I would like to go Yeah well what about if we
said 1939 or would to still to go here How there is
people killed here people having this is building its
just fire burned would you still go there to Poland if
that time there. No for myself I won't go but there the
media just saying now its about I'm not saying that all
the problem about the media
there is there like 90% of the problem about the
media
but there is 10% of the people they have nothing to
just have look and say yeah that is right. Just find out
what is
They should be more questioning more critical or
yes questioning what’s happen with them Why that
lots of people they never know what’s happening in
Syria they just know its war about religion
... right yeah
And its never been about religion (both laugh) ... well
its a war between Christian and Muslim I say No it
not!
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32:43.2 - 32:45.0 Iain
32:45.0 - 33:04.1 Mehdi

33:04.1 - 33:06.6 Iain
33:06.5 - 33:51.8 Mehdi

33:51.8 - 33:55.5 Iain
33:55.5 - 34:33.9 Mehdi

34:33.9 - 34:49.2 Iain

34:49.2 - 37:51.3 Mehdi

So it just like they never question they scared just
scared from you because you are from there and they
never question, so this is the ... this is what I'm ...
people are surprisingly ignorant sometimes
yeah just if they question really they will find out ..
yeah .. yeah .. when they see like when we we we go
outside they "Ohh are you drinking?" "Yeah I'm
drinking" "But you are Muslim" Alright but its OK I'm
Muslim but I'm drinking its OK yeah so ....
Do you feel they judge you in a different way?
yeah they just .... and something like some friend they
ask from uhhh "Are you Muslim" "Yeah I am" so they
said,
"Can I ask you question?" "Of course Ask" "Is the girl
there in Muslim countries they wear they wearing
hijab by themself or his Dad her Dad of her her family
No You have to wear it. "Say No She decide" And
they said "Well mmm ... But I'm not sure ... is that
right?" Well I'm telling you I am from there I'm telling
you and you question me so I'm answering I just told
you ..
Why why are you asking me if you don't believe the
answer yeah laugh
And like it.. After that what's happen I say
Well if you want more to be to get more satisfy by
this question - yeah - I'm like my sister she's been
having hijab she take it off - really? - yeah she take it
off - you want to see her picture as well? here yeah
this her with hijab this is her without, this is my sister
we can meet together if you want one day;
Ok yeah mmm.. and still some feeling you know they
you know OK good but his feeling is different I can
you can tell
there there they difficult to change what they think
they know to change their mind yeah even when the
evidence is very clear. And how about being a How do
you feel about being called a Refugee?
Ahh that is really it’s a I don't have to be honest
but it’s a ... people having problem about this.
People think its a refugee the picture goes back which
is underwater on the sea ... they having they don't
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37:51.3 - 37:52.7 Iain
37:52.6 - 38:16.3 Mehdi

38:16.3 - 38:21.6 Iain

know about the life they don't know about phone not
sure where they come from This is what this idea. I
think if we said we tell them this is what I'm I'm
looking forward to do project to do presentation to
somebody to tell them like look refugees are the
same as anyone else but why He's name now refugee
Because something happen in his life in his country
And he just move from there to here or to
somewhere else and his name "refugee " because he
moved and this
Why he is refugee but like I'm just saying that because
have some people they ask me Do you have a banana
in Syria?
I'm just like What? Like really weird Yeah we have
banana OK and do you Do you really eating dogs
there? What? Come on! Really! (both laugh) We
eating dogs? No we don't eat dogs. .. some question I
get that it mean like because he is refugee that he
never know anything just like ... they don't know for
example I have BMW 5 series in Syrian when I've been
there at age 18 years old - for myself Not my Dad
They don't know which is I've seen for example Some
people they never see For example I have been in
wedding in Syria for a rich guy. He bring Cuban Cu
Cuba team for Cohibas cigar (Iain:yeah) whole the
team bring it from there to Syria to roll inside the
inside the wedding and giving to each one and this
team cost him 2 million dollar (Iain: wow!) And I don't
think somebody else see this who he is who is
questioning me this way yeah I mean that I'm not
saying that I'm not showing off (Iain: yeah) I'm really
humble guy - no you know just
you're just giving examples yeah
yeah but its just frustrating somebody ask you "Do
you know this?" Oh yeah of course that is something
basic like Yeah I know the apple I know the - that's
like you know it’s really like like really .. like ..
question which is really frustrated really .. its just like
What What do you think I'm just like you ...
Its almost they think the refugee is everything about
you and there s nothing else (yeah)
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38:21.6 - 39:31.2 Mehdi

39:31.1 - 39:32.5 Iain
39:32.4 - 39:45.1 Mehdi

39:45.1 - 39:46.1 Iain
39:46.1 - 41:34.8 Mehdi

yeah they think yeah they are living in tent refugee
they are they never been good people they eating
dogs they for example they they kill each other they
throw themselves on the sea but you never ask them
why they throw themself on the sea. I I'll tell you why.
Because there is let’s say i hope and I wish there is
nothing will happen in this country or any other
country but example let’s say we are and something
really bad happen and you either be here and die and
you you either get a boat and cross the way between
London for example to Paris and when you get there
if you get a life. If you not if you die anyway you doing
inside the city so there is choice there is chance so
people looking for life they trying to get that what is
called to get what what is called to get for example
(gesturing)
life jacket?
life jacket for the for the .. for the sea What is called
like having wind inside it or sponge or something like
to
yeah life saver yeah
yeah life saver they trying to make sure everything
alright they trying to put their passport in like nylon
plastic nylon then phone they try to take GPS because
they would like to find life because they getting ...if
they will still there they will be die ..or either kill
somebody else so what is that good chance if in this
question let’s find the good way to just cross the road
to cross the sea to other country so this is the people
why they get they throw themself in the sea because
they why they throw themselves why they didn't go
by for example plane or train or car alright they get
plane from Syria to let say to Bierut or to turkey but
there is nothing there to cross to cross for example
the the road to somewhere else .. so why they never
been in they didn't stay in Turkey? OK the good
question because they don't have a visa there and the
government, they didn't give them permanent or
something. They don't want a They don't want home
or something that’s .. If they get visa or like just
document that say are allowed to settle here. That's
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all they never they don't want to ask about something
else They will work hard and they will do what they
can do They
they say well so they coming here to find work here?
Tchsk No the first thing they looking for opportunity
for life not opportunity for work and because they get
here there is chance to get home but just to get home
is not yours is rent you get help by the law here you
get help because you don't because .. Not you are
refugee because you are as everyone else is he is
homeless who is anywhere by the law you get help to
get improve yourself you've been throughing
something bad as a homeless as anything else, we will
help you to... you will get housing benefit or anything
else till you stand up and get work so its look like the
same is that right or not? And he say Well but you get
you coming here you taking our jobs your stealing our
jobs. Well lets talk more openly than and I say well OK
you I'm coming to steal your job? He says Yes Well
you see how I am speaking with you till now He say
yeah Is that good English? It’s quite good So alright
but idat? you think can't speak by this way He said
"no way, that is rubbish. I speak better" Of course
because you are English you speak in English very
good English You very good at English So this is your
mother tongue yeah Well I speak Arabic and my
English still really rubbish I trying to improve but it’s
not good If I will go Me and yourself We will go to
somewhere and provide our CV. Who will get the job
first? Who will be taking the priority? Of course you
because your English better than mine (Iain: of course
yeah) But if you anyway if you want we can't say
something else about you you having maybe degree I
have degree Who having the best Who will take?
(Iain: yeah) Who is.. let’s .. let’s ..yeah like ... is
nothing .. I'm not going to say.. I'm sitting here .. I I'm
wake up here earlier than you and I will take your seat
earlier than you. It’s not like this for you we we will
see who getting on and let’s say there is not just only
one job in all the city and you will If I will take it you
won't take. There is a lot many jobs and many
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45:41.1 - 46:07.6 Iain

46:07.6 - 46:11.5 Mehdi
46:11.5 - 46:16.7 Iain
46:16.7 - 46:54.6 Mehdi

46:54.6 - 46:56.7 Iain
46:56.7 - 48:42.9 Mehdi

opportunity and let’s see every day I am trying to to
open like for example indeed or this is the website
with job searching or stuff. I find like 160 new job so
where this come from everyone one day or every So
there is a lot of job. But you don't want to work you
would just like to sit and say You coming steal my job
yeah Its just move and you will find better job than
what I will find yeah ahuu And you will do better than
I will do because you are better than me and there is
lot of thing I don't know here. I don't know about the
law I don't know how for example the Culture is
different for me I don't know this I don't know the
English for every.. as much as you know. So here we
go are you happy now? Yeah yeah its good yeah, but
he's not they they inside he's feeling in are not that
one
yeah most people have tend to have prejudices are
very set in their way difficult o change their mind
(Iain: yeah) that's why Yeah must be difficult people
say oh refugees come over here and they take
benefits but at the same time they also take the jobs.
How is this possible? (both laugh) How they take jobs
and also be on benefit yeah ...
yeah its not Its never been like this.. yeah .. so ..
yeah ...
And so do you when you meet people do you tell
them you are a refugee? Or do you just.....?
No I'm trying to be like silent by this, anything else we
can talk in anything else but I'm not saying that I'm
refugee
I'm not saying that ehm um I'm from Syria I'm not
saying I'm until they ask (Iain: yeah) but they when
they ask where I'm from I'm from Syria I know the
three question after they know them already they
don't want to ask and they won't ask but they know
He is Syrian then he is a refugee and he is taking our
job and he taking our benefit as well (both laugh) How
its possible as what you say.
they make they make assumption that way
yeah So yeah but for myself I never said and
sometimes when we get out and there is some people
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48:42.6 - 48:45.1 Iain
48:45.1 - 48:48.3 Mehdi
48:48.3 - 49:03.0 Iain

49:03.0 - 50:58.8 Mehdi

I know They know me errrh like not that very close
they just know me they see me but they don't know
about me anything else but when I go with some
friend to them and he know this friend for example he
know that I'm from Syria I will tell him Don't tell them
that I'm Syrian just be silent because I know I'm They
"this is Mehdi. He is from Syria" I said "Just say this is
Mehdi but don't say he's from Syria" It’s alright They
will find out after first if you give him that first thing
they will say
"We never spoke with this guy but let them speak
with me first find out about me because if they find
about the personality I think they will forget about
nationality.
They will ask after exactly but this is question I have
been inside the bar one day and one guy he ask me
where are you from? And I say Why you are asking
this question?
You even you didn't know my name yet. Are you
looking for nationality or like personality? and he's
ahhh No I'm just ..
I said yeah because of my beard like this is small
beard would you or about my black hair or what? Oh
no no I'm just asking (weak voice) Well look I'm from
Syria if you want to run away from me you can do it I
don't have any bomb here in my jacket or something
He start to laugh no no its OK but he is make me feel
frustrated to be honest
Yeah he ask you where you are from before asks
anything
yeah I think he never just yeah he is ah yeah .tsk yeah
interesting yeah I think sometimes the question of
where are you from can be very threatening question
(Iain:yeah) can be very aggressive question ..( Iain: of
course) I want to put you in a box
yeah (enthusiastic) just like oh yeah just like he is
from there and he is ...they build them picture directly
just because he is from there Well Einstein he is being
refugee He been refugee Einstein so They never
thought about this yeah they never thought about ...
now from like like lots of .. there is lots of people like
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50:58.8 - 50:59.9 Iain
50:59.9 - 51:32.7 Mehdi

51:32.7 - 51:34.1 Iain
51:34.1 - 51:52.1 Mehdi

51:52.1 - 51:53.1 Iain
51:53.1 - 52:38.1 Mehdi

here .. they're just eh just good people... it just it not
about where he is from or how is the a refugee or not
there is a hundred of people uh whonot I don't want
to say this is wrong because it’s because it’s really ..
it’s really bad to say there is a lot of refugee they are
doctors well... I ignore the idea which is I said before
because I said before the refugees are human as
everyone else, So I don't want to say refugees they
are (Iain: doctors) having doctors or having engineers
because they are human that is stupid
Everyone can be doctor or anything else - any
nationalities or anything else so I'm just I'm just saying
like its good really to
.. to people like be open minded and first ask about
story what you've been doing what is your life what
happened
Ask your story before you ask even the name yeah
like yeah
First one what is your name? yeye What is your story?
What you've been doing? What have you done? What
are you doing now? This is
what will you do in the future yeah
yeah and what you looking for future
What is your goal (Iain: yeah) this is to know
somebody inside him and very closely ... yeah .. and...
just like ..do a research for him ..for what is refugee
mean .. do like research what is Syria ..is it? There is
something I wrote I can pass it to you
yeah - very interesting
eh it by email or message tomorrow today you can
add it to the ... I been wrote this about like about like
the same idea like we been talking about there is lots
of thing about
yeah it would be very interesting to read it
about music where is coming from about the bread
how its coming from where its coming from The olives
The olive oil there is lots of its really big one You will I
think its...
for myself that because I told you this is my my wish
to do presentation anywhere to tell this is what ...
the refugee is not not what you thinking about it just
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52:38.1 - 52:52.3 Iain

52:52.3 - 53:04.7 Mehdi

53:04.7 - 53:14.4 Iain
53:14.4 - 54:00.6 Mehdi

54:00.3 - 54:56.3 Mehdi

54:56.3 - 54:59.5
54:59.5 - 55:02.7
55:02.7 - 55:04.5
55:04.5 - 59:59.0

Iain
Mehdi
Iain
Mehdi

human as if
And I'm working on it yeah I will yeah I will pass it to
you you have a look about this ... so ..
yeah I want to ask about ... because your English is
better.. is better I think from the last few years is
improving How has getting better English how has this
affected your life?
.. .. eh ... sigh its a its difficult question . you .. Can you
ask that again maybe in different way to get
understanding
Have you found that learning English has helped you
in your life here?
Yeah Yeah life yeah actually and even if I get I get
more improved I can do something more I can be
different but for that limit English its still really
stopping me what I'm looking to do what is my goal?
Is to get for example the IELTS get for example I'm not
sure what is the university want I think minimum 5.5?
in IELTS to get start in university again And I'm like 6
years ago
from when I get out for Syria till now I didn't eh study
at university so I would like to get this opportunity
again to start again .. study. And the .. so what is .. the
the problem is for me when I get for example here
because I haven't English this good language or
something so I need to work in somewhere who
speaking Arabic some company who speaking Arabic
some shop this is the only way I can do because I
need to work because this is the proper way
How about your job now Do you speaking at work or
No No but before
Oh you talking about before that’s why . OK yeah.
yeah in previous job I have everyone speaking Arabic
there the everyone like tenants there is no tenants
like customers or the owner or the employers
everyone talking Arabic
And this is was It is a problem to be honest because
everyone who there who practice in that Arabic is not
speaking English He won't improve The same guys
some of the owner of the shops or .. employers they
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are just bad They don't give you all your rights and the
problem is because I'm new here I don't know what is
my right. What is the law says for me?
Nobody's told me about anything about Look this is
your right this is what is happened for you if you done
this This is what happen for him if you if he does for
you that You have when you get there You have to
sign contract You have to .. He have to train you for a
safety and blah blah blah For everything for every
single thing Nobodys told me And And he take
advantage about about that because he know every
single guy here because he speaking Arabic He don't
speak English So he even can't speak Can't ask
somebody about his right and he taking advantage
and he do whatever he want. And lots of people now
they just working in black market like cash in hand
because there is two way they don't know them They
don't they don't they don't know about them right
And that the shops and the like the company the
organisation they taking advantage about this. Not all
of them some of them but some of them will just The
people they speak in the same language Lets say for
example African guy where he will go? He to African
shop, to African organisation to say I'm looking for job
They will tell him come come along because they
speak the same language they will.. alright on the on
the back if you watching on the image Well that's
good they helping each other but on closer you look
inside you know This guy he working now cash in
hand and he don't paying tax and something and the
owner as well he let him do this work in cash in hand
because he don't want to pay tax on him and he don't
want to prove that he working good to pay taxes what
so he cheat on everything He cheat for the guy he
take his right Because he don't know there is credit
and the law for your life for after (help and and ) yeah
for everything and he cheat the government as well
Just because he take advantage. But I'm not say We
can't say this problem is start from the like Small guy
They small guy he coming he don't know about
anything he just new. So he is not its not his problem
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to But the problem from the one who doing all this
mess .. around ... everyone ... but why (exploiting
him) yeah but if we can't catch this guy - the owner Why we shouldn't speak with everyone new and tell
him look this is your right. This is what you can do. So
if you have a problem you would like to work and you
can't find any work just on the local language you
would do So ask him to do this the same work its
same like as everyone else. If he don't work
Actually sorry i have to check my parking ....

59:59.0 1:00:31.7
1:00:31.7 1:02:02.1

Iain

1:02:02.1 1:02:04.8
1:02:04.8 1:04:51.0
1:04:51.0 1:04:58.5

Iain

So yeah I mean like if he if he if we need to to get this
in solved we can just tell the guys who coming new
well see this is your problem you can solve it this way
you can do You can do better We can teach you the
law how what is your right and what is legal what is
illegal. And if he don't want to give you this and still
you want to work.
So well improve you English and you will work So how
he can't work he could improve his English and you
will find about about the College they are not good
teaching
So he can't really improve himself to be speaking
English and to get help for example working in other
organisation maybe is better organisation And in the
same way the local one they taken his right
Sorry One second

Mehdi

take your time

Iain

1:04:58.5 1:09:28.1

Mehdi

yeah so what were we saying yeah so you think its
important people to learn English first (Mehdi: yeah)
so to have that false
yeah just to learn and to learn about the law as well
about the rights here They In both way - His rights
and other employer right and the contract what it
saying exactly.
This is really important but it need for example good
way to learn. There is something wrong about you
can't only get part-time study in English. Well how he
will learn proper?

Mehdi
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Get him full time for one year Give him 5 days a week.
Everyday 2 hours Lets say some people I know they go
two days for the college and 3 hour every single class
Each 3 hour there is 20 minute eh just break And
there is 20 minute for catch up for what you been
doing and what blah blah blah The rest is to learn and
sometime somebody ask question which is just about
what I can do for this Can you see my letter is coming
from Can you help me for this? So they get at least ..
After all of this In two week on one week sorry they
get 4 hour English That is not enough for them.
For myself I believe if you want him speak English in
one year give him 5 days a week and each day 2 hour
at least but 2 hour proper 2 hour If you want to give
him like 20 minute for break or something so let’s do
it 2 hour 15 or 2 hour and a half I mean 2 hour and a
half this is at least I prefer to have 5 5 hour a day
(intensive) just English For one year I believe I would
get there I know some friend in Syria they studying
English by course So they get course for 3 days a week
like like 3 days or 4 days and they get every single day
3 hour class. And you can see the difference between
when they start and when they finish, They improve
because they having the they having the practicing
they having every time speak about English every day
not just only waiting all the week for 2 days just and
each 2 day you speaking 2 hour that and you still want
him to get work? You tell him by job centre or by
anywhere else Go and get work Why you not
working?
I would like to work I really would like to work but
how I could work I need help for English if you want
put that money on me as a mortgage. Pay me for
example now and I'll pay you back when I start work
I'm happy with this Just put me you can't study
because if you study for example full-time you they
will cut your benefit. Laugh So how you will .. where
you will stay ..how wi ...and work studying ...
and yeah this really big problem for this. I really
believe it really big problem because its If he If he
really learn quick he would do bet .. For example let’s
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1:09:28.4 1:10:14.8

Mehdi

1:10:14.8 1:10:16.3
1:10:16.2 1:10:23.8
1:10:24.1 1:10:32.2

Iain

1:10:32.2 1:12:30.4

Mehdi

Mehdi
Iain

say there is some there is some cheeky people
they would say wah they will have some excuse to run
away
well that's alright you have other excuse now
everyone else for example improve his English
and this is 1 year for example Full time English Just
English and he get he get his goal now he is starting
for example university and he working part time he
doing that and that
Maybe he just working maybe just studying well. But
you you don't want to do even studying you don't
work for in some way Why? So he ...But he don't
have excuse now for example So yo use it In Arabic
we say You put him in the corner He can't really move
yeah trap him yeah
yeah you trap So I mean this way This is dub I mean
the best really to ..
You said you learnt English outside (Mehdi: yeah)
What did that was useful outside the classroom to
learn English?
eh Just eh trying to speak with anyone really. Just
finding some event on Facebook There is event
somewhere OK I'm going There is somebody need
volunteer Oh I'm going to volunteer with them So I
get there and help them and ask everyone What do
mean Oh I didn't understand you and he told me so
every day I get lesson by this way for till now like 3
years almost This was till every till today I mean till
today ..
But in my work so I get some emails I don't
understand some word and I'm having access to
internet and everything so I just google it quickly ah
that what he mean and translate it and I take this
word and I'm doing excel spreadsheet and I putting
each new word for myself all every day and I'm trying
to like improve there is like lots of new words for
myself even in this work Its about property and stuff
For example today Its tenants somebody email
tenants in the property above on the address on the
subject his address and nothing the property above
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1:12:30.4 1:12:31.7
1:12:31.7 1:12:47.2

Iain

1:12:47.2 1:12:50.8

Iain

1:12:50.8 1:13:33.6

Mehdi

1:13:33.6 1:13:36.3
1:13:36.2 1:13:47.8

Iain

1:13:47.9 1:13:52.0
1:13:52.0 1:14:33.6

Iain

1:14:33.6 -

Iain

Mehdi

Mehdi

Mehdi

having drift on the window and the sash goes off. I
say what is the sash? Its say written i don't know if I
pronounce it in good way or not. But its to write it S A
S H is that right?
Yeah Sash (indicates nearby window sash)
Ok I don't know that (both laugh) I said what is sash
so I take it to the google translate Oh yeah that is like
frame or (yeah) Yeah o every time every day trying to
catch new word yeah
new words yeah Its not yeah it doesn't sound the
same yeah
Yeah so yeah I just trying to catch new word and on
the same way I'm asking sometimes er because I have
no no really very good grammar So I'm learning by
listening by copying people like how he say this
sentence so I will copy it and I will use it. And I don't
have really good grammar if somebody ask me is the
adjective will be here or here I will say What I don't
know if that is adjective or noun. Because I don't have
a grammar so
but you have the communication skills
just the communication skills to read and write really
really bad because my experience just from outside
listening and conversation.
How about at work? How about how about at work
How do you find using English at work?
Its good like sometime I get .. struggle like some time
they ask me some something in English and there is
important word inside this sentences I didn't catch it.
I say well What you mean? And that embarrassing for
me because I'm working with them and they will say
inside themself even of they didn't say it to me they'll
say You working here and you didn't know what is
that mean. You know. That embarrassing for me i
would like to improve so I am this is what is problem
for me
Can I ask about how you feel when you are using
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1:14:43.8
1:14:43.8 1:14:47.2
1:14:47.2 1:14:48.1
1:14:48.0 1:17:41.0

Mehdi
Iain
Mehdi

English. Do you feel you are a different person in
English?
Yeah (hesitantly) Maybe yeah different person yeah
(more certain)
In what way?
OK I'll I feel myself shy all time shy embarrassing in
English
Because in Arabic I'm different guy yeah I'm different
person
I speak more openly and I can sit on a on front of like
lets say 20 people they sitting together I can be sitting
on in around or in the middle and guys there is
something blah blah blah and talk really openly I've
never been shy never never
but here if there are three or 2 guys they talk together
in English and I am sitting behind them I will be jus
silent listen to them Because feeling shy to get into
this conversation because they speaking together If I
didn't get the idea what exactly they speaking about
So I will be I will be really embarrassing like they will
say What he fuckin know he thinking about what we
talking about something else for example so that
making me feeling shy and really quiet This is what is
its changed my personality in English
but when I for example on the phone now because I
don't really contact Arabic people here by face to face
I don't really get with anyone Not because I don't like
them I Just the idea because I'm still this is the only
one way to learn for myself with English to speak with
English people or so I don't want practice Arabic now I
don't want to meet Arabic that's what.
To have fun Ok I'll have fun with English Even any any
any other erhh any other nationality just because they
can't speak the only English with me because they
won't contact me in Polish for example They will
speak with me in English because they speak English I
speak Arabic so let’s talk in English But if I If I will
speak with Arabic guy in anywhere he is and he speak
very good English for example I am We won't use
English we will start in Arabic conversation We
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1:17:41.0 1:17:48.8

Iain

1:17:48.8 1:19:03.7

Mehdi

1:19:03.7 1:19:04.7
1:19:04.7 1:19:59.6

Iain

1:19:59.6 1:20:45.3
1:20:45.3 1:34:00.5

Iain

Mehdi

chatting in Arabic for maybe one hour or even more
because we both feeling confident speaking Arabic.
So but I don't want to practice Arabic? My Arabic is
more that good.
Can I ask when speaking with people who are Polish
or not native English speakers. Do you find it easier to
speak in English?
Yeah easier for me. Because this they English is well is
not not that pretty top or very good for example so
speak with Europe people they speak in English
maybe sometimes better than my or anything but still
they I feel they using basic words basic conversation
Even if we get some deep conversation but we still
speak in a really on the top of the . on the cup we
didn't get inside we still catching each other what you
mean If we get strickent That what I Oh OK we get it
closer But if I speak with proper English guy he is like
five minute or I have to stop him What you ask me
What you mean he have to explain again .. yeah in ..
too much by this way
it becomes halting yeah
Yeah for example this lady here on the right side
She is Scottish but this girl she know she know that his
guy he don't speak very good
So she speak with me very slowly and I really like the
way how she speak with me. Because very slowly like.
Well she never speak fluent like this guy here No like
[redacted] he no he like everything She talk a bit like
slowly but people that is the way like I'm not we can't
tell to everyone well you have to speak with me
slowly It’s not his problem So I mean like yeah ..this is
my feeling yeah ...
Thank you that's very interesting I'm conscious we are
running a bit out of time. ...
Interviewer shows his images – not transcribed here
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Appendix 1.9.1

Hani Interview 1

Interview Date: April 2018
Location: An office at Hani’s ESOL provider
Participants: Hani (participant), Iain Philip (researcher)
Timespan

Speaker Content

0:00.0 - 0:03.0

Iain
Hani
Iain

0:02.9 - 0:03.3
0:03.3 - 0:12.6

0:11.2 - 0:12.6
0:12.6 - 0:17.9

0:17.9 - 0:19.1
0:19.0 - 0:21.5
0:21.5 - 0:22.1
0:22.1 - 0:36.4

0:36.4 - 0:37.8
0:37.7 - 1:27.4

0:51.7 - 0:51.8
1:27.4 - 1:29.9
1:29.9 - 1:34.3

Hani
Iain
Hani
Iain
Hani
Iain

Hani
Iain

Hani
Hani
Iain

1:34.3 - 1:35.8
1:35.8 - 2:47.8

Iain

So maybe I tell you about myself first?
OK
So my name is Iain and I or Iain is like in Arabic I think
Yahya the same
Yeah (laugh)
Um so my name is Iain I was born in Fiji - do you know
Fiji?
.. No
Very small country in Pacific near New Zealand
Yeah
And then I ah growing I grew up in many countries. I
grew up in Jordan for 5 years We lived near 3rd Circle ..
near Mutanabi street - you know the big Crown Plaza
hotel?
Yeah yeah yeah
going to Bosra and going to Hama and going to Palmyra
and many places in Syria on holiday for a visit Um and
then I my parents moved to Indonesia (yeah) and we
lived there for maybe 4 years and then we moved to
Yemen (yeah Yemen Oh) Sanaa and then well I ah my
parents moved to Bhutan a small country in the
Himalayas and then I left home I went to teach English I
taught English in Morocco (yeah) and also in Cambodia
also in Jordan in Bhutan in Bangladesh and also in
Taiwan
very nice place
Oh very many ah countries yeah
yeah so people always ask me "where are you from" I'm
like .. ah (laugh)
Both laugh
Its a difficult question for me (yeah difficult) and so I
think when people ask you "Where are you from" what
they really say is "Who are you" .... They want to make
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2:47.8 - 3:02.1

Iain

3:02.1 - 3:03.4

Hani
Iain

3:03.4 - 3:28.5

3:28.5 - 3:31.6

3:34.2 - 4:09.8

Hani
Iain
Hani
Iain

4:09.8 - 4:27.9

Hani

3:31.5 - 3:32.6
3:32.6 - 3:34.2

judgement about you they want to say something about
you (yeah) so I think So this is why for me Identity is ..
very interesting (both laugh) because I think my identity
is very ..and also I mean also I think um but this is a
question for everyone and not just for refugees I think
everyone in the world now have a problem with identity
because (yeah) the world is changing very fast and I think
its important everyone can learn more about how we
how we make who we are (yeah) our identity and I think
refugees have a lot of important ideas about this I think
refugees have their identity challenged in many ways
(yeah) and so that's why I want to ask you for your
help ..and also I think if I do the research I can also find
ways to help refugee as well because we can make
English teaching better we can make the services better
(yeah)for refugee so that the idea.
Um so I am married I have 2 children one daughter called
[redacted] she is 5 years old eh one son his name is
[redacted] so you can call me Abu [redacted]
Abu [redacted] yeah (laugh)
Um and um I am a teacher I have been a teacher for um
maybe 18 18 years now English teacher mostly (yeah
good) I teach mostly abroad and then I came back here
2014 and I work with teaching ah not all refugees but
many refugees in my class (yeah) Do you know teacher
[redacted] Do you know [redacted]- a teacher here?
No ...
OK ... she a teacher works here as well
[redacted] and [redacted]
Yeah [redacted] and [redacted] also there is I worked
with [redacted] we worked together on another project
teaching English (yeah) so in this I met many refugee and
I always I think .. I made some good friends, and this
made me more interested in this topic (yeah) and that's
why when I started doing my PhD I thought this is a very
interesting area to research ... So this is me Can I ask
about you? Can you tell me about yourself?
Ah I'm Hani [redacted] I am from Syria I am married I
have a daughter her old one year and eight months My
wife pregnant now
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4:27.9 - 4:29.0
4:29.0 - 5:08.1

5:08.1 - 5:10.0
5:09.9 - 5:26.5

5:26.5 - 5:28.0

Iain
Hani

Iain
Hani

5:28.0 - 5:33.8

Iain
Hani

5:34.1 - 5:48.0

Iain

5:48.0 - 5:57.0

Hani

5:57.0 - 6:01.5

Iain

6:01.5 - 6:12.9

Hani

6:12.9 - 6:17.4

Iain

6:17.4 - 6:31.5

Hani

6:31.5 - 6:33.4

Iain
Hani
Iain

6:33.4 - 6:36.0
6:36.0 - 6:45.4

6:45.4 - 6:52.0
6:47.9 - 6:49.2
6:49.2 - 6:54.3
6:54.3 - 7:30.9

Hani
Iain
Iain
Hani

Congratulations
Thank you very much I came here in 20 2rd of August
2016 I live in [redacted] in Scotland mmmm I am happy
here .. I want to learn English more but um maybe a bit
difficult because different language different culture
And what do you do? What's your job?
I work in Syria and Jordan in construction builder and
bricklayers .. I get two weeks ago NCS card for
construction
Fantastic good congratulations
Thank you I'm looking for any job in construction (well
good luck) because I like it ..
Well I think we definitely need more houses built here
(yeah) so its a very important job ..and tell me about
your experiences of learning English. Did you learn
English in Syria and Jordan before you came?
I learned in Syria but ah not just English .. with Arabic
and math and...
what did you .Did you .. what did you study? high school
or .. university?
I study two years at university electrical engineering (OK)
but I don't finish my study because I come here ..
because the war in Syria
Yeah Ok ...and would you like to continue studying
electrical engineering?
Yeah of course ... now I study English in [ESOL provider] ..
I want to get a better in English and go to university
and ...
and carry on studying there ...
yeah to complete my study in electrical engineering.
And how do you find .. you said you found some you said
"learning English is not easy"?
yeah not easy ..... but I like learn English
what do you enjoy about
What do you enjoy in the class?
mmmm ...... ah .. I enjoy .. I like one speaker together
about any object .. help us .. when I uh learn anything
how can use it in English allowance Arabic (uhhuu OK )
how can I speak with my wife with my neighbours with
my friends ..
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7:30.9 - 7:32.9

7:34.5 - 7:47.7

Iain
Hani
Iain

7:47.7 - 7:53.9

Hani

7:53.9 - 7:54.3

Iain
Hani

7:32.7 - 7:34.5

7:54.3 - 8:12.6

8:12.6 - 8:14.0
8:14.0 - 8:39.5

Iain
Hani

8:39.5 - 8:44.0

Iain

8:44.0 - 8:45.2

8:51.3 - 8:57.5

Hani
Iain
Hani
Iain
Hani
Iain

8:57.5 - 9:05.5

Hani

9:05.5 - 9:09.2

Iain

9:09.2 - 9:27.9

Hani

9:27.9 - 9:42.0

Iain

9:42.0 - 9:56.3

Hani

9:56.3 - 10:05.4

Iain

8:45.2 - 8:47.8
8:47.8 - 8:48.2
8:48.2 - 8:51.2
8:51.1 - 8:51.3

so something you can use ... that's helpful
Yeah how can I use English
Ok And um and how about things for study - you said
you want to be ..carrying on studying .. so are you
learning about writing as well and reading for study?
I think I'm good in grammar writing more than speaking
and listening
Ok interesting
Yeah I study in Scottish school here for one year but I
think not very good because eh with the children all the
time just crying want to eat ...
quite distracting ..
yeah and all student different levels no the same levels
but now I want to [ESOL provider] better because I had
exam for levels and they want enter me that now tell me
the day I think now ..
And where is you class. Here in [redacted] or in
Edinburgh?
Before?
Now now you say you study in [ESOL provider]
Now in [ESOL provider]
OK in Edinburgh do you travel to
in [place redacted]
in [place redacted] OK right OK and so how long have
you been studying there?
Ah last semester and this semester .. maybe six or seven
months
Are the classes very different - different type of class or
same idea?
Um maybe different but I think very good because
there is student different language and we have projects
and more works to do ...
Ok interesting And um how do you I want to ask about
using English every day in your life. How do you ...Do you
use English a lot every day?
No not a lot .. just when I meet anyone .. speak English
or in the class. In my house I use Arabic ...laugh
laugh oh well you should do its your house use the
language you like ... um how about with your neighbours
in your community. Do you speak to them in English?
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10:05.4 - 10:14.8

Hani

10:14.8 - 10:18.6

Iain
10:18.6 - 10:20.8 Hani
10:20.8 - 10:30.0 Iain
10:30.0 - 10:32.0

Hani
10:32.0 - 10:43.4 Iain

10:43.4 - 11:11.7

Hani

11:11.7 - 11:20.9

Iain

11:20.9 - 11:28.1

Hani

11:28.1 - 11:32.1

Iain

11:32.1 - 11:52.4

Hani

11:52.4 - 11:59.1

Iain

11:59.1 - 12:01.8

12:11.2 - 12:26.1

Hani
Iain
Hani
Iain
Hani

12:26.1 - 12:42.5

Iain

12:01.8 - 12:04.2
12:04.2 - 12:07.8
12:07.8 - 12:11.3

12:42.5 - 12:44.9

Hani
12:44.9 - 12:46.9 Iain
12:46.9 - 12:48.7 Hani
12:48.7 - 13:03.2 Iain

Yeah yeah .. but not a lot because everyone eh in work
or with their his family ..
And in the shops and ....
Yeah of course I use English ..
Uhuuu Have you I want to ask you arrived here maybe
two years ago you said or one and half years
One year and seven months ...
OK and uh you've been learning English during this time
(Hani: yeah) Have you found that learning English has
made a difference to living in the community?
.. um .. I think different .. uh maybe six or seven months
the first very difficult because I don't use any English .. I
was afraid and I'm shy to speak everyone but now I think
better .. I like speak English ..
And how about your wife and family Are they Ok they
feel Are they also improving English do you think?
Yeah improve English Maybe good in the first better than
me my wife.
So why why do you want to learn English? What is your
reason?
To find good job and uh to complete my study in
electrical engineering and to speak with the people and
to learn more about another culture and language
OK and Do you anything outside the classroom to learn
English?
Um No
watch movies listen to radio
yeah on the TV yeah sometimes BBC ...
Uh What do you find useful for this?
Uh sometimes I learn a new vocabulary in [ESOL
provider] and sometimes I listen to this vocabulary on
BBC or movie or ..
mmm Ok interesting I want to ask you about identity
now. How you see yourself. Do you think eh when you
speak English and when you speak Arabic. Are you the
same person or different person?
... with the ....
speak English and speak Arabic
... prefer?
yeah do you see Are you the same person Do you see
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13:03.2 - 13:04.4

Hani
Iain
13:07.6 - 13:17.1 Hani
13:04.4 - 13:07.6

13:17.1 - 13:27.5

Iain

13:27.5 - 13:47.6

Hani

13:39.0 - 13:45.5

Iain

13:45.5 - 13:46.1

Hani
13:46.1 - 16:08.9 Iain

16:08.9 - 16:12.3

Hani
16:12.3 - 26:43.1 Iain

26:43.1 - 26:44.0

Hani
26:44.0 - 26:55.5 Iain
26:55.5 - 27:48.5

Hani

27:48.5 - 27:58.2

Iain

27:58.2 - 28:03.8

Hani
28:03.8 - 28:12.3 Iain

yourself the same way? Yeah Some .. yeah ...The idea is
that sometime when you speak a different language your
personality change a bit. Do you feel this with English or
not?
Yeah .. Of course (laugh)
In what way? How?
Very difficult all the time shy I afraid speak anything
wrong or not good.
Do you find it easier to speak to people who maybe um
their first language is not English?
Um I think not .. because of pronunciation different I
don't understand exactly what .. mean.
Ok Ah different OK I'm going to show you some pictures
now OK ...
OK No problem
I want to show you pictures for 2 reasons one because I
want to tell you about me and two also it will give you
some idea maybe you can use yourself in the
future....you can ask me questions and ....(shows pictures
- shows food) I think you recognise somethings here?.
I think this .. In Jordan?
yeah I think so - its Arabic food (yeah Arabic food) – [I
talk about my pictures – not transcribed here] keep
talking about pictures -- I have a few more questions to
ask, is that OK?
yeah
I want to ask about eh the word refugee. When people
How do you feel about this word refugee This identity?
(long pause) Mhmmm Not bad (mmm) because we come
here because of the difficult option in my country The
War .. I think we came here because here very safely
Have place .. Refugee ... The refugee is someone who
need a place a good place No war No killing To complete
eh Him life
Yeah Uhu So when you meet people (yeah) meet
someone in the shop In the cafe Do you tell them "I am
rfugee"? Or
Yeah (OK) yeah I tell them
Ok Thank you Anything else you want to tell me?
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28:12.3 - 28:24.1

Hani
28:24.1 - 28:41.5 Iain

(mmmm) about you about your identity?
.. no .. laugh ...mmmm ....No No thank you
OK well thank you very much for this and Can I take your
phone number and email so I can eh we can talk again
(Hani: of course) ...
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Appendix 1.9.2

Hani Interview 2

Date: May 2018
Location: Hani’s home
Present: Hani (participant), Iain Philip (researcher) – Hani’s wife (Ruba) and daughter are in
the background.
Timespan
0:01.4 - 0:12.7

Speaker Content

0:12.7 - 0:15.2
0:15.2 - 0:20.3

Hani
Iain

0:20.3 - 0:22.9
0:22.9 - 0:27.2
0:27.2 - 0:36.1

Hani
Iain
Hani

0:36.1 - 0:41.7

Iain

0:41.7 - 1:23.9

Hani

1:23.9 - 2:48.2

Iain

2:47.2 - 2:49.4
2:49.4 - 2:52.3

Ruba
Iain

2:52.3 - 2:55.5
2:55.5 - 3:02.2

Ruba
Iain

3:02.2 - 3:04.8
3:04.8 - 3:09.9

Ruba
Iain

3:09.9 - 3:12.5
3:12.4 - 3:34.2

Ruba
Iain

3:34.2 - 3:42.5

Hani

Iain

I think this is the nicest may I can remember I don't
remember May being this nice before. But if May is
nice maybe June and July will not be nice. laugh
yeah laugh
OK so thank you very much Shall we start talking about
the pictures? Which one would you like to choose first?
Mmm I don't know
OK I'll chose one - OK ..
.. I don't know - anyone you want it .. maybe this in
university in Damascus
OK well lets start this one then number 1 Ok So tell me
about your university in Damascus..
... ahhh ... I went to univers .. Damascus University
before .. 7 years ..OK ahu I start study in electrical
engineering I studied 2 years from 5 degree Not
finished because of the option of Syria because I moved
to Jordan. I like electrical engineering because I like
maintenance ...door bell sounds .. sorry
Right like doing things with your hands alright (H
answers the doorbell ... Iain waits)
Hello! how are you?
Hello very well thank you How are you? Nice to see you
again.
Good, thank you . Nice to see you. Have a seat, please.
Thank you - I'm just talking with your husband about
identity. How is the baby?
Good I'm tired Laugh
Tired Yeah very tiring. When is the baby due? In
September?
September 1st September.
Hello (child enters room) - So you study electrical
engineering and you enjoy it?
I don't know exactly what you want me to speak about
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3:42.5 - 4:16.3

Iain

4:16.2 - 4:17.5
4:17.4 - 4:23.5

Hani
Iain

4:23.5 - 4:47.2

Hani

4:47.1 - 4:55.7

Iain

4:55.7 - 4:58.4
4:58.3 - 5:02.1

Hani
Iain

5:02.1 - 5:16.8

Hani

5:16.8 - 5:21.3

Iain

5:21.3 - 5:39.6

Hani

5:39.6 - 5:44.7

Iain

5:44.7 - 6:08.6

Hani

6:08.6 - 6:24.8

Iain

6:24.8 - 6:31.2

Hani

6:31.2 - 6:38.6

Iain

what? the point?
Um Ok so for University so you are a graduate or you
are someone who studied at university You are an
electrical engineer and ah we talked last time about
you wanted to study more to be an electrical engineer
or do you want to be to work in construction You said
you like to work with your hands you like to be Do
things how to make something How to do something
Yeah
Yeah so tell me about this - why did you chose
electrical engineering to study?
Um I like these jobs and electric electricity I like it touch
anything I like makes many mistakes when I fix
somethings but I like to try fix somethings yeah
OK and uh and um So working over here Do you want
to study again electrical engineering?
Yeah I will complete my study here to ...
OK OK and when you were at university did you make
many new friends
Yes of course yeah my friends because I was living in
um ... the housing for university with another students
yeah
And was this the first time you lived by yourself away
from family?
yeah was difficult Because eh many years with my
family then alone and difficult the first year was very
difficult but then I used to live alone yeah
Did you learn Did you know how to cook before you
went?
No Before No Just All I live in housing for university
everyday try to make some foods Sometimes good
sometime bad yeah sometimes fast food buy fast food
eah I thinking when you go to university always you
have to learn not just about studying but also (Hani:
yeah) about living (Hani: about living yeah) about
being independent (Hani: of course yeah) And did you
like the university was it a good university
Yeah because the first university in Syria Damascus was
the first university.
And how were did you Did you find the courses easy to
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6:38.5 - 6:57.1

Hani

6:57.1 - 7:02.3

Iain

7:02.3 - 7:20.1

Hani

7:20.1 - 7:52.8

Iain

7:52.8 - 7:55.6
7:55.6 - 8:07.2

Hani
Iain

8:07.2 - 8:29.1

Hani

8:29.1 - 8:36.4

Iain

8:36.3 - 8:57.4

Hani

8:57.4 - 9:02.6

Iain

9:02.6 - 9:06.1
9:06.1 - 9:09.8
9:09.8 - 9:25.0

Hani
Iain
Hani

9:25.0 - 9:28.3
9:28.3 - 9:43.8

Iain
Hani

9:43.7 - 9:58.4

Hani

study, difficult to study?
Eh 2 years that which I study it Was difficult because uh
just Math and Physical (physics) yeah Not any electrical
in the first 2 years
OK and then you said you left after 2 years - because of
the war was it?
because the war I had a Syria and because because
before I go to Jordan I the police take me to jail for 3
and 2 months (Iain: Oh dear terrible) because the
option (opposition?) in Syria
OK and um Do you think of yourself .. Are you an
academic person Academic person? So maybe ...
someone who study a lot someone who use their brain
or are you a person with hand use your hand to do
thing Or are you both?
No I think With my hand.
Yeah OK Interesting OK Good and can you tell me
anything else about university? Do you want to go back
to university in the future?
Here? Of course I want and Now and after i will finish
study in English and maybe I need 6.5 in IELTS I will
complete my study. This the first goal for me.
Did this university in Damascus Is it very old? Damascus
university?
Yeah but Before all the studies with the same area but
maybe before 10 years - for electrical engineering
separate from the (Iain: to a new campus) the same
yeah different camps yeah new camps OK
Because I know there are some very old Universities in
that part of the world so
yeah very old yeah
OK Tell me about this one this picture down here
This in construction I used to work in construction for
about 8 or 9 years maybe 6 years in Syria and 4 years in
Jordan
OK while also while you were studying or..
Yeah in Syria I was working part-time while I study but
in Jordan just work full-time because I wasn't studying
yeah here in Jordan I work with team 6 people I
responsible for these people yeah Not labourer
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9:58.4 - 10:00.1 Iain

OK like a manager

10:00.1 10:04.2
10:04.2 10:05.1
10:05.0 10:13.6
10:13.6 10:21.7

Hani

yeah no..like advisor or something ..

Iain

advisor yeah - sort of team leader

Hani

10:21.6 10:44.2

Hani

10:44.2 10:47.2
10:47.2 10:48.3
10:48.3 10:51.3
10:51.3 10:59.1
10:59.1 11:06.9

Iain

yeah because I learn the work in construction with my
father because this his job
OK so you're experienced (Iain: yeah) and you know
what you are doing OK And did you enjoy being
responsible the leader
yeah I'm keen on construction because everyday you
work something new - everyday different job (Iain: and
you have a point) and you come to site No building
after two or three months big building
there is something there (Hani: yeah) you create
something
create something yeah

11:06.9 11:13.3
11:13.3 11:18.2
11:18.2 11:19.5
11:19.5 11:21.8
11:21.8 11:24.9
11:24.9 11:25.8
11:25.8 11:40.9

Hani

Iain

Hani
Iain

Hani

You can look back and you can look and "this is what I
made"
yeah after 2 or three months I look this building "I
helped to make this building"
OK do you like Do you When you work with a team
(Hani: yeah) working together do you also like this part
of it?
Because usually the work construction need other
people to help us.
OK You said you learnt from your father (Hani: yeah)
when did you start learning
In Syria

Iain

How old were you when you started to learn?

Hani

Um when I start about 14 years

Iain

14 years OK?

Hani

and the first I was worker just weekend and holiday
because I was going to school after that for part-time

Hani
Iain

Iain
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11:40.9 11:42.5
11:42.4 11:44.6
11:44.6 11:47.7
11:47.7 11:53.5
11:53.5 11:58.1
11:58.1 12:10.4
12:10.4 12:14.0
12:14.0 12:27.8
12:27.8 12:40.2

Iain

and did you enjoy it?

Hani

yeah I like this job

Iain

And did your father Did he want you work in
Construction?
Yeah and he very good worker in construction

12:48.2 12:48.4
12:48.4 12:56.4
12:56.4 13:21.4

Hani

13:21.4 13:24.8
13:24.8 13:32.0
13:32.0 13:35.5
13:35.5 13:37.7
13:37.7 13:51.8

Iain

13:51.7 13:54.4

Hani

Hani
Iain
Hani
Iain
Hani
Iain

Iain
Hani

Hani
Iain
Hani
Iain

Do you have other family do you have brothers and
sisters also?
My brothers One of my brothers work with my father
now in Construction another one study at college now
Ok And how was it finding work in Jordan?
I think good Better than Syria from Money and maybe
easier to work in Construction
Did you have any problem because you were Syrian?
(Hani: sorry?)Was there any problem because you are
Syrian in Jordan was there any?
No, because when we arrived to Jordan I get residence
for permit for work in Jordan so ..
And so it’s like a .. OK And how is the attitude of people
in Jordan about Syrian people?
I don't Uh for me good because my father work in
Jordan before 30 years yeah and We was go going to
Jordan every year live three months every year yeah
with my father
So you had many friends already (Hani: yeah yeah) and
contacts
Contacts yeah And I have two sisters married get
married in Jordan ...
Ah and they live in [place redacted] (Hani: yeah) you
mentioned them before OK
yeah get married from Jordanian
OK so you have family (Hani: yeah of course) so that
makes a difference And so you So you're over here but
you now have your construction card? You said before?
yeah I get CSA card for construction
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13:54.4 13:58.0
13:57.9 14:13.0

Iain

How did you feel when you got your card?

Hani

14:13.0 14:13.4
14:13.4 14:38.2

Iain

aahmm I feel very happy because this is When I start to
get this card It was very difficult because I not very
good in English and it need English to get this card
OK

14:38.2 14:42.2
14:42.2 14:56.9

Iain

14:56.9 15:05.1
15:05.1 15:09.0
15:09.0 15:39.7

Iain

15:39.7 15:42.4
15:42.4 15:44.7
15:44.7 16:15.7

Hani

OK yeah I remember I lived I think in Yemen and every
building they have these sticking up (Hani: yeah)
because I think because it was If you finished the
building, you paid more tax (Hani: yeah) tax So they
leave here and say "oh not finished yet" laugh (Hani:
yeah laugh yeah yeah) so every building had these on
top of them (Hani: yeah) So undermine on that one I'm
not sure So what else is different about the them you
said that in Jordan Syria they use more concrete?
yeah in Syria like Jordan

Iain

And here how it different?

Hani

16:15.7 -

Iain

Here use more wood ah different work I think the
concrete stronger than wood yeah and in Jordan make
floors for housing but here maybe just for building for
government or something like that Housing here just
one floor or two floors (Iain: OK) huge area
Whereas in Syria its higher (Hani: yeah) higher

Hani

Hani

Hani
Iain

Uhu OK but I think the construction in arabic country
different from the UK (ahu) because the whole
buildings made from of concrete (Iain: here?) No in
Jordan - like this picture This picture for ceiling This
picture for ceiling the
OK for ceilings OK is this factory or ...
No uh this building eh flats ten flats for uh floors -(Iain:
OK so they) yeah (Iain: so they put down the) this last
one ...
OK so the top Oh I see its the top of the flat (yeah) this I
always remember ...
Every floor was a two flats ..
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16:19.0
16:19.0 16:22.1
16:22.1 16:26.9
16:26.9 16:41.9
16:41.9 16:43.4
16:43.4 16:56.6
16:56.6 17:08.3

Hani

buildings
three or four or five floors or

Iain

So do you have to learn new techniques here?

Hani
Iain

In the future of course Now my card which I get CSA
just for labourer
labourer OK

Hani

yeah .. child crying Hani helps child .... sorry

Iain

Its Ok I have the same Don't worry My son is always
playing with me....Ah OK so you're just labourer now So
how can you .. Do you want to study Find out more to
get your ...
yeah the first purpose electrical engineering

17:08.3 17:13.4
17:13.4 17:29.6

Hani
Iain

OK OK I'm thinking before You were in charge you were
the leader (Hani: yeah) of the team And so you are now
like here You are like boss and now you go down again
(Hani: labourer yeah) How does that feel?

17:29.6 17:57.3

Hani

17:57.3 17:59.4
17:59.4 18:01.1
18:01.1 18:56.6

Iain

ummmm Ahm Bad feeling because I was was advisor
and then go labourer But no problem here because I
want experience here Because different job Different
way to make the building and .. no problem ..
You can build again and you can

Hani

And in the future go out and ...

Iain

yeah no and that's good Interesting interesting about
the different ways of building the houses making the
houses Um One thing I found in Jordan is often the
house in winter can be very cold (Hani: very cold yeah)
When I arrived in Jordan last time it was summer time I
was looking for a house and everyone said to me Check
your house Make sure it is warm enough And I'm like
“What! Are you crazy?” (both laugh) Outside its really
hot I want a house that's cool! And has lots of breeze
that comes through. And they said No. Wait 5 months
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18:56.6 19:25.1

Hani

19:25.1 19:42.1

Iain

19:42.1 19:49.1
19:49.1 19:50.9
19:50.9 20:23.9

Hani

20:26.4 20:28.7
20:28.6 20:45.3

Iain

20:45.3 20:51.3
20:51.3 20:58.0
20:58.0 21:03.6
21:03.6 21:44.4

Iain

21:44.4 21:50.6
21:50.6 -

Iain

Iain
Hani

Hani

Hani
Iain
Hani

Hani

because the heating the house has no No insulation so
it got really cold And they were right (Hani: yeah) I had
laugh in the winter OK And um So what do you think
about the house and the buildings in Britain and
housing and building in Syria and Jordan?
I think here good because the Council give housing for
people and in Jordan expensive rent for housing But in
Jordan most of the building or housing eh on the
people not for Councils or Government yeah
private housing Not public housing OK Anything else
you want to tell me about this picture? (No) Next one
which would you like? This one Al Gundor?
This eh - (Iain: Al Gundor beach?) yeah! (Iain: in Aqaba)
yeah in Aqaba yeah
Oh yeah tell me about this ..
Yeah this picture after I get married two days I went to
(to) Aqaba - honeymoon (Iain: oh very nice) Was very
nice ..four days I went for 4 days yeah because I get a
new married and I go with my wife to beach yeah it
was a very good time.
And when you got married do you feel you changed?
Of course. I was I have responsible for wife then for
children yeah different Before I don't mind if I work or
not no problem I don't have any responsibilities
OK but now but you feel more (yeah) responsibilities
yeah
But now I think now better than before I like families
children
And tell me how you met your wife?
Uh I know it just know her in Jordan My mother was
search about wife for me Then find Ruba and tell me
you must today to go to see her. I said No problem I
will go When I will go When I went She was good
beautiful and say OK yeah
And so you honeymooned in Aqaba Did you Why did
you choose Aqaba?
Because eh This time when I went with my wife this
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22:20.8

22:20.8 22:27.3
22:27.2 22:36.5
22:33.5 22:53.6
22:53.6 22:54.8
22:54.8 23:39.1

Iain

23:39.1 23:45.3
23:45.2 23:49.3
23:49.3 23:51.4
23:51.4 23:59.3
23:59.3 24:10.6
24:10.6 24:44.6

Hani

24:44.6 -

Hani

Hani
Iain
Hani
Iain

Iain

was the first time I go Aqaba (Iain: OK yeah) and I like
the beach the sea (Iain: its beautiful beach and sea and
in Aqaba) beautiful beach many people on the beach
and music and restaurants (Iain: and good food) yeah
good food Sea food.
Did you like to go anywhere else Where else do you like
to go in Jordan? Did you go to Petra or ..
I like to go to Petra because I never go to Petra
Oh really OK I think I have a picture for you that I want
to show you ...here ... this is me
this is Aqaba?
in Aqaba on Gondour beach the same beach (Hani::
yeah) when I am maybe 5 years old (Hani: this you?)
yes that me 1976 laugh (Hani: yeah) 1977 We used to
go down and camp on (Hani: yeah yeah) in tents on the
beach Now you cannot (Hani: yeah) I think it was just
further along on Gondour beach Now there is you
know many hotels and these days there not then there
was no very much so this is my early memories of
holiday and I remember having a good time so its I
know and
This picture from the flat where I lived yeah

Hani

Looking out at yeah Did you stay in a friends flat or did
you rent a flat? or?
friends flat

Iain

friend flat and em Do you want to go back to Aqaba?

Hani

one day in Jordan. I will go to Aqaba. Maybe after my
wife .. (has baby) has baby .
Take the baby back to yeah (of course) why not?
Although sometimes in summer it can be very hot in
Aqaba. When I saw this I oh yes I know this picture. So
when you got married what was your feeling about the
future? Did you think I will stay here in Jordan I will go
to the UK I will go back to Syria. How did you feel?
No I feel I must go out Jordan because .. difficult in

Iain
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25:44.3

Iain

Jordan because I was working full-time from 7am to
7pm I don't have any time to sit with my family All the
time at work and I was working 7 days No break and
um preferred to come to UK complete my study and to
make the life funny and good yeah Just I think to visit
Jordan in the future Just for visit Because my family still
living in the area
OK Thank you very interesting. And next which picture
next?
This (Iain: this one OK) this I bought this in Lebanon cos
when I moved from Jordan to Lebanon then to the UK
So why did you move from Jordan to Lebanon?

Hani

.. When?

Iain

Why Why What you left Jordan cos working ....

Hani

yeah I left Jordan then eh went to Lebanon just for take
some passenger then complete the UK, this was the
first time I get get on the (aeroplane) aeroplane yeah
How did you feel?

25:44.3 25:56.5
25:56.5 26:05.0
26:11.9 26:13.7
26:13.7 26:15.9
26:15.9 26:20.6
26:20.6 26:44.3

Iain

26:44.3 26:47.2
26:47.2 27:19.8

Iain

27:19.8 27:24.2
27:22.2 27:27.7
27:27.7 27:47.7

Iain

27:47.7 28:15.8

Hani

Hani

Hani

Hani
Iain

.. I was afraid from .. plane um .. we arrived here in
August 2016 My daughter was 28 days (wow) yeh very
small and first children first child was difficult for us yeah
yeam OK So you were also a father so you changed
identity
yeah new father new baby laugh
So you changed from being First of you were a student
then you were a professional person then you became
a father well then a husband and then you a husband
So all the time you are changing your identities (Iain:
yeah) So how did you feel when you arrived in the UK?
Were you excited did you feel worried?
the first 2 or 3 months was very difficult cos different
language different culture. New place I don't know
anything about it, but then now I'm I'm used to living
here. I feel good ... but except the weather laugh
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28:15.8 28:18.1
28:18.1 28:19.4
28:19.4 28:32.7

Iain

laugh and now the weather is nice laugh

Hani

Now it .. yeah now nice

Iain

28:32.7 28:59.1

Hani

28:59.1 29:02.4
29:02.4 29:33.3

Iain

yeah and you had yeah um and the So when you heard
you were coming to Scotland Did you know about
Scotland?
uh the first time when I sign in the UN yeah they was
they said you will go to America (Iain : OK) I don't like
to go to America but I sign because maybe some
people change to UK to Norway when ..
So why not America?

29:33.3 29:35.9
29:35.8 29:41.1
29:41.0 29:51.4

Iain

29:51.4 30:30.8

Hani

30:30.8 30:47.8

Iain

30:47.8 30:50.3
30:50.8 31:00.3

Hani

31:00.2 -

Hani

Hani

Hani
Iain

Iain

Uh I have some friend in America Went before Say Not
good Have problem with the white and black and (Iain:
OK racism OK) yeah But one UN person said You will go
UK I said Of course I will go I am agree.
And so you arrived in Edinburgh or arrived in London?
In Glasgow (Iain: in Glasgow OK) in Glasgow and then
to here.
And tell me about when you arrived How did you feel
and you seeing things and ...did you have house here
straight away Did you come straight to ..
Yes straight away to the this flat yeah when I get the
airport in Glasgow the weather was very bad - heavy
rain and everything different from Jordan or Syria
Buildings different the first time I was afraid from this
option Where I was where I now yeah Was difficult
I'm interest you said when you flew over you were just
become a father (yeah) and for me when I became a
father this was a big change in my life (yeah) How I see
myself So you had become a father and then you
changed to a new country almost at the same time
Yeah at the same time . was very difficult
Do you think it was different coming here as a father if
you come here just as a husband or just as a by yourself
- would you feel different do you think coming here?
Yeah I think Very different because when I live in
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31:40.9

31:40.9 31:50.9
31:50.9 32:03.7
32:03.7 32:12.7
32:12.6 32:15.9
32:15.9 33:09.0

Iain

33:09.0 33:42.5

Hani

33:41.4 33:47.2

Iain

33:47.2 33:59.0

Hani

33:58.9 34:06.9

Iain

34:06.9 34:43.5

Hani

Hani
Iain
Hani
Iain

Jordan I was living with my family My father and my
brothers Sisters in the same house (you have all that
support around you) yeah and my mother helped my
wife with my daughter when he arrived But when I
came here my daughter one month a new father was
very difficult to deal with the new baby and the new
country yeah it was very difficult
And you don't have that family support around you and
advice and particularly a mother to ask for advice yeah
Was I'm was Must take care my daughter my wife I
must study English search job Everything was difficult
(you have to um with the baby (Hani: but now) maybe
not sleeping very much (yeah) so you don't get much
Because new baby and different weather for the baby
So she’s crying a lot and you have to yeah and no sleep
yeah I remember those days And um So you came here
as a new father and um I'm interested in how this is
very big change in a short time you go from being
young single man (Hani: yeah) to being husband to
being father to being in different country - interesting.
And ah When you decide to come to the UK was this
because of your family or not? If you don't have family,
would you make a different decision?
No, I think No. Um I decide to came here the first thing
to complete my study to live good life cos was difficult
in Jordan to get permit for jobs every year and must
pay yeah don't find help about anything in life
And how did you find the language when you first you
said the English was difficult
The first time I arrived here Very difficult because I
didn't know anything about ...just basic grammar or
something
hello goodbye My name (yeah) Did you have any
problems Can you tell me about any problems that you
had?
In the first? (Hani: yeah) Yeah Of course One I find
someone in shop or in street I immediately say "I don't
speak English" I was afraid when someone speak with
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34:43.5 34:54.7

Iain

34:54.7 35:12.6

Hani

35:12.6 35:14.8
35:14.8 35:28.9
35:28.9 35:46.7

Iain

35:46.6 36:20.9

Hani

36:20.9 36:26.5
36:26.5 36:35.4
36:35.4 36:44.0

Iain

36:44.0 37:32.9

Hani

Hani
Iain

Hani
Iain

me because I don't understand anything What he say I
don't know but now I think better I can understand
yeah When learn English in this country I feel
comfortable yeah
Ahu and um .. Did you have any support for language
when you first arrived? Anyone to translate or interpret
for you?
Uh Yes The first 8 months or 9 months someone form
Council with interpreter to help us about housing about
letters yeah
How did you feel with this ..
That was useful for me because with this social worker
with interpreter I didn't do anything yeah
Sometimes when someone is helping us it can be
frustrating (Hani: yeah) It feels I want to do it myself
and you feel someone is always sort of helping you
(Hani: yeah) it makes you feel less independent Did you
feel like this or not?
Yeah because eh the law here in this country different
from Arabic country about housing about jobs about
anything different - you must obey the Obey of the law
(Iain: yeah the regulations) ahu ahu It was good to find
someone help you when you are arrive here yeah That
was useful
Anu And did you have any problems with
communication with the neighbours or anyone else?
No, no the my neighbours very nice Friendly This area
very good to live
Ahu and when you were learning English Did you have
any problems in the class with the teacher or the
system or ..?
Yeah .. The first one year I studied here Class for
community for council Was difficult to learn English
because with the womans with children I My daughter
was 1 month when i arrive Another family have
daughter 4 months the children with us in the class
Some students don't know anything about English
letters or something All together must take the same
class - that was difficult.
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37:32.9 37:43.0
37:42.9 38:21.9

Iain

38:21.9 38:30.1
38:30.0 39:20.8

Iain

39:20.7 39:30.1
39:30.1 39:40.1
39:40.0 39:45.7
39:45.7 40:01.1

Iain

40:01.0 40:29.4

Hani

40:29.4 40:33.5
40:33.5 40:41.1
40:41.1 40:52.0

Iain

Hani

Hani

Hani
Iain
Iain

Hani
Iain

OK And the You wanted to tell me anything more about
the thing? (mm no) How about this. This is your school?
Yeah here is [ESOL provider] We have a class for council
to learn ESOL I start studying in this school for about 1
year My wife still studying here in this school. I said it
was difficult in the school because with the different
levels with children it was difficult Progress Slow slow
slow
OK Ahu So How did you learn your English In the class
or outside the class?
Um both - In the class and out the class Because
different levels and slow progress I all the time said to
my teacher Please give me more homework more
homework Different things Higher things no problem
and she was give me all the time homework when I do
it at home I see it and She said you make a progress
and then she said you must go to college because if you
stay here You need long time to learn English.
So the course was better for you - what homework did
you find useful What kind of thing?
I love grammar I find writing and reading easier for me
from speaking and listening
So do you like grammar exercises Like fill the word
(Hani: yeah)
So again this is like solve problem solving (Hani: yeah)
because you said earlier you like construction because
you are solving (yeah yeah) problems (solve problems
yeah) So I wonder if it’s the same idea (yeah) And now
you are enjoying college here?
yeah Of course I find Big change when I go to college
because different student the same level different
accent And the college must speak just English When I
was in the school here Sometime speak Arabic with the
another student because all speak Arabic
yeah And the students in the college Where are they
from?
Uhh From Spanish from Poland Venezuela
And do you find How do you find speaking English with
people from other countries. Is it different from
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40:52.0 41:09.4

Hani

41:09.4 41:16.4
41:16.4 41:22.0
41:21.9 41:23.2
41:23.2 41:36.9
41:36.9 41:59.4

Iain

41:59.4 42:08.6
42:08.6 42:11.4
42:11.4 42:13.0
42:13.0 42:24.6

Hani

42:24.6 42:47.5

Hani

42:47.5 42:53.9
42:53.9 43:10.6

Iain

43:10.6 43:23.0

Iain

43:23.0 -

Hani

Hani
Iain
Hani
Iain

Iain
Hani
Iain

Hani

speaking English with people from Scotland?
Uhhh The Scottish accent I think difficult Still difficult
for me (yeah) But I think with the student easier
because the same level can understand each other
Do You feel more confident when speaking to people
from other countries than people from Scotland?
I think Yes. (Iain: ahu You don't worry about) Easier to
speak with them
You don't worry about making a mistake
Yeah because .. eh they speak they don't very good like
me No problem about mistakes yeah
And um in the classroom with the with the teacher and
the classes People there they are from many countries
Do you .. do they know you are a refugee in the class.
Do you talk about being a refugee in the class?
In the college No but when I was here in [redacted]
school Yes I was with me a refugee Syrian refugee
So they know they know very well (yeah) but in the
class they just ..
At the college No
And you don't tell this (no) it doesn't come a topic of
conversation (No) and what do you enjoy doing in the
class ? .. Speaking reading writing and ..
Writing reading yeah Eh Speaking but listening very
difficult Very fast I When I listen to something in
English When I don't know some word I all the time
thinking about this word and forget everything after
this word.
Yeah Ok wordbound (yeah) And do you still like doing
grammar?
yeah (laugh) I eh When I first arrive here I used to use
YouTube to learn about English that's help me to
progress in English
particularly for listening as well A lot of good videos on
there (yeah) that's good Thank you interesting And how
about in the future How long do you think you will keep
on studying English. Do you want to keep Studying?
Yeah Of course Cos now I maybe must study
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43:34.6
43:34.6 43:50.9

43:51.0 44:19.4

Hani

44:19.4 44:23.1
44:23.1 44:24.9
44:24.8 44:27.6
44:27.6 44:55.5

Iain

intermediate B and C Then go IELTS course
Do you feel I mean your English has changed a lot in
the last 2 years studying all the time you've progressed
very fast Done very well (Hani:yeah) Ahhh Do you feel
you are different now because you speak a different
language?
I feel my life change yeah I didn't believe if I can speak
English anytime but very strange for me But now very
happy to because I can speak a little English yeah
So you feel quite proud of this?

Hani

yeah

Iain

When you were at school did you learn English at all?

Hani

44:55.5 44:59.9
44:59.9 45:33.8

Iain

45:33.7 45:36.1
45:36.1 45:40.7
45:40.7 45:52.5
45:52.5 46:24.5

Iain

yeah but when I was at school start take one class
English a week When I was 12 12 year but now English
start in Syria at school from nursery yeah But when I
was at school just P6
Did people study French at all? (Hani: yeah) French
language OK
When I was at school the school bring documents for
student put in on the land and separate for example 20
students must study English 20 students must study
French When choose this I My chose was English But
now study both French and English
At schools? Ok Ok

Hani

yeah they change .. education

Iain

46:24.5 46:28.4
46:28.3 -

Iain

So What's your How do you want to use English in the
future?
Hmmm I want to use it.. Maybe when I became very
good in English I will help new refugee coming in the
UK Cos when I came here I want anyone to help me
about English. I know about this feeling. OK And I will
use it to complete my study electrical Engineering
What will you say to the new refugee?

Hani

Uhh the English the first must be the first purpose

Iain

Hani

Hani
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46:51.4

46:51.3 47:04.6

Iain

47:04.6 47:48.4

Hani

47:48.3 47:50.8
47:50.8 48:04.6

Iain

48:04.6 48:11.4
48:11.4 48:36.6

Iain

48:36.5 48:46.8
48:46.8 49:09.3

Iain

49:09.3 49:26.4

Iain

49:26.4 49:37.7
49:37.7 49:40.0
49:40.0 49:40.9
49:40.9 49:45.6

Hani

Hani

because in this country the key for this country. If
learned English can find job Can find study can find
anything.
Mmmhmmm And um Anything else you want to tell me
about the picture? (Hani: No) Let’s move on - maybe
this one?
This here in this flat Here was the first birthday for my
daughter The first day here And we make a small party
with the another two families Syrian families here But it
was bad day I think because she was she has a broken
arm (Iain: oh dear) before 2 weeks from the first
birthday
Ok How did she break her arm .. just ...

Iain

I don't she was ah walking the first time (Iain: oh dear)
Walk and fell (Iain: oh dear, poor wee thing) She fell
and hurt her arm
OK so you had a party here and ah (Hani: yeah here)
And how did you feel?
Very happy because the first daughter the first birth in
the new country We was use phone to call my family in
Jordan on Messenger to see the party. It was a good
day.
Did you feel like you have arrived this thing this new
life?
Yeah (Iain: yeah) because in our country usually Don't
do party for birthday Just some people but I see this
first child I must (Iain: have a par..) Do party yeah
And also maybe you feel because Now you have home
You have child's first birthday (Hani: yeah) It must have
been quite a strong feeling for you that day (Hani:
yeah) to have that?
Because father, I make party for my daughter. The first
daughter Yeah Good Feeling
Yeah .. .. new house and new country

Hani

Yeah

Iain

Yeah Does she remember the party? Your daughter?

Hani

Hani
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49:45.6 49:49.0
49:49.0 50:00.2

Hani

I think No (both laugh) because she was small

Iain

50:00.1 50:07.2

Hani

I had the same My daughter doesn't remember her
parties. She remembers some Maybe her 4th birthday
party but the second and third one .. doesn't
remember very much
She was crying because she didn't know what’s
happened (both laugh)

50:07.2 50:09.5
50:09.4 50:26.8
50:26.8 50:31.6
50:31.6 50:57.8

Iain

And how did you wife feel?

Hani

50:57.8 51:02.2
51:02.2 51:24.1

Iain

Yeah She was very happy because uh she and me and
my daughter together make party to my daughter.
How is your daughter's language coming on? Speaking
and Is she speaking Arabic is she speaking English?
Ah We must we all the time speak Arabic with her (Iain:
good) because when she goes to nursery will get
English easier and faster And we said we must learn her
Arabic To learn both language
yeah that's very true yeah

51:24.1 51:47.7

Iain

51:47.7 51:50.7
51:50.7 52:03.8

Hani
Hani

because I don't think we can come back to Syria
because I think the option will stay the same.

52:03.8 52:08.2
52:08.2 52:11.7

Iain

Yeah What will you teach her about Syria?

Hani

.. about eh ...?

Iain
Hani

Hani

But I think laugh she understand English When
someone speak English with her she understand When
say please bring this do this because all the time when
she was one month she go with us to class All the time
listening to English
She is hearing all the background She's learning a lot.
(yeah) Maybe one day soon her English will be better
than yours maybe? (yeah) both laugh yeah that’s ..
children can learn so fast (yeah) In the future do you
think your daughter will be Syrian or Scottish?
I think Scottish laugh
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52:11.6 52:16.1
52:16.1 52:33.6

Iain

About being about her Syrian heritage

Hani

52:33.6 52:34.6
52:34.6 52:37.1
52:37.1 52:44.5
52:44.5 53:09.7

Iain

uhh I will When he become bigger I will teach her about
Syria About good things in Syria about culture Many
things.
Like what ?

Hani

But not about the bad things (both laugh}

Iain

53:09.7 53:12.2
53:12.1 53:13.0
53:13.0 53:20.8
53:17.1 53:18.6
53:18.6 53:18.9
53:18.9 53:27.5
53:27.5 53:35.6
53:35.5 53:40.3
53:40.3 53:47.4
53:47.4 53:54.2
53:54.2 54:05.1

Iain

So what kind of things will you tell her about? .. About
Syria?
Mmmm About the city where we was living About my
family's like Auntie Uncle Cousins .. and em about a
simple life in Syria (Iain: Ok uhu uhu) yeah
About the history? About the

Hani

Yeah history

Iain

Salahdin and eh

Hani

Tourism (terrorism?)

Iain

Um no..

Hani

About uh old history in Syria

Iain

Yeah about yeah about yeah Palmyra and Aleppo and

Hani

Yeah (Iain: and Salahdin) Salahdin yeah

Iain

yeah and also about the writing? (writing?) The Syrian
alphabet
yeah I think we must teach her the writing for Arabic

54:05.1 54:12.9
54:12.9 -

Hani

Hani

Hani
Iain

Iain

No I was thinking because I know that the alphabet
from Syria Cuneiform alphabet The very very old
writing come from
Ah yeah but I think No because I don't know how (Iain :
how to write) yeah old writing yeah
yeah I mean I mean I think also didn't they say bread
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54:40.4

54:40.4 55:17.2

Hani

55:17.2 55:18.3
55:18.3 55:20.0
55:19.9 55:22.7
55:22.7 55:29.2
55:29.2 55:45.0

Iain

come from Syria first time ..... Um So and um
Interesting Its always interesting when we see r
children we see ourself and our plan for the future And
Any more tell me about the party? .. this one?
Eh this picture Arabic coffee With the Syrian sweet
Usually with the coffee. This usually make it at home
coffee and sweet yeah um This eh after I get married
with my wife sit and drink coffee with sweet yeah
So this is about you being a husband?

Hani

Sorry?

Iain

So this picture is about you as husband?

Hani

55:45.0 56:17.5

Hani

56:17.5 56:25.4
56:25.4 57:00.9

Iain

57:00.9 57:13.4
57:13.4 57:33.8

Iain

57:33.8 57:51.8

Iain

Yeah I had my wife to make coffee for me both laugh
good feeling
Yeah I like the two cups of coffee together (yeah)
sitting there and the sweet uhu And How important is
food for you Last time I was here I was very lucky you
made me some delicious falafel
Yeah (laugh) I love .. Arabic food and eh specially Syrian
food I think its very good (yeah so do I) yeah because I
am fussy I don't like try anything I didn't try it before
(OK) yeah because this I didn't try any Scottish food
until now ...
Well some's good – now is a good time to try. So tell
me , what’s this sweet here?
Sweet eh harissa harissa make meat? with yogurt some
yogurt and sugar I don't know exactly how can make it
Many things My wife bought it to make it And put it
after that in oven
OK uhu uhu You like You said Do you like to make food
yourself? Or do you like to buy from the shop?
No I like the food made at home but I don't I didn't I
don't eh make food Just my wife She is the good cook
Yeah
Ok Cos I just think about how you said you like to for
construction work (yeah) you like to solve problems like
to do things yourself with your hands (yeah) so I'm
wondering maybe with food as well like to know what

Iain

Hani

Hani
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is in the food how to make the food how to put it ...
57:51.8 58:18.2

Hani

58:18.2 58:42.2

Iain

58:42.2 58:49.6
58:49.6 59:42.7

Hani

59:42.7 1:00:12.1

Hani

1:00:12.1 1:00:15.4
1:00:15.4 1:00:47.6

Iain

1:00:47.6 1:01:02.6

Iain

1:01:02.6 1:01:32.6

Hani

Iain

Hani

No.. For food When I was working in construction
everything bring it fast food Because we don't have any
time to make food And sometimes I was take food from
my house to my job. My wife was make it made it
And em so I like this idea of this the idea of after you
get married sit down and get married and have coffee
(yeah and relax) Did you have long time of marriage
Just you and your wife? How long before the baby your
daughter came?
Uh .. About 1 year and 2 months yeah it was it
yeah sometimes I look back because we had a baby
about 2 years yeah nearly two years Just my wife and
(laugh) yeh I love my children but sometimes I look
back and think it was nice just two people together We
can spend time together (yeah yeah) We can And I
suppose I kind of that was my husband stage and then
father stage and sometimes the father takes over from
the husband I don't have time to be husband I'm too
busy being a father. And what When you became
father, what did you learn about being a father
I learn from my father because we usually live with our
family until we get married. And sometimes still live
our family after we get married. Anything help us and
eh learn from them
But you came to UK laugh so
Yeah that was difficult new father and new country was
difficult but before I learned from my father about
children How can learn children Take care of children I
have ideas for children yeah
So you learnt a lot from your parents already And then
after 1 year when you had the party for your daughter
here Did you feel you have achieved something Like
you have passed a test?
I think yes (Iain: yeah) because I have I have daughter
now one year and I didn't feel very very difficult about
that Um But I think that’s that good progress (Iain:
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1:01:32.6 1:01:35.0
1:01:35.0 1:01:37.7
1:01:37.7 1:01:43.5
1:01:43.4 1:01:45.9
1:01:45.9 1:02:12.1

Iain

yeah) for me
Like when you build a building?

Hani

yeah both laugh yeah

Iain

yeah you have made a building ..the first floor is
finished maybe
yeah (both laugh) the first-floor laugh

1:02:12.1 1:02:15.1
1:02:15.1 1:02:30.5

Hani

1:02:30.5 1:02:47.0

Hani

1:02:47.0 1:02:57.6

Iain

1:02:57.6 1:02:58.6
1:02:58.6 1:03:02.7
1:03:02.6 1:03:23.8

Hani

1:03:23.8 1:03:33.9
1:03:33.9 1:03:35.7
1:03:35.6 1:03:36.9
1:03:36.9 -

Iain

Hani
Iain

Iain

Iain

you many more floors to go - yes interesting well thank
you very much Is there anything else you want to tell
me about the pictures or (Hani: No) Was there any
picture that you want to use but maybe you could not
find or you cannot show me
Could you say that again please?
Was there any picture or any idea that you want to use
but maybe you don't have any more because it’s in
Syria or you can't find the picture?
mmm I just find this picture .. must speak about it ..
about my life about my study about my job my (Hani:
OK) if you want anything else
No that's fine No I was wondering because some
people say to me Oh I have a picture but in In Syria so I
can't show you (of course yeah) or maybe they say
A lot of picture yeah

Hani

Or maybe they have an idea but Oh I cannot find a
picture
Oh we moved Syria We thought we after short time we
come back we didn't take anything from the house.
When we moved we believe we will come back after a
long time yeah
And ah OK And so you do you have um do you think
about your house in Syria?
Sorry?

Iain

Do you still think about your house in Syria?

Hani

Yes, of course Because I All my most of my life in Syria

Hani
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1:04:18.6

1:04:18.6 1:04:42.4

Iain

in this building Only when I was a child living in this
house Many things I did it in this house All the time I
think about the house ..I hope it’s still until we come
back in the future to Syria
Well thank you very much H Its very interesting I learnt
a lot today - and I like the idea of building a new life
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Appendix 1.10.1

Kobe Interview 1 (part 1)

Interview Date: May 2018
Location: Kobe’s home
Present: Kobe (participant), Wasiya15 (Kobe’s wife), Ejaz (Kobe’s Son), Iain Philip (researcher)
Timespan
0:00.0 - 0:04.0

Speaker
Iain

0:04.0 - 0:06.0
0:06.0 - 0:17.0

Kobe
Iain

0:17.0 - 0:18.1
0:18.0 - 0:53.0

Kobe
Iain

0:53.0 - 0:58.0
0:57.9 - 1:19.7

Kobe
Iain

1:19.7 - 1:20.2
1:20.2 - 1:20.6
1:20.6 - 1:23.3
1:23.3 - 2:07.0

Kobe
Iain
Kobe
Iain

2:07.0 - 2:08.9

Kobe

15

Content
OK so well thank you thank you very much Is it OK to
start now?
OK OK
OK OK So first of all let me tell you about myself
(Kobe:yeah) then I can ask you about you. So my
name is Iain in Arabic my name is Yahya
Yahya (laugh)
Laugh Yahya So I am a student at Edinburgh
University doing a PhD I’m also a teacher an English
teacher for maybe 18 years I've been teaching
English .. I am also a father (Kobe: yeah) I have 2
children 5 years old and eh 2 and a half One girl one
boy My boy is called so you can call me Abu
[redacted] (laugh - Abu [redacted]) or my daughter is
[redacted] Abu [redacted] ..
Abu now is boy Always in Arabic
yeah - and eh I am married I am a husband My wife is
from Taiwan We have been married for 8 years now.
Uh My when people say where are you from for me
is always difficult (ahu) because I was born in Fiji Fiji
You know Fiji?
Yeah near Taiwan maybe?
Yeah not far yeah And then my moved to Scotland
then we moved to Jordan Amman for 5 years and
then we went to Indonesia Yemen and Bhutan I was
at boarding school here I stayed the school here I go
for holidays for .. Well Jordan I lived in .. I lived in
Jordan and then afterwards I stayed .. so ah And then
I go to university in England and then I went to live in
India In Morocco In London In Cambodia uh Bhutan
Jordan Bangladesh and Taiwan
Ah too much places

All names have been changed to preserve anonymity.
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2:08.9 - 2:17.1

Iain

2:17.0 - 2:20.5

Kobe

2:20.5 - 2:32.6

Iain

2:32.6 - 2:33.8
2:33.7 - 2:36.4
2:36.3 - 2:37.9
2:37.9 - 2:51.1

Kobe
Iain
Kobe
Iain

2:51.1 - 2:52.4
2:52.4 - 3:01.8

Kobe
Iain

3:01.8 - 3:04.6
3:04.6 - 3:08.5
3:08.5 - 3:46.0

Kobe
Iain
Kobe

3:46.0 - 3:47.6
3:47.6 - 5:10.1

Iain
Kobe

laugh Many places So when people say where are
you from its a difficult question
Yeah - your father he your father and mother is
Scottish?
Yeah My father Well my father is half Scottish half
English but he grew up in England. My mother is
Scottish yeah she grew up in Glasgow (Kobe: ohhh)
but my father was a vet.
A vet .. I don't know..
Doctor Bitary
Ah a vet yes ..
He worked for international AID work so helping
them make the clinics and setting up the system for
looking after animals in the country
Its is big big work
Yeah its good work its good and so always very
interesting (yeah) and so That's me and
Its OK nice to meet you
And so tell me about yourself.
Yeah My name is Kobe [redacted] and now I'm the 35
years I'm coming new here to Edinburgh Scotland
Scotland I'm coming from 30 December 13 December
yeah Now completed just 4 months So I'm married
My wife is Wasiya and I have one boy He's Ejaz name
My name is Abu Ejaz (both laugh) And one daughter
his name is [redacted] in Lebanon now And Scottish
baby coming soon
Ohhh Congratulation! Congratulations fantastic!
Thank you ... now in Edinburgh I am study English
first because I am new here first you must be teach
me English to can speak with another people and
work help me in work everything I'm living in
Stenhouse Its beautiful place you can see it Beautiful
flat eh and eh Everything is good for me. Just I play
basketball here I'm now I went to teaching people
Boys to teach him some basketball help and playing
basketball here in Edinburgh Very important for me
to play basketball em I'm coming from Lebanon but
I'm Syrian Born in Homs (Iain: yeah OK) but what
happened in Syria is War .. is War (Arabic) I'm coming
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5:10.1 - 5:10.7
5:10.7 - 5:35.4

Iain
Kobe

5:35.4 - 5:37.8
5:37.8 - 5:54.4

Iain
Kobe

5:54.4 - 5:56.7

Iain

5:56.7 - 5:57.6
5:57.6 - 5:59.1
5:59.1 - 6:40.8

Kobe
Iain
Kobe

6:40.8 - 6:48.4

Iain

6:48.4 - 7:17.2

Kobe

7:17.2 - 7:18.4
7:18.4 - 7:37.0

Iain
Kobe

7:37.0 - 7:40.3
7:40.3 - 7:50.5

Iain
Kobe

to Lebanon living in 5 years After come here after I
work in Dubai I visit sometimes India Mumbai
Nothing else just ....
What work do you do?
I'm salesman Management management of sales
material like jacuzzi toilet sink sauna eh everything
about inside the house chair bathrooms eh yeah
mirror Everything inside the house I can buy ..
OK and did you do that work in Syria first?
Yeah This my work in Syria I'm working between Syria
and Dubai First time after one year I working only in
Dubai after that I had been in work Dubai is no
working for Syrian you must be go outside
yeah the Syrian Government (Kobe: yeah) sorry the
leb.. the
the emirate
the emirate Government
Will finish your ID Will finish time must be go out Not
back to your UAE so I'm back to Lebanon It’s not
good in Lebanon not good it’s very hard living in
Lebanon So I have chance for new live here, The
Scotland now you must be my home now. And My
home is my Son and always all bosy say "Scottish
Baby, Scottish Baby!" so (laugh) now born in here
He's Scottish or British
And you said you played basketball here (yeah) Do
Did you play for a team in ..
No I can't work I try two teams but now I'm twisted
my leg here (Iain: oh dear) my leg is twisted I have
rest now (Iain: ok uhuuu) but I'm playing with a High
School [redacted] High School near me and I teach
boys in [redacted] team in city centre
[redacted] OK OK
Yeah and sometimes play basketball with team with
meet up its programme up in your phone and
meeting to play basketball pay £6 you can play
basketball This habit is good for me
Oh good OK And Where are you studying English?
[place redacted] In [ESOL provider] in [place
redacted] near me Its not far for me Its 10 minute
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7:50.5 - 7:51.9
7:51.9 - 8:55.5

Iain
Kobe

8:55.1 - 8:56.6
8:56.6 - 8:57.8
8:57.8 - 8:59.9
8:59.9 - 9:01.7
9:01.7 - 9:52.7

Iain
Kobe
Iain
Wasiya
Kobe

9:52.2 - 10:01.4 Kobe
10:01.4 - 10:11.6 Iain

10:11.6 - 11:42.4 Kobe

Can walk
And how do you find your classes?
Its very important Very Very good for me I remember
my English Because you can't speak in before now for
day 4 month I speak English better 1 year living here
but is my English I remember everything about my
English but I missing some words and thing Always I
have I find very hard when speaking with the
Somebody speak English fast I don't understand
when speaking fast but study is very good. My
teacher is British her British accent is very good is
slowly and speak and understand everything Its good
I go to two days. Thursday and Friday Tuesday sorry
Tuesday and Friday in college Like between 9 2:30
o’clock Always after this time I’m you must speak
Keep my son with me because my wife go 5 days
English
OK ..At college?
Yeah yeah in college
Do you enjoy the classes?
Eh yeah
Talk ... He know English just big problem You must
speak this one very important He better me for
writing for reading but when he's speaking not good.
He's always afraid to speak. Always you must be
speaking. When I brought him alone sometimes I
make that for him When he goes somebody visit and
somebody speaking English I go way and stay (boy
speaks) yeah You must be speak English and after
come back Very good speaking English why you don't
(Laugh)
Ejaz gives toy to Iain - all laugh - Iain plays with toy
I am the same with When I am trying to learn Chinese
because my wife obviously Chinese so when she is
there I don't speak so she has to
No I tell him you must be speak English you use it No
speak No be afraid when speaking If you speaking
wrong somebody help you to give you some correct
one Not like K K K K only is Arab happen Some arab is
speaking wrong is joking about you Don't speak good
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11:42.4 - 11:50.8 Iain
11:50.8 - 12:56.7 Kobe

12:56.7 - 13:56.4 Kobe

13:56.4 - 13:58.1 Iain
14:00.0 - 14:37.6 Kobe

but I tell you I see that with the Scottish people or
British people with speak and wrong Wasiya this Not
good you must be write what happened Not Joking
not taking him on mistake This mistake like
somebody tell Wasiya The first time you meet
somebody must be "Nice to meet you" After that you
must ne "Nice to see you" Is happened Is correct
what happened. Is now is good for me at first time I
see you is "Nice to Meet you", After one meet again
"Nice to see you" So Wasiya always afraid to speak
English You must be give more power more push to
speak English And he is Her dressing very good Is
working and now looking for work here (Arabic to
wife).You have more question for me or...
Yes Yeah .. Yeah So Tell me about your class. What do
you like doing in your class?
I speak with my teacher like this one but .. because
its .. very told 9 to 2:30 sometimes yo must be
huuunn tired you must be very active Some exercises
Some activities Or go outside afternoon because
afternoon you must be tired (Iain: sleepy) and sleepy
yeah Always but everything is good somebody is
Sudanese Colombes Italy Polish eh Spany Spanish
Liby and Syrian mixed country in my classes is very
good very important to know another language and
another (Iain: culture?) Culture yeah So its very good
for me Very important my lesson.
I try and make everything but you know
sometimes .. .. I'm .. this .. in classes ..G Grammar
always Grammar I go out "your pen" but in outside
its not your pen its my pen You know This Grammar
outside no grammar always speaking What you going
Dance speaking and so this very like in my head
sometimes I must use grammar or no use grammar
what I can use it. So I put in my head must be learn to
To can How can living because when he see
somebody else very study em em Mutaealem
Mutaealem - I know this work I've forgotten ..
hardworking or?
No Like you is professor or you can you must be
speaking Grammar with him When you see
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14:37.6 - 14:39.6 Iain
14:39.6 - 15:11.6 Kobe

15:11.6 - 15:13.3 Iain
15:13.3 - 15:20.9 Kobe

15:20.9 - 15:21.0 Iain
15:20.9 - 15:25.5 Kobe
15:25.5 - 15:26.6 Iain
15:26.6 - 15:45.4 Kobe

15:37.9 - 15:46.6 Iain
15:46.6 - 16:02.0 Kobe

16:02.0 - 16:09.8 Iain
16:09.8 - 16:40.4 Kobe

somebody like Bowl like play basketball is nobody
learn only language basketball is not grammar This is
very important for me you learn two because when
you see somebody like in Government Like Doctor
like professor You must be speaking him grammar He
don't speak Language and straight like Very
important for me Yeah That is nothing else is ..
So its like Arabic you have fusa and ..
Yeah Yeah sometime you must be like not fusa but
you must be when speak with somebody is alone and
have very student and open mind and study like
Doctor like engineer he have grammar you must be
speaking grammar No but always speaking somebody
make it that but sometime you must be speak yanni
arabic .... mae alaihtiram
Very formal
Like respect when you speak with you you must be
respect you like my language you must keep it
respect
yeah
Like Hiya How are you? No No yeah What's up man
yeah
Eh formal formal formal
yeah exactly what is your doctor your professor must
be speak slowly and speak good. My grammar is very
good is very very important.
Yeah OK And when people speak to you They speak
to you in formal or .informal..
Only my teacher is speaking in formal in formal yes
and always no I don't see somebody speak formal
only my teacher speak
And you say you speak basketball and bowls How
often do you use English every day?
Yeah it.. everyday is you know up but when use it
every First time I just for joking First time coming to
here. My English afraid I didn't speak English what
happen I was asking about something I speak with
you English I speak in Arabic He don't understand I
speak language This one This one yeah Enshara - like
some ...
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16:40.4 - 16:40.9 Iain
16:40.9 - 17:23.0 Kobe

17:23.0 - 17:27.4
17:25.6 - 17:35.8
17:35.6 - 17:36.5
17:36.5 - 17:38.8
17:38.8 - 17:39.6
17:39.5 - 17:43.8
17:39.9 - 17:43.4
17:43.4 - 18:29.4

Iain
Kobe
Wasiya
Iain and
Kobe
Iain
Kobe
Iain
Kobe

18:29.4 - 18:31.2 Iain
18:31.2 - 18:40.2 Kobe

18:40.2 - 18:44.0 Iain
18:44.0 - 18:50.3 Kobe
18:50.2 - 18:53.0 Iain
18:52.9 - 19:11.2 Kobe

19:11.2 - 19:13.5 Iain
19:13.5 - 19:45.6 Kobe

mixture of
eh al ahan I need this way this way go this Ahey OK
after this I understand OK but now is go better to
speak English but every somebody speaking fast and
so I slowly please Stop my friend OK speak slowly I
don't have this accent fast OK Sorry I don't know so
Always happen in Votory Votory? (asks Wasiya)
Voltoary (altoaih
I don't know ....you can check
No No I have this (shows phone) ... vo
Voluntary
Voluntary! yeah voluntary
Of course yes
Sorry this happens sometimes yeah thing eh
yes its the stress as well voluntary yes
Ahh voluntary so I go that and play bowls and eh
boys is very important play with him and very good
and listen good because sometimes forget what
happened Some boys are coming eh I can't take it
your permission to go to W Yes I said OK Go So its
very Somebody speaking like averting with me Not
even respect me with speak not speaking just
speaking This is very important for boys yeah
So when you are teaching the basketball..
yeah I teach him basket..I tell him I speak eh You can
tell and learn my English and I learn to basketball
(Iain: laugh) very um
And when you play basketball as well are you
speaking English?
Yes must be Pass I am He shooting passing yeah
Facing
Do you meet people afterwards Maybe go for a
coffee or...
This er For me Always I have to friend Arabic Friend
English or Scottish No I looking for that Because some
very important to speak ones I attend the [ESOL
provider] you know [ESOL provider]?
Yes I teach at [ESOL provider]
Yeah I know but Jacob I speak with Jacob I need
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19:45.6 - 19:46.8 Iain
19:46.7 - 19:52.9 Kobe
19:52.9 - 19:56.0 Iain
19:55.9 - 20:10.7 Kobe

20:10.7 - 20:15.6 Iain
20:15.6 - 20:17.6 Kobe
20:17.6 - 20:22.2 Iain
20:22.2 - 21:33.6 Kobe

21:33.6 - 21:35.3 Iain
21:35.3 - 21:40.3 Kobe
21:40.3 - 21:42.7 Iain
21:42.7 - 21:54.5 Kobe

friend or you must be friendly or I must be Or I must
be I am go to friend with somebody but must be
English or US or Scotch because this .. this is speaking
mother language like Italians speaking English not
good for me Not uh Arabic speak when only speak
with you is language his mother language is English
You think you can learn more..
Yeah it very important is British And she tell me is OK
I can find you somebody ...
Yeah You've only be here a few months so ....
You can see now I problem but I speaking English you
can Maybe you can your teacher you study it
Sometimes I tell me your English very good Not low
or ..
Yeah Its very good You certainly give your ideas very
well Its good
Yeah Exactly
Um How about with your neighbours around here
Have you used English much?
um Only Only is man Big woman big man Only
woman big man old woman said "Hiya" "How are
you" "I'm good" Sometime but always one good this
place (points to bowling club) I .. Ejaz go play with
them I speak with him So this old woman old man
speak Scottish Scotch language you know Not English
I waiting and listening What speaking about? I
understand sometimes Sometimes I tell him Repeat
again or but Ejaz he understand everything what
speak with him (Iain: really?) yeah she had one hour
one half hour must be go inside and watching and
playing Now he learn to play bowling and very
important speaking He learn everything about English
more English is when speaking like old he have all all
the language is completed for him Very important to
speak with him.
Speaking with people in the bowling club?
Yeah the old man Old woman and speaking is very
good English
OK Do they show him how to do bowling
Yeah Ejaz I show you picture sometime coming you
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21:54.1 - 21:58.2 Iain
21:58.2 - 22:05.5 Kobe
22:05.5 - 22:20.1 Iain

22:20.1 - 22:37.3 Kobe

22:37:3 - 22:40.1 Iain
22:40.1 - 23:32.8 Kobe

23:32.8 - 23:36.1 Iain
23:36.1 - 23:53.2 Kobe

23:53.3 – 23:56.8
23:56.9 - 23:57.4
23:57.4 - 23:59.0
23:59.0 - 25:40.1

Iain
Kobe
Iain
Kobe

can see Ejaz inside there play when coming you to
bowl to learn somebody learn Ejaz
That's nice. And you are learning as well?
Not too good. I am first one shot I have but is very
hard you must be slowly and power
Yeah I think its very easy to try and go too hard or too
soft My wife is better than me at this as well I think
We did this once My wife I think she is I am like
yeaahhh! she's gentle
Yeah - yeah First time I try this this shooting here in
garden so have fun must be (whoosh) no no no must
be slowly and power and somebody (spinning
movement) not this way Wow so curl around a bit Ok
good. so curl about a bit
Ok good. And how about the shops and
neighbourhood
I have one here in Tesco near me Maybe 5 minute
walk you can go And I have in Gorgi street shopping
Halal and Lidl Aldi near me and Sainsbury near
Welcoming and Asda here by bus So I can take it
what .. and buy everything is good. And can buy what
you need I need I need halal like meat like chicken I
go to shopping halal Another option I have Tesco
Lidle Aldi Asda Sainsbury everything yeah
And do you know many other people from Syria
here?
No only me um very important that because I speak
outside with my neighbour He English not Arabic and
this give me more learn English
So why did you come to Edinburgh?
What time?
Why did you choose Edinburgh?
Why? Not me really. First time UN first time the UN
tell me you can go to Cambridge in England. Is a good
place You have University is big one. Cambridge is
very good city to speak English. So before my travel
to England One days he tells me You can't go You
must be wait OK I wait and ten years ten days after
he speak with me You go to Edinburgh Edinburg I
don't know what this Edinburg (mimes looking up in
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25:40.1 - 25:42.3 Iain
25:42.3 - 27:46.4 Kobe

27:46.3 - 27:51.6 Iain
27:51.5 - 27:57.3 Kobe
27:57.3 - 28:24.3 Iain

book) You are you have two option Edinburgh or near
London small village or town his name is Edinburg
Edinburgh? Always I told you my wife is Or Scottish
Edinburgh or this country small one. He tell me No
you must be ....speak with him again. Please give me
the real name I don't find in this country and google
maps He tell me Edinburgh Ah its OK I know about
this one (Iain:laugh) complete for Scotland yes Its
very good place because Scotland go to insticahal its
like one country go in future Scottish no Only one
country not eh...
Oh like independence independent yeah
Yeah Yeah You must very important in future it help
me because Scottish are reading for Edinburgh you
have eh more history? (Iain: History yeah) history in
Edinburgh so many years ago. And for me I like it
that. Old Old everything is old better for me But in
future like 10K internet but I use it because live here
but if you like me back in time I like it Everything is
like because I am think I know Edinburgh is have like
one thousand year ago They came here somebody
and when you go to street watching the buildings
and castle I said this one How many people die how
many defences this country how many people go
away living. What happened here? Very important
me. Yeah I know everything about history this I
reading sometimes its good country I have now am
one information like Edinburgh have the one city in
UK have big green trees and everything is green here.
The best one in UK. Its very good here. I like it so
much in England cos here um Only the weather not
good But I have find my idea is I'm 23 now so 13
years I am going to sunny Now is good 10 years no
sunny (laugh) is good You know not is .....
Yeah (laugh) I think 13 years of no sun in Scotland is
possible yeah (laugh)
Yes its now 10 years no sunny is good No problem for
that I have 3 13 years of ...
of being hot yeah - its interesting because I feel the
same about Syria actually when I go to Damascus go
to Alleppo the idea of history because when you walk
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28:24.3 - 28:25.6 Iain
28:25.6 - 28:33.7 Kobe

28:33.1 - 28:38.9 Iain
28:38.9 - 28:45.8 Kobe
28:43.3 - 29:20.5 Iain

29:20.5 - 29:22.5 Iain
29:22.5 - 29:33.5 Kobe

29:33.5 - 29:36.8 Iain
29:36.8 - 29:38.1 Kobe
29:38.0 - 30:04.5 Iain

30:04.4 - 30:20.2 Kobe

30:20.2 - 30:22.4 Iain
30:22.4 - 30:23.7 Kobe
30:23.7 - 30:31.2 Iain

around the old city ((Kobe: yeah) and souk and
there .. you feel people have been you know people
have been walking the same streets (Kobe: yeah) for
many thousand (Kobe: yeah) you know thousands of
years so
yeah this my idea yeah
and so I feel that very much Its one reason why I like
visiting Syria why I like living in Jordan Amman not so
much .. its very new
No No Damascus is the big the old one in the world
completed this city is ...
Yeah I feel that when you walk around and you feel
the history that there
yeah sometime I touch the stone I am like listen what
happened here? Thats amazing yeah touch the stone
I feeling is how somebody is touch here or rub What
happened? some fighting here and this big how
work? It’s very important for me the history I like it
history Everything old and I like history so much Now
I listen about the Old town here in Edinburgh I
looking for this place
for?
Old town (yeah) it’s under town underground (Iain:
underground yeah) I looking for visit this one because
some friend tell me is very good
Yeah there’s one Mary Jane's Close
Yeah I don't name
The street under the ground because they um the
small street and eh a long time ago there was the
sickness in here and they didn't want the sickness to
come out so they just cover (mime) So now they say
there are many ghosts (both laugh) so people come
from .. yeah the tourist love to come to see "Is there
ghosts?" yeah
(laugh) This happens because this town el balad
town? (Iain: town yeah) happened here to what why
this this old town is .. yeah ..
closed because they have the sickness
Sickness is town?
Town yeah like plague you know plague em sickness 773
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30:31.1 - 30:31.5 Kobe
30:31.3 - 30:45.2 Iain

30:45.2 - 30:55.6 Kobe
30:55.5 - 31:10.3 Iain

31:10.3 - 31:42.2 Kobe

31:41.2 - 31:43.1 Iain
31:43.1 - 32:41.1 Kobe

32:41.1 - 32:46.2 Iain
32:46.2 - 33:20.3 Kobe

cough cough - you know
ahhh yeah
so they worry that it will spread so that is why they
closed it yeah no Edinburgh is built on Edinburgh
same as Homs and Damascus
Homs yeah I have and Damascus sometimes make it
that in history and the time grow up sometimes
Do you - talking about using English again you said in
your class you have many people from different
countries. Do you find it easier to speak English to
people from different countries? Do you find it easier
to speak English to people from different countries or
people from Scotland?
for me for me I like speak with the Scottish people
because I living here (mhmm) this very important
when speaking like me Arabic my accent Arabic go
with English "Hi, how are you" like this one Not
Scottish in India like "Hi Brother, How are you"? In
Italy "How are you?" in Russian "How are you?" is we
that
Different accents, yeah
But I'm living here All the people here is Scottish is
speaking Scottish language you must be learn with
him .. not .. because sometimes I don't find ten
people I one find Italian or Spanish or .. and 9 people
is Scottish Near me here always Scottish learning
Scottish in Basketball maybe I see one Lithuanese one
boy is Lithuani Everyone is Scottish maybe so 10
people you see in there is 1 not Scottish 9 is Scottish
so so for remember them for speak our lang Scottish
people not another But you can learn like it another
language another people how can living and Italy ...
but if you have here live here you must be learn
Scottish
OK Can I ask you about job. Working. Are you looking
for work here?
Now I am I have first time you must be learn English
to know what happened around about you (speaks to
Ejaz) around what happened about you around you
My Now I have two options for work One option Go
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33:20.2 - 33:21.1 Iain
33:21.1 - 33:49.8 Kobe

33:49.8 - 33:52.0 Iain
33:52.0 - 33:59.1 Kobe
33:59.0 - 34:03.4 Iain
34:03.4 - 34:18.8 Kobe

34:18.8 - 34:21.7
34:21.7 - 34:24.1
34:23.4 - 34:25.3
34:25.3 - 34:43.8

Iain
Kobe
Iain
Kobe

34:43.8 - 34:50.5 Iain

34:50.5 - 35:10.1 Kobe

35:10.1 - 35:13.5 Iain
35:13.5 - 35:46.5 Kobe

35:46.5 - 35:51.5 Iain
35:51.5 - 35:57.7 Kobe
35:57.7 - 35:58.2 Iain

to teacher for basketball coaching
OK good idea ahuu
And is good I like it I like it so much So (child talking)
So very important that or I see here I can study
Engineer Gas or (encas gas?) All houses have gas or
cooked you can make inside Is good work. Good job
Yeah its good Gas fitter or engineer
Yeah I'm looking for in future now Not now maybe
after one years and college I can go this classes
And Do you have any experience in engineering or?
No No this first time yeah but if your smart you can
learn fast its not .. because I working sometimes with
the engineer mohandes Mamari (yeah yeah) and
mohandes mahani .
Ok is gas engineer and electric?
No No No is for building for building
Oh Ok right like architect?
I don’t know exactly but sometimes they coming this
OK? this OK? This OK? This people (OK) engineer but I
don't know in English (Yeah OK) so I working with him
I see what happen outside the wall and I have about
this idea something
experience and ideas about that from your previous
work. And in Syria were you did you go to University?
Did you ...
I go to this but I don't finish because I working always
I working same same my study same working so I
push my study away I go to work some always all
time in the work so I can't complete it my study.
yeah would you like to complete studies in the
future?
This is .. Yes.. but I'm study like trading and bus...
trading (Iain: oh trading yeah) and business yeah but
now have must be so much English (Iain: for that) for
that must be speak very very good English and now
I'm 35 or I need study 5 years or 14 what happened
living ..
yeah its too much yeah whereas gas fitting is ...
as is maybe 18 months I go engineer and I can work
yeah its practical
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35:58.2 - 36:08.1 Kobe
36:08.1 - 36:13.5 Iain
36:13.5 - 37:17.9 Kobe

37:18.1 - 37:25.9 Iain
37:25.9 - 37:45.3 Kobe

37:45.3 - 37:48.1 Iain
37:48.0 - 38:19.9 Kobe

38:19.9 - 38:24.0 Iain
38:24.0 - 38:33.9 Kobe

38:33.9 - 38:42.7 Iain

38:42.7 - 38:46.4 Kobe
38:46.4 - 38:58.8 Iain

yeah and good money good work I can work with
government or my work I can choose what you need
yeah and houses will always need this its very useful
yeah and people will always need it
yeah but because if you write me and 35 5 years
whole year is very important this is idea you can
when you go 17 18 you can work here so I have like
14 years again to work but I think I is good but I don't
have time like in my Islam You can't choose your day
to dead. You must be work fast because I have two
boys and one girl you must be not waiting to study 5
years and this money not good I can't living good So I
looking for engineer gas is fast I can work fast and
everything is good money come to me is very good.
But here you can work in 18 so
so ...and you said your daughter is in Lebanon (Kobe:
yeah) you said you're trying to bring her over here?
yeah I'm speaking last week in my lawyer and finish
everything and I now go to London UN in London and
UN London give me the permission is OK go to
Lebanon UN after you must be waiting or no I see
that
And is she living with family in Lebanon?
Yeah my father is in Lebanon My father and two
sister living here in Lebanon now you must be come
my sister is study English yeah (Iain: that's good) now
is like teacher English My father mother is 50 and 55
old and my sister is 16 another one and my daughter
is 10
Do you use Facetime and contact with ....
Yes always all the time you must be every day to
speak with my daughter and my Mum Very
important for me speak with my daughter and my
Mum always
I have one friend who is a refugee who says he
spends more time online speaking (Kobe: yes) than
he spends face to face speaking
yeah this happened
and ... and.. and so and .. in the future for English.
How long do you think you will study English for?
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38:58.8 - 39:30.1 Kobe

39:30.1 - 39:31.1 Iain
39:31.1 - 40:20.9 Kobe

40:20.8 - 40:29.2 Iain
40:29.2 - 41:46.0 Kobe

41:46.0 - 41:53.3 Iain
41:53.3 - 43:14.5 Kobe

The teacher speak with me maybe is 2010 finish my
English but now is habit this year is go maybe one
month is finish Next year I must be I have like 16 days
or 19 days I must be very good English because I go
level 4 or 5 so one year maybe I can finish my English
OK yeah uhuu
yeah I making for because Me and Wasiya will go to
college and make the test first time .. when finish I
eh 10 papers I work for 7 paper I everything is good.
When finish I tell the manager for college I need back
not go up I Can I you must be go up not down When I
go down everything in English I know I remember So
this not good must be go up not down. So next time I
need go up not down
And did you have .. is there any situation where you
want to speak English but you can't?
This happen with my wife. Sometimes I happen with
me but I use it be honest I use google I forget the
word or I can use ..because in Arabic language you
can speak so much words and so much .. to feeling
to .. I tell you one feeling. In English you can speak
word one one feeling. I like it is good but in Arabic
(gives examples of many different ways of saying in
Arabic) In English one word you can feeling I like you
safi For I have [unclear]? I speak I like you I love you
I so much see you. No in English must use one work I
like you nice to meet you In Arabic no You must be
like inte latif .....(several examples) like this one yeah
but very important for my wife My wife had this very
important for spirit to friend speak another people
speak English ....that is not ..
yeah so confidence (Kobe: yeah) and How do you feel
when you speak English?
Is myself no Not I always speak about like my Not my
use it "Hi, How are you." No Its myself I can't Because
very important this like joking. I know you must be
the woman "she" and me "he" and I always use it
"he". Somebody is Scottish or my support worker He
said No he, she I tell you I know is she I speaking in
my English is "he" (both laugh) sometimes I use it.
One word is very important and intebe...(Wasiya:
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43:14.5 - 49:03.3 Iain

49:03.3 - 49:21.7 Kobe

49:21.7 - 49:31.7 Iain

49:31.7 - 49:32.6 Kobe
49:32.6 - 49:34.1 Iain
49:34.1 - 49:41.9 Kobe
49:41.9 1:02:27.2
1:01:06.0 1:01:10.0
1:01:10.0 1:01:46.5
1:01:46.5 1:02:22.5

Iain

1:02:22.5 -

Iain

Kobe
Iain
Kobe

interpreter) interpreter I don't know in tem et tet ach
I fer per (Iain: laugh) This my language I speaking one
two three four a speak alone (different attempts at
pronouncing interpreter) Its like this then my wife
"interpreter" OK Help me sometimes but is He he
know he she I know is she but be speaking "he" only
"he" So I speak my about English my English my
Yeah sometime if you .. if .. if the person understands
what you are talking about it doesn't matter yeah
(Kobe: yeah) Like before you were talking about your
wife You said "he" I know you mean "she" (both
laugh) I can see (yeah, yeah) Its not like "who?"
Who?" (looking around confused) (who? who? yeah)
I know so its not so ....So can I show you my pictures
now ..... so everything I like is I don't feel I'm from
one country (no) I feel (have so much country is right)
and this picture for me represents this idea
you no eh you have eh one world is UK inside you 1
middle east Big one is China Your wife - is three
situation situation ..
Situation ...identities as well as this is also still I love
Arabic food. In Edinburgh is possible to get Arabic
food
my wife is make ...
ohh you're a lucky man
yeah so much for her he can make everything for
food Sometimes you must eat her tabouleh
Yeah - talking of my wife ....so you give me more in
depth
yes is traditional dress
yeah Not this one not this is not ... yeah ...they can
say ..like take some picture ....
for me like when I coming to here I put everything
Arabic behind me ah I don't like only Only my Islam
coming with me But everything about Arabic I behind
me No I need remember because em .. is Arabic I
what happened to my country this between us this
conversation .
OK so shall I switch off ...
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1:02:23.8
1:02:23.8 1:02:27.2

Kobe

yeah if you like it I speak yeah please ...

Kobe asked me to switch of the recorder. The conversation resumes after about 10 minutes.
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Appendix 1.10.2
Timespan
0:00.0 - 0:12.0
0:12.0 - 3:47.8

3:47.8 - 3:57.6
3:57.6 - 4:40.6

Kobe Interview 1 (part 2)
Speaker Content
Iain
thank you yeah I think the idea of freedom and eh of
being "you" - not having to worry about ..
Kobe
I'm very some idea I'm welcoming to here I see what
happened here
And government give me house, give me everything,
Give me my friend Give me ID give me everything.
What happened in London - Terrorist like terrorist I
hate him. So much
Because I live ... I Muslim here I can live. what I need. I
have free. I can go to mosque and back and everything
free for me not because I'm Muslim always .. In street
my wife when go to restaurant Scottish restaurant
"Please This not halal" You know, In Islam is coming
and use it not halal In Scots restaurant Sorry because
your wife is Muslim is not halal They know my wife and
me Muslim is not halal Very important because he
respect me I am Muslim Some restaurant I have cheese
I have tomato only this not is halal for you. Very
important but what happened this country give me
everything they give me come here live here die here
My son living my new son coming is living here is good.
This my country now I think is Scotland My home. Must
be defence must be give him everything for my country
because I here. This my country like eh everything must
maybe tomorrow I die here so this my country now. So
yanni I speak in Arabic because I have so much
feeling ....[Kobe speaks in Arabic] .. my mother country
here ...Canada you know is there Government for
Canada one person I don't know He song about
Islam .Arabic ....I don't know in English This word in
English ..Arabic .. like somebody India Somebody Russia
somebody Polish somebody Muslim Somebody
no ...Arabic.. some like mix this Mix give them power So
in my country Arabic country is always speak some
language Some are Muslim some faces No hair no
glasses different So why Go out I don't like Syrian Go
out! And Germany, France, Belgium, UK, Australia All
Europe coming this Syrian coming to my country Live in
my country so is I think No bad for for Arabic country
Iain
yeah ahuu So because you were in Dubai before and
they ..Dubai said ..
Kobe
Yeah yeah When finished my ID you must be go out
and back to No back Saudi Arabia big country No back
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4:40.6 - 5:50.5
5:50.5 - 5:56.7

Kobe

No refugee for Syria No refugee .... I'm sorry (speaks to
Ejaz) So this country is very important I think is no
feeling for Arabic country One minute please ...
Kobe speaks with Ejaz
So this very important for me Its now my country

5:56.7 - 6:04.4

Iain

How do you feel about the word "refugee"?

6:04.4 - 6:05.8

Kobe

(Sigh) here?

6:05.8 - 6:08.7

Iain

Do you ...when you meet people Do you tell them you
are a refugee and ...

6:08.7 - 8:35.8

Kobe

8:35.7 - 8:51.5

Iain

8:51.5 - 10:22.9

Kobe

yeees Somebody only one speaking I am Syrian He tell
me "ohhh I'm very sorry what happened in your
country Somebody new What happened the US em go
to Syrian bombs somebody tell me you like this what
happened or no I tell him Yes I like it because you must
be learn this .. dictator you must be stopped Chemawi
and chemic weapon is not good in use it in people So
No problem I don't have any problem when I speak I'm
refugee because everything good and people He know
what is the meaning for that and give me support give
me help everything is good. (speaks with child) yeah is
very good for em I know my ID what do you speak what
your ID My ID is Scottish you OK I can .. like I am like
anybody Scottish here but only I can't in parliament
(vote) Vote only this I can't but everything I need like
me and Teresa May same (the same) This very
important for me yeah in my country I can't use it that
yeah this is here No same All people same all the law is
control have law Hanoon So here me like Teresa May
but I can't vote. This is my country for me Everything
for Arabic is behind me No back for Arabic Yes Must be
go up here I'm living here. My wife like sometimes back
to Syria. I tell him You come back but me my children
No. Yeah.
Ok And tell me about your son who's here and he Do
you worry about his language speaking Arabic in the
future (Kobe laughs) Do you think it will be difficult for
him to keep the Arabic
No I speak with him some word Arabic some word
English because now he have confuse He go the
nursery speaking English outside English Only me and
my wife speak Arabic with him. So I have two option
My father Grandchild He tell me Learn English You
must be speak English You must be speak is very
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10:22.9 – 10:28.3 Iain
10:28.3 - 11:14.1 Kobe

11:14.0 - 11:21.0 Iain

11:21.0 - 12:21.6 Kobe

12:21.6 - 13:20.9 Iain

important because he live here So very good idea
because Ejaz living here First time learn English Second
language you must be Arabic So Arabic you can give
him in future when he go up you can like today you
can see that Is this asraqi No blue He knows azraq but
his name is blue So you must be give him what you
need to use learn Somebody in buses sometimes My
wife speak with my son He tell me shurtee Aswad jaiid
el aq like black police coming for you in English in
Arabic shou ti al aswad jaiid el aq one finish and .. Why
is shurtee black so shurtee black not police black
shurtee in Arabic police. He speak What is shurtee black
He know Aswad is black but he speak black
OK so he's mixing the languages together OK
So I give him My wife she speak You must be speak
Arabic No Give him He learn Arabic in future when he
wishing everything is .. in future is I'm speak and .. my
family come back here maybe have more Arabic So
have But first time you must be learn English because
he live here now in .. its the accent You can say Hiya
not Hi or speaking Hiya this Scottish accent (Scottish
accent coming through) Hiya Bye bye like this aye like
its sometimes when he learn Aye this is very important
for my son. So in future I don't know what happened to
my son.
maybe his English will be better and he will be your
teacher (yeah) My daughter is my Chinese teacher for
sure
Yeah My son maybe in future he can reading
everything about he learn I go to a gym now Fulton
Park (Iain: yes Fountain Park) have a place that
electronic playing I go with my son and my wife How
can playing this one How can playing this one How can
Its not my age I tell him maybe me and you in three
years or two years ago .. after .. Sorry My son is learn
me How can plays that Because he goes and Scottish
and playing In future my son maybe learn me this You
can play this one father Not like this one (yeah teach
you) so he can give me learn about everything in
Scotland better than me That's very important
Yeah I think my daughter already like to teach me. My
daughter is very bossy. Well thank you very much Kobe
- your opinions, your ideas, I feel very honoured to
hear your opinions ..
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Appendix 1.10.3

Kobe Interview 2

Date: June 2018
Location: Kobe’s home
Present: Kobe (participant), Wasiya16 (Kobe’s wife), Iain Philip (researcher), Ejaz (Kobe’s Son)
NB: As Kobe admits below, he often confuses gender pronouns in English and though this can
be a little confusing, the meaning is usually discernible from the context. I have resisted the
urge to correct these for him.
Timespan
0:00.0 - 0:04.9
0:04.9 - 0:06.0
0:06.0 - 0:10.3
0:10.3 - 1:31.2

1:31.1 - 1:38.1

16

Speaker Content
Iain
Ok So thank you again for having me to your house
Its very kind of you
Kobe
You're welcome, you're welcome
Iain
So you were saying that something had changes since
last time I saw you...
Kobe
Uh change is because .. everything about language
so everything change changed me about English
more English,
because sometimes I can speak so much English,
sometimes Oh I don't find more words (laugh) What
happened?
And Now I speaking out what I can
So some I like I find about myself in English I think is
very important that because if you find your English
you can find in yourself here in future
because sometimes I go to, like my friends he is in
like England and England but he live here in
Edinburgh
So I speaking and go to bar like saying But always I
tch I want to speaking so much English he didn't he
make confused because em You want speak in Arabic
you know So much many word feeling about I
speaking about my feel
So in English maybe one more this is enough So he
speak (Iain: you can't ...) He tell me you speak more
so much more words you can short answer OK? I tell
him OK next time next time next time ..
Iain
So you feel there is more inside you that you want to
come out (Kobe: yeah, yeah) and want to ...

All names have been changed to preserve anonymity.
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1:38.1 - 2:16.5

Kobe

2:16.5 - 2:20.9

Iain

2:20.9 - 2:53.5

Kobe

2:53.4 - 2:55.4
2:55.3 - 2:57.8
2:57.9 - 3:01.4
3:01.4 - 5:23.8

Iain
Kobe
Iain
Kobe

yeah it’s so much and I think is I think I need more
English and something again is I in no country
complete it actually sometimes fine.. because I now
my knee is starting in March and now in two months
to go to operation two months later? yeah to open
and fix it (Iain: so OK) So this one not help me you
know in waiting list so much Many people in waiting
list yeah
Yeah yeah a long list And what's wrong with your
knee?
Is I twisted my ligament (OK) I I have again? And
something in my English Because me and my hand
sometimes working Working like - you must be work
this way in my head and mind bed? go back So I
always better when I speak to my wife I said "he"
Everyone say me "she" I know its "she" but Laugh
but always I speak he So it not Like one word in
interprenter?
interpreter?
Yeah I can't laugh I can't (both laugh)
You said that the last time as well laugh
yeah I was benbetterI can banbetter
and some happened again with Son I I discovered Son
I speak with Son always in Arabic home So I tell him
in Arabic In Arabic "bas" or "Khut" in English "stop"
(mmm) she sad when I speak in Arabic he still walking
Son"Bas, Bas" No
One time I thinking I speak with Son Stop what you
do! He understand He stopped OK...
One Time I go to work and he need to cross the
street the light is not green
I said Son Wait Wait I speak in Arabic he don't listen
to me But when speak One word in English Wait He
wait So I find it I speak with nursery "Do you speak so
much word to children?" He they tell me yeah Stop in
Stop Wait Wait and something happen with new
baby is friend my wife she coming he have girl So I
ask Son play with this girl He say no I'm want to speak
Sharing Son playing He give him the toys
So now Son everything understand in English (no
Arabic?) No Arabic. So I speak with my wife you must
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5:23.8 - 5:28.2

Iain

5:28.2 - 5:30.9
5:30.8 - 5:32.0
5:32.0 - 5:50.1

Kobe
Iain
Kobe

5:50.1 - 5:53.5
5:53.4 - 6:27.2

Iain
Kobe

6:27.2 - 6:29.1
6:29.1 - 6:59.4

Iain
Kobe

6:59.4 - 7:01.5
7:01.5 - 7:04.7
7:04.7 - 7:08.5
7:08.5 - 7:09.7
7:09.7 - 7:29.7

Iain
Kobe
Iain
Kobe
Iain

7:29.7 - 7:53.1

Kobe

be learn first English She tell me no you must be
learn Arabic I told her everyone when he grow up
English when he go to nursery English Only me and
you speak Arabic with Son so he don't understand
Arabic and after week when I speak with she He tell
me Yes I see that Son understand English When I
speak with Son English he understand everything but
he can't answer So its very important
But and So how does that make you feel? How do
you feel about that?
About me or Ejaz?
How do you feel about Ejaz?
I think it’s better to learn English because this new
home and I think Ejaz grow up here No back to Syria
So no Arabic So I think is better one language The
language number one you must be English.
Do you feel sad that she's losing Arabic?
No She is no I is not sad because Arabic go a second
one - only me and my wife speak with Ejaz Arabic
Nobody more Arabic so when he go in the bus said Hi
Hello How are you understand everything and
answer If you can find the word than he answer bus I
said it must be number for Ejaz
In the nursery do they have any Arabic support?
No No (Iain: no?) No Ejaz understand speaking
English and listening and learn how can every
morning I need brush my teeth in the evening and
understand everything. And the colour now He don't
listen in Arabic all the colour in English Yellow, blue,
brown every colour Asking but if we tell him in Arabic
he don't give you the colour Speaking English he can
Can he speak? Is he speaking?
Ejaz? Some words but he understand everything.
OK And how old is he now?
[redacted]
OK right the same as mine yeah same as my son He
speaks mostly English but he understands All the
Chinese and so uh in the future will you try to keep
his Arabic language?
For Ejaz? I think is he go to second language but yes I
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7:53.1 - 7:57.5
7:57.5 - 8:30.8

Iain
Kobe

8:30.8 - 8:31.8
8:31.8 - 8:44.2

Iain
Kobe

8:44.2 - 8:48.3

Iain

8:48.3 - 9:20.8

Kobe

9:18.2 - 9:34.5

Kobe

9:34.5 - 9:36.6
9:36.5 - 10:23.6

Iain
Kobe

support because in my house us speak Arabic In the
future maybe he got three or four If you got English
already and Arabic already you can learn one English
language So you can work over the world
OK So and why why do you want to keep the Arabic?
OK because this um like in my country in um Islam He
reading Koran Kareem in Arabic and the number is
like because very important my uncle all family after
my family in Lebanon In Syria sometimes speak with
Ejaz in future or I don't know maybe work in in
tempreture? Laugh
Interpreter laugh
interpreter laugh something like this one Maybe
translated Arabic English stories .. So he.. very
important I think it if you always have two or (Iain:
two languages) or more ...
How about in the future do you maybe plan to go
back to Middle east sometime?
For me? (Iain: yeah) No No For me and my children
No. My wife between. She like it but because all the
family living there But for me .. Maybe If we need go
back to Middle East I go back to Mecca Makaram in
Saudi Arabia to make Haj or Hambra because very
important this place only for that purpose For Arabic
No
something His brother go to Belgium two weeks ago
so first time to learn he go to ..You know Belgium
speaking two language one language is speaking two
language One language is French another one is ...
Eh Walloon?
Eh Holland (Iain: yeah) So he go to Holland places For
all everyone to see Don't understand So She speak
with his brother he tell me she tell him "Do you find
something Arabic between around you Speak Arabic
to help you?" He said "Yes I have Arabic but Arab but
he don't help me" She said I hate Arab I tell you Arab
is not good because if you Arab good Not You must
be not here You must be in Arabic country He said,
yes you are right. After that. So this happened So I
think is ... very important here Back no Back to Arabic
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10:23.6 - 10:26.0 Iain
10:26.0 - 10:28.1 Kobe
10:28.1 - 10:35.8 Iain
10:35.8 - 10:59.0 Kobe

10:59.0 - 11:09.1 Iain

11:09.1 - 11:54.8 Kobe

11:54.8 - 11:57.3 Iain
11:57.3 - 13:14.0 Kobe

I just here my life
I'm thinking while Ejaz is young as well ...
yeah and new baby coming Scottish Baby coming
Inside
Scottish baby coming (both laugh) And this Scottish
baby will she speak Arabic or just English?
Oh new one? I think is very when speak Arabic like
your daughter she speak two language Very
important that can speak it I think is own language
for Arab for like study in future help you But very
important First language is English
Its also good for the brain I think, to have two
languages they say is good for the brain to have a .. It
means you find it easier to complete some tasks ....
I have a friend. She live here like 5 years He working
intempeter Sometimes when speak in Arabic He tell
me I don't find it in Arabic you must be check my
English laugh So I have when I living here so much
English so much. This your life Everything now is
English Sometimes I speak with in hospital I listen I
listen is language is not Scotch or England But maybe
is Arabic Iraqi or Saudi but he living her so much
years But you know the accent is not Scottish. I like it
Ejaz go to Scotch language
yeah a Scottish accent (Kobe: yeah, yeah) Why?
Why because I need he is feel is This my home now
When he speaks same accent not different.
Something happen again I I no like I go to speak with
another girl When I tell her first time I'm Syrian OK Hi
How are you OK? OK? Bye Bye ee you again See you
again Next time I see a new girl I speak Ohh Where
are you from she ask me I tell him I'm from Spain
(Iain: Spain OK) OK good I'm from Spain (both laugh)
She I am from Spain as well Where are you from I
said OK I'm from Grenada ..OK But still speaking you
know? When I tell I'm from maybe he know what
happened in my country Or he don't like speak with
refugee? I don't know but always my my teep and my
hair - Spanish or Italy So I speak Oh From Italy OK
stay speak with me I maybe go to friend and
everything But If we speak I am Syrian No No
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13:14.5 - 13:17.9 Iain
13:17.9 - 13:49.6 Kobe

13:49.6 - 13:50.7 Iain
13:50.6 - 14:34.1 Kobe

14:34.1 - 14:41.9 Iain

14:41.9 - 15:09.1 Kobe

15:09.1 - 15:09.8
15:09.8 - 15:11.4
15:11.4 - 15:16.2
15:14.4 - 15:22.9

Iain
Kobe
Iain
Kobe

15:22.9 - 15:23.2
15:23.1 - 15:23.9
15:23.9 - 15:24.7
15:24.7 - 15:25.5
15:25.4 - 15:26.3
15:26.3 - 15:27.1

Wasiya
Iain
Wasiya
Iain
Wasiya
Iain

complete it just Hi How are you. just ..
They don't want to carry on the conversation (Kobe:
yeah) Why do you think that is? Why?
.. I am ... maybe ...maybe is ... um .. I don't know
actually Maybe I am refugee maybe I am Maybe
don't like Arab don't like Arab somebody but he don't
tell me "I hate you" Sometime or .. Because
somebody have bad idea about Arab .. So many the
reason about ..
About Arab or about Muslim?
I think Arab because Not from here is second leisure?
First one is Christian and Second one is Islam so I
think its about Arab only (Iain:OK, OK, OK) Not for
Islam Islam no So I really important when I speaking
I'm from Italy OK? So I don't need that with my Ejaz
when speaking Scottish accent he completed he
looking and Some picture for Ejaz You want to see?
He not boy is Arabic Just boy is Scottish or Europe
Europe baby
And how about yourself Do you want to learn
Scottish English or do you want to learn a patient?
English or what kind of English do you want?
La If you can I speak Scottish OK no problem because
living Scottish here but starting learning good English
I think is good idea But is Scotch Very hard
Sometimes in the bus or when I go I listen
to ..Scottish people. I don't understand I don't
understand 80% with him to what speaking I don't
understand
80%?
Yeah 80% yeah
yeah me too the accent can be difficult
So like aye always aye aye aye in Arabic I said Eye but
here its ...
Hiya
Hi Hi
How are you?
Very well thank you How are you?
I'm good thank you
Nice to see you again
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15:27.1 - 15:29.7 Iain
15:29.7 - 15:34.4
15:34.4 - 15:35.5
15:35.5 - 15:37.8
15:37.8 - 15:44.4

Kobe
Wasiya
Iain
Kobe

15:44.4 - 15:51.4 Iain

15:51.4 - 16:10.0 Kobe

16:10.0 - 16:15.1 Iain
16:15.1 - 17:38.9 Kobe

17:38.9 - 17:54.6 Iain

17:54.5 - 18:07.2 Kobe

18:07.2 - 18:10.7 Iain

thank you for letting me come to your lovely home
again
translates
You're welcome anytime
Thank you very much Thank you Thank you
You're welcome So this I think is more English Good
start
Do you find it when you are here speaking English.
Do you meet people from other countries like Spain,
Italy?
Yeah My friend, my neighbour I speaking him from
Italy .. and in my college some friend Poland, Spanish
Italy uh Latvia I speaking ...
Do you find it easier to speak to people from these
countries than speaking to people from Scotland?
I prefer I prefer speak with the people is Scotch or
England or Wales or Ireland because when listen me
when speak English
When I speak wrong he correct my my word My
speech they tell me this is not good this one is good
So I think is better or I go to speak more to this
people because when I speak like Spanish or Italy he
have small accent or accent Italy You know? Like me
in Arabic i have small one speak And Andy Young?
something happened. So sometime you speak a
wrong word but that’s OK because my accent is
But I prefer to speak with another like England Scotch
Always Not this, this and this this and this I like it
somebody correct what I speak is good. Somebody is
in my country is here happen in Syria “Ho Ho Ho” he
speak wrong. No I don't go to shy NO If speak wrong
Please tell me I speak wrong very good Because I
need one next time I speak good yeah
And um Do When people Do you think the speaker
and they point out a mistake Do they always do it in a
friendly way or sometimes not friendly?
Mmmm Actually All the friendly and lovely All the
people when I have mistake is like friend like and
nobody is like
Or make a mistake (both laugh)
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18:10.7 - 18:20.0 Kobe

18:20.0 - 18:23.4 Iain
18:23.4 - 18:25.6 Kobe
18:25.5 - 18:28.7 Iain
18:28.7 - 18:41.8 Kobe

18:41.8 - 18:42.6 Iain
18:42.5 - 18:43.8 Wasiya
18:43.8 - 19:10.2 Kobe

19:10.2 - 19:11.8 Iain
19:11.8 - 19:32.9 Kobe

19:32.8 - 19:33.7
19:33.6 - 19:38.1
19:38.1 - 19:41.5
19:41.9 - 19:45.1
19:45.1 - 19:53.7

Iain
Kobe
Wasiya
Iain
Kobe

19:53.7 - 19:57.8
19:57.8 - 19:59.9
19:59.8 - 20:06.1
20:06.1 - 20:08.5
20:08.5 - 20:13.6

Wasiya
Kobe
Wasiya
Kobe
Iain

20:13.6 - 20:23.0 Kobe
20:23.0 - 20:24.0 Iain
20:23.9 - 20:26.5 Kobe
20:26.5 - 20:29.1 Wasiya

yeah ... (Wasiya asks for translation) mistake is hatta
(Wasiya: ok) a mistake (Iain: mistake) not a maztake
Mistake(mistake)
Everyone makes mistakes (all laugh)
Yes everyone
So tell me about your English course How was that?
Is is finished now?
I finish elementaty I go to .. (Wasiya: intermediate)
Intermediate yeah (Iain: intermediate) part 11 - 3 My
wife finish beginner Go to Elementary
Congratulations Mumtaz!
Thank you
We thank He go to This happen in my guy He has
another guy Syria He living here three years three
years Same classes My wife in first time the college
first time go to a First one all the people he go to up
First eh
Yeah Top of the class. Well done.
Yes And the Teacher tell him Do you know Wasiya is
first time in Scotland First time in English Very English
He go to first one and the top You three times three
years here Same classes Same books you don't go to
up So I think is very important
yeah its very good Well done
He gave him more support to go More English
I think this semester go to intermediate
uh I hope so definitely yeah
He's study at intermediate elementary like me he
said Ok I not need ...
Yeah I take the test elementary I take it eh ...
I make
I make (test) test yeah I take it 89
For 100
89 that's very good indeed well done (yeah) fantastic
You must work very hard all laugh
She is better me he can writing good he listening
good he can but always afraid to speak
OK ahu
Me I can speak but in reading/
/and spelling are good/
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20:29.1 - 20:38.2 Kobe
20:38.2 - 20:41.8
20:41.8 - 20:47.5
20:47.5 - 20:51.7
20:51.7 - 20:56.4

Iain
Kobe
Wasiya
Iain

20:56.3 - 21:04.8 Kobe
21:04.8 - 21:16.7 Iain

21:15.2 - 21:19.1 Wasiya
21:19.1 - 21:19.2
21:19.2 - 21:21.3
21:21.3 - 21:22.3
21:22.3 - 21:35.5

Iain
Kobe
Iain
Kobe

21:35.5 - 21:37.7 Wasiya
21:37.7 - 21:39.1 Kobe
21:39.1 - 21:47.3 Wasiya
21:47.3 - 21:52.9 Kobe
21:52.9 - 21:56.2
21:56.2 - 21:56.7
21:56.7 - 21:58.5
21:58.5 - 22:00.7
22:00.7 - 22:02.5
22:02.5 - 22:05.7
22:05.7 - 22:07.0
22:07.0 - 22:10.7
22:10.7 - 22:14.3
22:14.3 - 22:17.8

Wasiya
Kobe
Iain
Wasiya
Iain
Waisya
Kobe
Wasiya
Kobe
Wasiya

very good spelling and for me No But my wife is good
I can speaking only
Are you more confident in speaking?
eh Yeah yeah speaks Arabic to Wasiya
eh yeah yeah Why not? (Kobe: laugh)
Do you speak in Arabic Do you speak more than your
wife or less?
One sometimes when I go up she sometimes speak
English but ...
Um What I want to know is ... some people yeah they
don't like to speak English but they don't like to speak
Arabic as well (Kobe: yeah) Some people they like to
speak (Kobe: yeah) They love to speak English love to
speak Arabic Any language they love to speak (Kobe
laugh)
/Yeah I like to speak Arabic/ I like to speak all the
time laugh (Iain laugh)
OK OK laugh
Yeah because speak so hard
Not a shy person in Arabic? (Wasiya and Kobe laugh)
Yeah .. But sometime me and my wife speak English
to my son Ejaz Because I tell him Ejaz No Everything
understand
yeah tomorrow tomorrow ...
yesterday .. tomorrow
yeah yesterday Sorry yesterday He tell me English I
don't understand what he mean
Yeah what mars mars yes he speak more English yeah
I tell // him 1 year
/he need .. something (indicates)
bowl
plate? saucer? plate? bowl (yeah)
plate? but its ....
Bowl (Kobe: bowl bowl) or plate plate ..
Yeah plate he tell me plate green
He don't understand
Yeah Don't understand When we go to kitchen
He tell me I need this I get up and he go to kitchen
yeah and give gave it him this and he tell me Thank
you Mum
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22:17.8 - 22:35.1 Kobe

So he understand and answer some And if you find
the word he answer in English - Sometimes say hello
Hi how are you I think is very Ejaz grow up ..
22:35.1 - 22:39.6 Iain (to How do you feel about your son speaking Arabic
Wasiya) rather than English?
22:39.6 - 22:42.7 Wasiya My feel Is English yeah
22:42.7 - 22:46.5 Iain
But do you feel sad he does not speaking Arabic?
22:46.5 - 23:01.0 Waiya
Yes ... (Iain: yeah) talk together in Arabic ...
23:01.0 - 23:05.5 Kobe
Yeha but he did he like She like
23:05.5 - 23:07.0 Iain
And he can speak two langauges as well
23:07.0 - 23:19.4 Kobe
Yeah but he Me support first language English But
she support learning first langauge is Arabic So its
laugh So much ... (Wasiya: yeah)
23:19.4 - 23:26.2 Iain
Yeha I think um And So Tell me about your teacher?
23:26.2 - 23:31.5 Kobe
Um For my teacher is [name redacted] is good
teacher
23:31.5 - 23:35.6 Iain
Why is she a good teacher?
23:35.6 - 24:19.3 Kobe
Because he ..he make everything about English
classes good
He support me so much because he know I coming
from war and something happen I have one child you
must be take care
And my wife is pregnant you must be take care
because this week he take off the He broken his leg
Yeah He fall on the stairs and break in ankle or
something yeah
24:19.3 - 24:20.4 Iain
Oh dear
24:20.4 - 24:22.2 Kobe
yeah and..
24:22.2 - 24:22.9 Wasiya No but now good
24:22.9 - 24:24.8 Iain
Now its good (Wasiya: yeah)
24:24.7 - 24:50.7 Kobe
So and now I like one month I must be home and go
to college one hour two hour So very important and
help me I make the test last day in the college She
tell me "you must be coming" I tell OK my friend
coming stay to home I coming to college So last day
in the college I make the test She tell me Its OK you
go up
24:50.7 - 24:52.9 Iain
Yehay Well done good
24:52.9 - 25:47.0 Kobe
Yeah so much help me and support me and when I
speaking because something in when study English in
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25:47.0 - 25:48.2 Wasiya
25:48.2 - 26:20.8 Iain

26:20.8 - 26:34.5 Wasiya
26:34.4 - 26:36.1
26:36.1 - 26:40.0
26:40.0 - 26:44.2
26:44.2 - 26:47.0

Iain
Wasiya
Kobe
Wasiya

26:49.0 - 27:05.6 Kobe

27:05.6 - 27:05.8 Iain
27:05.8 - 27:41.1 Kobe

27:41.1 - 27:42.8 Iain
27:42.8 - 27:44.0 Kobe
27:44.0 - 27:56.3 Wasiya
27:56.3 - 27:57.7 Kobe

my country I speak I study Export books but the
accent is English eh US (US OK ahu) So something
happen when I make the text I use Zip like post code
She says this is US in not good Must use post code
But this happen I tell when speaking and discussing
what this I sen I speak I study English books like
coming for export But all the accent all the .. (asks
Wasiya) (Iain: vocabulary? word?)
verb verb
verb everything in US So something between
different so she tell me its OK but in future must be
use everything England speak or English England here
UK Its not when speak US Is not inform what he
When speak Zip nobody understand you I think is
good
And she is good teacher?
Yeah I have good teacher Her name [redacted] She
from England and eh she live Stirling?
Yes I know Stirling
And same he help me for anything
yeah and he have she have two teacher/
/two teachers (Iain: two teachers OK) one Scotch one
England
the Scotch teacher he learn about speak when you
listen Scottish people how can understand I think is
very important that .. in college (Wasiya: yeah) when
listen (Iain: accent) accent Scotch he go to better
Mhmmm
But eh because I'm in job centre or like or how bitter?
(Wasiya: jobseeker) job seeker I have only part time
and two days in the week to English so I think my
wife take it 5 days it very good 5 days speak and
listen and writing its very good For me 2 days and
from 9 to 3 o’clock so when I go to 3 o’clock I like
(zzz) everybody in class
too sleepy yeah
Ahm (I'm?) very bad ...
and in college nobody is speak Arabic Somebody one
Me and somebody from Syria yeah And eh All ....eh
And the students
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27:57.7 - 28:02.4
28:02.4 - 28:04.7
28:04.7 - 28:08.8
28:08.8 - 28:11.8

Wasiya
Kobe
Wasiya
Iain

28:11.8 - 28:32.0 Wasiya

28:32.0 - 29:24.5 Kobe

29:24.5 - 29:25.7 Iain
29:25.7 - 31:22.7 Kobe

the students yeah from Polish eh Spanish
You must be speak English more English
No No speak Arabic in college
Do you find it easy to speak to people from Poland
and eh?
Yeah But in Italy or Spanish different yeah When we
speak English different When we speak "she" "see" ..
yeah
I think yeah Very important the .. And this is
everything and I change I.. I think I need more English
You must be study English I like .. I take ... I carry
read How can reading good English How can
understand I listen now BBC news every time Every
time news and when i go bus I listen to English How
can How speaking And I see the people how the
people speaking together and how behaviour and
how is good behaviour or not I need more more
because
Sometimes I can understand you 10% but sometimes
I can't understand everything
yeah yeah difficult yeah
Something happened in the phone The company is
Scottish Power She speaks with me I need she tell me
needs change power gas and .. I tell him "No". First
time I speak Please speak slowly I don't understand
your accent And your speaking so much fast She
don't understand I tell her Please slowly No accent
Scotch accent please English normal He don't
understand After that I say OK OK OK OK OK I said
something Ah OK And when finished OK bye bye and
he change everything in the house I tell you I not be
fair that I tell you three times I don't understand you.
So my friend He got a she he is good speaking English
When speak this girl when finish he speak with me he
tell me She hit she hating me You are right I can't
understand. So some Some people like this girl you
must be I have more English to understand what is
speaking (Iain: yeah) Somebody speak fast and same
language accent you must be understand but I tell
him three four times .. Today happen in I go to to
bank? (Iain: yeah) When starting the umbriad or (to
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31:22.7 - 31:23.9 Iain
31:23.9 - 31:52.9 Kobe

31:52.9 - 32:24.3 Iain

32:24.3 - 32:32.1 Kobe
32:32.1 - 32:32.5 Iain
32:32.5 - 32:36.8 Kobe
32:36.8 - 32:37.0
32:37.0 - 32:44.2
32:44.2 - 32:46.0
32:46.0 - 32:49.2
32:49.2 - 33:01.4

Iain
Kobe
Iain
Kobe
Iain

33:01.4 - 33:08.2 Kobe
33:08.2 - 33:09.0 Iain
33:09.0 - 33:58.6 Kobe

Wasiya) what’s the name mozef (Iain: take out or?)
secretaria. When he speak with me and when speak
so much fast I tell Just I make that he understand OK I
speak slowly English So that's happen
that's good And then its easy to understand
Yeah and when I don't understand something I tell
him again please That Now I I ask about again please
but is not good and you must be in ..in future you
must be speak understand one on first time must be
understand everything because sometime I can't
speak Next time please sure must be understand first
time yeah
Yeah I mean sometimes I don't understand first time
so maybe I need to explain again And uh Is it so
would the When people don't slow down and don't
speak Is it because um Do you think if they were
speaking to you and maybe you weren't from Syria
Would they slow down more Do you think or not?
No He understand I don't speak English. He could do
some But do you know this what happened now
No
You tell me I don't understand this happened I speak
English maybe ...
Oh the place [redacted]
AI yeah I speak English but This happen I don't like it
Yes Very difficult yeah
Yeah It must be my accent go ...
Yeah I know it was because when you are saying eh
You were saying 2 words [redacted] (yeah) and I was
thinking 1 word [redacted] laugh (laugh) So that's
why I was confused It was my fault I should have
realised you
Yes this happen with me every time I have this
problem It must be fix it (yeah) and
Its sometimes the context
And what you speak yeah one I tell him my English
not good he could not from I'm Syrian or other
country I just one I not speak English
Something happen first time I go to shopping
something in the cashing She tell me you are living
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33:58.6 - 34:11.9 Iain

34:11.9 - 34:21.7 Kobe

34:21.7 - 34:25.2 Iain
34:25.2 - 35:26.2 Kobe

35:26.3 - 35:30.2 Iain
35:30.2 - 35:48.9 Kobe

35:48.9 - 35:51.8
35:51.8 - 35:53.6
35:53.5 - 35:54.9
35:54.9 - 36:05.4

Iain
Kobe
Iain
Kobe

36:05.3 - 36:09.2 Iain
36:09.2 - 36:14.0 Kobe
36:14.0 - 36:28.6 Iain

here or coming to visit Just visiting I tell him I'm living
here Because he like tax make But when speak with
me he speak slowly and understand English I can
understand everything you know This is very
important but no from Syria because I don't have
good English .. speak slowly..yeah
And um Do you think people are different with you
because you don't speak English Do you think people
would behave in a different way?
No No But sometimes happen like What happened
like I tell you and sometimes happen like I speak but
he can't listen to me good
Right and how do you feel when this happens?
For me its OK because I understand maybe he think
another saying or maybe he afraid to me Or maybe I
don't go to speak more with him
I go to fen finin (šū Arabic) (Wasiya :voluntary)
Voluntary I want I go to speak another coaching I
maybe she think I coming one hour and go home But
when I speak with him she First time OK next time
said Hello Hi How are you Next time more . So then
things happen in future but always. For me is OK no
problem I for me I more .. I need more English but
somebody not understanded for me or go friend or
just speaking For me its OK.
How is your coaching going the voluntary coaching?
Good em yeah Im good I have everything and have
friend I go from .. I work with school The school for
children he have you know face you know ... not
good this....
OK So disabled or they have ....
They need more help
More help OK for personal needs OK
yeah and because he not hans or coson .. don't know
like tawalhunt
Not sure um phone?
yeah .. my phone is... where is my son? OK I can
take ..
OK um ....like Down's Syndrome or ....children like to
take the phone ....laugh
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36:28.6 - 36:40.3 Wasiya
36:40.3 - 36:48.6 Iain
36:48.6 - 37:11.9 Kobe &
Wasiya
37:11.9 - 37:24.3 Iain
37:24.3 - 37:26.6 Kobe
37:26.6 - 37:31.6 Iain
37:31.6 - 37:47.6 Kobe

37:47.6 - 37:49.4 Iain
37:49.4 - 37:51.2 Kobe
37:51.2 - 37:53.9 Iain
37:53.9 - 38:08.9 Kobe

38:08.9 - 38:16.8 Iain
38:16.8 - 38:27.9 Kobe
38:27.9 - 38:28.7 Iain
38:28.7 - 38:33.1 Kobe
38:33.1 - 38:37.0 Iain
38:37.5 - 39:30.7 Kobe

39:30.7 - 39:32.1 Iain
39:32.1 - 39:40.5 Kobe

He like this one ...and the tv and this .... and he like
this...
yeah the laptop yeah we have to say to my son yeah
not too much Only small ...
speak Arabic
Sorry - my phone today I am changing network and it
doesn't like .....
Autism
Austism OK Autism OK right
I think its very important for work ah he everyone he
know to me and go to friend speaking a playing its
very good Yesterday take (Arabic)
And do you play basketball with him?
Yeah I help him
Ok yeah Do you find it easy to communicate with
him?
yeah I I said first time I'm afraid but he's good Second
time I go to alone and everything is good We call to
friend somebody here living here Near me
Ahu Ahu (yeah) and how is the .. you said you also
teach in the school or the [redacted]
Yeah voluntary (how's that?) its very good I'm maybe
this finished now because close the school is ...
school holidays yeah
Yeah In future I don't know if you have something in
future
And how is How do you find the English when doing
this ...
uh in [redacted] I think I have more different I think
because when have coach boys So I need telling him
is this one Not good this one good I my accent is not
help me. Cos he don't understand understand about
what I speak So I go to the boss and check and tell
him I need this idea to fen me? He understand me
and back to tell them Sometimes understand if you
have small idea like how can make pass or move But
if you need more I say not understand sometimes
OK yeah more detailed explanations
yeah yeah if this thing happen yeah And this one here
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39:40.5 - 39:51.8 Iain
39:51.8 - 40:03.7 Kobe

40:03.7 - 40:10.6 Iain
40:10.6 - 40:12.8 Kobe
40:12.8 - 40:17.0 Iain
40:17.0 - 41:07.1 Kobe

41:07.1 - 41:09.6
41:09.5 - 41:10.2
41:10.2 - 41:13.3
41:13.2 - 44:24.9

Iain
Kobe
Iain
Kobe

And um Do you do you talk about basketball with
your friends as well in English
No its something Now all my friends not play
basketball So Now speaking about football (OK)
because it is World Cup.
The world Cups on OK And eh Which team do you
like in World Cup?
I like I support Argentina. yeah
OK ohh
And it is very important that I don't have good friend
here I have some friend but Arabic For me I don't like
Arab ..nnmm _ I want to speak Arabic I need friend
another friend like speak English So yeah (Arabic
with Wasiya) I think is I need friend England (English)
and English only from Scotland or England or Wales ,
from UK No Italy Spanish No
Because you want to improve your English?
Yeah (Iain: that's why) yeah
Due to the accent?
yeah and accent very important for me because I
don't I am Italy Some thing campin? because they
care when I but I can't unders .. speak with one white
They go to nightclub so everyone girls and Hi How are
you? Oh from Syria They say OK Bye Bye Its OK but
I'm going to speak I from Italy from Spain OK Hi OK
good weather yeah OK You know what happened
after the So always from Italy from Spain OK yeah
thats happened
But because my accent not help me I must be
support Ejaz to have ars accent (Iain: OK interesting)
And its something yesterday happened between me
and my wife
I go to mosque aI see two girls one boy and eh like 14
or 13 So one girl like was boy is the boy is like this girl
and this girl don't like this boy I see that
I think I speak with my wife. Do you think in the
future Ejaz like it Have girlfriend or understand that
She tell me I think is maybe he have but eh not more
only like friend girlfriend girl as friend not ... girlfriend
OK Maybe in the future I tell when he go She tell me
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44:24.8 - 44:25.1 Iain
44:25.1 - 44:28.6 Kobe
44:28.6 - 44:36.7 Iain
44:36.7 - 44:38.2
44:38.2 - 44:40.0
44:40.0 - 44:42.6
44:42.6 - 44:45.7
44:45.7 - 45:44.3

Kobe
Iain
Kobe
Iain
Kobe

45:44.3 - 45:46.0
45:46.0 - 45:51.2
45:51.2 - 45:53.5
45:53.5 - 45:55.4
45:55.3 - 45:58.8

Wasiya
Kobe
Wasiya
Kobe
Iain

If you have control about Ejaz I can choose your life
but in future when he go 18 he you can't control Ejaz
Maybe he living alone (To Wasiya) So I'm yesterday
was speaking about 2 girls and 1 boys and in future
do you like Ejaz make that or no She You tell me
about I need I have control now to my son I can make
it that
but Again something happen and this She tell me I
don't have girl laugh So Do you know in Islam is not
good when have This girl to have girlfriend
But I tell him If you If you have girl, because I have
girl I waiting to come soon, I give him freedom but I
learn Islam How can use it In Islam just you can
speaking with man and boy but only speaking No
more like relationship OK He understand that but in
future I think is difficult uh I don't know name I'm
from Arabic and you're from ...
Culture
Cutlture (Iain: yeah OK) this happen OK
A different one yeah .. And um how important is
religion for you?
Region?
Religion. Islam
Yeah About For me here
Yeah for your identity
For me I know everything I can here Here I have free I
have freedom I can use it But Islam for me just I can't
I take it .. like .. um.. Islam is Islam for me and for
everybody but I use it I going to pray anywhere In my
college I have place to pray and I can go to mosque I
can go and reading everything and for an Maybe
Maqatta I can't go I can't go to mosque (really) yeah I
pray You know Here I am free and my wife He don't
like he don't like somebody he asking what this in the
mosque Somebody ask Wife What this?
Why take it this?
Why taken this? She answer I have cold (laugh)
laugh
He smart
yeah OK Interesting answer what did they say?
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45:58.8 - 46:11.4 Kobe

46:11.3 - 46:18.1 Iain

46:18.1 - 46:21.5 Kobe
46:21.5 - 46:26.8 Wasiya
46:26.8 - 46:28.9 Kobe
46:28.8 - 46:33.2 Iain
46:33.2 - 46:55.8 Kobe

46:55.8 - 46:57.5 Iain
46:57.5 - 47:28.1 Kobe

47:28.0 - 47:38.2 Kobe
47:38.2 - 47:39.7
47:39.7 - 47:43.9
47:43.9 - 47:45.7
47:45.6 - 47:50.5
47:50.5 - 47:52.8
47:52.8 - 47:56.2
47:56.2 - 47:58.7
47:58.7 - 48:00.1
48:00.1 - 48:02.0
48:02.0 - 48:03.6
48:03.5 - 48:04.3
48:04.2 - 48:08.5
48:08.5 - 48:28.6

Iain
Kobe
Ejaz
Kobe
Wasiya
Kobe
Ejaz
Wasiya
Ejaz
Kobe
Wasiya
Kobe
Kobe

48:28.6 - 48:56.9 Wasiya

Ah I'm not with him this time He She is in alone But
when he come back to home he tell me that
something happen today.
When the asked you Were they asking you in a
friendly way? A curious way or maybe they not nice
way?
Arabic (mmm) like
Why Why take it this one in Islam Why take it this
one?
Ah like yeah
More just Want to know curious?
Little yeah yeah But sometimes in Very important is
like respect to wife Somebody no speak in my Islam
you can't use this one (Iain: hands) with woman you
must use it this way to a man He understand I
can't ...
Yeah Shake hands yeah
yeah and Somebody here in Scottish people or
England what this He can't go to my wife and
somebody no understand he go to make the what's...
This very important somebody he know how can
feeling about woman for this one Very good. He
understand everything...
Good boy Come here Ejaz I need a question What
this colour? What this colour?
That's blue, isn't it?
Is it blue? What's this colour?
White
White (yay!) And this one What this?
White
and this one?
Black (Kobe: black)(Iain: black)
And this one?
Blue
Blue
and this one?
What this?
He need now answer But he understand I need know
yeah Good I take my phone
Ejaz -..... continue testing colours and vocab
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48:56.9 - 49:40.8 Kobe

49:40.8 - 49:58.6 Iain

49:58.6 - 50:36.5 Kobe

50:36.5 - 50:36.9 Iain
50:36.9 - 50:59.1 Kobe

50:59.1 - 51:07.6 Iain
51:07.6 - 51:30.7 Kobe

51:30.7 - 51:40.8 Iain

51:40.8 - 51:45.2 Kobe
51:45.1 - 51:48.5 Iain
51:48.5 - 52:33.5 Kobe

So one picture about this me and not me yeah OK
And .. .. .. I find it one picture and maybe ... I don't
find in the ...
You said earlier about For Ejaz about the importance
of keeping Arabic for ah for the Koran Is it also
important for you (Kobe: yeah!) For the Koran and
for that aspect
Yeah And Like today something happened I go to
shop I listen to somebody speak more Arabic I think
is not understand what he's mean The boss in the
shop Turkey Turkish So he don't understand Arabic
When I listen what you what you speak in Arabic this
guy I understand what he mean I tell him She need
this one Ok I understand
Maybe this is future more that but for me like yes ..
So you are the interpreter
yeah laugh Sometimes but I'm bad one yeah Already I
have Arabic so No.
I think is good because I have Arabic now I have
English and sometimes I understand something
happen but is Ok I think its good.
OK and in your class, Do you talk about things like
religion in the class?
No But something about one time in the One unit in
books speaking about food So the teacher asking
about your food in your country so everyone
speaking and this one is happen but is normally no.
No.
And many people I've talked to when they have a
photograph they show me a picture of food Would
you show me a picture of food as well?
No laugh No I think not (Wasiya asks for clarification)
Syrian food Not important for you?
No I like it because my wife is good wife he make
good one and next month she go to hygiene test
yeah Very important the food And especially here
because Here I change everything my country to here
I change my healthy and I change my food so much
Here something like this one is sugar this one is not
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52:33.5 - 52:35.1 Iain
52:35.1 - 53:10.2 Kobe

53:10.2 - 53:14.9
53:14.9 - 53:16.0
53:16.0 - 53:19.8
53:19.8 - 53:29.3

Iain
Wasiya
Iain
Kobe

53:29.3 - 53:31.4 Iain
53:31.4 - 53:35.2 Wasiya
53:35.2 - 53:57.4 Kobe

53:57.4 - 54:01.4 Iain

54:16.2 - 54:48.4 Kobe

54:48.4 - 54:51.1 Iain
54:51.1 - 55:22.5 Kobe

sugar this one is salt My country No Everything same
yeah Here
So you worry more about the health?
Yeah Here yeah Go to healthy Like Ejaz now again is
like 1 time in morning he go to strawberry And eh
(check English with Wasiya) (Wasiya:two apple) two
apple after that is still this time is finish and he need
go to He eating chicken So Ejaz is like it starting
healthy food Vegetarian starting after that he go to
eating everything
Ahu Do you make Syrian food?
yeah
Do you make Do you like Do you eat Scottish food?
No laugh Actually no One time try but (Wasiya: two
time) two time? Yeah two time one time in the same
and one (Wasiya: yeah)
What did you have haggis? Or
One haggis and something ..
about the special food in Scotland but I can't
remember bar .. Its some bread and some cheese
inside (Wasiya: potatoes) potatoes and cheese inside
the bread But I don't like it Everyone here like it
Syrian food
Yeah well everyone in the world likes Syrian food! Its
delicious food. Yay And when you had You had Eid
last week (Kobe: yeah) What did you have for your
Eid meal? (Kobe:Eid?) For Eid For Eid al Fitr Did you
have a special meal?
Actually No Because only me three here so I don't
make any because if you actually every happen Eid
You must all the family together and go to like My
aunt my uncle my like make visitors between all the
family all of the all the family make one house So
here No its normal day like it
How did you feel about this? Did you feel sad?
My wife Yes (Wasiya: mmmm) and me between me
myself I sad that I feel sad because I see ...tsch. I
don't understand in ... mosque centre I see all the
Muslim coming there and New clothes and
everything is new and oooohhh (sad sound) I
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55:22.5 - 55:25.6 Iain
55:25.6 - 55:35.3 Kobe
55:35.3 - 55:38.8 Iain
55:38.8 - 56:48.3 Kobe

56:48.3 - 56:53.5 Iain
56:53.5 - 57:47.5 Kobe

57:47.5 - 57:48.5 Iain
57:48.5 - 58:27.2 Kobe

remember my family I remember .....(Iain: oh ok ok)
um but .. yeah .. Its .. OK
And do you use Skype to talk to your family or?
Yeah Always Everyday I speak with them You must be
chatting or Face or coren video?
And what do tell them about Edinburgh?
I tell them everything is good And my father is grand
- Ejaz he tell me every time “Don't listen Arabic You
must be speak English with Ejaz Speak English with
Ejaz Speak English”. My father is so much like it
support another language (Iain: English?) so must be
support him to English because he live Same idea my
idea my father yeah And when speak with Ejaz and I
tell him everything about Edinburgh I hope coming
soon to here. I go finish everything with there I go to
UN in London to help me about coming all my family
here Because is my daughter living in Lebanon Must
be coming living with me I waiting now I need more
time to coming to here. But always when I got walk I
open WhatsApp and photo and everything happen
yeah
And how about working - a job are you still looking
for a job?
Oh That is something happened between I need I
working Salesman I change here because I need more
job I think about Engineer Gas .. and when I starting
volunteer I see myself coaching basketball. (Iain: OK)
So I asking I go to .... something very important for
me and in my country sometimes when I need go or I
need speak with you Sometimes I go when speaking
this way .. Here No you can speak directly This I like it
I like it so much because you must be I need you
speak with I speak what I need I sec it? No or Yes Just
Straight to the point?
Yeah So I want first time I go to volunteer basketball
teaching I asking You can make basketball my Work?
She tell me OK You can But you must ..make one
steps two steps three steps to finish everything to go
starting to work coaching basketball because I like it
basketball I know everything and ...I can work fast in
basketball So between Gas or (basketball) basketball
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59:49.8 1:00:06.1

Iain

1:00:06.1 1:00:10.6
1:00:10.6 1:00:13.1
1:00:13.1 1:00:29.5

Kobe

coaching yeah
Do you have to do a courses for this?
I waiting here is because now is holiday starting in
in ...in.. when finish holiday I need help ..finding
classing?
OK So you finish English classes first and then maybe
do a/
Because /No I in living three I can maybe open
another .. because I my living is now three I can work
I can make everything because before that I can't
make everything
You do the coaching/
/Wait minute wait minute OK .. I see what is
the ......(look at picture of basketball group on
phone) .. picture about voluntary is very good (OK)
ahu Ejaz .. Arabic ... .. ... .. .. .. this people I
working......
OK this is where ... OK ...ahu ... Oh very nice - there is
wheelchair support and summer camp from And you
are you volunteer here?
Yeah Starting in (mmmhmmm) last month but ...

Iain

Why do you enjoy it?

Kobe

1:00:29.5 1:00:33.0
1:00:33.0 1:00:48.6

Iain

Ejaz (speaks Arabic to Ejaz) because these people
need help and I like it so much basketball Everything
about myself speaking in basketball So these two
options I like it .
And there is always the option of? gas engineer

1:00:48.6 1:01:17.3

Iain

58:27.2 - 58:29.2 Iain
58:29.2 - 58:44.0 Kobe

58:43.9 - 58:49.3 Iain
58:49.3 - 59:04.6 Kobe

59:04.6 - 59:06.1 Iain
59:06.1 - 59:49.8 Kobe

Kobe

Gas engineer is so I don't find it work in basketball
But if you find it I support first time go coaching
basketball If you not must be hagel I need work here
ahu ahu yeah and the em and so um yeah So
basketball coach is the best choice (best choice yeah)
yeah And to do that you need to do coaching
Coaching badges? Certificates? (Kobe:eh?)
Certificates of coaching for coaching basketball do
you need qualification (Kobe: yeah yeah) OK and can
you study those at [ESOL Provider] or?
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1:01:17.3 1:01:51.0

Kobe

1:01:51.0 1:01:54.9
1:01:54.9 1:02:16.2

Iain

1:02:16.2 1:02:18.9
1:02:18.9 1:02:21.5
1:02:21.5 1:02:29.0
1:02:29.0 1:03:04.0

Iain

Not really coaching because I have my club like here
in [redacted – name of basketball club] One player go
to red my match I go like some people in summer I
can something but really coaching no.
NO OK its just helping out with friends

Kobe

Yeah I help back to play and coaching

Iain

1:03:04.0 1:03:18.9

Iain

1:03:18.8 1:03:29.8
1:03:29.8 1:03:32.4
1:03:32.4 1:03:55.1

Kobe

OK And why Why did you Why the engineer Why the
gas engineer?
Ah this one is because is good job here Every house
have gas So much for money and the quick no more
study Maybe one year I can starting work or I If you
need another working maybe 2 years and no work
but that one is good work and good money and good
start Every house have good have gas
ahu ahu And em (pause).. .. .. .. and because you
worked in Sales before ... Would you like to work in
sales again?
Yeah but this is today speak with my friend some
friend Arabic but .. so much more English..
yeah ahu there is a lot more English in sales OK

1:03:55.1 1:03:59.9
1:03:59.9 -

Iain

Kobe

Kobe

Iain
Kobe

Kobe

Yeah maybe maybe I must be finding the place but
now take it one piece PVCG or (Iain: yeah for working
with children) yeah I have one OK everyone she tell
me is good one is good step is where you are need
You can't work if you can't this one Yeah Very I'm In
future maybe I think you must be chose Gas engineer
or coaching basketball
OK Did you do any coaching in Syria?

So much more English because I need When I speak
with you this material You must be me understand
everything about this one in English to learn about to
like You must be face this one You know Salesman
must be "is good" and de de de de de de
Must be very eloquent (Kobe: yeah!) and able to
paint a picture with the words
yeah good picture about this material so more
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1:04:07.1
1:04:07.1 1:04:10.4
1:04:10.4 1:04:19.7

Iain
Kobe

1:04:19.7 1:04:35.4

Iain

1:04:35.4 1:04:43.5
1:04:43.5 1:04:47.2
1:04:47.2 1:05:24.7

Kobe

1:05:24.7 1:05:34.3

Iain

1:05:34.3 1:05:50.4

Kobe

1:05:50.8 1:06:13.1

Kobe

1:06:13.1 1:06:15.3
1:06:15.3 1:06:49.6

Iain

Iain
Kobe

Kobe

English I don't find myself now to go ..
(to Ejaz who has handed me a toy) thank you yes I'll
put this over here
This one is good level Is good work and so much
English
Whereas I guess engineer, for example don't need
such quite high English, more.. But also I guess
Engineer is more working with your hands where as
sales in about working with your mouth?
Yeah I like it but .. I don't have English. This big
problem.
So when you go to the job centre What do they tell
you? What do they say?
I Now speak because now I have sign I speak with my
with my .. who is work with me I ask if you have good
training in future, about sales or about coaching, she
he tell me its ok I find a job He tells me about a place
its place is Skills involved? work So in future maybe
but salesman you must be support myself. I need
more English.
And do they in the job centre do they support you to
try to find this work or Do they try to say No you
must go and find any job.
No He support my two: first time you must be find
any job for starting or if you have good idea you can
go this idea but now for like me
the English free All my life is the English (Iain:
learning English) I think is I need like one year to
learn English, and something about law here: How
can living, How is your tax, how can get bus How can
everything I learn
Everyday living skills and knowledge for your life OK
yeah Ok So I have maybe one year and two years go
to living, to understand everything But if you find
good work I can starting for now is good because I
have I can take it more money and this money one
time job seeker give me like Like you you work and
take it It not good I still living this way I think its not
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1:06:49.6 1:06:52.3
1:06:52.3 1:07:07.3

Iain

1:07:07.3 1:07:10.9
1:07:10.9 1:07:17.6
1:07:17.6 1:07:24.1
1:07:24.1 1:07:30.6
1:07:30.6 1:07:36.3
1:07:36.3 1:07:43.5
1:07:43.5 1:07:45.3
1:07:45.2 1:08:44.6

Iain

1:08:44.6 1:08:47.2
1:08:47.1 1:09:10.6

Iain

Kobe

Kobe
Iain
Kobe
Iain

good but/
You don't like You don't want the government give
you money You want to ..
yeah Its not good And not enough for life You just
give me for one month How can living this one month
Normal life But if you work you can more living high
Living least?
yeah hard life and buy more things Go on holiday/
But unless I support English English is English so much
I need English
Uhu You think that once you learn English, everything
will become easier?
Yeah yeah This is very important yeah – every day I ...

Kobe

So when do you think you're English will be good
enough?
eh I have (pause) ... this is a good question

Iain

And what is good enough laugh

Kobe

yeah its good yeah (interact with Ejaz) For me I think
eh I need the more time more time more time to
understand everything about English But now you
now I can understand and speaking with you (Iain:
yes, it’s very good) but sometimes I can't put it like ,
Something happen now when speaking about
coaching I need learn about something more fat? so I
don't frighten like details So I I use it another word to
but you must be use it details You know So I think in
future like now I put it my details in my maybe next
day I have another So every day I have new
A new word or a new question for that OK good

Kobe

New new question new how can this question good
question Like first time you see everyone you said
Nice to meet you and next time Nice to see you (Iain:
yeah - two different yeah) always mark that nice to
meet you see you Is very good but I think I need
more time
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1:09:10.6 1:09:14.8
1:09:14.8 1:09:26.7

Iain

1:09:26.7 1:09:28.4
1:09:28.3 1:09:34.4
1:09:34.4 1:09:39.1
1:09:39.1 1:09:48.2
1:09:48.2 1:10:14.9

Iain

1:10:14.9 1:11:08.8

Kobe

1:11:08.8 1:11:28.6

Iain

1:11:28.6 1:11:53.9

Kobe

1:11:53.9 1:12:43.1

Iain

Kobe

Kobe
Iain
Kobe
Iain

Do you think you learn most of your English in the
classroom or outside the classroom?
Two (Iain: both) because in a class I learn inform
English and in street or in live I learn how speaking
good
OK more informal English?
yeah Normal English I can living You know in Arabic
to have Amiyah and Fusha
Yeah So like Fusha you learn from .. Amiyah you learn
in the classroom
Yeah in the classroom I can how can speaking form
English and living I can speak English more
So I think um yeah I think if we have pictures for you
we would have one picture of learning English is an
important part of identity as well and the coaching
Um .. .. Is the language of coaching in English and
Arabic similar?
yeah this all because I think is good because I need
English .. Starting basketball coaching I have already
like "pass" same in .. I know um Give, move, good
shooting, 3 point, I know everything I don't need
learn So I can start with Good shot but if you go like
gas engineer. Must say study everything about gas
How it named this one And how is this come off (Iain:
yeah everything) Everything is new So I think is good
is go to basketball coaching work I think better me I
can start work Very good yes
yes can do OK And um (Kobe speaks Arabic) And for
the so you've what do you find easy in the class What
do you find difficult in the class?
The easy one is the .. the difficult one is the difficult is
the verb or .. because I learn in my country
something and here something, another something
so I have confuse and easy one speak Or reading
OK OK uhu and um .. .. .. Do you think when - I can't
think of the question now - I've forgotten my
question I can't think what it was ...So we talked
about before pictures we talked about the idea of
coaching and this as well and being a gas engineer
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and the job as well and um I also interested about we
talked earlier about you said earlier about how you
don't say you are from Syria say you are from Italy
(yeah) This is for people who are Scottish people?
I think is not What the meaning is this one?

1:12:43.1 1:12:47.9
1:12:47.9 1:12:55.7
1:12:55.7 1:13:10.7

Kobe

1:13:10.7 1:13:13.3

Iain

1:13:13.3 1:13:16.5
1:13:16.5 1:13:22.1
1:13:22.1 1:13:36.2

Kobe

yeah it must be starting whole world laugh

Iain

1:13:36.2 1:13:49.8

Iain

1:13:49.7 1:13:55.7
1:13:55.7 1:14:02.8
1:14:02.7 1:14:16.3

Kobe

1:14:16.2 1:14:19.0
1:14:19.0 1:14:21.0
1:14:21.0 1:14:23.1
1:14:23.1 -

Iain
Kobe

And are there any Scottish words you try to use when
speaking English?
No. No but always he I accent is "a" like "wauter" I
don't say it ""wauter" - maybe Ejaz in future but for
me no
Aha OK And um How about on the your watching
Television and listening to the radio and everyday do
you pick up Scottish English from this as well or just
English English?
An Because I use it only BBC now so only English
English.
And for the football, do you watch all the football
here or do you go and watch football with friends?
eh No I support the League the Barcelona but here I
sometimes I watching but still English English - here
in Edinburgh I don't see
For the World Cup do you go to watch the World Cup
games?
Yeah Yeah

Iain

Do you watch here or do you go and watch?

Kobe

uh not .. watching here

Iain
Kobe

Kobe

Iain
Kobe

The Scottish people If you meet someone from Italy
Do you say I am from Spain?
Yeah yeah yeah I this laugh When I see you first time
Hi How are you Where are you from? If you ..I tell me
I'm Scottish OK I'm from Italy If you from Italy I'm
from ff - you know laugh
OK so you will change your answer depending on
who laugh
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1:14:25.0
1:14:25.0 1:14:32.1
1:14:32.1 1:14:41.9

Iain
Kobe

1:14:41.9 1:14:44.8
1:14:44.8 1:14:53.7
1:14:53.7 1:14:56.5
1:14:56.5 1:15:04.2
1:15:04.2 1:15:07.9
1:15:07.9 1:15:09.2
1:15:09.2 1:15:12.2
1:15:12.2 1:15:12.3
1:15:12.3 1:15:18.3
1:15:18.3 1:15:32.6

Iain

1:15:32.6 1:15:42.3

Iain

1:15:42.3 1:15:44.9
1:15:44.9 1:15:47.3
1:15:47.3 1:16:47.2

Kobe

Kobe

OK I wondering because sometimes you can meet
people have an interesting discussion.
I like it so much but I don't have friend (Iain: aha OK)
you know I again speaking know more friend
Scottish ..
And the people across in the bowling club?

Iain

Yeah I know everyone here and Ejaz play know
everyone here and go to "hi" and me "hi".
Do you find your English is getting better talking to
them?
Yeah Because these people very important speaking
English good and the accent is right
And they are coaching you?

Kobe

yes sometimes happened.

Iain

So the same language of coaching in two ...laugh

Kobe

yeah

Iain

like do this do that Cos I think sometimes the
grammar or coaching can be quite simple
yeah grammar this is what happened in my class
Grammar Grammar is very confor .. I learn some
grammar in my country and here different grammar
makes so much confuse..
OK uhu OK And if you were going to if want to send a
picture to your friend in Syria about Edinburgh what
would you send?
I said its lovely place

Iain
Kobe

Kobe

Iain
Kobe

If you were going to send a picture what kind of
picture would you take?
Ah First picture I take it ... I be honest ... The castle
and Princes' Street and another picture how can easy
live here Because you can find two girls one girls one
boy stay in castle park they stay alone and me alone
this very important In my country No always “hey
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1:16:47.2 1:16:58.3

Iain

1:16:58.3 1:17:12.7

Kobe

1:17:12.7 1:17:14.6
1:17:14.5 1:17:14.7
1:17:14.7 1:17:16.1
1:17:16.1 1:18:03.3

Iain

what you do?” Ok here no me and I can make
everything Nobody will support Like "what you do?" Not my problem you know This happen I saw three
picture about how can living easy here and the
people so much friendly so much yeah these three
pictures yeah
people not judging you not ..(Kobe: yeah yeah) ahu
And you said like the Castle and eh Princes' Street
Why?
Princes' street I have same street in my country I
remember same street in my country in Homs city In
Homs same this one Its famous street in my country
So it kind of reminds you of that?

Kobe

yeah

Iain

And the castle?

Kobe

1:18:03.3 1:18:07.8
1:18:07.8 1:18:08.9
1:18:08.8 1:18:10.0
1:18:10.0 1:18:52.4

Iain

Ah the castle is like um about speaking about
Edinburgh Here is Edinburgh You have .. in my
country the castle is so much differences Here no you
can find this like one to big .. I don't know name big
but so much differences But here no, is easy You can
see every - the window .. Castle .. In my country if
you have like this castle you can't see the window
and OK nobody living And nobody living in same this
castle in my country no yeah
So you think it is more open here in this one

Kobe

yeah

Iain

Do you like the history?

Kobe

Yeah So much I like it any history in the world but
here I like it so much sometimes I walk in the South
bridge or Princes' street You know this church Old
church? So many people die ..(Iain: yeah the
cemetery yeah) I always speak How many people die
here? How many people walk here? How happened
So much I listen about the old town this is
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1:18:52.4 1:18:55.7
1:18:55.7 1:19:21.6

Iain

1:19:21.6 1:19:41.7

Iain

1:19:41.7 1:20:32.0

Kobe

1:20:32.0 1:20:47.5

Iain

1:20:47.5 1:20:56.0

Kobe

1:20:56.0 1:20:58.8
1:20:58.8 1:22:02.1

Iain

Kobe

Kobe

underground? something happen like fire all the
people here? I don't know something I listen ..
Like Mary Jane's Close (Kobe: yeah) where the people
died?
yeah I need go to this way visit this place because I
think I was feeling "who is what happened here. The
people how feeling?" And I was I asked myself "Who
is walk here the Queen or tunafers? Or many soldiers
march How many blood was "..
And do you find that the when people are .. when
you are .. because Homs is a very old city, and
Edinburgh is a very old city. Do you think there is this
is why you like Edinburgh?
Nnno. Because different history. But I living here
because you can living here with your history. In my
country you can't - only when you need go to history
you go to museum but here you can walk on Princes'
street You can find in one block is one hundred years
yeah or you can walk in the street same Is how many
years Its two thing different Here living with history
but in my country if you need history you must be go
to this one place or two places
Museum or .... ahu .. and um .. How do you find the
your reading here. How is your reading improving?
(Kobe: rea ... eh?) English How is your reading?
English reading?
English reading? Its not good laugh I need more I
need more I work I reading I start reading everything
but I need more.
What do you want to read?
Everything because I need everything reading laugh
something happen I have find it one book and this
book is I reading His name is "How can you love
yourself" it’s is the big one in the .. I reading OK One
friend I asking "What's this?" "What speaking about
this book". She tell me is not good. Not good book.
Why? the story in the book How can you love
yourself if you have man man or woman woman
laugh So its not good (Iain: so you didn't like it) I don't
understand - its OK .. not good .. (Iain: so you didn't
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like that) its rubbish yeah laugh So I during more than
reading good reading I can understand first time
about me No ask my friend . maybe my friend .. show
me reading is good Are you gay or? laugh
OK so its you want to have the independence to
understand yourself (yeah) yeah and because I think
it’s interesting about language and power and feeling
independent. Do you think you can become more
independent through learning English more.
Independent like I need em ... What the meaning
actually independent?
independent you don't to - you can be stronger
(kobe: yeah) in yourself if you can learn more English
yeah everyday must be strong

1:22:02.1 1:22:26.3

Iain

1:22:26.3 1:22:31.8
1:22:31.8 1:22:38.8
1:22:38.8 1:22:41.1
1:22:41.0 1:22:47.2
1:22:47.2 1:22:50.7
1:22:50.7 1:22:57.0
1:22:57.0 1:23:27.0

Kobe

1:23:26.8 1:23:29.2
1:23:29.2 1:23:31.5
1:23:31.5 1:23:32.6
1:23:32.6 1:24:35.4

Iain

Are there any situation where you feel because you
don't have English you don't have power?
No power but I I feel myself is what happened I
feeling is I can't speak about myself, my feeling yeah
but the power is good because somebody he
understand I don't understand English he helped me
So give me power Not afraid But me I don't find
myself when I can't find English.
And when someone helps you. How do you feel?

Kobe

Ah good. (Iain: good) yeah someone

Iain

you don't mind someone

Kobe

First time I'm My wife go to college she fall in street
stairs and I help her I speak with 999 ambulance
coming and take it to hospital and finish everything
and back to home, alone No English Only English
sorry No Arabic All the time and when finish
everything I speak with my wife You know, Today is
only speak English No Arabic And will be go support

Iain
Kobe
Iain
Kobe
Iain
Kobe

And if you learn English does it mean you will have
more power?
Yes more strength yes yes So much
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1:24:35.4 1:24:40.6
1:24:40.6 1:25:17.4

Iain

1:25:17.4 1:25:20.0
1:25:19.9 1:25:47.4

Iain

1:25:47.4 1:25:53.1
1:25:53.1 1:26:33.7

Iain

1:26:33.7 1:26:39.9
1:26:39.9 1:26:48.3
1:26:48.3 1:26:56.0

Iain

Kobe

Kobe

Kobe

Kobe
Iain

together I don't find it When I speak with the doctor I
don't find it the word She tell me they help me And
when Sometimes I help support together to make
some cur - so everyone speaking "where you from"
the doctor and he know my English is not good he
help me and understand me and speak easy yeah ..
And this time with your leg when you went to see a
doctor. How was that with English?
Hahu (sigh) Something happen before last way in
visitor to hospital to check my doctor
some ..temprenter? coming and so doctor tell me
you need operation. so interpreter tell me you need
operation or not? I tell him he ask he sh he tell me
you need not give me choice. How can understand
OK This first time...and speaking it/
So you think the interpreter didn't interpret
correctly?
yeah um When before I finish I tell you and please
don't speak I speak with the professor coming (Iain:
OK, ahu) and I speak with professor about what
happened to myself the health centre? and the
interpreter is .. he don't understand why you could
take yourself as interpreter I can't make it important
here but it .. so this very important yeah
And why Did you understand everything the doctor
told you?
yeah. When I speak when I finish and back to home I
ask friend I speak with this happen I say I always
speak with is safe You must she told me you must be
not safe You must be ask about clear How is .. very ..
not open Everything is good in future and something
between pain or sore I think is same pain one word it
means sore and pain but something between in
different sore thing and pain something ..
And the doctor was good - was good and helpful do
you think?
yeah he under he speak Slowly English and I can't
speaking and he again again
And did they give you any choice of anything or did
they just tell you Or can you decide yourself what ..
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1:26:56.0 1:27:05.9
1:27:05.9 1:27:09.7
1:27:09.7 1:27:11.6
1:27:11.6 1:27:13.6
1:27:13.6 1:27:14.3
1:27:14.3 1:27:17.0
1:27:17.0 1:27:21.6
1:27:21.6 1:27:23.2
1:27:23.2 1:27:24.3
1:27:24.3 1:27:30.2

Kobe

Kobe

No something use it use it google sometimes or yeah
sometimes correct with some
uhu and when will you have your operation do you
think?
I wait in waiting list now

Iain

Waiting list So it could be a long time

Kobe

yeah

Iain

And you can't play basketball now

Kobe

No I can't walk I need this one to walk

Iain

Ok yeah ahu ohh

Kobe

I can't walk

Iain

Have you had any injury before your leg (Kobe: no)
first time (Kobe: yeah first time happen) So how do
you feel?
I first time before I speak with the professor I afraid
but the professor tell me I need to suc eh what
name? (Iain: holes?) holes two holes (Iain: cut here
yeah) and one for camera and one for how can like
fix it inside. OK OK So I think it must be open all the
way - laugh - no no (two small holes) small hole and
you can and eh you like eh for (Iain: anaesthetic) full
not here like all the body must be falling and one day
you come back to home
And then have to um then recover maybe sometime
as well (Kobe: yeah) and be back playing basketball in
no time
yeah she tell me you come back because only 3 3
people two back same level sport one back normal
OK so not maybe not as good as bef .. and if if you
don't back normal how will you feel
Its good but I need back Not normal laugh I think is
not good
yeah ahu What will you do Maybe it will change your

1:27:30.2 1:28:20.8

Kobe

1:28:20.8 1:28:31.4

Iain

1:28:31.4 1:28:40.5
1:28:40.5 1:28:49.9
1:28:49.9 1:28:55.5
1:28:55.5 -

Kobe

Iain

Iain
Kobe
Iain
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1:28:59.6
1:28:59.6 1:29:05.6
1:29:05.6 1:29:06.0
1:29:06.0 1:29:09.0
1:29:08.9 1:29:20.8
1:29:20.8 1:30:26.8

Kobe
Iain
Kobe
Iain
Kobe

1:30:26.8 1:30:36.4

Iain

1:30:36.4 1:33:36.5

Kobe

plan for coaching?
No I still coaching because I can walk but I can't move
so much
yeah OK ahu
But I hope (Iain: inshallah) back to normal inshallah
yeah
Back to normal yeah and um So um .. What do you
miss about Syria?
Ahm I miss my friends, family. But here don't find it
friends and family because sometimes I'm here need
to or my friend "coming I'm in cafe", I can't go Here
no you must be hello how are you Next day or next
two day I can coming to you visit you
In my country No I coming you or my aunt My aunt
I'm coming I need dinner (clicks fingers)
Just my wife girl is a friend She tell me I'm living with
same street with my father Ten years he don't see
father here. but in my country no You must My aunt
every day you speaking or see, or my uncle, or my
friend sometimes so here no like relationship
between people.
OK Yeah What you talk about earlier the difference
between culture (yeah) between Syria What other
culture differences can you see?
uh I think here ah I have free, in my country no and
here respect you so much In my country No. And is
someone is pissed here. In my country no. This
happen its one guy too many years ago He said I'm
coming to Europe I see Islam Not people Islam
What’s that mean When I go back to Arab I see
Muslims but no Islam Do you understand (Iain: no)
OK I tell you Some like big eh teacher Arabic or
somebody big one famous in world in Arabic. The
government UK in Egypt she tell me she ask this big
guy go to back or go living in Europe not you're here
because he support fighting England Fighting you
must be So this guy when he coming to Europe and
he's speaking another people and another everything
He see respect he see ah freedom He see everything
here. So he ask as I see in Europe Islam (Iain: peace?)
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1:33:36.5 1:33:53.9

Iain

1:33:53.9 1:33:56.3
1:33:56.3 1:33:58.9
1:33:58.9 1:34:44.5

Kobe

Peace Went back to Arab country I see no Islam I see
just Arab Because the Islam coming in Arab and go to
all the world But now all the world Islam and really
Islam not Islam (Iain: not in the Arab world OK) yeah
(Iain: Interesting) and here I see respect in my
country no. My wife like two o’clock three o’clock
you can walk nobody tell like make some In my
country can't work before the war you can't walk
alone (Iain: not safe?) No you must be I'm with her or
brother, but alone? You can't walk. Here you can
walk. Nobody and the You can pray in the street
nobody ask you what do you do? Or you can (Iain:
you have freedom) kissing your girlfriend Nobody ask
What you do? So many
the freedom to .. yeah and people not judging you
and saying what? ahu ahu mhmm So did you have
any pictures in your mind ideas picture?
Any idea picture about eh?

Iain

About identity about language learning about you?

Kobe

1:34:44.5 1:34:48.5
1:34:48.5 1:35:38.3

Iain

No it now it everything .. I tell you I need more
picture because I have more When I have more
picture I have more books power to help with living
here or kids how can living here But everything is I
don't have really picture in future because every time
you need see I change because I don't actually ..
everything English If you have English you have
everything You can go to the big one here the
minister if you speak English because you have
power.
OK you think English is like key ..

Kobe

OK you think English is like key ..yes for everything
yes Maybe in future when I have English I can work 3
more time for three workers one basketball another
one another one but you say the key is English And
my wife in future maybe he go to dressing Now
starting maybe He finish he buy something like
scissor like shawarma and starting to open small
salon (Iain: oh hairdressing) yeah starting The English
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1:35:38.3 1:35:51.6

Iain

1:35:51.6 1:35:53.0
1:35:53.0 1:35:54.3
1:35:54.3 1:35:55.3
1:35:55.3 1:36:06.0

Kobe

must be good to go to better
yes a nice idea you could work in a .. yeah and uh
would you be would it be uh hairdressing would it be
different from hairdressing shop here?
I don't know this ...

Wasiya

No same

Iain

Same OK

Kobe

1:36:06.0 1:36:10.4
1:36:10.4 1:36:21.1
1:36:21.1 1:36:23.6
1:36:23.6 1:36:25.1
1:36:25.1 1:36:37.0
1:36:26.8 1:36:40.4

Iain

Iain

Same one but I think here is something is all the
shopping here open, the window, because Islam hijab
you must be closed
Ok so like for Muslim women one yeah interesting
idea OK
She have idea he open first salon, Muslim women
only, in Edinburgh
And maybe you can also do the Henna? laugh

Kobe

yeah henna laugh (to w: henna)

Wasiya

yeah

Iain

OK and um so next month they have Eid (I think) Its
coming up, are you going to celebrate Eid as well?

1:36:40.4 1:36:48.6
1:36:48.6 1:36:49.7
1:36:49.7 1:36:51.2
1:36:51.2 1:36:51.3
1:36:51.3 1:36:54.7
1:36:54.6 1:37:00.2
1:37:00.2 1:37:03.1

Kobe
Iain

I think is is just Eid must be and I have I buy all order
all the new things for Eid
buy new clothes

Wasiya

we go to Belgium

Kobe

yeah

Iain

Belgium OK Why Why Belgium? Friends?

Kobe

My aunt and his brother live in living in Belgium

Iain

You said maybe your family is coming across here?

Kobe
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1:37:03.1 1:37:07.2
1:37:05.2 1:37:08.3
1:37:08.3 1:37:31.0

Kobe

I hope buy maybe more time not eh

Iain

Yeah and you daughter as well yeah

Kobe

1:37:31.0 1:37:34.4
1:37:34.3 1:37:51.9

Iain

yeah more time I still waiting but if you no help me I
go to BBC to speaking I need my daughter and go to
Cross Red to speak I need more or I go to parliament
I need Now I still waiting but if you not help me that I
go to everything.
How long has it been now - 5 months or

1:37:51.9 1:37:55.9
1:37:55.9 1:38:16.4

Iain

1:38:16.4 1:38:17.8
1:38:17.8 1:38:35.9

Iain

1:38:35.8 1:38:37.4
1:38:37.4 1:38:38.5
1:38:38.4 1:38:41.7
1:38:41.7 1:38:44.6

Iain

Is OK (Iain: is OK) he give me permission you need
your daughter because before I make DNA (Iain: DNA
testing) I prove she is my daughter and support me to
come here But the government in UK is not good
in Lebanon?

Wasiya

in Lebanon

Kobe

yeah (yeah OK) sorry in Lebanon is not OK.

Iain

Do they want baksheesh17 is it or..(Kobe: nods). OK
baksheesh

1:38:44.6 1:39:04.5

Kobe

yeah something like that and something I don't like
this ... I don't like Syrian maybe I don't I don't need I
need like help this my mind I don't know what
happened

17

Kobe

Kobe

Kobe

Now is completely two months after that this month
if nothing happen I must be go another step to speak
another people or Red Cross or government or ..
So why why what is the prob Why don't they want to
let your daughter come in ..
Cos here no problem its a big problem is government
Lebanon (OK right) she is government maybe he can't
help to make to help my daughter to come here So I
need more power
But the UK government is ..

 بقشيشa tip or gratuity – used here to refer to bribery.
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1:39:04.5 1:39:14.9
1:39:14.9 1:39:30.2
1:39:30.2 1:39:43.8

Iain

1:39:43.7 1:39:47.5
1:39:47.5 1:40:47.8

Kobe

1:40:47.8 1:41:27.5

Kobe

1:41:27.5 1:42:33.9

Kobe

Kobe
Iain

Iain

Must be very difficult (Kobe: yeah) for ... and not easy
for you to go (Kobe: No) Not possible to go there
No I can't 5 years I can't back to Lebanon I must be
waiting to keep it em like passport in UK and
and you do you you talk on the phone (Kobe: yeah)
everyday ahu yeah or WhatsApp skype ahu ahu OK
And she must want to come here as well?
yeah he must be coming here is good girl and smart
one
Is she learning English She speak English good, better
than me. She study English now in Lebanon and my
big daughter is speak (Wasiya: sister) sister he learn
English in Lebanon He finish like IELTS yeah he good
speaking English and I'm still me small my small my
little sister she is so many confuse he study first study
English and when he go to Lebanon study French he
don't like French something confuse for him So he
ask me every day Go fast study English He don't like
French
yeah OK I'm thinking because I'm trying to think
about the pictures we talk about now because we
don't have the picture a lot we talk about study
English (Kobe: yeah) we talk about Ejaz and English in
the house (Kobe: yeah) very interesting I think about
language, about the volunteering (Kobe: yeah) and
the working there is maybe a photograph there as
well ah also maybe we talk about culture and the
freedom here as well ah and about family (Kobe:
yeah) I think also very important for you ah How
about being refugee? (Kobe: yeah) Is that like if you
have a picture would this be about you or?
yeah yeah but eh last two days or three days I have
tellers in Edinburgh happen in city centre he speaking
about voice for refugee Me and Wasiya got to
sharing this place (Iain: yeah I think I saw) So I go and
don't afraid? if you refugee Everyone speaking about
you are afraid? refugee I speaking Yes I am refugee
So always respect me and help me so much I can
yeah yeah so much help eh go to help because here
new country not count? and you registry hate? and
this expensive taking this one cheaper So much help I
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1:42:33.9 1:42:44.4

Iain

1:42:44.4 1:42:50.2

Kobe

1:42:50.2 1:42:54.9
1:42:54.9 1:42:55.6
1:42:55.6 1:42:57.7
1:42:57.7 1:43:02.2
1:43:02.2 1:43:49.3

Iain

take it when I tell him I'm a refugee (Iain: so they help
you more) yeah and government give me everything
is good here
I have a friend they said to buy a TV and the woman
with them said is it OK if I tell them you are a refugee
maybe we can get a cheaper price laugh
this one is ... I don't know if you can reading .. .. ..
(Kobe hands me a piece he wrote about his struggles
to bring his daughter to the UK)
.. this is from you your tru..

Kobe

me and Wasiya

Iain

you wrote this one Ok very nice

Kobe

.. this is voices for refugee

Iain

1:43:49.3 1:44:11.1

Kobe

1:44:11.1 1:44:14.1
1:44:14.1 1:44:35.3

Iain

1:44:35.2 1:44:36.7
1:44:36.6 1:44:54.7

Iain

OK .. ahu .. .. .. (reading) very interesting (reading)
yeah its what you tell me already that very
interesting its good to have the voice I think its
important as well that people can hear. Do you feel
because sometimes people here in Scotland they
a ...some people say they don't like refugee Do you
find anything like this?
eh No black some .. another one somebody know
how can the government, how can help me (ahu) and
who is refugee and how can Why is you coming to
here? Everything about refugee yeah so much people
know
yeah understand this and then they know and they
can help
Somebody just happen in my country so help me Like
these people here He make special day he put it
everything to sale so I go to sharing and everything
give it me because he know I refugee here and what
happened he ..
and so he helped more yeah

Kobe

Kobe

yeah take it take it you can see some books here and
some .. take it everything and everyone learn he
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know I'm refugee, he help me so much yeah and
government help me yes
Oh well I think you deserve it so .. OK well thank you
very much I can't think any more questions laugh but
if .. Do you have my email address so maybe in the
future you see a picture Ah this picture is me or
something and you can send to me and maybe you
can leave voicemail or give me a call and telling me
why and I can use that as well and we want to
organise English classes as well.
yeah and I bought You must be starting in future

1:44:54.7 1:45:29.0

Iain

1:45:29.0 1:45:35.7
1:45:35.7 1:45:42.6

Kobe

1:45:42.6 1:45:46.6
1:45:46.6 1:45:58.6

Kobe

1:45:58.6 1:46:03.0
1:46:03.0 1:46:05.4
1:46:05.4 1:46:33.8

Wasiya

I think I agree more with I think its good to keep it
because I think he will learn English everywhere so its
important to have the Arabic in the house so he will
learn Arabic
Arabic

Kobe

yeah yes Its good idea

Iain

1:46:33.7 1:46:40.7
1:46:40.7 1:47:48.7

Kobe

yeah my wife is very keen to make sure the children
speak Chinese (Wasiya: yeah) (Kobe: in the house?) in
the house We have so she always speaks to them in
Chinese and we have we get the Chinese DVDs like
eh the Disney film like Frozen and like Princess Sofia
and programmed like this
And here in YouTube I get something Arabic (yeah)
he like English (Kobe:laugh)
yeah I think as well its good because its important
the children they have the language not just from
mother and father but also from friends from
different situations to learn the language and
different context and um also they say that its
important in the family because maybe there is
something very important you want to tell Ejaz and

Iain

Iain

Iain

OK Ok ... I think its great but I think its good but eh
also its good for Ejaz to keep his Arabic in the house
as well
yeah yeah
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you said before you cannot express fully (Kobe:
laugh) so need to speak in Arabic to him so he can
fully understand So I think now there is .. in the
government and people realise its is important to
keep Arabic (Kobe: yeah) in the home and in the
house (Wasiya: yeah) to support this and eh yeah but
he's learning English so fast and (continues talking
about himself).
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Appendix 2 Participant Profiles
Appendix 2.1 Hozan’s Profile
“Hozan” is a Kurdish writer and journalist in his 40s who lived in Edinburgh from 2015 to
2018. In Syria he faced discrimination because of his Kurdish ethnicity and activism. This led
to him being prevented from working as a journalist and he worked as Arabic language
teacher away from Damascus instead. He spent his first year in UK in provided housing in
the north of England, before moving to Edinburgh in 2015. An elementary speaker of
English when he first arrived in the UK, he is now a very competent intermediate speaker
although he still struggles to express himself when writing in English. He is married with two
children. Hozan has published work on the topic of identity and often discusses it in
abstract, academic terms.
Self-introduction:
“About myself I'm from Syria at first and second I'm Kurdish from Syria and eh I'm father I
have 2 daughters and they are my priority in my life and I try to do everything for them to
keep them safe and to live comfortable .. and uh I live here with my wife and my daughter”
(Interview 1 0:20.7 – 0:52.5)
He mentions both his national identity and his ethnic (while stressing they are different),
before stressing his parental identity as a father. Unlike many of the participants he does
not say how long he has been in the UK.

Constructing agency: Father, protector and a frustrating lack of agency
As indicated in his introduction, Hozan often stresses his identity as a father. When
discussing a picture representing his future he says:
“It’s like to be responsible about my future and who are who with me my daughters
and my wife, and now I always think about my daughters and my wife because they
are my responsibility here” (Interview 2 00:30:14 – 00:30:33)
He “sees his future through [his] daughters’ future” and three of his pictures are of child
refugees. He introduces these pictures by linking them directly to his identity as a father:
“After I become a father I can feel I can see the world, I see the world through my
daughter's eyes and I always I think about their fathers and mothers and what they
will think about their kids” (Interview 2 00:09:18 – 00:09:44)
For Hozan these pictures represent a general refugee experience:
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“I can see through him all more than few millions Syrian kids who they lost their
schools, parents, homes and now they live in other countries …. I’m sure its crime for
against the childhood.” Interview 2 00:11:56 – 00:12:47
He also directly links them to his own ability to protect his children:
“I always when I see the kids who lost their father and mother and who lost they
house they school I always think about my daughters and I think about them if they
lost me or her mother what can they what will they will do and how will be their
situation would be very difficult.” (Interview 2 00:15:33 – 00:16:10)
He communicates a strong feeling of frustration in these pictures, both at the inability of the
child to carry out physical actions and at the inability of adults to help them. In one, a small
boy carries a heavy load but “if you see his face he just challenge and crying and he would
like to be strong but it’s too heavy for him” (Interview 2 00:11:05 -00:11:20). In another the
child has his mouth open in scream of anger because they have “taken away his hope”.
Hozan seems equally interested in the adults pictured in the background of the pictures. In
the first he is angered by the lack of action of the soldier who “just stand there and doesn’t
care and just ignore him” (Interview 2 00:10:54 - 00:11:05). In the other, a woman he
suggests may be her mother, stands crying because “she cannot do anything .. she is her
hands are tied”.
This idea of having tied hands, of enforced helplessness is something he returns to often in
the interviews.
He often equates lack of agency with lack of identity, particularly in his description of the
many difficulties he had after first arriving in the UK after having left his daughter and
pregnant wife in Turkey. He was detained after claiming asylum and then housed in the
north of England, without permission to work or study English, in a series of temporary
hostels with other asylum seekers. He was provided with only £5 per day, on which he says,
“you cannot live like a human” and he felt “physically I was in UK but in reality, I wasn't
because just I stayed in the home like prison.” (Interview 1: 00:). He says he feels he lost his
identity upon claiming asylum and that from that moment he did not “feel free” (Interview 1
00:07:43) and that he and other asylum seekers were treated as numbers, not as people:
“for refugee all people stayed their together and they stayed for and we are all wear
like numbers and eh for the Government for the Home Office and we are same and
they see us same” Interview 2 00:57:52.
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Both his parental identity as a father and professional identity as a writer allowed him to
gain some form of agency during this period. Although his separation from his family was
very difficult for him, he maintained a positive facade when speaking to them online.
I had to be strong for them and I have to keep myself patient and I have to keep them
also patient. “OK, you will be here soon and everything will be OK”. And sometimes I
said something I didn't believe it (Interview 1 00:03:53-00:04:08)
His identity as a father both allowed him to perform the role of a strong protector of the
family, but also helped him remain patient and fight off depression. His professional identity
(performed online, as discussed later) was realised thorough his ability to read and write
articles during this time, and this allowed him to feel human, to distinguish himself from the
powerless asylum seekers.
I wrote my book and I still wrote articles and like to read and read in Arabic because I
feel there's something important in my life reading and writing and I don't want to
change my my way if I become a refugee (Interview 1 00:09:03)
After a year he received his visa at which point he says he feels his life in UK began. It
allowed him the freedom to choose where he lived, and he immediately moved to
Edinburgh even though he would it would have been easier to find housing in town in which
he had been forced to live18. This act of independence, combined with access to English
classes, led to him making friends and feeling “comfortable” and allowed him to “find his
identity” (Interview 1: 00:01:55).

Online life
This sense of unreal, liminal existence can also be seen in what he describes as his online
life. Because he can only contact family and friends through social media “we feel we are
close but in real we are not, we are too far” and he sometimes feels he lives his life “on the
screens” where “we can see our each other and speak” but are unable to hug, kiss or have
physical contact (Interview 2 00:16:18 - 00:17:49). This, he feels, is his real life and he feels

18

This sense of new identity was supplemented by his family joining him, although he still faces challenges to
his role of the protective father from an abusive and racist neighbour. His worries centre on the threat this
neighbour poses to his daughters and police’s refusal to intervene until actual physical violence occurs.
“what will be proof you would like to kill me or kill my daughters”. Again we see him stressing his role as
protector of his daughters.
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“like a machine” who spends more time online than off -line with his friends and neighbours
and says this is true of all refugees – 60% to 70% percent of their life is online.
One aspect of this online life is his identity as a writer. This clearly important and he
mentions many times, including saying that writing helped him during his difficult initial
period in the UK (see above). However, his professional identity has ramifications for his
online Facebook identity. As a respected, published author and journalist he feels must
maintain a certain public image and reputation. He says:
I always try to write some serious ideas or put my articles or when I find something is
important for me to say about my country about. Because sometimes when I write
some posts some journalists in Arab countries take it and they say “this writer said
this about something”, and it’s like …. it’s my responsibility” (Interview 2: 0023:3700:24:15)
As a writer, he feels he has a special relation to the written word and he agrees with the
researcher when he says what is written on the internet is written in pen, not pencil in that
it cannot be erased. In a sense, words written are more real than words spoken, and
because of this his online identity as a respected writer and journalist is more “real” than
that of a refugee in living in council-provided accommodation in Edinburgh. As mentioned
earlier this “real” identity as opposed to his liminal refugee identity, gave him strength
during the difficult first few months in the UK.

Learning English
Hozan is positive about the benefits learning English and that “when you speak English,
everything is easy for you.” (Interview 2 00:47:39.) This emancipatory capacity is perhaps
most powerfully conveyed in his description of a picture of a man, surrounded by darkness,
holding a torch in his mouth. He says:
“he try to he search about something …answers and ways or.. but all the around him
is darkness, is black and he's just.. his eyes he can see the light and his light in his
mouth. And I see is this light is the English could be this light for refugee”

Professional identity and language learning.
He is also positive when asked why he wants from English classes, and he invokes his
professional identity when he talks of how learning English can benefit his future career:
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“I want to improve my skills to maybe make events to speak about my books to
contact the people to find literature agent to contact with people without interpreter
because when you speak with people face-to-face it's much, much better …I have
some plans to now I believe when I speak English fluently I can find a good job later
very good job in Arab countries if I want - I get visa or I get UK passport and it will
open for me new doors in my work.” (Interview 1 33:22 – 34:28)
However, he sees this in primarily practical terms and is adamant that he sees himself
professional writer in Kurdish or Arabic, and not in English:
“if I improve my English just to contact with people to make relations .. to explain
myself, to listen, to watch TV, to read newspaper maybe read novels in English. It will
be good enough for me. And all my plans about my writing in the future not about
English”
He is dismissive of one particular class because he felt they “just see refugee” and the aim
was improving his English so he could get a job as a cleaner, or cashier “if you are lucky” and
says this is “not a good way to study English” (Interview 2 46:07 – 46:23) indicating that
classroom practice that respects his professional identity is important. While this might
argue for activities that focus on his skill and identity as a writer, it seems this can actually
threaten his professional identity. When asked to write in class he says he would always
write in Arabic and then translate it, not necessarily because he lacked the vocabulary and
grammar, but because he “can’t write in English” because “I am not writer in English I am
writer in Arabic” (Interview 2 39:21) – his linguistic identity and professional identity are
inextricably linked. As a professional, writing is not a practical task, but a way to express this
professional identity, his culture and philosophy, all of which are interwound with his
Kurdish and Arabic identities. Being asked to write in English can be seen as a challenge to
this, meaning that identity-focused classroom class activities that might seek to harness his
interest in writing can be demotivating, and restricting, rather than engaging.

Hands on practicality and physical lack of agency
This restriction caused by a lack of English is another major theme that seems to run
through his discussion of learning English and this lack of freedom represented is often
expressed in very physical terms. He says he felt “tied up” in the classes and when using
English, although this is also related to the attempt to limit his aspirations to be a cleaner.
He resented having to speak slowly and says several times that speaking English made him
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feel “weak”, and that other people thought him stupid. He also says this is very different
from how he feels in Kurdish and Arabic.
“when I speak in Arabic or Kurdish is different something is different when I speak
English when I try to write English is also different. I feel it should be like simple
person and sometimes a stupid person I don't have confidence I'm not confident
when I write or speak English, like Arabic or Kurdish” Interview 22:02-22:39
Physical language is also present when he likens not knowing English to being disabled
(Interview 2: 48:03) but as his English improved, he felt “stronger” and more confident. A
sense of physical space, and the agency that English can give him, is alluded to when he
compares not being able to speak English as being in a “small world”, but:
but with English I’m in big world and I have, and I have I share other people their
experience and their new thing and I just I can understand what they want where are
they going what they plan and it's like I can understand small ideas but now I feel I
think my world is bigger”
This sense of practicality and desire for agency and the freedom it entails is evidenced from
the fact that he feels that studying for, and passing, the theory test of his driving license
contributed more to his progress than studying in classes. This test, only available in
English, was motivated both by a sense of freedom but also by his father identity as passing
allowed him to take and pick up his daughter from school and nursery without relying on
buses. It not only made him free, able to visit other cities it made his family comfortable,
and passing the test also gave him a sense of self-efficacy in that it made him believe “I can
improve my English when I focus and when I need it for something” (ref), again reflecting the
themes of practicality agency. When discussing using English in his community he ascribes
this functional approach to others, saying that people speak to him because it is their job to
do so:
“shops they need customers and who works there they need customer and they have
to be good with people if they are bad they cannot I can go other shop and they will
lose a customer” (Interview 1 26:42 – 27:10)
This reflects his earlier stated view that he was only learning English to make contact and
relations with other people.

English as a lingua franca and cosmopolitanism
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At time of interview Hozan still struggled to communicate with native speakers but he did
feel a sense of freedom and achievement when visiting Sweden and speaking English as a
Lingua Franca with people there.
I went to a few months ago I went to Sweden and I felt comfortable when I use my
English in Stockholm I felt I'm em I'm confident I can understand people I can explain
at airport and I can order it restaurants and it was language common language
between me and other people there (Interview 1 0:47:25 – 0:48:03)
This sense of companionship with other non-native speakers leads to a discussion about his
growing cosmopolitan identity. This is partly a result of his hybridity:
“I don’t feel I’m 100% Kurdish or Syrian or Muslim or … I just have all of them … and
Scottish culture will be part of my character or my mind and my heart. But I don't
think I will feel I'm Scottish because I’m I don't feel I'm Arab or Kurdish.”
He thinks that as his English improves and he feels more confident, his Arab identity will
reduce and he will feel as he is “from everywhere” and, as he says, “when you feel you're
from everywhere you feel responsible about everywhere”. This cosmopolitan identity is also
linked to his identity as refugee and is also a source of potential agency. When he lived with
asylum seekers19 from many countries’ they were all labelled as “the same” but also felt a
commonality of experience. Refugees are, now he says, “like a nationality” and due to their
numbers in Europe they have strength,
If they would like to change some decisions they can. They can say their opinion in
good ways and .. governments can listen .. to what they want. And if they in
everywhere they ask some for something they will get it because huge number and
the new identity in the twenty first century will be .. citizenship of everywhere”
(Interview 2 59:05 – 59:54)
Refugeeness, hybridity and the discriminatory labelling diverse people as the same can, in
his view, lead to greater agency for those people, and this ability to be citizens of
everywhere allows them to feel solidarity and work across national borders, to be
responsible “for everywhere” and thus have greater power to influence national
governments. This seems to challenge the view of refugees as being helpless victims but
instead imbues them with a strength, a level of agency that comes from the very things that
are seen as weaknesses.
19

This term is used here because the enforced accommodation with others was because they were
categorised as asylum seekers. It is not an endorsement of this term.
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Questions for the next meeting:
1. How do you feel after reading this – do you agree with what I have written? It is my
opinion based on what you said, so please tell me what you think is not correct.
2. Do you agree with what I say about using your identity as father and a writer to build
a feeling of power over your life?
3. At the end I discuss the idea of how being a refugee, of being able to live between
cultures, as being a strength. What do you think?
4. Are there any pictures that you couldn’t show me last time that you would like to
show me this time?
5. Has anything changed since we last spoke?
a. How has your language improved? How and why?
b. Have you had any positive or negative experiences learning English? (In or
out of the classroom)
c. Have there been any important changes in your personal life which might
affect how you see yourself?
6. What advice would you give to teachers reading this research? What could they do
to help you learn?
7. What advice would you give to policy makers reading this research?
8. When doing this research, I said you were the expert and I wanted to learn from you.
How did this make you feel?
9. Is there anything you told me last time that you now feel uncomfortable about and
would like me to take out?
10. Is there anything else you want to tell me about?
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Appendix 2.2 Ahmed’s Profile
“Ahmed” is a male Syrian in his late 20s living in Edinburg. He studied civil engineering in
Damascus but was unable to complete the final year of his studies. At the time of interview,
he was working as a delivery driver, and he now works as a translator. He lives alone but is
hoping to bring his mother to the UK to join him. He is generally positive about his life in the
UK, his neighbours although his experiences of learning English were mixed.

Recruitment and Interview
Ahmed is a friend and ex-student of the researcher, who met him in 2015 on a government
sponsored English teaching programme. Unlike other participants, Ahmed’s chose his
pictures before meeting me for the first interview. He therefore saw and was told about my
pictures after choosing his, but before he spoke about them. We had, however, talked
about the process, why I was using it, and the kind of pictures he might want to choose.
However, this may be why he only chose two pictures. The interviews took place at my
house.

English Level and Learning Experience
Ahmed is now an advanced speaker of English, having passed National 5 and used English on
a daily basis. As well as the course mentioned above, he studied part-time at [ESOL
Provider] for two years.

Self-introduction
My name is Ahmed. I’m from Syria .. what else? (laugh) I've been living here in the
UK in Edinburgh like two and a half years, UK in general three years. I was studying
civil engineering at Damascus University, and I've finished four years’ worth of study
civil engineering and it was just one year to go to graduate but due the situation in
the country I had to leave. So I left and then I travelled to here to Britain. I spent 10
months on the way until I got here ..yeah… I'm living on my own now. I have one
brother he is living in Turkey .. now he's an [redacted] .. my mum still living in Syria.
Now I'm trying to apply for a visa to bring her over here as Turkey’s not issuing visas
for Syrians anymore so yeah what else?

Analysis
Ahmed starts with his name and national identity before telling me how long he has been in
the UK. He then stresses his academic/professional identity by talking about his studies and
why he could not finish them. He stresses his agentic identity, someone capable of
controlling his own life, by telling me how he spent 10 months travelling to the UK. He then
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invokes his family identity by talking about his brother and mother, and his responsibility to
bring her to the UK.
In the introduction he demonstrated three important identities that are repeated through
the interview:
•

an academic/professional identity as someone who has well developed study skills
that allow him to achieve a certain professional status. Although he never qualified
as an engineer, he makes clear that it was the need to avoid military conscription
that prevented him from doing so. He goes on to say he has “a passion for
engineering”. This includes an element of expert student identity, as a knower of
privileged information about how to learn a language.

•

a practical agentic identity as a self-reliant person who can solve problems and
overcome difficulties

•

a family identity as someone who takes responsibility for helping his family.

These identities can occur at the same time and often combine, so for example, he
demonstrates a practical agentic identity and his family by talking about his how he will
bring his mother to the UK.

Identities and Learning English
These identities can be seen interacting in his English learning experiences. He suggests that
his academic skills, and his practical self-reliance, allow him to successfully learn English:
“Since I was studying at university, so I've got some academic skills that helped me. I
mean study anything else you know those skills the academic skills so I knew since
the beginning if I rely on colleges or English classes I wouldn't have been speaking
English like I'm speaking now”
He says he did not like his first classes as they “didn’t meet his expectations” about how an
English class “is supposed to be”. This positioning himself as an expert, because of his
academic background with knowledge of how things are meant to be, is also evident in his
criticism that the classes are not organised enough:
“they must be more organised not just giving papers out and start giving whatever
everyday differently there is no …. like... approach of giving information”
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He also complains that the classes were too slow and held him back as they catered to many
of the students who did not have the required academic skills. He was expecting the [ESOL
Provider] classes to be more structured but was “shocked” to find they were “messy and not
well organised”. He compares the classes to his own experience of arduous academic study
and says they were childlike, which suggests he did not enjoy the unstructured approach
and would prefer a more formal learning experience. He suggests that before being
assigned classes, students should be assessed on “their academic skills and background” and
divided into people who can learn quickly and slowly.
He demonstrates his expert identity when giving his opinions about teaching English. He
says that the way he was taught was wrong:
“I always say language is not math, so stop analysing it. The way the teachers are
teaching students in my opinion is wrong because they are teaching it as if it's a
maths subject … in step 1 step 2 and step 3 … if you want to use that then it has to
be like that and if it’s not like that then you go to step two you use the other one”
He explains that when speaking, learners focus on these “math” problems in their heads
rather than on communicating, and so get nervous, make mistakes, or avoid speaking
altogether. Instead, he says, “you should” be taught to rely on “feeling” and gives his own
experience of using conditional tenses as evidence. Elsewhere he says that he knows that
“one important thing to learn language is not to be shy”. The use of “I always say” and this
generic “you” to refer to every learner, and his claim to specialist knowledge all make clear
that he is positioning himself as expert. However, this is not an identity his teacher is willing
to accept as, he says, she was the kind of person:
“who always put in his mind that you don't know, but I know what's in your interest,
you know what I mean? So I was treated that way.”
His willingness to challenge his teacher, and his ability to learn outside class, are both
evidence of his self-reliant practical identity and his academic expert identity. He persuades
his teacher to allow him to take an exam to skip a level by asking “many times” and presents
his discussions with teachers as two equals, using humour and a mocking tone to indicate
this.
“I told her about the academic skills point and she was telling me by really impassive
way, “some people spend 5 years studying English” and I said, I was like, “Are you
kidding me”?
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“I went to the teacher said, “Now it's N4”. She said “yes”. And I said, “There were
three levels before N4”. She said, “Yes”. I spoke. “If we are taking now past
continuous in N4 level what were you teaching in the that levels, letters and
numbers? (laugh) Do you know what I mean?”
In the second conversation the teacher is reduced to the role of confirming what he says,
establishing his expert status. He also demonstrates his self-reliant practical identity by
telling me about the different ways he learns English outside class by using:
“everything movies, songs, English videos, English apps when I always pay attention
to people when they speak in English especially in the buses”
He tries to learn any new vocabulary he comes across and then tries to use it with
neighbours and in shops. He says he tries “to live the language” and always questions
himself, asking if is doing enough. He emphasises his personal, active drive to learn English
with others who “just come for fun and spending time with people”, whereas he has
“something to do I need to pursue my education I need to do that and .. I'm not going to
waste 5 years”.
This practical identity is perhaps a result of the many challenges he has had to face since
leaving Syria. He talks about how he has become more self-reliant and when he describes
these challenges, he emphasises how he has actively struggled, and usually succeeded, in
overcoming them. This includes the journey from Syria to the UK, and what he calls “the
small stuff” such as:
“living on my own nobody cook for me: I cook for myself. I clean my house, I wash
everything, I look after myself. I need to work I need to look after myself”
It also connects with his family identity as since his father died a few years previously he
feels he is responsible for the rest of this family, and he calls these the “big things like
responsibility of my mum … my brother”
However, despite these active, confident academic identities, Ahmed still is frustrated that
he cannot express himself as he likes in English. He talks about trying to explain to an
employer that he could not get a Criminal Record Check from Syria.
“I had to communicate with people and stuff so I wish that time that I got better
English to make them feel just to show them how stupid they are I mean in terms of
setting laws and legislations, do you know I mean? But in a polite way because
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obviously you can't be rude with people … I wanted to make them … hold a mirror in
front of them”
He also regrets that he cannot make jokes in English as these are very important to “break
the ice” and make a first impression and this is important because:
“breaking the ice that’s very important because I mean when you meet a new person
it's very easy to make him to make him or make her your friend and very easy at the
same time not to”
It seems he wants more control, or more agency, over his relations with others and
language is a barrier to him achieving this. Ahmed insists he is still confident, but clearly his
ability to express himself, as someone with an academic background, is important to him
and he finds not being able to do so challenging – the journey to being a survivor is not
complete.
I would suggest that the identity he presents is more of a survivor than a victim – although
he, his family and country may have experienced terrible things, he does not want pity but
instead respect for what he has done to overcome them.

Refugee Identity
Ahmed prefers not to tell people he is a refugee as “the majority of people subconsciously
judge you … very rarely in a good way”. A narrative he tells show how even a positive
response can challenge his agentic, practical identity. It concerns a European co-worker
who, when she found out he was from Syria asked if he was a refugee (to tell someone you
are Syrian is to tell someone you are a refugee). She was “really friendly and positive” and
“saying nice stuff” but when she said “Welcome to Europe” he was very hurt, though he
knows she had good intentions. By saying this, as if he was a guest “in her house”, she made
him feel he was different. Whereas previously they had been co-workers, both non-native
English-speaking migrants living and working in Edinburgh, suddenly she drew a line
between them, positioning herself as an insider welcoming him, the outsider, into her
domain. He also felt she was pitying him, and he does not like this as it challenges his
identity as a survivor and his agentic identity as someone who can control his life. He also
feels bad because he knows she was being nice, so he feels guilty for being hurt.
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This sense of being an outsider can be seen in his first choice of picture, a group of ducks
four black and one yellow, with the yellow one trying to interact with the others but being
ignored. He identifies with the yellow duck and says he
feels that on the “inside I don't feel I'm different … from
here but they make me feel different”. However hard he
tries to fit in, his race, religion and accent mark him out
and he is not fully accepted. He says for this reason he is
trying to “get a British accent” so he can be invisible, so
people do not ask him where he is from, he does not want to be judged or pitied.
“I don't want people ask me where am I from. I don't want to be judged, so I was
really making efforts on acquiring a British accent. And it worked … relatively… a bit.
But sometimes it doesn't work, They know that I am not .. not British.”
However hard he tries, he realises that this is not possible as the problem exists, he says
90% with other people, not with him so there is little he can do to change this. He says it is
not about being discriminated against but being left out and treated differently that upsets
him. He suggests that with more blatant negative treatment he does not “really give a
damn”, but the pity and the well-meant difference in treatment can be more hurtful
because he feels guilty for resenting it.
Another picture is of a series of signs pointing in different directions, which for him
represents the idea of being lost, or having lost control of his life. Whereas he previously
had an expectation that his life would follow a certain path – university, a job as an
engineer, travel and work in different countries – he constantly questions himself and what
he is doing.
“I'm less in control. That doesn't mean I'm not happy, but I'm just lost control. Before
it was simple, clear, obvious what was I was … yeah … the steps really obvious
but ..then this one created a big gap in my life of … feeling of being baffled or
confused”
He seems unsure if he should be fulling his academic/professional identity by returning to
college and to finish his engineering degree, or to work and get money he can use to
support his family:
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“Yeah of course I want to complete my education, but the problem is I've got
some responsibilities some of them financial responsibilities like my mother I
need to support her.”
However, it is not only these responsibilities that are putting him off, as he also feels
studying is not appropriate for this stage of his life:
“I feel physically and mentally my age is kind of set to start working do you know
what I mean to start being a productive …. I need to sort the financial issues first so I
can live my life during study and at university rather than waiting to finish University
and then start living my life”
There seems to be a conflict between this academic identity and an agentic identity that
“produces” and can actively live life. This need to be agentic is contained in his desire to
open his own business:
“In the future I see myself as an entrepreneur - it doesn't matter in what field but I
mean deep inside me there is this little…. leadership sense I
can't give up on, so I can't
see myself as like normal job or normal
life. I feel
I have to do something
different ..something … I have to do something .. my
own thing .. not because
someone told me to do it”.
His response to being made to feel different, and being lost, is to want to do something
different, to gain direction and control over his life through his own self-reliant practicality.
Despite learning English to an advanced level, this is not enough to make him feel accepted
or to feel “himself” in English or to be accepted as an equal by English speakers. Despite
developing a confident, agentic, expert identities he wants to speak with a “British accent”
so the elements that make up these identities – his experiences of being a refugee, the
struggles he has faced - become invisible. At the same time, he wants to do something
different, to stand out and be his own person and perhaps it is this conflict within him that
makes him feel lost.
1. How do you feel after reading this – do you agree with what I have written? It is my
opinion based on what you said, so please tell me what you think is not correct.
2. Do you agree with what I say about using your identity as an academic/professional,
a practical person and your family identity to build a feeling of power over your life?
3. Do you still want to learn to have a British accent, so people do not ask you where
you are from?
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4. Are there any pictures that you couldn’t show me last time that you would like to
show me this time?
5. Has anything changed since we last spoke?
a. How has your language improved? How and why?
b. Have you had any positive or negative experiences learning English? (In or
out of the classroom)
c. Have there been any important changes in your personal life which might
affect how you see yourself?
6. What advice would you give to teachers reading this research? What could they do
to help you learn?
7. What advice would you give to policy makers reading this research?
8. When doing this research, I said you were the expert and I wanted to learn from you.
How did this make you feel?
9. Is there anything you told me last time that you now feel uncomfortable about and
would like me to take out?
10. Is there anything else you want to tell me about?
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Appendix 2.3 Eminem’s Profile
Eminem is a 29-year-old male refugee from Iran. He came to the UK in 2017 and moved to
Edinburgh later that year. Eminem is a personal trainer, masseuse and martial arts
practitioner, but has not yet found work in Edinburgh. He presently studies English part-time
at [ESOL Provider] where he has reached pre-intermediate level (March 2018). He is
presently single and without children and lives in shared accommodation.

Participant selection and Meeting location
Eminem contacted me after hearing about research through [ESOL Provider]. I had
preciously taught him for one lesson which he enjoyed and found useful, and this was one
reason why he volunteered, although we did not discuss the research in the lesson.
Eminem chose to meet in a Starbucks coffee shop. The forms were translated into Farsi, but
he chose not to have an interpreter present. He says this is partly because he wanted the
opportunity to practice English with a native speaker.

English level, attitude and experiences
Eminem studies pre-intermediate at [ESOL provider] although he does not spend much time
in the interview discussing his experiences there. He likes watching TV series to learn
“everyday English”, including “metaphors and idioms” (Interview 2 34:20). He prefers less
formal language he can use, rather than “official” language (Interview 2 36:10). He also
enjoyed my lesson on pronunciation because it was very practical, very tactile (in that it
focused on feeling where your tongue is in your mouth when making different sounds) and
he felt it helped him to obtain a British accent, which is very important for him (Interview 1
33:49 – 34:46). Eminem chose pictures that allowed him to show me his English ability,
rather than tell me about it, and many of the pictures allowed him to demonstrate his
grammar and vocabulary.

Pictures and Discussion
Many of Eminem’s pictures related to his life in Edinburgh and were taken on his mobile
phone during daily activities. Few of his pictures were directly related to his life in Iran or
his experience as refugee. In many of these pictures I think Eminem constructs an agentic
identity – a person who has control over his life – through a hands-on practical identity,
which is sometimes related to his professional identity as a trainer, masseuse and martial
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arts practitioner. This hands-on practicality refers to a focus on practical problem solving,
and also the way that Eminem often uses words relating to his body and physical feeling
when discussing experiences.
An example of this body focused language occurs when describing why he likes the view of
the sea, he says it is because it gives him “positive energy”. He likes doing Sudoku because it
makes his brain work because we should “keep fit brain and body together” and complains
about mobile phones because they prevent him from “keeping” his “head up” (Interview 2:
05:18) disconnect him from others, and weaken his eyesight.
When talking about his flatmates he says they are incompatible because they have a
different “blood group” –
In my house there is 8 rooms .. but we are not related to each other
because ...
we
are not, maybe they don't want to talk with me,
and sometimes um you know we
have a an idiom in my language, we say “we are not same blood group”.
For example, I am plus A you are Minus O when we are can't as make a
relationship with each other we say we are not in the same group like
blood
group. You know? Our blood group are not match
There are several examples of his practicality. When talking about a picture of a launderette
he talks about how he likes to do his own laundry:
E: I wash my clothes always. I washed myself even when I was at my own home in
Iran. When my mother washed my clothes, I shouted
R: You didn't like your mother washing your clothes?
E: Because I want to wash myself. Please don't wash my clothes. (Interview 2:
20:12.3 – 20:35.7)
One of his pictures was off a pair of shoes, which were the first thing he bought in
Edinburgh. He had arrived in the rain without adequate shoes, but immediately solved the
problem himself by going to a charity shop and getting a good deal on a pair of trainers
(Interview 2 14:12 – 15:00). This practicality can also be seen when he talks about how
being able to do things is more important than knowledge.
Always usage is important .. .. it’s like if you know something. For example I know
lots of mathematics, I'm not I'm professional in mathematics .. If I just keep in my
mind it’s not ….it doesn't have any advantage …. I should use it in the right way
(Interview 2 37:02 – 37:29)
He also says that being able to do things is more important than having qualifications:
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[I] believe the best qualification and best advert is the acting is the perform you know
(Interview 1 19:10)
This practicality and agency can also be seen when talks about the label “refugee”. Although
friends advise him to tell people he is student, he refuses to, arguing, “Why I became
refugee? because of my belief. So I don't afraid to say people I'm refugee” (Interview 1
38:40). He is not just a victim; it is his beliefs that make him a refugee.

What is important

for Eminem is your behaviour, what you do, not how you are labelled. He gives the example
of his mother, who is a teacher and a good woman, but she is not a good woman because
she is a teacher (Interview 1 39:52).
The same practicality can be seen in the way Eminem used his pictures to show me what
English he could use:
Everything, everything is .. it could be related to English because I'm talking in English
about these pictures. If I want describe this pictures I should know “the sunset”, I
should know “the sea”. The painting, drawing so. So I'm all .. everything I'm talking
about that is related to English (Interview 2 52:32 – 53:08)
Rather than talk about his English learning he shows me practical examples of it. He shows
me his ability to use English, use public transport and utilities, and build a new life for
himself.

Implications for English learning:
This would suggest that Eminem would prefer practical tasks in class that focus on contexts
that are of immediate use to him outside the class which are properly explained to him. He
may also like problem solving activities. He may also prefer activities that involve physical
actions, touching things or moving about the classroom. He also likes to show his knowledge
in practical ways so might like giving presentations on how to do things, rather than asking
questions about grammatical knowledge.

Other issues
Although Eminem doesn’t show any pictures of family, he often mentions them in his
interview. He talks about his mother, brother and uncle with whom he often drank coffee.
He was asked not to use photos of people, but if he did not have this restriction he may
have talked about them more.
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Questions I want to ask in the next meeting:
1. How do you feel after reading this? Do you agree with what I write? It is my opinion
based on what you said, so please tell me what you think is not correct.
2. What do you think about what I say about being practical? Do you think that what
you do is more important than what you know and how people label you?
3. I think you mention your body a lot when speaking – do you agree? Have you noticed
this?
4. If you agree about being practical – how could teachers use this to help you learn
English? What activities could help you learn English? What advice would you give
them?
5. What advice would you give to policy makers after reading this research?
6. Has anything changed since we last spoke?
a. How has your language improved? How and why?
b. Have you had any positive or negative experiences learning English? (In or
out of the classroom)
c. Have there been any significant changes in your personal life which might
affect how you see yourself?
7. What do you think about how I did my research? How useful was the process of
showing pictures (mine and yours) and talking about them?
8. When doing this research, I said you were the expert and I wanted to learn from you.
How did this make you feel?
9. Are there any pictures you didn’t show me last time that you would like to show me
this time?
10. Is there anything you told me last time that you now feel uncomfortable about and
would like me to take out?
11. Is there anything you would like to tell me?
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Appendix 2.4 Jacob’s Profile
“Jacob” is a 35-year-old Syrian male refugee living in Edinburgh. He is a lawyer and worked
as such in Dubai for 3 years before being forced out and making his way to UK in 2015. He
has been studying English for the last 3 years, as well doing several volunteering jobs and
providing pro-bono legal advice to friends and is presently applying to study for a Master’s in
Law at university. He is unmarried and without children.

Participant selection and Meeting location
Jacob contacted me after hearing about my study from a mutual friend. At his request we
met inside a university library, which he could access with his student card. I believe that by
choosing this location, a restricted space containing privileged information, Jacob was
demonstrating his student identity, his agentic identity (his ability to enter a restricted
space) and his expert identity (someone having access to privileged information). He was
also establishing himself as an equal with me– as a fellow student at the university.

English level, attitude and experiences
Jacob has progressed from a basic user of English in 2015 to a proficient user of English,
having passed Cambridge 1st Certificate (B2 -upper-intermediate) level. He has also studied
IELTS and has achieved a score of 7. He studied at [ESOL provider] and was generally very
positive about his learning experience, particularly his “fantastic teachers” (Interview 2,
04:48), the atmosphere and the personal support he received (Interview 2, 10:20), although
he had a few administrative issues and complains that part-time courses were not sufficient,
and his IELTS courses lack exposure to native-English speakers. He speaks knowledgably
about course structure, methodology, differences between English and Arabic, and the
importance of using English outside the classroom. He learns English outside the classroom
by talking to people, especially on buses and trams, volunteering, and reading, listening and
watching English media, especially BBC.

Self-Introduction
He introduces himself as follows:
Actually, I'm Syrian refugee in the UK. (laugh) I would use this word cos this is my ID
here, OK? I can't say I'm Syrian here or I'm British here. I'm Syrian refugee in the UK.
Actually I arrived .. on the ..August almost August or June 2015 and after that I was
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granted as a refugee in Cardiff travelled to England after that I settled down here in
Edinburgh Scotland (Interview 1 0:06:.4-0:39.6)
Jacob shows a keen awareness of labels – he refers to his “official” designation but suggests,
with his laugh, use of modality and discourse marker “actually”, that though he realises this
is how he is “labelled”, neither Syrian or British but in-between, this is not necessarily how
he sees himself. He then, like most refugee participants, references how long he has been
in the UK.

Pictures and discussion
Jacob showed a wide range of pictures covering his different identities and spoke
articulately about each one. The discussion was long (1hr 50 mins) and covered different
topics. Jacob’s constructs an agentic identity through use of two interlinked and identities –
his professional identity (as a lawyer and as a student) and his expert identity (often
including legal and academic knowledge). These three identities work together and support
each other For example, he often demonstrates his professional legal identity through
showing his expert knowledge of the law, and his “professional student” identity through his
knowledge of teaching methodology, and both allow him to take on an agentic role in
several interactions. I would argue that this nexus is key to understanding how Jacob
constructs his identity in relation to language learning.
I will briefly describe these before showing how they interact in certain examples.

Professional Identity
Jacob regularly demonstrated his identity as a lawyer in various ways: by direct reference
(I’m a lawyer), talking about his experiences (When I was working as a lawyer in Dubai ..)
and legal training (I studied the law in Syria) and demonstrates expert knowledge of legal
issues (there is two schools of law…). He also indirectly performs this identity by referring to
character traits or mental processes associated with legal training such as attention to
detail, deep analysis and understanding of rules. For example, he is a “very accurate
person”, choses and fights for a point of view in IELTS essays, wants to learn the “full
understanding” of vocabulary and to “dive deeply” into the meaning because he wants to
know “everything…how these words are connected together” (Interview 2: 0:32:51 –
0:34:49.7)
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Unfortunately, Jacob cannot practice presently law in the UK, and I would argue than in this
absence he has transferred his professional identity to that of a “professional student” –
someone who is expert in how to learn a language. He directly states this (I spent, I think, all
my life studying and I know a lot about studying (Interview 1 0:10:10)) and also
demonstrates it by telling the interviewer about teaching methodology, course structure
and use of language, such as phrasal verbs in academic writing. He praises his teachers in a
way that emphasises his own expertise and thus his qualification to assess them. In addition,
when he asked his profession in a job centre, he answers “I am studying English” in the face
of opposition from a “job coach” who does not recognise this as a valid profession.

Expert Identity
An important element in constructing these professional identities is Jacob’s expert
knowledge – of the law and of studying English. This allows him to perform what I call his
expert identity as a “knower” of privileged knowledge. This includes the legal and English
learning examples mentioned above as well as other areas such as job centres, the value of
volunteering, his knowledge gained from living abroad that allows him to assess the
“Scottish people”, the nationalities of ticket inspectors on trams, the ESOL provision for
refugees in Britain, Germany and Sweden, and the British healthcare system, and cultural
differences between Britain and Syria. This is sometimes achieved through direct claims
(e.g., I have huge experience of job centres) but also indirectly, such as the way he often
takes up position of the “knower” when talking about discussions with others:
“So there is eh three Arabian students in my class. But I know about the gap year.
But the three of them they came to me directly and they said, "What is a gap year?
Have you heard about it?". I said "Yes, the year the students take before going to .. "
and I explained that”. (Interview 2: 1:02:12)
“He said “I'm asking about nationality to discover the personality."
I said “No! Nationality doesn't discover any personality.”” (Interview 2: 1:38:10)
One of his pictures was a mobile phone, which he generously uses to give free expert legal
advice to friends. This tendency to express his expert opinion effects his writing of IELTS task
2 essays, in which candidates are expecting to discuss a topical issue 250 words, suggesting
this is a tendency that transcends the context of his interview with me:
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I can't give my full opinion in 250 words because I'm discussing advantages and
disadvantages about this huge topic: flexiwork, OK? So, when I start my introduction
it was almost hundred words. And the advantages it was 300 words! (Interview 2
0:42:03)
Overall, in terms of English learning, it seems that Jacob does well when these professional
and expert identities are recognised and respected. He likes teachers that treat him as an
equal:
I can joke with them and they have - I don't have a relationship like a student and a
teacher with my teacher. Like friends (Interview 2 0:02:30)
He particularly enjoys giving presentations in class (in which he is the expert talking to the
class) and when discussing ESOL activities his “voice” is that of a teacher, rather than a
student:
And here is how the level of language you are learning effecting the vocabulary
grammar or any point you are learning. (Interview 2: 0:16:03:0)
He found volunteering very useful, particularly a job in which he was encouraged to give his
opinion on topics. In contrast, he expresses frustration about situations in which his
expertise is not respected
“Jacob: …they don't take my suggestions seriously OK
Iain: Why not?
Jacob: Uh I think that ..there is a kind of arrogancy? You are not British you are not
Scottish. You don't know the system You don't speak the language You don't have the
cultural background. How you are suggesting what we do? We are the experienced
people. We got the experience. We are the experts” (Interview 2: 0:26:00 – 0:26:35)

Agentic identity
Jacob is an independent person who prefers to do things himself and not to ask for help
(Interview 2 1:40:20.3) and a reflection of this is how Jacob uses these professional and
expert identities to construct an agentic identity, someone who has control over his life,
even in situations in which other may argue he does not have much control.
An example of this is when he was allocated housing in an undesirable area of Edinburgh.
After stressing his own resourcefulness in researching the area, he recounts his discussion
with the Council:
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I spoke with the council I say, “OK, on this issue I received this offer and if I
refuse it, I don't get any more, and they are going to kick me out of my
temporary accommodation (because the temporary accommodation it’s
for the people who are homeless), and they finish it - the Council finished
my homeless situation, so I caused the homeless for me, so they are not
going to accommodate me anymore and the council give this answer.
They said "Yes, you are right. We are not going to offer you anymore and
we are going to kick you out”.
I said, “OK”.
“So what is it?”, they said, OK? “Accept or refuse?”
I said, “I accept”. (clap) I moved to this flat uh (Interview 1: 0:39:10 –
0:40:33)
A more passive person could have told this story a different way – “the council told me I had
to move into the flat or I would be made homeless, so what could I do? I had to accept”.
Instead, Jacob uses his professional identity (explaining legal consequences) and expert
identity (“a knower” of the rules”) to present himself as the person in control of the
exchange. It is Jacob who is telling the Council about the relevant rules and describes
refusing the housing as making himself homeless. The council is reduced to role of
confirming his expert opinion and he makes the decision on terms he has defined. He
finishes the narrative stressing his active choice, “I accept”.
He does a similar thing when a job centre employee gets angry with him for stating his
profession as “learning English”.
Then he asked me, "What's your profession? I'm asking you what's your profession!"
and start shouting at me. I looked at him like this. I know the law, OK? I am law man.
And I know my rights, but always I'm avoiding problems. I want the easy simple life.
(Interview 1 0:29:07.8 - 0:29:25)
His knowledge of the law allows him to present his passivity in this situation as an active
choice. In another situation, Jacob was not given job he had applied for because he was
overqualified due to a misunderstanding over the role applied for – or as he puts it “the
person who told me about the role, he didn’t know what is the role” (Interview 2 1:25:49),
thus contrasting his superior knowledge to that of the employer. Jacob responds to a
possible threat to his agentic personality by stressing his legal knowledge and then says he
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will do a course to improve his administrative skills, again showing an agentic identity –
someone who can solve a problem caused by someone else’s lack of knowledge.
This need to be agentic can also, however, be demotivating, as without superior knowledge
he feels he cannot perform an agentic identity. For example, he is reluctant to work as a
lawyer in the UK because he feels that be a good lawyer, you need a deep knowledge of
culture and language. Without this superior knowledge, he is not comfortable performing
his professional identity.
Jacob raises many interesting issues in the long interview, and there is not space here to
discuss all of them. However, I feel this nexus of professional, expert and agentic identity is
key to understanding how he feels he has control over his life.
There were some interesting absences in Jacob’s pictures. Unlike most of the participants,
he did not choose any pictures that referred to family or to Syria. There may be many
reasons for this, but I wonder if it because he does not want to be seen as a victim –
someone separated from home and family. All his pictures related to things he did, not
things that happened to him. He agrees that he would choose different pictures if he was
talking to another person.
Further questions for Jacob to be discussed in a follow up interview.
1. To what extent do you agree with the above analysis? It is my opinion based on what
you said, so please tell me what you think is not correct? What have I missed?
2. If you agree with what I write about professional, expert and agentic identities, how
do you think this affects your learning of English? What classroom activities do you
feel would validate these identities? Do any activities or attitudes go against them?
How do these make you feel?
3. Has anything changed since we last spoke?
a. How has your language improved? How and why?
b. Have you had any positive or negative experiences learning English? (In or
out of the classroom)
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c. Have there been any significant changes in your personal life which might
affect how you construct identities?
4. In this research I repeatedly stressed that you were the expert from whom I wanted
to learn. Do you think your presentation of yourself as an expert is a reaction to this?
If I had approached the research in a different way, would you have presented
yourself differently?
5. What do you think about how I did my research? How useful was the process of
showing pictures (mine and yours) and talking about them?
6. What advice would you give to teachers reading this research?
7. What advice would you give to policy makers reading this research?
8. Are there any pictures you didn’t show me last time that you would like to show me
this time?
9. Is there anything you told me last time that you now feel uncomfortable about and
would like me to take out?
10. Is there anything you would like to tell me?
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Appendix 2.5 Nazya’s Profile
Nazya is a Kurdish female refugee in her 30s from North Syria. She lived with her husband
and two daughters in Edinburgh from 2016 until moving to London in 2018. Nazya studied
education at Damascus university and worked as a teacher before leaving Syria and hopes to
work as a teaching assistant in the future. At time of interview, she was studying part-time
at [ESOL Provider] as well as attending a “chat café” at the local community centre.

Participant selection and Meeting location
The participant is a personal friend of the researcher, who she met her through her
husband, a former student of his. The interviews took place at her home in the presence of
her husband who helped with communication breakdowns and sometimes joined in the
conversation. Her two young daughters were also present.

Self-introduction
I'm lady from North Syria. I'm Kurdish people. Around 2 year ago I arrived in
Edinburgh Um when I arrived I can't I can't eh speak eh English was difficult for
me. I study in Damascus University but in Syria we learn just a little bit English
(Int 1 0:00:07.3-0:01:01.3)
Nazya stresses her gender and Kurdishness and says she is “from North Syria” rather than
saying she is Syrian. North Syria maybe a way of saying “Kurdistan”. Like other participants,
she says when she came to Edinburgh. She contrasts her low level of English upon arrival
with her academic qualifications which might suggest a conflict between her
academic/professional identity and her identity as a low-level English learner.

English level, attitude and experiences
Nazya spoke very little English when she arrived and is now intermediate. She could not
study at first as she had to look after her young daughters, but she is confident that her
English will soon be “very good”. She enjoys meeting people from different countries and
cultures and is particularly good at grammar and finds it easy. She also enjoys community
activities, such as cooking events, and talks to other parents at the school gates and at the
local playpark, although she struggles with the Scottish accent. She has recently become
disillusioned with her class; although she likes her teacher, she feels she wastes too much
time, spends too much time with weaker students and she seeks feedback by asking for it
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directly in a situation Nazya feels she cannot be honest in. Nazya has had to overcome many
difficulties including losing her house, having her second child in Turkey when separated
from her husband, a racist neighbour and health problems. She has shown great courage
and resilience to overcome these.

Pictures and Discussion
Although Nazya presents a moving account of loss, both through words and pictures, she
does not ask others to feel sorry for her, and instead uses this loss, which she overcome due
to her strength, to construct her identity as a survivor, as opposed to a victim. She achieves
agency – control of her own life – through her strength and practicality, both of which are
related to the interconnected identities as a woman, wife and mother. Also important are
her ethnic (Kurdish) and professional/ academic identity as teaching graduate.

Loss, independence and Survival
Through pictures of her now- destroyed flat in Damascus, in which she only lived for 40
days, and images of Syria - coffee shops, markets and beautiful countryside Nazya talks
movingly about her lost life in Syria, which she

“misses

every time” (Int 2 0:4:40) and in which she left

“all her

memory”. However, there is a strong sense of

agency

in these descriptions. She stresses how she

chose,

and decorated, her flat, which is symbolised by

picture

of the key, “a key without door” (Int 2 0:5:52). Although seeing this key makes her feel sad
at her loss, it also makes her feel “like my house with me”, and she “keeps my home on my
back” (Int 2 05:08) – by keeping the key (and passing it on to her daughters) she keeps a
sense of agency, an ability to keep an idea, and her identity as a home-owner alive.
She also discusses other pictures representing life in Syria in terms that stress agency and
practicality. A coffee shop represents the independence she felt as a university student,
living away from home and enjoying visiting cafés with friends, listening to music, smoking
argillah and drinking cocktails (Int 2 0:29:33 – 0:31:07). It reminds her of meeting her
husband with whom she fell in love after reading his first novel because she felt the novel
demonstrated that the author respected women (Int 2 0:25:03). Her practicality is shown in
her picture of Al Hamideyah Souk in which, her sister says, she would never get lost (Int 2
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0:32:03 – 032:42). She suggests an idea of bodily freedom when talking about the
countryside around her husband’s hometown, where she would meet her husband to drink
tea, enjoy the breeze on her face and walk “without shoes”, feeling the stress leave her
body as she did so. (Int 2 0:34:47-0:35:42, Int 2 0:38:23-0:38:43).
While these pictures tell of what Nazya has lost, they also stress what she had, and this gives
her strength. She fights against stereotypical, pitying views of refugees as poor victims
saying:
“some people say “Oh these refugee”, but I have nice home in my country the area
was very nice and big big house and my family they have many thing And here I'm
just the people here. Just they see "Is refugee”” (Int 1 0:43:10 – 0:43:34)
“No! I live in my country I have a new home a big home and nice home And good
job and I yeah and I study in university and I can contact with .. I was strong” (Int 1
0:34:30)
Though Nazya is clearly a victim of war, she shows an identity as a survivor – someone who
has used her own resilience to overcome challenges.

“I’m a strong woman”
Much of this resilience comes from her identity as a woman, wife and mother. She often
stresses the happiness her children bring her, and her pride in parenting them in difficult
circumstances. Her second picture is an ultrasound of her first daughter, whose conception
was a real achievement after several miscarriages. Both her daughters were born at times of
forced separation from her husband and/or family, and though she feels sad every time she
remembers “my husband was not with me when my daughter born” (Int 2 0:14:47) there is
also a sense of independence and strength. She shows the strength her daughters give her
when she talks about a picture of her daughter’s school.
“I see yeah I'm sad about what happened for my house but sometimes I say, “No.
But my child is with me and they are safe in Scotland”. And if I saw in that news and
I know what's about the Syrian child what's everyday some is hungry some child is
die and parent can't do anything. I say, “Maybe my story not sad. Not too sad like
them, cos they they die but I'm I live, my daughter live.” (Int 2 0:18:00 – 0:19:01)
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She goes on to say:
If you lose house is fine if you lose car, is fine. If you lose ... anything. But if you lose
the life is very difficult yeah. If you lose your child is very difficult.
My life, yes, sometime I feel sad but I say, “No my child and my daughters, they
change my life here.” With them I'm not sad. With them I feel happy sometime
When my daughter in school she was best hard worker. I feel happy. She is Kurdish
Yes, she live here and now she is best in her class. Many times has got star, and she
is best hard worker. She is best reading eh I feel I'm happy because my daughter is
good in her school. (Int 2 0:19:40- 0:21:51)
Like Nazya, her daughter overcomes challenges through hard work. Nazya may have lost
“everything”, but she is survivor, and this identity, and that of a mother gives her the
strength to overcome this loss.
This survivor identity is directly challenged, however, by doctors who diagnose her with
depression when she suffers “pains in her body”, a diagnosis she rejects forcefully. She feels
it is based on preconceptions about her being a refugee, about being a victim, and fails to
appreciate her strength and survivor identity.
Why? I don't have depression. I'm happy. Yes, my family [from] north Syria but
now .. now is safe. I'm happy with my husband -he’s a great husband and my
daughter is lovely. I'm happy with my family and I don't like tell myself “ahm I have
depression and I sit20”. NO! I try to .. I'm strong woman. After I lose my home and I
stay in Istanbul and before Egypt I try to make everything [by] myself … Every day I
cook for my family and I clean my home and I go to college to learn English, I take
my daughter to some active. I try I like to be a positive woman.” (Int 1 0:50:56)
There are strong practical and gender identities in her description of cooking, cleaning her
home and taking her daughter to activities. She goes on to contrast herself with another
female refugee who does not share this attitude:
I don't like any people- negative people. When I arrived here one day I met one girl from
Syria [who] was very negative and after this day I didn't meet her. Because I don't like the

20

“sit” herein the sense of “sitting around doing nothing) refers to taking a passive role – perhaps better
understood
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negative people .. I don't like to contact with them .. I like to be positive woman (Int 1
0:50:56 – 0:52:50)
Another identity she shows is that her professional/academic – that of a graduate in
education. However, this identity, and that of a strong, practical woman is threatened in
situations in which she lacks the English to perform it. For example, at a parents’ event at
her daughters’ school, she understood the concepts being discussed but could not
contribute as she struggled to understand other parents’ Scottish accents, and to express
her many ideas in English. Rather than feel motivated and a situation in which her
professional and parental identities could be recognised and validated, she feels frustrated
and determines not to attend again.

Edinburgh- Cosmopolitan identity
Another interesting aspect of Nazya identity is revealed in her choice of a picture of the
(month long) Edinburgh festival, as:
In this month I didn't feel I'm refugee in this country I feel I'm from Scotland, from
Edinburgh and other people visit us (Int 2 0:47:14)
This feeling of belonging is prompted by the many activities and people drinking coffee
outside in good weather, and the feeling of the city being alive, which reminds her of
Damascus. She also talks about inviting her sister, who lives in Europe, to visit suggesting a
sense of agency and ownership:
I feel the festival is my festival and I invite her to this festival. (Int 2 0:48:40)
It is interesting that the time she feels that she is “from Scotland” is when there are many
tourists from other countries visiting, allowing to feel she is a comparative insider compared
to them.

Kurdish Identity
Nazya is also clearly proud of her Kurdish heritage. She mentions special traditions of
Kurdish people, and the role of Kurdish identity in her husband’s book that first attracted
her to him. Her picture of her hometown is discussed in the context of it being a Kurdish
town and describes looking across the Syrian Turkish border at an uncle’s land and dreaming
that the border dividing Kurdish land would one day disappear. (Int 2 0:34:47- 0:36:19). Like
many of the participants in this study, she is skilled in stressing different identities to
counter racism and prejudice, in her case stressing her Kurdish identity to counter prejudice.
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She says they think “this woman is from Syria … and maybe Syrian people are terrorist
people … after I tell them I’m Kurdish because to tell them I fight ISIS” (Int 1 0:45:51)

Connection with Learning English
Nazya identity as mother can support her learning, as shown by her conversations with
other parents in the park and playground, her volunteering to accompany a school trip and
her enjoyment of social cooking events. Her agentic, independent identity means she
prefers self-directed learning outside class. She also sees her professional identity as
beneficial as it gives her the study skills to learn quickly. It can, however, conflict with her
learning, and she has become disillusioned with her formal course, partly because there is
no effective method of her giving her professional opinion in the form of feedback. Although
the teacher regularly asks for face-to-face feedback, Nazya feels it would be rude to criticise
this way. There are also feedback forms, but she worries these are not anonymous. (Int 2
1:02:31 – 1:03:39). Although she likes the teacher, and the teacher likes her, she feels the
class does not meet her individual needs. Her inability to express her professional opinion,
and thus her professional identity, leads disillusionment with the class.
Questions for the next meeting:
1. How do you feel after reading this – do you agree with what I have written? It is my
opinion based on what you said, so please tell me what you think is not correct.
2. Do you agree with what I say about using your identity as mother, wife and woman
to build a feeling of power over your life?
3. I talk about your identity as being a survivor, rather than only a victim. Does this
match how you see yourself?
4. Are there any pictures that you couldn’t show me last time that you would like to
show me this time?
5. Has anything changed since we last spoke?
a. How has your language improved? How and why?
b. Have you had any positive or negative experiences learning English? (In or
out of the classroom)
c. Have there been any important changes in your personal life which might
affect how you see yourself?
6. What advice would you give to teachers reading this research? What could they do
to help you learn?
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7. What advice would you give to policy makers reading this research?
8. When doing this research, I said you were the expert and I wanted to learn from you.
How did this make you feel?
9. Is there anything you told me last time that you now feel uncomfortable about and
would like me to take out?
10. Is there anything else you want to tell me about?
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Appendix 2.6 Zaki’s Profile
Biographical Details
Zaki is a 19-year-old Somali male refugee living in Edinburgh. At time of interview, he had
been here for nearly 2 years and was living with a relative. He came to Scotland by travelling
through Iran, Turkey and Eastern Europe. He left Somalia after leaving school and presently
works in a factory in Edinburgh. He is single and wants to learn English and then go to
university to study Media and Politics.

Participant selection and Meeting location
Zaki saw my invitation at “The Welcoming” and contacted me.
Zaki asked to meet me in [redacted] University and I booked a room for this purpose. He
was clearly pleased to be in an “official” [redacted] University building and took selfies
there, supporting his want to study at university in the future (Interview 1 0:6:38:20). I also
think he chose the place because he wanted to feel part of an academic research project
that would make his voice and opinions heard to an academic audience. This is part of how
he sees himself as a cultural ambassador for Somalia.
I suggested, and he accepted, the location of the second meeting a nearby Sudanese café,
where he knew some of the patrons. He did not want an interpreter or for me to translate
the consent form into Arabic or Somali.

English level, attitude and experiences
In May 2018 Zaki was A2 (pre-intermediate) and studying part-time at [ESOL provider]
where he is positive about his class and his progress (Interview 1:0:42.1). In class he likes
listening (because he is good at it (0:57:3)) but also speaking because he can meet people
from many countries and cultures, and they can discuss many different topics. (Interview1:
1:12 – 1:42). Outside class he finds the local peoples’ accent difficult to understand outside
class, although he understands older people easier than younger ones. (01:51 – 02:12). He is
strongly motivated to learn English and followed his teachers’ advice to take a job at the
local factory to do so (Interview 1: 02:36:6). This gives him the opportunity to speak English,
particularly with non-native speakers from “many countries” (Interview 1: 04:04), although
the noise of the machines limits the time to talk to co-workers. He finds it easier to talk to
non-native speakers because he worries about making mistakes with native speakers,
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whereas he feels non-native speakers won’t judge him (Interview1: 01:42:6). Although he
tries to make friends and practice English, he feels “uncomfortable” when speaking English
(Interview 1: 11:46:2) and feels that learning it will make him “stronger” and more
independent (Interview 1 12:41:1). He also wants to learn English so he can help teach
people about, and defend Somali culture and language (Interview 2 0:53:45)

Pictures and discussion
Zaki’s choices were interesting in that they were all about Somalia, rather than him as an
individual. They were all taken from the internet and there were no photographs he had
taken personally. I think they can be divided into four groups:
•

Nomadic life

•

“Lost” Mogadishu

•

Linguistic Identity: Language and Cultural ambassadors

“Authentic” Nomadic Somalia
The first group of pictures shows Zaki’s strong connection to traditional Somali nomadic
culture. The first picture he chose showed people in traditional clothes dancing the Dhantoo
(a traditional dance) (Interview 2: 0:24:08). His strong identification
with this can be seen by his often using “our” - “our” culture”. “our
tradition”, “our ladies”. He goes on to talk about pictures of tools,
cooking utensils, and camels often repeating that these aspects of
traditional life are present in the countryside but not the city. He
identifies with this traditional life, opposing himself to young, urban Somalis who are
forgetting it. He says that keeping this culture is very important to keeping your national
identity and he wants to teach more people about it.

“Lost Mogadishu”
Several of Zaki’s pictures were of Mogadishu during the 1980’s.
These show famous hotels, museums and other buildings, some of
which were destroyed in the civil wars. By showing me these I
think Zaki is showing me his pride in Somalia but also what his
generation has lost. Even though he admits he was not born at this time, he has an image of
it which is part of who is and which he misses.
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Zaki:

Iain:
Zaki:
Iain:
Zaki:

So now is totally different and to be honest I miss (..) I never I never been this
place but I feel sorry sometimes because I never meet like this (.) this situation
(Interview 2: 0:13:25:3 – 0:13:37:6) …
yeah I never been and I ... I wasn't born before and still I wish to see my old
generation My mother my father. How they life? How was my country? Just,
you know, I have the image the image is (..)/
/the image in your mind is part of who you are/
/ Exactly/
And you said you had been to Mogadishu before or?
Yeah I've been I've been I've been (..)Totally its different now - you see the
picture sometimes you feel (.) its hard (.) its (.) we lost everything (...)
(Interview 2: 0:14:06 – 0:14:41:8)

This strong sense of nostalgia, part of his cultural identity, is very important to him and he
wants to communicate this cultural identity to other Somalis who live abroad.

Linguistic Identity: Language and Cultural ambassadors
Several of Zaki’s pictures focus on the successful Somali rural education project of the 1970s
in which university graduates went into the countryside to teach the new Latin Somali
script. I feel these are strongly connected to Zaki’s sense of linguistic and cultural identity
and that he sees himself as a modern version of these teachers – using the internet to teach
other Somali’s living abroad about their Somali identity.
So after from 1993 we lost everything … All of the people they came out outside … to
the European country or the western country. So totally they lose they lose them
their country …. but still I'm keeping my identity where I from …I use the twitter - I
give what I know in my country (Interview 2 06:28 – 07:53 abridged)
This is also supported by his choice of pictures representing modern Somalia, such as the
model and entrepreneur Zara Mohamed Abdulmajid, the Somali flag and a map of Somali.
Just as Zaki’s strong sense of cultural identity is linked to what he feels he has lost, this
pride in the Somali language also has its roots in a form of resistance against Italian, French
and British colonialism of Somalia’s past, and more recent Arabic linguistic colonialism.
They sell that culture they sell .. We should take this we should learn this language ..
in schools yeah we use this language Arab language but I'm not good Arab language
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because always my family very strong culture. (Interview 2 0:31:21)
It is interesting that he says that his strong family culture, which I think means the nomadic
culture, is what gives him the strength to resist this. He also discusses how he experiences
racism from Arabic speakers when making his journey to the UK, who assumed he spoke
Arabic. Being criticised for being and speaking Somali is, he says, the “reason I got to love
my country”. I feel Zaki uses this strong cultural and linguistic identity, forged in resistance,
to create a feeling being able to control his life. This helps him keep an optimistic view of
life despite the hard times he has suffered and missing his country.
Zaki does not really talk about his experiences of language learning. I am very interested in
how his strong cultural, linguistic identity affect his language learning.
I have the following questions which we can discuss when we meet again:
•

How do you feel after reading this – do you agree with what I have written? It is my
opinion based on what you said, so please tell me what you think is not correct.

•

Do your teachers encourage you to talk or write about Somalia in class? What do you
feel about this?

•

Do other students, or the teachers, assume you speak Arabic? What do you feel
about this?

•

I think you have a strong cultural and linguistic identity – how do you think this
affects your learning of English?

•

Has anything changed since we last spoke?
o How has your language improved? How and why?
o Have you had any positive or negative experiences learning English? (In or
out of the classroom)
o Have there been any important changes in your personal life which might
affect how you see yourself?

•

How successful have you been in teaching people about Somali culture?
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•

Do you still feel more comfortable speaking to other non-native speakers?

•

What advice would you give to teachers reading this research? What could they do
to help you learn?

•

What advice would you give to policy makers reading this research?

•

When doing this research, I said you were the expert and I wanted to learn from you.
How did this make you feel?

•

Are there any pictures you didn’t show me last time that you would like to show me
this time?

•

Is there anything you told me last time that you now feel uncomfortable about and
would like me to take out?

•

Is there anything else you want to tell me about?
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Appendix 2.7 Ted’s Profile
Ted is a Kurdish man from Syria living in Edinburgh. He is a film maker and is married
without children. Ted left Syria for Irbil, in Kurdish controlled Iraq, in 2010 after being falsely
imprisoned. There he graduated from university, met his wife and got married. He came to
the UK in 2016 through a UN resettlement programme.
He was contacted by another participant and asked if he wanted to participate in the study.
The interview took place in his home in the presence of his wife (Ferah, another participant)
and both took part in the interview, agreeing and disagreeing with each other in a threeway discussion with the interviewer.
At time of interview, Ted was studying a photography course at a local college, having
previously studied ESOL to National 5 level. Ted is generally positive about his life in UK,
where he lives and his studies, although he feels that his learning has recently stalled. He
feels his reading is better than his listening, which he finds quite frustrating. He speaks
positively of his teachers and uses English to talk to neighbours, although he still finds it
difficult to know when it is, and it is not, appropriate to begin conversations. TE also studies
outside class, listening to podcasts while on the bus, watching English films and vocabulary
sheets cover the walls of his living room.

Self-Introduction
“Ted: My name is Ted I am Kurdish from Syria and eh I'm husband but I'm not father
yet hopefully ..
Researcher: Inshallah
Ted: eh soon eh and I enjoy watching football match I'm Chelsea's fan I'm filmmaker
and at the moment I'm doing some photography course .. I feel my life now in
Scotland its quiet .... I'm happy here (Interview 1 0:02:13-0:03:07)
He first stresses his ethnic, then his national identity, then his identity as a husband, which
may be because he is in the presence of his wife. He then goes on to say he is not a father
yet but hopes to be soon, which may be because this conversation was directly preceded by
the researcher’s introduction, in which I stressed my father identity. He then talks about his
identity as (Chelsea) football fan, his professional identity and a student identity related to
it. Rather than saying when he came to the UK, he says his present life is “quiet”, although
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the use of “now” suggests that this is contrast to the past, and that he is happy, although it
is not clear if these two things are connected.

Constructing Identities
Ted’s first two interviews lasted over 3 hours in total and addressed a variety of issues.
meaning it is difficult to include every aspect of TED’s complicated identities. I will argue
that Ted gains his agency, a sense of control over his own life, through a non-conforming
rebel identity (someone who likes to be seen as different from others), his family, his ethnic
Kurdish identity, and his professional identity as a filmmaker, all of which are interrelated
and co-dependent. This is particularly shown in a longer narrative, concerning his
imprisonment in Syria in which, I argue, he performs his agentic identity by regularly
injecting moments of agency in a narrative in which he has little.

A non-conformist
Ted often performs a non-conformist identity, as someone who does not follow the crowd
and instead likes to be different. The first image Ted chose to talk about was of his favourite
number, 13, which he chose both because it is considered an unlucky number and because
there are 13 siblings in his family.
“There is two reason I like number 13. The first one when I was in secondary school
there was a topic about lucky number unlucky number, OK? Numbers bring luck, OK?
So, that time I think 13 consider as an unlucky number, OK? So that time I, I don't
know why, I called myself or I would say I am unlucky man Ok? So that time I started
to love this number. Why I don't know, OK?
And the other reason why I love this because we are 13 member of in my family not
my dad and my parents just brother and sister we are thirteen”. (Interview 2 0:47:50
– 0:49:05)
His connection between his being unlucky, and 13 being an unlucky number, might suggest
a victim identity. However, he later agrees emphatically when I suggest he likes this number
because it makes him different, and says he is the only person he knows who likes this
number. This suggest that he likes it because he wishes to be non-conformist, to take as a
“favourite” a number that most people see as unlucky and embrace this bad luck as a
positive identity, rather than because he sees himself as a victim. The reason he saw himself
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as an unlucky man at this age is unclear. After choosing this number as his lucky number he
realised it also referred to the number of siblings in his family. This apparent contrast
between a non-conformist identity and a collective, family identity maybe be related to the
fact that his family were Communists, which he says was “really a bit strange in Syria”
(Interview 2 0:53:25). His family are non-conformist and so by stressing his connection to
his family he is stressing his con-conformity. However, even within this strong family unit he
saw himself as different – he says he was regarded as “the grumpy one” (Interview 2
0:52:10) and his mother described him as the “crazy man” (Interview 2 0:52:54) which he
says were affectionate terms referring to his unconventionality. This strong family identity
will be returned to below.
A second picture that suggests this non-conformist identity is of Chelsea football team, who
he chose to support in contrast to the choices of his friends and community.
“So when I supported Chelsea I think in my village we are just 2 .. people we are
supported Chelsea. Me and another one and people said, “Oh Chelsea?”. Chelsea,
yeah. (Interview 2 2:07:58 – 2:08:21)
When I again suggest that this, combined with his love the number 13, suggests a wish to be
different, he again agrees enthusiastically, repeating “exactly” four times (Interview 2
2:08:29). He also says he admires the former manager of Chelsea, Jose Mourinho, because
he is his own man and courts controversy.

Kurdish – an exile in his own land
This feeling of separation he and his family felt may be related to his ethnic Kurdish
identity21, and in particular his lack of official recognition in Syria. In the first interview he
stresses this difference, saying that though he is Syrian, and he speaks Arabic, this is because
he was not allowed to learn to write Kurdish when young.
“So,yes, I speak Arabic, understand Arabic. I live in Syria, but I'm Kurdish, OK?
(Interview 1 00:37:05 underlined to show speaker’s emphasis)
He explains the lack of official recognition due to the 1963 Jazira Census, an official exercise
that led to up to 200,000 Kurdish Syrians being denied Syrian nationality and identity cards,
21

as well as their communist politics discussed elsewhere.
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meaning they had “no right to register any things house, cars, any property” or travel
(Interview 1 0:41:25). He says his brother was denied a job and people at university refused
to talk to him because of discrimination springing from this lack of identity card. This
discrimination, however, fostered an agentic independence as it meant that he, and his
family, had to depend on themselves without help from the state, and had to work hard,
working over 16 hour a day for less than $300 per month. (Interview 1 0:43:42:) He says he
felt a refugee in his own country before leaving for Irbil and this feeling of being an exile in
your own land, of not being allowed to speak your own language, is something that he says
is key to his identity.

Family Man
The strong family identity connected to the number 13 is also evident throughout Ted’s
interviews. He mentions his marital status and wish for children in his introduction, but it his
connection with his parents, 8 sisters and 5 brothers that is stressed most strongly. He
states that they are “very close” and regularly in contact on a WhatsApp even though they
now live in different countries (Interview 2 00:51:53). This close connection may be a result
of his parents’ political views, their communism being “strange” in Syria and social attitudes,
especially in regard to gender roles, were different from those of some in their community.
The second picture he chose was of his hometown, and he speaks movingly of his loss and
how much he misses it:
“My Dad's grave here. My brother-in-law. All my family their grave in this village. I
sometimes I remember my school I remember the place where we used to play
football the place when we swing or when we swum ah. Yes, it’s everything I still can
remember every corner in my in my village” (Interview 2 1:01:03 -1:01:45)
The “we” in this passage, and when he talks slightly earlier about “we used to steal the fruit”
and “sometimes we caught the fish …and grilled it by the river” (Interview 2 0:59:04 –
1:22:28) refers to his siblings. This loss is still a source of considerable pain for Ted as when
asked how this picture made him feel he said:
“I... [have a] bad feeling Very bad feeling .. because yeah I'm ...very happy I am here
in Scotland OK? but why I have to lose beautiful things to get another one. Why I
can't keep both?” (Interview 2 1:00:42 -1:01:03)
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This strong family connection is evident in a picture of his graduation from university, a
“cherished day” (Interview 2 01:05:40) which shows his professional/academic identity, but
also his family surrounding him after having to stand for hours while waiting, clearly proud
of his success. It is also evident in the narrative he tells of his imprisonment in Damascus as
discussed below.

Agentic Identity: Family, rebel and the state.
These family, non-conformist and Kurdish identities are all present in a long, sometimes
traumatic narrative he tells regarding his “horrible” imprisonment for 30 days by the Syrian
secret police in 2010 for “no reason” (Interview 2 1:18:30). At the time he helped run his
family’s mobile phone shop in Damascus. After running the shop for 6 years they were told
they needed a permit from the security services, which they were not granted because they
are Kurds. Instead, they paid regular bribes but were aware that this was dangerous.
Because of this danger, Ted had told his brother, who also ran the shop, to tell the officials if
they came that Ted was the owner the shop, as his brother had a family and young children
to support, while Ted was young and single. He says it was “fortunate” that he was there,
not his brother, when the Mukhabarat (security services) did come. From the beginning we
can see his family identity allows him to present his arrest as containing an element of
agency, as his sacrifice for another family member put himself in a position to be arrested.
This focus on family continues through the narrative. While in prison his siblings kept this
from his ill father to protect him from worry. He details the steps his siblings took to try to
find him and have him released, almost presenting the story as a struggle between the state
and his family. The narrative ends with him being released and attending a family meal,
although this return to the comforting embrace of his family is incomplete. Due to the
trauma, he avoided his family for two to three days after the initial welcome and wanted to
be alone.
Even though the narrative tells of an experience in which he is essentially a helpless victim,
and therefore challenges his agentic identity as someone with control over his life, he
retains his agentic identity by telling the story in way that injects moments of agency in
which he was able to resist in small ways. When the police asked him to come with them,
he could not refuse, but he stresses how he twice asked if he could call someone, and when
not allowed to, asked his neighbour to call his brother because he “10%, 15% thought there
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is something wrong” (Interview 2 1:24:02). After being taken to the police station he was
blindfolded and driven through Damascus, but even in this powerless position he stresses
his agency by saying that “because that time I knew Damascus very, very well So I know
every street So that times I knew where I am going” (Interview 2 1:24:28 – 1:25:05). When
interrogated he initially resists, but then he signs the paper they want him to after the
threat of torture. He emphasises this threat by detailing for the researcher, with words and
actions, some of the horrific torture methods22 used by the Mukhabarat. After this he is
given a false choice:
He said, "It’s up to you, you can't ... stay in your opinion OK? You have to change, OK.
I said “OK, let me sign.” (Interview 2 1:29:12)
Instead of just saying he had no choice but to sign the paper, by detailing the horrific
consequences of resistance, he presents his agreement as a rational choice, a decision he
makes, and thus preserves his sense of agency. By explaining the methods to me, he takes
up the agentive position of expert. When in prison his cell was so small that he had to share
a space on the floor to sleep with another prisoner, taking turns to lie down in 12-hour
shifts. When he was finally released, he had just started his turn to rest, and he describes it
as follows:
After 30 days and beard was like this. They called my number my name and it was
my turn (laugh) to sleep. I said, "Oh guys, please!" (laugh) They .. so no they call you
That time I heard the guard he was swearing because he said “Ted” and after that
because I didn't say “Yes”, “Son of bitch!” OK? and “Why this!”. And I said, “Yes, yes,
Sidi, OK, I'm coming” (laugh). (Interview 2 1:32:50 – 1:33:37
Due to his relief at finally being able to lie down, he initially refused to answer to his name
when called, infuriating the guard, before agreeing to come. He tells this as a funny story
and the humour comes from inverting the power relation between him and the guard, again
stressing his agency in a situation in which he has none.
Identity in general is another major theme in this narrative. It plays a role in his arrest the
security services at first claim they are asking him to come to the station to clear up a case
of “mistaken identity” (Interview 2 1:23:22) presumably in order to ensure he does not

22

This description of torture also serves to display an expert identity, a knower of privileged information, by
explaining different departments and practices of the Mukhabarat.
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resist. When in prison he disappears, with no-one (outside the Mukhabarat) knowing where
he is and becomes a number in the system. When describing it he stresses his difference
from other prisoners:
“Nobody know or nobody has the same situation like mine, OK? They have a
different. Some of them they fled from the army service, military service. Some of
them they steal or stole weapons or bullets. Some of the hashish drugs eh but all of
them they are related to the military OK?” (Interview 2 1:31:40-1:32:22)
When he is summoned out of this anonymity by the guard calling his name, he does not
immediately respond (see above), suggesting his identity has become lost. When he returns
home for the family dinner, his father knows something bad has happened, despite his
siblings attempts to shield him, because Ted does not eat.
“The first day what my Mum cooked She cooked a very, very big meal. But I didn't eat
because I used to eat just boiled potato. And my father said, “Why you didn't?”. And I
said, “Oh I'm not hungry”. But my father he knows that I'm a foody man! I love to eat
I love eating! (laugh). I sometimes after 2 3 days I just want to be alone OK? because
I can’t forget” (Interview 2: 1:35:30- 1:36:22)
The way he describes it, his identity within the family (from which he draws so much
identity), as a “foody man” has been changed, and his father recognised this. He is haunted
by his failure to help some of his fellow prisoners, who had given him phone numbers so he
could contact their families to tell them where they were. These numbers were found on
him and taken away. That he spent the next few days wanting to be alone suggests that this
failure to act in an agentive way means that reverting to his previous identity is a struggle 23
and this has still not left him. He suffered constant headaches since this experience, for
which his GP can find no cure:
“I have a headache every day. My headache with me like my shadow. Everyday.
Why? I don't know, I don't know.” (Interview 2 1:40:33)
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The metaphor of a shadow suggests a second traumatised set of identities existing in the
background, following him around in which he is different from the non-conformist, family
orientated, agentic film maker he normally presents himself as.
When released he was told that he was arrested as a warning and not because he had done
anything wrong. This injustice makes clear that he was a victim of a cruel system that had
little concern for his human rights. It led to him leaving Syria, unable to return to the places
of his childhood and separated from much of his family. However, by telling it the way he
does – stressing the role of his family, injecting moments of agency that demonstrate his
non-conformist identity, I would argue Ted presents himself more as a survivor rather than
only a victim, in the sense that a victim is often used as a passive term, someone to whom
things happen, whereas a survivor is someone who has endured a traumatic event but has
come through it due to their own agency. His ability to resist his victimisation by the
Mukhabarat comes from his family, his non-conformity and his previous experience of
discrimination as a Kurd in Syria. However, his inability to help his fellow prisoners, or to
return to the town of his birth, still haunts him.
One picture he chooses is of his favourite books, Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey which he says
had a very big influence him and changed the way he understood life. It led to him rejecting
the deterministic view that blamed events on fate or gods. He strongly argues, for example,
against other people’s opinions that an earthquake in Iran or flooding in Damascus were
acts of God to punish the respective regimes, and that God rewards good actions and
punishes bad. Instead, he argues that, “if you do something a part of you is the reality” –
one’s actions determine one’s reality, and that the only way to defeat evil regimes is for
people to unite and act together. He identifies with Odysseus, a wandering man unable to
return home, and feels “lost” and without hope because he does not know he where he will
be tomorrow (Interview 2 1:57:42). In the first interview he accepted that he is a victim, and
that:
“It wasn't our choice It wasn't our plan OK? We just suddenly we find our self here.
Why? What's happened OK? I don't care. It wasn't my fault. OK? It was other
people's fault, not mine OK? “ (Interview 1:58:07 – 1:58:42)
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However, he refuses to be defined by this and argues that this is an opportunity to change
his life, to sees this as an opportunity to change his life, to make his own reality.
Maybe I will not be able to see my village again Maybe just on TV that’s’ the life OK?
I have to accept the reality of the life OK? So, we don't know. Maybe I will go back to,
or maybe I will get opportunity in other country Africa; America; South America
Because I love South America. I love Africa” (Interview 2 1:58:52 - 2:00:07)
A final story Ted tells is in response being asked how he feels about being called a refugee. A
friend helped him to buy a TV and asked him and his wife is she could tell the shop owner
that they were refugees as this may help them get a discount. He says this was the first time
anyone had respected him enough to ask him if he wanted people to know he was a
refugee. His residency identity card says he is a refugee and reveals his refugee status when
he applies for work, goes to the GP or tries to study. Because of this, he does not like to tell
people he is a refugee and prefers to be treated as “any people” and lead a “normal life”.

Identity and English
As stated above, Ted is generally positive about his English learning experience.
There is some evidence that his non-conformist identity is validated by teachers who
respect the individuality of students and recognise their differences. For example, he
praises one teacher for his responsiveness to individual students concerns.
So he listen he listen to the student what they need OK? Sometimes we talk about for
example maybe one question will take ten 15 minutes so and I have sometimes
questions OK? How… if I face this problem, OK? Here how I can manage it, OK? And
he's very useful. (Interview 2 0:12:55 – 0:13:27)
He disagrees with his wife when she complains that her teacher spends too much time in
the class talking about herself and argues that doing this allows other students to feel
confident about talking about themselves, because she knows not all the students in the
class are the same and “we came from different countries”. (Interview 1 01:12:01 –
01:12:30]

He is presently not studying English as the class time clashes with his photography class, and
his choice of the vocational class over English class may indicate an effect of his professional
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identity as a film maker. He says prefers the vocational class because the range of topics,
and the necessary vocabulary, is limited which means he can be more confident.
“You use the same words, the same vocabulary will repeat and yes, so you will be
very confident. You will feel more confident when you speak about your job about
your study OK? or to get a job as well OK?” (Interview 2 0:9:04 – 0:9:23)
However, this professional identity can be a barrier. In his first interview he reported he was
worried about studying a photography course because he would feel embarrassed if he did
not understand the teacher as he/she would speak quickly, not explain vocabulary and treat
him “like any Scottish student” (Interview 1 0:20:06 – 0:21:53). He has also turned down
“three or four” opportunities to meet and possibly work with Scottish filmmakers. I asked
him if he was more nervous about talking English to other filmmakers than other people and
he replied, “Yes, of course” (Interview 1 0:26:19). He compared talking to a GP, in which you
can use body language and other strategies to compensate for a lack of vocabulary, with
trying to explain a film “short story synopsis”24 (Interview 1 0:27:22) which he says is far
more difficult. Because his language is not sufficient, he fears other film-makes will see his
ideas as “weak” (Interview 1 0:28:25)

A connection between his agentic identity and learning can be seen in his frustration at
what he feels is a lack of progress in being able to use and understand English in everyday
situations. He discusses this in context with an encounter he had with a doctor regarding a
diagnosis (Interview 2 0:13:25- 0:16:23). He starts by stating his agentic independence
saying he has never had, nor wanted, an interpreter, but he did not understand every word
of an exchange involving complicated medical terms, in which the doctor spoke very quickly.
When he asked her to repeat something, rather than make an effort to be understood, she
told him that he needed an interpreter and to make another appointment with one. This
seems a direct attack on his agentic identity, by suggesting he cannot do things on his own.
He argues that he she was not patient, and indicates this may have been discriminatory,
agreeing with my suggestion that she might have been more patient if asked for an
explanation by someone else. He says he is sure “she is not Scottish” (Interview 2 0:19:14),
suggesting that she many have a non-British accent.

24

by using the difficult word “synopsis” he is performing his professional identity to me
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Learning English to talk about his struggles.
What motivated Ted the most, however, is not the desire to communicate with doctors but
the ability to explain his history. Ted speaks movingly about his experiences, but he says he
is presently unable to “speak fluently” or express his feelings about what he suffered and to
talk about his identity, especially how it felt not to be a citizen and not being “allowed to do
many things”. He wants to study English so he can do this both through his words and
through film:
[I want to] “to express my feeling and at the same time because I'm film maker to be
able to write something academically .. or professionally, to write a professional
script about myself, about my family, about my people who suffered like me. OK?
That's what I want” (Interview 2 2:12:02-2:12:26)

This echoes what he says in the first interview - that he feels guilty because he cannot
properly explain the complexity of the situation. He likens it to making a film and says he
does not want to just tell the story, but he wants to make a “brilliant film” that brings the
story to life. He wants to learn English so he can use his professional identity as a filmmaker
to tell the story of his struggles of the three elements which make up his agentic identity –
his individuality, his family and the discrimination faced by his people, the Kurds.

Questions for next meeting
1. How do you feel after reading this? Do you agree with what I write? It is my opinion
based on what you said, so please tell me what you think is not correct.
2. Do you agree with what I say about the importance of being different, your family,
Kurdish and professional identities?
3. Do you agree with what I say about showing an agentic identity in the way you tell
stories?
4. How do you feel your identities as a non-conformist, your family, Kurdish and
professional identities can affect how you learn English? What activities (inside an
outside the class) help support these?
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5. What advice would you give to teachers reading this research?
6. What advice would you give to policy makers reading this research?
7. Has anything changed since we last spoke?
a. How has your language improved? How and why?
b. Have you had any positive or negative experiences learning English? (In or
out of the classroom)
c. Have there been any significant changes in your personal life which might
affect how you see yourself?
8. What do you think about how I did my research? How useful was the process of
showing pictures (mine and yours) and talking about them?
9. When doing this research, I said you were the expert and I wanted to learn from you.
How did this make you feel?
10. Are there any pictures you didn’t show me last time that you would like to show me
this time?
11. Is there anything you told me last time that you now feel uncomfortable about and
would like me to take out?
12. Is there anything you would like to tell me?

Appendix 2.8 Ferah’s Profile
Ferah is a Kurdish Syrian woman living in Edinburgh. She was born in Damascus and left for
Kurdistan in 2012, where she studied sociology for one year and worked as an accountant.
She came to the UK as a refugee though the UN in 2015. She presently studies English at
Upper-Intermediate level and she works as a volunteer teaching assistant in a primary
school in Edinburgh. She is married to Ted, another participant in this study.
Ferah has had mixed experiences learning English, approving of some tutors but less happy
with others. She likes the area she lives in, although she says the neighbours are not always
friendly.
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“Actually em our neighbour we didn't have chance to talk with them just we say hello
sometimes they don't reply (laugh) but we say hello. But generally, the area is quiet,
we are happy, we didn't find any problem here” (Interview 1 0:04:06-0:04:34)
Ferah (and Ted) were contacted by a mutual friend of the researcher and agreed to
participate in the study. The interviews took place at her house at the same time as her
husband’s. This meant the interviews were three-way discussions with husband and with
agreeing and disagreeing with each other at different times.
Ferah had strong opinions about her English learning and joined in discussions about
language and identity with her husband, although these were usually dominated by Ted.
She chose interesting pictures for the second interview, although unfortunately she had to
leave the interview early to attend a driving lesson.

Self-introduction
OK My name is Ferah. I'm wife not mother yet. eh I study sociology for a year then I
moved Kurdistan. I'm Kurdish from Syria as well. And em .... our chance we came to
Edinburgh. When we arrived here in Edinburgh it was very difficult for us ehm Um I
have improved my English a lot .. I think I [am] used to live here in Edinburgh yeah
(Interview 1 0:03:08 – 0:03:59)
She starts by stressing her marital status and her lack of children, which is likely to be an
echo of the introduction of her husband, who in turned echoed the researcher who talked
about his identity as a father. She stresses her academic identity and then her ethnic
identity before her national identity indicating that this is important for her. She then tells
the story of her life in UK – her arrival and the difficulties she faced, following by learning
English and her adaptation to living here.

Learning English
Ferah did not like her first community English class partly because the level of the learners
was “really low and lower than us” but also because the teacher “didn’t want to teach and
give the information or the idea to the student” (Interview 0:08:55 – 0:09:09). She says it
was not “helpful” She found the lack of explicit instruction, the lack of a textbook or clear
aims frustrating:
He gave us paper and just read and we didn't understand what does the words mean
(yeah) Explain it for us! We don't know and we didn't know what he needs. (Interview
1 0:09:20-0:09:41)
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She seems especially annoyed that the teacher did not address her concerns, so she
demanded a transfer from the class. However, she seemed to get on better with her tutor
the second semester, at which point she got a different tutor for the second semester who
she says was “worse”. She suggests that she needed more guidance because to help he
study because “I didn't know how to study everything .. everything it was new for me”
(Interview 1 0:10:25 – 0:10:35).
She says she now has two tutors, one of whom is very good but the other speaks too much
about herself, and what she does every day, in class therefore “wasting our time” as “We
need just to study” (Interview 1 0:11:02-0:11:15). At this point in the discussion her husband
disagreed with her, arguing that the teacher is trying to set an example to encourage
students to speak, but she maintains that the teacher should speak less, and instead have
the students do more speaking or writing activities.
She praises her present tutor for being helpful, flexible and listening to her, prepared to
answer questions and provide help for specific situations she faces, such as giving specific
vocabulary to see a GP.
She works on her English outside class, watching films, studying vocabulary and when
working as a teaching assistant.

Identity and Pictures
Although Ferah says that language is “very important” for her identity is does not feature
prominently in her chosen pictures. Instead, these focus on the feeling she has of being
ignored, and her identity as a wife, or specifically her romantic relationship with her
husband.
This spousal identity is referenced by two pictures – one of the exact date and time that her
(now) husband told her that he loved her, and one picture of the first valentine present he
gave her, a beautiful set jewellery, that in a way made their relationship official. This leads
to a discussion about how they met, got married and moved to the UK in which the couple
co-construct turns – often interrupting each other with more details and/or corrections. Her
husband is slightly dominating, and she objects to this at one point using humour and
sarcasm (Interview 2 0:33:50-0:34:02). It is interesting that the objects she chooses relate to
their courtship rather than the marriage itself, indicating that it is not the official or public
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recognition of their partnership that is important to her but the private affirmation of love, a
recognition of her value as someone worthy of being loved.
The other picture she chooses is if a cartoon with a figure in the middle, with arrows drawn
towards its and the words “Look at me” written below. This is representative of her extreme
dislike of being ignored or people not listening to her when she speaks to them. This
happens particularly when people are using technology such as mobile phones. I try to
suggest that this feeling is related to her being a refugee, or non-English speaker in the UK,
but she generally resists this classification. She says it happens more than it used to, but this
is because of the growth in the use of technology rather than her marginalised status of
being refugee, a woman or a migrant.
This need to be identified was not coded as a specific identity, but as a general need for
recognition, for respect and to be listened to. It suggests a frustration of agentic identity, as
that of someone who wants to have control over their own lives. There are several
moments when she performs an agentic identity, such as when talking about her
experiences as a teaching assistant, her attempts to talk to neighbours, in how she describes
getting “used” to living in the UK, and in the way she demands recognition and respect from
others, particularly her teachers.

Refugee Identity
Refugee identity is discussed at the end of the first interview, in which Ted speaks about an
incident in which his refugee identity was respected (see Ted’s profile). However, Ferah
regularly supports this narrative, adding to it signalling her agreement. It is therefore taken
as reflecting her views. In this narrative a friend takes them to a TV shop and asks if she can
tell the shop owner that they are Syrian refugees in order to try and get them a discount.
She agrees with her husband that this was the first time someone had asked if they could
identify them as refugees, and that this showed respect. It rejects the idea of pity in favour
of respect.

Identity and Learning English
It seems that Ferah’s English learning needs are best met when she is listened too and she
can be active in the class, as can be seen by her enjoyment of being a volunteer teaching
assistant. She wants explicit instruction and practical activities that allow her to express
herself and interact with the community and finds more passive activities less interesting.
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She might benefit from setting her own learning goals and having opportunities for
feedback.

Questions for next meeting
1. How do you feel after reading this? Do you agree with what I write? It is my opinion
based on what you said, so please tell me what you think is not correct.
2. Do you agree with what I say about your identities, the need to be recognised and
symbols of your relationship with your husband?
3. How do you feel your identities can affect how you learn English? What activities
(inside an outside the class) help support these?
4. What advice would you give to teachers reading this research?
5. What advice would you give to policy makers reading this research?
6. Has anything changed since we last spoke?
a. How has your language improved? How and why?
b. Have you had any positive or negative experiences learning English? (In or
out of the classroom)
c. Have there been any significant changes in your personal life which might
affect how you see yourself?
7. What do you think about how I did my research? How useful was the process of
showing pictures (mine and yours) and talking about them?
8. When doing this research, I said you were the expert and I wanted to learn from you.
How did this make you feel?
9. Are there any pictures you didn’t show me last time that you would like to show me
this time?
10. Is there anything you told me last time that you now feel uncomfortable about and
would like me to take out?
11. Is there anything you would like to tell me?
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Appendix 2.9 Mehdi’s Profile
Mehdi is a Syrian refugee in his 20s who lives in Edinburgh. He works in the 3 rd sector also
volunteers for a charity that helps refugees. He lives alone in his own flat which he bought
derelict from the Council and has fixed up. He came to Edinburgh in 2015 and helped his
sister join him a few years later. From a very basic level he has improved his English to
Intermediate. He studied on a Job Centre mandated ESOL course for 3 months, and then
several courses at [ESOL provider], although he left this course after a disagreement with a
teacher.

Recruitment and Sampling
The participant is a friend of the researcher, who was his teacher on his first English course.
After meeting again at a refugee social event, we agreed to meet at Mehdi’s flat. Mehdi is
clearly proud of his flat and the work he has done to it.

Picture-elicitation
We were unfortunately not able to arrange a second interview with pictures chosen by the
participant. However, Mehdi spoke at length during the first interviews on many of the
issues relevant to this research and these are analysed below.

Self-Introduction
“I'm from Syria ..I moved like 2012 from Syria because … of the war and I get out
there. I've been studying by the way Business Administrator and Marketing for 2
years and I unfortunately I didn't get my degree because I get like last 2 subjects I
have to finish them and I get the credit but ..that happened for me because of the
war and I have to run away from the country. Yeah. If I will stay either I will be
killed .. or the military will tell me to kill. So, I don't want to be on both sides”
(Interview 1 0:12:01)
Mehdi begins by stating his national identity, then says when he left Syria. He stresses his
professional/academic identity by explaining how leaving cost him the chance to finish his
studies. He then explains why he left: he rejects the choice forced to upon him by the
regime to either join them and kill others or be killed by them and leaves the country. He
therefore presents himself as an educated individual who upholds his own principles even if
it means not completing his education and leaving his home country. He goes on to justify
this choice by telling me more about the situation in Syria.
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Agentic, Self-Reliant and Academic and Identities
Mehdi interview lasts for nearly two hours and covers many interesting topics which cannot
all be covered here. This profile focuses on how Mehdi achieves a sense of agency, or
control over his life, through an expert identity (as a knower of privileged information), a
self-reliant practicality, as someone who upholds principles, and who demands that others
respect him as a human being. These elements are all interrelated and often occur at the
same time and support each other.
An example of all these elements can be seen in this is a narrative he tells about an
argument he has had with his teacher which led to him being excluded from his ESOL class
This seems to be a long running conflict with the teacher based on Mehdi’s inability to
attend all the classes. Elsewhere, Mehdi talks approvingly about compulsory attendance for
refugees for ESOL classes and he clearly resents the implication that he is missing class
without good reason, perhaps challenging his principled, academic identity. His reason in
this case is that he had bought a derelict flat from the local council but had only 28 days to
make it habitable (Interview 1 0:11:25). Getting this flat and decorating it was a major
symbol of his agency, both because he was no longer dependent on the state for housing,
and because it demonstrated his practical ability in terms of painting and buying furniture
and of making appointments and negotiating with trades people. However, the teacher did
not accept this as a good reason to miss class (Interview 1 0:12:18). and he says from this
point the teacher seemed to be “against me in everything” and “any question I said he just
ignore or something just really rude.” (Interview 0:12:25- 12:40). This seems both a failure
to recognise Mehdi’s agentic identity, but also a challenge to his identity as a principled,
“good student”, related to his academic identity.
The teacher seems to challenge Mehdi’s academic identity in other ways. Mehdi says he is
the only student in the class not to have a student ID card and although he regularly asks for
one, the teacher says that Mehdi is not eligible for one and will only get one if he attends
more regularly. There is a suggestion that the teacher is using his power to deny this
recognition of academic identity to ensure Mehdi’s attendance. In another incident, the
teacher accuses Mehdi of speaking Arabic in class which directly threatens his identity as a
good student. He makes it clear that this is a challenge to his identity, as he knows the other
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students know, “This guy, he never speak Arabic” (Interview 0:14:22) which because
previously:
“When I get inside the class I just say to everyone, "Guys I'm coming here to
learn. I'm coming here to learn I don't want wasting time I just want to speak in
English”.

(Interview 1 0:14:02-014:15)

However, what seems to have the main cause of the argument is the teacher telling the
class that because refugees study for free, they should not “waste the time” – suggesting
that refugees should work harder and be grateful for the help they receive (Interview 1
0:15:25- 0:15:30). The teacher is invoking the narrative of the “grateful immigrant”, of the
mendicant refugee who needs to work hard and learn the language to justify his or her
“deserving victim” status. It is a form of “othering” that casts the teacher as an insider and
Mehdi as an outsider and directly threatens Mehdi’s claim to be worthy of equal respect.
Mehdi rejects the idea the paying his fees is charity, arguing that he will pay back money
spent on him, that it is not charity but an investment that will allow him to fulfil his
potential.
“I will paying tax so It will be like just exchange. They will help me now and I will pay
back” (Interview 1 0:16:01)
The suggestion he is someone needing charity challenges agentic identity as someone who
can contribute to society, and his professional/academic identity as educated professional.
He also specifically rejects the teacher’s right to make this judgement as he is not “paying
from your pocket anyway”. He says he told the teacher:
"You're a teacher. You are not a lawyer to speak about who is paying or who is not.
This is not your problem Not is your.. Not is your business to speak about this. You are
teacher! …Teach us!25” Interview 1 0
He rejects the teachers right to position him as an outsider, perhaps partly because the
teacher is originally from Eastern Europe, and this may be a rejection, on the part of Mehdi,

25

It is not clear if this is what he actually said, or what he wishes he had said, but it seems to capture his
feelings about the situation accurately.
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of the division between refugee and immigrant. This is made clearer when Mehdi recounts
how he left the class:
“after this problem, he told me, "You've got to get out" and I said "Alright, I'll get out
and but you know I'll get out and I'll come back for like for in in .. maybe less than 3
minutes but just to tell you something First, now If I will get out and get to my home
and open my TV on BBC I will listen They will speak anything they will say “Word”
they will say “work”. They won't say, "Vork" and “Vord”, because he accent he is not
actually from here. He is from somewhere else".
And I am I've been really respectful from him but he should be teaching us the proper
English (Interview 1 0:17:03 – 0:17:57)
He rejects the teacher’s claim to be a privileged insider by contrasting his non-native English
with that of an authoritative source, “the BBC”. He also stresses his identity as a “good
student” by indicating that he habitually listens to, not watches, the BBC (so as to improve
his English rather than for entertainment). However, by suggesting that he can watch
whichever program happens to be on when he gets home (“they will speak anything”) and
hear examples of correct English he cannot hear in class, he is also positioning himself as
someone with access to “real” English usage in everyday contexts rather than the artificial
context of the English class. By describing himself engaging in this common, activity of
watching TV in his home he is also positioning himself as the insider, doing what locals do
every day, in contrast to the teacher who he positions as the outsider who is “not actually
from here” but from “somewhere else”. In the final sentence he again stresses his own
“good student” identity, recognising the need to be respectful and explain why he was not.
In the story he then goes to the front desk and asks for, and quickly receives, his student ID
card, which he suggests indicates that that his teacher was either lying or incompetent. He
returns to the class to show this to the teacher, who is unable to reply, before Mehdi leaves
the college on his own terms. In the way he tells the story, he is the winner who leaves on a
point of principle, refusing to be positioned as a victim, and with his academic identity
secured (in the form of his student ID) and with greater access to “real” English gained by
his own agentic independence. However, this story could also be seen as him being a victim
of discrimination, which results not in victory but exclusion from the valuable resource of
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English classes. What annoys him the most, he says, is that the college have not tried to
contact him to find out why he no longer attends and therefore fails to recognise that he
left on a point of principle
“And the problem is nobody ask about me after that. Nobody told me, “What is your
problem? Why you never back there?” I feel like really frustrated to get back
(Interview 1 0:20:41 – 0:20:58)
He tells a similar story of frustration of agency regarding his sister, who also missed a month
of classes because of a medical problem and was therefore not allowed to take the final
exam. He says she had studied at home and felt she was still at the same level of the other
students. She asked the teacher, “I'm not asking you to…let me pass. I'm asking you to let
me do the exam and that’s it” but the teacher refused. He says his sister accepted this until
she found out that another student, who she says had missed more classes than her “on
holiday”, was allowed to take the exam. She finds it particularly ironic that the teacher had
named the class social media group “You can do it” and then she was not allowed to do “it”,
the exam. In this narrative the same themes occur – a lack of recognition of agency and
“good student” academic identity represented by the effort she has made to study on her
own and her capacity to take (if not pass) the exam, as well as a suggestion of
discrimination. Although Mehdi does not accuse either teacher of racial, religious or antirefugee bias, he does suggest that he and his sister have not been treated equally.

Professional (Expert) Identity
Mehdi also performs a professional identity in that he uses specialist vocabulary from his
work in housing. He says he sometime finds it difficult because he does not know some
words, but when telling me this he demonstrates how he uses the resources available to
him to find out the meanings of the words he needs.

Discrimination, Refugee Identity
However, he does discuss the issue of racism, islamophobia and anti-refugee discrimination
in other contexts. These discussions not only reveal many of the challenges he (and other
refugees) face but also how he sees himself. Although reluctant to identify direct racism, he
says that when he meets people. They may be initially friendly and agree to meet up at a
later date, but their attitude changes when they find out he is Arabic or Syrian, “they still
smiling for you but the way but the way which is they talking is change” (Interview 2:
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0:26:12 – 0:26:21) and they suddenly “remember” they are busy on the day they had
arranged to meet.
“And that's it. You will never see them ...so it’s just like, “Well, come on guys! I'm just
like human being I'm not … I'm just like everyone else” (Interview 0:26:15 – 25).
He says that current friends of his have admitted being “scared” when they first met him, a
fear he blames “90%” on the media. He argues that when Muslims kill they are portrayed as
terrorists and say it is “because he's Muslim, because he is Arabic, because he is Syria”, but if
they are “from Europe” then they say “Oh, it is mental health”.
He is frustrated that when people seem to believe their own beliefs about Islam rather than
what he tells them. For example, he is asked if women in Syria chose, or are forced to cover
their hair he replies that women choose to do so:
"And they said "Well mmm ... But I'm not sure ... is that right?" Well I'm telling you I
am from there I'm telling you and you question me so I'm answering I just told you ..”
(Interview 0:33:20)
Mehdi also discusses refugee identity at length. He does not like to tell people he is a
refugee because “people having a problem with refugees” (Interview2 0:34:52). He asks his
friends not to tell people he is a refugee when they introduce him, or to say he is from Syria
as most people assume any Syrian they meet is a refugee,
I'm not saying I'm until they ask. But they when they ask where I'm from: I'm from
Syria. I know the three question after … they know them already they don't want to
ask and they won't ask but they know “He is Syrian” then “he is a refugee” and “he is
taking our job and he taking our benefit as well (laugh)26”
Although he appreciates people’s sympathy, he gets annoyed by seeing him only in terms of
the suffering of refugees. Before the war he was prosperous, had a BMW and went to
million-dollar weddings, but people, he says, when they think of refugees think of desperate
people living in camps, on small boats “throwing themselves in the sea” and drowning. He

26

This laugh is a reference to a previous discussion in which we discussed the portrayal of refugee in the media
and the impossibility of both “stealing jobs” and “sponging off benefits”.
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complains that people ask him if they have bananas in Syria, or if they eat dogs. He returns
to the theme that refugees are the same as other people
“refugees are the same as anyone else but why his name now “refugee”. Because
something happen in his life, in his country. And he just move from there to here or to
somewhere else and his name "refugee " because he moved”
He complains that people only think of Syria as a place of war and are ignorant of its rich
cultural history and contributions to agriculture, writing and as the cradle of civilisation
(Interview 1 0:51:53- 52:38). Explaining this and overcoming the ignorance (caused by
media) is a major motivation to learn English.
He does not ask for special treatment for refugee but argues they deserve equal respect. He
draws equivalence when he says that if war ever came to the UK people there would be
refugees and would act in similar ways. He argues that the help they receive in terms of
housing and benefits in the UK are not given because they are refugees, but because they
are homeless or unemployed and receive the same benefits as locals would receive. He tells
a story about a man in a pub asking him where he was from before asking him name. He
challenged him:
“Why you are asking this question? You even you didn't know my name yet. Are you
looking for nationality or like personality? And he's, “Ahhh No I'm just ..”
I said “yeah because of my beard like this is small beard would you or about my black
hair or what”
“Oh no no I'm just asking”
“Well look I'm from Syria, if you want to run away from me you can do it. I don't have
any bomb here in my jacket or something”
He start to laugh, “No, No its OK” but he is make me feel frustrated to be honest”
(Interview 2 0:48:10-0:48:42)
He also dislikes the positive discrimination of people arguing that refugees should be
respected because some of them are engineers or doctors as any group of people can be
professionals and it undermines his claim that “refugees are as human as everyone else”.
Instead, he asks people to be “open minded” and ask “What is your story? What you’ve been
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doing? What have you done? What are you doing now?” before asking “where are you
from?” He asks to be judged on actions rather than nationality, religion or ethnicity, a call
for recognition of his agentic identity. He wants his story told, as he tells it, containing not
only what he has suffered but how he has overcome these challenges, and not to be judged
on what the media, or people think they know about Syrians and refugees.

Learning English
As indicated above Mehdi had mixed experiences learning English. He credits the first
course with “putting my feet on the street” and made him feel “powerful to learn English”
although because this course was taught by the interviewer, he may just be being polite.
However, the course was only three months and focused on getting learners into (generally)
low skilled work, and he would have preferred a longer course focused on my highly skilled
or professional occupations. He studied at elementary level at college, which he says that
though they “wasted a lot of time ..playing silly games”, and it “wasn’t really for me” it was
still useful and he benefited from it. He left the next course (see above) but continues to
work on English in his free time. He says he found it difficult to learn English in his first job as
his co-workers were all Arabic speakers. However, he found an opportunity to volunteer and
in this organisation he has to speak English, and has worked hard to make progress. He
looks up new words he doesn’t know in google and then records them in an Excel
spreadsheet and “I putting each new word for myself all every day and I'm trying to like
improve there is like lots of new words for myself even in this work”. However, he complains
that his grammar and writing are still very poor and he still feels embarrassed by his lack of
English
“Sometime I get .. struggle like sometime they ask me something in English and there
is important word inside this sentences I didn't catch it. I say well What you mean?
And that embarrassing for me because I'm working with them and they will say
inside them self even of they didn't say it to me they'll say, “You working here and
you didn't know what is that mean!”, you know. That embarrassing for me. I would
like to improve so I am this is what is problem for me”
Mehdi stresses the steps he takes to overcome this but he clearly still finds it difficult.
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1. How do you feel after reading this – do you agree with what I have written? It is my
opinion based on what you said, so please tell me what you think is not correct.
2. Do you agree with what I say about your dispute with your teacher? What did I get
right about this? What did I get wrong about it?
3. How do you feel about your language at work now? Do you still feel embarrassed
about your English?
4. Has anything changed since we last spoke?
a. How has your language improved? How and why?
b. Have you had any positive or negative experiences learning English? (In or
out of the classroom)
c. Have there been any important changes in your personal life which might
affect how you see yourself?
5. What advice would you give to teachers reading this research? What could they do
to help you learn?
6. What advice would you give to policy makers reading this research?
7. When doing this research, I said you were the expert and I wanted to learn from you.
How did this make you feel?
8. Is there anything you told me last time that you now feel uncomfortable about and
would like me to take out?
9. Is there anything else you want to tell me about?
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Appendix 2.10

Hani’s Profile

Hani is a Syrian refugee in his late twenties living near Edinburgh who came to the UK in
2016. He studied engineering at university and previously worked in construction in Syria
and Jordan. He is married with a young daughter and is expecting a second child. He is
presently studying English and volunteering at a charity shop but has his CSSC card and is
looking for work in construction.

Participant selection and Meeting location
Hani was referred to me by an organisation helping him learn English. Our first meeting was
arranged to outside his English class and he invited me to his home for the second interview
where I met his wife and child. I think this served to show his strong father identity and his
pride in his new home.

Self-introduction
Hani: I'm Hani Al [redacted]. I am from Syria. I am married. I have a daughter her old one
year and eight months. My wife pregnant now
Iain: Congratulations
Hani: Thank you very much I came here in 23rd of August 2016. I live in [redacted] in
Scotland. I am happy here. I want to learn English more but um maybe a bit difficult
because different language different culture (Interview 1 0:04:09 – 0:05:08).
Hani first states his national identity, but then focuses on his identity as a husband and
father. He then shows how he has built a new life here – saying when he arrived and how is
now happy, despite the difficulties overcoming a different language and culture.

English level, attitude and experiences
Hani is presently studying Intermediate level at [ESOL provider] and enjoys his studies,
particularly as he has clear practical reason for studying. He previously studied at a
community based ESOL class which he says was not of much benefit as many of the students
were below his level and presence of children in the class was distracting. His main aim is to
gain a 6.5 in IELTS so he can continue his engineering studies and better English will give him
more freedom to work, study and “do anything”. It has also helped him get his CSCS card
which makes him happy. He likes activities that are “useful” and enjoys problem solving
exercises such as grammar and vocabulary activities. However, he finds it difficult to use
English outside the classroom.
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Pictures and Discussion
Hani choose pictures that showed his life in Syria, Jordan and in the UK, and I think they
show two main ways Hani constructs his identities: a hands-on practicality, connected to his
professional identity and his family identities as husband and father.
“Hands-on practicality” means the ability

He shows this when saying why he studied

electrical engineering:
I like these jobs and electric electricity. I like it touch anything. I like makes many
mistakes when I fix somethings but I like to try fix somethings yeah (Interview 2
0:04:23.5 – 0:04:47.2)
This is connected to his professional identity as a house builder. He says he enjoys this:
“because every day you work something new - everyday different job /(Iain: and you
have a point)/ and you come to site: No building after two or three months: big
building …. After 2 or three months I look this building "I helped to make this building”
(Interview 2 0:10:21 – 0:10:52)
He also shows his professional identity when he tells me about the different ways people
build houses in Jordan and Scotland. In addition, the first thing he notices when he arrives in
Scotland is how the buildings are different.

Family Identities: Father and Husband
Two of Hani’s pictures talk about his marriage – one of his honeymoon in Jordan and one of
two cups of coffee – and marriage and becoming a father seems to have had a big effect on
him, making him feel more responsible.
I was I have responsible for wife then for children. Yeah different. Before I don't mind
if I work or not, no problem. I don't have any responsibilities (Interview2 0:20:28 –
0:20:45)
One reason he left Jordan was to see more of his family, and when he talks about coming to
the UK he mentions his family many times and the difficulties he faced.
I was afraid from .. plane um .. we arrived here in August 2016 My daughter was 28
days (wow!) yeah very small and first children, first child. Was difficult for us – yeah
(Interview 2 0:26:47 – 0:27:19)
Was I'm was .. must take care my daughter, my wife. I must study English search job.
Everything was difficult. (Interview 2 0:30:35- 0:30:47)
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Fortunately, however, Hani seems to have been successful in overcoming many of these
difficulties. This is shown in his picture of his daughter’s first
birthday party. He says he felt very happy and he Messenger to
show the event to his family in Jordan. He felt proud:
“because father. I make party for my daughter. The first
daughter. Yeah. Good feeling (Interview 2 0:49:26 –
0:49:37)
I suggest that this shows what he has built in the UK and ask if it feels like he has passed a
test. He replies:
Hani: I think yes (yeah) because I have … I have daughter now 1 year and I
didn't feel very very difficult about that Um But I think that’s that good
progress (yeah) for me
Iain: Like when you build a building?
Hani: yeah! the same (both laugh) the same yeah
Iain: yeah you have made a building ..the first floor is finished maybe
Hani: yeah (both laugh) the first-floor laugh (Interview 2 1:01:02 – 1:01:45)
We can see how Hani uses his hands-on practicality and family-man identities constructs an
agentive identity, a feeling of power over his own life, and an ability to overcome the
problems of arriving in a new country and build a new life for his family.

Relation of Identity to learning English
I think Hani’s hands on practical identity is linked to his like of practical problem-solving
activities in the classroom. He also sees learning English as an important part of his
responsibility to build a new life for his family in Scotland. Activities and outcomes that can
support and can be connected to him getting better jobs or looking after his family are likely
to be motivating and useful for him. Teachers should recognise this need and try to ensure
they are helping him on this journey.
Questions we can talk about in the next meeting:
1. How do you feel after reading this? Do you agree with what I write? It is my opinion
based on what you said, so please tell me what you think is not correct.
2. Do you agree with what I say about the importance of family and practical identities?
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3. How do you feel your identities as a father and husband affect how you learn
English? What activities (inside an outside the class) help support these?
4. What advice would you give to teachers reading this research?
5. What advice would you give to policy makers reading this research?
6. Has anything changed since we last spoke?
a. How has your language improved? How and why?
b. Have you had any positive or negative experiences learning English? (In or
out of the classroom)
c. Have there been any significant changes in your personal life which might
affect how you see yourself?
7. What do you think about how I did my research? How useful was the process of
showing pictures (mine and yours) and talking about them?
8. When doing this research, I said you were the expert and I wanted to learn from you.
How did this make you feel?
9. Are there any pictures you didn’t show me last time that you would like to show me
this time?
10. Is there anything you told me last time that you now feel uncomfortable about and
would like me to take out?
11. Is there anything you would like to tell me?
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Appendix 2.11

Kobe’s Profile

Kobe is a 35-year-old refugee from Syria. He is married with two children, one of whom
(from a previous marriage) is still in Syria, and is expecting a third child. Kobe is presently
looking for work and is awaiting an operation on his leg. Kobe worked as a sales manager in
both Syria and Dubai and remained in Dubai when war broke out in Syria, from where he
travelled internationally for work. He was forced to leave Dubai and go to Lebanon, from
whence he came to the UK in 2017 with the Syrian Resettlement Programme. He lives in a
flat in Edinburgh with his family. He has previously volunteered as a basketball coach and is
hopes to either be a professional coach or be trained as a gas-fitter once his English level is
good enough.

Participant selection and Meeting location
Kobe heard about my study through the Welcoming and contacted me. We met at his flat
where his wife and son were present, and his wife often joined the conversation. He is
clearly proud of his home and his family. His wife, [redacted], was busy in the background
during the interview but was usually listening and sometimes joined the conversation. Kobe
also occasionally asked her for help with vocabulary.

English level, attitude and experiences
Kobe is studying part-time at [ESOL provider] at pre-intermediate level. He is generally
positive about his learning and strongly believes that learning “correct” English is very
important for his new life in the UK, which he says is now his home, and he wishes he could
study full-time. He feels his teacher supports him as she knows he came “from war” and
gives an example of when his wife had a broken ankle and he had to look after his son.
However, he struggles with grammar (particularly using “he” and “she”) and pronunciation
(particularly the word “interpreter”). He tries to learn outside the classroom but finds the
Scottish accent difficult when people speak quickly. However, he is not shy about speaking
and takes every opportunity to speak English as this is important to learn and is happy when
people correct his mistakes. He thinks speaking to native speakers is more useful than
speaking to non-native speakers but enjoys learning about the cultures of classmates from
other countries. He also appreciates his teacher when she points out the difference
between UK and US English, suggesting that this preference is specific to British English. He
thinks that learning English will give him freedom, and the power, to what he wants. He
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wants to his son to learn English with a British accent and is pleased that his son
understands more English than Arabic.

Self-Introduction
My name is Kobe and now I'm the 35 years. I'm coming new here to Edinburgh
Scotland Scotlanda I'm coming from 30 December 13 December yeah Now completed
just 4 months So I'm married My wife is [redacted] and I have one boy He's [redacted]
name My name is Abu [redacted] (both laugh) And one daughter his name is
[redacted] in Lebanon now And Scottish baby coming soon. (Interview 1 0:03:080:03:46)
Like many participants, Kobe states the date he came to the UK near the beginning of his
introduction. He then talks about his family, which is clearly important for him. His
reference to being called Abu Jaber (father of Jaber) recalls how the researcher introduced
himself. His description of the new baby as “Scottish” indicates that he is positive about a
new national identity.

Discussion
Kobe did not choose any pictures for discussion. However, he spoke for a long time and had
many interesting opinions.

Family English
One major theme Kobe talked about was his son’s understanding of English. Although they
use English at home, his 2-year-old son responds better to English instructions, such as
“wait”, “stop” and shows he can understand English words for colours. He also understands
what is said to him at the local bowling club better than his father can. Kobe is very proud of
this and hopes that his son will speak English with a Scottish accent as this is his home now
and he will not go back to Syria (Interview 2 0:05:32). It will also mean he is less likely to
suffer discrimination. Kobe is comfortable that his son will speak Arabic as a second
language which is necessary for him to read the Koran, although he and his wife continue to
discuss this issue.
He also discusses his wife’s English, which he says is better than his although she does not
use it speak as much as he does as she worries about making mistakes. She has been
studying full-time and came top of her class. He often asks her for vocabulary during the
interviews.

Distancing himself from Arab identity
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Kobe says that when he came to the UK, he left everything about his Arabic identity behind
him, and brought only his religion (Interview 1:01:46) He is determined he will not return to
Syria and is critical of attitude of Middle Eastern countries to refugees (Interview 1 (2)
0:03:57.) He talks about a relative living in Europe who says that other Arabs have not
helped him (Interview 2 0:09:36 – 0:10:23) and that Arab people are more likely to criticise
you for making mistakes in English than native speakers. He refers to an Islamic scholar who
argues that “real” Islam exists in the West but not in Arab countries (Interview 2 1:30:36 –
1:33:36). This may be why he is less worried about his son losing his Arabic identity.

Positive about Freedom in UK
Kobe contrasts this with the freedom he has in UK. He argues that his religion is respected
(Interview 2 0:44:15), that his wife can walk alone without being criticised, that people can
do what they want without being judged.

Hiding his identity
Although he is very positive about life in the UK, he has experienced discrimination.
Sometimes when he meets people, they stop talking to him when he says he is from Syria,
so he tells them he is from Spain or Italy instead. He thinks people sometimes stop talking to
him because he is Arab, rather than because of his religion or refugee status. This can also
be seen as a rejection of his Arabic identity. This need to hide his identity can also be seen in
his desire to speak English with a local accent.

Creating a new life – New Scot identity
Kobe seems to want to create a new life for him and his family and learning English is very
important to that. He often talks about change and his new life and how himself, and his
family, are Scottish now, that this is their home and that they have to learn English because
of this. It can be seen in his rejection of his Arabic identity and his wanting to speak with a
Scottish (or UK) accent and his desire for change, including a new job, and his flexibility to
say he is Italian and Spanish when faced with prejudice. This need to change might also be
why he did not bring any pictures to the interview - he says he does not have pictures
because “everything you need I see change” (Interview 2 1:32:30) – pictures represent the
static past, and he is more concerned with the changing future – and English is vital to this:
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“Everything English If you have English you have everything You can go to the big one
here the minister if you speak English because you have power” (Interview 2 1:32:311:32:44)
It might be seen in his love of the history of Edinburgh and his want to understand it, when
he walks around he asks himself “How many people die here? How many people walk here?
How happened” (Interview 2 1:18:10) – this re-imagining of the past could be a way of
creating a personal connection to his new place, creating a foundation for his new identity.

Religious Identity
One identity Kobe wants to maintain is his Muslim identity. He often makes reference to
this, and states that he his only reason to visit the Middle East would be make pilgrimage.

Constructing Identity in relation to Language Learning
I believe this creation of a new life is an important part of his agentic identity – the ability to
control his own life. He talks a lot about things he can do in Edinburgh, from playing
basketball to going to Tesco suggesting he associates living here with a feeling agency (the
ability to control his life). He sees learning English as an important way of increasing his
agency – his ability to get a job, communicate with neighbours and to express himself. At
the beginning of the second interview, he stresses how much he is changing and how
learning English is central to this because:
I like I find about myself in English I think is very important that because if you find
your English you can find in yourself here in future” (Interview 2 0:0:38 – 0:00:45)
When talking about language learning he shows this agentic identity by contrasting his own
speaking with his wife’s. Even though, he says, her English is better than his, he takes every
opportunity to speak in English and he tells me how much he encourages her to speak more.
He gives some examples of when he had problems communicating in English, but in most he
was successful by asking the other person to speak more clearly, or using Google translate
or other strategies. He contrasts this with an instance where he failed to communicate in a
phone conversation with a gas supplier. In this story he shows his agency by telling me how
many times he asked the speaker to slow down and speak more clearly, by refusing to
accept the changes the person suggests because “I tell you three times I don’t understand
you”. He also says that a friend with better English who tried to help him was also unable to
understand the person on the phone shifting the blame for the communication breakdown
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from himself onto the gas company employee. (Interview 2 0:29:25 – 0:31:22). The presents
the solution to these problems as things he can do, either studying harder, learning more, or
asking the other person to speak more clearly, thus stressing his agency.

Implications
In terms of learning, this may mean that Kobe will learn well when these new identities, and
ability to change is respected by the teacher. Activities that focus on building life in the UK,
on the history of Edinburgh and UK, on family life and on achieving, and understanding
native-like pronunciation are likely to motivate and interest Kobe. Activities that focus on
the Middle East might not be so interesting. I think Kobe has a clear image in his mind of
who he wants to be in the future and helping him achieve this could be very interesting for
him.
Questions for the next meeting:
1. How do you feel after reading this – do you agree with what I have written? It is my
opinion based on what you said, so please tell me what you think is not correct.
2. Do you agree with what I say about trying to build a new life and new identity?
3. Do you agree with what I say about your feelings about Arabic countries? Have your
opinions changed?
4. Has anything changed since we last spoke?
a. How has your language improved? How and why?
b. Have you had any positive or negative experiences learning English? (In or
out of the classroom)
c. Have there been any important changes in your personal life which might
affect how you see yourself?
5. Do you still feel it is more important to speak to Scottish people than to non-Scots?
6. How is your sons English? How is your son’s Arabic? How do you feel about this?
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7. What advice would you give to teachers reading this research? What could they do
to help you learn?
8. What advice would you give to policy makers reading this research?
9. When doing this research, I said you were the expert and I wanted to learn from you.
How did this make you feel?
10. Last time you didn’t have any pictures. Are there any pictures that you would like to
show me this time?
11. Is there anything you told me last time that you now feel uncomfortable about and
would like me to take out?
12. Is there anything else you want to tell me about?
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Appendix 3 Codebook
NB: The descriptions below evolved through the project- and have been left “as is” without
attempting to clean them up. This is an attempt to focus the process rather than the
finished product – which is described in the main body of the thesis. Codes in larger print
are parent codes. The number of references listed for these (such as 6 for Language learning
and Use) refer only to instances when segments were coded only to this parent code, and
do not include the many segments coded to their subsidiary “child” codes.

Code

Description

Files

References

Language Learning and
use

data specifically relating the use
and learning of different
languages - further subdivided.

2

6

Effects of learning language
on identity and vice versa

Focusing on changes in identities
which are seen as a result of
learning languages. Differs from
General "language and identity"
in that it directly addresses
change and L2 rather than L1.
For the time being also includes
effects of identity changes and
challenges on identity

10

47

Formal learning

References to experiences in
classes or linked to classes,
teacher-led pedagogical practice
and formal assessment focused
activities - positive or negative.
Although formal and informal
learning is not always distinct
(see Malcom, Hodkinson and
Colley 2003) and most learning
situations have attributes of both
(e.g. informal learning can take
place in a classroom
environment) this node will focus
the above-mentioned criteria but
remain open to interpretation.

17

47

Informal learning

References to learning
experiences outside class

15

56
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Code

Description

Files

References

settings, See discussion on
formal/informal learning in
Malcolm, Hodkinson & Colly
2003 on the often false
distinction between the two.
Here focus on setting (outside
class), non-teacher led or
instructed, and focused on
everyday activities rather than
formal assessment. As with
formal learning there is also a
power dimension as learning
outside institutional settings
seen as less power laden.
Strategies for
overcoming
communication
problems

5

11

Language as a barrier

1

2

18

56

7

15

5

7

17

67

Language progression

Clear references to changes in
ability to use English. Refers to
both vertical (A1, A2) and
horizontal progression - such as
the ability to use English in
different context than before
(Bernstien)

Problems relating to
prior lack of English

Learning English in
native country
Motivation

General references to reasons
why participant learns - either
overall reasons for learning
English or reasons for learning
specific language functions, or
attending specific classes. Also
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Code

Description

Files

References

includes references to
demotivational factors that may
be included in "barriers".

Native speakerism

Statements that reflect the belief
that "native" speaker English is
superior to non-native English.

Negative influences and General category containing
references to things that have
experiences

3

12

9

29

either prevented learners from
learning (barriers) or negative
experiences, in or out of class,
that have affected learning.
Large overlap with negative
narrative node, but not
necessarily contained within a
narrative.

Individual barriers to
learning

Specific references to factors
that prevent effective language
learning, which may or may not
have been overcome.

9

23

Learner expressed
frustrations

Incidences when participants
express frustration at an inability
to learn, progress or use English.
Often linked to specific barriers
but differing as participants do
not always identify the cause of
the frustration.

15

66

Structural barriers to
learning

Barriers existing because of
factors beyond participants
control and societal factors such
as inequality. Needs a better
definition.

9

16

Factors and experiences that
have aided successful learning
outcomes or reduced barriers to
learning - a fairly general

16

71

Positive influences and
experiences
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Code

Description

Files

References

category that can be subdivided
later
General opinions about language
and language learning as "things"
- not necessarily related to
specific languages or learning
experiences.

10

34

Statements regarding to need to
learn English in to live in the UK.
These will be linked to citizen
identity if it is framed in a terms
of a civic responsibility, to
motivation is it given as a reason
for learning English and to labels
and stereotypes if presented as
the opinions of others rather
than that of the participant. As
an obligation is it also linked to
power and agency?

2

2

References to specific
pedagogical activities and
techniques used in both formal
and informal settings - for
example - watching certain TV
programmes, keeping a
vocabulary notebook or peer
homework marking.

3

5

Negative specific
activities

Activities or techniques that the
participant expresses negative
feelings about or do not lead to
positive learning outcomes

5

7

Positive specific
activities

Specific activities that the
participants say are useful,
motivating or lead to successful
outcomes

16

91

Statements about
language

You need to learn
English to live in UK

Techniques and
activities
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Code

Description

Files

References

Using English online

Reference to using English online
rather than face to face

3

8

Using English with
neighbours or in
community

Examples of experience of using
English with neighbours or in the
community and how this effects
language learning (rather than
community relations). Though
overlapping with community
relations in differs in its analytical
perspective as a way of learning
English, rather than just as
interpersonal relations.

14

46

Using English with nonnative speakers

An emerging node as several
participants mention the
difference between using English
with native speakers and nonnative speakers. Examples
include non-native English
speakers in UK and using English
abroad.

11

21

4

8

When a "local" person explains
something to (someone they see
as non-local) that that person
might reasonably be expected to
know (or even know more
about). Usually well-intentioned
it also serves as an identity
marker (I'm local) and can be
othering as it implies the other
person wouldn't know this
because he/she is not local.

2

17

Longer references to incidents or
experience which provide
potential for separate narrative
analysis. Narrative is defined (at

1

1

Using English with L1
(Arabic) speakers

Localsplaining

Narratives
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Code

Description

Files

References

the moment)as series a
sequential events meaningfully
connected in a temporal or
casual way that express
something of importance to the
teller - see Onega and Landa
1996. However, this is a widely
discussed topic and definition
will attempt to remain open for
the time being. Narratives here
will contain numerous other
nodes
Arrival in UK

As the first experience of being in
the UK can be both traumatic
and have consequences for
future identity construction they
have their own category.

9

24

Asylum process

The asylum process involves the
need to "prove" one's identity
and refugee status to often
sceptical authorities and thus
involves strong contestation of
identity, and consequence of
failure can be life or death. It can
also involve imprisonment,
denial of the right to work, study
as well as being labelled as
"bogus" by media and other
powerful discourses.

4

11

Becoming a refugee

Narrative concerning the events
and/or reasons for the process of
becoming a refugee

7

12

Classroom experience

Narratives situated in learning
classrooms often involving power
imbalances and contested
identity. As such they do not only
focus on learning English but also
interactions with teachers and

4

16
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Code

Description

Files

References

other students that may not
involve language learning
Contested identity

A wide category that may include
other narrative nodes (classroom
experiences, asylum process) but
is included for ease of analysis.
Narratives involving classroom
experience, for example, may not
include contested identity and so
this node is used to include only
ones that do.

10

46

Experiences in countries
before arriving in UK

Many refugees passed through
several countries to get to the UK
which often involved contact
with languages other than
English, or which were seen as
temporary residence with UK
being the ultimate objective.
These narratives may provide
contrast with narratives based in
the UK, or may not

6

30

Experiences of
discrimination

Narratives related, either
explicitly by the participant, or
through analysis by me, to racial,
gender, religious, sexual or
ableist discrimination. May need
subdivided into these categories
as more examples emerge.

3

14

References to perceived
instances of racism, or racist
practices or assumptions
experienced by participants

8

19

Narratives involving positive and
negative interactions with
neighbours and local community
- linked to using English with

9

31

Racism

Experiences with
neighbours’ community
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Code

Description

Files

References

neighbours, community relations
and integration.
Falling in love or meeting
partner
Learning English

2

31

9

27

1

40

4

12

1

1

Narrative involving interactions
with authorities - either positive
or negative. These go to the
heart of power relations

7

48

Containing information about
participants, or data for separate
analysis, such as questions asked.

0

0

Repository for biographical
information, which may need
excising from published data, but

3

3

Narratives in which the main
complicating action is an attempt
to learn English (formally and
informally) either leading to a
positive or negative outcome (in
terms of learning), May not
involve classrooms or individual
clashes which relate to classroom
experience narratives

narratives of persecution
Negative experiences
(general)

References to negative
experiences that may not fit into
other nodes, or are as yet
unclear which node they will fit
into. This is to be regularly
checked to see if new nodes
need creation or if the
experiences can be linked to
existing nodes

Other narratives
Relation with authorities

Operational Codes and
Meta data
Biographical info
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Code

Description

Files

References

can also be used to build
participant profiles. I anticipate
writing a short biography of each
participant and using this node
to do so. Could I involve the
participants in this?
Initial introductory
description of themselves

The words use by the participant
to initially describe him or herself
in the interview. These may
indicate which identities the
speaker wishes to emphasis to
the listener. As such they contain
several identity claims but have
their own node to allow separate
comparative analysis

11

13

4

4

4

8

9

91

general

11

64

identity

15

77

language learning

16

67

relating to other
participant's ideas

4

4

5

11

Internet as a discourse

Interviewer Questions

questions - direct or indirect
asked by the interviewer. These
can be analysed for consistency,
to improve them, or ways in
which the interviewer coconstructs the interview.

clarifying

Making academic claims
about identity (abstract)

speaker describes his/her or an
academic opinion about the
nature of identity as a concept,
rather than about a specific
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Code

Description

Files

References

identity or a person. Could this
be linked to expert status?

Photo-elicitation
methodological issues

Discussions either of limitation of
photo elicitation or its strengths

6

39

Biographical info

Repository for biographical
information, which may need
excising from published data, but
can also be used to build
participant profiles. I anticipate
writing a short biography of each
participant and using this node
to do so.

14

68

Initial introductory The words use by the participant
description of
to initially describe him or herself
themselves
in the interview. These may
indicate which identities the
speaker wishes to emphasis to
the listener. As such they contain
several identity claims but have
their own node to allow separate
comparative analysis

11

13

8

29

clarifying

4

17

general

6

22

identity

10

48

language
learning

11

48

Participant Questions
of me

These are included as
demonstrations or participant
agency – challenging the power
inequalities of the academic
interview
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Code

Description
Making academic
claims about
identity (abstract)

speaker describes his/her or an
academic opinion about the
nature of identity as a concept,
rather than about a specific
identity or a person. Could this
be linked to expert status?

Self-learning
from photoelicitation
reference to
institutions

References to specific
institutions that may have to be
redacted for confidentiality
reasons, but could also be used
to assess the pedagogical
effectiveness of different
institutional practices or ethos.

Self-learning from
photo-elicitation
reference to institutions

Performing Identities

References to specific
institutions that may have to be
redacted for confidentiality
reasons, but could also be used
to assess the pedagogical
effectiveness of different
institutional practices or ethos.
Was Active coding (described by
Charmaz (2014) Active coding
with gerunds - describe what the
speaker is doing with language.
She claims this helps you detect
processes and stick to the data ,
"preserves the fluidity of their
experience and gives you new
ways of looking at it." p121 - thus
means you analyse it from their
perspective) Now contains all
identity nodes - see memo, now

Files

References

4

9

1

1

9

18

1

1

13

23

1

4
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Code

Description

Files

References

renamed performing identities as
everything in can be related to
identity and keep the word
performing to stress active
nature
agentic identity

direct or indirect statements that
stress the agency of the speaker.
These include specific reference
to independence and to choices
described as resisting the wishes
of another. Can also be
categorised under power and
resistance? Is this too general?
What to exclude? Link to
agentive language? (as opposed
to passive).

17

173

Being recognised or having
identity validated

Including specific references to
identities

6

12

Practical (Hands-on)
Identity

Suggesting an ability to solve
problems – a level of selfreliance and resilience – see link
to body identity

17

168

Body Identity

Participants perform identity
through reference to the body.
This does not refer to body
language but to Somatic
language indications of the
relationship between body and
self. Charmaz discusses a similar
thing drawing on Gadow.

8

81

Citizenship identity

References to performing civic
responsibilities and rights and
the legal process of achieving
citizenship. This is not the same
as, but may include, claiming
citizenship. Includes reference to
Life in UK test. Does not include

5

12
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Code

Description

Files

References

intercultural citizenship nor
claiming a Scottish/British
identity - more legalistic than
emotional.
Cosmopolitan

References to being citizens of
the world. Also refers to
expressions of kinship with other
non-UK nationals living in UK.
The term Cosmopolitanism's
connection with Kant is also
retained as it contains an aspect
of imagined identity - maybe
linked.

13

24

Cultural Identities

"those aspects of our identities
which arise from our 'belonging'
to distinctive ethnic, racial,
linguistic, religious and, above all,
national cultures" - Hall
Modernity and its Futures Often
overlap between national,
cultural, ethnic, racial and
linguistic and not always easy to
distinguish between them.
Where it is possible they will be
divided into child nodes, when
not left in the parent node.

23

515

Clan

Positioning or reference to
specific clan-based alliances.
Only really applies to Somali
participant so far. Called clan
because participant uses this
term.

3

13

Discussing cultural
differences

Explicit references to perceived
cultural differences the
participant has found (as defined
by the participant). These
function as cultural identity
markers as well as descriptors of

7

18
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Code

Description

Files

References

other’s identities, overlaps with
"claiming expert status" and
stating values relating to
identities - so does it need its
own category? What makes it
unique from these?
Ethnic or race

Race is generally used to refer to
biological differences (but is a
sociological construct). Ethnicity
defined more as shared cultural
practices, beliefs. However often
used together in the literature.
Can overlap with national, but in
some cases (e.g. Kurds) the
boundaries are more fluid (many
consider Kurdistan a country).

14

52

Linguistic

Reference to language as an
identity marker, rather than
identity constructed through
language. Not always possible to
distinguish from linguistic
identity, such as with Kurds - may
be overlap?

15

120

National

References to identity using
national adjectives (Syrian,
Iranian etc)

21

143

Talking about food

References to national or cultural
cuisines and the way it creates
social bonds by simultaneously
marking off and maintaining
cultural differences. Several
references contained refer to
authenticity of food and the
disputing of the right to
authenticate food. Does this
make it an identity category?

7

44
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Code

Description

Files

References

Traditional

Performances and references to
past cultural traditions, which
may still exist but represent a
nostalgic view of the past.

2

58

Describing loss

Talking, either directly or
indirectly, about what they have
lost. Often in relation to images

7

66

Discussing change in
identifications

References to change in
participant's identities, including
change within an identity
(strengthening/weakening) and
changing priority of identity and
usually over time. Change may
not necessarily be lineal nor
permanent. Change may be selfperceived or reported and
contested.

16

46

Discussing labels and
stereotypes

Specific reference to identity as a
label rather than a "reality" and
references to prevailing
discourses, particularly about
refugees and migrants. Kirkwood
et al suggest many refugees are
very familiar with these More of
a method of performance than a
performance in itself.

7

24

Economic or class

positioning as holder of a certain
amount of economic capital or
social status, either in UK or in
"home" country

3

10

Expert identity

Incidences where the speaker
positions themselves as an
expert, or at least
knowledgeable, or more
knowledgeable than other actors
in the story, regarding the matter
or topic being discussed. This is

15

173
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Code

Description

Files

References

related to power in the sense
that the speaker is claiming the
right to be heard on an issue. It
can also incorporate a wide
range of identities - professional,
academic or cultural
Parent node for references to
father, mother, parent, daughter,
son and sibling identity. Also a
primary node for family identity
in general - e.g., expressing
loyalty to their particular family
unit.

15

53

Child

Identifying themselves as son or
daughter - either explicitly or
through reference to parents.
May include fulfilling duties and
roles associated with such
identities - such as respecting or
obeying parents.

8

28

Parent

Identifying themselves as father
or mother - either explicitly or
through reference to children.
Include reference to fulfilling
duties and roles associated with
parenthood.

7

53

Sibling

Identifying themselves as brother
or daughter - either explicitly or
through reference to siblings.
May include fulfilling cultural
duties and roles associated with
such identities - such as brothers
looking after sisters.

6

17

spouse

Identifying themselves as
husband or wife - either explicitly
or through reference to spouse.
May include fulfilling duties and

6

28

Family
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Code

Description

Files

References

roles culturally associated with
such identities - such earning
money for the family, looking
after the house (crossover with
gender identity)

Gender

Either specific (I am a man) or
contextual positioning along
gender lines - such as fulfilling
gendered roles.

13

25

Generational

performance that discriminates
by age, but presents a generation
as a homogenous group which is
contrasted with am "older"
generation or younger
generation

3

28

Hiding self

Emergent category - neither
contesting not accepting
identification - examples where
participants have concealed their
"true" self in response to
positioning of others.

6

15

Identifying racism and
discrimination

Statements that specifically
identify racism, islamophobia or
other forms of discrimination often leading to longer
narratives. May also include nonspecific discrimination.
Important to note that no
objective claims are being made
here - what is important is the
participants perception of
discrimination, Well-meaning
comments, or unintentional
discrimination and micro
aggressions can also be included.

7

34
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Code

Description

Files

References

Exploitation due to low specific form of discrimination
level English
based on low level of English often carried out by others of the
same linguistic group.

1

4

softening criticism

Several studies indicate that
refugees (and migrants in
general) are reluctant to "call
out" racism - this node identifies
examples of participants rowing
back on such identifications.

3

7

Imagined identities

Future identities - roles that
participants wish to play in the
future, so can see themselves as
performing even though they do
not at the moment - related to
Norton/Pavlenko conception of
imagined identities, itself resting
on imagined communities
(Anderson) and communities of
practice (Harre)

17

75

Negotiating Identities

Participant responds to their
positioning by others (including
by the interviewer) either by
accepting or
contesting/contesting these
positionings. These positionings
can be positive (or meeting
participants own desired
identities) or negative and can
depend on context and person
doing the positioning.

4

17

Participant appears to accept
their positioning by others. Can
be positive or negative and the
reasons for acceptance of
negative positioning can be a rich
source of analysis. A participant
may accept being positioned in a

3

12

Accepting identities
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Code

Description

Files

References

certain way by one person but
not by another.
Contesting identity

Participants contest other
peoples' positioning of them,
including by the interviewer. This
can be implicit or explicit. They
can also be positive or negative (though self depreciation makes
this an interesting distinction).
How successful this contestation
is, and why, can also be an area
for rich analysis. This is also a
node for narrative analysis.

17

121

"the constellation of attributes,
beliefs, and values people use to
define themselves in specialized,
skill- and education-based
occupations or vocations"
(Benveniste, 1987; Ibarra, 1999)
in Slay and Smith 2011

19

175

Student or Academic

related to academic capital, and
thus to professional identity,
references to being a student as
an occupation - is a professional
identity rather than just
references to studying. See
Jacob's job centre narrative

16

75

Talking about jobs and
employment

References to jobs and
occupations of participants.
These can include positive or
negative evaluation - how is this
different from professional
identity?

9

22

Often occurring in conflict
situations this refers to examples
of the speaker presenting
themselves as the rational, calm,

3

11

Professional

reasonable adult
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Code

Description

Files

References

reasonable participant in the
interaction, as opposed to the
irrational, prejudiced or angry
protagonist
recreational identities

References to free-time and
recreational activities and
interests - distinct from
professional activities. In the
literature I can fin reference to
recreational shopper's identity,
but not much else. Further
investigation required.

6

7

Refugee

references to being a refugee
and the consequences of this on
identity, values and behaviour

16

90

Relating to local
community - social
capital or civic
engagement

References to relations with
others in Edinburgh - related to
Putnam's Social capital as
consistent with Ager & Strang
indicators of integration and
subdivided (re Putman) into
bonds, bridges and links

9

32

Bonding

Social Bonds - with family and coethnic, co-national, co-religious
or other forms of group following
ager & Strang following Putnam

10

26

Bridging

Social Bridges - links with other
communities or cultural groups.
Following Ager & Strang
following Putnam. Clearly some
issues of how I delineate these.

11

35

Linking

Links with the structures of the
state - following Ager & Strang
following Putnam

10

28
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Code

Description

Files

References

Relating values to specific
identities

Claims that a certain value or
principle is related to an identity
and that performance of this
identity suggests or requires
enacting this value. Relationship
can be either way - I am honest
because I am Scottish or my
honesty is evidence of my
Scottishness. These include
cultural, national, professional,
gender or family identities and
can be about participant or
others.

12

65

Religious

This can be both reference to
participants religion ( I am a
Muslim) or to values or principles
that they (or others) strongly
relate to a certain religion.

8

9

Seeking recognition

requests to be seen in a certain
way - in a way a form of identity
contestation but more precise
but contains seeking recognition
of moral worth.

3

3

being ignored

Participant talks about being
marginalised or ignored, possibly
because of lack of English or
symbolic capital - differs from
hiding self in that it suggests
participant seeking validation or
recognition but being silenced,

3

8

Seeking recognition of
equal moral worth

Partly contesting identity, partly
a claim of normalcy = a plea to
be seen as a equal, as an
individual and a resistance
against being made invisible.

3

20

social being

a subcategory of equal moral
worth - related to social activities

7

14
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Code

Description

Files

References

- "I'm someone who likes to hang
out like you"
Student

4

8

7

44

17

80

1

2

Not merely references to home
but descriptions of "home" - can
be used to compare with parent
"talking about where you live".
May contain element of loss but
is not the same as this node may
not contain the sense of
nostalgia which is contained in
that node.

5

42

Statements of values at this
moment not connected to
specific identities. A "holding"
node for statements of values as
yet unlinked to specific identity
nodes?

13

44

Victim

3

18

Victim passivity

2

3

Good student
Talking about where you
live

References to either
geographical place or
building/home type. These may
indicate permanence (I live),
positive or negative evaluations.
More than just biographical info
as it contains feelings towards
that place - such as a sense of
belonging.

Describing where you
live to people back
home
Talking about where
used to live

Uncategorised identity
statements
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Code

Description

Power and agency

Contains situations, experiences
or utterances that describe a
power struggle, or a situation of
unequal power. Given that
Foucault thinks that pretty much
everything is a power struggle,
this category is pretty large and
will need further subdivision

power relationship
between me & participants

Self-learning from photoelicitation

Files

References

14

80

4

14

1

1
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Appendix 4 Invitation to Participate
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Appendix 5 Consent Form
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Appendix 6 My pictures
In the first interviews, I shared my own pictures with the participants to clarify the task,
provide examples of images that avoid showing people and establish trust and rapport by
“opening myself” and sharing personal information. Some of the pictures are included
below, with extracts of what I said about them, in order to demonstrate this process.

My family identities
A picture of the backseat of my car represented my
identity as a father as:
“Nearly everything I do goes around my kids.
Everywhere I go I am driving my kids to a place driving
them here driving to school, driving to soft play driving
to the class ..so partly I'm a taxi driver as well as a
father” and because “taking them safely from place
represents my job to look after them in life”. (Jacob
Interview 1, abridged)
It also provided guidance on the selection of pictures:
“one thing that is important about photographs is that they don't show people I don't
want ..obviously for confidentiality reasons its better they don't show people. But this
shows you how you can have a picture that shows someone, but doesn't show them.
But this shows a picture of my kids but you can't see my kids” (Jacob, Interview 1)
A close-up picture of my wife’s ear represented my identity as husband, without identifying
her.
“this is my wife. Most importantly this is my wife's ear (Jacob:
what's that?) That is my wife's ear (Jacob: big laugh) So again I've
go this here as an example of how you can take a photograph of
someone but not show them. So, its a way of taking a photograph
and not identifying the person you know (yeah) but also because
my wife is a very good listener and again identity I see myself very
much as how my wife sees my and also how my wife hears me”
(Jacob Interview 1)
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My Cultural Identities
I also included a partial picture of me wearing a kilt to represent my Scottish identity. It also
allowed me to talk about the Graham tartan pattern, which
reflects my family ancestry. However, it also led to a
discussion about how I wore my kilt more often when not
living in Scotland than when in Scotland, as I felt a stronger
need to perform a Scottish identity when abroad. This was
an aspect that had not occurred to me before the interview,
demonstrating how meaning could emerge in interaction.
“this is my kilt (laugh) this is very important because; One,
this is my tartan you know this is I am a Graham, my
Graham tartan, so this is, you know, so it’s not just Scottish or National identity but also …I
think it’s having a .. I think, you talk about being entitled to wear a kilt you know it’s not just
about going to a shop and buying a kilt there is also a thing you .. To wear a certain tartan
you have to have family roots to that tartan and so that’s not something you can earn or
something you can you know that’s something you are born with (Jacob: yep) So it’s kind of
in a way slightly exclusionary but also particularly when you are me and you've been living
abroad most of your life and you don't know really know who you are - having this thing to
connect yourself with (Jacob: yeah) is quite important so I can say "this is my family tartan"
you know”
“I would wear this kilt I don’t wear it in Scotland very much but when I was abroad I would
wear it for like Burns night or for maybe go to watch a football game or rugby game on
television or for parties so it was I would always have so I would always I was more Scottish
when I was not in Scotland”
In another picture of Arabic food represents my international upbringing and my
cosmopolitan identity. When analysed later I also realised I was also performing an identity,
and trying to build solidarity with my Middle Eastern participants, by stressing my youth
spent in Jordan and the sense of otherness I felt when I moved to the UK.
“Because I grew up in Jordan and we visited Syria a lot as
well, and the food is fantastic .. I love it so much. And when I
was growing up what I used to … I remember every Friday
we would always have a hummus falafel sandwich” (Jacob
Interview 1)
“And, um, but for a long time in the UK you could not buy
Arabic food I mean even humous you couldn't buy. But now
[it’s] everywhere. But for a long time I would talk about this
food and no-one would know what I'm talking about” (Jacob
Interview 1)
“So for me always growing up this is very much I realised that my identity was different
from my friends because my favourite food no-one had ever heard of.” (Eminem Interview 1)
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My Academic Identity
A picture of a bookcase in my home represented my academic identity, not only as a PhD
student, but also as someone who values knowledge
and education,
“Next thing this is a picture of my bookcase at home
and because .. books were always very important to me
and still are. I am a PhD student I'm also a language .. I
am also someone who likes to study languages. I don't
necessarily learn them very well but I study about
languages but books and learning and studying is very
much part of who I am yeah and my parents always had
books in the house” (Jacob Interview 1)

Learning Languages
Other pictures referred to my language learning,
my case learning Chinese when living in Taiwan
learning English in Scotland. I showed a picture of a
used and had found frustrating because it
predominantly followed what I considered an
and ineffective grammar translation approach, and
conflicted with my professional identity as a

although in
rather than
textbook I
outdated
this
teacher.

“And because I'm a teacher I could see all the
problems
with this book and because I have beliefs about
teaching
and beliefs about how you should teach and how
people learn
languages … So again, we had this conflict between my identity as a teacher and identity as
a student and trying to learn. I don't know if it was helpful. Part of it was helpful because
Yes, as a teacher I could identify strategies and everything else, but also it made me
resistant” (Jacob Interview 1)
I also chose a picture of a Chinese language version of a “Mr
book, which for me represented how my motivation for
Chinese was connected to my identity as a father. I chose
Daydream” because my parents often used to call me this
was young.

Men”
learning
“Mr
when I

“part of my motivation for learning Chinese was my children,
you
know my children will be bilingual and I want to be able to
speak to
them in Chinese as well as English. This is not working. Already my daughter is way past me.
She criticises me, "Daddy your accent in terrible”! (Jacob Interview 1)
I also chose a picture from the internet of a street food restaurant. This represented my
struggles learning Chinese in Taiwan, as the menus were all in Chinese and dishes tend to
have idiomatic names, making it very difficult for those learning. However, it also
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represented an agentic identity as I detailed the steps I took to overcome these issues. I
also stressed that the restaurant in the picture was not the actual restaurant I used to go to,
as I did not have a picture of this, but was representative. The picture is not included here
for copyright reasons.
“This is a restaurant near my house in Taiwan and ah so when I'm trying to learn Chinese I
used to go this restaurant often and try to ask for, you know order food and say “Wo Yao” ..
And I would try and use my Chinese and look at the menu in Chinese and learn that”
(Eminem Interview 1 (2))
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Appendix 7 Mehdi’s Facebook post
Posted February 2018
This is message is directed to citizens in the countries who have taken in Syrian refugees
I want to take a few minutes of your time
I have a message to all the honourable Europeans and Western people
Austria, Norway, Netherlands, Switzerland, Belgium, Britain, Germany, France, Sweden,
Canada, Turkey, Greece, America......
Can you believe that Syrians are now in all these countries
You have hosted refugees
I have few words to tell you
The Syrian refugees feel extremely FRUSTRATED
They experienced great SORROW and would like to feel like a NORMAL human being NOT as
a refugee
He wants to walk down your streets
Without being hunted by all those eyes
Without having his steps and breaths counted
The Syrian resorted to you to breath in some SAFETY & SECURITY
But, this freedom is INCOMPLETE some people scared from him feels that he is a threat to
your safety and security
Dear western citizen
The Syrian refugee didn't come to you WILLINGLY, he would have preferred to come as a
tourist with his family and enjoy the beauty of your civilisation and your amazing history
relax and take photos and go home to share these memories
He didn't come looking for a job opportunity rather he came looking for an opportunity for
Life
This Syrian refugee whom you've embraced he came looking for the warmth he used to
generously give to the rest of the world over the course of history
The Syrian is the son of Syria
"The Land of the Sun" Unfortunately the Syrian sun is no longer warm for him
In the past 8000 years the Syrian has never been a refugee on the contrary
He harbored the entire surrounding world's refugees YES this Syrian came to you alive but
left behind a significant part of him dead
He came to you to open a new page in his life leaving behind pages of death and destruction
You can't imagine what this Syrian he went through before reaching your shores
And I hop you never go through such a dreadful experience
Do you know where he come from?
Do you know what Syria is?
Today you know Syria for its death and destruction
However Syria was a cradle to all civilisations
Do you like olives, or olive oil
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The first olive tree was planted in Syria
Do you eat bread
The first wheat field was in Syria
Planted in the first agricultural village in history, plowed [sic] with the first plow [sic] in
history, harvested with the first scythe in history and ground for the first time in history in
7000BC
Ladies and Gentlemen this refugee is from Syria his mother tongue Syrian a part of the
Aramaic Language
The language of Jesus Christ
Christianity started as preached by Paul the Apostle and John the Baptist who died and was
buried in Syria
Damascus is the capital of Syria
It was the first inhabited city in the world
It encompassed the first school in history
It was the home of Ibn Al Nafis who discovered the circulatory system
You will be astonished when you learn that Syria presented the world with the first alphabet
in history
Yes A B C came from Syria in 7500 BC
You will be amazed to learn that Syria introduced us and to humanity MUSIC (from Syria )
the oldest musical note in the world was made of clay, dated 1400BC was discovered in
Syria in contained 4 verses in Hurri Language and was the scale of a song dedicated to the
goddess Nikal the wife of the god of the Moon
Did you know that Syrians possess some of the best values in the world?
Did you know that the people in the Arab world RESPECT and LOVE Syrians as they excelled
in every aspect of life
They excelled in Medicine, Engineering, Astronomy, Art, and culinary arts
Do you like Hummous, Tabbouleh?
Both Syrian dishes
My gratitude to all those who opened their arms and hearts to Syrians
I'm proud of you and of your humanity because you embraced the broken and I the needy,
you took them in and gave them one of the most important things in life SECURITY
And now they are being accommodated into your great society
Some of police people from Arab countries said on social media "we love Syrian because
they are one of the most generous nations in the world, they are the origins of mankind and
they are the most loyal people on earth"
Today is your turn to host Syrians
If one day God forbid time changes on you, the Syrian will be the first to stand by you
I wish to you SECRETLY, SAFETY,HAPPINESS and, PEACE
You are entrusted with the Syrians and they are entrusted with you
Thank you
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NB: Though Mehdi says he wrote this, I assume he means he posted it as it is commonly
credited to a speech
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Appendix 8: Lesson Materials
The following materials have been successfully used with 16+ EFL students, but could be
used in teacher training, Adult ESOL, 16+ (S5 and S6 in the Scottish education system)
English students. They utilise authentic materials, although some of the grammar errors
made by participants have been corrected.

Lesson 1: Refugees and Agency
Lesson Objectives:
•
•

To challenge reductive, stereotypical perspectives of refugees and appreciate how
refugees perform agentic identities.
To appreciate how reductive views of others can be damaging.

Think about the words victim and survivor. Do they have the same meaning? Complete the
word map below with other words you associate with these terms. Some words may
connect to both.

victim

survivor

Discuss with a partner:
1. Which of these words are most often associated with refugees? Why?
2. Which word would normally be associated with someone with control over their
life? Why?
A refugee is defined as someone who cannot return to their country of origin due to a “wellfounded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a
particular social group or political opinion” (UNHCR, 1951, 1967). This means they have
often suffered oppression, war or loss of home, family, and possessions. However, the
reason for their persecution may be because they stood up to oppression and they may
have taken great risks and shown great determination and bravery to travel to another
country.
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Look at the following extracts from authentic conversations with refugees. Do you think
they would prefer the term “victim” or “survivor”?
Extract 1: Wala is a refugee living in the UK. She recently went to the doctor with a health
complaint and was diagnosed as suffering from depression. She disputes this diagnosis, as
she feels it is based on her identity as a refugee:
Why? I don't have depression. I'm happy. Yes, my family is from north Syria but now we’re
safe. I'm happy with my husband: he’s a great husband and my daughter is lovely. I'm happy
with my family and I don't tell myself, “Ah! I have depression and I sit around. No! I try to
(pause) I’m a strong woman. After I lost my home, I lived in Turkey by myself, and before that
in Egypt. I tried to do everything by myself. Every day I cook for my family, and I clean my
home, and I go to college to learn English, I take my daughter to some after-school activities.
I try to be a positive woman.”

Extract 2: Waleed is also a refugee living in the UK. In the following extract, Waleed
explains why he doesn’t like telling people he is a refugee.
“One encounter I had with acknowledging that I was a refugee was with a girl I was working
with delivering food. She was riding a motorbike as well. So, we met at the restaurant as we
were picking up our meals to deliver, and she asked me, “Where you from” and stuff (and
she's from Italy) and I said “I'm from Syria”, and she said, “Are you a refugee?”. I said, “Yes”
and then she was really positive about that. She was really friendly and positive. She was
saying lots of nice stuff. And then she said, “Welcome to Europe”. When she said that it hurt
me a bit. It's like …. giving you pity, do you know what I mean? I don't want to see people
giving me pity because I don't like that. So when she said “Welcome to Europe” as if I'm
inside her house, it makes me feel like a stranger, makes you feel I’m different, you know
what I mean? Even though it was meant in a positive way, it hurts me”.
Discussion:
1. What do these stories tell you about how Wala and Waleed like to be seen by
others?
2. What does it mean to have “agency”? How do Wala and Waleed perform agency in
the above extracts?
3. Someone can be both a victim and a survivor. Does respecting someone’s agency
mean you should not help or welcome them?
4. What problems might arise from only seeing someone as a victim?
5. How can others help refugees while also respecting their agency?
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Follow up: Watch the Ted Talk: The Dangers of a Single Story by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
https://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_ngozi_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story

Adichie says, “the problem with stereotypes is not that they are untrue, but that they are
incomplete. They make one story become the only story.”
1. What examples does she give of the dangers of a single story?
2. How might this apply to Wala and Waleed?
3. Can you think of any times when you might have relied on incomplete stereotypes of
others?
4. How can we challenge “single stories”?
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Lesson Plan 2: Contesting Identity
Some understanding of textual analysis, usually included in 16+ and advanced ESOL
curriculums, is required by students for this lesson, but more detailed understanding might
be required of the instructor, particularly regarding how speakers position themselves in
dialogue, particularly through voice and footing. The term “agency” is avoided in favour of
the less academic “having control”.

Lesson Objectives:
•

Learners will gain familiarity with the concept of identity as multiple, dynamic,
contextual, and performed in interaction.

•

Learners will gain awareness of how speakers perform identities and how these are
contested.

•

Learners will develop textual analysis skills, particularly in recognising the use of
voice and positioning, and how they use the reported speech of others in doing so.

•

To raise awareness of the challenges faced by refugees in terms of identity.

•

To raise awareness of agentic identity, or how people perform the role of someone
with control over their lives, even when they may have little freedom of action.

Time:
60 minutes for initial discussion and textual analysis. This could be expanded with either a
pre-ceding lesson focusing on identity and positioning, or post-lesson activities asking
learners to discuss their own identities and how these are contested.

Procedure:
Warmer/brainstorming
Instructor demonstrates the concept of multiple, contextual identities by brief examples of
his/her/their own identities (professional, gender, family, national etc)
Task 1: My Identities: students brainstorm and share their different identities. These are
then shared in plenary
Task 2: Discussion of identity: students read the various definitions of identity given and
discuss which they agree with and why.
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Task 3: Performing identity: students consider how they communicate the identities
referred to in task 1. Think, pair, share.
Task 4: Contesting identities: students consider how identities are multiple, contextual,
contested and performed in interaction. They then relate this to their own experiences,
both how their identities are contested and how they might contest others’.
Task 5: Introduction to positioning and voice in narratives: teacher leads discussion on how
people position themselves and others in dialogue, particularly through the use of reported
speech.
Task 6: Students work in pairs to analyse the “job centre” narrative, paying attention to the
contestation of identity, positioning and voice as discussed above.
Task 7: Students consider how Younis tells the story, focusing on how he retains a sense of
agency in the interaction.
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Lesson Materials: Identity as a performance. How we negotiate who we are.
Task 1: Who are you? Think and write down as many different identities you have.

Task 2: Look at the following quotes on identity from British writer Ziauddin Sarwar. What
does he mean by having “multiple identities”? How does this relate to your identities?
“I have multiple identities. I'm British. I'm Pakistani. I'm a Muslim. I'm a writer. I'm a father.
And each identity has rich overtones. So I must be careful to look at your identity, and that of
others, in the same way.”
Look at the following quotes on identity. Do you agree with them?
a) “Identities are for wearing and showing, not for storing and keeping”, Zigmunt
Bauman
b) “Identity is …socially constructed, self-conscious, ongoing narratives that individuals
perform, interpret, project in dress, bodily movements, actions and language”, David
Block
c) “It is not that people use language varieties because of who they are, but rather that
we perform who we are by (among other things) using varieties of language",
Alasdair Pennycook
Task 3:
a) Look back at your identities from task 1. How do you communicate these identities?
Think about how you speak (both how you speak and what you speak about), dress,
the music you listen to, how you use social media and any other ways you can think
of.
b) Do you perform different identities in different situations or with different people?
c) Do other people always accept these identities? How might other people contest or
refuse to accept these identities? Is this always intentional, or could it be a result of
stereotypes. Think about the following examples:
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1. A female police officer hearing the term “policeman”.
2. A British person of Bangladeshi heritage being asked, “Where are you from
originally”?
3. A trans woman being addressed as “he”.
4. A refugee living in a new country.
d) Do you always accept other peoples’ identities?
Task 4: How we perform identities
Two common ways of performing identity in language is through how we tell stories. One of
these is positioning – how we put people (and ourselves) in certain groups when we talk or
write. This might include using “we”, “us” or “they” to talk about a certain group (e.g. we
students always work hard) but can often be more subtle such as using certain words, or
jargon, associated with a group or how we put people together in phrases, such as “women
and children first”, which suggests that they share certain characteristics. A second way is
how we report the speech of others, such as using a different tone or accent. Can you think
of any examples of how this could be done?
Task 5:
Look at the following story about an incident in a job centre and think about the following
questions.
•

What identities is Younis trying to perform? Think about the identities he is
performing to the other person in the story, but also about the identities he is
performing to his audience – the person he is telling about this incident.

•

How does he do this? What language does he use?

•

How are these identities contested?

•

Does Younis accept the identity he is given? How does he show the audience that he
has control over his identities?

Younis, a lawyer from Syria who is now a refugee in the UK is telling a story about what
happened when he was for unemployment support at a job centre in England. The job
centre employee in charge of assessing his claim and helping him find work starts by asking
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him, “What is your profession?” and Younis replies that he is “studying English”. Note that
Younis is still learning English and so makes several language and grammatical errors.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

He asked me "What's your profession?" and start shouting at me.
I looked at him like this (Younis shows how he gave a calm stare)
I know the law, OK? I am law man. And I know my rights, but always I'm avoiding problems. I
want the easy simple life. And I told him I was a solicitor in Dubai for 3 years.
And he said, "Did you imagine yourself working as a solicitor in the UK?”
I looked at him like that (Again, a calm stare). And I said, "I think one day".
And he said, "No!”
I found that strange .. because I met racist people in Sussex and Kent so I got that experience
I know, I was prepared. And I said, "Why?"
He told me, "Here in Halliford you can’t study English. You have to work here.”
I looked at him like that (calm stare).
"OK, which kind of job I have to do or to look for".
He said, “Let me have a look at your profile”. After he read it, he said, “OK, your previous
coach at the job centre wrote English is a barrier to employment, but I think you speak
enough English to find a job. I will clear that”. So I said, “OK.”
And he said, “OK, you have to look for a cleaning job”. And he typed on the keyboard,
“cleaning”.
And I said "OK". I said, "I want to ask you one question before I leave" and he said “OK, ask”.
And I said, “Is the there any opportunity or chance a small chance please to go to any English
classes?”
He said "No, this is Halliford and you have to work"
OK. I said “OK that's great”. I left the job centre directly to the train station .. directly believe
me and I immediately left that town
Further questions:
1. What identity is Younis performing by demonstrating the calm stare he gave
the job coach? What does this say about his control of the situation?
2. What is the job coach implying when he says, “Here in Halliford, you can’t
study English. You have to work here”? How is he positioning Younis?
3. What does Younis do at the end of the story? How does he regain control?
4. Think about the way Younis tells this story. Does he perform the role of
victim, or as someone with control over their life? How does he do this?
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